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A L P I N E  J O U R K A L .  

AUGUST 1878. 

Two NEW PEAKS; THE AIGUILLE DE PEUTERET AND JU- 
BIEAUX OF VALTORNENCHE. By LORD \VENTWORTH. 

AT- a quarter before twelve in the night of August 4, 1877, 
I left the Hate1 de 1'Ange a t  Courmayeur with the two 

guides, Emile Rey, of L a  Saxe (near Courmayeur), and Jean 
Baptiste Bich, of Valtornenche, to attempt the ascent of the 
Peuteret  W e  climbed up the rocks of the Fauteuil des Alle- 
mands near the waterfalls by moonlight, arriving at  the plateau 
known by that name soon after four in the morning of the 5th. 
Here Rey's brother, who had come so far as porter, left us, 
and after a halt for breakfast we went on, ascending some 
avalanche snow-slopes to our right as far as the foot of the 
rocks, then for threequarters of an hour up rocks and patches 
of pass to the lower end of a broad slanting couloir of rock 
leading in a straight line to our left in the direction of the 
highest peak. Soon after entering the couloir we came to a 
small cavern in two chambers, evidently much frequented by 
chamois, which would make admirable sleeping quarters. This I 
propose to call ' La Balme des Chamois.' 

After going up the couloir for two hours with no difficulty, 
we arrived at  an absolute precipice at  the foot of which we 
had to search for two hours before finding n chimney, or rather 
a ~ucceesion of chimneys, up which we climbed with some 
difficulty; one place in particular was somewhat unsafe, a 
slanting ledge of rock with imperfect hand and foot-hold. 
This place I would call ' Le Muuvais Pas.' By  about midday 
we got to the level of the ridge separating the Fauteuil des 
Allemands from the Glacier de Is  Brenva, whence we turned 
away again to the left and ascended, with no great difficulty 
but. with many very long steps, ti11 we reached a sort of shoul- 
der, on our right an extraordinarily steep snow slope falling 
down to the up er Brenva glacier, to our left a vertical preci- 
pice dropping ! own to the Fauteuil des Allemmds. This crest 
might be called ' L a  Neige de ~'&~aule, '  it is distinctly shown in 
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M. LoppB's beautiful sketch of the Peuteret Needle, being, 
except the very summit, the only point of our route visible in 
his drawing, which is taken from the Col du GBant, while our 
course lay within the vast rocky hollows over the Fauteuil des 
Allemands. W e  went along it for about fifty yards till our 
progress was stopped by the final peak. Fortunately we per- 
ceived some ledges to our left that traversed the face of the 
great abyss. W e  crept along them with little actual difficulty, 
though hanging on over sickening precipices. This place I 
would call ' Le  Passage du Grand Goziflre.' Thus we got to 
the side of a small snow-slope near the top on the south-east 
face ; thence looking up we saw the two summits, the lower 
one to our left, very difficult, probabiy impossible of access, 
the higher to our right perfectly easy, and we reached it soon 
after two in the afternoon. 

W e  immediately set tu work to plant a flag, the St. George's 
cross of England, and to baptise this point, which, according to 
the aneroid, was 2,600 m&tres above Courmayeur. I named it, to 
distinguish it from the lower or southern summit, ' Aigtiille de 
la Yola,' after Madame Caccia Raynaud, an intrepid and 
accomplished Italian Alpinist then staying a t  Courmayeur. 

The summit, on which there is plenty of room, consists of 
two short ridges a t  right angles, one in the direction of Mont 
Blanc, the other toward the lower summit. 

The view of Mor~t  Blanc, and of the glaciers of Brenva, 
Fresnay, and Brouillard is magnificent. These form together 
the principal feature of a superb panorama. I saw the track of 
Mr. Eccles's party on the steep snow-slopes below the precipices 
of Mont Blanc, which he had scaled a few days before, I 
believe. Another charming part of the view is the glimpse 
down the valley of Mor ex. B A t  three yards from t le summit of the Aiguille de la Yola 
I noticed a mountnin rat, n~hich slipped into a cleft of rock as 
soon a3 i t  saw me. Equally close to the summit I gathered 
some moss with pink and white flowers, then in full blossom. 
Fifty yards lower I found some ranunculuses, also in flower, at 
the height of upwards of 12,600 feet. 

After a stay of a little more than an hour we started on our 
way down, and before night me had descended all the difficult 
places. A t  9 P.M. we reached a little ridge (3,000 mhtres 
above the sea) with some snow lying on it, and jutting out 
from the great couloir three-quarters of an hour above the 
' Balrne des Chamois.' Here we passed the night, and I propose 
to call i t  ' Le  Reposoir.' 

Next morning, August Gth, we started a t  4.30 A.M. 
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and reached Courmayeur at  nine. I n  descending we used the 
rope in five difficult passages, two of which were below the 
Fauteuil des Allemands. 

This ascent is the most difficult climb up steep rocks with 
which I am acquainted, though the Matterhorn would be far 
more formidable without its ropes ; but of danger there is little 
or none with good guides to a practised climber. 

From the Fauteuil des Allemande there are seven hours of 
rock-climbing to the summit of the Yola, and quite as much 
for the descent. Some might, perhaps, do i t  in leas, but others 
would take lon er. It would be best to sleep in the Balme 
des Chamois, w ence the summit can be reached easily in ~ i x  
hours. 

f 
On Thursday, September 6, I left the HGtel du Mont Cer- 

vin, at  Breuil, at a quarter to two A.M., with the same two 
guides. I n  a little more than an hour we came to a chalet, 
which, like some others in Valtornenche, is a very long vault 
of maaonry immensely thick, and with a great mass of earth 
on the roof. The interior is like the tunnel of a railway, and 
in its great length must hold 100 cows. There waa no one 
there ; i t  felt quite warm within those walls, thick as a mediaeval 
castle. W e  lit a fire in one end, where the cowherds have their 
beds (ou la couche de PhonnEte homme, de la paille, vide la 
PCrichole), and make cheese. W e  waited for an hour, for 
Bich eaid we should get to the rocks otherwise too soon ; we 
must have daylight, not merely our lantern. Leaving this 
cow cellur (as I must call it, rather than stable) before four, we 
went up some steep grass slopes and rocks to the foot of the 
first cliffs, where we arrived at  five, just as the day began. It 
was bitterly cold till we warmed ourselves by drinking rum, 
but clear and lovely weather-a few autumnal mists in the 
valley and the last tiniest scrap of a moon in the midst of the 
dawn, so clear that I saw the man in the moon in the black 
part of the moon. There were some sheep here that followed 
us over a patch of snow to the foot of the cliff, up which we 
went, slanting to the right for several hours eaaily-here and 
there a steep place-till we crossed a couloir, and for an hour 
went straight up extremely steep, smooth, difficult rocks, till 
we came to a towering wall, which forced us to turn to the 
right into an extremely steep couloir, which ascended first 
strai ht, then slanting round to the left behind the lofty wall. % U p  t is couloir we went, over steep slippery dopes of rotten 
rock, and now and then afew ste s on a steep patch of snow. By P ten o'clock we got to the top o this horrid couloir, and found 
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ourselves on the ridge which divides Valtornenche from Val- 
pelline. Here we were at  the foot of the Punta Sella of Lee 
Jumeaux (which had been before ascended by Corona), over 
which we intended to go to reach the virgin summit of the 
Punta Giordano. W e  ate some breakfast and then started 
for our two summits, which are so nearly the same height that 
I do not know which is higher; we were, at  our eating place, 
only 100 metres below them. First for a short distance up a 
little ridge and slope of snow, as we thought, but it turned out to 
be ice hard as rock ; fortunately Rey had only to cut perhaps 
twenty or thirty steps, the rest of the ridge was easy rock up to the 
top of the Punta Sella, which we reached at  eleven, and found the 
names of Corona and his guide and a little flag placed by them. 
Corona has twice been up the Punta Sellu, but both times 
failed in his object-to scale the Punta Giordano. There is a 
fearful abyss between the two, but Rey went down first a little 
way to look, and finding a place, which though perfectly ver- 
tical for six mCtres, had some corners for hands and feet, called 
to me and Bich to descend there after him. Then we went 
along a ledge for about ten metres, overhanging a gulf almost 
as terrible as that of the Yola ; then we turned a corner and 
went down to the left or west of the ridge, down another steep 
rock, and we were in the col between the two Jumeaux, and 
up we went to the summit of the Punta Giordano, finding 
only one difficult place, a vertical rock four metres high, which 
we turned in descending. I arrived first a t  the summit. I 
may add that Rey thinks i t  is eight or ten metres higher than 
the Punta Sella, but of this I do not feel quite sure. The 
first thing we did was to break off the highest point, which was 
very dificult, it was so hard ; but at  last we succeeded, and i t  
fell into my  handkerchief. 

Then we fixed the English flag. which Bich had carried with 
much difficulty, for the pole al&iys caught in difficult places 
in the rocks. When the flag was fixed tight, the pole leaning 
coquettishly on one side towards the valley, and a boisterous 
wind blowing it out, it seemed to us the prettiest banner we 
had seen-the guides also exclaiming how charming it looked. 

Bich baptised the point ' Punta Giordano,' with the full and 
proper formula, pou&g wine instead of water, and then we 
had to hurry back. I n  an hour we reached our breakfast 
place and lunched there very pleasantly; a t  two we began de- 
scending the dreadful couloir. Rey was last; in one place a 

reat rock gave way under him and crashed down close to me ; f was able to spring into shelter; i t  cut the rope between Rey 
and me, he had to hold on for his life by his fingers, as his feet 
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were in the air ; had he fallen, Bich and I could not have saved 
him, for the rope was broken. Lower down, just before we got 
to the narrow mouth of the couloir, down there swept through 
i t  a volley of blocks of ice, which made us tremble as we passed 
through i t  five minutes later. 

After leaving the couloir, we found a steep cleft to the side 
of the smooth, difficult, steep rocks by which we had mounted; 
RO we went down this cleft instead, and found it much better. 
When we had passed the last bad place, so thick a fog came 
on that we had the greatest difficulty in finding our way down 
the lower cliffs, which however, with the help of occasional traces 
of our footsteps in the morning, luckily we did, and we reached 
the snow, where the sheep were in the morning, by 6.30. 
Thence, we went down pretty quickly; as we were going 
down, our friends the sheep kept throwing stones down upon us, 
but we were not hit. W e  reached Breuii at a quarter to eight, 
where the hospitable and obliging landlord gave us an excel- 
lent supper. 

My two guides deserve the highest praise for skill, courage, 
and all the other virtues of their profession. Rey, though only 
thirty, is the best guide I am personally acquainted with. I 
feel that I must explain to my readers the egotistical character 
of this account of the ascent of the Jumeaux. I t  is taken 
almost verbatim from a letter I wrote to a friend two days 
after, with no idea of its being ever published. I wrote 
nothing else about i t  at the time, and can only send it as i t  
stands with a few corrections that occur to me in the course of 
copying. But  I hope i t  may contain all the facts likely to 
interest the climbing world. 

1 may take this opportunity of mentioning an ascent I made 
of the Grand Paradis in July 1877, with Laurent Lanier and 
Emile Rey. Our route is perhaps already known, but I have 
not been able to learn. We went in an almost perfectly 
straight line from the glacier of L a  Tribulation, up the rocks 
and ice wall to the summit, about half-way, I think, between 
the other two routes I have heard of from the Plan de la 
Tribulation. I t  is, I think, shorter than any other, and though 
perhaps steeper, probably easier. 
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THE HISTORY OF THE BUET, WITH SOME NOTES ON 
EARLY MOUNTAINEERINQ IN THE PENNINE ALPS. By  
the EDITOR. 

T HE curious little monument to the founders of the Love of 
the Alps, which stands opposite the inn on the Montanvert,. 

and is now devoted to the orges of Chamonix mule drivers, 
still bears on its front the original dedication $ la Nature.' It 
was originally proposed that on the other three sides should be 
placed the names of D e  Saussure, Bourrit and De Luc. De 
Saussure is still known throughout the world ; Bourrit's fame 
survives only among students of the Alpine literature of the 
last century, and, although i t  has recently been burnished up 
by Mons. Durier in his admirable book on Mont Blanc, i t  is 
still dull in England ; De Luc is even less known. 

It is a sufficient reason for choosing a peak in some respects 
so insignificant as the Buet for the subject of the first chapter 
I add to Mr. Longman's papers, that i t  enables me to vin- 
dicate the fame of the two early mountaineers who were the 
lees known members of this mountaineering trinity. But the 
history of the Bnet also claims attention in its relation to that 
of Mont Blanc, to which the lesser mountain served as a s t e p  
ping-stone ; and the narratives in which the first attempts on i t  
are recounted are exceptionally characteristic and amusing in 
themselves. 

I n  dealing with the mountains of Savoy, we do not have, as 
in central Switzerland, to look iuto remote authors. There is 
scarcely any mention of the Mont Blanc range in books 
prior to the seventeenth century, and maps show that so small 
was the knowledge of this region that Mont Blanc and the 
Buet were often lumped together as Les GlaciBres,' and that 
nobody knew exactly whether the great mountain seen from 
Geneva was north or south of the valley of Chamonix. The 
history of early mountaineering in this re ion is the history of 
the little band of explorers of whom De 8 aussure waa, by his 
accomplishments, the most prominent, and Bourrit the mwt 
persevering. 

The Buet was, I believe, the second glacier peak in the Alps to 
be climbed, its predecessor being the Titlis. I ts  first ascent de- 
serves to be followed in detail, for i t  was the beginning of moun- 
taineering in Savoy ; and it is recorded in a very picturesque 
and detailed contemporary narrative.t I t  was made in 1770 

* I follow the usual incorrect spelling. Mont-en-ven, the pasturage 
at the back, is the derivation. 

t ' d Relation of a Journey to the Glaciers in the Dutchy of Savoy,' 
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from the Sixt side by the brothers Jean Andre and Guillaume 
Antoine de Luc. They were the sons of a Geneva watch- 
maker, known by his religious and political writings, and a 
friend of Rouaseau, whose influence is constantly evident in 
their writings. Guillaume was the author of a few scientific 
tracts. The eldest brother, Jean Andr6, waa an adherent of 
the popular party, and was sent as envoy to Paris in 1768, and 
on his return elected a member of the Great Council of his 
native city. His inclinations led him, however, to give up 

litics for physical science. In  1762 he submitted to the 
f k s  A d e m y  hi. ' Researches on the ModiGcations of the 
Atmosphere,' which was recognised at once as the best work 
which had yet been produced on the use of meteorological in- 
struments. D e  Luc, however, spent ten years more on his book 
before publishing it. H e  now entirely gave up his trade, and 
coming to England was made a member of the Royal Society 
and obtained a permanent post as reader to Queen Charlotte. 
One of his works, a series of ' Lettres physiques et  morales sur 
l a  Montagnes et sur PHistoire de la Terre et  de l'Homme,' 
was dedicated in 1778 to the Queen of Great Britain. I t  ia 
described in the preface as the outline of a work on cosmology, 
or nature and man's place in it. The letters describe the Lake 
of Geneva, Interlaken, Grindelwald, and Lauterbrunnen-the 
descriptions being intersper~ed with many reflections on the 
happiness of a country life, and the simplicity of Swiss pea- 
sants. Rousaeau, who is often quoted, is evidently the source 
of most of M. de Luc's cosmology. 

De Luc  died at Windsor, at the age of ninety, in 1817. As  
a scientific student he would appear to have deserved respect, 
but he was also a courtier and a universal philosopher, and 
in consequence he sometimes rather amuses than edifies the 
modern reader, particularly when he is led by the ' ecstasies in 
which he often finds himself on the mountains,' into a long 
assault on materialism, and apologises in a proportionately long 
footcnote for introducing ' discussione too far removed from the 
objects of attention of a QUEEN.' 

It was in August 1765 that the two D e  Lucs started to 
attempt the Buet for the first time. From the neighbourhood 
of Geneva, Jean had observed to the north of the ' p ika  in 
the form of obelisks ' which rose in a forbidding fence round 
the mighty dome of .Mont Blanc, a mountain whose summit, 
although always covered with ice, seemed to him accessible and 
proper for his experiments. 

trandated from the French of M. Bourrit, Precentor of the Cathedral 
Church of Geneva, by Cha. and Fred. Davy. 2nd Edit. Norwich, 177 6. 
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' H e  endeavoured then to inform himself of the name of this 
mountain, the place where i t  mas situated, the road necessary 
to be taken to arrive at  it, and whether or not i t  was to be 
ascended ; but no person could be found that knew it, nor could 
he gain the least intelligence with respect to any of his ques- 
tions; he was obliged, therefore, at all events to take a journey 
in search of i t  and endeavour to find i t  himself.' Such a 
passage and the following narrative give a curious idea of the 
state of ignorance in which Geneva lived of objects within its 
daily horizon, even after ' the discovery ' of Chamonix. With 
many doubts as to the right road, anxiously looking out for 
any glimpee of the snows, and seriously disquieted when they 
lost sight of them, the two D e  Lucs arrived late at  night at  
Sixt, where ' their guide gave them no hopes of filldin any 
accommodation.' Fortunately, despite the lateness $ the 
hour, the convent opened its gates and received them most 
hospitably. The peasants of the village could still give no 
information as to the snow mountain they were in search of, 
but offered to lead the travellers to some chklets, where a 
hunter who knew more might possibly be met with. This plan 
was carried out, the chtlets reached, and the hunter secured. 
But  they followed him with uneasy minds, for their frozen 
summit had entirely disappeared. When after some rough 
ecrambling they reached the ridge of rocks known as the Gre- 
nier des Communes, which had long formed their skyline, ' they 
perceived themselves upon the brink of one of the most fright- 
ful precipices, which separated them from the summit they 
came in search of.' 

There was nothing for it but to return, after having gazed 
' with admiration as well as horror ' at  Mont Blanc, which ap- 
peared before them in all i b  majesty. An accident which 
happened to the most important member of the party, the ther- 
mometer, compelled them to return to Geneva. 

I t  was not till 1770 that the De Lucs again attempted to carry 
out their design. Led by an ' apprentice to a hunter ' they 
climbed ' from one jutting point to another up the clefts of an 
immense wall of stone which was almost perpendicular,' only 
to find themselves ' upon the very same precipice they had been 
five years hefore.' They consoled themselves by scrambling to 
the highest point of the ridge, the Grenairon, although at one 
place they had to take the lead from their poor-spirited guides. 
The conduct of one of these men mas most reprehensible. 
' Fatigued with the labour he had undergone, and in a fit of 
laughter at the folly of takin all this trouble to boil a little 
water, he threw hirnself unluc f ily with all his weight on Jean 
De Luc's foot and badly sprained it.' The ' author of the mis- 
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fortune' then abandoned his employers, in order to go down 
and milk his cows. De Luc  was equal to the occasion both as 
a philosopher and aa a mountaineer. H e  candidly imputed 
the man's behaviour to his mistaken sense of duty to his master 
(the owner of the cows) rather than to want of feeling. Further, 
he contrived to slide upon his back 'down 1,500 perpendicular 
feet.' Night then came on, and they were compelled to sleep 
out, making a barricade to prevent themselves from rolling 
down the steep. Next morning De Luc's foot waa leas painful, 
and he was able to descend to Sixt. 

On the following day the village fair was held, and the D e  
Luca learnt from some of the assembled peasants that the snow 
dome they were in search of was known as the Buet, a name 
derived, they mere told, from Bovet, an upper pasturage near 
the snow. 

A month after, in compnny with a hunter, they ascended to 
Les Fonds, now well known from the description of Mr. Wills, 
who has built himself a house in this lovely spot, and has 
written of i t  with an owner's appreciation. No raptures, how- 
ever, can exceed those of De Luc  on this 'most superb am- 
phitheatre,' ' delightful plain,' ' romantic solitude,' which ' they 
could not cease admiring.' Rain drove the brothers back to 
Sixt, but a t  the instance of the monks they waited until a 
fine day enabled them to return with better prospects to Les 
Fonds. Next morning they were off at  daybreak, and by 7 A.M. 
had reached the 'Plain de Lechaud,' where they saw three 
of the ' native burghers ' of the country, that is to say, chamois. 
Proceeding, 'they enjoyed for two hours this sensible succession 
of new subjects without any other inconvenience than h a t  of 
walking up an exceeding steep slope, which was nothing to 
their spirits and resolution.' 

I n  plain language, they were drawing near tlie snow, and 
the upper slopes were still hard from the night's frost. Having 
before experienced the inconvenience of crampons, ' which mere 
apt to turn upon the foot and deceive them,' they had provided 
themselves with thick woollen socks to put over their shoes, by 
means of which, and their staves pointed with iron, they ' pre- 
sumed it possible to step with the utmost security. Their 
shoes, however. were absolutely improper for such an under- 
taking.' Happily the guides had broad solee and hobnails, 
with which they crushed footsteps through the frozen crust. It 
mas about noon when they gained the summit of the glacier, 
' which commanded in a manner a t  one view all the straightes 
of the Alps, of whose pikes there were but few which raised 
their points above them.' 

' For long they were absorbed in contemplation of the scene 
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before them. When their attention returned upon themselves 
they found that they were standing only upon a mass of con- 
gealed snow which jutted over a most frightful precipice.' 
Their first impulse was to retreat with all speed, 'but  soon 
reflecting that the addition of their weight to this prodigious 
frozen mass which had been supported thus for ages could have 
no effect to bring it down, they laid sside their fears and went 
again upon that horrid terrace.' After a halt of three-quarters 
of an hour, and two experiments, they retired to some rocks a 
couple of hundred feet below the top for another hour and a 
half. During this prolonged stay, 'they were forced by the 
absence of any disagreeable sensation to remark what a won- 
derfully adaptive machine is the human body, whose equi- 
librium remains undisturbed within while the atmosphere 
without is so changed in densitv.' 

The descent w; easy. ~ h :  De  Lucs observed with envy, 
but did not venture to imitate, the mode of progression of their 
guides who glissaded, as me now say, that is, slid leaning on 
their poles dolvn the slopes. They found out, however, another 
method which they thought very agreeable. I t  consisted in a 
series of jumps, made 'with regularity and due deliberation,' and 
would seem to have been modelled on the gait of a kangaroo. 
A t  the foot of the snow they were saluted by the whistles of 
marmots, which suggested the signals of banditti. Sixt was 
regained after nightfall. 

A second ascent* of the Buet was made in 1772 by Mons. 
De Lucy his brother, and M. le Ministre Dentan, from the 
chalets of Anterne by a different route, recommended by their 

uides. De Luc's object was to make further observations. 
&nluckily, in the chalets he broke his thermometer. The 
account of the accident is a specimen of the naive enthusiasm 
of these early observers. ' I  looked with emotion for my 
thermometer; it was broken. I gave a cry which shook the 
cabin.' Happily, the hygrometer survived to reach the summit, 
and afterwards to be honoured with a place in Queen Charlotte's 
apartments. The climbers took eight hours to reach the top, 
and on their return they were benighted and caught in a 
thunder-storm amoncr the cliffs of the mountain. Prom this 
unpleasant siturrtionothey were rescued by the mistress of the 
chalet in which they had passed the previous night. Her  
courageous conduct and refusal to accept any recompense 
suggest to De  Luc some of his usual reflections on the virtues 

' Lettres sur lea Montagnes,' De Luc, Geneva : 1778, in which n 
published account of the expedition by M. Dentan is also referred to. 
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of the mountaineer, and he concludes his story with the ex- 
clamation, ' J e  me reprocherois toujours si Anterne pouvoit 
devenir un lieu frequent6 I ' Elsewhere, however, with a not un- 
common inconeietency, he pronounces the Buet to be ' the most 
' engaging to a man of taate of all the mountains of the Alps,' 
and expresses a hope that some of his readers may undertake it. 

The history of the Bnet now brings a new person on the 
stage, the enthusiastic Bourrit. De  Luc  was an enthusiast 
in his love of the mountains, but he wse a cool and some- 
what affected lover in comparison to Boumt:  his homage, if 
genuine, is scarcely spontaneous, and his roar was always made 
up somewhat in Roussenu's vein. H e  indulges in long and 
shallow generalities about the plan of the universe or the vir- 
tues of the mountaineer ; while Bourrit gives a truly-felt pic- 
ture in words or a few homely touches. By the side of the in 
every way larger intellect of D e  Saussure, the rich man with 
the finest house in Geneva for his home and unlimited means 
a t  his disposal, the man of scientific grasp who lined his advan- 
tages to attain definite and worthy aims, and wrote with the 
calm and measured precision of a man of science, if with some 
lack of imagination, Bourrit, perhaps, is no imposing figure. 
Yet in his o m  day he was a well-known character; hie 
works obtained for him the title of the ' historian of the Alps ;' 
and his enthusiasm drew from De Saussure the avowal that 
'M. Boumt  mettait encore plus d'int6rdt que moi $ la con- 
qu&te du Mont Blanc ;' and from Goethe the description, 
' Ein passionirter Kletterer.' His ' Voyage aux Glaciers ' was 
tran~lated into English and German, and every visitor to Cha- 
monix was familiar with his name. Brought up at  Geneva as a 
miniature painter, he does not seem to have found his vocation 
till the age of twenty-two, when a visit to Les Voirons suddenly 
awakened in him a passion for the mountains. Portrait-paint- 
ing was henceforth given up. H e  obtained through his friends 
a post as precentor in the cathedral, which gave him enough to 
live on, and his abundant leisure was spent at  the feet of his 
beloved mountains. He painted and sold his pictures, or illus- 
trated his books with them, remarking complacently on their 
fidelity as compared with those of Gruner, whose artists ' were 
rather men of taste than draftsmen ; ' or with ' a plate of Mr. 
Vivar6, in London, representing the icy valley of Montanvert, 
in which there is hardly so much as one stroke taken from 
nature.' Bourrit dropped now and then his mite of observa- 
tion into the hand of science. B u t  in truth his pictures and 
his science were a pretence, or at  least secondary. H e  goes 
to Chamonix and wanders up and down the flanks and side of 
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Mout Blanc, because to him high mountains were a feeling 
I n  spirit he is the type and ancestor of the modern climber, 
who feels a passion which he can hardly explain for the free 
air of the he1ght.a and the glories of the eternal snows. H e  
was the first victim of the true mountain mania, which has cf 
late years become so common a disease. I n  the flesh, perhaps, 
Alpine clubmen would scarcely acknowledge him as a fore- 
runner. Despite his six ascents of the Buet, Bourrit was 
clearly no g r a t  climber. His guides seem more than once to 
have made some excuse for leaving him behind. On the Cher- 
montane Glacier he and h i  dog Loulou were sadly put out by 
some commonplace crevasses. Despite all his endeavours, he 
never stood on the crowning ridge of Mont Blanc, although, 
if we may believe his own estimate iu such a case, he came 
within ten minutes of it. His disappointment was aggravated 
by the fact that one of his companions, an Englishman, Mr. 
Woodley, afterwards Governor of the Leeward Islands, reached 
the top. The third traveller was a Dutchman named Camper, 
who gave up before Bnurrit, after having been nearly blown 
away. According to his own story i t  was only the skill of his 
twenty-two guides and the stoutness of his coat-tails which 
saved him from being carried up to heaven at  once in a whirl- 
wind. Bourrit's chief feat was the discovery of the Col dil 
GBant, unknown to the Chamoniards of his time. The con- 
tradiction between Bourrit's own feeliugs and the language in 
his day hallowed by custom leads him constantly into amusing 
phrases. W e  hear of ' horribles beaut6s.' A t  one moment 
rocks are ' beautiful ' and glaciers ' superb '; a t  the next we 
are told of the head of Val de Bagnes, the meeting-place of 
three glaciers, ' L'aspect de ce lieu est horrible.' I n  his own 
enumeration of the pleasures of the Alps we recognise his 
capacity to appreciate them, while elsewhere we smile a t  the 
imagination which ascribes the sentiments of a disciple of 
Rousseau to the shepherds of the Rheinwald. 

I n  another matter Bourrit was, let us hope, a worthy fore- 
runner of the Alpine clubman. Petty rivalries had but a 
small hold on h i  soul. So long as Mont Blanc i~ ascended, 
so long as his beloved mountains are visited and worshi ped 
as he would have them, he is content not to be himsel #' , the 
first conqueror. Once only do we find traces of jealousy in 
his writings. A certain Mons. Bordier, on the strength of 
having seen one glacier, ventured to publish a ' Voyage Pit- 
toresque' while Bourrit's wne in the press. This was too 
much for the good man, and in his list of the men of scientific 
renown at  Geneva poor Bordier only comes in with some others 
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as an author of works not worthy of particular mention. I t  ia 
perhaps owing to this quarrel that the earliest statement of the 
glacier theory subsequently known as Rendu's was so effec- 
tually passed over that i t  escaped for many years the notice 
even of Professor Tyndall, generally an eager rehabilitator of 
neglected merit, and was not published at  all in England until 
i t  appeared recently in his ' Forms of Water.' Yet Bordier's 
one glance had taught him more than the 'historian of the 
Alps ' learned in all his rambles. 

The motion of the ice was a problem rather shirked than ex- 
plained in the old Swiss school of Scheuchzer and Hottinger. 
These physicists had marked the advance of the ice as shown 
by the progress of glacier-tables, the different layers of snow, 
less compressed, as they lay nearer the upper surface, thg 
moraines. But  they made little progress in putting together 
these scram of observation. or in forminn on them a rea- 
sonable thkory, though here and there a hzlf haphazard guess 
reads like a start on the rinht track. Sometimes we are 
told that the body of the &wier is formed by a collection 
of many winter coats, frozen one on the top of the other. 
W e  must assume that some wonderfully hard winter at 
eome unknown date supplied the foundation. I f  this does 
not satisfy the inquirer, he is asked to bear in mind that the 
freezine of water in the crevices will increase the volume of 
the mGs and lead to its extension, and also, that in consequence 
of the diminished pressure of the outer atmosphere, the air shut 
in the hollows of the ice will expand. Other writers, Altmann 
and Cappeller, tell us that the advance of the whole body is 
due to the weigbt of the upper snow-fields pressing upon what 
lies below, which is loosened from the rock by the constant 
melting of the under surface. But  the nature of the advmce, 
its steadiness, and, with certain qualifications, its uniformity 
were still undiscovered. 

A t  the root of the old writers' difficulties, keeping them 
far from the right track, lay the firm conviction expressed 
by Sebastian Munster in 1543, and repeated constantly after- 
wards, that glacier ice ' is not very different from crystal.' H e  
stated that ' glacier ice is neither snow nor ice, but hardened 
ice, which never melts on the mountain-tops, but, having for 
two or three thousand years clothed the heights and filled the 
hollows, haa grown almost as hard as stone.' * 

* This remark, I may point out, is some evidence against the 
wpposed sudden growth of the glaciers, and the consequent destruction 
of the Viescherjoch and other pwms. 
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I n  1618, it is true, a sceptical Frenchman, encouraged by 
the retreat of the glaciers in his time, attacked the prevailing 
belief in some exceedingly dull verses :- 

' Ecrivains qui couchez dans vos docks esprits 
Le crystal Ctre glace, oh l'avez-vous appris? 
Si le crystal eat tel, pourquoi dans les vallCes 
Lea montagnes de glace en ce temps dcroulkes 
Fondent-elles au feu ? ' 

And so on for many pages. But  the superstition was too 
strong to be slain by such a blunt weapon as his verse. 

Yet if the old authors were ignorant of some of the pro- 
perties of ' glacies inveterata ' to which we attach most im- 
portance, they had an eye to ita practical uses. Wagner, a 
Zurich doctor, who was inspired by the teaching of the In- 
ductive Philosophers, ' inter quos magnus ille Angliae cancel- 
larius Franciscus Baconus Baro de Verulamo facile principem 
obtinet locum,' to put together a medley of facts about the geo- 
graphy and natural history of the Alps-including, of course, 
some Phenomena and Lusus Natur-tells us ' nonnulli e& re- 
frigerant suum potu~n aestivo tempore.' It was also used me- 
dicinally in fevers and dysentery, and, according to the personal 
experience of a certain Schrccder, mas proved efficacious in 
odontalgia pertinacissimP.' 

When we turn from such sossip as this to Bordier's little 
pamphlet we find ourselves In a completely changed atmo- 
sphere : 

Au premier aspect des monts de glace nne observation 
e'offrit 21 moi et elle me parut suffire $ tout. C'est que la 
masse eutikre des glaces est li4e ensemble et  pkse l'une sur 
I'autre de haut en bas, t l  la mani&re des fluides. ConsidQrons 
donc l'assemblage des glaces non point comme une masse en- 
ti6rement dure et immobile, mais comme un amas de ~natikre 
coagulBe ou comme de la cire amollie, flexible et ductile jusqu'h 
un certain point.' 

There is a gulf fixed between such language and the old 
talk about ice being a form of rock-crystal, or even the crude 
theory of the dilatation of the ice (started by Hottinger and 
Scheuchzer, afterwards named after its expositor Charpentier, 
and lately r e d l e d  from the dead by the distinguished French 
architect Mons. Viollet-le-Duc), which rather shirked than 
explained the advance of the glaciers. 

Mons. Bordier's sentences quoted above may only be the 
statement of an unproved hypothesis. But  at  a date when De 
Saussure and all his contemporaries were hammering along the 
old track he boldly started off in a new direction. H e  dk- 
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covered in a moment of happy inspiration the direction in 
which the key of the problem was to he sought, and gave a 
suggestion, which was worked out by Rendu and Forbes, and 
has deservedly gained him a place and a name among the 
questioners of Nature. 

As  an Alpine artist Bonrrit deserves, in my opinion, our 
high esteem. H e  was the first draftsman of his time to draw 
mountains as they are. His predecessors, like the 'high aesthetic 
critics' of the present day, looked on them as rude masses, 
whose lines require to be reduced to simplicity and symmetry 
by the 'Man of Tsste.' I know not whether any of his 
paintings still exist; they were numerous, and one of them 
was in the ' cabinet ' of Louis XVI.  at Versailles. The four- 
teen sketches intended to have been etched as illustrations to 
the English edition of the Journey to the Glaciers ' are said 
to have passed into the hands of a gentleman in England. All 
we know about them is from Bourrit himself, who in the pre- 
face to the English edition of his Voyage aux Glaciers' tells 
us how they came to be made. 

H e  observes that the first time he went into this romantic 
country the number and immensity of the objects which struck 
his si ht a t  the same time presented difficulties it maa impos- B eible or him then to surmount, not having formed the least 
idea of them before he set out. His second attempt was more 
successful, when he not only determined his choice of the 
prospects, but waa enabled to invent a new method of taking 
them with greater exactness. 
' His  end thus answered, he brought back fourteen sketches, 

which those who are pleased with these subjects, as well 
foreiggers as natives, have judged worthy the attention of the 
curious. 
' H e  takes upon him to assure the public that not only the 

larger masses are designed in these views, but that he has 
made out even the smaller, and that nothing is added from 
imagination only, as in almost* all the drawings of these places 
he has had an opportunity of seeing. That he had examined 
the print from a plate of Mr. Vivar6 in London, representing 
the icy valley of Montanvert, of which he affirms there is hardly 
as much as one stroke taken from nature ; and that another of 
the valley of Chamounix is equally false (he means the thir- 
teenth plate in the account of the glaciers of Switzerland, by 

* The author has excepted from this censure two viewa of Cham ounix, 
drawn with great caru and exactness by Mr. Jalabert. [Original note.] 
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Mr. Grounerj; all which will not appear extraordinary, when 
we are informed that those gentlemen who had hitherto gone 
over the glaciers* were rather men of taste than draftsmen. 
H e  has experienced besides that one journey is insufficient to 
render drawings of this sort perfect. That he found it highly 
necessary to attend to the peculiar state and condition of the 
air and weather, of which we never can be secure, and which 
may prove very unfavourable to the designer upon a single 
visit or in one season only, though the completion of his 
sketches must depend upon thcir clearness and serenity. W e  
go to the valleys . . . . are struck with admiration . . . . 
trace out some loose lines in haste . . . . add a few revising 
touches by way of memorandums, and at  our return imagina- 
tion does the rest. 

'He  makes no s c r u ~ l e  to sav that i t  is after this manner most 
of the views which ac'compani the description of the glaciers of 
Switzerland have been executed. and that of the seventeen .- 

plates which adorn this work therk are only three to be relied 
on for their exactness ; though he acknowledges, at  the same - 
time, they are engraved with-taste. 
' With reapect to the species of engraving for his own draw- 

ings, he gives the preference to etchings (if they may be called 
engravings), as more in the style of n painter, and he appre- 
hends the biting-in with aquafbrtis will have a freer effect in 
these subjects than the strokes of the graver. H e  adds 
another reason for the preference of etchings in this instance, 
which had more weight with him perhaps than the former- 
namely, that the etchings could be finished by himself. A 
love of truth and exactness seems to operate very powerfully 
with our author, and these could not precisely be attended to 
by a person who had not at least been present at the taking his 
designs ; the engravings might have had an elegance and force, 
but a real connoisseur, as he very justly observes, will in this 
case give the preference to a plate of inferior merit in which he 
can depend upon the faithfulness of the representation.' 

A catalogue of the sketches which were to have been 
etched follows this preface. One of them is oddly described as 

View particularly interesting to a Genevois, taken near the 
summit of one of the Needles,' probably the summit under 
the Aiguille de Charmoz, from which Coxe tells us ' a Gene- 
verre unfortunately fell and was dashed to pieces.' 

Book illustrations are at  the present day all the material we 

Glaciers are beds of ice accu~nulated upon t,he declivities between 
mountains. [Original note.] 
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have to judgefrom; but from these i t  is evident that if Bourrit 
was the ancestor of the tourist he was also the anceator of the 
Alpine artist. As might be expected from a miniaturist the 
plates in his own book are laboured, and the fore round ia 
beautXed in the landscape gardener's style with <%osquets.' 
H e  would seem to have had a failing for painting reflections 
in water, and in one instance he could not refrain from turning 
the Arve into a glassy stream. Bu t  the mountain outlines are 
generally firm and correct. For the period thie is no slight 
praise, as may be seen by contrasting Bourrit's plates with the 
more ambitious illustrations to Albanis de Beaumont's folio 
' The Pennine Alps.' I n  the drawing of Charnonix in that work 
Mont Blanc itself is i nored, and the Dame and Monts Maudits 
reign in its stead. d hen we turn to the plates which Bourrit 
furnished to D e  Saussure we are astonished a t  the accuracy of 
topographical detail attained in such difficult subjects as the 
chain of Mont Blanc from the Allhe Blanche, and still more 
a t  the power and vigour shown in many of the blotted-in 
sketches of individual peaks. The rock structure was all 
important for De Saussure's purposes, and doubtless the con- 
nection between them was most advantageous to Bourrit as  an 
Alpine artist by necessarily fixing his attention on facts and 
forbidding any indul ence in prettinesses of the imagination. 

Such was the knig f t who advanced to the attack of the Buet 
from the side of Val Orsine-the first inventor of that lately 
somewhat hardly-pressed resource of climbers the ' new route.' 
Bourrit was by no means the man to take an  easy peak by 
surprise ; hia approaches were always made in due form. H e  
summoned a council of the inhabitants of Val Orsine, which, 
as they did not know the name of Buet, naturally led to no 
result. Vexed a t  his failure, he rather hastily set off to make 
the tour by Cluses to Sixt, but meeting at  Les Ouches the 
former curd of Val Orsine he was induced to retrace his steps. 
Accordingly a second council was held, and a hunter made the 
brilliant suggestion that possibl the peak Bourrit called the 
Boet, might be the Mortine of d l  Orsine. Accordingly a a t a r t  
was made by the Valley of the Eau Noire, but a cloudy day 
discouraged the climbers and induced them to return. The 
impulsive Bonrrit set off the second time for Genera, got as far 
as Sallenches, and then found a clear sky irresistible, and rushed 
back to his mountain. This time all went well, and eight 
hours after leaving Val Orsine the party found themselves on 
the desired summit. Bourrit did not under-estimate the im- 
portance of his success, for ' from this moment he conceived the 
greatest hope for the history of the earth rus well as for physical 

VOL. 1X.-NO. LXI.  C 
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science.' The view he describes with rapture ; but the best 
proof of his enjoyment is the fact that he repeated the expedi- 
tion no less than six times in subsequent years. His memory 
st311 lives in the name of ' L e  Table au Chantre '-the Precen- 
tor's Table, given to a huge boulder under which he rested 
some distance below the summit on the side of Val Orsine. 

His hopes for physical science were in some measure ful- 
filled by the ascent of De Saussure in the following year, 
1770. This expedition does nnt present from the mountaineer's 
point of view any features worth record, although i t  furnished 
opportunity for a lengthy review of the structure of the granite 
peaks of the Mont Ulanc chain and a digression on the rare- 
faction of the atmosphere. 

I t  is worth notice that De Saussure on this occasion empha- 
tically remarks that those only who have given themselves up 
to reflection on Alpine summits know how much deeper, wider, 
and more luminous their thoughts become on these heighta 
than when the frame is confined within the walls of a study. 
Modern philosophers are inclined to take the opposite view, and 
M. Paul Bert, having in the course of his ingeuious experiments 
introduced himself suddenly into a compartment of air rarefied 
to represent the atmosphere a t  15,000 feet above the sea-level, 
found himself obliged to write under 7 x 13 'too difficult.' 

Bourrit, whose relations with De Saussure now and then 
recall Uoswell's with Dr. Johnson, had the satisfaction of sup- 
plying the savant's work with a panorama of the view from 
the summit. I t  is drawn in the old fashioned circle, but is 
fairly correct. The Bietschhorn is recognisable in ' la Fourche,' 
hZonte Leone in the ' St. Gothard,' and the Weisshorn in the 
St. Plomb (sic). Bourrit very properly drew in the centre of 
his illustration the singular icicle-fringed wall in which the 
snow-dome of the Buet formerly broke away towards the 
north.* De Saussure thereupon went out of his way to say in 
a note that M. Bounit was solely responsible for this feature, 
of which he had no recollection. The man of science in this 
instance proved himself less observant than the artist. 1 was 
inclined to think Bourrit had at  any rate exaggerated the fea- 
ture, but on reference to an old photograph I found he was more 
than borne out. Bourrit was generally, but, as I think, some- 
what unjustly, accused of habitual exaggeration by his contem- 

* Owing to the recent diminution of the glaciers, the cornice on 
the Buet has, within the last ten yeare, disappeared, and rocks have 
come to light in many places where before there waa a sheet of snow 
or ice. 
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~oraries. As a writer there is some colour for the accusation. 
ihough not so much as has been made out. I f  he saw a statue 
of N e ~ t u n e  in a crevasse on the Bossons Glacier. it does not 
requirk an exalted imagination to discover such freaks of nature. 
Many other people have fancied the haze of the S. horizon the 
Mediterranean. The first Frenchman who got up Mont Blanc 
went much further, and characteristically distinguished Venice 
floating like a halcyon on the waves of the Adriatic I 

A t  the close of the century the Buet was the scene of a 
fatal accident. A young German (other accounts call him a 
Swede), Eechen by name, having incautiously ventured alone 
on the glacier fell into a crevasse and wari killed. A judicious 
prkfet, ' d n  que ce malheureux accident servit de leqon aux 
curieux qui vont visiter les glaciers de Faussigny,' had a kind 
of urn or obelisk with a suitable inscription erected to his 
memory. 

A M. Exchaquet discovered a third route to the top of 
the Buet starting from Servoz and passing by the Col de Salen- 
ton, which seems to have been the most used at  the beginning 
of this centurv. Albania de Beaumont in 1806 tells us that 
several l ad i eab i s  own wife among the number-had ascended 
the mountain. The ascent has now become a tolerably fre- 
quent excursion from Chamonix or Sixt. By the combina- 
tion of D e  Luc's and Bourrit's routes travellers can ~ a e s  
w i l y  in the day from one place to the other. 

It has been reserved for M. Loppk to point out the beat use 
of this noble belvedere. From no other oint can the glories P of sunset on a lofty summit be seen so easi y. It is possible to 
run down in an hour to the little inn at  Pierre-idBkrard from 
the top, so that no one need have any fear of lingering to see 
the last rose tints fade off the cupola of Mont Blanc. Only 
those who by design or accident have reached a high peak 
or psse late in the day know how infinitely more beautiful the 
effect of the panorama grows as the shadows lengthen, and the 
poetry of evening eupplanta the prose of midday. 

Mr. L o n p a n ,  in his chapters on early mountaineering 
in the Pennlnes has kept his readers' eyes fixed for the most 
part on Mont Blanc and Monte Rosa. Considering his limits 
he has dealt with Mont Blanc with remarkable completenese, 
and his account can easily be supplemented by reference to 
M. Durier's excellent book by those who wish for fuller in- 
formation. I may, however, take this opportunity to give a 
short account of the only early ascent of' an Aiguille, and to 
say a few words as to the first glacier passes dicorered in the 
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Mont Blanc chain, ns well as to add some notes on early ascent3 
in the less frequented portions of the Alps of Canton Valais. 

I n  the Mont Blanc group the chronicler of early mountain- 
eering finds his task comparatively a simple one. For the 
next eighty years the surprising success of Balmat and D e  
Saussure rather confined than sthulated. adventure. There 
are some legends of early ways across the glaciers to be sifted ; 
but in peak-climbing i t  was long before the visitors to Cha- 
monix showed any enterprise. 

The famous Mont Blanc,' * as i t  soon became, was the one 
object of ambition to the exclusion of all its neighbours. To 
have climbed Mont Blanc was untilquite recent days a feat 
in the eves of the world. Whereas to scramble on to a lower 

"9 ,-th i  name of which was unknown save to a few peasants, 
cou d not but appear the height of folly to men touched with 
'the last infirmity of noble minds,' rather than the true scram- 
blinn mania to which self-satisfaction is a sufficient reward. I f  
thisowas not enough, there remained the fact that ~ o n t  Blanc 
was, a t  least in appearance, the only one of the neighbouring 
peaks which was reasonably accessible. It was all very well 
for a party of tourbta a t  the Montanvert t o  joke about the 
Aiguille de Dru, and pretend to start on a race for the sum- 
mit; t but no serious attack on any Aiguille was made for fifty 
years after Mont Blanc had been proved accessible. 

A t  last a traveller appeared who was bitten with the passion 
for the unknown. H e  fixed his eyes on the 'needle' most 
conspicuous from the valley of Chamonix. 

Most visitors to that village must have seen in shop windows 
a highly-coloured picture representing a number of people 
scrambling with the aid of ladders about some icy rocks, and 
described as PremiBre ascension t l  1'Ai ille du Midi.' 
A t  the end of Ju ly  1856 the Count Ferdinan 'r de BouillQ who 
had ascended Mont Blanc some years previously, and had, in 
the preceding year, explored the approaches to the Aiguille du 
Midi, arrived a t  Chamonix determined to make a serious 
attack on this peak. The enterprise waa generally regarded in 
the village as hopeless. None of the Aipil les  had, a t  that 
time, been climbed: moreover Jacques Balmat, the hero of Mont 
Blanc, had, according to tradition, failed on this particular one. 
The preparations accordingly were most elaborate. The head- 
guide, GBd6on Balmat, was supported by three Devouassouds 

* Map to Bourrit'a ' Description des Alpes Penninea et Rhetiennes,' 
1783. 

t ' Alpine Journal,' vol. vi. p. 196. 
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and a Ducroz. Two ~ o r t e r s  and a miner. ~rovided with all the - 1 
tools necessary to fixAirons in the rocks to serve as s tep ,  were 
added to the party. Having passed the s6racs of the Glacier 
du GQant with the help of their ladders, they reached the 
upper snowfields. No rock was attainable which could shelter 
them for the night. Accordingly they encamped in a broad 
and shallow n6vQ crevasse. After drinking much and eating 
very little, they tried to sleep, but the fire lit on the snow 
kept melting the hearth, and hall constantly to be attended to. 

A t  3 A.M., Qn August 5, they set off. I n  half an hour the 
Aiguille came into sight. A t  5.30 they were at  the base of 
the rocks. The description which follows is, like the familiar 
drawings which illustrate it, in the most thorough Prealpine 
style. 

The ladders and the miner proved practically useless. The 
large party (eleven in all) clambered desperately up the perpen- 
dicular crags, above bottomless abysses, into which the least 
false step would have precipitated them, constantly harassed 
by the stones they threw down on one another. They arrived 
at  last a t  a point only 80 feet below the highest peak. ' Stop 
where you are,' cried Ambroise Simond; ' there is the top, 
only one more couloir and ar&te : but beware of avalanches.' 
Simond and Alexandre Devouaasoud then went on by them- 
selves. After an absence of an bour, they reappeared ' pale 
and trembling.' They had reached the summit, and planted a 
flag on it, which was visible from the valley, but they painted 
in the strongest colours the pei-ils they had overcome, con- 
cluding, ' C'est pour vous comme pour nous, M. le Comte, 
le drapeau y est, que voulez-vous de plus ? Tout, l'honneur 
n'esbil pas pour vous qui nous avez men68 1&? ' 

The Count took the view of the case so politely, and no 
doubt judiciously, suggested to him, and the whole party com- 
menced the descent together. I t  was of course not without 
perils and hairbreadth escapes of its own. 

The Count concludes, ' I doubt if there will ever be a 
eecond ascent. All my guides, and they were the bravest meD 
Chamonix possesses, declared that not one of them would ever 
consent to expose himself to risks of death so certain as those 
thev had been brought thus near to.' * 

Prophecies of th"ls sort have been frequently made, but 
rarely fulfilled. I n  this case the ascent was repeated by W. 
Abercromby in 1865,t and in 1869 by Meaars. H. Walker and 

* 'Lea Fastes dn Mont Blanc,' pp. 121-132, 
t ' Alpine Journal,' vol, v. p. 44. 
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Foster,* with Jacob Anderegg and Hans Baumann. The 
following is their description of the rocks which foiled the 
Count. ' W e  had a climb of about 700 feet to the summit. 
Baumann's verdict was that, though steeper than the Matter- 
horn, they afforded better climbing ; but this will account for 
our not finding them altogether easy. Their main fault was a 
tendency to run into large, rather rotten, slabs, taxing Walker's 
and my length of limb to the utmost, and exciting wonder as 
to how Baumann's shorter legs managed them at  all. The 
party descended the face of the mountain overlooking the 
Glacier des Bossons. The whole of the descent was extremely 
dangerous, owing to the constant fall of snow and stone ava- 
lanches, but the inn a t  the Pierre Poiutue was finally reached 
in safety.' 

W e  have taken the Aiguille du Midi out of chronological 
order, and in treating of the reat pass across the glaciers we 
have to go back to the days o f De Saussure. 

It has been generally assumed, I think, that the Col du 
GBant was known in the country before it was visited by the 
Genevese explorers of the last century. I n  aupport of ita 
antiquity there can be brought forward certain marks on maps 
which have been supposed to indicate a pass, and a persistent, 
if vague, report among the people of Chamonix, which was 
mentioned to Pococke and Wyndham in 1741, and certainly 
credited by Bourrit, the reopener of the Col. On the other 
hand, i t  may be said that a diminution of the glaciers does 
not necessarily make icefalls easier, indeed very often has 
exactly the contrary effect, that the rumour of old passages of 
the Col du Geant hangs together with several legends, some 
of which are manifestly absurd; while as for the maps, M. 
Durier has pointed out that the supposed track is nothing more 
than the frontier line between the Valais and the Duchy of 
Aosta. I t  may further be urged that the flanks of Mont 
Blanc are much more easily turned even than the ice-fields 
of the central Pennines, and that there was little motive, with 
the St. Bernard and Col de Ferrex a t  hand, to adventure 
on the glaciers. That the rumours as to the upper region 
were far from being always well-founded is proved by the 
assertion made to Bourrit, that the Glacier d'Argenti&re was 
connected at  its head with the Mer de Glace. So formidable 
is the ridge between them that it was not traversed till 1876. 

Still i t  is to be borne in mind that the chamois hunters of 
Courmayeur can hardly have failed to scale the mountain 

* ' Alpine Journal,' vol. v. pp. 145-154. 
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slopes above Mont FrQty, and that a path may have been found 
by them and used on rare occasions by their fellows, by smug- 
glers or refugees. Such use would be amply sufficient to 
account for the growth of a legend,* and I have no doubt that 
to this extent the Col was used a t  some time in the seventeenth 
century. But  the old pass had been entirely lost by Bourrit's 
time. Professor Forbes has shown this in the following pas- 
sage :-' The passage of the Col du  G b n t  appears to have 
been reckoned impracticable as late as 1781. M., Bourrit, 
writing in that year, and speaking of the aspect of that branch 
of the bler de Glace of Chamouni called the Glacier du Tacul, 
says, with respect to  the crevasses :-" Elles sont si effroyables 
qu'elles font ddsespbrer de retrouver jamais la route qui con- 
duisait $ la Val d'Aoste."t De  Saussure, in the second volume 
of his travels, speaking of the Glacier du Tacul, does not say 
one word of this historical passage of the Alps, though he 
seems to have thought i t  just possible that the summit of Mont 
Blanc might be gained in this direction; $ and in the fourth 
volume, written some years later, when about to give an ac- 
count of his memorable residence on the Col du GQant, he 
speaks of "la route nouvellement dbcouverte," 5 from Cha- 
mouni to Courmayeur. This was in 1788.' 

M. Bourrit's passage of the Col du GBant was made in 
1787, the year previous to that of De  Saussure's famous 
residence on the summit of the ' Grand Col.' The King of Sar- 
dinia had heard a storv which Bourrit tells us waa ' assez re- 
pandue ' both at ~ u r i i  and Geneva, that a man had passed 
fi-om one town to the other through the gorges of the Alps ' 
in thirty-eight hours; and he questioned Bourrit on the 
subject. For  a King, Bourrit was naturally ready to confront 
any dangera, and having come to the conclusion that the only 

* See Bourrit's ' Description des Cob,' .p. 187, for the arguments 
in favour of the existence of an old hrect paae from Chamonix 
to Courmayeur. The chapter contains many doubtful statemente and 
false conclusions. The following paawe, however, is noteworthy: 

Quand j'ai dbcrit dans mon premier livre, publid en 1793 (he is 
writing in 1803 ), les divers glaciers qui pendent le long de la va1li.e de 
Chamounix, je n'en comptai que quatre, celui des Bossons, dea Bois, de 
1'Argentibre et du Tour; mais depuis ce temps le thbatre a bien 
changk de ddcoration, on en voit deux nouveaux qui sont ceux de 
Griez et de Tacona ; on voit m&me celui-ci dbjh si bas qu'il fait craindre 
anx habitana qu'il ue s'empare bienrat dea possessions qui en sont 
voisinea.' He goes on to relate a story of a passage disused for fifty years, 
having formerly exietd over the Glacier du Tour to the Col de Ferret. 

t Bo~rrit, ' Voyageb' i. 106. 
$ Section 629. Q Section 2025. 
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possible short cut lay over the Mer de Glace, he determined 
to try it. This is his own account. Bu t  if the desire to 
satisfy royal curiosity was the pretence of his expedition, its 
real muse was doubtless some information obtained a t  Cha- 
monix, that a pass had lately been found. It must strike 
every reader as highly improbable that guides, in cloudy 
weather, such as Bourrit describes, would have pressed on 
boldly to the crest of the chain had they not been very cer- 
t i6 .  of what sort of descent they would find on the other side. 
And from other sources * we learn that Marie Couttet, one of 
Bourrit's guides, had in 1786 actually reached the Col from 
Coumayeur in company with an English~nan, although no 
attempt had been made to descend to the Mer de Glace. 

Unlike De Sausaure, who was compelled to find a way (as 
the writer was in 1863) alon the dangerous rocks of L a  Noire, P Bourrit and his son were ed by their guides through the 
s6race, 'forced to descend into crevasses so deep that they 
could hardly see the sky. They a hundred times thought 
themselves at the point of death. But, while four of the party 
began to despair, Cachat le G h t  t restored their courage by 
his exertions and hie boldness, and they succeeded in sur- 
mounting all the dangers of their position.' Bad weather 
overtook them as they ap roached the pass; they were en- 
compassed first by clouds, Z e n  by a drifting snowstorm. One 
of their portem fell into a concealed crevasse, but fortunately 
the ladder he carried held him suspended over the gulf. The fa- 
tuity of the early explorers in their very partial and careless use 
of the rope is astonishing. De Saumure as nearly as possible 
lost one of his porters in the same place by a similar accident. 

A happy change in the sky relieved their distress. The 
wind drove away the storm, they saw close a t  hand the strait 
through which they had to pass, and soon had the satisfaction 
of looking down on the Italian mountains and the town of 
Courmayeur, lit up by a bright sun. They do not seem to 
have found any difficulty whatever in the descent, and reached 
Courmayeur by moonlight, after being out seventeen hours, 
having started apparently from the Montanvert. 

Ebel'e Guide, French Edition, Paris 1823. 
t This Cachat was one of the most famons of the early guidea. 

Bourrit's other guides were Chnrlet-Mercure, Tournier l'Oiaeau, and 
' le grand Jorame.' The appearance and character of the last-mmed 
guide are described in words which will remind many readera of one 
of the beet men now on the Chrunonix roll :-'Le grand Jonrsse dont 
l ' h e  sentimentale et dklicate contrashit svec ea figure giganteeque et 
la simplicitd de ses manibre&' 
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De Saussure's sojourn on the Col du Gkant has been well 
described by Professor Forbes, from whom I again quote :- 

De Saussure and his son arrived a t  the Col du Gkant on the 
3rd July, 1788, accompanied by a number of guides and por- 
ters, who carried two tents, and the utensils required for a 
long residence, having slept by the Lake of the Tacul. On 
the 19th of the same month he descended on the side of Cour- 
mayeur, having remained seventeen days at  this great eleva- 
tion. I t  may be believed, that those guides who remained to 
share the wretched accommodations of this truly philosophical 
encampment, were not a little exhausted by the tedium of such 
prolosged hardships. De Saussure states, that he helieva 
they secreted the provisions appropriated to the day of their 
descent in order to render impossible a prolongation of their 
exile from the world. The astonishnient of the country people 
on the side of Piedmont, whence the position of De Saussure's 
cabin is distinctly visible, i t  may be believed, was great; and 
i t  naturally showed itself in the form of superstit~on. I t  is 
still well remembered at  Courmayeur that that month of Ju ly  
having been exceedingly dry, the report arose, that the sor- 
cerers who had established themselvel~ on the mountain had 
stopped the avenues of rain, and that it was gravely proposed 
to send a deputation to dilodge them by force,-a task, pro- 

, of some difficulty, for a few men could defend the Col 
du t?ant against anarmy. babz 
' I f  we look to what was accomplished by these indefatigable 

observers, we shall find that i t  was fully commensurate to the 
efforta made to attain it. Scarcely a point in the " Physique 

. du Globe " which was not illustrated by their experiments. 
Geology, meteorology, and magnetism, were among the most 
conspicuous.' 

Professor Forbes tells us in a few words what was commonly 
known twenty-five years ago of other passages across the chain 
of Mont Blanc :-' There is said to be a passage which has 
been effected from the Glacier de Miage, which penetrates very 
deeply indeed on the south side of the chain of Mont Blanc, 
to the valley of Contamines, by the lacier also bearing the 
name of Mia e, on the north side; a t  I have no accurate 

f E  
% 

information o its accom lishment, and the appearance of the 
head of the glacier on t e south side gives little encourage- 
ment to the attempt. 
' One other passage of the chain has, however, been made, 

and that is by the Glacier of L e  Tour, near the Col de Balme, 
descending by the Glacier of Sal6na into Val Ferret. This 
was discovered a few years since by a guide of Chamouni, 
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named Meunier. I t  cannot be very long, and is probably not 
very dangerous.* 

'Such are the only known pass- of this wild country.' 
As to the two passes mentioned by Professor Forbes, a few 

words must be added. The Col de Miage was first crossed 
a t  the end of the last century by a party of peasants, one of 
whom perished in the ' bergschrund,' or ice-moat, a t  the base 
of the wall of rock which forms its N. side.? I t  was also 
traversed by a hunter named Mollard in 1849. Like many 
other lacier-passes, i t  has its traditions. ' Once upon a time,' % the in abitants of the nearest village on the Savoy side are 
said to have been in the habit of walking over the chain to 
attend mass at  Courmayeur, and so regular were they that a 
part of the church was reserved for their use. This legend is 
entirely unconfirmed by any good evidence. During the 
French Revolution, an CmigrC is stated to have passed the 
glacier with 10,000 francs in gold about him. The first au- 
thentic passage by a traveller was made by W. Coleman (the 
author of the beautifully illustrated work, ' Scenes from the 
Snow-fields') in 1858. H e  had reached the top from the Swiss 
side in the previous year, too late in the day to cross. His 
successful passage was made from the Italian side. 

Professor Forbes, with his conatant guide, Auguste Balmat, 
and Michel Charlet, was himself the first traveller to cross from 
the Glacier de Tour by the Glacier de SalCna to the Swiss Val 
Ferrct.S H e  descended a steep snow-wall from the Glacier 
du Tour to that of Tricnt, and then, turning to the right, 
passed through the gap since known as the Fen&tre de SalCna. 
Owing to mists the party found some difficulty in the descent. 
Mr. Wills's passage of the same acier in 1857 is the subject 
of the first paper in 'Peaks, asses, and Glaciers' (first 
series). 

s! 
Mountain exploration in the remoter parts of the Pennine 

range was pursued at  long intervals of time and with little per- 
sistence of purpose until General Dufour's map on the one 
hand, and on the other, the impulse given to climbing by the 
formation of the Alpine Club and its publications, led to the 
systematic investigation of districts and the invention of new 
' high-level routes.' I f  the following pages appear desultory 
and fragmentary i t  is partly the fault of the subject. I shall 

* There waR a tradition of an old pass over this glacier, as well as 
over the Ner de Glace. See Bourrit's ' Description des Cols,' p. 187. 

t Coleman, ' Scenes from the Snow-fields,' p. 38. 
$ ' Norway and its Glaciers,' &c. By J. D. Forbes. 
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first give some notee on the early ascents of peaks between the 
Lake of Geneva and the Simplon. 

I n  1784 M. Clement, cur6 of Champdry, reached the top of 
the Dent du Midi. 

Behind the dreary lake and hospice of the St. Bernard risee 
a steepsided mass of rock seamed with ice and capped with a 
pure snowdome--the Mont Velan. I t  had been attacked 
before, but the first man to set foot upon its summit was a 
Prior of the monastery, Murith by name. A description of 
his ascent is found in Bourrit's ' Description des Alpes Pen- 
nines et  Rhbtiennes,' Geneva, 178 1. 

M. Bfurith set out on August 31, 1779, with two chamois 
hunters from the Alp Tzouss, two hours from Bourg St. . 
Pierre, and reached by rocks and grass slopes the Glacier de 
Proz which surrounds the ridge of the mountain. On seeing 
the formidable steepness of the peak the hunters lost courage, 
and one of them separated himself from his companions. The 
second, Genond by name, remained with the Prior, and they 
attacked together the face of the Velan. After an hour and 
a half they ho ed they had left behind the greatest difficulties, P when a wall o snow, 40 feet high, shook their courage. With 
the help of their iron-spiked sticks and crampons the obstacle 
was overcome. Their way was still dangerous but less difficult. 
After an hour's further progress they drew near the top. But  
before them a smooth vertical ice-wall presented no hold either 
for hands or feet. The hunter declared he had enough, and 
would go no further. Thereupon the spirited Prior produced 
a hammer and knocked out steps in the wall. With this 
assistance they both scaled i t  and found themselves only 
separated from the snow dome by broken rocks. The climbers 
were rewarded by a clear view, and M. Murith was able to 
take observations with a thermometer and barometer on the top. 

They looked in vain for another way down, and returned to 
St. Pierre by the same route in seven hours. 

I n  182-(?) an Englishman climbed the Velan. I n  1826 two 
monks, MM. d'A118ves and Marquis made an ascent which en- 
titles them to the respect of some of our members, for i t  is 
the first recorded ae without guides.' They left the hospice 
at  2 A.M., and. climbed by the Valsorey valley and glacier to 
the summit, which was reached about midday. Descending 
to the ridge that separates Val d'Entremont from the Etroubles 
valley they returned by 8 P.M. to the hospice. Since this date 
the mountain has been frequently ascended.* 

+ Studer ' O h r  Eia und Schnee,' vol. ii. p. 263. 
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It was not till 1851 that Herr  Studer ascended one of the 
lofty snow peaks which overlook the Corbassi2re Glacier. The 
summit attained was named the Combin de Corbaesiere to 
distinguish i t  from the true, and 2,000 feet higher, Grand 
Combm, known in the Val de Bagnes as the Graffbneire. I n  
1856 he was followed by Messrs. W. and C. E. Mathews, 
who, intending to attack the higher peak, were misled by a 
local guide. 

On July  20, 1857, three hunters from Lourtier, in the Val 
de Bagnes, reached the upper ridge of the Grand Combin. 
Whether they attained either of its peaks b somewhat uncer- 
tain. On August 19 one of these men led Mr. W. Mathews 

. to the saddle between the two summits. The local guide then led 
up  the N. peak, which proved to be the lowest. Such a mis- 
take could hardly have been made by a man who had previously 
reached either top. The S. and (by 17 m&tres) highest peak, 
distinguished by Herr Studer as the Aiguille de Croissant, 
was not attained till Ju ly  30, 1859, by M. Deville, with the 
brothers Balley of St. Pierre. 

I t  is only quite of recent years that the topography of this 
great glacier-group has been known with any approach to ac- 
curacy. Writing in 1859, Herr  Studer spoke of the Grand 
Combin as on the boundary between Valaio and Piedmont, 
whereaa, as was proved in 1861 by the discovery of the Col 
du Sonadon, i t  lies some distance N. of it. The early ex- 
plorers made the chalets of Corbassi&re their base of opera- 
tions. It has since been found that the Valsorey valley, near 
St. Pierre, is the best starting-point for the ascent of the 
Grand Combin, which has of late years been successfully at- 
tacked from several directions. Several other ways over the 
glaciers in this region were known to hunters or smu , Pe * such for example as the Col de Collon, a track over the g aciers 
from Val d'Herens to Val de Bagnes, and the Col du Mont 
Rouge, first described by Professor Ulrich and crossed in 1856 
by Messrs W. and C. E. Mathews. 

Mr. Longman has told the  tory of Monte Rosa and its 
neighbours, and we now make a wide leap to the Saasgrat. 

The Ulrichshorn is called after ita conqueror, Profeseor 
Ulrich, who with Herr Imseng, Franz Andermatten, J. 
Madutz, S. Biener, and Mathias zum Taugwald made the first 
ascent on A u  ust 10, 1848, a t  the same time with a new !L pass over the ied Glacier from Saas to St. Niklaus. The 
party climbed by a steep glen tn the Hochbalen Glacier and 
then over the rocks of the Gemsistock. I n  six hours from 
Saw the nBv6 of the Ried Glacier was reached. A steep 
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snow-slope, 1,000 feet high, but in perfect condition, led to the 
top of the peak, then known as the Kleine Mischabel. They 
descended partly by the Ried Glacier, partly by the rocks on 
its right bank to the Schalbetalp, whence a steep path leads 
down to St. Niklaus.' 

I n  the previous year, 1847, Professor Ulrich had crossed 
the Tiischjoch or Allalein pass, a glacier route occasionally 
used by shepherds or hunters from the Mattmark See to the 
Vispthal. I n  1856 the Allaleinhorn fell before Mr. E. L. 
Ames with Andematten and another guide. From the p s s  
they ascended a long snow-slope which, narrowing as they 
went, brought them to a saddle near the end of a eouthern 
spur of the Allaleinhorn. Some stiff rock climbing along the 
ridge led them to the peak in 24 hrs. from the pass.7 

In 1856 an Englishman, Mr. Chapman, attained one of the 
minor summite of the Mischabel from the Saas side.$ 

On the west of the Simplon pass rise the bold peaks 
of the FletschhSrner, falling on the opposite side into the 
Saas valley. They were among the first to attract Alpine 
explorers. On August 28, 1854, the Rossbodenhorn, the 
northernmost point of the group, was climbed from Simplon by 
the Pfarrer, Herr  Amherdt, with two of his parishioners. 

I n  1850 Branz Josef Andermatten found a way from the 
Zwischbergen pass over the Thalihorn to Simplon. The 
Weissmies, the highest peak of the range, is said by Herr  
Studer to have been reached in 1855 by a Swiss, Dr. Hauser 
of Ziirich, over the Trifthorn and glacier. H e  was followed 
in 1859 by Messrs. L. Stephen and Hinchliff. The mountain 
is now sometimes crossed from Simplon to Saas. 

The third and central peak, the Lnquinhorn or southern 
Fletachhorn, is one of the few Alpine peaks which has a legend. 
The story relates that the Fletschalp had been promised as a 
reward of his prowess to the first man who should climb it. 
A peasant was found to attempt the deed, but when he got 
high on the mountain, he was terrified a t  the terrible rugged- 
ness and the vast ice slopes of the upper region. A ghostly 
voice fell from the top commanding him to bring with him a 
cat, a dog, and a hen. On t.he followin day he did ns he was f bid, but the animals one after the other ell over the precipices ; 
whirling snow encompassed him, so that all further advance 
was impossible, and he only regained the valley after great 

a Studer, ' &r Eis und Schnee,' vol. ii. p. 57. 
t l Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers,' le t  series, p. 226. 
$ Ball, ' Western Alps,' p. 321. 
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difficul~y. Although greeted with jeerin and contempt he 
waited for a favourable day to again set f orth with his three 
animals. This time he got still higher than before, but again 
the three animals came to a sad end, and a terrible headache 
prevented the peasant from winning the summit. On a 
glorious clear morning he was once more seized by an irre- 
sistible desire to measure himself again with the mountain even 
at the cost of his life. He bound an iron band across his 
forehead (possibly to counteract the effect of the rarity of the 
air), and since his heart was also of iron, he gained the very 
top of the hitherto inaccessible peak, and the Fletschalp be- 
came his reward." 

On August 29,1856, a party of nine, Mr. Ames and several 
friends, Herr Imseng and M. Andermatten reached the top 
in seven hours from the Triftalp. The ascent was made by 
a long rocky ridge, which was tedious, but nowhere very diffi- 
cult to c1imb.t 

Mont Leone is to the Simplon hospice what Mont Velan is 
to the St. Bernard. Between 1840 and 1850 Professor Forbes 
with a monk, Herr Alt, had climbed one of its spurs, the \Va- 
senhorn. In 1850 Professor Ulrich, Herr Studer, and Herr 
Siegfried reached the W. peak from the N. The higher eastern 
summit wrrs not gained till 1859, when i t  was visited by some 
Swiss engineer officers, and a few days later by Herr Weilen- 
mann, an adventbrous Swiss mountaineer, known as the author 
of some ~pirited volumes of Alpine adventure. 

Readers who wish to learn more as to the state of the coun- 
try between the Rhone and the crest of the Pennines, and how 
much was known of the mountains before the Alpine Club 
invented the high-level route, will find information in the 
works of Simler, Altmann, D e  Saussure, Frobel, Engelhardt, 
and Bourrit; or, coming to a later date, in those of Toppffer, 
Brockedon, Forbes, Latrobe, Studer, and the early editions 
of Murray's ' Handbook.' A more exhaustive catalogue is 
to be found in Studer's ' Physische Geographie der Schweiz.' 

I do not propose to enter into the early history of the Pen- 
nine passes, but the following passage taken from Tschudi's 
' Gallia Comata,' published about 1660, is worth quoting as the 
original authority for the vague statements made in many 
modern works :- 
' Silvius Mons von Teutachen der Gletscher genannt von 

wegen dass ein emiger Firn und Gletscher auf seiner First ist 

* Studer, ' Ober Eie und Schnee,' vol. ii. p. 238. 
t ' Peake, Paeaea, and Glaciers,' 1st series, p. 206. 



bei vier Italischer Meilen breit, der nimmer verschmelzet 
oder abgeht dariiber man zu Sommerszeit ohn Unterlaae zu 
Ross und zu Fuss wandelt ohne Sorgen. Dieser Berg ist 
fast hoch, scheidet Sedunos oder IVallis, und Sslassos, die 
AugstaHer, von einander. Ob dieser Berg-first thielet sich die 
Strass zu oberst auf aller Hohe in zwei Thaler in das Augsthal 
hinab zu ziehen, das eine, Valle Tornenza genannt, ist zu 
rechter Hand, gehet richtig hinab zu dem Stiidtle Castellum 
(Chltillon); das andere Thal, Aiaza genannt, zur linken 
Hand gelegen, gehet nach Eporedia, teutsch Livery (Ivrea). 
Ueber diesen Berg Gletscher kommt man in FTTallis auch in 
zwei Tbaler das eine zur Linken, Vren-Thal (Erin) genannt, 
gehet richtig nach Sitten, das andere zur Kechten, das Matt- 
thsl genannt, darinnen das JJTasser Vischbach (Vispbach) 
entspringet, gehet hinab gen Visp.' 

I t  is I think clear from this passage that the St. Thkodule 
and Cimes Blanches and, perhaps, the Col d'H6rens were in 
common use, and that horses were constantly taken over them. 
Doubtless such an assertion will, as to the latter pass, appear 
absolutely incredible to most readers. Bu t  my Caucasian ex- 
perience leads me to the conclusion that the present perform- 
ances of horses in the Alps are very far from representing 
equine capacity a t  its highest development. I have actually 
seen in the East horses cross a paes equal in dificulty to the 
Col d'HCrens, and there seems no reason, therefore, why they 
should not, before there were any good roads to make them 
lazy, have done as much in the Alps.* 

A V I N G  crossed the Stelvio in very good weather, we spent H Sunday at  Nauders, where we had an interview with 
Herr Senn, formerly the parish priest at  Vent. H e  waa most 
polite and obliging, giving us much useful information as to 
guides, routes, &c., and was quite deli hted to find that my com- f panion was acquainted with Mr. Tuc ett, who, he said, was his 
'lieber Freund.' His only regret was that he could not accom- 
pany us in person, having arranged to spend a few days moun- 
taineering with Dr. Petermann, of Frankfort-a regret we fully 

I propose in another paper to condense two accounts of early 
paesagea of the Simplon by English travellers. This will be followed 
by chaptera on The Alp8 of the Forest Cantons and Glarus,' and on 
' The Alps of Graubtinden.' Any curions information aa to old books 
or old aecente which membera may have to contribute will be gladly 
received. 
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shared, for Herr  Senn is not only an agreeable gentleman but 
an enthusiastic mountaineer, well known to German climbers ; 
and i t  is chiefly owing to his u n w e q i n g  efforta that the and 
scenery of the Oetzthal has been made more accessible. Foot- 
paths have been constructed, bridges renovated, and abose all 
a warm welcome insured to all who claim hospitality at Fend. 
To his kindness and courtesy Mr. Tuckett bears a warm and 
well-merited tribute in the visitors' book at  his old house, a 
home he regrets during the su~nmer months, though, on the 
whole, he prefers his present charge; for, as he says, the winter 
a t  Fend was terribly tedious with no congenial companions to 
varv its monotonv. 

dL pleasant 2 'hrs. walk through the grand gorge of Fin- 
stermiintz, with a glorious view down the Engadine, brought 
us to Pfunds, in the Innthal. Here, in consequence of a 
church ' feat,' and the inhabitants being generally on the spree, 
i t  was late in the evening before we arranged with two men 
for the next day, and later still before a convivial party who 
occupied our destined bedroom left us in peaceful possession. 
Old ' Johann,' the great man of the place, though, aa he said, 
' an iron man,' was extremely stupid and rather drunk. Backed 
by the collective wisdom in the room, he declared Herr  Senn's 
route by the Glockthurm and Krumgampen Ferner to the 
Gepaatscli House an impossibility - for - -  one - day. Argument 
was useless; and, as we were not inclined to carry our own 
sacks and find the way alone, we had to submit and go by the 
Radurschel Thal and Kaiser Joch, which way, after leaving 
the pretty valley, is one monotonous grind over rocks and 
rubbish-heaps, the ddbris of old glaciers, albeit with a fine view 
of the Glockthurm itself. 

W e  arrived at the house in 1 1 hrs., two less than the men said, 
and old Johann looked somewhat crestfallen when Alois Enne- 
moser,of Lengenfeld-the Wirthof the house,and recommended 
to us as guide by Herr Senn-told him we could have come by 
the Glockthurm in very little more time, and had the advantage 
of a much more interesting route. Ennemoser is a capital fellow 
and excellent guide. H e  and a maiden ministered to our wanta 
at  a very moderate charge, fixed by the Austrian Alpine Club ; 
30 to 80 krs. for a bed, and very good fare at  an equally rea- 
sonable price. The accommodation is by this time increased 
to some ten or twelve beds, though Ennemoser said last year 
he should in future make Fend his summer head-quarters, as 
he found expeditions pay better than hotel-keeping for others. 

The convenient situation of the place, on a little fir-clad alp 
a t  the head of the Kauner Thal, leading in a few hours to 
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Prutz and Landeck, and by the way we had come to the Lower 
Engadine and Stelvio road, together with ita advantageous 
position as a halting-place in the course of expeditions from 
the main valley, should command for i t  considerable patronage. 

The next day, August 17, a 104 hrs. delightful walk, in- 
cluding somewhat prolonged halts, brought us to Fend or 
Vent, in the more westerly branch of the main Oetzthal, called 
the Fender Thal, which again forks on either side of the noble 
Thalleit Spitz (11,172), one arm, the Rofen Thal, leading 
up  to the Hoch Joch pass, and the other, the Nieder Thal, to 
the Nieder Joch, both passes uniting at  Uneer liebe Frau, in the 
Schnalser Thal, and terminating a t  Naturns, in the Vintach- 
gau. 

Crossing the lower glacier, a scramble up the moraine and 
cliffi to the right brought us to the main stream of the majestic 
Gepaatsch Glacier, where the guides and a hunter whom we 
overtook became greatly excited by the appearance of a herd 
of eighteen chamois bounding over the rocks and across the 
upper n6v6, but out of the 300 yards' range of our hunter's 
rifle. The slope of the glacier ie very gradual, even over the 
joch itself, where a noble stream flows for miles on either side 
between the finest peaks of the western Oetzthaler Alpen, 
which rise 2,000 to 3,000 feet out of these great snow plains, for 
which the range is so remarkable. Passing down the Vernagt 
Ferner to the Rofen Thal without leaving the ice, for this 
glacier hae no ice-fall, we reached the inn at  Fend just in time 
to secure beds, the snow having been in splendid order and the 
weat,her perfect. 

W e  were much surprised to find so few English names in the 
visitors' book at  a place which can only require to be better 
known to be much more frequented by British mountaineers. 
The  level of the valley, more than 6,000 ft., its position in the 
heart of the fine Oetzthal range, and proximity to the still finer 
Ortler, should cause i t  to share some of the patronage so 
liberally bestowed upon Zermatt, the Xggischhorn, and other 
cherished haunts of climbers in Switzerland ; indeed, the valley 
is not unlike the Zermatt Thal without the Matterhorn. None 
of the great peaks are visible from below, but a scramble up 
the steep slopes on either side reveals a glorious group of peaks 
and passes, tempting a closer acquaintance. 

A t  4 A.M. on the 18th, aided by a fine moonlight, we left 
the inn for the Wildspitz, 12,390 ft., the highest of the Oetz- 
thaler Alpcn, Ennemoser and his ' knecht ' Alois Praatzmeerer 
aoting aa guides. The latter is a very promising young fellow, 
and with a little experience will make a very good guide. 

VOL. 1X.-KO. LXI. I) 
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The ascent commences immediately on quitting the inn, up 
a steep footpath to the first alp, and a c r m  gradually sloping 
pastures, rocks, and moraine to the Rofenkar Kees. On the 
way we were gladdened by a splendid sunrise over the Hin- 
terer Schwartz Spitz, opposite, promising us the glorious 
weather experienced. 

To the foot of the Spitz itself no difficulty occurs, though 
the old route along the ridge separat,ing the Rofenkar and 
Mitterkar Kees was found by blessrs. Tuckett, Freshfield and . 
Fox-I believe the first Englishmen who explored this district 
-to present considerable difficulties, and to be much longer in 
point of time than the present one. . 

The snow was firm and even, though the slope was quite 
smooth, having been swept b an avalanche a short time pre- 
viously, which necessitated t c e only stepcutting of the day, 
uuder an occasional discharge of stones coming down an angle 
of about 50". Across the chimney some friable rocks require 
care, and hands have to do their share up some steepish places 
and round a few shar corners ; indeed, this part of the moun- 
tain is a pile of jagge t crags, broken into towers and pinnacles, 
alternating with ledges sprinkled for the most part with frag- 
ments splintered away by the weather; and the general a p  
pearance is decidedly rickety and tumble-down, though from s 
distance this peak is the most commanding in the whole range. 
The rocks passed, a scramble up the steep snow cone brought 
us to the summit of the loftiest ' spitz ' in the Oetzthal Alps, 
commanding a very fine view of the great range near, and an 
illimitable sea of mountains away on all sides to the horizon, 
nothing but snow-fields, peaks, and glaciers; no valleys, no 
houses, not a green speck anywhere ; the spitz itself rising out 
of the midst of large fields of n6v6, and overlooking some of 
the mightiest snow-plains in the entire Alpine chain, viz. the 
Vernrigt, Gepaatach, and Hintereis Glaciers, crowned by the 
mass of the Weiss Kugel aud its neighboul-s. 

The day was glorious, and we stayed an hour on the summit, 
though the snow was too soft to venture to the real ' hochsta u 

spitz,' along a ridge of snow about a dozen yards to a point 
some 30 ft., I think, higher than we were. The same cause 
retarded our progress across the glacier in descending, the heat 
being excessive, the sun blazing down on us all the way with 
a vigour I have rarely felt equalled. Time-ascent, 6 hrs. ; 
descent, 44. This was the second ascent of the season, the 
first having been made by the cur6 the day before. 

On returning to the inn we found old Benedict Klotz in a 
great ~ t n t e  of indignation because, on account of his age and 
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slow pace, he had been rejected as unfit to lead up the Wild- 
spitz hy a German who made the ascent the following day and 
returned ' dead beat,' after being 14 hrs. out, finding his four- 
teen or fifteen stone made a strong impreasion in soft snow. 
Klotz was formerly head guide at  Fend. His injured dqnity 
took some time to subside, and vented itself in rather ntrollg 
language and sundry sounding thumps on the table to em- 
phasise his contempt for the younger men who stepped into his 
shoes and the astounding folly of their employers. 

The following day we rested till 4 P.M., when a 3 hrs. 
walk up the steep east side of the Rofen Thal brought us to 
the Hoch Joch inn,' our quarters for the night, previous to an 
aesault on the Webs Kugel. The path was very good, thou h 
there are several torrents to wade through, rushing down t%e 
mountain side with great force; and the Thalleit Spitz wae 
res lendent with a gorgeous sunset. 

8 u r  party was augmented, pro tern., by three English lndia  
and two gentlemen, who kindly conveyed our bagg e on their 7 pack-mules to Meran. The inn was crowded, an the nine 
guides and mule drivers amused us with their national songs, 
sung in stentorian tones for an hour before bed-time, Alois 
leading off, and enjoying himelf immensely in common with 
all the rest, who had as much wine &s they liked. 

A t  1.30 A.M., August 20, we were en route. A few minutea 
brought us into the glacier, which was very clean and slippery. 
Of the latter fact we had a ractical illustration when passing K two Germans who had left t e inn before us. The younger of 
the two, in an effort to make progrem, fell flat on his stomach, 

' looking like a great black spider in the moonlight. W e  left 
him exclaiming against the trials of the way in piteous tones. 

After 4 hre. very cold walking in the bright moonlight, the 
sun rose gloriously, shedding a flood of rich colouring upon 
the everlasting snows which surrounded us on all sides, and 
down the great Hintereis Glacier whence we had come. 

Without local guides we should probably have made the 
same mistake which led the Englishmen already mentioned up 
the Langtauferer Spitz, for from the glacier the Kugel is not 
visible, and the Spitz appears the highest peak; one has to go 
round the corner before the desired goal reveals itself: Thie 
party of accomplished and ardent mountaineers were, however, 
not to be denied, and, descending again to the snow-field, aa- 
cended the Rugel, went down the everlasting Matacher Thal, 

Completely destroyed by an avalanche the following spring. 
According to the last ' Biideker ' it ie again open. 

D a 
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and on to Trafoi, a feat which will probably remain unique in 
the annals of the Oetzthal. 

A long pull up the snow-slopes to the ri ht  brought us to 
the foot of our peak, nearly opposite the Innerequell Spit,z 
(10,889). A further and steeper slope, and we were on the 
h t  ridge of rocks, which, while requiring care, are firmer, 
and me thought easier, than those of the Wildspitz, though 
our present peak is considered the most difficult. I n  certain 
conditions, i t  would be, as the Wildspitz has practically no 
steep snow-slopes, merely a widish chimney, while the slopes 
of the Kugel are steep enough to require a considerable amount 
of stepcutting. A neck of snow a footstep wide, with an 
almost sheer precipice on one side and very steep slopes on the 
other, leads in a few minutes to the second rocks, a narrow 
jagged ridge continuing to within a few paces of the snow- 
pinnacle forming the actual summit ; in fact, they are for the 
most part sharp enough to stride over. 

Our German friends arrived in three-quarters of an hour. 
The elder of the two, a veteran of fifty-nine years, as he in- 
formed us, after a little refreshment, a snort, and a grunt, went 
to sleep on his stomach till the descent commenced, a perform- 
ance he repeated at  every available opportunity. The younger, 
with his straw hat secured by a handkerchief tied under his 
chin, and mother handkerchief with a gorgeous yellow border 
matching his beard round his neck, his suit of black consider- 
ably damaged, and looking altogether very much tumbled, sat 
bewailing the trials and difficulties he had experienced in piping 
tones, and looking through two enormous pairs of spectacles a t  
the splendid scene around. 

The view must be one of the finest in the neighbourhood, 
if not in the whole of the Alps, the Oetzthal range itself being 
seen to much greater advantage than from the Wildspitz, 
which rises N.E., king of the group both in height and gran- 
deur of outline. Beyond to the right and left extend for about 
twenty miles almost due north the two most important outlying 
spurs of the central mass, divided by the deep trench of the Pitz 
Thal, and flanked by the maiu Oetzthal (E.) and the Kauner 
Thal (W.). 

Turning to the south, one of the most striking features of 
the range forms an almost unique picture. Valleys cutting 
deeply into the heart of the southern and western buttresses 
wind their way down to the broad and fertile Vintschgau, their 
green slopes and mysterious shadows alternating with snowy 
peaks and savage rocks, till they are lost in the depths, or lead 
the eye acroes to the noble mass of the Ortler and ib glisten- 
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ing snow-fielde. West lies the Bernina, asserting itself one 
of the grandest groups in the Alps ; then the eye ranges far 
away past Piz Linard, across Switzerland to the Pennine 
range, whence i t  turns back again to the Dolomites, Stu- 
bayer, Zillerthaler Ferner, and other more distant heighta, 
fading away in an immensity of spme, till we acknowledge 
the whole to form a scene which, among the many glorious 
and beautiful visions that reward those who seek them among 
the great mountains, will ever remain ineffaceably fixed in the 
memory as one of the most glorious and wonderful of all. A 
little more than half an hour took us down over the rocks to 
the fine snow-field lying between the Kugel and the Innere- 
quell Spitz, whose highest point forms the Matacher Joch; 
and some 4 hrs. more over snow and glaciers brought us to a 
bleak, desolate gorge forming the upper part of the Matscher 
Thal. Some milk at  the first chOlet and wine at Matach-8 
most romantically-situated little village, high on the western 
slopes-refreshed us down the long but very interesting valley, 
well wooded and extremely fertile, as we approached the Vine 
schgau, looking lovely as the rich hues of evening clad the 
mountains beyond in a hazy beauty. 

W e  arrived a t  Schluderns at  six. It being fast day no meat 
was to be had, but plenty of fruit, macaroni soup, and ome- 
lettes, with which we had to be content. Fast day had not 
entered into our calculatians. Fortunately we had been well 
provided on the mountain ; not so the guides, who were strict 
Catholics, and had had nothing but bread and cheese all day, 
on which they had worked well. They, however, announced 
their intention of getting a 'dispensation' to eat meat the next 
season. 

Our walk had occupied 161) hrs., including 2 hrs. rests. 
W e  shortly after drove on to Eyrs, en route for Meran and 

the Dolomites, great1 pleased with our first, and I hope not 
our last, visit to the 6 etzthal. 

ALPINE ART IN THE EXHIBITIONS. 

'Man an@: Stadire, Kiinstler, die Natur! En ist aber keine Kleinigkeit aus 
dem Oerneinen daa Edle, am der Unform das Schone en entwiekeln.'-Qomirr. 

We are told from time to time, as an 'obiter dictum ' by those who 
ait in the judgment seat, that there is no such thing as Alpine Art; 
that the words contradict each other; that such an art is no art. 
Happily for our peace of mind the judges have condescended to give 
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reaeons for their dictum. W e  are informed that since the world began 
no great painter has ever cared to paint mountains; that, therefore, 
they are proved unfit mbjecta for painting by the consent of the Mastem. 
This  is a position anyone who cares to study the history of ar t  in the 
best way, by looking into pictures, can examine for himself. 

The conclusion any such painstaking student will come to is, I 
think, a startlingly different one to that of the critics. H e  will find 
that every painter who has worked a t  all serioudy in landscape, has 
made use in his pictures of the mountains that have come within tho 
range of his observation. The old masters, from the men who frescoed 
the C a m p  Santo a t  Pisa, down to Snlvator Rosa, painted mch moun- 
tains as they knew. In  Italy during the R e n a i ~ n c e  the circumstances 
of the time kept landscape a r t  in a secondary place, and there were, 
even among the greatest painters, some who scarcely went to out- 
of-doors nature a t  all. But  those who did, painted the landscape8 
of their birthplace or home, and when that landecape was hilly or 
mountainous they painted hills and mountains. Take the Venetian 
school as an example. Titian is sometimes called the ' father of lnnd- 
scape art.' ' Yet the ' Martyrdom of St. Peter,' by Bellini, is almost a 
pure landscape, a scene of North Italian rustic life, in which it is an 
immaterial accident that one of the figures happens to be cutting down 
a monk instead of a tree. Bellini and Cima were always delighted to 
paint their own hill-country, the lovely region round Conegliano and 
Belluno, where, in city or fortress-crowned spurs, the blue mountains 
break down into the luxuriant lain. Titian came froin a home deepm 
in the mountains. Consequent& he gives us  the scenery of Val di Mel, 
the jagged ridges of Cadore, or a great Alp with a charcoal-burner's 
fire rising from its side. ' Landscapes of the half-imaginatire memory,' 
someone says. Certainly for the most part not to be identified as to 
their precise locality by the exact topographer, but true in  every line 
to the scenery of the Dolomites, not ignoring their most fantastic freaks. 
I half suspect that the reason some people believe Titian's landscapes 
to be a refined or idealised version of nature in the Venetian Alp8 is 
that knowing little of Venetia they compare them with Swiw w n e r y ,  
and naturally find many elenlents wanting. ' Remark Titian's feeling 
for the beautiful, as shown by the rejection of snow,' eays some pro- 
f e w r  of High Zsthetics. Yes, my good friend, but if ou will go and 
spend your summer holidays at  Cadore, as Titian did, you will h d  
there is v e v  little snow to reject. The great painter who so o h n  
delighted to show his power in dealing with white surfaces would 
scarcely have been M e d  by a sheet of snow had it  come in his way. 

This is not the place or time to attempt lo trace the representations 
of mountaina in every ~chool. Noting only as we pass Albert Durer's 
mountains, and that the Dutch echo01 excelled in representations of 
snow and ice scenes, we turn to modem art. If the fact that a class 
of mbjecta has been attempted frequently by a great painter is a proof 
that they are within the sphere of ar t  (and the argument on the other 
side surely carries this as ita necesaery complement), our caw-excapt as 
to snow scenery-is proved by one witness. There was a natural affinity 
between Turner's geniua and Alpine scenery. Dr. Hooker, a ~ h r e a d  

b 
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obeerver, carries ua farther, when he tells us that among the glories of 
the Himalaya he was constantly reminded of Turner. There has been 
no painter before or since with the same underlltanding of the noblest 
natural effects, so powerful in depicting illimitable air spaoea, vaat tracta 
of champaign or of mountain, in rendering at once the distance, the 
dehitenese and the wlour of an Italian horizon. In ' Modern Italy ' 
he painted the hills as they may be seen from Monte Generoeo filling 
to the plain ; in hia two pictures of the Gorge of Gijechenen he haa 
caught not only the exact structure of the rocks, but the poetic spirit 
of that stern, and as most painters would think, unpaintable scene. I t  
is  idle if not impertinent to praise Turner after Mr. Ruekin. Enough 
of the A l p  happily waa known in his day to enable him to accomplish 
mme of the very hardeet feate in mountain painting, and to show that 
there was no scene and no catastrophe too stern or too difficult for him 
to make pictohl. Had he lived a little later, when Swiss tours began . 

to extend beyond the high roads, and the upper snows were made ao- 
cessible, he might have founded a school of true Alpine art and 
saved his successors some xllisspent labour. We might have been 
spared much we remember in the exhibitions of twenty years ago ; the 
Swiss cottagee., with peasants to match, true to the l i f m f  the opera; 
the peaks like walking sticks, often bulbous about the top; the Italian 
lakea in blue and pink, shockingly like and shamelessly vulgar. 

The moral then of this short and very imperfect retrospect is that 
'juxtaposition is great.' Without it-that is, without close contact 
between the artist and his s u b j e c t n o  aspect of nature can get properly 
painted. A geniue like Turner may make comparatively little juxta- 
position go a long way. But even he would have gained by more oppor- 
tunities, while leeser men with only the same chances may come to sad 
misfortune. The work in a new field of painters, even of considerable 
reputation and technical acquirement, is seldom satidkctory. Look a t  
the curious cross between Devonshire and the Mediterranean Mr. 
Hook calls Amalfi. To copy nature in the Alps, to be clear yet not 
cmde, forcible without violence, delicate as well as sublime, the 
painter must learn a new lewon in the depth and arrangement of his 
colours. Instead of trying to master the difficulty most of our artiste 
are content to eecure R general idea of Swiss forms ; and in the colour- 
ing and the atmosphere of theirpicture, to neglect local truth altogether 
and to-fall back on their English impressions. The result may eatisfy 
observers aa carelees as themselves, but to true lovers of the Alps i t  u 
utterly distasteful. Our painter of the A l p  must combine many 
qualifications. He must not only be the close friend of the mountains, 
knowinn them in all their moods : he must alno have a auick and sure 
perceptron, eo that, where it is imbssible to paint all, he Aay aelect and 
insist on the moet essential and characteristic features. and a Dower of 
composition equal to dealing with great and oft& diffiklt sub- 
jecte. Above all he muat be a master and teacher of the public, lead- 
mg them to share his appreciation of the true charms of the A l p ,  not 
one wntent to sink into their slave, a painter of made-up landscapes 

Sold two or three years ago at Messm. Christie and Manson's. 
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as weak and confused as the uine-months-old recollections of an 
ordinary tourist. 

From these generalities we must proceed to examine in detail eome 
of the specimens of Alpine painting in the exhibitions of 1878. Few 
who are familiar with the ' Alpine Guidr,' in orher words few moun- 
taineers, can have passed through the rooms at  Burlington House this 
sumnler without having a paasage in that classical work brought back 
b) their minds. ' The track crams the torrent to the broad green ex- 
panse of Breitenmatt, enclosed by fine pine forests, beyond which 
the Wetterhorn and Wellhorn with a part of the Rosenlaui Gltrcier 
complete a picture, to render which on paper or canvas is  the con- 
stant but vain aspiration of Alpine artiste. In fine weather it  is 
common to see several of the fraternity, each with his outspread 
umbrella, engaged in the eame hopeless but exciting enterprise.' 

W e  firat meet Komnlaui in Room 2, and Mr. Leader in  the   how- 
mall. AIM for the lover of mountnin form ! The painter haa taken 
the final peak and pulled it  out sideways, a~ one may take one of the 
india-rubber faces which amuee children, thue reducing the elopes to an 
angle of about 20°, and destroying altogether the beauty of the sky- 
piercing pyramid. But  much as we may prefer nature's U'etterhorn 
to hlr. Leader's, we must not insist on literal fidelity in details if the 
picture is true as a whole to the spirit of the Bernese Alps. W e  niuat 
not forget that simple topographic work, however meritorious, is far 
from being the higheet form of art. Composition-the power of treat- 
ing a landscape eo as to combine ite features in the most harmonioua 
manner, in the common phrase to make a picture of it,' is the work 
and mark of the artist. W e  shall be the laat to complain of any 
liberties he  may take with local detail, eo long as he performs his part 
within iust l i n ~ i t a  so lonu as he follows in nature's lines and dopa not 
ewentiaily misrepresent her truth by mixing up  incongruous elements, 

" 

England and Switzerland, in an imwssible combination. But what do 
weufind in hlr. Leader's '.~oeenlau? 1 A pale Enulish sky overhanging 
mud-grey mountains, green-grey pinw, and a feebly indicated torrent. 
The only thing in the picture which gives the eye a moment's pleasure 
in a beauliful mossy boulder lit by a gleam of sunshine. 

On the line in the great room Mr. Vicrt Cole gives ue his version of 
Rosenlaui. Form and colour are again all wrong. Where does this 
great pasty glacier, these unsubstantial buttresses, come from 1 Not any 
Hosenlaui we have ever Heen. The whole picture might make a 
creditable drop scene, but is beneath criticism as a eerioue repreeenta- 
tion of the Alps. A little further on we come to yet another Rosenlaui. 
Sir Robert Collier's; ' the only one of the three I can recognise,' said 
in  our hearing a p w i n g  vieitor, and there was much force in  the re- 
mark. This is honest topographical work, thorough as f i r  as i t  goes; 
somewhat wanting, however, in compo~ition and aerial effect, ecafcely 
satiefying our memories, but  a t  any rate not insulting them by any dis- 
tortions of local truth. More powerful in handling, tl~ough lese 
interesting in subject, is John Collier's ' Stream near Hosenlaui.' This 
is a very fine study of Swies wood and water. The torrent is all 
dashed into fmm, and there are few spaces-too few-where the water 
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is opaque enough to show patches of grey-blue colour. The  forest, 
the cliffs behiud i t  and the mists which float along their face are all  
out-of-door realities, not phantoms of the studio. With his father's 
example, and no legal impediment in  his career, Mr. Collier should 
succeed, if he crrn embody in his work cloee obaervation of the poetry 
as well as of the prose of Alpine nature. 

We must not psas unnoticed Bierstadt's large ' Rocky Mountain ' 
landsape. Yet we cannot honestly admire, though there may be 
something to respect. When photography succeeds in copying colour 
as well as form tbis is the sort of renult we may look for. 

S o .  142, by A. Godwin, is a very pleasant, bright picture. The  
scene is h i d  among the Tyrolese U p s  in early summer, before the 
flower-carpet has been swept off by the mower. Broad uplands 
8pread away in breezy swells, clouded with the deep blue of gentian 
bells and the warm tinte of ripe grasses. In the distance the sunlit 
mows and brown crags of a lolty range are half hidden by the v a p u r s  
which cling softly round its base. The scene chosen is a charming 
one, and has been lovingly painted. 

Paasing on to the water-colour room the first picture to attract 
attention is Mr. Croh's ' Breithorn from the Riffel.' Mr. Croft deserves 
the g r e a t ,  credit for thin most careful and, to a certain point, mccees- 
ful attempt to represent the most difficult, perhaps, of all AJpine subjects, 
a snow and ice scene under a midday sun. Nothing could be better 
thsn the drawing of the face of the BreiLhorn with its rocks and snows. 
I t  is a disappointment to us  not to be able to feel more satisfied with 
the picture as  a whole. Where does i t  fail 1 W e  fancy, so far ns a 
critic ignorant of technical procedure in water-colours may judge, that 
Mr. Croft has made a mistake in his scheme of colour. Anxious to 
give as fbr as possible its true value to the brilliancy of the mows, and 
a t  the same time to preserve the balance of his picture, he has made 
all his coloura too bright. The sky is a brilliant grey, the glacier a 
bright green; even the face of the Breithorn in d l  pale green and 
white ; there is no shadow anywhere, no repose for the eye. Surely 
there is more contrast and depth of colour even among the snow 
mountains. The  to td  result is an uncomfortable sense of want of 
atmosphere. W e  feel almost as if we were looking a t  a landscape 
among the mountains of the moon. I t  may seem ungrateful to dwell 
on any defect in a work of such honest, nkilful, and original study. But  
Mr. Croft is evidently painstaking as well as ambitious, and as an 
Alpine clubman, he will not expect the highest success to reward every 
adventure into the mow world. Our cr i t ic im i n  made in the expecta- 
tion of weing him overcome the difliculties which still harass him, and 
i t  would be f& kindneaa not to point out in what direction-if we 
see rightly-they lie. 

Mr. Smith (739) has repreeented that well-known trio, the Miinch, 
Eiger and Jungfrau, as they are wen a t  sunset from the north. The 
foreground is  filled by an Alpine pool, the water of which is grey and 
g h ~ l y  ; the lower hills and hollows lie in blue shadow ; a faint rosy light 
still clings to the side of the three great peaks. Some one  he^ said, 
Why is it  not on their summite 1 But  such an effect is often produced 
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when a cloud in the weat throws a local shade. To our thinking there 
is a little too much of the lllountuin on the left in the picture, and the 
aky is lower in tone than it would be at  such a moment. But the 
mountain drawing is precise and excellent, and the sketch ar, a whole 
is a thoughtful and delicate piece of Alpine work. 

We turn with pleasure from the crowded halls of the Academy 
to the collection of pictures and studies by M. LoppC, which has 
lately decorated our own club-rooms. That M. Loppk has several of 
the qualifications for a successful painter of the Alps no one can deny. 
He 'loves the great mountains, and has made himself familiar 'with 
them by long and intimate intercourse. His work is therefore the fruit 
of years of study. He has a considerable power, a power which the 
present exhibiticn, we think, shows to be still on the increase, of 
bringing down with him on canvas what he llas eeen in the upper 
world. If he must not yet be ranked among the rare magicians 
who portray immeasursble space without the least sacrifice of defini- 
tion or detail, he can suggest with surprising success tlre broad land- 
scapes of the High Alps. If' his brush may miss some of the finer 
ahades, mme of the more delicate gradations in the skies and wows 
(as every painter must until a Turner climbs Mont Blanc), if his rock 
modelling is sometimes inclined to flatness, yet he never fails to seize 
the prevailing tone which gives ita character to the scene and moment 
chosen for representation. 

He is never falws, seldom careless or superficial. His ekies, various 
as they are, are all Swiss skies, not English. His mountains are living 
Alps. His anow and ice are the real things. On all his work there 
is the stamp of truthfulness-each of his t-iketches represents a fact. 
Compared to most Alpine oil-painting they are as the keen touches of 
a Kingaley compared to the laborious home-made deecriptions of a 
commonplace writer. Without pretending to estimate the extent of 
M. Lopp6's talent as an artist, we feel sure he has made true and 
honest uae of it, shirking no difficulty, and leaving art precedents and 
conventions, even his own fame, to take cam of themselvee so long 
he could put his power to the beat uae in reproducing the ecenery of 
the High Alps. 

Laat time M. Lop@ came to see us he had turned his attention 
chiefly to the glacier-ita Bkracs and crevaeaes. This year he hae lifted 
up his eyes to the peaks and the skies. In size and probably also in the 
labour bestowed on it the most important piece of work is the Matter- 
horn from below the Col de la Valpelline! In the foreground is the 
blue nkvk crevam familiar to this painter's admirers. In the middle 
distance the Matterhorn stands up supported by the peaks behind Zer- 
matt. We have here the least familiar view of the peak, the back of the 
rearing horse. An aRernoon shower is passing over the mountain and 
caste a shadow across ita C ~ R ,  half veiling the more d i~tant  range 
which is seen through it. The effect has been most judiciously chosen, 
and is rendered with quiet truthfulness. In ' A Storm at  the Ma rjelen 
See,' a thundercloud is sweepingdown the Aletach Glacier, whose surtirce 
shows purple in the shadow, while the icebergs gleam vividly out of 
the dark watera; a powerful picture which we much prefer to the . 
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larger but aomewhat tame representation of the same Bcene in aun- 
ehine. 

In ' Mont Blanc from the Bnet ' we look acroee from the shrunken 
snows of the Buet to the dome of Mont Blanc wrapt in the rosy glow 
of sunset, every curve in its outline leading upwards to the final 
cupola which soars high beyond all supportera. Blue shadows fall 
h m  the Aiguille du Goutk across the illumined face of the snows ; the 
sky, very carefully studied, is tender green changing into rose. A most 
poetical impression is here produced by simple downright study and 
avoidance of exaggeration. Three other pictures show Mont Blanc in 
his most familiar aspect from Chamonix, in broad sunshine (compare 
the modelling and effect of these snows with those in the Academy pic- 
tures), at sunset, and under a cloud. In a s m ~ l l  picture (No. 31) the 
epectator is standing on Mont Blanc. The foreground is filled by a 
cloud ' lightly curled' at his very feet, through it a glimpse is caught 
of the valley of Chamonix, while other vapours are mingling with the 
blue hills below, above which stretches the myRterious deeptoned sky 
of high altitudes With this might be compared a study of miate 
coming up on the Col du Gkant, in which the motion and transparency 
of the clouds has been finely caught. ' Mont Blanc from the Col 
du Gkant ' was not one of the subjects M. Lop@ had done full justice 
to in the picture first exhibited. The details of granite structure in 
the recently conquered Phteret and the vertical lines on the rocks 
of Mont Blanc are better treated in a smaller work added subsequently 
to the exhibition. We have not qace  to linger over each of the 
numerous pictures shown. There are many charming little sketches, 
Matterhorns by sunrise and sunset, Mont Blancs, Aiguilles ' red and 
white and green,' which will light up .English walls with memories 
of Swiss summers. There are sundry ma l l  studies of sea-coast 
or Themes-aide skies which show what M. Loppk can do off the 
mountains. 

The studiea finished on the spot displayed in the back room were 
perhaps the most interesting part of the exhibition. M .  Loppi? has 
put to good use the new hut on the Col du G h t  : since De Saussure 
no one has turned a visit to that high place to such good account. We 
find a series of sketches taken from the pass. Now we look over the 
depths of Val d'Aosta to the Grivola and Grand Paradis ; now towards 
Monte Rosa. In some we see the golden lights of tr stormy sunrise, in 
others the still splendoure of evening, when blues and purples fill the 
valleys and the horizon ewims in rosy vapour. There are a whole 
aeries of studies of the Alps in winter : the Wetterhorn and Wellhorn, 
the real mountains thia time, stand out clear against R sky mottled 
with frosty vapour ; the Lake of Luzem ripples at the feet of brown 
misty mountains, doubtleee more manageable to the painter than the 
heavy green of August foliage. The Lakes of Geneva and Annecy, 
seen behind leafleae thicketa, reflect the soft low lights of s winter sun 
half veiled in grey mist. In. one corner were two glorioue bits of 
glacier ice, perfect studies both as to form and texture ; and between 
them a masterly painting of a little Alpine stream, flowing on clear 
and blue through the mow which mantles all the world beeide. 
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The materials are a vein of blue water and a eheet of mow, bu t  the 
reflections and shadows are given with a force and purity which make 
us  value this as highly as anything in the collection as a proof of 
M. LoppB's sincere etudy of Nature and his power of overcoming 
technical obstacles in her interpretation. 

P.S. Mr. Ruskin in the last edition of the ' Notes ' to the noble mllec- 
tion of Turner's drawings, he has most generously lent the public, dis- 
putes the opinion expressed'above, that the upper wows are within the 
sphere of art. W e  quote the passage : 

' I t  is curious (and what our modern school of gymnastic tourists 
will think of i t  I know not), that among the Alps he shunned the 
upper wows, as a t  Venice the bright palace walls, and drew only the 
great, troubled, and surging sea of the pastoral rocky mountains. But  
he felt always that every power of ar t  was vain among the upper 
snows. H e  might aa well have set himself to paint opals or rubies. 
The  Alps are meant to be seen as  the stars and lightnings are, not 
painted. All proper subjects for a painter are easily paintable ; if only 
you can paint! Carpaccio and Sir Joshua can paint a lovely lady's 
cheek with no expense on strange colours; but none can paint the 
snows of the Rosa at  dawn.' 

T o  argue with Mr. Ruskin on any question of art, most of all on any 
question about Turner, would be an act of some temerity. But  we 
may fairly, and without undue presun~ption, confront him with a n  
equal champion in the author of Modern Painters! Turning to that 
work we find the same subject treated with a very different result. 
Space fails us to quote the eloquent and most true descriptions of the 
beauty of colour as well as of form in a wow drift, of the modelling of 
the upper mows and its relation to the underlying mountain form, or 
the admirable advice given to the painter who attempts to delineate the 
phenomena of the upper world of rock and ice and snow. W e  can 
only refer generally to the final paragraph, and aak Mr. Ruskin whether 
he no longer ' hopes that Alpine scenery will not continue to be ne- 
glected as it  has been ; ' whether he is no longer prepared to feel ' very 
grateful ' to the capable painter ' who will refresh us  a little among the 
snow ; ' whether he no longer desires ' the pure and holy I~ills'treated 
as  R link between heaven and earth 1 ' May not lovers of the High 
Alps with this chapter in their minds, venture to doubt whether the 
reason Mr. Huskin now assigns for Turner's neglect of the upper snowa 
is the true one, whether a better and simple reason does not lie a t  
hand ? 

Mr. Ruakin himself describes the old-fashioned journey into Italy 
' ae Turner knew it,' a delightful journey indeed, but  not a journey 
bringing the traveller into m y  close neighbourhood with the eternal 
snow world and its noblest summits. Turner never gained any inti- 
mate acquaintance with the snows by climbing among them. If  this is 
so, could he have painted them ? An emphatic answer rings in our 
eara ' NO man ever painted, or ever will paint, well, anything but  

' Modern Painters,' vol. i. p. 284, and preceding pages. 
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what he  has early and long seen, early and long felt, and early and long 
loved ; ' and it  in Mr. Ruskin who speaks. The difference, we should 
say, between Turner and eome painters of o w  own day is, that he was 
too wise to attempt to paint a t  all what he knew he was not sufficiently 
familiar with to paint well. 

Is i t  not more likely that this is the true reason of Turner'e absti- 
nence, than that the painter of the ' Avalanche ' failed to paint snow- 
peaks from any feeling of the technical difficulties of the task? That  
such work mubt be full of difficulties is of couree admitted by everyone, 
but  that the difficulties are insuperable, we have the high authority of 
the nuthor of ' Modern Painters' to deny, and we will not impute to 
Turner that he gave way where he might have conquered. 

One word more. T h e  drawing lately given to Mr. Ruskin by his 
friends, bcing probably a landscape in the Rhine valley below Coire and 
near Ragatz, ought not to be called ' the Spltigen Pass ' I t  is miles away 
from any pass, and might as well be called the San Bernardino or the 
Lukmanier or the Julier, lying equally on the road to any of these 
old highwaya W e  think this fact of eome importance for Turner's 
sake, for seen looking up  through the hot vaporous air of the 
Hheinthal, anowe and rocks contraat very differently to what the do 
when seen on a psss or in the highlands of Savoy ; and Mr. d i n 9 s  
criticism on the snowy range, and a h  poasibly that on the absence 
of treea, might be modified by careful calling to  mind of the exwt  
neighbourhood represented in this lovely drawing. 

ALPLNE NOTES. 
C o ~ o ~ a r ~ . - T h e  following further details of Freiherr M. von Thiel- 

mann's ascent of Cotopaxi are taken from the ' Verhandlungen der 
Gesellwhaft f i r  Erdkunde zu Berlin,' No. 3. 1878. 
' On January 12, 1878, Herr  von Thielmann left Quito, acwm- 

panied by five " peones," vetemns in mountain ascents. T h e  first night 
was  pent a t  Machachi ; the second a t  Limpiopongu (3,888 mktres) on 
the middle between Cotopaxi and liuminahui. This was the spot from 
which (on September 9, 1877) Dr. Wolf had made his ascent, and 
Hem von Thielmann proposed to follow the same route. 

' On January 14, the tent was left behind, and the ascent begun by 
the very convenient arena1 (dope covered with pumice stone), on the 
south-west aide of the lava stream from Yanasacha. A walk of three 
houre brought the travellers to the last camping-place of Dr. Wolf 
(4,652 metres). The  night was spent there eo that next morning the 
Inax and steepest portion of the cone might be climbed with unimpaired 
energy. The weather was bad. rain and hail alternated, but towards 
sunset it became cl-r and still. This point might easily be reached on 
horseback. Herr von Thielmann, however, had wisely preferred to test 
himself and his companions by a preliminary walk, a measure of fore- 
might which had the reault of inducing an Englishman who had so 
far accompanied him, to abandon the ascent. 
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' The night of January 14-1 5 was cold, but quite atill. Cobpaxi 
emoked slightly, and rumbled from time to time. On Tueeday, the 
15th, the '' peones " were awoke a t  2 A.M., and a meal of hot meat and 
tea taken. A t  3.50 A.M. a start was made. Herr von Thielmann eays, 
" Had I known the route waa so easy and free from danger I might 
have set out a t  half-pa& two." A tiresome climb among boulders led 
up  to the creet of the Yanasacha lava. Thence, under etarlight, the 
direct way to the summit was followed. The fatiguing aacent over the 
lava can easily be avoided by taking an easy route along the north-west 
dope of Millihuaico, as Herr von Thielmann had opportunity to observe 
on the deacent. A t  daybreak (about 5.30 A.M.), a t  a height of about 
5,000 mktrea, the foot of the smooth mow-slope was reached. U p  to 
thia point the mow had been mixed u p  with a covering of ashes. 
Between 4,700 and 5,000 mbtres the eye saw more black than white, 
and it  WIW impossible to determine the exact mow-level 

[Here Herr Reies, another South American traveller, remarks, ' pro- 
hably the bivouac a t  4,652 mktres was on mow or ice. Wherever, a t  
this and even lesaer heights, I had excavations made in the arena1 of 
the Yanaaacha volcano, I came a t  a depth of two or three feet upon 
deep-blue hard ice. The  glacier was buried in ashes.'] 

' The  morning broke cloudless, fleecy vapours filled the valleys, but 
all the mountains from Cayambe to Carihuairazo were beautifully 
clear. From 5.20 to 8.40 A.M. was spent in  a monotonous climb up a 
steep mow-dope lying a t  an angle of about 40 degreea The surface 
was ao hard that s t e p  had to be cut for the aandal-shod " peones." The 
work was fatiguing for the arms, but  refreshing to the legs and lungs, 
since the rate of progress was necessarily slow. Turns were taken 
every five minutes in step-cutting. A t  Beven o'clnck the first " peon " 
complained of hadache, and about eight, the other two became some- 
what tired. Herr von Thielmann wae fully equipped for an Alpine 
expedition, with nailed shoes, ice axe, neutral-tinted spectacles for 
himself and his companions, a mask, and a rope which was not brought 
into use. T o  accomplish on the ice-field 750 mktres (5,000 to 5,750 m.) 
took the party 3 hrs. 10 min. Herr  von Thielmann attributes this 
dow rate of progreM entirely to the wretched foot covering of the 
" pfones," which gave them no aure hold on the snow. It will be 
not~ced that the hit 250 mktres were ascended a t  about the aame pace 
in  1 hr. 5 min. 

' A t  8.40 A.M. the Cuchille (ar&te) was reached, which separates the 
upper baain of the Chuchunga Huaico (ravine) from another ravine 
sinking to the N. or N.N.W. Dr. Wolf is in  error in estimating this 
Cuchilla a t  5,200 and odd mktres. Herr  von Thielmann ia confident 
that it  is a t  most only 250 mktres below the mmmit, or in round figurea 
about 5,750 mktres. The Cuchilla had since Dr. Wolfs visit acquired 
a freah covering of snow, was six feet broad, and not in  the least dan- 
geroue, although the ground fell away very steeply on both sides. The  
i r e ~ h  mow had so completely covered the clefts in the lava observed 
by Dr. Wolf, that above 5,000 mktres nothing but a smooth unfurrowed 
snow- mantle was visible. The Cuchilla is some 100 mktres long. I t  
wae followed by a moderately inclined snow-field (about 20 degrees), 
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which waa traversed between 8.40 and 9.10 A.M. The N.E. wind 
became rrtronger, but not sufficiently so to cause serious annoyance. At 
9.10 A.M. the travellers were at the base of the aah cone, that i to say, 
of the ash-covered crags of the summit. Dr. Wolf found here bare 
rock ; H e n  von Thielmann only b o w  of rock protruding from the 
ashes. This is explicable. as the prevailing wind brings d l  the auhee 
of the eruptions to this side. This slope of ashes, beginning 120 metres 
under the peak, was climbed in the same way as the top of Veenvius. 
At 9.45 a.m. the N.W. summit, the highest point of the peak, was 
reached in 6 hrs. 15  min. from the aleeping place. 

' Herr von Thielmann considers 6,015 metres (19,700 feet) the cor- 
rect height. The weather had broken, and the steam of the crater cut 
off the view towards the S. The temperature of the air was 4 deg. C. ; 
the wind faint, and the sun pleasantly warm. The crater was only 
visible by moments, RO that it  was impossible to get a satisfactory 
general impreseion of the whole, though every part was seen at inter- 
vals. The gases which steamed forth from the crater, and the '' fuma- 
role," appeared to be differently composed to those observed a few 
months previously by Dr. Wolf. The " fumarole" on the dopes threw 
out by fits and starts steam with slight traces of dpliureous matter, 
and even on the edges of the crater, only once and for a moment, was 
the smell of sulphureous exhalations observable, although Herr von 
Thielmann remained an hour on the summit, and the wind often 
drove the thick clouds of steam over him. Eruptions with out- 
bursb of ashes and " rapilli " still frequently occur, with which the mow 
on the west side wau covered; signs of them were noticed during 
the halt at the last sleeping-place at 4,625 metres. On the day of the 
ascent itself no outbreak of ashes was noticed. 

'The top was left at 10.45 A.M., and at 2.15 P.M. the whole party 
arrived safely at Limpiopongu, where mme time was spent in packing 
up the coveringa and implements. The descent of what had taken 
9 hrs. to climb thus occupied only 34 hrs. 

' In this (the fourth) ascent of Cotopaxi only one of the " peones " 
complained of headache, all the others were perfectly well. None of 
the climbers showed any signs of exhaustion, and the appetite of all was 
brilliant. On the top a meal, consisting of preserved meat, rolls, red 
wing and cold tea was taken. Brandy was not used by any of the 
party. On the other hand, Herr von Thielmann allowed his companions 
to chew tobacco-leaves, an expedient he believes useful in high ascents, 
as the action of chewing keeps the salivary glands in action. Herr von 
Thielmann himself suffered in no way from fatigue, nor was his stomach 
in any way upset, only in the evening at Limpiopongu he suffered 
from a slight headache. 

' Herr von Thielmann used two aneroids, of Goldechmidt of Zilrich. 
Both worked well up to 3,000 metres, above this they failed, owing, 
Herr von Thielmann believes, to the imperfect elasticity of the metal 
w e .  

' On January 16, Herr von Thielmann set out on his return to Gua- 
yaquil, croseed the pass at the foot of Chimboram on the 19th, and on 
January 24th returned to Guayaquil.' 
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THE PALE* DI SAN MARTINO.-T~~ following note records the hll 
of thin summit, the last of the ' untrodden peaks' of Primiero. Further 
details would be welcome. 

' San Martino di Castmwr,' June 24, 1878. 

' I have the honour to inform you that my friend the Count Alfred 
Pallavicini and myself made yesterday the first ascension of the 
Pale di San Martino. Our excellent guides were Santo Siorpaea 
and Arcangelo Dimaj of Cortina, and the porter Michele Bettega of 
S. Martino. 

' JULIUS MEURER, 
' Vice-PTiisident des Oestar. Touristan Club, 

Mitglied der Section Austria des D. u. 0. Alpen-Vereins.' 
ATTEMPT ON THE DENT DU G&T.-T~ the 'Bollettino ' (No. 33), 

Signor G. de Filippi gives a long account of an attempt made by Lord 
Wentworth and himself to get to the top of the Dent du G b n t  by 
means of rockets. On the north of the Dent, only 80 mktrea below the 
summit, is a platform of rock, and on the opposite flank, at a somewhat 
lower level, a corresponding one. The object waa to paes a rope over 
the summit from piadorm to platform by means of rockets. A me- 
chanism had been prepared for this purpoae by Signor Bertinetti, of 
Turin. At the third attempt success seemed about to crown the plan, 
the party on the north side saw the rocket-st,ick fall at their feet, but a 
gust of wind carried back the rope, and all subsequent attempts were 
equally unsucceeRful. The Dent du G k t  still remains unconquered. 
Whether or not it is allowable to use such weapons against a peak, 
proved inaccessible by all ordinary means, is a nice question of moun- 
taideering morals on which we do not feel d l e d  to exprees any 
opinion. 

FATAL ACCIDENT ON MONT B L A N C . - T ~ ~  following account is taken 
from a letter of Signor F. Gonella, published in the ' Bollettino ' of the 
Italian Alpine Club (No. 33) :- 

' On August 19, 1877, Signor Gonella left Courmayeur, with Julien 
Grange  at^ guide, and two portere, for the Miage hut. I t  was intended 
that one of the two porters should acconlpany Signor Gonella to the 
sumrnit of Mont Blanc, while the other returned fiom the hut. Bad 
weather on the morning of the 20th compelled the party to abandon 
the ascent. About 11 A.M. they all set out to return to Courmayeur, 
one of the porters being unattached ; the other three roped. At a point 
where Bome draca have to be passed it is necessary, i t  appears, to tra- 
verse a couloir. While in this position a noise was heard overhead, 
and looking back a great maea of ice was eeen falling on the climbers. 
Grange, with great presence, shouted, " Jetez vous dans lacrevasse," and 
he and the traveller succeeded in sheltering themselves in a crevasse 
happily close at hand. The roped porter was less completely covered, 
and being struck and swept down, pulled Signor Gonella out of the 
crevasse. Grange, however, held them both up until they had time to 
recover their footing. The second porter, who was unroped and some 
paces in the rear, was caught by the bulk of the avalanche and swept 
down the couloir. When Grange reached him he found him lifelem 

See p. 56 an to the correct spelling of this word. 
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' Signor Gonells remarks, that in his opinion no blame attaches to 
Grange for the partial use made of the rope. The accide~t happened 
a t  a spot which was traversed unroped by all the guides and portera 
engaged in the construction of the cabin, and which he had himself 
p a ~ ~ d  unroped in ascending the previous day. He does not tell us 
whether it is poslrible to take any other route to the cabin, by which 
the risk of similar accidents may be avoided in future. This is a point 
on which further information is very desirable.' 
THE DENT ~'Hfi~ws.-On Saturday, August 11, 1877, the Rev. 

F. T. Wethered, with Hans Knubel and another guide, left the Stockje 
hut a t  3.20 A.M., and reached the summit, of the Dent d'Hkrens 
by crossing the Tiefenmatten Joch and attacking the peak from the 
snow-fields on the south-west. Declining altogether to return over the 
Joch late in the day, the party made for the Col de Valpelline, and, 
missing the direct route-none of the party having crossed the col 
before-mounted the huge ice-fall of the Za de Zan Glacier, and m 
reached the pass, eventually arriving at Zermatt, vid the Stockje and 
Zmutt Glacier, between 10 and 11 P.X. ' I  make a note of this, simply 
to show that the Dent d'Hkrens may be amended from the Stockje, and 
the return journey (to Zermatt) effected in one day, without recrossing 
the Tiefenmatten Joch. The ice-fall of the Za de Zan Glacier mau one 
of the most exciting pi- of work I have ever experienced. Had we 
not m i d  the usual route to the Col de Valpelline, the expedition 
would have been much simplified an to difficulty and would, of course, 
have taken considerably leas time. 

INSURANCE FOR GUIDES.-The subscriptions to the Knubel Fund, 
with the additions made to them abroad, have reached a very con- 
siderable sum. I t  is not likely that on any similar occasion such a 
fund could be raised a second time, and i t  would be matter of regret 
if the liberality of the Alpine public should create exaggerated ex- 
pectationa, or encourage Swiss guides to neglect to make any provision 
for their families during their yeara of prosperity. A good deal of 
nonsense is from time to time written about the dangers of the pro- 
feasion of guide. I t  ie exposed to infinitely fewer dangern to life than 
mast industrial pursuits, or, we may add, sedentary profeesiona. It ie 
far leae dangerous than the pursuit of a chamois-hunter, commonly 
followed by Alpine peasants. But it is a calling liable to certain riaka, 
nnd which cannot be followed in advanced life. The Swiss, French, and 
German Alpine Clubs would do a good deed if they would severally 
promote among the guides in their respective territories a habit of 
effecting insurances against death or accident, and if they would per- 
suade respectnble insurance offices to offer them suitable advantages 
The difficulty with a peasant often is to make him put away money 
for the benefit of others after his death. Assistance in case of acci- 
den$ and a small annuity after a certain age, ought to Berve as strong 
inducemente to the ordinary Alpine peasant to make provision for his 
own future aa well aa his family's. 

 GAL B~QHTS TO GLACIERS.-&~~. Marett writes: When 1 sent to 
the ' Alpine Journal ' so~ue observatione on the legal rights to Glaciere 
(pblished in vol. viii. p. 2771, I was not aware that in 1875 a discus- 

VOL. 1X.-NO. LXI. E 
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aion on the subject hnd appeared in a Zurich legal publication. The 
author, Herr Kappeler, states, that in Valaie, \*aud, and Berne, glaciere 
have been treated as state property ; that in Grimncl (as I unde&nd 
him) glaciem are held to belong to tlie commune or parish, hut land 
IeR b glaciers to the adjoining landowners, and that in Uri glaciers 
wouldbe held to belong to the commune. He, however, contendq that 
glacienr are not fit subjecta for property, either in individuals or in the 
state, and must be like the sea, the seashore, and flowing water, accord- 
ing to Roman law, ' rea communes omnium juri natnrali,' the property 
of no one or of every one ; and he doubts if anyone can even by occu- 
pation acquire any righta over a glacier. He thinks, however, that the 
state ought to have power to regulate the working of the ice, and for 
that purpose to grant concessions, kc. If this is  not the law, he thinke 
it ought ta be, and Ruggesta a short enactment to that effect in a future 
Swiss Civil Code. AE to the mil beneath the glaciera, he seems to hold 
that it belongs to the owners of the adjacent land. 

The subject appears to have excited much interest, and the Editor of 
the ' Mittheilungen 'oddly calls it a ' burning queetion.' In the ' Jahr- 
buch des Oesterreichischen Touristen Club,' 1877, p. 178, Herr S c h i ~ t l  
argues, that in Austria glaciers belong to no one, and may be appro- 
priated by anyone for the purpose of working the ice. He promises a 
di~cuesion on the right to the mil undcr the glaciers. 

I have taken these atatementa from the hlittlleilungen des Deut- 
schen und Oenterreichischen Alpenvereins,' 1878, p. 82, where the sub- 
ject is discussed at length ; the Editor appearingreluchnt to accept the 
conclusions of Herren Kappeler and Schiestl. As the Editor of the 
Mittheilungen ' has hononred with a notice my previous obeewatiom, 

I will add, that for any mistakes or deficiencies in the preceding abstract, 
brevity, and my imperfect knowledge of German, must be the excuse, 
as I mn have no opinion of my own c.n a question of foreign law. Of 
course to an English lawyer, the theory of land or an) thing affixed to 
it not belonging to anyone in inadmimible 

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB.-In the unhappily posthumous 
account of ' The Formation of the Alpine Club,' by our kte President, 
Mr. Longman, in the ' Alpine Journal ' for February, reference is made 
at p. 84 to a letter of mine to Mr. E. S. Kennedy, dated December I, 
1857, in which I mentioned that Mr. William Mathews had written to 
me about such a club nearly a year before. This reported communica- 
tion from Mr. Mathews was evidently the earliest germ of the Alpine 
Club known to Mr. Longman. As no further particulars have appeared 
in the May number of the Journal, and Mr. Mathews, sa I learn from 
himself, has now forgotten what took place, I offer no apolo~y for 
placing on record the text of his original suggestions, as it ahows how 
definitely he had planned the club in his own mind from the firzt. 

The first reference is at the end of a long letter of February 1,1857, 
describing e x m t i o n s  in the Combin range. ' In the meantime I 
want you to conaider whether it would not be possible to establish an 
Alpine Club ( s i c )  the members of which might dine together once a 
year, my in London, and give each other what information they could. 
Each member at the c!ose of any alpine tour, whether in Switzerland 



or elsewhere, ahould be required to furnish to the President a Aort 
account of all the undeecribed excursions he had made, with a view to 
the publication of an annu l  or biennial volume. We ahould thw get 
a good deal of ueeiirl inforrnution in a form available to the metnbern. 
Alpine touriste now want to know the particulars of the following 
" ~ ~ u r a e s  " which I believe have been recently made : Finsteraarhorn, 
Jungfmu fkom Grindelwdd, Alkls, Galenstock, Dom, Weisshorn, Zind 
Paas, Crete B Collon, and many others.' On February 16 Mr. Mathewe 
wrote again : ' Pray let me know what you think of my proposal for an 
Alpine Club ; ' and a third letter, dated June 19, full of l p i n e  querieg 
ended with the same subject. 'Apropos of the Alpine Club, I should 
suggest sending circulars next October or November to all the best 
known mountaineers, and getting them to dine together in London, at 
ae cheap a rate as you like ; we could then discuss whether anything 
further could be done, and see how the thing would be likely to 
answer.' 

These extracta &or how far the matter had gone before Mr. Mathews 
went abroad in the summer of 1857, and how glad he must have been 
to find in Mr. Kennedy eo helpful a coadjutor, when they met in the 
Haelitha1 in August, under the circumstances noticed by Mr. Longman. 
What paseed on that occasion was no doubt detailed to me when Mr. 
Mathewa was staying with me in Hertfordahire on October 26 and 27, 
and we were talking over the subject of our previous correspondence ; 
but unfortunately I can recall no particulars of the oonvermtions. Tile 
dinner at the Leasowes took place ten days later, as appears from Mr. 
Longman's account, and from that date the Alpine Club was practically 
Gunded. F. J. A. HORT. 

6 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, Mny 31, 1878. 

ALPINE MEETING AT PARIS.-The French Club propotw to hold a 
congress of mountsineere at Paris on the 6th, 7th, and 9th September. 
The fir& two days will be devoted to discuaaions and conferences on 
subjecta i n t e d n g  to Alpine travellers. On the third day, an excur- 
sion will be made to the forest of Fontainebleau. 

Members of foreign clubs, including our own, propoeing to attend, 
are requested to send their names to the Secrbtaire-G6nkral du Club 
Alpin Franpia, 31 Rue Bonaparte, as aoon as possible. The President 
of the English Club proposes to attend, and will be glad if cther membere 
will join him. 

REVIEW. 
STUD1 GEOLOGIC1 SUL GRUPPO DEL GKAN . 

PARIIL)ISO.* 

Ten years ago there appeared in the ' Bolletino drl Club Alpino Ita- 
liano ' a paper entitled ' Studi sul Gruppo del Gran Paradise,' by Signor 
Martino Baretti. At that period perhaps no part of the Alps, certainly 

* Sfudi GwI ici W I  G r u p  021 Gran Paradim. Per Mnrtino Baretti. (Reale 
Accademia dei gncei ,  Romn, 1877.) 

.2  
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none of so much interest and importance, was m little generally known. 
T h e  map of the Sardinian Etat Major was disfigured by  gross errors, 
and notwithstanding its large scale, was almoet absolutely destitute of 
accurate detail in the higher regions. Some of the principal peaks 
and passea had been described by members of the English Alpine Club 
in its earlier publications; but other parts of the district were, if not 
totally unexplored, a t  least undescribed. Of the t o p o p p h y  of this 
group, Signor Baretti gave in his paper a concise, but full and accurate 
description. The sketch map which accompanied it showed how com- 
pletely he had traversed the ground in every direction, and indicated 
with approximate correctnese the, position of all the principal summits 
and the form and extent of the glaciem which surround them. Signor 
Baretti's studies, however, were not confined to the surface and ex- 
ternal appearance of the mountains. His main object was the investi- 
gation of the geological structure of the group, and the result of his 
lebo~ua is given in the work now before us. Within the period which 
has elapeed since his fimt expedition to the mountains of Aosta in 1862, 
a revolution has taken place in the viewe entertained by leading geo- 
logists relative to the origin of an important class of rocks. While the 
gneiss and slatas, of which a large part of these and most other moun- 
tains consists, have long been acknowledged to have been origirially 
sedimentary, though considerably altered in  condition aince their first 
deposit, i t  was once generally believed that the granites, syenites, and 
porphyries were of igneous origin, having been erupted from great 
depths, and having probably by the contiguity of their heated maaes pro- 
duced the changes which had manifestly taken place in the other rocka 
Further inveetiglrtion led many eminent geologista, and among others 
Signor Gastaldi, of whom Signor Baretti professes himself a disciple 
and follower, to the conclusion that not only theae, so-called metamor- 
phic, but the supposed eruptive rocks themselves, 11ad originally been 
aqueoua deposits, and that the idea of their igneous origin was an 
erroneous one, resulting merely from their more con~plete transformation 
and cryfitallisation. 
Our space will not permit ua to enter a t  any length upon the diacus- 

sion of this question. W e  would only venture to remark, that by a 
natural reaction from the views formerly entertained, Signor Baretti, 
and geologista of the same school, seem to have been led somewhat to  
an oppoaite extreme, namely, to the conclusion that all the changes of 
condition, which are observed to have taken place in the etructure of 
the crystalline rocks, are due simply to lapse of time and interniole- 
cular action. The agency of heat iy ignored ; the source of heat, which 
was formerly supposed to have been afforded by the eruption of molten 
matter from the interior of the earth, being r~jected. But when we 
recognise the enormous mechanical forces which must have operated 
in  the elevation and distortion which we observe, we must admit a t  
least the possibility of a Bource of heat within the rocks themselves, 
which may have con ributed a most important element in the chtlnga 
which have occurred. 

The  group of the Grand Paradis forms one of several distinct arean 
oi' elevation in the A l p .  Divided by the line of compamtive deprea- 
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aion, through which rune the valley of the Dora Baltea from those of 
Monte Rosa and Mont Blanc; by that upon which is situated the Val 
de Bhemis and the Col d'lseran iiom that of the western Graians ; and 
by a less marked division from that of the Cottian Alps to the south- 
west, it  occupies a space of a rudely elliptical form, the major axis of 
which lies in a direction of north-east to south-west. The loftiest 
aummits, culminating in the Grand Paradis iteelf, 13,271 feet, are upon 
a line nearly parallel to the main axis, but situated a little to the 
north-west of it. The axis is intersected by the valley of the Orco, by 
which some of the very oldest formations are exposed in the granites of 
the Scnlare di Ceresole. Further south the axis is prolonged through 
the peaks of the Levanna, beyond which the elevation becomes less 
considerable. Along this line the rocks, clawed by Signor Baretti ae 
the earlier crystalline, extend a distence of about twenty-five miles, and 
the same are found for about six miles upon either side of it ; but the 
larger portion of these consists of gneiss, only occasionally exhibiting a 
granitorial or porphyroid character. These deposita dip in all directions 
from the centre. and are surrounded and covered by the more recent 
brmatiom of the later crystal line^, called alpo by Signor Baretti the 
zone of greenstones, consisting principally of serpentines, magne~ian 
limestonee and greenstones, gneiss and mica echist, but including also 
mawive granites and syenites, formerly supposed to have been of 
eruptive origin. In respect to geological epoch, he refers both groups 
to the Laurentian era, the earliest known exaniples of which were 
observed in Canada, though the contemporaries of the upper and later 
beds have since been recognined in Norway, in Scotland, and in the 
Isle of Anglesea. 

Signor Baretti's interesting monograph contains also a full account 
of the various useful minerals found within the district, as well as of 
the later-tertiary and quaternary-deposits, including the enormous 
mc)raines left by former glacial action at the opening of the great 
valleys, and di~cussee fully the traces of the glacial periods. This part 
of the subject ie illustrated by a map showing the state of the district 
in the glacial period, when covered by an enormous sea of ice from 
which only the higher peaks emerged. Other maps and numerous 
aections exhibit the geological structure of the group. 

An ideal section, showing the formation of terraces by glacial exca- 
vation, illuRtrates very correctly the mode of operation of the glaciers. 
The surface of the rocks in the lower part of the valley is rubbed and 
polished, but the valley is not materially deepened. I t  is at and above 
the level of the surface of the glacier that its principal effects are seen 
in the removal of considerable masses of rock, and in the formation of 
t e m ,  and it is obvious that the same operation continued for d- 
cient length of time would have for its result, not the excavation of 
valle s, but their gradual obliteration by the removal of the mountains 
wbicB divide them. 

R. C. N. 
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NOTICES. 
V i c r o ~  E M ~ A N U E L  AT COGNE.*--Many members of our Club must 

have met the late King of Italy on his way up or down Val d7Aosta, or 
in his hunting-camps. These will recognise the fidelity of the ~pirited 
and by no means flattered portrait of the royal sportsman which forms 
the frontispiece of this little volume. L'AbbB Gorret has put together 
an account of his king's holydays in the mountains, which is marked by 
evident truthfulness, and a pleasant absence of any trace of courtier- 
like servility. Victor Emmanuel in the mountains was a bluff, good- 
hearted sportsman, anxious to do any good in his power to all who 
came in his way, free from any royal reserve, and, like most real men, 
allowing his dignity to take care of itself. If any peasant had grounds 
of complaint against one of the king's providers, he had only to find an 
opportunity of catching the king's own ear to obtain prompt redress ; 
and no one seems to have been shy of addrwing the ' galantuomo,' who 
encouraged his subjects to inlitate his own frankness. From 1850 till 
his death, the Graian Alps were Victor Emmanuel's favourite resort. 
Even our own eovereign is not more ready to fly to Balmoral than was 
the King of Italy to escape from Rome to his rude hunting-lodges in the 
Graian~. These valleys were not for a quarter of a century the hvourite 
playground of royalty, without gaining substantial advantages Money 
was spent in making many milea of hunting paths, and occupation was 
given to a considerable portion of the population as beaters and keepers. 
A map ~howing the royal hunting paths accompanies the volume. 

PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S PHYSIOGRAPHY.~-!~?~~~ most instructive and 
admirable textbook is sure to paw through many editions, and it is 
worth while, therefore, to point out some slight slips falling within the 
special province of the ' Alpine Journal! 

On p. 191 it is stated, that ' maeaea of rock, somo weighing as 
much as twenty tons, are said to have been cast forth from Mount 
&-at during the eruption of 1840, and in other cases, stones have 
been hurled to a distance of more than thirty miles from a volcano.' 
Ararat has never in historic times been an active volcano. The cata- 
etrophe of 1840 was a ' berg fd '  on a large scale, produced by an 
earthquake. 

On p. 162 the Po is mentioned among large rivera that 'may be 
traced back to muddy streams springing from glaciers.' This is true 
if we look to the tributaries as well as the parent &ream, but the 
source of the Po under Monte Viso, the source which has been accepted 
since classical days, is remarkable among Alpine rivers as bursting forth 
in a large clear stream from the rock, and has no visible connection 
with any glacier. 

The following definition seems obwure and faulty. ' A line drawn 
at the level above which the snow never melts is called the snow-line. 

- VicbEmmanual sur lw Alpes. Xoticcs d Souvenirs. Par Am6 Garret. , 
: F. Casanova, 1878, 2 Ganca. 

t Phyuiography : an Introduction to the Study of Nature. By T. H. Huxley, 
E.R.S. London : Maemillan & Co.. 1877. 
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On the north side of the Himalaya mountains this line is 16,600 feet 
high [these figures are wrong], that is to erry, all the mow which falh 
below this height is melted in summer, but all above remains unmclted.' 
[The italics are oura] If the author ever is tempted by Professor 
Tyndall on to the western s l o p  of the Aletechhorn on a warm aRer- 
noon, he will obtain conclusive proof that a great deal of melting goea on 
above the snow-line ; and in Professor Tyndall's books he will find a 
definition of the snow-line which ia at any rate prefenrble to that 
quoted above. 

We must further enter a proteat, both on ~rt ist ic  and scientific groundg 
against the mind of youth being bewildered by such a misrepreeenta- 
tion of a glacier :r that opposite p. 157. All the phenomena of an ice- 
stream are here most g r d y  dietorted. The pupil, if he taka his idea 
of glaciers from this cut, will be led to believe that they are long, highly 
arched mama of ice, resembling in appearance m indefinitely pro- 
longed Midland Station ; that crevasses are pita arranged to resemble star- 
fish, and quite diwxnnected with the inclination of the bed of the glacier ; 
and that morainea are heaps of stones placed exactly like those by the 
side of a road, in separate h a m .  mme of which cling on to nearly 
vertical slopes of ice. A The fore&obnd will probably al&& a suspicioh 
that the hill sides above Zermatt are built-up of petrified hams andcheeaw. 
THE TRENTIIO ' ANNUARIO.' *-A ~hort'time ago the Trentino Alpine 

Club was dissolved by a decree of the Government, which seemed to 
foreigners needlessly severe. We are glad to find that it has risen again 
from the flames of official wrath. The fullny little bird with a star on 
ita head and trefoils in its wings, which appears on the cover of the 
new Annuario, is certainly not an Austrian eagle, and may, therefore, 
be supposed to be a Phcenix, and to fitly symbolise the new ' Societh 
degli Alpinisti Tridentini.' 

We rejoice to see that the society propow to set about the prepara 
tion of a complete map ofthe Trentino, a district where the new Austrian 
survey is far from mtiafactory either in nomenclature or hypaometry. 

The following important correction sets a t  rest a matter which has 
long puzzled foreign travelleru, who have not dared to go against the 
authorit of m a p  :- 

Pale [eg. Cimon della Pah, Pale di S. Martino, Palon della Mare , 
receive their name from their shape resembling that of a spade (pala , 

force and appropriatenew. 

1 
not from palla, P ball, a derivation which deprive0 the name of all itr, 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 
A general meeting of the Club timk place on May 7th. Mr. D. W. 

FRESHI:IELD, Vice-President, in the Chair. 
Mr. GEORGE BARNAHD read a paper on ' Sketching from Nature in the 

Alps in Water Coloura,' and exhibited drawings to illulctrate the papa. 
He also presenkd a copy of his work on ' Sketching in Water Colours ' 
to the Club librav. 

Nona G. LOPPE made some rernark~ on the difhulties inherent in 
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his work the Alpine artist encountered, and on the further difficulties 
he had found abroad from the want of apprecietive and intrlligent cri- 
ticium. This could only he supplied by true lovers of the Upper Alpa, 
8 ~ ~ 1 1  ak i91e members of the Alpine Club, who, by climbing among the 
snows, had grown familiar with their beauties. H e  thanked the Club 
for the facilities and encouragement it  had offered him. 

The  Chairman expregsed the Club's thanks to Mr. B8roard. and re- 
minded the meeting that Mr. G. Barnard had constantly, and with no 
small succcus, laboured faithfully to represent high nlountains when our 
water-colour exhibitions were full c)f the strangest landscapes, called in 
the cataloglie Swiss scenecl, but not otherwise recopisable as such. H e  
added some remarks on the prohable future of Alpine art. 

A general meeting of the Club took place on June 4th. Mr. C. E. 
MATHEWS, President, in the Chair. 

A letter was read from M. Albert Neundler, President of the Swiss 
Alpine Club, inviting members to the Club FCk at  Interlaken on Sep- 
tember lst ,  2nd, and 3rd. 

The  following resolution, proposed hy the President nnd seconded by  
the Hon. Secretary, was carried unanimouslv : ' That the committee be 
empowered, on obtaining an extension of the existinq lease, to make 
such a m g e m e n t s  and upend such funds as they may deem deeirable in  
the improvement and refurniuhing of the preuent rooms.' 

The  Secretary exhibited a upecimen of machine-made rope, which, 
however, in  his opinion, with which several n~embers a p e d .  was not 
in any way superior to the ordinary hand-spun rope, the yarn being 
necessarily of inferior quality. 

The Secretary then read a paper on ' Alpine Climbing, Past, Present, 
and Future.' Some discussion followed, chiefly on the possibility of 
ascending the higheut mountain peaks. 

Mr. HINCHLIFF did not believe the highest mountains would ever he 
climbed. Dr. LIVEING was of opinion that the action of the heart 
would interfere with succeRs in climbing a t  great altitudes. 

The Secretary and Mr. MATHEWS maintained that with proper training 
and acclirnatisation much could be done, that i t  was difficult to fix the 
limit towhich mountaineersmight w e n d ,  and that their present ' higheut' 
must not be considered final. ?vIeeers. POLLOCK and HARTLEY alw upoke. 

The summer dinner took place a t  the Ship Hotel. Greenwich, on 
June 21st, when fifty-eight members and their fiiends sat down. Mr. 
C. E. Maihews, President, in the Chair. 

A meeting of members of the Alpine Club was held on April 27th, 
a t  the White Lion Hotel, Ambleside, when nineteen members and 
friends sat down to dinner. Mr. Horace Walker in the Chair. Excur- 
sionswere made in various directions over the hills on both the following 
dsjrs. Though so short a time was devoted to this most lovely and 
interesting country, enough was seen by those members of the Alpine 
Club who visited it for the first time to show them that the English 
L ~ k e  district, apart from its intrinsic beauty, provides opportunities for 
climbers which the most enthusiastic =rambler need not despise. I t  
was determined to hold a meeting of a similar character next year at 
some place in  North Wales, to be fixed upon a t  a future d ~ t e .  
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E x c u ~ s r o ~ s  IN THE LEPONTINE ALPS. 
By  F. GARDINER. 

H E R E  are but few pnrtv of the great European play-ground T which the English mountaineer has not visited, and he 
who mould now tread upon new ground must seek far and near, 
and sift through no inconsiderable quantity of Alpine literature 
before he attains his desired object. It was not, therefore, 
without some difficulty that we erentually ascertained that, with 
the exception of Mr. Sedley Taylor's ascei~t of the Blinnen- 
horn from the Blinnen Glacier, and the ascent of the Basodine 
by Mr. Freshfield, the snowy peaks round the Gries Glacier 
and Tosa Falls had scarcely been touched by English moun- 
taineers. The result of our discovery was, that in the pro- 

ramme drawn out by my friend Mr. C. Pilkington and myself 
for our Alpine campaign a week was devoted to the partial 
examination of this group. 

Our guides were Peter Kaufmann of Grindelwald, and Pcter 
Knubel of St. Niklaus, and the first expedition which we had 
in hand was to endeavour to make a new pass from the Blinnen- 
thal to the Tosa Falls, between the Rlinnenhorn snd the 
Merzenbachschein by the Gries Glacier. Reckingen, in the 
Rhone Valley, is the nearest village to the Blinnenthal, but i t  
contains no inn ; so we obtained provisions, blankets, &c., a t  
the HGtel des Alpes a t  Viesch, a comfortable little hostelry 
recently opened by my old friend Herr Fuller, formerly 
M. Seiler's chief aidede-camp a t  the HGtel Mont Rose, 
Zermatt. Arrived a t  Reckingen, we applied to the priest 
(who seemed to be the only able-bodied male in the village 
who waa not employed in haymaking) fbr a porter to carry our 
wood und blankets to the upper chalets in the Blinnenthal. 
His recommendation caused us to engage one Franz Guntern, 
a chasseur, who, in 1866, acted as Mr. Sedley Taylor's local 
VOL. 1X.-NO. LXII. Y 
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guide when he ascended the Blinnenhorn, an expedition which 
has been but once repeated, and that by the cur6 himself, a 
feat of which he was not a little proud. The path leading to 
the upper chalets lies on the right bank of the stream, and 
rises pleasantly t.hrough a picturesque valley well wooded up 
to a coneiderable height, and closed a t  its head by the Blinnen 
Glacier, which descends in a graceful ice-fall from the Strahl- 
grat between the Hohsandhorn and the Mittaghorn. The 
group of human burrows-for they are not worthy of the name 
of chalets-at the head of the Blinnenthal, we found dirty, 
damp, and altogether dretched, and when we started next 
morning (June 29) at 2.50, Pilkington was handicapped with 
a severe cold, while I was quivering like an aspen leaf with a 
sharp attack of ague. Still in spite of these discomforts the 
weather was so perfect that we could not resist its influence, 
and we went on our way rejoicing. Crossing the valley and 
the &ream issuing from the Blinnen Glacier on a snow bridge 
formed by the remnants of a gigantic avalanche, we mounted 
by a narrow and steep valley between the Merzenbachschein 
and Blinnenhorn, keepinu to the left bank of the stream flow- 
ing from a small glacier getween those peaks. The way was 
steep and the stones loose and shaley, but we encountered no 
difficulty, and reached the lacier at 5.15 A.M. and the col at  f 6 A.M. I t  commands a no le view of the Oberland group, 
somewhat limited to the north by the Merzenbachschein. 

When, an hour later, we stood upon the summit of the 
Blinnenhorn, the view in every direction was simply perfect. 
I t  would be from a point of view like the Blinnenhorn that I 
should wish to answer those sceptics who ask, What went ye 
out to see?'  Never had I seen the gianta of the Oberland 
look so imposing ; the Binsteraarhorn asserted its preeminence 
over its neighbours, while the Viescherhorner, Oberaarholn, 
Aletschhorn, Nesthorn, and Bietschhorn formed the advanced 
guard of a host of other peaks. I n  fact, nearly every summit 
of the group was visible. Below us lay the Rhone Valley with 
its numerous villages, churches, and cornfields, succeeded by 
the varied green of forest 'and alp, which led the eye back a g : h  
to the majestic glaciers and summita ; a panorama sublime and 
beautiful, never to be forgotten. The temperature, luckily, 
was so mild that we were able to remain on the summit for 
over an hour. W e  returned to the pass (for which we suggest 
the name of Griesgletscherjoch) at  8.30 A.M., breakfasted there, 

ncked up our traps, and started for the Tosa Falls at  9 A.M. 
f ~ e  descended by the right-hand side of the Gries Glacier, 
which is quite easy, though possibly some of the crevasaes 
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under the Blinnenhorn might give trouble later in the season. 
Passing under the Rothhorn and rounding the Bettelmatten- 
horn, we descended by a small glacier to the chalets of Bettel- 
matten in the Griesthal, where we joined the path of the Gries 
pass. The upper part of the Griesthal is composed of two 
plateaux, with a steep drop between the chalets of Bettelmatten 
and Morn, and it descends gently from the latter village to 
within a short distance of Auf der Fruth, where the valley 
again becomes almost level and receives the stream flowing 
from the Valle Toggia, which, with the water from the Hohsand 
and Gries Glaciers, breaks over a precipice towards the chalets 
of Unter Fruth, forming the grandest waterfall in the Alps. 
As a rule I have found visits to waterfalls merely productive 
of disappointment ; there are so many causes which militate 
against them, such as the height of surrounding mountains, 
scarcity of water. But  the Tosa Falls are really splendid, and 
we viewed them under specially favourable circumstances, 
the volume of the fall being considerably augmented by the 
rapid melting of the spring snows in the upper Alps. Viewed 
from a clump of trees half-way down the path to Unter Fruth, 
the fall presents its most favourable aspect. 

The inn we found partly occupied by a large party of 
Italians, who were dancin together wildly to the obnoxious 
squalling of a digeolet an% a huge trombone, the latter being 
about as inconvenient a mountaineering companion as can well 
be imagned. Luckily these noisy v~sitors left shortly after 
our arrival; later in the day, two Italian mountaineers, com- 
pletely arrayed in mountaineering gear and apparently pre- 
pared for every emergency, reached the inn on muleback. Bran 
new alpenstocks of most unseasoned-looking wood, white um- 
brellas, and veils formed prominent features in their outfits. 
Pilkington and I were certainly an awful warning to all those 
who disregarded precautions against the burning effecb of the 
sun on the snow. 

But few English visitors, judging by the entries in the 
book, visit this inn, and, with the exception of the ' ubiquitous 
Tuckett ' and Freahfield, none of those names ' familiar in the 
ear as household words' are to be found registered therein. 
The royal word ' muggy ' best expresses the nature of the 
weather when we left the Tosa Falls Inn at 3.10 A.M. on Sun- 
day, Ju ly  1. Following a faint1 -marked track, we reached i the chalets of Gigelen under the onte Castello, and whence 
we witnessed a brilliantly red sunrise, which did not raise our 
hope of good weather and a clear view to any unreasonably 
expectant pitch. From Gigelen to the summit of the Baso- 

F 2 
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dine we tiudged uncomfortably through eoft snow, and shortly 
after leaving the chalets the clouds descended upon us, and 
we made our way by chart and compass. The guides' want of 
faith in the latter was something quite disheartening, and 
they remained unconvinced, although it led us well, and we 
hit the ridge between the I<astelhorn and Basodie at the 
right place. Here the clouds parted for a short time, and we 
could see the I-lohsand and Gries Glaciers; but towards the 
Oberland everything was shrouded in black clouds. A storm 
was evidently raging, for we could hear the distant roll of 
thunder and see an occasional flash of lightning. W e  reached 
the summit at 7.40 A.M., and beneath us to the north-east lay 
the Cavergno Glacier, by which this peak is usually ascended." 
Somewhat more to the east lay the glacier of Val Antabbia, 
by which we hoped to effect our descent to the Val Bavons. 
W e  had only just taken our bearings when the storm which we 
had seen raging in the Oberland approach~d with rapid strides, 
and broke over our devoted heads. An  old proverb says, 
' H e  who would catch fish must not mind getting wet;' so, 
having caught our fiah, we took the wetting with equanimity. 
The rocks leading to the Antabbia Glacier are steep, but we 
did not find them difficult, and the remains of a large avalanche 
assisted us on to the glacier, over which, to use an Americanisru, 
' we made tracks ' rapidly, for it was snowing, and the wind 
was howling horribly. I r e  were eomewhat frozen, and looked 
like figures on a Twelfth Night cake. Lower down the snow 
was changed for heavy drenching rain, and we could see but a 
short distance ahead. Ju s t  before the first inhabited chalets 
we came suddenly upon a group of little goatherds pictu- 
resquely clad in lonY blue cloaks. They received us with 
anything but placidity, not having seen climbers in that part 
before, and they made off with yells, evidently of opinion that 
our advent was more likely to be of an infernal than celestial 
nature. Appearances, I rnust admit, were against us. A dona- 
tion of small coin and the remains of our provisions, however, 
mitigated the effect of our first apparition, and the boys pre- 
ceded us to the chalets, from which a steep path, in some places 
literally a stone staircase, leads to the village of San Carlo, 
a t  the junction of the Val dYAntabbia with the Val Bavona. 

Although in Italian territory, the inhabitants of Val 
Formazza, from which we had started in the morning, are 
a German-speaking population of an unmistakeably northern 
type, while the inhabitants of the Val Bavona, although po- 

See Mr. A. W. Moore's note, p. 112. 
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litically Swiss, are thoroughly Italian in all essentials. The 
solid and comparatively well-built appearance of the chalets in 
the upper Italian Alps has often struck me, as compared with 
the miserable shanties that the ordinary Swiss cowherd is 
content to use. The chalets of Val d?Antal,bia fully bear out 
this comparison. The descent seemed never ending, and when 
I mention that the Basodine is 10,748 feet high, and the village 
of San Carlo but 3,150 feet above the sea level, that may be 
understood. San Carlo was reached a t  10.45 A.M. To say 
that we were wet through, but faintly describes the condition 
we were in when we stood upon the bridge leading to that 
village; the water was pouring from our hats and sodden 
garments. Shortly afterwards the storin passed away, and, 
although the clouds hung heavily round the mountains all day, 
the sun shone out a t  intervals, lighting up one of the most 
lovely valleys in the Alps, combinmg almost every variety of 
Alpine vegetation with noble precipitous rocks and cliffs in- 
terspersed with picturesque chapels, shrines, and villages. The  
upper part of the valley is crowded with huge boulders, some 
of which are so large that the earth on their top has been 
planted with barley or oats. Until we reached Cavergno we 
scarcely met a human being except some ancient beldames, 
' picturesquely hideous,' who were left in charge of the valley 
habitations, most of the able-bodied ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  being in the 
upper Alps. P a ~ s i n g  through the vine-trellised street of 
Cavergno, we arrived a t  Bignasco a t  1.10 P . B ~ . ,  exactly ten 
hours fiom the time we had left the inn at Tosa Falls. The 
praises of Bignasco have been already sung by the author of 
'Italian Alps,' but it would be almost impossible to exaggerate 
the loveliness of the place ; everything combines in its favour, 
from its luxuriant fbliage, its situation a t  the junction of the 
valleys, with a distant view of the snow-capped Basodine to 
the high-arched bridges, and the grotesque and gaudy frescoes 
which decorate shrine and chapel. 

W e  were hospitably received by the proprietor of the great 
rambling inn, by whom our tale was received with incredulity, 
on the ground that we had done our work too quickly, the 
route by the Cave rpo  Glacier probably occupying more 
time than our descent by the Glacier and Val d'Antabbia. 
Our host, somewhat to our astonishment, produced some re- 
markatly good Bordeaux, which we scarcely expected to get 
in so remote a spot. Good fishing is to be had in the neigh- 
bourhood ; an Englishman we met there produced some very 
fine trout and grayling he had caught that day. Two grace- 
ful bridges cross the streams flowing t'rom the Val ljavonn 
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and Val Lavizzara, adding in no small degree to the pictu- 
resqueness of the place, and were the rudiments of clean- 
liness better understood by the proprietor of the ' Posta,' a 
lover of the mountains, whether his department be botanic, 
athletic, or artistic, would scarcely regret a visit to Bignneco ; 
but I was given to understand that the landlord is a man of 
substance and a local magnate of considerable importance, so 
lmobnbly his great mind disdains such details. 

On the following morning we crossed the bridge over the 
Bavona, and, following the high road to Cevio, mounted at 
the back of that village by a steep mule-path, which leads to 
t.he village of Linescio, picturesquely placed high above the 
river Rovana, amidst vines, chestnut trees, and corn-fields. At  
Collognasca the valley bifurcates into the Val di Bosco and Val 
di Campo; our destination being Andermatten, in the Val 
k'orrnazza, our way lay through the former valley. Mounting 
a steep path, we reached the considerable village of Cerentino, 
and on the other side of the valley, separated by a deep ravine, 
surrounded by trees, stood the picturesque villages of Corino 
and Camanoglio. Above Cerentino the valley assumes a much 
more orthodox Alpine character, the chestnut tree and the 
vine giving place to the pine and tha Alpenrose. A t  Ceren- 
t.ino Italian only is spoken; but a t  some chaleta about 
half way between that place and Bosco, the sennerinlr came 
out and addressed us in a queer mixture of German and 
Italian. She offered us milk, for which she refused absolutely 
to take any remuneration whatever, an experience to me almost 
unique, certainly in the Italian Alps. The village of Bosco 
is situated a t  the head of the valley, the inhabitants are not 
nearly so Italian in type as those of the lower part of the 
valley, and they speak a patoiu of German, which even our 
guides could only understand with difficulty. Bosco is built 
upon a small hillock crowned by a substantial church. We 
had been given to understand at Bignasco that entertainment 
was to be had at the priest's house ; but found on our arrival 
that there was no resident clerical, and we should have fared 
but meagrely had not Knubel unearthed a grubby-looking 
native, who entertained us with milk and rather mouldy bread 
for a moderate consideration; travellers are not an everyday 
occ'urrence in this valley, and prices are still primitive. Clouds, 
which threatened heavy rain, and mist seething restlessly round 
the cauldron-shaped cirque a t  the head of the valley, com- 
mended the advisability of engagiug local talent to oint the 
way to the top of tile pass. I t  was well we did so, f or before 
reaching the Grosse Alp we were swallowed up in mist, the 
rain pourcd down in torr nts, and we mere not sorry when 
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we reached the wooden cross marking the summit. I n  order 
to reach Andermatten we had taken the Criner Pass which 
rounds the Sternenhorn, and near the Ober See joins the route 
leading to the Hintere Furke Pass. The Criner Furke Pass, 
thou h more circuitous, is used by the natives in prefereuce to B the intere Furke, owing to the greater height of the latter. 
From the Criner Pass there is a fine view up the Val For- 
mazza closed by the Falls of the Tosa. While descending 
towards the chalets of Staffel we met a large party of Bosco 
peasants of both sexes returning home ; the ladies of the party, 
with laudable economy but scaut modesty, had divested them- 
selves of shoe8 and stockings and had tucked their clothes well 
above their knees. They were equally struck with our appear- 
ance, especially observing, with anything but respectful asto- 
nishment, a red woollen cap I wore. W e  parted none the 
worse friends for a little criticism on either side, and they went 
on their way, and we could see their bare legs and red umbrellas 
bobbing up and down for the next half-hour, while we answered 
their farewel1,jodels with the best efforts of our townbred lungs, 
until a turn in the ath took them out of our sight. Between 
the Ober See and l taffel Alp the mountain side was crinison 
with Alpenrosen. Descending swiftly to the Staffelwald we 
reached Andermatten at 4 P.BI., just before the clouds came 
down again, and it set in for an uucomproniisingly wet night. 
The inn a t  Andermatten no longer exists, that is to say as an 
inn. The former proprietor is dead, and me had some dificulty 
in perouading the ancient dame whom we found in po~session 
' to take us in and do for us.' W e  mere not sorry to return 
to our old quarters a t  Tosa Falls the following day af ' t~r  the 
makeshift reception we had had to put up with a t  Andermatten. 
Towards evening the clouds cleared away, and the wind spring- 
ing up from the north was a sign in our favour for our next 
and last expedition in this district. 

Brilliantly fine was the weather when we started from Tosa 
Falls a t  2.35 A.M. on July 4. Crossing the small plains oppo- 
site the inn we climbed over the lower north-east buttress of 
the h'uefelgiuhorn, and in about one hour and a half reached 
the desolate Nuefelgiu Pass between the peak of that name 
and the Hannhorn. Leaving the pass and turning to the 
right, by the aid of a convenient couloir v e  reached the glacier 
between the Ofenhorn and Bannhorn, where a sharp ridge of 
rocks between these peaks completely divides i t  from the 
Hohsand Glacier. Thia ridge is completely ignored by the 
Federal Map, and caused us no small bewilderment; but hav- 
ing once croksed i t  by a gap close to the Bannhorn we saw the 
Hohsand Glacier spread out before us, and the Nohsnndhorn 
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at ve7 great distance in front. I n  order to reach the 
latter we ept as high above the crevasse5 and seracs of the 
Hohsand Glacier as possible. WTe propose the name of Ofen- 
joch for our new pass. From the pass itself we had a fine view 
of the Basodine, but i t  was not until we reached the Hohsand- 
horn that the great peaks of the Oberland came in sight. The 
view is so precisely similar to that from the Blinnenhorn that 
I shall not again attempt a description, and will merely say 
that that peak haa the double advantage over the Hohsandhorn 
of being higher and somewhat nearer to that Alpine paradise. 

I n  order to reach the Mittaghorn we went along the 
narrow arcte of the Strahlgrat, which we found the most 
difficult art of the day's work. It occupied more than two 
hours. h e  Mittaghorn was reached shortly hefore eleven, 
and, after building a cairn, we descended the snlall but ex- 
tremely steep Rappen Glacier, and at  midday found ourselve~ 
at  the head of the Rappenthal, than which a more uninter- 
esting and monotonous valley I have rarely seen. W e  found 
i t  tenanted by a single chamois, who scarcely took the trouble 
to get out of our way until chivied by fiendish yells, and even 
then turned round to view the phenomenon of bipeds upon the 
Rappen Glacier. For three-fourths of its length the bottom 
of the valley was filled with avalanche snow; but under the 
Eggerhorn it turns sharply to the north, and the beautiful 
slopes of the Walliser Viescherhiirner and the villages of the 
Rhone valley come in view. A pleasantly shaded path through 
a forest took us to Aernen, the village opposite Viesch. A fur- 
ther descent in order to reach a small bridge over the Rhone, 
a scramble up to the dusty high road, and we were once more 
at  Herr Fuller's comfortable HGtel des Alpes, well satisfied 
with our work round Tosa Falls. 

This district, with the exception of the Gries Pass, hau 
been, so far as I can ascertain, almost unknown to English 
travellers, and the two passes we succeeded in effecting are 
quite new, and make pleasant routes for reaching these 
southern valleys from the valley of the Rhone, and afford 
throughout a series of magnificent views. The existence of s 
comfortable little inn at the Tosa Falls in the centre of this 
group, the varied flora, picturesque villages, churches, and in- 
habitants of these valleys should certainly be sufficient to 
attract a portion of the host of sub-Alpine travellers who so 
freely flow in the accustomed groove of travel, and little sus- 
pect, as they move drearily along the Rhone Valley aud Furka 
Pass smothered in dust or bespattered with mud, what scenes 
of unexplored beauty they leave on either side. 
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ALPINE CLIMBING-PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. B y  
C. T. DENT. Read before the Alpine Club, June, 1878. 

very long ago, there appeared in a well-known weekly 
periodical* an article on the subject of the future of Alpine N"' 

climbing, and therefore also of the Alpine Club. Another 
article, which doubtless most of those present have read, ap- 
peared almost a t  the same time in a popular magazine,t on the 
'Dangers of Mountaineering.' W e  have, in this Club, been 
accustomed to attacks of this nature from time to time: attacks 
which have by no means impaired our vitality, but rather, like 
attacks of distemper, have increased our value. I t  would be 
easy enough to refute them from our point of view, or to pass 
them over as the vapourings of envious mortals not initiated 
into the mysterious pleasures of our craft. But I would not 
do so. Articles like these may lead or reflect public opinion, 
and our position with the public is not a matter to be treated 
lightly. Our Club, founded as it was in 1857, has increased 
in numbers and importance in an exceptional manner. That 
the numbers still increase might be taken as proof enough of 
its vitality as a club. But this alone will not refute the ar- 
gument that the work of the Alpine Club is fast approaching 
its end. It were well worth while, I think, to enquire dis- 
passionately into the truth of such an assertion. 

I may seem, in what follows, to be wandering again over ground 
already well trodden, to be but recapitulating what has been 
said, and far better than I can say it, a thousand times before. 
But let it be noticed that I lay no claim to originality i s  what 
I write. The conditions are different from what they were. 
It seemed to me desirable to sound the feeling of the Club on 
the points hereinafter raised, the more especially that I fear a 
classification into Past and Present is only too true. Look 
back for a moment to the commencement of our Club. Think 
over its rise since that time. Few could have even dre~med of 
the wide popularity mountaineering was destined to acquire, 
or the influence that the establishment of the Club was to have 
on it. The original members, like the fish in the aquarium, 
can hardly have known what they were in for. But  into the 
past history of our Club i t  is not for me to enter. Familiar 
and interesting i t  doubtless has long been to all of us; but 
now doubly so, since it has been sketched for us by the loving 
hand of William Longman. I t  is the subject of Alpine climb- 
ing that I wish to consider now. 

- -- 

' Saturday Review.' t ' Temple Bar.' 
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Twenty years ago there were numberless heights untrodden, 
passes uncrossed, regions unexplored. Then, moreover, there 
were conl~arativelv but few to cross the Dasses or climb the 
mountain;. But  'those few d id  mighty deeds. Peak after 
peak fell before them, while slowly but surely t.hey opened up 
new regions and brought unexpected beauties to light. Climb- 
ing, as an art, was even then in ita infancy. Gradually it 
became more developed, and with the increase of power thus 
acquired came increase of confidence. But from the fact that 
the training in the mountaineering art was gradual, i t  was 
necessarily thorough. It is this that many of us would do 
well to bear in mind in these latter days. Then, of course, 
the charm of novelty, so dear to ue, was seldom absent. But, 
in quest of novelty, search had to be made even then in remote 
regions. As a resulr exploration was not limited, and the 
climber in those days would learn more of the geography and 
varied beauties of the Alps in a single season than he does in 
the preeent day in five or six. As the Alpine Club grew and 
waxed stronger in numbers, so did the manner in which we 
took our pastime sensibly alter. A strong conservatism sprang 
up. Certain districts came to be more and more frequented. 
Certain peaks became popular, either because they were con- 
venientlv ~ laced .  or because there was a touch of romance con- 
nected kith them, or, best reason of all, because they mere 
difficult. And thus places like Zermatt and the Bggischhorn 
became the great centres of mountaineering, and have re- 
mained so since. The social nature of our Club brought this 
about. That this is so strong is matter for sincere congratula- 
tion. As long aa it is so the Club must flourish. But this 
strong social feeling is not without its drawbacks, and I cannot 
but think it is a drawback if i t  tend to check what Mr. Hinch- 
liff has termed cosmopolitanism in mountaineeering. Mind, I 
am taking a broad general view of Alpine cl imbi~g in the 
present day. I t  is sometimes cast in our teeth that we have 
nearly exhausted the Alps. But we have, even in Switzerland 
itself, many large, important, and interesting regions, e.g. the 
Silvretta grcup, the ltheinwald group, or the outskirts of the 
Bernina group, almost unknown except perhaps to one or two 
of our members, while districta like Zermatt are absolutely 
done to death. 

Le t  me turn, if need be, to the artist8 for confirmation. I 
think they will admit that they find comparatively little in- 
ducement to leave the well-worn fashionable districts, and 
paint scenery often far preferable from an artistic point of 
view. W e  are somewhat exacting in the conditions we impose 
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upon our artist friends. W e  demand absolutely faithful me- 
mentos, and at  the same time works of art. Thus we limit 
their field. Le t  them paint, for instance, Monte Roaa or 
Mont Blanc from the well-known points of view, and ready 
purchasers majr be found. But  now take the same mountains 
from the south side-iucomparably the grandest and most 
picturesque in both casea-and the works run a good chance 
of hanging neglected in the studio. 

Again, while engaged in framing the programme for the 
Alpine season, i t  is customary now to hear complaints that i t  
is diffioult or even well nigh impossible to find new things 
' to do.' Variety, however, of some sort must be discovered ; 
and sccordingly the old mountains are trotted out again and 
again, like the stag at  a cockney hunt, and desperate efforts are 
made to find new sides and lines of ascent. This form of 
novelty, I agree with the writer in the 'Saturday Review,' 
must soon come to an end, if i t  has not done so already 
in some cases. But  while we are thus exhausting in every 
detail these few spots, we seem to forget what numerous, 
what varied expeditions of a similar nature are etill left to be 
accomplished. The ab~olute novelties may be few, but in 
many districts we could at  least find expeditions of first-rate 
importance which have been done but seldom, and which are 
capable of much development. What I mean is, that, taken 
as a body, now-days  we do not search out or know adequately 
as a whole the particular chain to which our mountaineering 
attention is almost exclusively directed. Of course this is not 
primarily a club of explorers. There are probably few of our 
members who have either the military genius or the elasticity 
of conscience which seem essential for such work in modern 
times. But, I maintain, we are not sufficiently cosmopolitan 
in the A l p  themselves. We strive to find a fiftieth line of 
ascent up one of our old friends, and neglect many peaks or 
passes which, though not absolutely new, thanks to the past, 
are but little known to present climbers. Take, as an example, 
the Lepontine Alps, as described by Mr. Gardiner in a paper 
read before the Club last Apiil, and printed in the present 
number. Here we have a ood mountaineering district,.lying P close to much-frequented aunts, and yet almost unvlnted. 
There may be more pleasure found in such districts, accessible 
at  moat timea and in most states of the weather, than in waiting 
idly, as we so often have to do, for suitable days for climbing 
the more difficult but at  the same time more hackneyed peaks. 
Perhaps a growing predilection for comfort and luxury in the 
Alps, as elsewhere, predisposes to this state of things. The 
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importance of the bill of provisions, and the prominent part it 
plays in all accounta of mountain expeditions, tend to prove 
that this may have some influence on our gregarious habits 
abroad. 

The pages of the ALPINE JOCRNAL, abounding, as they do, 
in the most varied matters of mountaineering interest, may 
seem to belie the assertion that the sphere of climbing is but 
limited. But  this is more apparent than real ; the broad ques- 
tion ia not affected by the fact that every detail is hunted out and 
recorded for us. I f  the pages of the Journal fail to tempt our 
members to climb in other regions than the Alps roper, I can 
hope for little success in the same line. Still, f would fain 
draw attention for a moment to a question mooted in the last 
two numbers. These contain notes of ascents which are of 
the highest interest, opening up, as they do, the question of the 
limit, in an upward direction, of mountaineering. The ques- 
tion of the effect of the rarefied air in extremely high regions 
on mountaineers has really only lately attracted attention-a 
totally different thing, of course, fro111 its effect on those who 
make balloon ascents. Remarks on this point, I trust, will 
not be thought too technical, for they bear, I hope, on the 
mountaineering of the future. 

I n  these days we seem less subject to discomfort in the high 
Alps than in former times. De Saussure, in the account of his 
famous ascent of hiont Blanc in 1787, speaks a good deal of 
the difficulty of respiration. A t  his bivouac on the plateau, at 
an elevation of 13,300 feet, the effects of the rarefied air were 
much commented on. And these remarks are the more valuable 
inasauch as De Saussure w a s  an observer and a man of science, 
while his account, a thing rare in these days, is characterised 
by extreme modesty of description. The frequency of the 
respirations, he observes, which ensued on any exelstion caused 
great fatigue. Now-a-days, however, irtountaineers may be 
seen daily ascending, often untmined, at a very much faster 
pace than De Saussure seems to have gone ; and yet the effecta 
are scarcely felt. 

Turn to the ~ccourlt given by Baron Man von Thielmann of 
his ascent of Cotopaxi, 19,735 feet above the Rea. H e  expe- 
rienced no annoyance from mountain sickness. And the still 
greater height has been reached ( A .  J. No. 59) by hi. JC'iener, 
of probably 2 1,224 feet. Of the effects noticed a t  this height I 
have no information. 

Now the Fatigue caused by the rarefied air is chiefly, I 
believe, the fatigue of the muscles of respiration. Any exer- 
tion will increase the number of the respirations, and con- 
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sequently throw additional strain on t.hose muscles. But  
there is no reason why these should not be accustomed and 
trained to increased power just like those of any other part of 
the body. If, therefore, a man were to devote any time to t.his 
form of training, there seems no reason why he should not be 
able to ascend to very much greater heights than have yet been 
attained. The experiment in this form, that of gradually ac- 
climatising-that is, training-this particular group of muscles, 
does not appear to have been tried, although it would be 
interesting, as well from the mountaineering as from the 
physiological point of view. H e  would be a bold man, I 
think, who would venture to set a limit to the power of man 
in this direction, and I myself am of opinion t,hat most, if not 
all. of the meat mountains could be ascended under these 

'2 

conditions. 
After all, the accessibility of the Alps is one of their chief 

attractions. It is possibl6 for a man, leaving Charing Cross 
Station a t  night (members will agree that this is a sufficiently 
low place), within forty-eight hours to stand on the top of Mont 
Blanc. Our time for the most part is limited, and we are not 
likely to forsake, at present, such a fascinating climbing arena 
as the Alps, for regions which do not offer such agreeable 
scope for this branch of the art. Nevertheless, if these heights 
are ever climbed, I trust that they will be by those who, like 
our members, have served a true apprenticeship in the moun- 
tains. For  such, perhaps, these honours are still held in re- 
serve. I f  novelties are essential to keep up the mountain 
enthu~iasm, at any rate these offer a large enou h field, or is i t  f that they do not offer the necessary spice of ris 'r' JVe must 
look to it if this be the case. It ie the jaded appetite that de- 
mands stimulants. 

It must have struck everyone conversant with recent Alpine 
literature, that the subject of danger from falling stones is 
alluded to much more frequently than was formerly the 
case. Now, as I have said, the ex editions principally de- P scribed are ascents of old mountailis rom ' new sides '-to use 
a thoroughly Alpine phrase, for which I am a lmo~t  tempted 
to substitute 'wrong sides.' Oftentimes the original ex- 
plorers or climbers avoided these particular lines of ascent or 
descent from the obvious risk that would be incurred from this 
cause, not in the least because the difficulties of the climb 
appeared to be beyond their powers. Then come the ardent 
mountaineers of the present school, who justify their exploita 
on two grounds: one, that in the present improved state of the 
climbing art the risk run is not greater than that incurred by 
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the original explorers following their admittedly safer route- 
on t h i ~  I have dilated elsewhere-another, that there is no real 
risk from falling stones. Now I cannot, and never will, 
agree with this. It is curiously illogical to argue, as some do, 
that, because few accidents have yet happened from this cause, 
there is no danger. It is mere fatalism to deny the risk. 
Some seem to imagine that because they have been struck 
Ly small falling stones or flying fragments, and not killed, 
therefore stones do not acquire sufficient momentum in fallin 
to inflict serious injury. Le t  them study the mathemetica f 
laws which govern the impetus of these stones ; let them ex- 
amine the stones themselves, and find demonstrably that their 
heads are softer than these stones ; then put two and two to- 
gether. Surely i t  does not require a fatal accident to convince 
them. No, the risk run from this cause is a real one. That few 
of the most recently effected new expeditions are free from it- 
that those still unattempted in the Alps may be expected to be 
still more formidable from the same cause-is a sufficiently 
serious matter. 

Remember, the high Alps are not the exclusive property of 
the Club. Where we lead, others may be, and are, induced 
to follow. The spirit and tendency of the Club, whatever i t  
may be, in climbing matters, infects and guides those who do 
not belong to the clan, and especially those who seek to qualify 
themselves for admission. 

What  then ? Are we to leave alone this fascinating region of 
the untried, or what little is left of i t ?  I, a t  least, am not 
repared to advocate this, but still think there should be some 

i n e  drawn between problems of fair climbing, like, say, the 
Aiguille du Charmoz or the Dent du Gkant, and problems 
which depend for solution, not upon skill, but only upon im- 
munity from the missiles of the mountain batteries. 

Closely connected with the subject in hand, so closely in- 
deed that I cannot pass it over unnoticed, is the question of 
the relative value and efficiency of guider, of the past and pre- 
sent day. On the whole there are probably as good guides 
now as ever there were. Amongst the younger present-day 
eet of men are to be found as stalwart. as trustv. and as 
cunning mountaineers as of yore. But thky are ha;ddkr to dis- 
cover. A swarm of inferior men has arisen. es~eciallv about 

1 , 
Chamonix, who tend to drag down the average of excellence. 
Still guiding has, on the whole, improved since the days of D'e 
Saussure, when i t  was no uncommon thing to drop a porter 
into a crevasse from neglect of the rope, and fatal accidents 
seem only to have been avoided by a special Providence which 
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ordained that the man to drop in was always he who carried 
the ladder, whereby his fall was arrested. I t  has inlproved 
again since the Club first sprang into existence. But while 
as many first-rate guides may be found now, they have 
not increased proportionately to the whole number. More 
expeditions of first-rate importance are undertaken, for the 
number of mountaineers desirous of undertaking them has 
increased, and thus the inferior men are more often em- 
ployed. Here is an element of risk which should not be 
overlooked. 

I n  the old days guides were born mountaineers or born 
climbers-sometimes they seem to have been born acrobats. 
Witness the pleasant anecdote related by M. Martins of the 
octogenarian peasant and the phlegmatic Englishman-how 
the elderly man strove to exhibit his qualities as a guide- 
how, after divers fantastic feats, despairing of creating an  
impression, he hung, a t  last, by his feet from a slender tree 
that spanned a rushing torrent-how the other's phlegm was 
stirred, his countenance relaxed-how the aged one's abilities 
were recognised to the tune of one franc. Even were the 
present men all equally agile, this would not be enough. More 
than mere agility is now required; they must, or should, be 
truly and thoroughly guides. W e  have learned to appreciate 
the qualities of a guide as we have learned more of mountain 
craft. 

Alpine climbing, regarded as a science, hss its own indivi- 
dual charm. No need to carry up (I use the expression in an 
impersonal sense)-no need to carry up boiling-water machines, 
or dumpy levellers, or works on elementa ry trigonometry. 
Those who ascend mountains with no more scientific para- 
phernalia than a bottle with an easily removable cork, Liebig's 
extract, or a full tobacco pouch, can yet do well if, keeping 
still to their own line, they continue to develope the science 
of climbing. And if both guides and travellers work together 
in this, accidents, though they doubtless may occur, will be 
more and more unlikely to do so. 

And what of the future 3 I have sought to show that we 
have made now-a-days more of a business, more of an art of 
climbing. The first enthusiasm may have passed. The more 
eolid pleasures remain, and will remain. I t  is characteristic of 
Englishmen that they never take up anything as a pure pas- 
time. They love to work it out in every direction, and develo~e 
whatever they have in hand to the utmost. W e  take our 
p l e q e  sadly. That is, we love to make the most of it. A t  
east in this we cultivate thoroughness. I s  ours, like some 
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amusements, to be worked out and then laid aside ? No, the 
Alps alone will last our time, and much more than our time ; 
and should hereafter more cosmopolitanism creep in, the field 
open to climbers will be found wide enough. 

Are we to leave undone that which can be done? To 
assert this would be to contradict myself. Emphatically I say 
no, but with this reservation. Le t  us use to the full the ad- 
vantages derived from improvement in the art of climbing. 
One of the chiefest is, that we can recognise more fully, un- 
derstand more completely, and thus minimi~e most successfully, 
the risks that are run. Expeditiona without proper training, 
expeditions with incompetent guides, and still worse with in- 
competent companions, are risks run for which each one who 
runs them must be responsible. I f  climbing has been reduced 
to a business, then i t  should be looked at  from a business-like 
point of view. W e  have sufficiently popularised our pastime. 
Let  us endeavour by all means to improve it to the utmost of 
our power. Let  this be the future of Alpine climbing, and the 
outlook is bright enough. 

4 N in the company of my friends, Messrs. Cust and 
Taylor, and the guides Gabriel and Josef Spechtenhau- WH" 

ser, I stood on the top of the Grivola in 1875, many a longing 
glance was cast down the beautiful snow ridge which forms the 
northern buttress of the mountain. I t  seemed far pleasanter 
to descend that way than by the wilderness of stones and 
Acrees through which the direct route to. C o p e  would take us. 
Bu t  as the pleasant pathway of the ridge would have led us, 
late in tlle day, on to a glacier of which we could only see the 
brow of an icefall, we gave i t  up and returned in the orthodox - 
way to Cogne. 

Next year, however, when my brother and I, with the same 
guides, were at Aosta, this ridge came into my head again. 
Little persuasion was needed to make the guides take kindly 
to my idea of ascending the northern side, as the difficulties, if 
there should be any, would be visible, and most likely possible 
to overcome : so that on Sunday, Ju ly  16, we set out for a 
bivouac at  the foot of the peak. About half-way up the valley 
of Cogne, at a small hamlet where there is an inn, a short and 
steep side valley joins the main one. The head of this valley 
lies directly under the peak of the Grivola, and through it the 
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glacier we had seen the previous year sends its waters down to 
the main stream. A t  the very head of the valley we found 
a cluster of chilleta standing on a grassy plain, and giving a 
perfect view of the whole northern face of the mountain. The 
glacier which fills the space to the eastward of the great snow 
ridge, we now saw ends by an icefall a t  the top of some steep 
and lofty cliffs, down wbich it sends two or three tongues of 
ice towards the valley. To reach the ridge it was obviously 
necessary to climb the cliffs and the icefall ; and though me 
could readily see a way of doing so from below, me were not 
sorry that we had refrained from attempting the descent, more 
especially as late in the day ice avalanches would make the 
cliffs a somewbat lively place of residence. 

The huts were uninhabited at the time of our visit, but 
with the help of a good fire and unlimited supplies of tobacco 
we passed a rery merry evening. It is to be wished, by the 
way. that some one would undertake the defence of bivouacs. 
What views are comparable in mere beauty tothose got from 
the side of a camp fire high up in the niountains? Men now- 
a-days object to the discomfort, and profess to be able to ac- 
complish that dreadful feat, the making of good time,' better 
when they start from an hotel. One cannot but fear that those 
who hold these views are men to whom the fact of having been 
up a hill is all in all. For my own part I only wish that all 
' hotels ' other than the country ones, all huts, chains, and 
such like facilities were swept clean away. One cannot, of 
course, require that all Alpine climbers should admire the same 
things. Yet i t  is to be feared that both the oneday good- 
time-makers, and the hut-building chain-fitting associations 
are destructive to true Alpine feeling. Both are non-natural, 
and it is in its perfect naturalness that the charm of Alpine 
climbing consists. 

W e  started early in the morning with a beautiful sky over- 
head. The rocks were attacked to our left, i.e. towards the 
true right bank of the glacier, and, after a certain height was 
reached, were crossed diagonally under the ice cliffs towards 
the most westerly ice-tongue. There might possibly have 
been some danger in this had the day been more advanced, as 
several gullies had to be crossed which clearly formed a high 
road for falling masses from the glacier above. I n  the early 
morning, however, this danger was small, and, in fact, nothing 
whatever fell while we were anywhere near the glacier. The 
mcks themselves gave us no trouble-they seemed made to be 
climbed. But  on reaching the ice-tongue our difficulties 
began. The ice was very steep and greatly crevassed, and 
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our course became very erratic. The trouble of getting 
through a rather complicated ice-brow is sufficiently well 
known, and needs no further description. The guides found a 
way through the maze, and by the help of many axe-cut steps 
we contrived to follow them. On emerging on to the plateau 
of the glacier we found the snow ridge on our right hand, and 
at a very short distance from us, so that a few stepe only 
needed to be cut in its side before we reached its back. From 
here the ridge stretched up in an unbroken curve to the point 
where i t  joins the western ridge a little to the west of the 
summit. I t s  ascent seemed only a matter of patience and per- 
severance, and so it proved to be. The guides, of course, had 
hard work enough ; for the travellers the hardest work was that 
of trying to keep count of the number of steps which had to 
be made. Counting all together, those in hard ice and those 
in hard snow, we had long passed the thousand before tlie 
snow became so soft as to allow the axes to rest. However, all 
things, even snow ridges, come some time to an end, and so 
did this particular one ; for at last a short scramble took us 
on to the rocks of the western ridge overlooking the Val Sava- 
ranche face of the mountain. The actual top was still on our 
left and a little higher ; but a short rock climb, which took a 
quantity of time out of all proportion to its difficulty, landed 
us finally in safety beside the well-known cairn. 

There are, then, three ways by which the Grivola can be 
ascended : viz., the route from Cogne by the great southern 
face, that frnm Val Savaranche, and that by the northern 
ridge. Of these the first two are rock climbs, while the last 
lies almost entirely over snow. Thus those who like variety 
can surely find it by passing over the top of the mountain from 
one side to the other, though the north ridge does not seem 
well suited for a descent, as i t  would probably be a little 
darigerous to attempt to traverse the glacier in the late after- 

- 

noon. 
W e  descended by the ordinary way to Cogne, pausing long 

to enjoy the beautiful view from the ridge of the Poucet,~, 
and again to disinter the skeleton of a fine bouquetin which 
that keen hunter, Josef Spechtenhauser, discovered lying 
half hid in a bed of avalanche snow. The horns, a very 
fine pair, were detached, and carefully hidden in Jo~ef ' s  
knapsack, though, as we were all ignorant of the game lams 
of the district, knowing only that some dreadful punishment 
might be put on us for the mere possession of such things, it 
was not without fear and trembling that we approached the 
village, and laid the knapsack down right under the eyes of a 
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company of royal Jagem who were then in the village. Sad 
was the end of those horns. Josef hid them under some 
stones not far from Cogne, intending to pick them up again 
when we should returu ; but some dog probably, whose power 
of discovery was keener than that of the huntsmen, found 
them out, and spoiled tlie by making off with one. 

Tuesday morning was spent in idleness ; but towards evening 
we set off for the Monei huts, where we intended to pass the 
night, with .Jeantet to show the road. Jeantet was very amus- 
ing. One does not often get an account of an ascent from a 
guide's point of view, and this pleasure we had as we walkcd 
up the valley. Jeantet told us how he bad taken M. Frassy up 
the Paradis, and afterwards a German gentleman, who climbed 
fairly well. (This gent,leman was Jnkob Anderegg.) H e  as- 
sured us that we could not get up the St. Pierre from the Gla- 
cier de Monei, and gave us moat elaborate directions how to get 
on to the upper part of that glacier, all of which directions I 
carefully translated to the guidee, and all of which were most 
completely ignored by them the next morning, when they simply 
looked out for the glacier,. got on it as soon as convenient, and 
walked up the middle, wh~ch was practicable enough that year 
and at  that time of the year. The Tour de St. Pierre on this side 
takes the form of a rocky peak standing on the top of a long steep 
wall of ice. W e  went s t r a i~h t  to the base. cut stens un the mall. 

L 1 

and climbed the rocks towirds the summit as long as they were 
nracticable. Presentlv thev became too difficult. and me turned 

little to~our  right h t h  ridge which run8 down to the Col 
de bionei, and finished the ascent by that ridge, the climb in 
parts being difficult. One difficult part was surmounted by 
means of a true chimnev in the rocks. Immediatelv afterwards 
an accident befell us. '~oaef, who was leading, h;ld contrived 
to pass up a very awkward spot, and was seated out of sight 
at  the top of an overhanging rock of about 30 ft. high, at  
whose base the rest of us mere. I attempted to follow, taking 
a different route from Josefs, and had juat got into a position 
of very unstable equilibrium when a jerk from the rope pulled 
me off my foothold, and, as Josef was not directly above me, 
caused me to describe an arc of about 30" in space, ending 
with a violent bump against the rocks, the marks of which 
remained visible on my handv for long afterwards. 

The top of the Tour gave us a splendid view. The weather 
was not too brilliant: there were clouds enough about to cast 
shadows as well as lights over the landscape, and to give an ap- 
pearance of motion ard  life to the hills. A grand bird, whose 
wings measured full six or seven feet across, was sweeping 

n 2 
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round the peak, in one of the recesses of which i t  probably had 
ita nest. W e  were in the midst of a wilderness, but we could 
see out into the world, and even the desolateness of the wilder- 
ness had the appearance, not of death, but of potential life. 

W e  went down to the Col di Teleccio, but avoided alto- 
gether the ridge by which the first climbers of the Tour had 
ascended. Instead of taking this ridge we went straight down 
the mountain side until we struck on a gully filled with ice or 
snow, down which we first crawled, and then, as the snow be- 
came better, glissaded, till we allot out on to the glacier close 
to the top of the col. This necent, I think, deserves to be re- 
commended, as, by taking this route from Cogne to the south, 
one geta splendid views of the head of Valontey, and of the Col 
di bionei and Col di Teleccio combined. I t  did not take long 
then to reach the chalets in the Val Piantonetto, though we 
found the walk down to the main valley very long and exns- 

As eo many other valleys in the district, the Val 
R d E % t t o  does not, like e well-conducted valley, run tolerably 
straight down to the great one, but gradually curves round to- 
wards the east, so that a traveller whose destination is Ceresole 
(as ours was) is compelled to walk at least twice the distance he 
should have to pass over. W e  only contrived to reach Noasca 
by nightfall, and, spite of the dreadful description given of the 
inn, we stopped there and were very comfortable. Indeed, 
whether it is that we are of a contented disposition, or for some 
other reason, we have often found ouraelves perfectly happy in 
inns to which guide-books give most shocking characters. Here 
in Noasca, for example, it is true we could get no meat; but 
there was a plentiful supply of coffee and bread, soup, and an 
excellent omelette, and a sleeping-chamber which, though 
dark and gloomy-looking, possessed a couple of good beds. 
The people at  the inn were kindness itself, and anxious to do 
everything they could for us, while the bill uext morning 
amounted to eight paper lire for all four of us. 

On Thursday morning we strolled quietly up to Ceresole, 
and spent the rest of the day amongst its luxuries; and on 
Friday we crossed the Col du Grand Tetret into Val Sava- 
ranche. The inn at  Val Savaranche (Cantine de Nivolet) we 
thought was much improved. There is a large upper chamber 
wllich is quite endurable, while the dinner provided for us 
was laid out on the most luxurious plan. The place, indeed, 
though rough, deserves no longer the very hard names given 
to it by the early travellers in the district. 

Saturday was to be the last day of our week in the Graians, 
and our business that day was to return by some pass to Cogne. 
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W e  knew that a royal hunting path afforded a very easy pas- 
sage across the Col de Lauzon, and determined to make use of 
it. Fortunately, or unfortunately, we kept much too far to the 
south, and finally found ourselves on a glacier where certainly 
no hunting path was ever made. Our two guides seized the 
occasion to quarrel, the more violently as they were both per- 
fectly right. Josef declared the hunting path to be away to 
the north, as i t  was. Gaber declared that to get into any 
path we should have to cross half-a-dozen side ridges, and that 
the only way for us was to climb a very steep ice-filled gully 
which lay on our right hand. Josef objected that by so doing 
we should get on to the great glacier (the Tribulation), all of 
which turned out to be perfectly true. A t  last we all sepa- 
rated ; Josef climbed a rocky ridge to the left in a vain search 
for a royal col ; Gaber doggedly marched up the rocks on the 
left bank of his gully ; I followed Josef; my brother, like a 
wise man, quietly waited to see which side would win before 
committing himself to any decided line of conduct. H e  had 
not long to wait. Josef and I had not reached the ridge a 
pair of seconds before we saw that i t  would be most laborious 
to attempt to regain the royal road ; so we meekly descended 
and followed the victorious Gaber up to his col. - As Josef had 
said, we found ourselves looking down on the Glacier de la 
Tribulation, and that we had crossed the ridge at  a point im- 
mediately to the south of the peak called on Baretti's map L a  
Grande Serre. A dotted line on the map indicates a possible 
but not accomplished passage. Assuming, then, that we were 
the first to traverse the pass, we proposed to call it Col de Mon- 
tandayn6. The descent on to the Tribulation was by a short 
and perfectly easy gully. A few crevasses made the glacier 
itself at one point a little troublesome, but they were soon 
passed, and then, bending to the left, we quitted the glacier 
by a series of snow-slopes which led us to the top of a hunting- 
path on the road of the Col de 1'Herbetet. 

The view from this point is one of most extraordinary 
beauty. Indeed, of all the possible excursions about Cogne 
I should think that a walk up the Valontey and to the head 
of this hunting road is probably the most enjoyable. The 
whole circle of mountains, from the St. Pierre to the Grande 
Serre, with all the numerous glaciers streaming down from 
them, form a kind of amphitheatre, of which the head of the 
Combe forms the centre; and the general effect of the great 
mountains and dark valley is one whose parallel I know of 
nowhere. 
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I-IIKTS ON SKGTCRING IN WATER-COLOURS IN THE ALPS. 
By GEORGE BARNARD. Read before the -4lpine Club, 
May 7, 1878. 

HEN about Christmas our excellent Editor asked me to \v give him a few notes on the use of water-colours in 
sketching from nature, I thought the presentation of my work 
on that subject would answer all purposes, as i t  would be 
always ready in the library of the Club for the consultation 
of those members who had a wish to sketch in their Alpine 
rambles ; but as my friend the Secretary seems to think that 
a short paper, illustrated by such diagrams as I constantly use 
at  Rugby, with a few studies of effects and elementary dram- 
ings, would be still more useful, I will venture to occupy a 
short time this evening in explaining my use of colours iu 
studying in the Alps. Much that I am going to say may be 
knowu to all in the room, for i t  will be strictly elementary in 
character, and mould doubtless prove very bald and unintercst- 
ing to those who do not intend using their brush. I have, 
therefore, placed on the walls a few finished drawings for the 
amusement of the eye, and for my artistic recruits some dia- 
grams, sketches, and examplea in the different elementary 
stages up to the finished drawing ; for I have been told by 
my friend Mr. Ball, who knows about nature and art as much 
as most of us, thnt I could not be too clear and simple. 

I will now begin by explaining in few words what I think 
is the wish of everyone whilst beholding the lovely and mag- 
nificent scenes that all of us enjoy in our long holidays. 
Yes, whilst we revel in the glorious mountains, whilst me 
bask in the floods of golden light on the summits we have 
climbed, or repose at midday in the grateful shade of the 
chestnut in the valleys, smoking the pipe of peace after our 
exertion, we have still an ungratified desire, for we exclaim : 
' Oh, how I wish I could carry away a sketch of this scene, 
to show my friends where I have been, to recall to their minds 
as well as my own many such sunny hours of idleness ! ' 

You will not expect me at  this time to go into the theory 
of light and colour, for that, I believe, I have done in my 
work now lying on your table. Neither will  I descant on the 
glories of Turner and the dexterity of the magic blots of 
Cox, nor yet upoil the various collections in which these 
ems of art have been, or the enormous prices they have 

fetched. All this you can hear frequently enough at  the 
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auction rooms; as regards the good a young student learns 
by constantly frequenting such places, I believe it to be much 
like attempting to climb up a high ladder with all the lower 
rounds taken away. Well, I venture to say (and I think I 
have had some trifling experience of what young amateurs 
with perseverance can do) that almost everyone in this room 
could bring home many truthful and charming bits of nature 
in colour that would be eagerly sought and craved for by friends 
Then think what an emancipation it would be to cast off the 
shackles of photography, which is always knocking you down, 
always asserting itself as the only truthful deliueator of nature, 
with its black cornersout of focus, its absence of skies, its nibbled 
and worm-eaten trees, and especially its total absence of colour. 
You see, gentlemen, having possession of the room for one 
night, I am taking (many will say) rather an unfair advantage 
of it, and even now I ask your undivided attention to the art 
of Watw-colour painting for this evening, much as I admire 
the fine and truthful oil paintings of Mons. Lopp6, which 
will hang on these walls to-morrow. 

Now colour, whatever the medium used, how lovely, how en- 
gaging is colour! I t  is the first thing that strikes the eye,mhether 
in the sweet blues or pearly greys of morn, the delicate but 
richer tones of sunrise on clouds and rocks, or the glowing and 
varied hues of sunset, and even in the Exhibitions and Gal- 
leries of pictures, colour is still the first to attract the eye 
across the room, and, when joined to accuracy of form and 
pictorial light and shade, the smallest sketch becomes of ex- 
ceeding value. I n  fact, a little sketch-book filled with vigorous 
shorthand notes of form and colour is the best way of keeping 
a diary. One wants no other, for there is such a subtle con- 
nection between them and the mind that they are always 
afterwards joined in memory, and everyone is interested in 
looking at  them. My time is limited, so I shall begin by 
supposing that nearly everyone here hae had some instruc- 
tion in drawing an outline from nature correctly, that they 
can place a subject naturally on paper; that they know, 
in fact, something of perspective, can make their sketch 
appear true, and convey to those looking at  i t  whether i t  
wae taken from a high or low point of view. And here let 
me say that time thus spent should on no account be grudged, 
for I know well by experience that to satisfy the Alpine Club, 
who are so well acquainted with each detail of the mountains 
they have climbed, the greatest accuracy is required ; and of 
course, if an elaborate outline is essential, it is better to be 
taken on one day and another time chosen for colouring, when 
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tlle effect is all that could be wished, and the fatigue that such 
labour occasioned would be passed away. 

Now let us consider how you can gain suEcient know- 
ledge of colour so as to use it with effect without encroaching 
too much on vour time as climbers of summits. and in this 

- - J -  

case ' a little knowledge is [not] a dangerous thing,' but a very 
safe thing, and the very best way is to become thoroughly 
acquainted with the properties of the colours you are go in^; to 
use, for, althoug! this sounds like the mere A B C of palntc 
ing, much time is lost making trials on the spot when every 
moment is precious in securing a fleeting effect, and also mix- 
ing many colours produces a muddy result, which would be 
avoided by using fewer and better chosen pigments. For  in- 
stance, some colours are suitable for certain parts of a pict.ure, 
such as Cobalt blue for the sky, as i t  works well in washes, 
makes good greys with Light or Indian red, and more purply 
tones with Rose madder or Crimson lake, but for the fore- 
ground it is weak ; in fact, blue or bluish tones are the chief 
components of aerial or atmospheric effects, but must be kept 
out of the foreground. Indigo may be used near at hand, 
being stronger, and mixed with Gamboge and Burnt sienna 
makes useful greens. Agein, French blue is more powerful 
than Cobalt, and gives force to the sky and distance ; it also 
makes richer tones for the mid-distance and stronger greens, 
although not so deep-toned as Indigo ; but French blue does 
not work in such level washes-it is apt to settle. As ice is 
so predominant in sketches of the Alps, I should add a colour 
called Cyanine or Leitch's blue, which is a compound of C o h l t  
and Prussian blue, and has a tendency to a transparent green. 
There is in this very room a beautiful and truthful study of a 
glacier presented to the Club by that talented amateur, Sir 
Robert Collier; there ysu will find an example of ice with the 
warmer tones of the superincumbent debris of rocks most 
faithfully portrayed. I must continue to describe the more 
useful pigments. Indian yellow is a vigorous colour, but must 
be used with caution in the skies and distance, as i t  is ad- 
vancing in its nature ; so is Cadmium, but more opaque. Of 
all the yellows, Yellow ochre is the most generally useful. 
I t  is called by artists modest and retiring-I suppose because i t  
keeps its distance. It is a cloudy or semi-opaque colour, and 
is much used mixed with a little Light red or Brown mad- 
der as a first delicate wash over the paper ; the greens 
made with it, if a little opaque, are well suited for the mid- 
distance. 

I do not usti Sepia much after the first practice with the 
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brush is gained, aa Vandyke brown is more generally 
useful, making with lndigo or French blue fine deep greenish 
tones for water in shadow; also, with a little Crimson lake 
or Brown madder added, it will give you many excelleut and 
true tones for rocks. As I have placed a large diwam of 
the full colour-box with a detailed description on the walls, 
and also some enlarged examples of the tones thue made, I 
think I need only refer yo11 to them, adding that it is best to 
d o p t  a regular place for each colour in the box, beginning 
with yellows and going on to orange, reds, blues, and mixed 
colours. As I suspect very few will like to carry a full 
artist's colour-box, 1 have laid on the table a smaller and there- 
fore more portable one, with a place for a brush or two and a 
pencil. Also, you will see a block or two of white and 
slightly toned and not much-sized paper, such as Harding 
used, and which is now called after his name. 

Well, now for the method or system of water-colour draw- 
ing. First, recollect it is, or ought to be, a transparent style, 
not like the tempera opaque manner for scene painting, nor 
yet like the oil or mixed way, such as the old Dutch painters 
used. And here let me mention the advantage of using moist 
water-colours in sketching, which are ready at  any time, 
requiring no setting or unsetting of the palette, ae in oil, or 
washing of brushes, when one is fatigued at  night, and a block 
of many sheets of paper is much more portable than canvases. 
I u  water-colours you ought never to lose sight of the white 
paper; it forms the light of the picture; but, as white paper 
in itself is opaque, a first wash of some transparent and 
warming colour, such as yellow ochre and light red or brown 
madder, should be passed over the whole, and this may be 
gradually changed to stronger and richer tones in the fore- 
ground. It is wonderful what a skilfully graduated wash will 
do for a sketch; i t  takes away anything like reaae and pencil P dust, fixes h some degree the outline, and eaves the paper 
damp and more ready to take the succeeding tints of colour. 
Here I would say that water-colour studies should progress 
thus : First, floating washes ; then blots or tints of colour ; and 
lastly, touches more or less defined. But the amateur must 
not expect to acquire suddenly the power of Cox, with his 
wonderful blots of exquisite colour. This was the result of a 
lifetime of devoted work, and will not readily be met with 
again. Neither must he hope to get on the spot tenderness of 
colour or sweetly graduated tones; in fact, these form aerial 
perspective, and are gained by practice and study indoors, but 
he will enjoy more and more the harmony of coloura he finds, 
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especially in the morning and evening. The reason why these 
hours are the best to study light and shade and colour is 
simply that at such times there is more vapour, more cloud, 
and therefore more for the rays of the sun to impinge upon 
and affect with a strong predominating light. Those who 
have not had much practice in copying nature and painting 
pictures on the spot, are apt to forget that colours are wonder- 
fully modified by the quality and quantity of air or vapour 
that intervenes between the different ohject~ and the spectator, 
and this must on no account be omitted ; the colour of objects 
must not, therefore, be put in the picture, as one knows i t  to 
be when close a t  hand, b i ~ t  as it is seen with the veil or screen 
of air between. In  fi~ct, the student must copy a t  such times 
just what he sees and not what he recollects, and it will assist 
him also to remember that all coloura are altered by distance, 
with the exception of white, even black; this forms aerial 
perspective, without which all pictures will be flat, crude, and 
untrue. 

I t  is necessary, perhaps, to add that some difference must 
be made in the colour of branches on the same tree and very 
few feet apart, also in the tones of the foliage. Attention to 
this will make the tree appear round and true, so that birds 
could fly between the difherent boughs. 

From the innumerable questions that are put to me by am* 
teurs about making their sketches into picturee, I am induced 
to remind you that you should endeavour to get breadth of 
light and shade ; that is, light should not be divided by small 
masses of shade, nor shadow divided by small masses of light. 
Also recollect that when you bring the strongest shadow near 
to the lightest part you will be more likely to focus the effect, 
and you will much increase the power of the tones by con- 
trastinq one colour harmoniously with another, as you see 
arranged in one of my diagrams. 

The young Alpine climber, with limited time and perhaps 
not overstocked with patience, can scarcely be expected to 
pursue the same careful and systematic mode of operation that 
an artist practises in his studio, but should try on the spot to 
copy ~ u c h  of the colours and effects as he wishes to keep in 
remembrance, always recollecting that he must begin with the 
colours that predominate. For  instance, if it is a purply grey 
passing into s greenish tone, he rnixes the lake and blue firat, 
and then adds a little yellow ochre. A little crudeness is pre- 
ferable to too much mixing, which produces muddinem. But  
whether artist or amateur he must set some bounds to his am- 
bition, and not t ry to get into a small piece of paper a pano- 
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ramic view. Let  him limit himself to one summit or mountain 
a t  a time, making that alone the subject of his picture, and 
sacrificing all others to enhance or elevate its beauty. Surely 
a Matterhorn or a Weisshorn is enough to bag at once ; nor 
mu8t he t ry  to get in a range of five or more grand peaks, like 
a row of skittles, for in that case one will most assuredly dwarf 
the others and the whole effect become maplike and common- 
place. 

Another hint. Foreground and distance should partake of 
the same character, should convey the same idea or the same 
feeling. For  instance, although Turner may be allowed to 
introduce into a icture of sunny Italy some dancing half-clad 6 f i~u re s  mith tam ourines and pipes, they would not be appro- 
p a t e  in the wild and rugged scenes of the high Alps. To be 
sure, D recumbent figure or two in grey, mith pipes of another 
sort, might do. 

I don't know whether i t  is true or not, but I like to imagine 
that something of an artist's feeling and character is infused 
into his work and will appear in i t ;  a t  any rate I know that, 
although I think I am sufficiently gregarious generally, I pre- 
fer being alone when otudying, for people with commonplace 
ideas are then rather a nuisance. I cannot but recall one 
evening whilst contemplating a glowing sunset on the ridge 
of the Gorner Grat. I t  was in those precious moments when 
it becomes too dark to continue working, but not too dark to  
drink in the fading glories of the ' parting day dying like the 
dolphin,' as Byron sings. A stout John Bull, with his chim- 
ney-pot hat, black clothes, and umbrella, came stumping across 
the remains of snow, with wife and dau hter toiling after him. % IIe placed liimself right before me, an wanted to chat about 
the reat perils and exertions hc had gone through. Fortu- 
nate 7 y in five minutes' time he started away with ' Well ! 
we've seen everything, and done i t  all; it's very fine, very 
fine ! Now let's go down and get a comfortable table-d'htite a t  
Zermatt.' One requires a few moments' repose to recover the 
proper serenity of temper to study again after the departure of 
such Goths ; but enough, let me rather t ry to bring to remem- 
brance a few of those lovely effects that I as well as most of 
you have seen. 

A t  the Monte Rosa, Zermatt, for instance, I was once for- 
tunatc enough to secure a bedroom which gave me a sight of 
the Matterhorn at early morn, and for ten succe~sive days did 
the glorious sun rise unclouded, in tones of the loveliest saffron 
hue, and as I always slept without blind or curtain I was 
surc to be awakened by a flood of glorious light. This, con- 
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trasting with the retiring purply greys of clouds and sky be- 
hind, and the solemn depths of the pine forests beneath, made 
a most complete picture, and recalled to my mind some lines 
in the Odyssey, beginning :- 

' The saffron mom, n-ith early b l u s h ~  spread, 
Now rose refulgent.' 

I don't know what our early-rising climbers may think, but I 
have a feeling that the most enjoyable and pictorial t.ime of day 
in Switzerland is from the earliest glimmer of dawn till the full 
light of the sun blazes into day. 

Another effect of early dawn it was my good fortune to see 
from the Col de Balme. Here the monarch of mountains was 
grandly relieved by the most intense of deep blue skies, while 
the faintest blush of morn lit up the Aiguilles Rouges, remind- 
ing me of Coleridge's wonderful hymn. 

I have placed this picture of Mont Blanc on the walls that 
you may see the effect of a most careful piece of stippling with 
ultramarine. W e  should recollect that all effects vary in tone, 
and in painting those that are dtogether low in scale, we may 
proceed to far greater extent with the firat general washes. 
Thus the same deep grey tones may, as in this picture, be 
brought all through the different distances even to the fore- 
ground, and thus air is introduced and breadth preserved. 

I n  the moonlight on the Lake of Lucern, near Brunnen, 
studied on the spot for many successive nights, the highest 
lights are on the clouds, the moon itself being behind a dark 
cloud ; thus the brilliancy is enhanced. A certain warmth and 
luminosity has also been given by repeated washes of Indian 
yellow and Indian red ; then the blue reys with Cobalt and 
Indigo will not appear cold or black, or blackness is untrue 
and ruinous to aerial perspective. 

P 
I f  I am not tiring you, I should like to go on with one or 

two more descriptions of scenes that have left a vivid impres- 
sion on my mind, and, although they may be all drawn from 
the secondary heights, I fully believe these points are far 
better for obtaining fine and varied pictllres than the summits 
of mountains. W e  have lately heard from Mr. George and 
Mr. Ball of the great beauty of two valleys of this character, 
in which I studied many years ago-the Val d'Aosta and the 
Val Anzasca. They are both wonderfully beautiful, and well 
suited for the first attempts of the young sketcher, because 
they abound in fine and striking contrasts of light and shade 
and colour. There you have Spanish chestnuts with their 
deep yet rich greens overhanging the vines on trellises, the 
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purple clusters contrasting with the golden maize beneath ; 
just note the gorgeous contrast of colour, and then casting 
your eyes throu h the upper boughs let them dwell on the 

to be on them I 
f pure snows of t e mountains beyond, and, oh, how you wish 

Perhaps i t  may be permitted to one who has traversed the 
valleys of the Alps many years before the Alpine Club waa 
thought of, to say that if the young Alpine climber would 
diversify his arduous climbing by a few leisurely strolls in the 
valleys at  his feet, and not be so anxious to follow one after 
the other in the beaten track, he would find abundant beauties 
and greater variety of subject; he would also take more inte- 
rest in scenes that artists love to paint, and which allow much 
greater play of light and shade in the different tones and local 
colours of the objects around him. 

Once after crossing the Moro early one morning, I reached 
the centre of the grand amphitheatre of glaciers that descend 
from Monte Rosa, and came upon such a spot, and, by the bye, 
I often wonder you despisers of huts do not at  any rate build 
one here, where a poor artist could study the innumerable 
effects that are continually passing before him. I sat in solitude 
there all day, on and amongst the seracs, but with a shattered 
pine and tuft or two of grass in the foreground. The excessive 
silence was only broken by the solemn roar of descending 
avalanches. The stillness became oppressive, and almost more 
than I could bear. I suppose I was exhausted by stndy, and a 
fatigued brain making incessant noise a burden, I was at last 
absolutely driven away by the ceaseless hammerin of myriads 
of graaaahoppers with their chink, chink, chink. gust imagine 
the degradation to an artistic mind to be overcome by a grass- 
hopper ! It was only when I had demolished, with the aasist- 
ance of Frank Andermatten and Ulric Lauener, a fine boiled 
marmot at  the little inn at  Borca, that I recovered my spirits. 

I dwell on these recollections, for much of the success of the 
artist or amateur depends on reproducing the effect of pre- 
dominating tones that have struck his imagination, and we all 
must allow full time for such feelings to enter in and possess 
the mind before we can hope to put them on paper. I there- 
fore venture to advise my young friends, who intend to add 
drawing in water-colours to their accomplishments, to arrange 
to go with congenial minds who will be content to stop for an 
hour or two or even longer; if this is not thought of before- 
hand, both may be made very uncomfortable. 

Many years ago I was bleesed with one of the most de- 
lightful of all companions, and that was my brother-in-law, 
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Michael Faraday. H e  enjoyed nature as much as I did, and 
was always quite happy to lounge about, .geologising or botan- 
ising, or even sleel~ing as long as I wished to remain; but 
once I had a very diff'irent companion. I was going over the 
Diablerets from Bex to Sion, when a young Englishman 
said he should like to join me, and have one porter to carry 
both our knapsacks ; 80 it was settled, but the result was most 
unfortunate fbr me, for he was sejzed with a stampede, or desire 
to rush on, and although I saw many beautiful bits, he de 
clared he would not stop till he got to the top, and when 
there he said he would not stop till the bottom I So much for 
unequal unions. Far  better would it be to seat oneself on one 
good spot, like our friend the King of the Riffel, seizing 
effects or catching travellers for a parley as they pass before 
him. If' a rolling stone gathers no moss, neither does a 
thirty mile a day man, who will look a t  nothing, gather 
many beautiful recollections. 

I n  conclusion, I do most enrncstly wish that I possessed a 
tithe of the soul-inspiring power of Professor Ruskin, so that 
I might hope to have imparted by the few words I have 
spoken some idea of the delight and beauty that arise from at- 
tempts to study and depict the glorious forms and colouring 
that we see in the A l p ;  so that son~e portion of the en- 
thusiasm that the members of the Alpine Club possess for 
ascending mountains might he pressed into the service of art. 
I f  Yrofeesor Ruskin can turn a whole t r o o ~  of students into 
road-makers, and cause them to labour lnbst ungrudgingly 
with epade, pickaxe, and wheelbarrow during the long vaca- 
tion, would it not t e  possible that a few of my audience might 
be persuaded by the conviction that every stroke of the pencil, 
every dash of the brush, will not only be rewarded by the pos- 
session of remembrances of form and colour. but will be the 
means of recallifig during days of severe brain-toil some of the 
most enjoyable experiences of their holidays, and in this belief 
for them to give this vacation the hitherto neglected colour- 
box a place in their knapsack ? 

THE FIRST PASSAGE OF THE COL DU GgANT. 

The editor has received the following very interesting communica- 
tion from M. Durier, the author of ' Le bIont-Blanc ' :- 

Paris, 28 aaCt 1878. 
Monsieur,- J'ai lu avec un vif intkrilt votre article The Ifistor9 of 

the Buet dans le derlrier numhro de 1'Alpinc Jounwl. Comme je ne 
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donte paa que ce genre de recherches ne soit kgalement bien accueilli 
par vos coll&guea, je vous demande la permissiou de vous communiquer 
lee renseignementa suivanta qui me paraiwent de nature i~ kclaircir la 
question si confuse des premiers passages authentiquee du  Col du  
Gkant. Lorsque j16crivaiu le Mont-Blanc, il m'est sonvent arrive de 
relever dans les livres que je conltultais des citations d'aprks le Journal 
dc Genl.ve, mais ce n'est que depuis peu que je euis parvenu k mettre 
la main eur cette feuille. I1 y a eu, en effet, uu assez grand nombre 
de phiodiquee qui out port4 en titre, ou en wua-titre, la qualification 
de Jourttal de GenBve. Celui dont il  s'agit ktait un journal Iiebdo- 
mrdaire et  n'a pas eu longue durhe. L e  premier numkro por t ,  la date 
d u  4 aoat 1787, le dernier celle du  8 janvier 1791. J'en crois les 
exempllurea aesez rares. I1 en existe un, pourtant, i~ la Bibliothi?que 
de la rue Richelieu, oh il eet cataloguk dans l'lnventuire sous le No. G. 
4547 et  forme 2 volumes in 4". Or, on trouve dane le No. du  15 
septembre 1787, la lettre que je transcris ici avec son orthographe :- 

I Lettre anx Fb5dacteurs du Journal. 

Messieurs,-Les voyages vraiment intEressants qu'on a faits sur le No& 
Rhnc l'annbe demihre et cette annGe m'enlrardissent A vous faire part de 
celai de la vallEe de Chamuuni, en Savoie, B C'urmaycar, en Pibmont, pFr les 
glaciers dsr Bow et du Tmu2: je l'extrais d'une lettre datbe du 28 juillet 
1787, que je repus quelques jours a p h  de M. &cFaptret, directeur des 
fonderies du Haut-Baussigny et membre de la SociAtB des Sciences Physiques 
de Lausanue, homme d'un mbrite rnre et dont la modestie fait mieux appr6- 
cier les connoissances, l'btonnante ngilitb, le grand courage et la vraie 
intdpiditb. 

En m'entretenant des exp6riences qu'il a faites en divers lie= wr la 
combustion, il ajoute : 

'1 Le lieu le pl~m bas oh j'ai fait des exptriences est la plaine de Chkdsr sons 
Paray, Clev6e d'environ cent toises au-dessus du lac de Genhve, et l'endroit le 
plus Qlevb est le haut de la vallEe de neige du Ta-ul, dont 1'ElEvation est 
estimQe B environ 1,800 toises an-dessns du meme lac. Je partis du P r i e u ~ k  
& Chmnuuni le 28 juin 1787, h deux heures et quart du matin ; j,'btois sur le 
haut de la vallQe de neige du Tacul B deux heures et demie de 1 aprb-midi, 
e t  B huit heures du soir je me rendis A C m u y m r ;  j'btois accompagnb de 
Marie Coutet et de Jean-Michel Toumier.* Pl~qieurs personnes de Chamozlni 
disoient que ce p s a g e  Qtoit devenu impraticable, depuis environ cinquaute 
annbs, par l'augmentation des glaces : nous n'avons cependant 6prouvQ dans 
cette travemik aucnne difEcult6." 

Dans nn autre paragraphe de la mGme lettre M. Ihchaquet,  en m'indiquant 
les observations qu'il avoit faites sur le haut de la vallbe de neige du Tmbl, 
me dit:  "Le vent Btoit sud-est wsez lbger; le ciel Etoit d'un bleu fond, 
presque partout serein, b l'exception de quelques brouillards bpais autour des 
aiguilles qni me dominoient ; le thermomhtre, dit de Maumur, Btoit b onze 
de@s sur 0; l'esprit de vin eut de la p i n e  zi s'enfhmmer," etc. 

Dans le courant du mois de juin M. EEchaquat me fit part de ses tenta- 
tives pour franchir le pmsage de Chumm61li zi Curmayewr par le glacier du 
Tm2, et du su& de ce voyage fait en 1786 par un Anglois nommt Y. Ifill, 
qni Qtoit parti de Cormayetw avec Marie &td, et arrivi! B Chumor~ni par les 
glaciers da Taaul et  daa Bois. Cet Auglois assuroit (ce que Y. &cAaqt& 
m'a confirm6 depuis) qu'il n'exktoit dans cette traversCe qu'an passage vrai- 
merit difficile pour toutes personnes peu accoutum~es B p a r w e  les valltes 
de glaces ; c'Qtoit la descente du glacier du T m L  

Ce sont de trhs-bons guides de la vallbe de Chamouni. ( $ i s  de 1 ' ~ ) ~ ~ g i n n L )  
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Ne seroit-ce pas par cette ronte qu'un nomm6 Bibel,* d'abord conreur, 
puis tonnelier B GenBve, avoit port4 avec la plus grande dltrit6 des lettres 
de GcnBve B Turin, il y a une cinqnantaine d'anntes environ? Les renseipc- 
ments que je m'empressai de demander cet homme extraordinaire, peu de 
jonrs avant sa mort, sur ce passage, me porteroient preque le croire. 

' J'ai l'honneur d'dtre, etc. 
HENBI-ALBEBT GOBBE. 

'GenBve, ce 24 aoQt 1787.' 

De cette lethe curieuse il rksulterait :- 
1. Selon toute apparence, c'est I'exploit de Ribel, effectuk vere 1737, 

qui a donne naissance A la lkgende selon laquelle le Col du  Geant, 
jadis praticable, aurait dtd depuis un  demi-sikcle obstruk pnr lea glacee. 
Or, rien n'indique que Ribel ait trouvk le parraage plus libre que dn  
temps d'Exchaquet; si c'eflt ktk le cas, Gosse, qui a questionnk cet 
homme, aurait sans doute mentionnk une circomtance si extraor- 
dinaire. 

2. Aprks Ribel, le Col du Gknnt a Ctk franchi pour la premikre fois, 
de Courmayeur B Chnmonix, pnr Hill, avec Marie Couttet. 

3. Le Col a Ctk franchi, de Charnonix h Courmayeur, par Exchaquet, 
accom~amk de Marie Couttet et de Tournier l'oiaeau. le  28 iuin 1787. 

~ o i k  ;epeudant une difficult& 
L e  m&me numdro du Joul-nal de Grmive contient la relation d u  

paamge de Bourrit et de eon fils avec lea guides Cachat-le-Gbnt, 
Tournier ~'Oiseau, Charlet, et.., effectud le 28 mflt 1787. Dans ce 
rkcit il n'est fait aucune allusion a m  tmverskes prkcddentea AIais le 
numkro suivant (22 septembre) renferme un Supplhtent au Voyage 
de M. Bourrit, oh on lit ce qui suit : 

' Parvenus sur le dbtroit du Mont-Fmitier (b .Urnat F&y) nos voyageurs se 
rappel6rent que ce fut 1A le nun y l ~  ultrrl de M. Hill, Anglois, qui, l'anntc 
preddente, y Qtoit arriv4 par Cormayeur avec les guides I'ierre Balmat et 
Marie Coutet. La rapidit6 des plateaux supbrieurs au glacier du Tacul, les 
Qnormes crevasses qu'il auroit eu h traverjer pour descendre du d t b  de 
Chamouni, l ' d t h r e n t :  nos voyageurs craignirent qu'il ne l e u  en arrivdt 
autant, vu les circonstances facheuses qui les accompagnoient. Ils Gtoicnt 
cependant rassurb par les guides Cachat et Tournier, qui, deux mois anpara- 
vant, s'btoieut ouvert cette ronte. Ces deux guides, dont la hardiesse et le 
courage furent admirbs B Cormayeur, revinrent A Chamouni avec une attm- 
tation du juge dn lieu, qui constate qu'ils sont lcs premiers qui out p4nQtrQ 
en PiGmont par la mer de glace.' 

Ce cornrnentaire, qui enlkverait B Hill le mkrite d'&e le  premier 
buris te  qui ait franchi le Col du  G b n t ,  a kvidemment Cd indrk dans 
le but de refuter la lettre de Gosse. Quelle foi faut-il y ajouter '? 
Pour ma part, je n'y voie qu'un exemple de la tendance des guides A 
nier la rCalitk des amensions dont ils n'ont pus eu l'honneur, et, en 
particulier, un effet de l'incurable jalousie de Cachat-le-Gbant. Vous 
avez fait remarquer avec raitwn que la camvane de Bourrit n'aurait 
pas persist4 B avancer m ~ l g r k  le mauvais temps, si le passage n'nrait 

* Ce Ribel m'a dit (ce qui m'a btB attest6 par plnsieura de ses contem- 
porains) qu'il avoit fait cette traveraGe dans l'espace d'un jour et demi. I1 
alloit, de OenBve B Francfort-aur-le-Main plus vite que le courier. (iV& do 
rorigi71(d.) 
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dkjB Qtk efl'ectuk. I1 paraft tout awmi kvident qu'Exchaquet n'aurait 
pas entrepris d'aller faire dea expkriences au Col, si Hill ne I'avait 
renseignk sur la poasibilid d'accomplir la t r avede  enti8re. De m&me 
c'est le succes d'Exchaquet qui a dkcidb de Sauu3ure B Ctablir eon 
observatoire au  Col du Gkant. Peut-on admettre, d'ailleurq que Hill, 
venant de Courmayeur, ait 6th arr6td ' au  dktroit du Mont Frbty' 
(c'est le Col mCme bvidemment) 'par  lea crevasses qu'il aurait eu 
traverser pour descendre,' c'est-8-dire, Bans doute, par lea akms du 
Tacul, par des di5culds qu'il ne pouvait m&me apercevoir du point 
oh il s'ktait arr&td 7 En ce w, il faut convenir qu'on n'aurait jamais 
vu de touriste plus timod. Quant B I'attestation donnbe par le juge 
de Courmayeur B Cachat et B Tournier, elle ne contredit point la 
rkalitk du passage de Hill,.puisque cea deux guides ktaient, en effet, 
les premiers qui euseent fiut la t r aveke  dans le eens de Charnonix B 
Courmayeur . . . avec Marie Couttef cependant, qu'ils se gardent de 
nommer. 

Car, de toute fapn,  il est clair que Marie Couttet eet le premier 
guicie qui ait paad le Col du Gbnt. C'eat ce que j'ai eu soin de dire 
dans I'allocution que j'ai eu h prononcer, le 11 noat dernier, B l'inau- 
guration du monument Blevk h Jacql~es Balmat. Marie Couttet 
~ccompagnait Hill, il accompagnait Exchaquet, et c'est clairement B 
I'excumion d'Exchaquet que font allmicn leu guides de Bourrit quand 
ils se vantent d'avoir t r a v e d  le Col dmx moia auparauant (28 juin- 
28 mat). 

Enfin, monsieur, j'ai relevk dans le mbme journal le rkcit du voyage 
de Bourrit au Mont-Blanc le 5 aoQt 1788 (Nos. des 23 et 30 aoat 
1788). Dans cette narration, oh, pour la premiere fois si je ne me 
t romp,  les Crands-Nulets mnt dbsignks sous ce meme nom, Bourrit 
noue npprend que M. Woodley 6tait 'fils du Gouverneur de I'AmCrique 
Anglaim.' Camper k t i t  fils du docteur Pierre Camper, nk a Leyde, 
mort B La Haye en 1789, grand voyageur lui-mbme et qui e'eat rendu 
celkbre par dea travaux de mbdecine, de palBontologie et surtout 
d'anatomie comparke. Woodlep mu1 a atteint la cime avec quatre 
guides : Jacques Balmat, Dorninique Balmat (fr8re afn6 de Jacques), 
Cacl~at et Alexis Balmat. 

Veuillez, monaieur, excuser cette longue lettre et me croire votre 
bien dkvouh CHARLES DURIER, C.A.F. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1878. 

CIMA nl NA~TA, Sept. 27.-Mr. Douglae Freahfield, with Franpois 
Devouassoud, climbed this peak from the Baths of Valdieri. They 
mended through the Val dell' Argentera and over 8 i l s e  col to the 
p s e  north of the peak, and thence to the mmmit. The proper route, 
by which they returned, ie from the head of the Val di Geaso, whence 
an m y  ascent leads to a small tam not shown on the Piedmontese map 
(which is hopeledy incorrect in this region), between the C i d  di 
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Sasta and the Cima della Culatta. The  rocks on the S. face of the peak 
are easy. There was m nluch new mow on the mountains that ' tinrc s '  
would only mislead. The peak is slightly higher than its neighbour, 
tllc Cima dells Culntta, which is  crowned by a large stone-man, and i t  
also overlooks the Cima del Mat. I t  is possibly the third peak of the 
Maritime Alpq being about 250 feet lower than the Rocca dell' Argen- 
tera, or 10,300 to 10,400 feet. The  view includes the French coast 
from the Ilea d'Hy8ree to Mentone, and extenda from Corsica to the 
Adamello range. 

Dauphine' District. 

SEQURET FORAN.-PIC DES A~cas.-On July 12, M e m .  Charleu and 
Lawrence Pilkington, and Frederick Gardiner, unaccon~panied by 
guides, made the first ascent of the highest peak of the Seguuet Foran, 
known as the Pic des Arcas ( 3 , 4 6 7 ~ ~ ) .  Having p.ss.4 the previous 
night a t  the chelets of Chambrnn, in the Val de I'Eychouda, they 
started on the morning of the 12th hy lantern light a t  2.12. Crossing 
the Torrent de l'Eychouda, they mounted the steep elopes of loose shale, 
marked in the Government map Coste Vieille. Climbing in a north- 
westerly direction, they reached a small glacier (incorrectly marked in 
the map) c l o d  in on both sides by the numerous peaks of the Seguret 
Foran. At  f he head of this glacier rr steep snow couloir leads to the 
main plncirr of the group, crossing which they reached the Pic dee 
Arcas a t  9.15 A.M., and from it enjoyed a superb view of the Dauphine 
and Pennine Alpe. After remaining an hour and t11ree.qunrters on the 
summit, they returned to the chalet8 of Chamhran by the same route a t  
2.15 P.M. On the second peak of this group, not many feet lowor than 
the Pic  des Arcas, and separated from it by a short mow ridge, they 
found the cairn erected by M. Rochat, who made the ascent from 
Moneetier last year, but the w e n t  of the Pic den Arcns m d  the explora- 
tion of the masaif from the Val de I'Eychouda had not hitherto been 
undertaken. On July 19, Mr. Coolidge, from the Pd de Madame 
Carle, made the second ascent of the Pic  des Arcae, and confirms the 
fact of it  being the highest point of the group. 

PIC DES OPILLOUS (3,506m.), July 14.-The mme party, withortt 
guides, made the second ascent of this peak. Leaving the ' Refuge des 
Bergera ' above Entre-les-Aigues a t  1.30 A.M., they reachid the Col rlu 
Sellar a t  7 A.M., and the sunnuit a t  11 A.M. The  ascent from the col 
was made by the southern ar&te, which is uniformly difficult through- 
out, and required the utmost caution, especially in the descent. On 
the summit they found the cairn and card of Monsieur Lionel Nigra, 
who made the first ascent of this peak in September last year. Nothing, 
however, was known of the first ascent either a t  Entre les-Aigues or a t  
Ville Vallouise, so that it  probahly was made from the Val Godemar. 
They returned to the Refuge dea Bergera a t  4.15 P.M. by the route 
taken in the ascent. 

PIC JOCELW ((3,585m. 7 ), July 15.-The same party, without guides, 
made the first sscent of this peak from the same gEte occupied by 
them for the Pic  des Opilloua. Leaving their night quarters a t  1.43 
A.M., they mounted a eteep glacier between the eastern ridge of the 
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Opillous and the Pic Jocelmt., culminating in an almost perpendicular 
couloir, the top of which was reached at 7.15 A.X. They then crossed 
the western i c e  of the mountain, over very difficult ice-covered rocks, 
to a steep glacier, descending almost from the summit. After two 
hours' step-cutting the su~limit was reached at 10.10 A.M. The Pic 
Jocelme is in reality the second peak of' h e  ' m w i f '  known as Lea 
Bans, and is connected with it by a long and apparently impracticable 
ndte. The col between the Jocelme and the Opillous is scarcely prac- 
ticable on the western side, owing to a constant cannonade of falling 
stones from both these peaks. On the eastern aide of the pass stones 
also fall, but not in such dangerous quantities, and were it on that ac- 
count alone this expedition cannct be recommended for repetition. 
They returned to the Refuge des Bergers at 2.45 P.M. 

CR&TE DE LA BERARDE.-PIC DU VALLON, Ju1.y 21.-The same 
party, without guideu, made the first ascent of this peak from the 
Glacier Noir, having paseed the previous night in a high glte under 
the eastern ridge of the peak, facing the Pic sans Nom and the Ai l e  
froide. They left their sleeping quarters a t  3.40 A.M. and mounted 
over loose ha le  and avalanche de'bris, until the upper snowfield cover- 
ing the muthem face of the mountain was reached, from which they 
gained the eastern ar&te, and by it arrived on the summit at 7.35 A.M., 

no difficulty having been encountered except during the laat fifteen 
minutes of the ascent. No traces whatever were found of the cairn 
erected by Mr. Coolidge, who made the first ascent of this peak frcm 
La Bkrarde last year. Estimated barometrical height, 12,400 feet. 
After enjoying two hours on the summit in perfect weather, they de- 
scended by the same route to their night quarters, a t  ll A.M., and to 
Vallouise the same afternoon. The French Alpine Club have recently 
erected an excellent hut on the Prk de Madame Carle,viz., the 'Refuge 
Ghnne,'  from which this expedition could be more comfortably under- 
taken than from the gPte on the Glacier Noir. 

AIGUIUE DU SOREILLER.-T~~ same party, without guides, made the 
first ascent of this peak on July 24. Leaving La Bkrarde at 3.23 A.M., 
they followed the path down the valley of the VhBon until about 
fifteen minutea below the village of Lea Etagea. Turning to the right 
over steep rock and g r w  dopee, and keeping the first atream, descend- 
ing to the right of the valley of the Vknkon, well to their left, they 
entered a steep and narrow valley, the head of which opens out into an 
amphitheatre of glacier-worn rocks, climbing which they reached the 
small glacier under the final peak. From the glacier the ascent was 
made by the southern face of the mountain, partly up a steep couloir 
and rather difficult rocks, until the ridge connecting the Aiguille du 
Soreiller with Le Plaret was reached. Prom that they arrived on the 
summit at 11.15 by the eastern ar6te. The top of this peak is formed 
by a huge upright block of rock, on which the whole party could 
scarcely tit at the same time. The descent wm made by the same 
route, and Les Etages was reached a t  4.10, and La Bkrarde at 5 P.M. 
Estimated barometrical height, 11,340 feet. 

V A R I A ~ O N  OF TIIE COL DE LA MUAXDE, OR COL DE CHALANCE.- 
The same party, without guidee, left the chllete of La Lavey a t  

E 2 
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4.12 A.M. on Ju ly  28 ; and mounting towards the ritlge s t  the head of 
the Glacier du Fond, they crossed it at a pap about equidistant between 
the Col de la Munnde and the Cime du Vz~llon, a t  8.12 A M. Bearing 
to the right, over snow-alopes and rocks, they rounded the buttress of 
La Rouye Pic, and descended by a steep gully to the Val de Chalance. 
From the upper platenu of this valley a slight track leads direct to L a  
Cha~el le ,  in the Val Godemar, which was reached a t  11.55 A.M. They 
propose the name of Co1 de Chalance for this pass. 

ROCRE D'ALvAu.-T~~ same party, withnt~t piirles. made the firat 
ascent of this peak on July 31. Leaving La Bkrarde a t  3.30 A.M., they 
mounted the moraine and Glacier de la Bonne Pierre, as if for the Col 
des Ecrins, until the upper plateau of the glacier was reached. From 
that they attacked the mountain by the eouthern face, and climbed by 
a aeries of couloirs over loose rocks to the mirnmit, which was reached 
a t  9.45 A.M. The view of the Ecrins from t h i ~  peak is ~plendid ; but  
on the north side, the Glacier de la Platte den Agnenux and the arid 
upper valiey of the Romanche, backed by the barren hills above the 
LautRret road, suffer considerably by contrast. After spending an 
hour and a half on the summit, in  lovely wenther, they descended by 
alniost the same route to the Bonne Pierre Glacier, and reached La 
Bkrarde a t  3.30 P.M., and St. Christophe the mime evening. Consider- 
able time was lost in the descent of the upper portion of the peak, 
owing to the loose nature of the rocks. 
. K i ~ ~ r u . - T h e  same party, without guides, made the third ascent of 

this peak, and first from the Glacier de la Selle, in the Vallon du 
Diable, on August 2. Having p a a d  the previous night in the un- 
finished Refuge de la Selle (now in course of erection by the Socibtk 
des Tourintea du  Dnuphid) ,  they started a t  3.30 A.M. Mounting over 
rocks and avalanche de'lrie, under the Pic de la Grave, they m c h e d  a 
large snow-covered plateau on the Glacier de la Selle. above the ice- 
fall, and from it climbed to the depression in the ridge between the 
HLteau and the Tet.  dl1 Replat, forming a col leading to the Glacier 
des Etanyons (bfr. Coolidge's Brkche du Rdteau), arriving a t  5.30 A.M. 

From that they reached the summit in two hours by a long snow arete, 
the snow being in splendid condition. The  view is per hap^ as fine rts 

any that can be obtained in the whole Dauphine group. They re- 
mained nearly two hours on the summit, and returned to the liefiige 
de la Selle shortly after midday. The  Rdteau had been twice previously 
mended,  once from the Vallon des Etanpns,  and once from L a  Grave. 

AIGUILLE DE L'EPAISSEUR (3,241 metres = 10,634 feet), COL DE 

PIERRE FENDUE (c. 2,925 nlktres = 9,597 feet), June 28.-Mr. Coolidge 
with Christian Almer and his son Christian, starting from Valloire, fol- 
lowed the usual track u p  the Vallon des Aiguillcs d'Arve to the 
higheet group of chilleta, and then mounted along the right bank of the 
torrent, dewending from the east flank of the Aiguille de 1'Epaisseur. 
Two steep atape led to gently inclined snow slopes, over which the coi 
to the N.E. of the Aiguille de 1'Epaisaour (which it  is proposed to call 
Col de Pierre Fendue) waa reached in 4.50, walking from Valloire, 
cloae to ths point marked 3,033 mktrea on the map. From the col the 
first ascent of the Aiguille de 1'Epaisseur was made in two hours during 
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a viole~lt storm, which necessitated mvernl halta, mainly by  the m.~t 
arete and face. Clouds entirely concealed the view, which wae expected 
to be very interesting from a topographical point of view. Returning 
to the col in 35 minutes, the party descended by slopes of debris to the 
hend of the Conibe de Pierre Pendue, and then, striking to the lek 
acrovs snow slopes, reached the Basse de Gerbier in 5 5  minutes walking 
from the col, and the chalets of' Rieublanc half a n  hour later. The 
aacent of the Aiguille might be much more easily effected from the Coi 
des Sarrazine to the west. 

COL DE L'HOMYE (c. 3,400 mktres = 11,155 feet). July 1.-The eame 
party accompliehed this excursion from La Grave, of which, though it  
has been a t  least twice previouely made by M. E. Turcot and Signor 
Martelli, no account seema to have been published. Starting fro111 La 
Grave, they followed the now well-known way up the Pic C e u t d  of 
the Neije to the spot (called Col de 1'Iiotume) above the Hochem de 
l'Aigle, where the upper mows of the Glaciera de Tabuchet and de 
1'Homme unite ( j u t  over 44 hrs. walking). Prom this point there is 
a superb view of the chain of Mont Bkrlc, as  well aa of the highest 
ridge of the Meije. They commenced the descent of the very much 
crevaesed Glacier de 1'Homme by bearing to the right, but weregradually 
driven to the left, and finally reached the moraine by the remaim of ava- 
lanches (2 hrs. from the col). The ecenery a t  the head of the glacier 
ie most magnificent. Instead of descending the moraine direct to the 
Romanche, they &ruck a sheep track on the left bank of the glacier, 
which led them a t  a p e a t  height nbove the valley to pastures over- 
looking the hamlet of Pied du  Col, the bridge immediately oppoeite 
wbich was reached by scrambling down steep dopes of dhbria, in 1.40 
from the glacier. LaGrave wns rep ined  by the ordinary path in an 11onr 
more. This fine one-dny excursion from La Grave revealed the most 
glaring errors in the French map as  to the Glacier de 1'Hotntne and the 
ridges surrounding it, especially as regards the exact position of the 
point 3,880 metres (Pic Gaspard), with reference to the highest ridge 
of the Bfcije. 

G I ~ A N D  PIC DE w MEIJE (8,987 m&tres= 13,081 feet), Jtrly 10.- 
The eame party, starting from n bivouac in the Vallon des Etanpns, 
effected the wcond w e p t  of this peak by hZ. Boileau de Cmtelnau's 
route. Full particulars will appear in  an early number of the Journal. 

LES BANS (3,651 mktrea = 11,979 feet), July 14.-The same party 
effected the first ascent of this summit, after a reconnaiasance on July 6, 
which led them to a col immediately to the N.W. of the peak, whe~ice 
the descent into 1'81 Godemar did not appear practicable. 

Starting from a bivouac in the Vallon de la Pilatte, they mounted to 
the Col de la Yi l~ t te  by the ueurl route ; following the creat of the ridge 
eastwards, they reached the base of the peak, which was asccndecl after 
a difficult climb, mainly over snow till beyond a conspicuous rock 
tower in the ridge, and then by the east ridge and face over very steep 
rocks. The highest summit mas found to be a snow-capped point, 
precieely in  the place occupied by the figures 3,GSl mktres on the 
map, to the south of the fine rocky peak, so conrpicr~oue from the G1;i- 
cier de la Pilatte, which, however, ncrirly eq~ials it in height. 'l'110 
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view waa extremely extended and interesting, including the Vallon dcs 
Bans (or Banca), the Val Godemar, and the Vallon de la Pilatte. The 
descent waa effected by the =me route, and La BBrarde rebmined in the 
evening. The ascent from the Col de la Pilatte took 24 hrn., and the 
d m n t  the same time. 

POIKTE DES ETAGELI (3,564 mBtres= 11,693 feet), Jtcly 16.-The 
game party effected the second ascent of this peak, being unaware (until 
reaching the summit) of the identity of the point 3,564 mbtres-the 
lower summit of the Montagnc de Clochiltel-with the Pointe des Etagee 
(firat climbed and named on June 28, by MhI. Fklix Perrin and A. 
Salvador de Quatrefkges). The ascent from the Col de la Lavey wan 
made almost entirely by the very jagged S.W. ridge, the first party 
having mounted by the south h. From the wmmit first gained, a 
shattered d t e  leads to the higher or more northerly prong. The view 
waa marvelloafi, aa fine aa that gained from the highest summit of the 
Montagne de Clochlltel, first ascended by the eame party h t  summer. 
Time, actual walking-La Bkrarde to near Col de la Lavey, leee than + hours; from col to N. mmmit, 23  hours. Return to near col, 1.50 ; 
thence to La Bkmrde, 2.20. Total, up 6 40 ; down 4.10. 

The French map is very confused and firulty in this neighbonrhoad. 
MM. Perrin and Salvador de Quatrefages effected an easy snow paaa- 
Col de la Lavey-from the glacier in the Combe de la Lavey at the south 
base of the T&te de 1'Etre to tile head of the Glacier du Chardon, thus 
opening up dil-ect communication between La Lave and La Bdrarde. 
Tho map places the Tete de ItBtre much too far norti, and ignores the 
glncier just mentioned, to which belonge properly the name of Glacier 
de 1'Etre. The topography is further complicated by the fact that the 
anow plateau, forming the common source of the Glaciers du Chardon 
and de l'Etre, overlooks on one side the Vallon des Etagea, so that 
should a passage ever be forced to the glaaier at the head of that valley, 
either La Lavey or La Bkrarde might be taken aa the atarting point. 

COL DE LA COSTE ROUGE (c. 3,100 metree= 10,171 feet), July 18.- 
The eame party crowd this pass, the ehortest and easiest between La 
RBrarde and Vallouise. The summit was reached in 4 hours from La t BBrarde by tbe lefl bank of the torrent flowing from t e Glacier de la 
&ate Rouge-(future travellers are advised to keep to the right bank)- 
and the a 4 y  glacier itself. The view was comparatively limited. A 
steep snow couloir led down to the Glacier Noir in 25 minutes, and 
the Refuge Ckslnne waa gained in 2  hour^ more. 

Until hi. Boileau de Castelnau crowd this ps, August 1, 1877, it 
waa unknown to travellere, though used by the natives as an easy mb- 
stitute for the Col de la Temple. I t  is mid that for twenty years a 
former curb of Lea Clnux, in the Vallouise, waq in the habit of crossing 
this paas every Saturday in order to my maw at  La Bkrarde. 

VARIATION OF THE COL DE SEOURET FORAN (c. 8,300 nlbtreS= 10,827 
feet), July 19.-The same party, stnrting from the Hefuge Granne, 
descended aa fm aa the bridge over t.he Rtream, and then mounting an 
extremely fbtiguing couloir, composed of yielding debris and pebbles, 
reached the Glacier de Seguret Foran (over 5 hours from the Refbpe) to 
the S.E. of the Pic du Hif (3,3(iG mib~rea). A. little gl;~cicrr i i~kc was 
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found on the col. M. Guillemin's Col de Seguret Foran lies to the 
N. W. of the Pic  du Rif From the wl, a cairn of unknown origin on the 
Pic  dea F&tes (3,451 metres) was reached i n  35 minutes; and another, 
built by Mr. Gardiner's party a few days before on the Pic  des A I W  
(3,467 metres)--the culminating point of the massif-in 1 0  min. more. 
The  view was cloudless and unexpectedly extensive, as i t  is believed 
that one or two peaks of the Bern- Oherland on one side, and of the 
Maritime Alps on the other, were m g n i s e d .  Returning to the col in 
20 minutea, the party descended the glacier, keeping very far to the riglrt 
at jrat ,  to the Lac de 1'Eychoudtr-a miniature Niijelen &-and 
reached Monestier by the Col des Gnmgettes. 

SOUT~EBN AIOUILLE D ' ~ V P  (3,514 metres= 11,529 feet, E. M. F.), 
July 22.-The same party effected the first ascent of this summit. Start- 
ing from a bivouac in the Fond du GolCon, not far from the Glacier 
Lombard, they reached next morning the Col Lombard iu less than 1) 
hours. They then mounted by debris and eany rocks to the base of that 
one of the two little mow couloirs on the southern he, which is eeen 
most to tha right, looking from the col ; and ascending it, gained the crest 
of the S.E. arbte of the Aiguille. Then traversing, on its north aide, the 
Little peak between the two couloirs, they crossed a rock couloir, corre- 
sponding to the left-hand couloir of the S. face, m d  then traversed the 
N.E. face (that overhanging the Vallon des Aiguillea d'Arve) for some 
distance without great difficulty. Several attempts to mount directly by 
the face were checked by rocks on which there was no d c i e n t  hand- 
hold. Retracing their steps a short way to a point where a £salt in the 
rocks of the overhanging upper portion of thepeak (which just there were 
not so high or sheer as elsewhere) seemod to offer some hope, they suc- 
ceeded in ~ c ~ l i n g  this wall by means of a narrow cleft or breach-a hard 
bit of cliu~bing, quite as bad as anything nn the Meije- and then fol- 
lowed the fault to the S.E. arbte, by which the summit was gained with- 
out difficulty, in 3.35 from the col, including a halt of 25 minutes, and 
some time lost in fruitless attempts to climb directly up  the face. The  
sunlmit is a nearly level ridge, running nearly due north and south, 
filling awuy steeply on both sides, much like the roof of a house. Large 
cairns were built on the two extremities of this ridge. 

It  was the unanimous opinion of the party that the central Aiguille 
was slightly, hut  only very slightly, higher. The view was fine, but the 
central Aiguille completely concealed the northern Aiguille. Descend- 
ing by the same route, the whole party had passed the ' mauvais pas' 
in 53 minutea, and reached the summit of the righthand couloir in 25 
minl~tee more, whence 50  minutes sufficed to regain the col., i.e. in 2.10 
walking from the eummit. The descent to the chalets of Rieublanc 
from the col occupied 19 hours, being effected by a snow slope, then 
along the crest of a long ridge of shale: a ehort traverse above La 
S a w x u  to the right led to the base of the slope. a t  the top of which the 
chiilets are situated, and they were reached after a fatiguing ascent in  
the afternoon sun. The party were received very hnupitably on this, 
aa on other occasions, by Jo iph ine  B m ,  femme de Th. Guignea This 
Aiguille is considered quite inaccessible by the huntmeand other natives 
of the district. 
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KORTIIERN SUMMIT OF NORTHERN A I ~ U I L I ~  D'ARVE (c. 5,400 mktres 
= 11,155 feet), July 23.-The same party made the first ascent of the 
highest summit of the northern and lowest Aiguille dJArve, having in 
1873 mended the double-pronged southern and lower summit of the 
eame peak. Starting from the chirlets of Rieublanc they mounted by 
the usual way to the Col des Aiguilles d'Arve. From the col they 
ascended the eame snow couloir as in 1873, bnt, arrived nt the baee of 
the double-pronged summit, they bore to the right and paesed by a 
narrow opening at the very foot of the northern summit from the east 
side to a sort of elevated plateau on the w e ~ t  side, well seen from the 
chalete, and in Mr. Whymper's aplendid engraving. Then traversing 
to the right as far as a great overhanging rock, they climbed straight up 
the very steep rocks to the summit, reached in 1.20 from the Col des 
Aiguillea d'Arve. The view waa very fine. Despite the enormous 
quantity of loose rocks on the summit, no trace of a cairn could be dis- 
covered, and the party feel justified in claiming to have rnade the first 
ascent of this peak. A very large cairn waa erected. The two stone- 
men built on the double-pronged summit in 1873, and that built on the 
central Aiguille in 1874, were very well neen. The descent waa effected 
by the eame route in la  hours to the col, the highest rocks requiring 
great caution and being especially difficult for the last man. The party 
then returned to Rieublanc. 

Pas DU GROS GRENIER (c. 2,900 Inktree = 9,515 feet), July 24.- 
The same party, starting from Rieublanc, c r o d  the Baese de Gerbier 
to the Combe do Pierre Fendue, and then, circling round its head, 
reached a point fllightly higher than the true 'pas,' by steep but easy 
rocks, in 23 houra from Rieubl~nc. They descended stony gram slopes, 
then by the MIOW which still covered the stream, reached the Grangea 
dl1 Pemian in 55 minutes from the col, and Valloire by Pravorsin and 
1.e Clos in an hour more, de~cend in~  to St. Michel the same afternoon. 
This pass, as well as the Col des Masaeq more to the north, and the 
secondary range which they travem, had been hitherto completely 
overlooked by travellers. 

PIC DU THADOR (3,205 mktres= 20,516 feet), C ~ L  DU THABOR 
(c. 3,100 mktres = 10,171 feet), August 18.-The same party, starting 
fro111 the Grnngcu de Valktroite (which they had reached from Mones- 
tier by the Col de Buffhre, Nkvache, and the Col de I'Etroit du Vallon), 
reached the chapel on the Mont Thtlbor (3,181 m&res= 10,437 feet), 
by the usual route, in 34 hours. The view was quite clear and very 
extended. Descending to the glacier tl~ey then rmched the col between 
the Mont Thabor and the Pic du  Thabor, whence the ascent of the 
letter point waa effected in 20 minutes by a rocky couloir and nhattered 
rocks. The peak is said to be considered difficult of access by huntem,. 
but is really quite easy. A cairn was built on the summit, there being 
no traces of man to be found there. The view was nearly the same as 
from the &font Thahor. Returning to a point slightly above the true 
Col du Thabor, the party then reached a lake at the head of the Val- 
meinier, by a gully filled with yielding ddbris and a rocky slope, in 35 

* . l ~ t ~ r u a i r c  tls ('lab 11 /piri./runrrcir, i i i .  L'tiO. 
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 minute^ from the col. The highest chalets, La Barnette, were reached 
in an hour more ; thence, keeping always to the right bank save for 
20 minutes, the hamlet of Valmeinier was gained in lees than two 
hoors, and St. Michel, by a very steep and Btony path, in 1.05 more, or 
in all 4.40, walking from the Col du Thabor. 

The chapel of Notre-Dame de Bon Secoura, on the Mont Thabor 
(where mass ie mid annually by the Curb of Mellezel, on August 24 
and the Sunday next following), is situated wholly in Italy. The great 
' pyramide ' or ' signal' on the m e  summit, the Col du Thabor and 
the Pic du Thabor, are situated wholly in France. The French map is 
not quite accurate; the glacier, very narrow at ita head between the 
Mont and the Pic du Thabor, widens out farther down, and scarcely 
presents a single crevasse. As far as it was poBBible to see, the glacier 
does not extend to the north of the Pic du Thabor. 

' Apparently this is the first time that the Col du Thabor has been 
crossed or the Pic du Thabor aecended, at least by a traveller; and 
even the Nont Thabor has been much neglected, the sole ascent by a 
member of the Club known to me being that by Mr. C. Oakley, on 
August 9, 1864, from Valloire by the head of the Valmeinier, the 
descent being effected to Valbtroite and Bardonnhhe.' 

W. A. B. C. 
Tarentaise District. 

Mom POURRI OR MONT THURIAZ (3,788 mbtres = 12,428 feet), 
Auguet 8.-Mr. Coolidge, with Christian Almer and his second son 
Christian, starting from the higheat chalet on the Montagne d'Entre- 
deux-nanta above Yeisey (which they had reached the day before in 
7 hours from Tignes by the Col de la Sachette and the chQlets of la 
Sevolikre), ascended the Mont Pourri in 4.50, walking by Mr. bfathewr' 
route. They then effected a new and direct descent. When about 
half-way across the great snow amphitheatre at the head of the Glacier 
dea Roches of the Sardinian map (20 minutes from the summit), they 
struck straight down the gli~cier on the lek, ~ n d  following it to its ex- 
tremity, encountering no ice difficulties whatever, gained the gnrae dopea 
in 25 minutes. Thence deecending somewhat and then traversing to 
the right, they paeaed just above the ch&Iets of la Bevolikre in 'LO 
minutee, and in 45 minutea more returned to their Btarting point, by 
traversing a grass col to N.E. of the summit, called Les Lanchettes on 
the French map-in all 1.50 walking from the summit of the Pounr'. 
The Sevolikre chilleta are tenanted by Swim herdsmen, who are very 
willing to receive strangers. This route is incomparably more direct 
than the very circuitous way usually followed, and, it is hoped, will in 
future be frequently taken. It may be noted for the benefit of those 
who adopt Mr. Mathews' route, that from the first col (Col du Poum) 
it is best not to descend to the Glacier de Thuriaz and then to mount a 
long snow-slope to the second col, but to follow the ridge of the first col, 
which leads to gentle mow-slopes nt the very base of the second cc~l; 
of tlie two apparent cols, that to the left or just at the base of the 
Aipil le  du Saint-Esprit is the proper one; but it is perhaps easi~r,  
owing to tlie crevwecs, to mount to that on the right and tlien wulk 
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along the ridge to the other. (This latter route was taken by the above 
party on the awent in ignorance of the exact lie of the ground on the 
other side.) Some easy shattered rocks lead in a few minutee to the 
mow amphitheatre a t  the head of the Glacier des Rochea 

AIOUILLE DU ~ I I D I  DE PEISEY (3,420 metres= 11,221 feet, E. M. F.), 
o r  ~ I O N T  BERNIER (11,227 feet, A. C. map), August 9.-The game 
party effected the firat ascent by travellers of this peak. D w n d i n g  
fiom Entre-deux-nants to the Mines de P e k y  in 1.20, they mounted 
i n  1+ horlrs by a path rough a t  first, then leading through woods, 
to the Chlleta de l'Arc, whence an extremely fine view of the Mont 
Blanc chain was gained. Thence ascending over grass dopes, debris, 
rocks and snow, they gained in 2 hours more the crest of the highest i ridge just to the east of the pea , nlarked 3,001 on the French map. 
Mounting over snow, and then by the easy rocky west ar&te, they gained 
the summit in  I+ hours more, or in all 5+ houra, walking from the 
mines. A large cairn, probably erected by the French engineera, but  
containing no names, was found. A t  Entre-deux-nants, the peak was 
believed to b inacceaqible, and mention made of the unsuccessful 
attempt of an English ( 1 )  party to reach it  tbout  eight years before. 
A t  Le Bois, the party were rtesured that no traveller had yet made the 
ascent. No trace of tlie peak close by, marked 3,422 mktres in the 
French map, could be found ; the cairn stands on the highest point of 
the maasif. The view was exceedingly fine and unexpectedly extended, 
reaching fiom the Diablerets to Dauphink. The  Mont Blanc chain 
was seen to great advantage, but the Mont Pourri was completely 
crushed by it. lieturning to the point near tlie peak 3,001, already 
mentioned, they descended the eapy Glacier de la Thiaupk or de la 
Thiopaz, reaching the g r w  in 3.5 minutea from the summit. They 
then made an attempt to traverse the dopes to the left, in order to 

D gain the head of tho Val de Prhmou; but, aftor reaching the spot 
called ' Fmide Fontaine,' SE. of the point 2,523, they turned back to the 
right. and gained in 2.20 hours from the glacier by the right bank of tlie 
torrent of La Gurre the hamlet of Le Bois in the Val de Prkmou, which 
commands a grand view of the Grande C a w  and the Gmnde Motte. 
They were hospitably received and entertained as well as the scanty 
means would allow, a t  the lower group of houses, hy M. Landre Ruffier, 
the Mayor of the Commune of Champapy. Future travellers are ad- 
vi.sed to climb the peak by tho Glacier de la Thiaupk on the south side 
of the Col de Frette, on tlieir way over that pnsg as the direct ascent 
from the Mines de Peisey is very long and fatiguing. I t  might per- 
haps be possible to deacend by the Glacier du  Cul du Nant to the route 
of the Col du  Plan Sery and the head of the Val de Prkmou ; hut tlie 
want of time prevented the party from tr j ing this route. There is 
some confusion as to the name of the highest point of the massif. Tlie 
French map names the peak 3,420 metres ' Sommet de Bellecbtt,,' a ~ i d  
that of 3,360 metres ' Aiguille d u  Rfidi,' but that of 3,422 1116tres is 
left without any appellation. The Alpine Club map (on what su- 
thority 1 )  calls the highest peak ' Mont Bernier,' marking also a lower 
summit as the ' Mont B h n c  de Peiseyl (probably tlie ' hfont Aliet' oE 
the French map). The  k d i n i a n  map indicates the ' Aiguille du  Midi ' 
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as the eastern cxtren~ity of the massif, making the Mont Aliet a lower 
battresa. A t  Entre-deux-nants, the highent point waa known aa the 
' Femme du  Midi ; ' and a t  L e  Bois as the ' Aiguille du Midi.' In  the 
confused state of the nomenclature of the group, it has been thought 
best to keep to local umge, as the safeat guide. 
C ~ L  DE LAROSSOR (Sardinian map) or DE LA ROCEELIRE (French 

map), (c. 3,000 m&tres=9,843 feet!, August 23.-The same party tra- 
versed this pas.. which, though used by the natives, has reulained 
hitherto unknown to travellers. 

Starting from the chfileta of Entre-drux-Eaux on the path to Col de 
Is Vanoise, they kept along the right bank of the L a r o m r  torrent, 
crossing to the left bank opposite the Chapelle de Saint Jacques and re- 
turning to the right bank opposite the chalet8 de Laroasor, the highest 
in the valley, reached in 1.25 from the starting point. The  Vsllon 
de  L a m r  is celebra+ed as containing the finest pastures in the 
Tarentaise. Keeping always on the right bank, the mounted the 
valley for Rome distance to some conqicuous whitish roc c s, climbing up 
which and ascending over dkbria the crest of the ridge was reached in 
2) tours  from the chhleta. The ridge is passable a t  any point; the 
p r t y  crorrced it  just to the left of a blunt peak, between the ' Querckes 
de Tignes' and the 'Yointe du  Pisaet ' of the French map, but newer the 
former. The  view was cloudy, but did not seem to include more than 
the Mont Rlanc chain, the Yourri, the Saeikre, the Sainte HClkne, the 
Dent Parrachh, and the Glacier de la Vanoise. In fine weather i t  would 
be easy to combine the ascent of the Pointe de la Sana to thewest (3,450 
ndtres), which, according to M. Puiseux, commands a very fine pano- 
ramic view, with the pasage of the col. The descent was commenced 
by traversing a glacier for five minutea, and then lay over ddkris and 
gnrss slopeq where several chamois were seen. Instead of descending by 
the path on the left bank of the Charvet torrent, marked on the map, 
the party traversed the grass slopes high above the right bank, and de- 
mended to i t  opposite ita junction with a tributary from the west. 
Crossing the stream to the path they followed it  to L e  Gorrey, where 
they crossed to the right bank, reaching the village of IA Val de Tignes 
in 2 hours 20 minutes from the Col, or 6 hours walking from Entre- 
deux-Eaux. 

This pasa, barely mentioned in the guide books (Ball, ' S. W. Alp#,' 
121 ; Joanne, ' Jura  et  A l p s  franpises,' 514),is slightly longer than the 
Col de la l ~ i s s e ;  i t  is not so interesting aa thnt pass, and the view from 
the Gmnde Motte &r surpasses that from the Pointe de la Sana, but i t  
is u~efu l  as a variation on the ordinary route and for those who have 
already crossed the Col de la Leisse. 

Graian Alps. 

CIAMARELLA.-FIRST ASCENT FROM THE COL DE S ~ A ,  Aupat 5.-Mr. 
G. Yeld, with Alphonse Payot of Chamonix and J. J. Blanc, dit le . 
Greffier, of Bonnevnl, made this expedition. After reaching a eecond 
col nenrer the Ciamarrlln than the Col de Sds, and crossing some ~ t e e p  
snow-slopes with a patch of rock8 in the mitldlr, they struck the arste 



of the Ciamarella, which nrns towards the Albaron, a little to the left 
of' the point d l e d  Pointe de Chalanson, and reached the nummit by 
way of the a r b  in 3 hrs. 45  min. (including halts) from the Col de 
%a. They found the snow very heavy. 

COL DU GRAND MEAN (circa 10,550), August 7.-Messrs J. Hrelis and 
G. Ycld, with Alpl~onse Payot, reached this col not before crossed, unless 
by chamois hunters, in 2 hrs. 5 min. from the Glacier des Eivettes. It 
leads fro111 the Glacier du  Grand MCan to the Glacier du Mulinet of 
the French Map (called Glacier de Pianghias by Mr. Nichols), and is a 
pleasant excut.sion for a n  off-day, the snow scenery being very fine. 
Tlte col is a t  the end of the ridge of rocks which runs eastward G o ~ n  
the Grand MCan. 

ALBARON.-FIRST ASCENT FROM THE SIDE OF THE GLACIER DES 

EIVETTES, Aug. 8.-The same party, with the addition of J. J. Blanc, 
made this expedition. They followed the usual route to the Glacier 
dee Eivettes, kept along the rocks on the left bank of that glacier, a t  a 
considerable height, traversed the snow-slopes under the northern arCte 
of the Albaron, and, striking the emtern arCte at  a patch of rocks (at a 
height of about 11,600 feet), reached the summit in 8 hrs. 50 min. 
(including liberal halts) from Bonneval. The mom was very heavy. 
The  descent was made to the valley of the Arc, a little below Conneval. 

P o r s ~ ~  DU NULINET (circa 11,580), August 10.-The mnle party 
made the first ascent by English mountaineers of this point, the highest 
of the Hochern d u  Mulinet, from Bonneval. They were asaured by 
M. Culet that the peak had never been climbed, but found on reach i~~g  
the sumn~it  that the ascent had been nlade from the chilets of Ecot 
in  July, 1878, by Signor Barile with A. Ctratagneri of Balme. The  
view was magnificent. 

COL DE C E I ~ R U  (circa 10,4.50), AND POINTE DU BOUSSON (10,945), 
Aug. 17.-The same party, without the Greffier, but with the addition 
of Jean Martin of Viuwye, left the stabilinaento at  Cereso!e a t  3.20 A X .  

They followed the route of the Col de la Galese as far as  Cerru (or  
Serue). At  the end of the valley there is a cirque of' repulsive-louk- 
ing rock, with a broken tower a t  each side; above  he left tower, 
nearer to the Col de la Galese, there is a prominent snow-peak. They 
climbed up  the left tower, and were going to ascend n sharp rock-peak 
that shows well from below; but, finding an easier route, they struck 
down a little, and keeping a t  a level along the face of the rock-wall, 
passed through a natural arch of rock, and reached the snow without 
difficulty. A t  10.28 they were on the Pointe du Bousson. There was 
no stone-man on the top. The view was superior to that from the 
Levanna and the Aiguille de la SawiBre. In  their d c w n t  they joined 
the route of the Col de la Galese, nnd reitched Fornet a t  3.5 r.11. Thc 
time includes nn hour and a half spent on the sunlmit, besides o ~ h e r  
halta. This col can be strongly recornrnendecl as an i~nprovetnent or1 
the Col de la Galese. They took a shepherd from Cernl es porter, w l ~ o  
walked wvll, and can show the way. 

COL DU GRAND APPAREI (circa 10,780), Ailgust 18.-The mnte 
party, wirh a porter, left Lava1 a t  3.40 A.M., and, itfter losing 2: 11m. on 
the way, ascended the Grand Apparei by the southern arete. Tlley 
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then found a way down the wall of rock which joins the southern arCte 
of the Grand Appre i .  The latter part of the descent was effected by 
a rock couloir liable to falling stones, and cannot therefore be recom- 
mended. Suche (the lower chaet)  was reached a t  4.56 P.M. The  
time includes more than an hour spent on the Grand Apparei, rn well 
aa other halta. 

COL DE FOB (circa 10,540), Au,pst 19.-The eame party left the 
chalets of Suche at  7.22 A.M., and, crossing over part of the Glacier de 
Fos, reached the chalets of Vaudet in  4 hm. 5 min. The  route is of 
the easiest character possible, and conveniently uhort for an off-day. 

SAINTE H k ~ h , ,  TSANTALENA, OR POINTE DE BAZEL (3,606 niktres 
= 11,831 feet); COL DE BASSAC SUPERIEUR OR D ~ R B  (c. 3,150mktres 
= 10,335 feet), Artgust 5.-Mr. Coolidge, with Christian Almer and 
his second eon Christian, startinp from Tignes, followed the usual 
route to the Col de Gailletta or de la Golette, as  far as the Glncier de 
Rhhme, then striking up  to the right near a conspicuous rocky 
ma- mounted nearly to the col between the Sninte Hklkne and the 
Grants Parey or Grand Apparei. Leaving the knapsacks a t  a spot 
reached in 4.20 from Tigneu, they then ascended the Sainte Hklkne 
by  a new route u p  the northern face in 1& houm, steering first for 
some rocks on the ar&te, and then following i t  more or less to the 
top. The  slope was extirely composed of wow, which greatly k i l i t a ted  
the ascent. A solidly built cairn was found on the uummit, probably 
built by Mr. Nichols' party, which had made the first and only pre- 
vious secent in 1865 by  the S.W. arCte. The view, though partially 
veiled by clouds, was very interesting, as including a di~tr ic t  as yet 
unknown to the party. Returning by the same route to the knapeacks 
in 25 minutes, they reached the Col de G~lilletta in a lialf-hour more, 
traversing a q u r  of the Grand Apparei and then snow-slopes nearly a t  
a level. Striking sharply to the left across eaqy snow-slopes below the 
Pointe de la Traversikre, they gained in 20 minutes s anow col a t  the 
northern base of that peak, apparently that known as the Col de Bawac 
~up6rieur or dkrb.* From this point the Traversikre, also called 
the Petit Mont Bassac (3,321 mktres = 10,896 feet), was ascended by  
the northern a r & k  without the slightest difficulty in 20 minutes. It 
commands a very fine view of the Sainte Helkne and the Aiguille de  la 
Grande Sassikre. Having erected n gigantic cairn, they returned to the 
col in 1 0  minutes. The descent of the Glacier de Vnudet was perfectly 
straight forward. Quitting i t  in 25 minutes from the col on the right 
bank, they traversed a moraine and a small glacier, de~cending from 
the Mont Bassnc for 25 minutes, then took to the Vaudet Glacier again 
for 3.5 minutes, and in 1 5  minutes more along its right bank reached 
the ch6leta de Vaudet desa~~s ,  where, as  in many places in the Tnren- 
taise, Swiss herdsmen received the party most hospitably. The  descent 
From the col had only taken 1.40 walking. 

AIGUILLE nE LA GRANDE SASSI~RE (3,756 mktres = 12,323 feet), 
August 6.-The Bame party made the first aucent of this peak from the 
Italian aide. Starting from Vaudet they mounted in 1.50 entirely by 
- 

flitids ri la mllh d'Aoaiq par Gorret et Bich, p. 396. 
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the slopes above the right bank of the Glacier de Vaudet to the upper 
bwin of that glacier. They then steered towards the ridge running 
S.E. from the &issibre to the Traversibre, gaining the cr& in a little 
over 14 hours by a steep snow-slope near the second rocky shoulder or 
step, counting down from the Sassihre. They then followed the crest 
(if this ridge, exposed to a violent wind and enveloped in mist, but en- 
countering no difficulties except a double corniche just at the base of 
the final peak, which was itself scaled by steep but easy rocks, the r e  
mains of the cross on the summit being gained in 1.05 from the time 
the S.E. aGte raa &ruck, in the midst of a fierce tourmente. The ascent 
had occupied 44 hours walking From Vaudet. The descent to Tignes 
by the ordinary route and the chkleta of La Revielle took but 2.20, and 
was perfectly easy. The time (actual walking) occupied in traversing 
the mountain from Vaudet to Tignes was but 7.05. The route from 
Vaudet, just described, might be rejoined by anyone starting fro~n' 
Tignes by mou~~ting from Les Sales (or chlleta of La Sassiere) to Mr. 
Nichols' Col de la Sassiere, or to aoma other point on the S.E. ridge. 
There are plenty of practicable couloir4 suitable for this purpose. 

There are at least two other routes, not yet taken, of which the one 
is certainly, and the other probably, practicable. The former is that 
pointed out by M. Cordier from the Col du Pond to the north over a n y  
mow-alopes. The other starts from Vaudet, and would traverse the 
long, steep rock and ice-slopes on the east Bank of the Sassibre, joining 
the former route at the northern base of the peak itself. 

On August 22, Messrs. Heelis and G. Yeld, with J. Martin and A. 
Payot, ascended the Aiguille de la Sassiere fiom the Col de la Gailletta, 
passing over the summit of the Petit Mont Bassac, en route. They 
left the Chalet de la Cascade, the lower of the Sassikre chaete, at 
3.42, and rt,acl~ed the summit at 10.24 (the time includea halta). 

Mauricnnc District. 

COL DE GBBROCLAZ (c. 3,470 metres = 11,377 feet) ; AICUILLE DE 

POLSET (3,558 metres= 11,608 feet), July 29.-Mr. Coolidge, with 
Cl~ristian Almer and his second lion Christian, utruting from the chfilets 
of' Plan Bouchet above Orelle, cn the Cenis road, mounted a glen to the 
east, and mending over the Glacier de la Pointe RCnod,reached the 
depression at its head between the point marked 3,407 metres on the 
map and the Pointe Rknod in just over 2 hours from the chUets. De- 
ecending by a nteep snow-slope they reached the level of the Glacier de 
Chavihre in 10 minutes, and thtn s tn~ck across it due north to the col 
between the Aiguille de PBclet and the Aiguille de Polset, which was 
reached in 2+ hours, a h r  a fatiguing but perfectly easy walk. I t  was 
named Coi de Gdbroulaz, not having been crossed before, and was found 
to be very much more elevated than had been expected. Mist pre- 
vented the party from undertaking the ascent of the Aiguille de Pbclet, 
RO ascending to the east, they reached in 1 G  millutes the western summit 
of the Aiguille de Yolset, and in 20 minutes more the central and 
highest point-a sharp rocky pinnacle (the eastern summit is much 
lower, and is the snow dome eeen from Pralognan and on the way to 
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the Col de Chavikre). Cairns were 1)uilt on both, a8 they appear to have 
been previously untoliched, though one of them may be identical with 
the peak climbed by  Mr. Ifathews from the Col de Chavibre.* Re- 
turning to the col in 1 5  min~itea, the party then descended the Glacier 
de GCbroulaz without difficulty, save at  the base of the Aiguille de 
Pkclet, where there were aome troublesome sdracs. In  less than 2 4  
hours they qilitted it a t  its northern extremi ,and in 30 minutes more 
reached the chPleta de Gkbroulnz (not marke a on any map), where they 
were hospitably received by some Swiss herd~men. From the chblete 
there is a fine view of the lower summit of the Aiguille de Pdclet. The 
next day the party descended in 25 minutes to the chalet du Saut, and 
reached the chaleta of Phnea 40 minutea above Pralognan, on the 
Chavibre path, in 4.40 hours walking, by the Col de Chanrouge and the 
Col de la Petite Val. just north of the Mont Blanc de Pralognan, enjoy- 
ing very fine views of the Grtlnde Case. and the Glacier de la Vanoiee. 

A~GUILLE DE PECLET (3,566 mbtres = 11,700 feet) ; COL DU BOW- 
CRET (a. 3,030 mktrea = 9,941 feet), August 12.-The Bame party, start- 
ing from the chilleta of Ln Motte, 2 hours from Pralognan on the 
Chavibre path, passing by the Lac Blanc, gained the eaat branch of the 
Glacier de Gkbroulaz (which is, properly speaking, almost an independent 
glacier), between the points, 2,728 mktma and 9,017 mktres, in 2f 
hours walking, and the Col de Gkbronlaz in  1.40 more. Descending 
a few atepa to the south, the party struck to the right or weet, and 
in 1 5  minutea reached the base of tbe south face of the Aiguille 
de Pdclet, which is much less imposing froni this aide than From the 
Glacier de GQbroulaz. In 1 5  minutes they gained by  elopes of dkbrie 
and loose rocks the crest of the S.E. arCte, and in 1 5  minutes more 
a point to the south of and slightly higher (5 to 1 0  mktreq rccord- 
ing to the readings of aneroid barometer) than the point reached by  
M. Puiwux in 1877. This i~ the true summit of the Aiguille and 
the culminating point of the maeaif. Having built a large cairn in  
honour of the first ascent, the party descended into a deep depression by  
eaay snow-slops (the upper part of the Glacier de Phlet) ,  and gnined 
M. Puiseux'a point in 10 minutes from the other p i n t .  The small 
heap of stones found there was eomewhat enlarged, and they then re- 
turned to the true eummit. The dietant view wae cloudy, but  the 
whole of the Pkclet nlassif was perfectly clear and was carefully studied. 
Returning to the glacier a t  the south babe of the Aiguille in 15 minutes, 
the pttrty then struck to the nouth-west, dewended the Glacier de 
Thorens for a short distance, and, keeping nearly a t  a level, rerrched in 
45 minutes from the base of the A i p i l l e  a depreeeion (which it  is 
proposed to name Col du Bouchet), just to the east of the peak marked 
3,056 mktrea on the French map, whence some of the Dauphin6 eum- 
mita were viaihle. The Col de h Montde du  Fond  lie^ a short distance 
to the west of the peak 3,056 mktree. Descending by dkbrie to the 
Glacier dl1 Bouchet, and walking very fast, the party quitted the ghcier 
a t  its extremity in 1 5  minutes from the col; in 35 minutes more they 
reached the chblets of Plan Bouchet, Bonvillanl in 1) houra, and 
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h n c o z  (nesr Oralle) in 25 minutes more, whence a dusty wulk 
along the high road led them in 1.20 to S. bfichel, after a very long, 
but extremely interesting expedition. 

The Pkclet massif llas been hitherto strangely overlooked. The 
only expeditions made there, previoi~s to those just described, are :- 
Ascent of a rocky peak of 11,467 feet from the Col de Chaviere in 
1861, by Mr. W. Mathews; excursion on the Glacier de GCbroulaz 
and passage of the Col de Corneilla, both in unfavourable weather, by 
the Rev. C. H. Pilkington, August 21-22, 1865 ; t paasages of the Col 
de Pkclet or de la Chambre, and of the Col de la Montke du Pond, by 
hIise Breroort and Mr. Coolidge, July 5, 1874 : t and the ascent of a 
point of the Aiguille de ~ & l e <  by MM. ~ u i a e &  and Boutan, on August 
22, 1877.6 

The skdinian map is, as usual, confused and faulty in its delineat.ion 
of the glaciers; but the French map leaves but little to be wished for 
in point of accuracy and fulnesa of detail. 

DEXT PARRACH~E (3,712 mbtres = 12,179 feet), Augrcst 21.-The 
name party, starting from the chilets of Fournache (about three hours 
abave Aussoie, or five hours from Modane), reached Mr. Blanford's Col 
de I'Arpont in 2.20, and thence ascended the Dent Parrachke in 1.40, 
the final snow corniche requiring much step-cutting. The route taken 
was entirely along the S.W. ar&te (save at one point near the col, where 
a great tower of rock had to be turned), and seems to be in part new, as 
hot11 Mr. Bhnford's (1864) and Signor Costa's (1876) parties eeem to 
have dexended some way on the north side of the col,, and to have 
then remounted to the ar&te. There is not the slightest difficulty in the 
new route. The view was of unparalleled magnificence, including 
every considerable peak in the Cottian, Dauphink, Graian, Tarentaise, 
and Pennine Alps, besides the plains of Italy not far from Turin, and a 
long reach of the valley of the Arc. The  tone-man found by Mr. 
Blanford's party was probably built by the French engineera, and is 
only 80 or 90 feet bdow the summit. Returning to the col in just over an 
hour, the party descended by dkbris and rocks to the Glacier de la Dent 
ParmhCe in 20 minutes, descended the glacier some way, then tra- 
versed a grassy spur to the Glacier de l'Arpont, and keeping to the right 
(future travellers are advised to keep far to the leJt), descended steep 
rocks to the Granges de l'Arpont, reached in 24 hours from the Col de 
l'Arpont. 

&font l'lanc District. 

AIGUILLE DU D~u.-on Wednesday, Sept. 11, Messrs. C. T. Dent 
and J. Walker Hartley, with the guides Alexander Burgener of Stalden, 
and K. Maurer of Neiringen, slept out at a bivouac high up on the 
rocks close to the base of the Glacier de la Charpoua. Starting the next 
morning at 4 A.M., they reached the highest point of the Aiguille du Dru 
at 12.30 P.M. The route followed led by way of the depression between 
the Aiguille du Dru and the Aiguille Verte, and thence by the S.E. face 
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of the higher E. peak of the Dm to the &te. The descent was difficult, 
though the rocks were in good order. Overtaken by night they did not 
reach their bivouac till 2 A.M. the next morning, the descent of the 
glacier being effected by moonlight. The actual summit (visible from 
Chamonix) is at least eighty or a hundred feet above the lower peak. 

MONT M~u~l~. -Having pasRed the previous night at the Grands 
Muletq Messre. H. Seymour Hoare and W. E. Davidmn, with Johann 
Jaun and Johann von Bergen, left nt 1.50 A.M. on the morning of Sep- 
tember 12, to attempt the ascent of Mont Maudit. Owing to their 
early start, they were enabled to enjoy half an hour's rest upon the 
Petit Plateau in a denee fog, pending the arrival of the sun. The 
higheet point of the corridor (Col de Is Brenva) was reached at 6.45, 
and the summit of Mont Maudit at 8.15 A.M. Immediately above the 
corridor great care waa necessary, as an enormous cornice overhung 
the Brenva glacier ; but the ascent of the final peak presented no par- 
ticular difficulties. The view from the summit was indescribably mrrg- 
nificent, and it is probable that from no point can the whole range of 
Mont Blanc be seen to 80 great advantage. Descending to the corridor, 
the party ascended Mont Rlanc by the Mur de la Gate, stepcutting 
being continuous from the foot of the Mur to the summit. 

The Grands Mulete were repined at 2.30; left, after lt hm. halt, 
a t  3.45, and Chamonix reached at 5.30 P.M. 
' I t  may be noticed that nearly all the best m a p  of this range, following 

a misprint in the French Ordnance Map, give the height of Mont hfaudit 
as considernbly over 15,000 feet. This error is corrected by M. Charla 
Durier, in his recent work upon hfont Bllmc, where the height is rightly 
given as aLout 14,670 feet. We have convinced ourselves, after careful 
enquiry, that the mention of an ascent in the l' Alpine Guide " ie erro- 
neoua: 

MONT BLIWC.-Having spent the previous night a t  the Grands Mu. 
lets, W. E. Davidmn, with Laurent Lanier and Johann Jaun, left 
a t  3.15 A.M. on September 6, and reached the top of Mont Blnnc at a 
little after 9 o'clock. They lei?, the summit at 10.10 A.M. and descended 
to the Glacier de Miage by Mr. Kennedy's route, arriving at the cabane 
on the Aiguille Grise a t  2.30 P.M. 

This is the $rut time that Mont Blanc haa been crossed from Charno- 
nix to Coutmaynrr, although it may be remembered that there has been 
one previous descent of the Courmayeur aide of the mountain, by Signor 
Gamba, in 1873. 
' We found the actual descent of the m c h  less difficult than we had 

expected, but we were a good deal troubled about an hour belbre we 
reached the cabane by falling stonee from the rocks above. Some of 
theae came unpleaeantly near to us, and formed the only drawback to a 
magnificent expedition, H-hich, with fine weather and good guides (both 
of which are indispenmble), will not, I think, be found to offer any other 
aerioue difficulty. Our experiencce during an uneuccesaful attempt upon 
the mountain in 1877 made us anxious to find a safer line of descent 
h m  the cabane than that which is ordinarily followed, and it waa 
moreover almost impollsible, owing to the alteration of the glacier, to 
get on to the ice a t  the ueual place. By following a rocky channel 
VOL. 1X.-NO. LXII. I 



filled with stones and debris which runs down by the aide of'the glacier 
for aome distance, we succeeded in gaining the ice a t  a point very much 
lower down, and not more than ten minutee distant from the main 
stream of the Miage. The  same route had evidently been followed by 
Borne previous party in aecending, aa we found step upon the glncier. 
It is a decided improvement upon the upper route, but I am not a t  all 
sure that i t  will be found poseible in  future years, a s  the glacier appears 
to be rapidly shrinking away from the rook.' 

Punnine Alps. 

THE GRAHD COYBW.-' On Tueaday, Aug. 27,I left Bourg S. Pierre, 
with Ulrich Almer and a local porter, for the Grand Combin by  tho 
Sonadon route. Avoiding the Sonadon Glacier, we kept to the leit of 
the well-marked rock buttrese which lies nouth-west of the summit, 
and, after ascending wow-slopes, reached a high enow col, conspicuoua 
from their base. Our route then joined that usually taken fiom tlie 
Sonadon side. The  weather was wretched. W e  descended on to the 
huge baain of nCvC between the Col de la Maimn Blanche, and the 
C o r b d h r e  Glacier, which we followed until i t  passes ' lea herhes de 
PannomisiBre,' when we quitted the ice, and, having crossed a low col 
between the Corbassikre and Otanes Glaciers, went down the latter to 
aome rocks leading into the Val de Baptte.' F. T. WETEERED. 

GRAND CORNIER FROM TEE N o ~ r ~ . * - o n  August 6, the Rev. F. T. 
Wethered, with Ulrich Almer and Franz Andermatten, a young &as 

uide, ascended the Grand Cornier from Zinal wid the summit of the !A ouquetin, descending b the Col de 1'Allke on to the AllCe Alp, 
above the head of the ~ a i d ' ~ n n i v i e n  The  weather being bad, their 
time was correspondingly slow ; nearly 11 hre. in  the ascent. 

'Keeping near the edge of the rock cliffs which descend precipitouely 
From the u p  r ndvk of the Moirk Glacier to the Glacier Durand, we 
diverged to t?e ::left on approaching the mow-dope which lea& to the rock 
arkte connecting the summit of theGrand Cornier with the Pointe de Bri- 
colla. The rocks, on our striking the adte ,  were easy ; soon, however, 
they became m jagged ae to be quite impracticable, and we were driven 
over to their southern face. This wae very bad to climb, on account of 
snow, and our passage tranwersely up  the rocks was extremely difficult. 
On striking the ar&te once more our troubles were over, and we were 
rewarded in a very few minutes by a sight of Mr. Whymper'e card, 
dated Juns 16, 1865, together with two other entries in the bottle on 
the top.' A Swim climber (Mons. 0. Bornand) ascended the peak, in  
1873, from the same direction. F. T .  WETHERED. 

AIGUILLE DE LA ZA.-O~ August 31, Mr. J. C. Leman, accom- 
panied by the guider, Frederic Payot and Adolphe Folignet (both of 
Charnonix), in ascending the Aiguille de la Za from Arolla, took a new 
rnute to the hase of the peak. Instead of ascending by the Glacier de 
Bcrtol, the ascent was made by the glacier which fills the head of the 
r d l e y  lying next (on the Arolla side) to the valley of the Glacier de 

Vide Srmmcblcs in the A&s, p. 268. 



Bkrtai. This glacier is ufinamed on Dufour'a map, but on the local 
map of the Swim Alpine Club, dated 1866, it ie called the Glacier den 
Doves Blanches, and by Mr. Cust, in his panoramic sketch, the frontis 
piece to the 8th vol. of the 'Alpine Journal,' Glacier de Dauva Blante. 
I t  lies high on the Arolla aide of the ridge of the Grand- Denb, and 
the ridge was crossed by ascending the glacier to the foot of an rrr&te of 
rocksat its northernmoat end, by which ar&te an eaey ascent is made to a 
depression just below the northernmost summit of the ridge, the point of 
junction with the rocks lying above the Glacier de la Za, which on Mr. 
Cust's &etch (p. 15 of the 8th vol. of the 'Alpine Journal') is marked 
wmmit No. 1. The descent thence to the ndvd of the Mont Mine and 
Bertol Glaciers is easily effected, and a ehort circuit round the base of 
the rocks leads to the foot of the Aiguille by a line at a much higher 
level, as well aa much shorter, than that from the Bertol Glacier. The 
ascent, on the 31st, to the glacier was made by the vallay into which i t  
deacends towards the Arolla Glacier, but the same party on the next 
day reached the glacier directly from Arolla, by ascending the slopes of 
the mountain in as straight a line as po~sible to the summit of the 
moraine, which m con~picuously croswa the mountain side, and then 
turning to the right along the ridge of the moraine, and following this 
until i t  reachea the rocks bounding the Glacier de Dauva Blantz. They 
erected there a atone-man, which now marks the point to aim at. By 
this route the dangera of the couloir, hitherto nsed as a direct route in the 
ascent of the Aiguille, are avoided, RR there is no risk to be apprehended 
from fdling etones, and the summit of the A i g d e  may be reached by 
it in less than 54 hours, even if the longer course be taken. The views 
ere very h e ,  that of the Aiguille from the Glacier de Dauva Blantz 
being extremely gmnd, and the view from the ridge of the Granden 
Den& being acarcely inferior to that from the Aiguille itself. 

The col over the Grandee Den@ which should be named Col de Dauva 
Blantz, will not be of much use m a  route. to Zermatt,as it would involve 
a coneiderable descent and reascent to reach the line of the Col d'Hdrens, 
but it is a very direct way from b l l a  to the glacier of Mont Mind and 
to Fe~pkle. J. C. L. 

Monte Rosa District. 

OBER GABELHORN (13,363 feet), Septenrber 3.-Mr. Coolidge, with 
Christian Almer and his eon Chrinthn, having reached the summit of 
this peak by the N.E. ar@te &om Zermatt, and having encountered very 
eerions difficulties in mounting from the point where the ridge wan 
Btrnck (st the base of the lowat rocks on the ar@te) to the mmmit, 
owing to the quantity of mow on the rooks, avoided these difficultier 
on their return by a alight detour, the knowledge of which may be 
neeful to others, whenever the arbte is in an bad a condition BE it wae 
this aummer. From the summit they atruck straight down the 
northern face, compoeed of hard mow, nearly an far ae a snowy 
shoulder; and then 'traversed to the right the very steep, snowy slop& 
(overlooking the Trifkioch) to the base of the rocks on the N.E. 
ar@te. !Chi; ddtonr ockpiid 14 houra, etep having to be cut the 
entire distance, and wm far less dangerous than the descent of the 
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N.E. ar&te itself would have been. It is believed that tliis variation 
has not been made before. 

ZINAL ROTAHORN BY TIIE W.  FA^.-On Auguet IS Mesare. Conway, 
Penhall, and Scriven, with the guides Ferdinand Imseng, P. J. Truffer, 
and M. Truffer, gained the summit of the Rothhorn by a new route. 
Leaving the Mountet hut they reached the glacier in half an hour; in 
I+  houra they crossed the bergschmnd a t  the foot of the final slope of 
the mountain, at a point be!ow, though mmewliat to the right of, the 
nummit. The mow-slope lasted for lialf an hour longer, and then the 
ascent was completed by a fairly well-marked rib of rock which leads 
to a point on the final ar8t.e about 20 minutes From the top on the 
Zermatt side. The ament from the berg~chrund to the summit took 
24 hours. The rocks were in places very hard. The quantity of snow 
at thie time on the mountain rendered the Zinal a d &  impossible. 
Hence thie route may at times be useful when the ordinary Znal route 
cannot be followed. I t  affords an interesting climb, though probably 
not nearly so flne a one aa the old ar&te. The descent was made to 
Zermatt. Time, Mountet to Zermatt 104 houra, the mow being in 
very bad condition on the east side. 

MONTE Rosa.-On August 17 Mr. W. M. Conway, with Ferdinand 
In~eeng, left Zermatt at 1 A.M. A~cending by the ordinary Monte Rosa 
route, they reached a point jnst b low the Felsen' in 4 hours from 
Zermatt. Thence they followed the Lys Joch route for abo~lt  hdf an 
hour, and then bore to the left np a side glacier, among great achrunds 
and dracs, till mme rocks were reached. These rocks are conspicuous 
from the Gorner Grat as forming the end of the great anow buttrese 
that abuts against the maa  of the mountain a t  a point somewhat be- 
low the d addle.' The ascent of these rocks took half an hour ; the 
back of the buttrees wan traversed in half an hour, and was followed 
by a rock climb and short wow-slope which together occupied 20 
minutes. By these means the little snow plateau just below the saddle 
was gained, and the ordinary route joined. This route, which is a 
slight variation on that mentioned on p. 157 of vol. iv. of the Journal, 
de~emea to be brought again into notice. It substitutes an agreeable 
and varied climb for the tedious monotony of the snow fields of the 
Monte Hosa Glacier ; by it in bad weather all danger of loing the way 
is avoided. In the descent it affords eome very good gliseadea. It is 
no longer than the old route in point of time, and nothing on it is 
more difficult than the final a&ta of the mountain. 

On A u p ~ ~ t  10, Mesara Penhall and Scriven, with Ferdinand Imseng 
and Peter J. Truffer, combined the Nord End and Allerhiicbate Spitze 
in a single expedition. They followed the usual Monte Roes route to 
a point 20 min. above 'Auf den Felmn,' and turning off to the left 
took to the rocks of the Nord End. Deecendhg to the Silber Sattel, 
they climbed thence in an hour to the Oat Spitze up a rock gully, ren- 
dered difficult by Fresh mow and ice, and traversed the ar&te to the 
Allerhochste Spitze. 
An hour and a half was occupied chiefly in step-cutting from the 

Nord End to the Silber Sattel, and the whole expedition from the 
Riffel and back took 152 hra 



On the =me day the Rev. F. T. Wethered, with Ulrich Almer 
and a young  ha^ man, Franz Anderrnetten, as gu idq  &r having 
ascended the Nord End by the rocks, but by a different route from 
Measra Penhall and Scriven, follcwed them to the Silber httel, and 
arrived at the top of the Allerhijchate Spitze with them. 

Mr. Wethered writes :-' The route, in direct line from the summit 
of the Nord End to the Allerhijchste Spitze, had all of it been traversed 
in fragments, and in 1848 the northern rocks of Monte Rosa were 
ascended to the Opt Spitze, from the Silber Sattel, by Professor Ukich's 
guides. The brothers Adolf and Hermnnn Schlagbtweit again ascended 
them to the same point in 1851, but b o b  parties, for reasons which I for 
one am at a loas to undurstand, declined to face the ar8te connecting the 
Ost with the Allerhijchste Spitze. This portion of the route was leR 
to Mesare. Taylor and Pendlebnry to complete, in their ascent from 
Macugnaga, in 1872, by which it was proved that the gap between 
the two peaks was not m 'impassable' as it had appeared to early 
mountaineers.. Although we all reached the Allerhkhate Spitze at the 
same moment, the expedition wvas conceived and carried out entirely 
independently by the two partiea' 

THE LYSWM.--~~ September 1, Mr. Percy W. Thomas, with 
Joseph Imboden and J. Langen, left the new inn on the Col d'Ollen 
at 1.35 A.M., having in view the passage of the Lysjoch to Zermatt. The 
weather, however, ww so beautifully fine that they were encouraged 
to put in  practice a echeme long cherished b Imboden, which had 

t i  for its object the ascent of the Lyskamm by e rocks leading up to 
the S.E. mete, to the left of, but not very far from, the scene of the 
accident of laat year. The attempt succeeded m completely that the 
aummit was reached without a check at 10.50, or in a little under 
three hours from the foot of the monntain. The ascent was made 
almost in a etraight line up the rocks to the S.E. ar&te, which was 
then pretty cloeely followed to the point where it joins the Lysjoch mete. 
By this means, only mme couple of hundred yards of the latter hiid 
to be traversed. The descent waa made by the aame route. The 
party then crossed the Lysjoch and arrived at Zermatt at 7.20 the 
same evening. This route would appear to possess attractions superior 
to any former one. The really interesting climb by the r o c k  though 
not always particularly easy, did not at any time present any extra- 
ordinary diaculty, and h u  the merit of being free from danger. 
There is a hut on the moraine of the Lye glacier from whence thin 
w e n t  might be made in future in from five to six hours. BIeclere. 
Mnthews and Morshead reached the same S.E. ridge from the oppoaite 
or Felik Joch side in 1867.t 

TASCHHORN FROM THE DOM JOCK.-On Monday, September 2, Mesera 
Frederick Cullinan and Gerald Fitzgedd, with Peter Knilbel and 
Joseph Moaer aa guides, ascended the Tiiechhorn by the ar&te leading 
from the Dom Joch to tbe summit. Starting from.the usual sleeping 
place for the T i h h o r n  (about three hours above Randa), they reached 

* h e  Alpiiw &iida. t d m  Jmumal, 701. iv. p. 55. 
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the Dom Jooh in six hcurs and twenty minutes, including a halt for 
daylight of three-quarters of an hour. They then followed the north- 
em ar&te of the T i h h o r n ,  and gained the summit in two hours and ten 
minutea from the Dom Joch. The ar&te was found to be difficult 
fiom its extreme narrowneag but, on the other hand, the rocks com- 
posing it, although very steep, were sound. I t  reminded the party 
very much of the Zinal mete of the Rotlrhorn. In several places along 
it, a small and treacherous-looking mow cornice overhung the Saaa 
aide of the mountain, and had to be carefully avoided. The weather was 
perfect, and tlie views on each aide from the ar&te were superb. The 
dement was made by the ordinary route, which was found by the 
party to be much easier, but by no means so interesting aa the way 
followed in the ascent. 

DOH FROX DOHJOCH.-On Angust 19, M m .  Conway and Penhall, 
with Ferd. Imeeng and P. J. Truffer, made the above ascent for the 
first time. They dept a t  the usual Tdachhorn deeping place. The 
bergschrund, at the foot of the final wall below the Domjoch, was 
reached in 8 honrs fiom the sleeping place. Thence 24 hours were 
occupied in ascending rock gullies, couloirs, rocks, and snow-slopes, 
to a point on the S. d t e  of the Dom slightly N. of the true col. From 
this point the ar@te was followed for 84 hou1.s in a thick mist, with 
snow falling and a gale of wind, to the summit. The ar&te is much 
broken by rocky teeth. At .no point could either face he taken to 
for more than a yard or two. There were three points of exceeding 
difficulty, and nowhere was the aecent easy. The r o c h  were covered 
by the powdery snow in many places ; and this, aa well as the blinding 
snow which was whisked about by the wind and made it impossible to 
keep the eyee open or to wear spectacloe, rendered the ascent more 
apparently difficult than it might be found in fine weather. The 
descent waa made by the old a d t e  route to the Festi glacier, and 
thence to Randa. Time, from Randa and h c k ,  18  h o r n  walking. 

THE DOH.-On September 4, Mrs. E. P. Jackson, with A. Pollinger, 
P. J. Tmffer, and J. M. Biener, and Mr. Percy W. Thomas, with J. 
Imboden and J. Langen, aacmded the Dom by a route that doea not 
appear to have been previously adopted. Leaving the 'I"&hhorn gfte 
at  3.20 A m., they followed the Domjoch route as far aa the n6v6 above 
the ice-£all of the Kien glacier. Here they branched off, and by climb- 
ing some easy rocks to the left, arrived at the d t e  on the extreme 
right of the mountain, where they found themaelves eepamted from the 
ordinary mute by the very steep mow-dope on the face. The mow 
being in admirnble condition', they were enabled to crow this in almost 
a direct line from right to left, arriving at a point frorn whence the 
summit was reached in three-quarters of an hour by the ordinary route 
at 9.85. The descent wae made to Randa, where the party arrived at 
3.15 P.M. : the whole expedition thus oocupying a little leee than 
twelve honrs, inclusive of all halts. 

BALFERINHORN.-On July 13 a prty contisting of hfr. W. M. a n -  
way, with the guides Pollinger and Truffer, aecended the Balferinhorn 
by e route which does not seem to have .been previously recorded. 
Starting from St. Nicolas, the Ried Pasa route was followed for aix 



hours to a point on the right bank of the R i d  glacier. from which the 
Balferinhorn becomea first vieible. From this point the way lay for 
one hour over the snow field, and then for half,an hour up some fairly 
steep rocks to a col to the left of the peak. A broad snow arCte leads 
thence in half an hour to the top. The descent was inade to the top of 
the Hied Pnqq and it was found that by this rouk a wving of time is 
effected in the passage of the paes, the peak and the paas cor~rhined 
being ~horter than the pass alone, as all drac  work in  avoided. In the 
descent from the Ried Pass to Saas, a way was taken straight down the 
rocks, avoiding the usnal dCtour to the left. This route has been pro- 
bably taken before, but doe! not appear to have been recorded. 

ALLILEINHORN.-' On July 28, accompanied by Ulrich Almer and a 
Zermatt porter, I left a camp on the upper plateau of the Tasch Alp 
a t  3.40 A.N., and, proceeding by the ueual route, reached the summit of 
the Alleleinharn at 9.10 A.M. In climbing the rocks, we had to paw 
under a large and very threatening wow cornice, which overhung a por- 
tion of the route ; not caring to paas under it a second time, we decided to 
attempt the descent by a new route. Leaving the summit at 9.15 A.M., 
we descended in 30 min. by eaRy snow and one short ice dope to a 
col between the mountain and a peak without name, marked 3,812 m. on 
the Swiss map, and thence by very steep and difficult rocks down to the 
Mellichen glacier, the upper snow of which was reached at 11 A.M., or 
12 hrs. from the auinmit. The portion of the route between the col 
and the summit has, I think, been traversed before by a party ascending 
the mountain from Saaa ; in the state the mountain wae in on the day 
of our accent, I conaider the line of our descent both shorter and safer 
than the old route : the rocke are far more difficult, but there is no dan- 
ger from overhanging snow.' W. W. SIYPSON. 

THE ALPHUBELHORN.-Meam. WorsIey, Orde, and G. Foeter lefl 
Zermatt at 1.30 A.M. on July 20, reached the summit of the Mischabel- 
joch at 9, and ascended the ar&te fiom it to the Alphubelhorn. Leav- 
ing the summit at 12, they descended to the Alphubeljoch, by which 
they returned to Zermatt. 
' The descent of the peak to the Alphubeljoch was only effected by 

cutting down R very steep ice wall, which required the use of 140 fed 
of rope, which we fortunately had with us. A party, two day8 later, 
with Ulrich Almer as guide, were compelled to return, aa their rope 
wae too ~hort. They found the descent of the arBte to the Mischabel- 
joch decidedly difficult ; but the expedition, if repeated, is probably be& 
taken the oppoeite way to that which we took. 
' The Alphubelhorn had previously been ascended fiom both sidea ; 

we only mention our expedition aa adding one to the few possible 
from Zermatt in one day.' 

BIETSCHHORN, July 24.-Measra. C. T. Dent and 0. Maund slept out 
by the side of the Baltschieder glacier, 8 hrs. above Visp. On the 
next day they climbed the Bietachhorn by the S.E. ar&te and face of the 
mountain, r w h i n g  the rummit at 1.80 P.M. On the delcent they were 
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caught in a 8torm, and reached Ried by the Bietach Joch at 11 P.M. 
Hocks very bad on both sides. Considet.able rids from avtllanchea 

C. D. 
WET~'ERHORN.-O~ August 10 Messra. Baumann and Vernon and 

Geo. S. Foster made a new ascent of the Wetterhorn. ' We left the 
Gleckstein a t  2.30 and bore to the left. of the u d  route, towards the 
long ridge of rocks stretching from the peak nearly to the Gleckstein. 
Thew we crowd as near the main mass of the mountain as pmiblt., a 
previous attempt having shown that t.his is the only way to reach the 
Htihnergutz glacier, BO conspicuous on the Great Scheideck firce of the 
mountain, without much step-cutting. The rocks are not difiicult if 
the right point of ascent in hit off. Theglacier was reached about 5 
o'clock, and we crossed it till we renched a point about midway on the 
precipitous face seen from the Great Scheideck. Thanks to the amount 
of snow due to this very mowy season, we were able to ascend by s t e p  
cutting straight towards the summit for a long way. Then to avoid 
a ridge of rocks which nearly crossed the face, and were both " bjatt 
und eisbedecktll' we turned sharp to the le% and reached the northern 
or Great Scheideck arete about a quarter of rm hour below the summit, 
which we gained a t  9.55. 

' The descent was made by the usual route. 
This ascent is probably only pousible when there is a great deal of 

snow in good order, as the rocks, when not covered, are very brittle and 
geuer~lly glazed with ice, and very dangerous from falling stones after 
the sun has reached the face. Guides, Hans Baumann, Egger, snd 
Inabnit. Hans Baumann's son, a young lad, also accompanied ua' 

JUNQFRAU.-O~ August 18, Mesars. Vernon, Baumann and Gerald 
Fitzgerald, with Hans Baum-, Peter Egger and Christian Inabnit sy 
guides, ascended the Jungfrau from the Wengern Alp, by a variation 
in the ordinary route. Starting fiom the hut on the side of the Guggi 
glacier, they reached by the ordinary route the snowfielda leading to the 
base of the final peak. Thence they bore considerably to the left, and 
reached the foot of a snow couloir, which led straight up to the small 
depression between the false and the true peak of the Jungfmu, about 
thirty yards from the latter on the north-eastern arete. The couloir 
was mended without any difficulty, but con~iderable care had to be 
taken in passing along the few yards of the ar&k from the head of the 
couloir to the summit of the mountain. The time from the hut to the 
eummit was 7 hrs. 55 min., and the party deecended the same day to 
the Bggischhorn. 

1;epontine Alps. 

BASODINE, June 13.-Messm Moore and H. Walker, with Melchior 
and Jakob Anderem, after ascending this peak from the Tosa Falls, 
went straight down the Cavergno Glacier to Alp Zotto in 1Q hours ; from 
the alp an excessively steep path descends into Val Bavona at a point 
below the waterfill from Alp Robiei, and leads to a bridge over the 
main stream which must be croesed to the left bank above Camp. San 
Carlo was reached in a little more than 3 hra walking from the peak. 
Q!hh route ie a good deal more direct than the usual one by Alp Bobiei, 
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while it is probably lesa difficult, and apparently not longer in point of 
time than that by Val Antabbia taken by Mr. Gardiner in 1877.' The 
glacier and slopes below were deeply covered with snow, which no 
doubt made the last part of the descent to the alps m i s r  and less 
rough than it might be under other conditions. 

PIZ IAINARD, JttZy 15.-Messra C. Taylor and R. Pendlebury, with 
Gabriel and Joaef Spechtenhaueer, ascended this peak from Lavin by 
the face of the mountain which overlooks the Club hut. Instead of re- 
turning the same way, they descended straight down what Mr. Ball calls 
the formidable precipice overlooking Val Lavinuoz, and reached Iavin  
again after about eleven hours' absence in all, without any Iiurry. 

Bernina Group. 
PIZ Ros~o,  August 13.-Mr. Benjamin Wainewright, with the 

two gnidee, Christian Gracrs and his son Christian Graaa, of Pon- 
treeina, made the ascent of Piz Roseg, by a new route, reaching the 
highest peak first, and returning by the ordinary way. They passed 

' 

the previous night at the new hut near the Captitachin, and leaving a t  
2.20 A.M., reached at 5 a point a few hundred yarde from the summit of 
the Sella Paw, and directly below the highest peak of Piz Roseg. They 
began. the ascent by a series of steep snow couloirs, alternating with 
steep and rather loose rocks, and a t  8 struck the southern arkte, filling 
froni the highest peak to the Sella Paas, rrt a point about two-thirds of 
the way up, with the intention of following it to the top. This, how- 
ever, proved impracticahle, and they were obliged to leave it, descend- 
ing a llttle on the E. side, which overlooks the Sceracen glacier. Here 
they hrrd to crow diagonally a aeries of snow couloirs, where it was 
necessary to move with great caution, owing to the softness of the enow, 
and the very steep angle of the rocks on which it was resting. Then, 
after crossing a snowfield, a steep scramble up rocks, ending with a 
anow ar&te, brought them to the summit of the high& peak at 10.16. 

They returned by the usual arete and the Schnec Kopf to the Roseg 
Reekurant. The ascent, exclusive of halts, took 64 hm. from the hut ; 
the deecent to the restaurant, 4 hra. 20 min. 

WEISS KUGEL, July 12.-Mesm3. C. Taylor and R. Pendlebury, 
with Gabriel and Josef Spechtenhrruser as guides, havinq ascended the 
Weiss Kugel from R u m  by the ordinary route, descended the face 
of the mountain near the eastern ridge to the Weias K u ~ e l  Joch, and 
from thence to the LangtRuferer Thal. By this wny Nauders was 
easily reached before nightfall. Though probably no single part of 
this way is new, the combination is so. and furnishes an agreeable 
route from the Schnalser Thal or the Vintschgau to the Engadine. 

d Zpim Journal, vol. viii. p. 341. 
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The Dolomites. 
Passo DI VAJOLET, August 28.-Mr. C. C. Tucker, with Franpoi~ De- 

vouawud, made a new p a s  rrcrosa the Rosengarteu range from Wel- 
ecl~enofen to Vigo. The way lies at first through furest, and afterwards 
up steep pasturee to the top of a green spur projecting from the face of 
the Bowngarten, about half-way between the Federrr Kogel (Monte 
Alto di Cmtenaazi of the new Austrian map) and the Hothewand Spitz 
(Coronelle of the map). The level top of this spur is followed until it  
melta into the face of the mountain, when a short traverse to the riglit 
leads to the foot cjf a gully by which the crest of the Rosengsrten is 
reached without difficulty. In descending it is necessary tn bear a 
little to the left, when easy slopes lead to Val Vajolet, the finest of a11 
the glens on the E. side of the Rosengarten, which is followed to its 
junction with Val Fa=. The pass, which is nearly 8,500 ft in height, 
and may be appropriately named the P1~990 di Vajolet, is perfectly easy 
throughout, and offers to any traveller from the Karneid Thal or the 
Tierser Thal to Vigo a route far superior in attractions to the Caresea 
Pars. The Federer Kogel is seen in its sharpest mpect from the pass, 
which also commanda a remarkable view of the Marmolata. The peaks 
of Primiero are aluo visible from a point a little below the mmmit on 
the E. side. Time-about seven hours' cay walking from Weleoheno- 
fen to Vigo. 

SAM DI MUR, September 6.-Messrs. R. M. Beachcroft, A. Cnet, 
and C. C. Tucker, with the eame guide, made the first aecent of the 
S.W. peakof the %sea di Mur, the highest of the dolomites of Val Asi- 
nozza. Starting from a chalet in that valley they crowd the ridge, 
wparating it from it8 E. branch, which beam the name of Val Fonda. 
Bearing to the left over a shoulder of the rocky mass locally known 8s 

Neva, they descended into the haad of Val Fonda and remounted to a 
uaddle lying between the Neva and the S. W. peak of the S a w  di Mur. 
A difficult climb up the ridge of the latter brought them to the top, 
which is separated from the N.E. and slightly higher peak of the moun- 
tain by a deep and appurently difficult gap. The height of 2,554 mktres, 
given to the Straso di Mur by the Austrian map, is probably a little below 
the mark. Timea (exclusive of halts)-about six h o r n  from the ch&let 
in Val A~inozza to the top, and five hours from thence to Primiero. 

ALPINE ACCIDENTS AND ADVENTURES IN 1878. 

The ' Alpenpost' copies from the ' Frankfurter Zeitung ' the follow- 
ing account of the recent accident on Monte Cevedale. Written by Dr. 
de Neufville, who attended the eurvivor, it is naturally more accurate 
than any of the accounts hitherto publinhed in the English newspapera. 

On August 17 three parties left St. Gertrud in the Suldenthal, to 
deep at the Schaubachhiitte and ascend Bfonte Cevedale on the next 
dity. The first party consisted of Dr. Salomon, Herr Heinitz, and Dr. 
Sachs, with two guides, Reinntadtler and Ziischg. The other parties 
were made up of a Viennese gentleman and his guide, and two Berlin 
students, with a guida Starting at 4 A.M., the first party reached the 
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laat alope leading to the crest of the peak about eight. The rope wea 
in we, a guide being at each extremity, and the three travellers in the 
middle. The first guide wee cutting steps when Dr. Sachs, the last of 
the travellers, slipped and pulled down, first, the (-called) guide behind 
him, and then the three men in front of him. All five now slipped 
over the frozen enow some 200 feet. Here their fall seemed to be 
arrested by a alight hollow, so that the meinbers of the other partiea, 
who were spectators of the disaster, thought them 8aved. Thie h o p  
laded, however, only for a moment. The first four men hung over the 
slope ; the rope broke between them and the laat guide, who waa left 
dead in the hollow, while his five comradea flew like the wind for 2,000 
feet down the alopes of the Cedeh Glacier. The foot of the last steep 
dope was traversed by a large crevaese. The leading guide and Dr. 
Sslomon were thrown over it, the other two travcllera fell into it, and, 
the rope breaking a second time, dhppeared iu its depths. 

The horror-struck spectators sent their guides down at once to the spot, 
where they found the guide dead, Dr. Salomon living, but uuconscious. 
The Austrian descended to Sulden, the Berlin atudents to Santa Catarins 
to seek for help. [Dr. Saloulon seems to have been left alone 7) Dr. 
Salomon on repining consciousnew found himwlf by the side of his 
dead guide, without his companions, and crippled by a broken leg. The 
unfortunate traveller lay helpleas on the ice until about 7 P.M., or 11 
hours after the accident; help was then brought tiom the valley. He 
was carried that evening to a chillet, and next day to Santa Catarina. 
His only eerioua injury proved to be a double fracture of the right leg, 
which Dr. de Neufville, when he wrote, hoped would be cured in two 
montha The corpses of Dr. Sachs and Hem Heinita were recovered on 
the 20th from a depth of 40 metres (1)  by Luigi Bonetti with a party 
of Sta. Catarina guides. 

I have been further informed, though not on first-hand authority, that 
the second 'guide ' was a mere porter and did not carry an ice-axe, and 
that there was only one ice-axe in the party. 

So large a loss of life in the Alps haa of c o w  given rise to much 
comment in the English prees, the greater part of it, aa usual, ignorant 
and idle, and all of it more or lesa impaired by want of acquaintance 
with the exact details and particularly the locality of theaccident. Two 
letter8 which appeared in the ' Times ' deserve, however, the satention of 
climbera. Dr. du Bois Reymond, as a friend of Dr. Sachs, who was a 
scientific obwrver of great promiee, wrote to Dr. Tyndall, describing the 
cata&rophe, and calling on the Engliah Profewor to urn his influence as  
a climber to enforce the practical leason the writer drew h m  it. 

This leawn Dr. du Boie Reymond thus states : The whole accident 
has been aimply due to the Rame ineane method of using the roFe which 
cauaed the deaths at the first ascent of the Matterhorn. The three tra- 
vellers had two guides, and all five were tied together. 

Now, there can certainly not be a more safe and simple contrivanoe 
&an the rope, when several men are tied together in travelling over a 
glacier of alight inclisation at right angles with the crevasuee. Two ulen 
of moderate power, especially if the rope be kept tight, will always be 
able to atop the f3.l of 4 third one betweep them or at the eaJ of the 
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row. Rut in a clree like this, evidently the rope does not afford the 
dighteet eecurity, and the result always will be that if one of the men 
alipe the whole party is lo& A man with his feet in two steps and his 
alpenstock most likely on the mountain aide is not at all prepared to 
bear a strong jerk downhill, and will have great trouble in doing eo 
even if he be prepared. The only safe manner to crow such places will 
be that the two guides take over firat one, then the other, then the third 
tnrveller, and so on ; a slow process to be sure, hut certainly preferable 
to the low of the whole party. Two stout guides with even a nervous 
traveller between them will always be able, either holding him by his 
hands or by the rope, to convey him aafely over any place. 
' I write this to you in order to know if you agree with me in con- 

demning the method used in the caae of the Matterhorn and in this new 
appalling accident, and to ask you to use your influence to instruct the 
guides to desist from the perilous practice.' 

Profevsor Tyndall'a answer, illustrations apart, was as follows :- 
' I  entirely agree with you that where a steep ice-slope is to be 

croseed obliquely, the proper plan would be to crose it with one traveller 
between two guides, and that cases may occur where it would be the 
bounden duty of the guides to adopt the exact method you propose. 
But I doubt the poeaibility of making the rule general. On the Mat- 
terhorn, for example, it  would he no m y  matter for a pair of guides to 
make the tranait to and fro over the slope where the catastropheoc- 
c u d  in 1865, so se to carry three travellers in succession safely down 
it. In fact, the notion would not be entertained. The proper plan in 
places of acknowledged danger is to take the proper complement of 
guidea, and on a dope like that which ou deacribe to place each inex- 
perienced man between two experieneafonea I t  would undoubtedly be 
sometimes advisable to break alarge party up into ~ections, each with its 
own guides. Two guides and three inexperienced travdlers is a wrong 
proportion.' 

With Profeesor Tyndall's reply so fkr as it goes I entirely agree. But 
I think that Dr. du h i s  Reymond's remarke, unleee more fully examined, 
are likely to prove mischievow by discouraging the proper useof therope. 
Dr. Reymond propoaeg in fact, that on all steep slopes the rope should 
only be used in a manner which Professor Tyndall just1 characteriaea 
au not generally pa*ble. Of the diflerence between t i e  proper and 
improper use of the rope Dr. Reymond seems scarcely to be aware, and 
it is on a knowledge of this more than on anything that all practical 
mountaineering is based. He seems to think that the rope is only of 
service for partiea, as generally constituted, in crossing glaciers of gentle 
slope in a direction at right angles to the lie of the crevamee ! ' In a 
cam like this,' he ~ a y s  of the Monte Cevedale slope, the rope does not 
afford the dightest security ; if one dipe all are lost' 

The slope in question is well known to me. After having amended 
from the Cedeh Glacier, apparently as nearly aa poeaible in the line of 
the fall, I climbed it in 1873. Under ordinary circumstances it is an 
m y  mow-slope. Mr. A. Williams, who t r a v e d  it only five days 
before the accident, writes aa follows :- 
' I found the last slope of the Cevedale eoft mow. The night had 
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been clear and cold, and the morning wau perfectly fine, and yet at  
10 A.M. we sank 12 to 14 inches at every step. I remarked to Anton 
Ritz of Blitzingen-my guide and companion for m e n  or eight seseons 
-" The mountains are more like the beginning of July than the 
middle of August." He replied : " The mow is o h n  in better 
order at the end of Jnna" 

' This waa on the Tuesday before the accident; on the following 
Wednesday and Thursday evminp it rained, and the Friday was 
abominably wet. The talk in the ' Times ' about an ice-slope is there- 
fore absurd. 

' Bad slips are, I think, sure to arise even in eaRy places if some 
foreign climbers continue to be'more an ions  to have their club 
insignia in their hats than nails in their boob. I this year saw two 
men thus decorated atart for the Konigs Spitze, whose footprinte in the 
mud showed that both had boots abeolutt41y without naile! 

On mow-slopes of this kind I have no hesitation in aaying that any 
competent amateur, much more a guide, would be able easily to hold up 
hie companion. Dr. du Bois Reymond's argument i~ bad from begin- 
ning to end. In euch placea mountsineera who take unskilled com- 
panion~ with them should always be prepared for a slip, and have no 
trouble in stopping one when it occnra A good plan ie to twist the 
rope once over the axes, which are driven in at the point as deep1 as 
poasible if the dope is hard, the axe-bead may be used i n s t e d  of 
the point!. A dip in fmnt ia t hw made baa formidable,. sq, the axe 
being thrust in above the climber, no direct downward s tmn m brought 
on him ; a dip behind encounters a double reaietance. 

I t  is not, however, in my opinion, on such easy dopes as those of 
Monte Cevedale, that the use of the rope ought to find its limit. 
Pkcea where the proper urn of the rope is not a eafeguard to a duly- 
arranged party are, I believe, very rare indeed. By a duly-arranged 
party I mean a party of which every alternate member, including the 
firat and last, is an experienced climber. The number of lives saved 
by the rope can never be known. But illustrations abound. Professor 
Tyndall in his letter givea one instance where on the aide of the 
Aletscbhorn one guide saved a whole party ; his own adventure on Piz 
Morteratsch is another. Franpois Devouassoud haa twice prevented 
accidents on dopes which are to anything on Monte Cevedale aa the 
sidee of Snowdon to Primrose Hill. I am unwilling to quote personal 
experiences; but like all fairly experienced travellers I have had many 
proofs of the power the rope gives to amateure as well as guides. 

Even in traversing transversely a slope of hard ice, I should advocate 
the use-the most careful use-of the rope. I t  is true that if one 
man fairly f d s  in such a poaition he will probably pull down his com- 
pn iona  But then the rope may be 80 handled as to render such a 
fall almoet impoeeible. If the alternate men etand atilI with their 
axe-heads firmly anchored, slowly paying out the rope while their 
comrades advance, it is easy for them at  the least symptom of a slip 
to give the check which restores balance, or, aa the mover goea round 
a ticklish corner, to give him that slightest support which makes a 
step both morally and physically eseier. I have crowed many mch 
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placeq imd have a l m p  found great agliatarice fiwmfOIP the rope, and never 
eeen an accident From one of the pariy's weight being partly thrown on 
s companion prepared to render aid. 

I t  can scsroely be needful bo add that in auch situations the first 
precaution of all is good steps. There are some guides who in hard 
ice cut steps it is almost impossible to slip out of. These men are, I 
fear, exceptions, and a not unnatural impatience on the part of their 
employers sometimes leads to their getting more blame than thanks for 
their terribly hard work. Let us all do our best to keep up the 
tradition of the best guides that in 'black ice' stepe should be hewn 
regardlees of time and labour. 

The leeeons of the Matterhorn accident and of the Cevedale accident 
are different, 

The Matterhorn taught JFrstZy, that on expeditions of great or un- 
known difficulty, the party should consist only of seasoned climbers ; 
secondly, that if n party, including a weak member, have the m i s  
fortune to find themselves committed to a very difficult deacent, the 
etrongent guide should be put behind the tiro, and should remain mo- 
tionlesa in eecure positions, while he leta down his charge step by step 
to the length of the rope. What Profeaeor Tyndall eays of Dr. Rey- 
mond's mggestion with reference to the Matterhorn is generally true. 
In most dangerous placee the difficulties of unroping and reroping, of 
passing and repaeeing, are m great that ' the notion would not be 
entertained.' 

The Monte Cevedale is  nluch more like the Cima di Jazzi than the 
Matterhorn. Be 'nnere must have mme practice ground, and thin ie 
eesentidly a pea f' for beginnern. But there are few peaks on which 
a of men, unused to the Alps, cannot kill themaelves by a little 
clummnese or csreleepn- The lesson of this year's catastrophe is, that 
on all mow expedition4 however easy, which entail roping, the bee;ln- 
ners should be in a minority ; that every tiro sl~ould be put between two 
competent men, whether guidee or trained amateurs. There are many 
amateurs who are as well able as guides to take care of a companion 
on eaay dopen, though they would prudently refuse such a reapousibilitp 
m ancents of aerioue difficulty. On dl such expeditions also, it  i~ ex- 
pedient that every one should carry the mountaineer's anchor, the ioe- 
axe. Tbe mountaineers need it for use, the beginners ought to have it 
to learn its uae. This accident, I must repeat, is no warning apins t  
the use of the rope. I t  is, aa the ' Saturday Review ' hae said, only its 
slovenly or half-hearted uae which is to be unconditionally condemned. 

A ead accident, the death by drowning of Mr. Pratt in the Lake of 
Como, has taken away one of our most active and esteemed members. 
But it is our good fortune this year to record no Alpine accidents of 
any sort to English climbers. The Bernina group, however, has been 
the Bcene of two dangerous adventurea In one case, a party d m n d -  
ing fiom Piz Bernina were caught in a anowstorm and lost the track on 
the upper anowfields of the Morteratsch glacier, epending 33 hours io 
the fog before they found their way to Bovd. A good map and com- 
pam would probably have saved them from thia exposure ; a c o m v  



ought to be pert of the outtit of every guide and traveller. -The ~econd 
adventure happened on the crest of Piz Palu. The leading guide 
went too near the edge, and the cornice gave way with him and two 
trsodlera. The ren~aining guide had fortunately kept n little lower, 
and was ablo to hold up his three companions till one of them secured 
with his ice-axe a foothold on the dope on the face of which they were 
banging. Coming after the Lynkamm accident, this terribly near emipe 
ought to be eufficient to warn all guides of the dangers of corniced ridgea. 

I t  is, perhaps, hardly fair on 'mountaineering' that every accident 
below the mow-level should be ignored, or that the only ones to which 
prominence is given should be euch harmless folliea as that of the 
gentleman who preferred a grasa slope and the water of his umbrella, 
for a week, to a bed and table d'h8te in his hotel at Grindelwald. 
Several deaths have been recorded thk  year in the lower A l p  by the 
German ppeq which show that a botanical or geological teste in often 
ae dangerous as the climber's. A German fell over a cliff on Pilatug 
in endeavouring to break off a epecimen of the rock; another, in trying 
to aecure a rare plant, perished near Milrren. A young Bernese waa 
killed on the rocks of the Suleck. EDITOR. 

I N .  MEMORIAM. 

THE LATE MR. J. H. PRATT.-By the lamentable death of Mr. J. H. 
Pratt, who was accidentally drowned while bathing in the Lake of 
Como on August 31 last, the club haa lost a valued and active member. 
All that can be known of the circumstencea of this sad disaster haa 
been told by Dr. Butler in the letter to the ' Times,' fiom which the 
following aentenaea are extracted :- 

' At Cambridge Mr. Pratt had won the Bell Scholarehip and the 
Browne University Scholarship. In 1872 he was Senior Clasaic. The 
following year he was elected Fellow of his College, having meanwhile 
accepkd a mastership at Harrow. 

' Like many eminent scholars and men of science at the preeent day, 
he was a daring and practised Alpine mountaineer. Among the 
younger members of the Alpine Club few can have surpassed him in 
the number and difficulty of first-clase ascents. On such expeditions 
he wae a perfect companion, cool, sure-footed, observant, humorously 
patient of hardship, and thoroughly unselfish. When, on the 14th of 
August, he reached MUrren aRer a diflicult ascent of the Blumlis Alp 
-difficult because of the exceptional state of the mow-in the com- 
pan of his brother Fellow of Trinity, Mr. Wdter  Leaf, he looked a 
m oi '  el of health and endurance.' 

Mr. Pratt's loss will be long and deeply mourned by his old school- 
fellows a t  Haileybur of whom he w a ~  so lately the head ; by many 
Swim travellers who l' new hin exploits on the highest Alps; by many 
of the ablest membera of the great College of which he was so proud to 
he'a Fellow ; and, not least, by the masters and boysat Harrow, where 
his fine gifts of mind andof heart will be a sad and sacred tradition.' 

I t  is proposed to place in Harrow Chapel a monumsnt to Mr. Pratt's 
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memory. Personal friends of Mr. Pratt who wish to take part in i t  
are requested to conimunicate with W. Leaf, Eq., Old Change, E.C., 
or the Rev. Dr. Butler, Harrow. 

THE LATE DR. PETERMANN.-T~~ Club ha8 lately been deprived of 
one of ita most distinguished honorary members by the death of Dr. 
A. Petermann. Dr. Petermann w u  confeaaedly the first geographer 
of Europe. A prolonged residence in England some years ago eata- 
blished between him and our leading geographers relations of the most 
cordial character, and his lively interest in our At i ian ,  pqlar, and 
oceanic expeditions, aa well ae his vigorous initiative and enhghtened 
mpport of similar enterprises in Germany, testify to his unwearied 
energy and activit.y, his geographical insight, and his practical grasp of 
details. As Editor of the well-known ' Geographische Mittheilungen' 
he published numeroue valuable contributions to Alpine literature 
from the pens of Forheq Von Sonklar, Payer, and others. I t  was by 
his agency that attention was first called in Germany to the Ziller- 
thaler Ferner and the noble mountains of the Western Trentino, the 
Adamello and Brenta groups. He was the first to publish a map 
illustrating the Caucasian explorations of some of our members in 
1868. Freedom fmm any private or national jealousy was a fine trait 
in his character, and will contribute to make hie loss widely and deeply 
felt beyond the limits of his own country. 

DEATU OF JAKOB ANDEREGO.-By many members of the Club and 
others, the news of this event, which occurred at Meiringen on Septem- 
ber 17, will be received with deep regret. 

Jakob Anderegg commenced his mountaineering career in the year 
1864, comparatively late in life, but speedily established his reputation 
as one of the best and most daring guides of the Bernese Oberland. A 
catalogue of the new expeditions in which he took part, either aa 
leader or second man, would include no small proportion of those re- 
corded in the volumes of this Journal for several years; while few men 
had a more extensive general acquaintance with the peaka and pamea 
of the Central and Weetern Alps. 

A severe illneaa in the year 1874 left permanent ef£ecta on a 
constitution which had eeemed to be one of more than average vigour, 
and during the past summer it was hut too obvious to hie friends that 
his health was failing; still there was nothing in his condition to pr+ 
pare them for the news, which hati now come, of his premature death 
a t  the age of 51 ears. 

Great p h y s i d  ntrength and a keen mountaineering instinct mm- 
bined to place Jakob Anderegg in the first rank of path-finders. In 
addition to these qualities he was endowed with a peculiarly sweet and 
equable temper, considerable sense of humour, and that spirit of 
unselfish devotion to his employer for which the beat men of his 
clasa are remarkable. I t  ie as a companion and friend, no less than 
aa a guide, that his loss will be deplored and hie memory chericlhed 
by all who knew him. A. W. M. 
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AN AGCENT OF THE MEIJE. By W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
(Read before the Alpine Club, December 18, 1878.) 

N E  bright summer morning in August, 1877, soon after 0 my return from an unusually short holiday among the 
mountains, a foreign post-card was placed in my hands, which 

roved ta contain the startling news of the conquest of the 
he i je  on the 16th of that month by M. E. Boileau de Castel- 
nau, whom I had met at  L a  BQrarde some three weeks pre- 
viously. As  this card was written to me by my friend M. 
Paul Guillemin, from Vallouise, on his return thither from the 
inauguration of the Refuge CBsanne, in the PrB de Madame 
Carle, and countersigned by M. de Castelnau himself and 
several other French friends, i t  was impossible to doubt its 
genuinenew, though I was on my guard, remembering the great 
' N. Stewenart' hoax of the preceding autumn, which also re- 
lated to the Meije. This intelligence was the more startling to 
me because I had just spent two days in examining the southern 
or Etanqons face of the mountain, by which M. de Castelnau 
was said to have made hie ascent, had made an attempt from the 
B r M e  de la Meije along the western ar&te, and had quitted 
Dauphin6 fully convinced that if ever the Meije was climbed, 
i t  would be aloug that eastern arEte which is so formidable in 
appearance, and is likely, I think, to prove so in reality. Un- 
fortunately, before M. de Castelnau was able to draw up a 
narrative of his ascent, he was called away to serve his ' vo- 
lontariat' in the French army, and his time was too much 
taken up by his military duties to allow him to satisfy the 
great curiosity and interest which his remarkable exploit hnd 
excited in Alpine circles. M. Jullien, the secretary of the 
SociEt6 dea Touristes du DauphinC, sent me a few particu- 
lare, gathered from M. de Castelnau himself, and these, to- 
gether with the tantalisingly meagre notice sent by M. de 
VOL. 1X.-NO. LXIII. K 
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Castelnau to his own Club,* were published in the Journal 
for November, 1877.t 

It was, perhaps, to be expected that under these circum- 
stances some doubts as to the reality of the ascent should be 
expressed; and though not sharing in them myself, they con- 
firmed me in the project which I had a t  once formed for the 
next summer of attempting to repeat the expedition, thinking 
that, as I could not be the first on the summit, i t  was better to 
be second than nowhere. 

Time passed on. M. de Castelnau sent me a few lines, 
promising an article for the May number of this Journal, which 
promise, however, he was unable to fulfil; and as a strike of 
the Paris printers delayed the rtppearance of the ' Annuaire ' of 
the French Alpine Club till late in the summer,$ the honour 
of publishing the first connected account of the ascent fell to 
the ' Durance,' a newspaper of Embrun, the Alpine portion of 
which is superintended by M. Paul Guillemin. It published 
in the number for May 19, 1878, a narrative, taken down from 
the lips of Pierre Gaspard (1)8re), the leading guide of hf. de 
Castelnau, which is very pleasing in its modesty and simplicity. 
On my way through Paris a month later (June 26), I called 
in at the rooms of the French Club in the Rue Bonaparte, in 
hopes of getting my copy of the ' Annudre.' I did not suc- 
ceed in attaining my object, but I got something which was 
more immediately valuable and useful, viz. early proofs of M. 
de Castelnau's article, for which I beg to offer my best thanks 
to the authorities of the French Club. Armed with these, I 
left Paris that evening, and rejoined my guides (Christian 
Almer and his second son, Christian), next day a t  S. Michel, on 
the Cenis road. After an attempt a t  exploration round the 
Aiguilles d'Arve, which was defeated by bad weather and the 
great quantity of snow still on the mountains, I reached L a  
Grave on June  30. I need scarcely remind my readera that 
the Meije rises in all its magnificence just south of the village, 
or that L a  Grave has been the startingpoint for most of the 
attempts made to scale that peak. W e  looked eagerly for the 
cairns on the summit, but were unable to distinguish them, 
because, as we later discovered, they were almost buried in 
snow. As I said before, I had quite made up my mind to be 

Published in the ' Troiaikme Bulletin trimestriel du C. A. F., 
1877,' p. 303. 

t Pp. 328, 329. 
$ M. de Castelnau's article will be found in vol. iv. (18T7), pp. 

283-294. 
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second on the top, and I had fancied that so early in t l ~ e  season 
I should have the field to myself; but as soon as I reached L a  
Grave I heard of several mountaineers. whom I looked on as 
dangerous rivals, and who were reported to be already on 
the spot, or were shortly expected. Consequently we hurried 
over to L a  BBrarde on Ju ly  3, where we found ourselves 
alone. There was still so much snow on the Meije, owing to 
the lateness of the season, that we were compelled, however 
reluctantly, to postpone our attack, and had to content our- 
selves with mounting guard at L a  BCrarde. 

A t  length my patience was exhausted, and we camped out 
in the Vallon des Etanqons on Ju ly  7 ; but next morning the 
weather was undecided, and, as we had resolved to start only 
if i t  was ' beau fixe,' we returned with heavy hearts to L a  
BCrarde. I should not have mentioned this abortive attempt. 
were i t  not that we discovered on this occasioll a bivouac which 
is far more sheltered and roomy than the great boulder on the 
' oasis ' known tre the Hate1 du ChAtelleret, the usual camping 
place in the Vallon des Etanqons (2,267 mhtres). I t  is situatcd 
almost immediately opposite, on the western side of the valley, 
and consists of a deep recess in the cliffs, which affords space 
for a large party, and is perfectly sheltered from rain. The 
opening is only partially seen from below. I t  is a quarter of 
an hour or twenty minutes from the ChPtelleret, and is strongly 
recommended. 

On July 9 the weather seemed more promising ; we bivou- 
acked again in the spot just mentioned, and lay down to rest 
with every prospect that our patience was a t  last about to be 
rewarded. 

I n  order to make' what follows clear to my readers, I must 
ask their attention for a few minutes while I endeavour to give 
them some idea of the appearance of the Mei-je as seen fromuthe 
eouth side-that is, from the head of the Vallon des Etancjone. 
The splendid engraving* which forms the frontispiece of this 
paper will enable them to realise my description still better. 

The main ridge of the Meije runs very nearly E. and W., 
and is crowned by four principal peaks, overhanging Glacier 
des Etanqons. First comes (reckoning from E. to W.) the 
P a d ,  rather to S.E. of highest ridge (3,831 mhtres = 12,570 
feet), so called from the singular arrangement of the blocks of 

* This is based on a large photograph by M. Grand, of Brianpn, one 
of a large set taken under the auspices of the Brianpon section of the 
French Alpine Club, and on a smaller one by M. Duhamel, to whom 
kindness 1 am indebted for a copy. 

x 2 
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a moraine on the GI. des Cavales at  its base, a rocky point. 
Beyond a rather deep depression we see the Pic Oriental of the 
Meije (3,911 metres = 12,832 feet), climbed by M. Duharnel 
in 1878, and then the sharp pinnacle of the Pic Central (3,970 
mktres = 13,026 feet), which leans over to the south in an 
extraordinary fashion, and from here, as from many other points, 
seems to claim the supremacy. This laet summit wns first 
climbed from La Grave (June 28, 1870) by my aunt, the late 
Miss Brevoort, and myself.' Further to the left, or west, is 
a very ja ged ar$te in which four great rocky teeth may be 
distinguis f ed;  and then rises, though not very steeply, the 
true summit of the range, known as the Grand Pic de la 
Meije (3,987 metres = 13,081 feet), the whole being one of 
the most splendid mountain xnassea known to me. Referring 
my readers for an excellent description of the north or L a  
Grave side of the Meije to Mr. Gotch's paper in a previous 
number of this Journal,t I will go on to describe the south 
face more accurately, in order that m readers may follow my P route. The north and south sides o the Grand Pic are pre- 
cipices pure and simple; it is probably possible to descend the 
east side to  the first gap in the ridge leading towards the Pic 
Central ; on the west ade, however, i t  is more accessible, for, 
apart from the very highest rocks, a comparatively gentle slope 
falls down to a large snow-field, known as the Glacier Cam& 
Below the Glacier Carre a sheer precipice falls very nearly to 
Glacier des Etangons. Above the Glacier Carrb, separated 
by a gap from the Grand Pic, is the Pic du Glacier (3,860 
metres = 12,665 feet), beyond which is the sharp, double- 
pronged pinnacle culled ' Le Do&' Following the ridge to- 
wards the west, we come next to the Epaule, or Petit Doigt 
d'Epaule, and a long way farther down, to the left of a slight 
notch, is the 'Petit  Doigt,' properly so called. Thence we 
descend to the large depression of the ' Br&che de la Meije ' 
(3,369 metres = 11,054 feet), beyond which the ridge risea 
again to form the fine peak of the Rlteau.$ 

From near the base of the ' Doigt,' a short way west of 
the Glacier CarrQ, a long and jagged spur stretches to the 
south, cutting the Glacier des Etanqons into two parts. This 

'Alpine Journal,' vol. v. pp. 130-1. 
t Vol. viii. pp. 177-198. 
$ A map constructed from observations taken on the spot in 1878, 

by my friend M. Duhan~el, will appear in the forthcoming ' Annuire 
du C. A. I?.' It is the fimt acerrrate nlnp of this group which has been 
published, and contains numemu corrections of the existing maps. 
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seems to offer the natural route to the summit; but its a p  
pearance is so forbidding that i t  long deterred everyone 
from trying it. It is, however, by this way that the only 
two recorded attempts on the south side of the mountain, 
and the three successful ascents of the highest peak, have 
been made. On Sept. 27, 1876, M. Duhamel, starting from t.he 
route of the Breche de la Meije, attacked thi* buttress from the 
west, and succeeded in gaining the crest, but was only able to 
advance a very short way farther ; he estimates his highest 
point at  about 3,580 metres (11,746 feet), which is pro- 
bably too high.* M. de Castelnau, on August 4, 1877, by 
the same route reached a point about 30 metres higher, es- 
timated at  3,485 m8tres.t 

Finally, a few days later (August 16, 1877) M. de Cas- 
telnau, with the two Gaspards, ptre et fils, succeeded in 
reaching the highest summitt by thls route, which was also 
followed by my party on July 10, 1878, and by MM. Paul 
Guillemin and A. Salvador de Quatrefnges, with the Gasparb, 
on August 12, 1878. I n  each case the creat of the southern 
buttress was attained, the wall climbed rather to the west of the 
precipices below the Glacier C a d ,  the Glacier Carre reached 
and traversed, and the final peak climbed from the west. 

After this long digression I will now resume the narrative of 
my own aacent. The night of Ju ly  9 was fine, and at  3.20 
A.M. on t.he loth, while i t  was yet dark, we left our bivouac, 
carrying, in addition to a good stock of provisions, a rope of 
100 feet, besides our usual one of 40 feet, as M. de Castelnau 
was reported to have left two ropes on the way, which were 
not likely to be in good condition after a winter's exposure. 
Never have I been in a greater state of nervous excitement on 

D 

starting for any ascent than on this occaeion. The Meije hall 
exercised, and indeed still exercises, the same strange influence 
over me which the Matterhorn had on its early explorers; and 
though I knew I could trust my two faithful guides,-yet I 
scarcely dared hope that i t  would be given me to attsln the 
much-desired summit. W e  followed the usual route to the 
Br&che de la Meije, stopping I0 min. a t  the edge of the Glacier 
des Etangons to put on our gaiters and to admire the sunrise. 
This time the weather could not have been more perfect. W e  
skirted the base of the great southern buttress, and shortly 
after, a t  5.20, reached the point on the glacier to the west 

' Annuire du Club alpin franpis,' voL iu (1876), pp. 336-7. 
t Ibid. iv. (1877), pp. 284-286. 
S lbid. pp. 287-491. 
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where the climb was to begin.' This is seen in the engraving 
(in the deep shadow) near a small tongue of rock which pro- 
jects into the glacier. The vertical height of the Meije above 
us is about 850 mbtres (2,789 feet), according to my aneroid 
bar0meter.t Here we made our final preparations, leaving a 
cache of provisions after snatching a scanty breakfast, which 
wa.a all our excitement would allow us to swallow. W e  hoped 
to be back again about 9  and to return to our bivouac by 
moonlight. Little did we know that 29 hrs. (of which about 
19 were spent in active exertion) were to elapse before our 
return to the glacier ! 

A t  5.40 A.M. we started on our adventures. Our first object 
was to attain the crest of the great southern buttress. from 
which a couloir partly filled witg snow ran down towal-hs us ; 
but. unfortunatelv. between the end of the couloir and the 

4 ,  

glacier there is a wall of steep rocks. This, the first difficulty, 
was surmounted bv a rather r o n ~ h  scramble. after which we 

0 

mounted steadily, b;t without hurrying ourseives, by the route 
followed by our predecessors. A t  7.15 we reached the small 
cairn built by M. Duhamel in 1876 to mark what was practi- 
cally his highest point,$ i.e. 1.35 from the glacier. M. de 
Castelnau took 1.15, having already traversed this portion of 
the ascent on his attempt a few days before his victory. W e  
had thus accomplished about one-third of the total height of 
the Grand Pic above the glacier, without great difficulty. A t  
7.30 A.M.. after learinn a bottle of wine there for our return. 
we started, casting a d o u s  looks towards t.he preci itous rocki 
wall. above which mered the end of the Glacier 8 m r b  The 
firstnsteps were ovir broken rocks, and we then struck to the 
right across steep rocks to the upper edge of the highest of the 
two patches of snow seen in the engraving. After that we 
~nounted more or less in a straight line to a point above the 
Epaule, a short distance to the west of the Glacier Carr6, pass- 
ing by M. de Castelnau's second rope, a short way below it. 
It will thus be seen that we did not mount the rocky wall im- 
mediately under the Glacier CarrB, but kept to the rather less 

* The height according to h1. de Castelnau's barometer is 3,075 
n~btres;  according to mine, 3,190, and according to M. Guillemin'q 
3,188. 

t M. de Castelnau makes i t  925 mbtree, and M. Guillemin about 
E87 m&tres. 

The height of this cairn has been variously estimated. M. Duha- 
me1 himself gives 3,580 mktres, which is certainly too high; h1. de 
Castelnau, c. 3,485 ; RI. Guillemin, 3,510 ; my barometer indicated an 
elevation of 3,495 metres (c. 11,467 i t )  
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steep rocks to ' i ts left, or west. M y  readers probably know 
from their own experience how difficult i t  is to describe mi- 
nutely a climb up rocks ; at  any rate, I do not propose to enter 
into a detailed account of the successive difficulties against 
which we had to struggle. Suffice i t  to say that, though the 
rocks are extremely steep, i t  is generally possible to find crannie~ 
wherein the tips of one's fingers and one's toea may be inserted. 
I n  fact, on the ascent, 1 was surprised to find that I got on much 
better than I had imagined, though I am bound to add that 
my expectatious had perhaps been raised too high. I t  will 
appear later that this favourable opinion was materially altered 
on the descent. I hasten, however, to remove any impression 
I may have created that the climb is comparatively easy. On 
the way up i t  seemed easier to me than I had imagined ; but 
even so the whole climb ranks with, and even surpnsses in 
point of length and of coati~~uous difficulty, the most difficult 
mountains wlth which I am acquainted. 

I t  is probable that we followed precisely the same route aa 
M. de Castelnau. Indeed, as far as I can judge, there is little 
or no room for variations. One can just get up the rocks, and 
that is about all that can be said for them. I cannot refrain 
fiom putting i t  on record in this place thnt Almer never once 
retraced his steps during the whole of this difficult ascent, 
and, in fact, led as if he were perfectly 'acquainted with the 
best route, though of course this was the first time he had ever 
been on the south face of this mountain. 

Finally, after nluch toil and labour, we reached, a t  9.45, the 
point to the west of the Glacier Carre to which I have before 
referred (c. 3,700 m8tres); 2.15, as against M. de Castelnau's 
2.45. The vertical height above M. Duhamel's cairn is, ac- 
cording to my barometer, 205 mhtres (673 feet). M. de Cas- 
telnau makes it only 150 mhtres. U'e were now at  the spot 
whence a few steps over screes would have led us to the crest 
of the main western ar$te, whence La Grave can be seen. W e  
were. however. too much absorbed in our endeavour to reach 
the silmmit to' make this d6tour, which M. de Cast,elnau de- 
ecribes. W e  could not, however, refrain from admiring a very 
grand aiguille of bare rock on the arete below us. I believe 
i t  to be that part of the Epaule called the Petit Doi t d'Epaule, f a t  the east base of which 1 was driven back on J u  y 22, 1877, 
as will be described later on. I t  is engraved from a p h o b  
graph taken by M. Duhamel at p. 331 of vol. ii. (1875) of the 
' Annuaire' of the French Alpine Club. W e  made another 
attack on our provisions here, which was very welcome after 
our severe exertions, and, leaving a second cache,reeumed the 
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ascent at  10.10, after 25 minutes' halt, in a joyful frame of 
mind, since we knew from M. de Castelnau's experience that 
there were no more serious difficulties to be overcome till quite 
xiear the top. To reach the Glacier Carrk we had to traverse 
some smooth rocks at  a considerable incline, and covered with 
a slight coating of snow. This ' trajet ' of 10 minutes was not 
very hard, although from below we had always imagined i t  
would prove very tough ; indeed, after our return to the valley, 
and even a t  thia very moment, I cannot understand how we 

ot across, although I cannot recall any special difficulty. 
t h i s  is an extreme case of the era gernted steepness of rocks 
when examined from a distance. % e now found ourselves on 
a small platform at  the S.W. extremity of the Glacier Card.  
It was here that my friends MM. Guillemin and Salvador de 
Quatrefages spent the night after their ascent* M. Guillemin 
also gathered in this spot three plants, the names of which 
may interest the botanical members of the Club. They are 
Linaria Alpina, Androsace qlucial i~ ,  and A. Cl4nrpentceri.t 

W e  entemd on the glacier a t  10.20, and could scarcely be- 
lieve we were actually treading what we had so long looked a t  
with eager eyes. W e  mounted straight up it, keeping close 
to the base of the Doi t, then of the Pic du Glacier. W e  
gained a glimpse of L a  &rave from the gap between the Doigt 
and the Pic du Glacier, and another from that between the 
Pic du Glacier and the Grand Pic. A t  11.5 we had reached 
the base of the rocks of the final peak, i.e. 45 minutee from 
the S.W. end. M. de Castelnau took the same time, and M. 
Guillemin's party 55 minutes. This glacier is not a glacier 
roperly so called-at leaat we could not see any crevwes- 

gut  is rather a large field of snow or nkv& A t  the time of our 
visit there was still an enormous quantity of soft snow. The 
inclination is much greater than we had imagined from below. 
M. de Castelnau p u b  i t  a t  45". 

The lower portion of the final peak consists of rocks, which 
can be called easy only by comparison with those previously 
climbed; and i t  seemed to us that &I. de Castelnau had made 
too light of them. Still we advanced rapidly until we reached 
the base of the last pinnacle, which Gaspard calls the 'Chapeau 
du Capucin.' I t  rises sheer for a great deal more than the 10 
mhtres of which M. de Castelnau speaks above the face we had 

* hi. Guillemin makes the height 3,754 mktres (= 12,317 feet). 
t M. Guillemin writes to me (Jan. 8) that a more careful examina- 

tion haa fed him to the conclusicm that the t'wo la&-named plants are 
really Nyosotis nuna and SaxrQiiaga oppositifolia. 
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been climbing, something like the lset bit of the Matterhorn 
above the Zermatt face. I t  was here that M. de Csetelnau 
spent a long time searching for the way, and we did pret 
much the same thing. It was obviously impossible to clim '1: 
straight up. To the left stretched the maiu west arQe; and 
we gathered from M. de Castelnau's description (which I here 
read aloud) that he had gained the crest a t  some point or 
another. But the question was, which was this point ? M'e 
saw a small rocky pinnacle on the arete, to the right of which 
the rocks literally overhung their base ; to the left was a nar- 
row gully of most uninviting appearance, filled with just 
enough snow to make it dangerously slippery, which led up to 
a slight depression in the ar6te. M. de Castelnau's highest 
rope was nowhere to be seen. I really thought for some time 
that we would have to return discomfited; but our g d a n t  
leader went off to explore, and by-and-by came across the 
abandoned rope, which the wind had carried over to the La 
Grave side, where i t  was found rolled up in a heap of snow. 
Greatly encouraged, we managed to crawl up the aforesaid 
gully, which did not belie its appearance, and reached the crest 
of the ar6te. Gaspard's narrative had led me to believe that 
his party descended from the ar8te on to the slope facing La 
Grave, and had so gained the summit from the north. But  
there waa now altogether too much snow on that side to allow 
of its ascent; and we were forced, after circumventing the 
rocky pinnacle mentioned above, to keep dong the crest of the 
ar&te.* This waa far from easy; but the top was now in full 
view, and our blood was up. Soon the ridge melted into a 
slope composed of rocky fragments, and at  1.20 P.M. we found 
ourselves standing by the side of the two cairns erected by M. 
de Castelnau. We had taken 2.15 from Glacier Catr6, as 
again~t  31. de Castelnau's 2 hours and M. Guillemin's 1.45. 

I t  was a moment of my life which I can uever forget. Yet 
my feelings were very mixed. The pleasure of having at- 
tcuned a long wished-for goal was very great, but at the same 
time my thoughts recurred involuntarily to my companion an 
many expeditions in Douphin6, oue of whose most cherished 
wishes it had been to stand on this lofty pinnucle, a wish which 
was doomed to remain for ever unsatisfied. These conflicting 
emotions, added to great physical fatigue, incapacitated me, I 
regret to say, from profiting aa much as I had hoped by my 
short stay on the top. The following details, however, may 
be of interest :-The summit consiata of a short ridge, running 

* blM. Guillemin and S. de Quatrefagm also adopted tliia route. 
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nearly due east and west, and is composed of rocks,. which on 
the north side are very disintegrated, and slope away gently 
at  first, but on the south fall sheer away at  once. The ridge, 
in fact, is unexpectedly broad, and strewn with loose rocks, 
with which M. de Castelnau had built two cairns, which the 
great accumulation of snow on the north side had prevented 
us from distinguishing when at L a  Grave. \Ire added a third, 
more to the east, and left a fragment of a red flag, brought 
from the Sommet des Rouies, and my pocket-handkerchief, 
which we later clearly made out from L a  Grave. The Iiand- 
kerchief was restored to me by M. Guillemin at  the ' fete du 
Lautaret ' on August 14. I shall, no doubt, be asked what I saw 
from the top ; but I am ashamed to say that I paid but little 
attention to the view. The Meije had been in my eyes a moun- 
tain to be climbed for its own ~ a k e ,  and not for the sake of the 
view-a fault or merit which I cannot attribute to many other 
mountains. Besides, there were really some light mists about, 
which interfered with the view. M. Guillemin informs me 
that he eqjoyed a most splendid panorama I cau recollect 
eeeing La  Grave at an enormous depth below, but we could 
not distinguish the people before M. Juge's hotel, as M. de 
Ca~telnau succeeded in doing. But  there was one object 
which could not fail to arrest my attention-the Pic Central, 
on which I had stood eight years before, which from this point 
nssumes a most extraordinary appearance, and leans over to- 
wards the Glacier des Etangons in a more crazy manner than 
usual, which is saying a good deal. I t  is a marvellous eight, 
and seemed to overtop us, though when on it the Grand Pic 
in its tuin had seemed the higher. The French map attri- 
butes 17 n~Ptres, or 56 feet, more to the Grand Pic. We also 
scanned with cui.ious eyes the ridge which lay between us and 
the Pic Central ; i t  looked even more hopeless and forbidding 
than before, the teeth being most formidable. Almer, indeed, 
descended a short way towards the first gap towards the east, 
and declared that it would not be i~nnossible to descend into 
i t ;  but the tooth which rises above i t  is very steep, if not in- 
deed perpendicular, and would, I fear, baffle even that member 
of the Club who is most gifted with fly-like capacities of climb- 
ing. But  time flew rapidly by, and after a hasty dinner, and 

M. Guillemin informs me that he found two ~pecies of rocks on the 
summit-gnmitoid gneiss, and protogine containing white orthoclase. 
M. de Castlenau makes the height 4,000 mktres; my barometer read 
4,040 metre8 ; M. Guillemin rays 4,075 mbtres ; the French map gives 
3,987 metres. 
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leaving my card in a bottle (as far aa I oan recollect), we 
began the descent at 2.10 P.M., after 50 minutes' stay on the 
eummit. W e  followed exactly the same route as on the ascent, 
but we found the descent to the highest ridge much more dif- 
ficult than the ascent, and, besides, the excitement of the climb 
had nearly p w e d  away. It was not till 3.15 P.M. that we 
reached M. de Castelnau's highest rope, which we carried off 
as a proof of the reality of our ascent. W e  worked down the 
rocks slowly and steadily, and a t  4.40 regained the Glacier 
C a d .  Treading in our old steps, and going very cautiously, 
owing to the deep soft snow, we took to the rocks again a t  the 
spot which was to form the camping place of MM. Guillemin 
and Salvador de Quatrefagesa month later, and reached our 
first cache of provisione a t  the point above the Epaule at 5.15. 
I n  order to prepare ourselves for the terrible desccnt of the 
wall, we made a laat onslaught on the contents of the knap- 
sscks, hoping to regain by nightfall our chief dep6t on the 
Glacier des Etaupns. Mre set off again a t  5.30 P.M. The 
rocks had seemed difficult, though not excessively so, on the 
ascent; on the descent, aa rocks always are, they were ten timea 
worse ; and as, in addition to unusual fatigue, owing to my half- 
trained condition, I was further handicapped by my short 
sight, I was only able to advance very slowly. The 2escent 
ofthis wall will always remain in my mind aa the most arduous 
and terrible piece of climbing it has ever fnl!en to my lot to 
perform. When I eay this, I am speaking deliberately, and 
in the conviction that I am not exaggerating the in~pression i t  
made upon me. Those whomay follow may very possibly think 
that I have rated the difficulty too high. This may certairily 
be the cnse; i t  is notorious that descriptions of rock-climb8 
rarely satisfy everyoue. All I do now is to record my ornn 
experience on thcae rocks. Little by little we gave up all 
hopes of reaching the Glacier dea Etanqons that evening ; but 
we still fondly imagined that we might reach M. Duhamel'e 
cnirn, where we had left a bottle of wine. But  even this was 
denied us. As soon as dusk came on my eyes, as usual, gave 
out; and at 9.30 P.M. (after a day of more than 18 hours) 
we resolved to spend the night where we were.. This spot 
was a very slnall platform-a shelf' in the rocks, perhaps 12 

* W e  were abo~i t  two-thirds of the way down from the Glacier 
G r r k  to hi. Dubamel's cairn-say, 3,560 111btres = 11,680 fi. 11. de 
Cutelnau ~ t a t e s  that the spot where he passed the night wau 15 or 20 
metres above M. Duhamel's ' pierre humide,' and Ganpard that it waa 80 
or 100 niktres :~bcve hi. Duharnel's cairn. I am inclined to think that 
die two ~iights were passed at-very nearly the same spot m d  height. 

' 
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feet by 4. There was a projecting knob, on .which I sat., or  
tried to sit, but tbe two men could only sit with their legs over 
the precipice, and we found i t  of mutual advantage that they 
should lean against me, by which means we were all warmer 
than we should otherwise have been. One very small bit of cold 
meat was discovered in the knapsack, but beyond this we had 
literally nothing either to eat or drink, not bein able even to 
get ally snow to slake our burnin 7, thirst-. 

nk, hoped that 
when the moon rose we could go on, ut  envlous cloud* covered 
her, with few intermisfiions ; and Almer thought it wiser not to 
move, as we might not succeed in finding another spot as suit- 
able (alas ! only by comparison) as this. Wre tried to tie 
ourselves to the rock by the rope, but we could not find any 
projecting point that would do, so we could not venture to go 
to sleep, and tried to enliven each other by telling stories and 
singing songs. But  the exertions of the day had told on us, 
and one after another we dropped off into uneasy slumbers, 
only to be awakened by our alarmed companions. Fortunately 
we did not have to stand the terrific storm to which M. de 
Castelnau and his companions were exposed. ,The night was 
fine, though once or twice a few flakes of snow fell, but bit- 
terly cold. I t  was the first time I had ever been caught by 
night at  such a great height without having any covering or 
food; and this will help to grave the incidents of this ascent in 
my memory. A t  one time the cold was so intense that I 
thought I must succumb to it, and i t  was only by vigorous 
rubbing that my limbs were restored to animation. Towards 
sunrise a small keen wind came on, which filled up the measure 
of our troubles. The sun rose im clouds, and it was only a t  
4.40 A.M. that we dared to start. \Ire were dreadfully cramped, 
and much exhausted physically, so that i t  took us nearly three 
hours (4.40 to 7.30) to descend the 200 or 250 feet which 
separated us from M. Iluhamel's cairn. Here we found that 
precious bottle of wine of which we had thought so often and 
so tenderly during the night, and I draw a curtain over our 
thorough appreciation of it. After a halt of 40 minutes we 
started again on our weary way at  8.10, and crawled down the 
couloir and steep rocks below it. It seemed like a nightmare 
until, at 10.45 A.M., a last jump landed us on the snow of the 
Glacier des Etangons, just 29 hours after having left it. M'e 
had indeed won the day, but we had paid dearly for our 
whistle. Needless to say that we made up for our previous 
forced fast by a hearty onslaught on the provisions, which we 
found untouched. When we set out again, a t  11.10, I found 
that the exposure had so affected my breathing powers that I 
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was not able to do more than walk slowly down the valley to 
our bivouac, which we reached a t  12.25. We s nt the rest of 
the day in delicious slumbers, and returned to r a Bdrarde late 
in the evening. W e  had not divulged our intentions before 
starting, but Rodier had gueesed them, and was b 
be anxious at  our non-appearance. M. Rochat, of $onkg t e French to 
Alpine Club, had just amved there with his guides, the two 
Gaspads, to whom we presented their rope, which we had 
brought down a s  a trophy, reserving merely a fragment to be 
ever treasured by me as a souvenir of our long and perilous 
expedition. Succeeding parties may laugh this whole account 
to scorn, but the Meije will then have lost its strange fascina- 
tion, though for me i t  will ever be surrounded by a halo of 
romance. 

To make thk paper a~ complete as  possible, I may mention 
that, incited by my succees, my friends MM. P. Guillemin 
aud A. Salvador de Quatrefagea, with the two Gaspards, made 
the third ascent on August 12, by the same route. They took 
several photographs from the top and on the way, and brought 
down the other rope left by M. de Castelnau. Profiting by 
the experience of their predecessors, they wisely did not at- 
tempt to descend farther than the platform at  the S.W. ex- 
tremity of the Glacier Carri?, where they spent the second 
night at  a height of 3,754 mhtres (12,317 feet), reaching La 
Grave next day by the BrQhe de la Meije. 

An attempt to repeat the aecent, made on Sept. 6, by Mr. 
Charles Moreing, an engineer at  the mines of L'Ar entihre, be- 
tween Briangon and Embrun, failed because of t e unsettled 
state of the weather. 

e 
I shall be, perhaps, expected to express an opinion on the 

practicability of the other routes by which the Meije has been 
tried, though hitherto without success. 

The route from the e a t ,  either over the teeth in the ar6te or 
along the ' corridors ' on their northern face, would, I am con- 
vinced, involve an unjustifiable amount of risk. Bearing in 
mind what has been done in the Alps by men seeking some 
fresh sensation, I cannot say that this route k imposrible. I f  
the snow were in a very favourable condition, a party of well- 
tried climbers might conceivably succeed in making their way 
along the ' corridors ' to the gap at  the east baae of the highest 
peak, which is accessible from thence. It would be, however, 
a very hazardous expedition, in which a slip would necessarily 
involve the destruction of the whole party, and i t  would be 
worse than foolhardy to attempt to return the same way. 

An attack on the Meije from the south, otherwise than by 
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the route hitherto followed, would not, I believe, have the 
slightest chance of success. 

There is, however, one route which may very probably 
prove to be practicable. The point to be arrived at  is the de- 
pression between the Doigt and the Epaule. In  July, 1877, I 
attnined a height of 3,550 mhtres = 11,648 feetC (probably too 
high a reading of my aneroid), on the ar&te running up east- 
wards from the BrBche de la Meije, and was only stopped frorn 
attaining this depression by a very bold aiguille of bare rock- 
the Petit Doigt d'Epaule. A few days later M. Guillemin, 
starting from the Glacier de la BrBche, climbed by the north- 
west rocks of the Meije to a height of 3,620 mhtres = 11,877 
feet, a few metree (50 to 20, according to different estimates) 
below the above-named depression. Once there, i t  would pro- 
bably not be difficult to rejoin M. de Castelnau's route at the 
point where i t  approaches the main western arBte, a short dis- 
tance west of the Glacier CarrC. I am decidedly of opinion 
that this is the most promising of the still remaining routes 
which have been imagined for reaching the top of the Meije. 

And now a few words in conclusion of this long paper, which 
has, I fear, sorely tried the patience of my readers. I t  will be 
evident, from what I have said above, and even merely frorn 
the fact that each of the three parties which have hitherto suc- 
ceeded in effecting the ascent-and none of the members of - which, I think I may venture to say, were novices in moun- 
taineering-has been obliged to spend a night out on the moun- 
tain, that this is no ordinary expedition, though the actual 
number of feet to be climbed is not great. I t  makes greater 
demands on the powers of endurance than any other mountain 
with which I am acquainted; and, as far as my experience 
goee, i t  is the longest continuously dlffictrlt clirnb (save the 
Glacier CarrE there is nothing which can be called easy)  in 
the Alps. I t  would not be very hard to name more difficult 
bite on other peaks, but as a whole it far exceeds all other 
peaks in difficulty. Even the rocks of the Pic d'Olan do not 
come up to it. To take more familiar instances, neither the 
Rothhorn, nor the Dent Blanche, nor the Bietschhorn can be 
compared with it for a moment. But  i t  is anoble mountain, and 
I should be very sorry if the description I have given of my 
ascent were to prevent any enterprising member of the Club 
frorn going to look at  i t  or ascend it. 

About 135 nr&tres above the eastern or higher end of the ridge of 
the BrGche (3,115 m.) 
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APPENDIX. 
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THE MARITIME ALPB. By the EDITOR. 
1 .  The Coast Ranges.' 

' Alpea Maritimm proximm sunt mari L i p t i c o ;  ab his Alpium initinm 
samunt veterea f e d  omnes.'-S~ar~a~, De A l p i h  Cmmsntan'ur. 

1HE author of ' Aurora Leigh ' has described in picturesque 7 verses the strange sights which greet the traveller 
when day dawns on him as he speeds southwards in the 
night express from Paris to Marseilles. The poplar avenues, 
green orchards, quiet homesteads, low rounded hills, and tn'm 
river-banks on which he closed his eyes have given place 
to grey gnarled olives and cactus hedges, white flat-roofed 
farms and age-stained cities, abrupt red ranges and stony 
plains between which the Rhone rushes with southern im- 

etuosity to the sea. The landscape might, at one moment, 
6e in Africa, at another in Syria; it never resembles true 
French scenery. 

Those who hurry on to Nice or Mentone have befnre them 
a day of splendid surprises-Marseilles, stately on her bril- 
liant bay; La Ciotat among its fantastic crags, like some 
seaport in (t Pompeian fresco ; the broad fertile valley which 
leads back main to FrBius. and the blue Midland Sea. There 

0 ., * 

is still, however, something in store for anyone whose eyes are 
not wearied with so much beauty. As the train, suddenly 
leaving behind the red porphyry headlands and green glens of 
the EstBrels, dashes past the ruinous castle of La Napoule, and 
across narcissus-strewn meadows, through which a bright trout- 
stream finds its way to the sea, the snowy Alps burst for the 
first time into view. Whatever the season, their silver heails 
shine against the eastern sky, soarin5 high above the village- 
crowned foot-hills, and contrasting vividly, both in form and 
colour, with the flat-topped tawny crest of the nearer range 
which shelters Grase. 

Again, after Cannea has been left behind, our eyes are 
clrawn up from the rose hedges and wild tulip beds which 
frin e Golfe Jouan tr, the great range of snow, appearing, a 
sud % en ghostly vision, above a low hill cloaked in ancient olive 
groves. The jagged mountain to the east is Mont Clapier; 
the comely pyramid in the centre seems to be the Cima di 

* The Editor proposes to complete thi8 paper, in one or two sub- 
sequent sections, by giving some account of the seaward valleys of the 
central chain, of the crest itself, and of the northern gleus which open 
into Piedmont at Cuneo. 

YOL. 1X.-NO. LXIII.  L 
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Mercantoura of maps. To the west, behind the rounded mass 
of Mont Mounier, a singular rock-peak reara itaelf into the sky. 
Both I and Mr. W. Mathews, who, as iB conqueror, ought to 
know the great Italian Alp, thought we recognised in it Monte 
Viso. But  the discussion of questions of topography may be 
postponed. The first feeling of most travellers is one of simple 
delight at a combination of sea and snowy Alp hardly to be 
seen again in such perfection short of the far easternmost bay 
of the Black Sea, where the voyager iasuing from Batoum has 
on his right hand 

Ka6~aoov  u i ~ h r v r a  Kvsai8a sr asdXtv A;qc.* 

There is a foolish commonplace that off the mountains 
mountaineers have no eyes. Mr. Ruskin has more logically 
laid down, that having run altogether to leg, Alpine Clubmen 
have no eyes anywhere. Bu t  he then goes on to admit that 
' aa Boon aa you can see mountains rightly you will see hills 
also and valleys with considerable interest' 

I assume that, as it bad , we do see mountains, if not with 
the exquisite instinct of o g servation, and the still rarer faculty 
of recording with pen or brush the results of that observation, 
which give the author of ' Modern Painters' a place among 
the first of nature's interpreters, yet with an appreciation 
which grows with pears in every one of us, andis fostered, and 
has been in many cases created, by our walks and scrambles 
among the Alps. Believing, therefore, that we do see moun- 
tains rightly after our imperfect way, and accepting readily 
Mr. Ruskin's second dictum, I shall not apologise for saying 

of the lesser hills and valleys of the Provenpal 
coast be ore I mount to the snowy Maritime Alps. 

C a n n e ~  itself is well known to English reader0.t I t  would 

* The ancients, as a rule, paid little attrntion to individual summits. 
Monte Vim is, I believe, the only Alpine peak ruentioned by name i n  
the clussicp. I t  is curious tlirrcfore to find Arrian, in his report to the 
Ernperor ILdrinn on the cnasta of the Black Sea, writing, We had a 
view of Mount Caucasus, which i p  in height much the same as the 
Celtic Alps. A certain summit (ropupj) ,  called Strobilus, was pointed 
out where Prometheus is fabled to have been suspended by Hephsestus, 
a t  the command of Zens! Strobilus is clearly Elbruz, whose blunt 
top resembles in shape a pine cone, whence probably ita c lwics l  
name. 

t See Dean Alford's ' Sketches from the Riviera,' Mr. J. K. Green's 
' Stray Studies,' P. hiCrim6e's 'Lettres ir une Inconnue,' and the local 
handbooks. Amongst these English visitors will prefer the ' Guide to 
Cnnnes,' by F. M. S. (London, Stanfords, 18781, which is excellent as 
far as i t  goea, and hari a carefully compiled and corrected map. 
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be difiicult to say anything new in praise or dispraise of the 
southern Torquay which has overgrown the quiet fishing vil- 
lage which ninety years ago sheltered De Saussure. I t  is a place 
of violent contrasts. W e  remember it by its life-giving, 
serene air, its exquisite land and sea, its rose, violet, and cassia 
gardens. But  on the spot one cannot always close one's senses 
to certain drawbacks-architectural horrors in the shape of 
barracks for invalids, cockneygothic castles or box-like French 
villas; scents, evil as well as good. Le t  the inhabitants look 
to their own interests. The drainage is notoriously bad, and 
the value of property along the sea-shore has already been 
seriously affected by it. The town councillors show their sense 
of the situation by spending all their spare money in building 
a new theatre I 

There i much to be explored in the country near at hand. 
Immediately behind the hotels we may mount steep roads be- 
tween villa gardens where the roses cover every trellis, and are 
not content until they have climbed high into the cypress- 
epires, to fall back again earthwards in spring in a cascade 
of white blossoms. Above the villas spreads the fir forest with 
its odorous, thorny undergrowth, where the naturalist may 
hope to capture a green frog in a pool, to come upon a corn- 
pany of poisonous caterpillars on one of their head-to-tail 
journeys; or, if sharpsighted enough, to discover and dig out 
the exquisitely contrived nest of a trapdoor spider. I n  a 
quarter of an hour we come to the terrace path beside the 
watercourse which winds round the hills to the chapel of 
Notre-Dame de Vie. For milee and miles we look out over 
swells and falls of waving olives and red terraced hills-a 
spacious, stately landscape. Close at  hand L e  Cannet, where 
Xachel died, ranges crescent-wise in its sheltered hollow; 
Mougins clusters on its airy hill-top ; G r w e  catches the sun- 
light on its high terrace ; while opposite the purple capes and 
peaks of the Est6rels hem in the blue waters. I f  we cross 
over a spur, we ehall come down upon the little basin (an old 
lake-bed?) of Vallauris, which suppliea the clay M. Massier 
makes into pottery, which imitates and recalls the soft grey 
and blue colours of a southern sea on a day of wind and cloud. 

No view on the whole coast surpasses-one only, so far as I 
know, rivals-the noble prospect from the lighthouseof Antibee. 
Above the broad purple Bay of Nice the land rises in threu 
tiers of lofty hills. The lowest is half hid in a grey cloud of 
olive woods, jewelled here and there with bright towns set on 
the edge of the waves, or high on the hill-tops against the rich 
browlis of the middle range, which shelters Grasse and Nice. 

' L 2  
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Above its bare and tawny slopes the golden snows of the 
Maritime Alps glow upon the horizon. 

As we rest against the roots of the olives a brown figure, 
with a wallet and a violin, clunbs up the paved chapel-lined 
track from the town. As he comes nearer I recognise in the 
old man wit,h a musician's face the friar of the chapel hasten- 
ing to play the vesper hymn on an organ he has framed with 
his own hands out of the great reeds of the countr , and set up 
in the choir under the votive tableta which te T' 1 how many 
mariners have escaped perils by sea, from sudden squalls or 
English cruisers, through the grace of Our Lady of Antibes. 
Hence one may wander onwards, through corn-fields and olive- 

ards, patt tiny white cottages with red-tiled courts, each over- 
l ung  by its lemon or pomegranate tree, down to the bag, where 
the fishermen keep their boats, or the farthest cape, where the 
purple, white-crested waves break to pieces on the low reefs of 
rock ; and wicked Monaco, hidden frorn every other 
the coast, peeps out like a witch behind the cliffs of za and 
Turbia. 

riot 
I must not attempt to catalogue or describe all the land- 

scapes which come back to my memory. There is scarcely a 
brow or dell within five miles of Cannes I have not rambled 
over, scarcely a peasant's olive-yard that I have not trespassed 
upon, and every one of these rambles left behind it some new 
and brilliant picture to add to my gallery of recollections. 

Little to be pitied is the Alpine climber whom fate compels for 
a season to haunt the EstBrels.* Their highest crag, it is true, 
only just surpasses 2,000 feet; but the summits, which, seen 
from Canoes, rise in a long undulating line against the 
western horizon, if hills in height are true mountains in cha- 
racter. On the first morning their outline seems perfectly 
beautiful;. yet every day reveals fresh charms in its com- 
plicated e~mplicity. Three times above the blue bny of L a  
Napoule the ridge rises and falls in graceful curves, then, after 
a wide sweep, springs up into a bold summit, like an Alpine 
crest taken off its pedestil, broken as i t  sinks seaward by tall 
spires. This is the Ca Roux, or Red Cape, a well-known 
landmark to marinem. k h e r e  the mountain ia bare, the rock. 
are of red porphyry ; where i t  is clothed, the covering is a dense 
growth of evergreens. Distance blends both into a purple 
bloom, which nothing but the fiercest mistral can destroy. 

E~tdrels is the local, Eetrelles the common literary form, stamped 
with Mr. M. Arnold's approval in the line, ' Up the steep, pine-plumed 
patha of the Estrelle.' 
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The plain of the Siagne, five miles of alluvial level, Reparates 
the last hotel of Cannes from the ruined castle of L A  
Napoule," at  the foot of the Estdrels. The early train will 
carry us swiftly across it, and, after traversing by a tunnel the 
headland of L a  Thkoule, land us at  Les Trayas, a solitary 
house between the sea and the mountains. Exchanging a 
friendly greetin with the station-master, who leads a hermit- 1 like existence, c eered by the omsional reversion of a Paris 
newspaper, we make our choice between the four footpaths 
which diverge from the platform. Firat let us ramble along 
the coastguarda' path towards Cap Roux. No greater con- 
trast can be imagined to the cliff paths of our native coasts. 
Here there is no swell of surging or moan of retreating tides, 
no boisterous breeze shifting ever from side to side nnd vexing 
the sad sea into grey, short, restless billows. The tideless 
main pours steadily its deep smooth swell into the echoing 
caves of the rocks. The waves are purple in the shadow, or 
above the dark seaweed beds, green in the pure sunshine; 
round the ruddy crags which lie out among the waters they 
break into bright columns of foam. The path is half buried 
in a thicket of fragrant bushes which form a hedge along 
the cliff-laurels, myrtle, arbutus, thick-leaved cistus, lit up 
in April with a galaxy of white stars, tall heaths with wax- 
like blossoms, prickly thorns. Where a cottage once stood 
fruit  tree^ are in blossom. The stiff bou he of a fig tree are 1 already, in February, tipped with jewel-li e buds, which in a 
few weeks will bronden out into lorious leaf. The dry wnim 
air vibrates with sensible waves o f sunshine and sweet aromatic 
scents. Bwide us a trickling brook flows out of a steep 
narrow glen, where it is soon lost to sight between rocky bluff's 
and tall fir-stems. Such must have been the sky and sea 

' That old-world mom in Sicily 
When on the beach the Cyclops lay, 
And Galatea from the bay 
Mock'd her poor, love-lorn giant'a lay.' 

Lying along the turf and under the fragrant bushes, with 
the starry blossoms of the cistus dropping on one's face, it ie 
difficult not to fancy the old world still young, the new world 
unborn. Even the huee bank thrown across the glen just 
where i t  becomes a bay IS no stumbling-block to faith. May 
i t  not be the Cyclops's doing-a barrier to prevent the union of 
the sea nymph and her lover. That sudden roar and shaking 
of the mountain beneath us may be the giants' groan. 

In the yroceas of being rebuilt and converted into an hotel, 1877. 
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All day dreams must have an end, and this one is cut short 
by the appearance of Polyphemus himself in the shape of the 
snorting engine of the Paris express, which dashea over the 
high embankment and recalls us rudely to the nineteenth 
century. Not altogether a bad century, however, since in thirty- 
six hours it brings shivering Britons out of their damp pur- 
gatory and enables them to enjoy for a spbce this healing 
paradise, if not as children who have lived only in the sun- 
shine, yet with the more deeply-felt and cherished delight of 
prisoners escaping for a space from the gloom of their prison 
house.' 

Beyond and westward of Cap Roux lies the quiet haven of 
Agay, a station without a hamlet, unless two or three scattered 
f a r m  deserve t,he name. Landlocked on three sides by steep 
wooded hills, the sen touches the shore in a ripple which has 
the brightness of a emile and scarcely more motion. Two or 
three rude Mediterranean barks are moored off the shore. On 
the right rises a bold promonto rycromned with a signal. Its steep 
sides are built un of ruddv rocks and fir-stems crowned with 
dark green lea'fage, between which glows the deep bllie 
Mediterranean, flecked by white dazzling seagulls and a few 
distant sails. The reat gulf of Fr6jus spreads away to the 
distant lighthouse of Cap Camarat, ernbraclnw in its curve the 
headlands of the Montagnes d a  Maures a n 8  the shiuing bay 
of St. Tropez. 

Turning my back on the eea, I followed m e  day the stream 
which filters through the sands of the beach, and found a 
broad valley stretching inland between the waste, pine-plumed 
heights. The water is shaded by a thicket of oleanders 
slid aged cork-trees ehoming the scars of many flnyings. 
Presently some tilled ground, a few animals, and a solitary 
house met my eyes. I fancied myself on the point of dis- 
coveri~ig Circe's retreat, and felt almost uncomfortable when a 
real pig introduced himself. 

Hence paths lead back to L e  Trayas or L a  Napoule across 
the hills. Under the landward side of Cap Roux stands the 
milestone which marks the line of the old Roman road. A 

* Mr. J. A. Symonds has truly felt and eloquently expremed the 
Greek character of niuch of the mountain scenery on this co:tst 
(' Sketches from Italy and Greece '). On looking back at his paper I 
find I have, perhaps, laid myself open to a charge of plagiarism. I 
prefer, however, to l a v e  the text as I wrote it. To describe the 
Est4rels without laying streas on the classical xuggatione they call up 
would be to be false to the spirit of their scenery. 
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little farther ia a spring draped with maidenhair and shaded by 
chestnuts, above which, in a hole in the rock, St. Honorat and 
many of his successors found an agreeable hermitage, and 
some fugitives in the days of the Revolution a hiding-place. 

Here we are on classic ground for mountaineers. I n  April, 
1787, just before his successful ascent of Mont Blanc, D e  
Saussure explored the EsGrels. He has left us a Jetailed 
account of the hermitage as he saw it, and of his ascent of the 
porphyry peaks above it. After describing the fountain, he 
goes on, ' Les jardins ne font pas moins de plaisir, et  quoique 
le gofit moderne reprouve tout ce qui est r6gulier, cependant un 
peu d'art et de symmQtrie fait un agrkable contraste avec la 
brute et sauvage nature de ces montagnes ; e t  lea allEea droites 
de ces jardins? plac6es en QtagBres couvertea de berceaux de 
vignes, et termindes par des niches creusCes dans le rocher, firent 
sur moi l'impression la plus agrdable.' The garden in the 
wilde~ness and its keeper have long since disappeared, and 
those who seek to climb the biontagne du Cap Roux must 
find their own way. 

De  Saussure, of course, did his duty as a climber. He  took 
the hermit with him, not as guide, for the idea either of climb- 
ing or even naming the hill never seems to have suggested 
itself to the holy man. Consequently they first made for the 
western point, the tower-like Raou (Rocher) Dauphinier 
(' Latte,' De Saussure calls it). This rock looks formidable 
iu the distance, but there is an easy though rough may to the 
top. The crest between it alid the Montagne du Cap Roux 
IS broken by a huge inaccessible rock-mass, the Grbnier, and 
to get round this entails a plunge into a thorny thicket- 
' horrible8 brouesailles,' the savant calls them-and the modern 
climber will use an a t  least equally strong epithet. Indeed, 
this new form of endurance may be safely recommended to 
those - .  who cannot properly elljoy mountain scenery without 
sufering. 

Seen from the western or Fr6jus side, the range of the Estdrels 
sweeps round in a sewicircle from Cap Roux on the right to 
Mont Vinaigre on the left. A lower ridge runs across in a 
straight line, forming the string to the bow. Through this 
barrier the two sources of the Agay stream cut deep gorges. 
The northernmost escapes by a narrow doorway between two 
tall cliffs supported by bold buttresses, long spines-of rock 
weathered into the most fantastic shapes. The eastern st.ream 
flows out of a much longer defile. For  a mile and a half it 
runs through a narrow and tortuous cleft, where the clear deep 
pools reflect spires and pinnacles of red porphyry, or tall fiw 
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rising out of a dense tanale of southern scrub. The upper 
end of the defile is guarde$ by !wo natural obelisks. Beneath 
them lies a tiny meadow, a sol~tary and romantic spot, hardly 
visited twice a winter from Cannes. The glen is known, 
according to the French Ordnance map, as the Vallon du 
Ma1 Infernal. A peasant belated among its weird crags 
might easily have fancied himself in enchanted 
have not the surveyors made a mistake? One o yund. the peaks But of 
the Maritime Alps is the Rocca Malivern, taking its name 
from an aln a t  its base. Here Sf. Joanne exnlaius the deriva- 
tion as ' $fa1 Inverno,' ' mauvais hiver,' whilh is, to say the 
least, plausible. But  etymology is dnngerous ground for the 
unlearned. A fellow-countryman lately proclaimed in my 
hearing that the Cornice road mas nametl after a Mr. Cor- 
nish, the English engineer who constructed it. 

The hills which hem in the glen are traversed in ever 
direction by ood paths cut at Government expense. d 
may cross bat% straight to Le  Trayas by an easy and pic- 
turesque pass, or traverse either flank of the Montagne de 
I'Ours, descending at last to the farm of Maurevielle, by 
terraces running amongst groves of firs, arbutus, and evergreen 
oaks and cork trees, whose trunks, of a deep mine-stain hue, 
repcat the colour of the rocky tusks which break the hill-side.* 
I n  some corners, which have escaped the ravages of the fires 
that from time to time devastate the forest, the trees attain 
great size. Ever where there is the same odorous under- 
growth, woven o 2' tough thorns, myrtle, and cistus. I n  this 
winterless land December only adds a touch of brightness to 
the evergreen thickets by hnngng the arbutus with scarlet 
berries, which mingle with the tlny crearn-coloured blossoms, a 
symbol of the union of autumn and sljring. As  we return 
eastwards we face the broad-backed hills of Vallauris, from 
which the Car, d'Antibes stretches out like a Preen sickle into 
the sea. In ' the distance the ranges beyonB the Var glow 
ruddy against the sun, and high in the sky soar the wliite 
sunimita OF the Maritime Alps, the wan of Italy, the watch- 
rnnn on whose shining battlements looks across to Turin and 
Monte Rosa. 

111 the French Ordnrrnce map R singular error occurs in the delin~rr- 
tion of thin part of the chain. The head of the valley of M~urevielle 
is destroyed, and a fictitiou~ western hranch of the glen of the Rague 
substituted in its place. None of the paths and cart-tracks of the 
Esterels have been put into this map, which was engraved some years 
ago, and docs not appear to he kept up to date even as to high roads, 
c.6. the ruad fro111 Grassc to Vence. 
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U111ess a carriage picks us up at L a  Napoule, we must (to 
avoid the circuitoua and dusty high road) cross the railroad 
bridge over the Siagne, and walk home through the narcissus 
meadows and the stone-pine grove, or along the sands, watching 
the sunset colours slowly fade from sky and sea until all is 
dark below, and the faint glow in the upper air is reflected 
only where a lon bar of limht marks the wet stretch of sanci. 
left by the last a f vance of &e quiet waves. 

Day after da one may wander anlong the seaward slopes and 
hidden glens od the Eaterels without meeting a human being. 
The intense solitude is rarely broken even by the cry of an 
animal or a bird. Life seems to be concentrated in what 
are called inanimate forms of nature-the murmuring brook- 
let, the rou h-limbetl mountain, the dancing air, the laughing f sea. All t ese become so vivid and palpable as separate 
existences, that i t  is quite natural to fall back into a Greek 
frame of mind and to accept the fair old Greek embodi- 
ments. 

But  if half the Esterels is, except to a few old Cannes resi- 
dents, an unknown desert, their highest summit, Mont Vinaigre, 
is a household, or rather a table d'hdte, word to visitors. It 
serves them as a frequent excuse for their farourite form of 
recreation, a gigantic picnic party, a t  which a dozen to twenty 
people talk, unpack, eat, pack, ant1 talk again ; and the only 
thing forgotten is the scenery. 

The mountaineer must not, however, abandon Mont Vinaigre 
because ita solitudes are now and then rudely broken in upon. 
Besides the post road to Frejus, which traverses one of the 
shoulders of the mountain within three-quarters of an hour's 
walk of the top, he may find plenty of picturesque bypaths 
to the sigi~nl which crowns the highest of a spine of bold 
porphrry crags. If he is an enthusiast for moonlight and 
sunrise, there is even a naturirl cave where he may pass a 
weird night in dreaming of the brignnds or wild boars who 
used to haunt the neighbourhood.* 

From the top there is a most noble and delightful view over 
the comt country of Prorence from Draguignan on its high 
hill-side to Kice on the spacious bay--the true Garden of the 
Hesperides, set bctween the blue sky and bluer sea. The 
mountain itself supplies as foreground a tangle of rocka and 
~ i n e s  and cork trees. such a scene ae Sdvator Rosa sometimes 
indicates with a dulieye and rough brush, which miss all but 

* ' L'Auherge des Adreb,' a once well-known French melodrama, 
takes its nallle from a hatnlvt close at hand. 
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eurface effeat, The charm of the panorama lies in the perfect 
definition of picturesque details and local colours in the white 
towns and hamlets, pine groves and meadows, high crags and 
olive-clad plains, sea gulfs and vessels, all spread out over an 
immense field. The mysterious, va ue sublimity of a great k mountain view is absent. I n  place o one overpowering effect, 
we enjoy a multitude of incident0 perfectly combined into an  
harmonious whole. 

The first time I stood on Mont Vinaigre I waa witness to 
a very singular and suggestive vitlion. The morning had 
been bright, but aa the day went on a gray pall, portending 
rain, had risen in the west and slowly stretched overhead, 
blotting out all the fair colours in land and sea, and blurring 
the delicate features of the wide landscape. But  above the 
Var valley some counter air-current kept the clouds in check, 
and on the eastern horizon the snow peaks shone forth against 
a pale blue eky, pure and brilliant, so that one might fancy 
them a row of great white-winged angels looking out from 
their untroubled heaven on the dark plains of earth.. 

There is a neigl~bouring height, the view from which rivals, 
perhaps surpasses, that from Mont Vinaigre. The Tanneiron 
is comparatively a tame hill. Clad below in steep pine-woods, 
i t  broadens out towards the top into wide, sunny spaces, where 
vines and fig trees flourish. On the highest crest-tell it not 

The  following hinte may be of use to a good walker in the Eaterels. 
I assume he hae provided himself with the Ordnance map, to be bought 
a t  Nice or Paris (Librairie Dumaine, 30 Ruu et Pawige Duphot) :- 

1. By rail to Le Trayas station; take path from Cannes end of plat- 
form, which leads up  to gap N. of the M. de l'Ours; follow path 
round its sea face to gap at  its opposite baee, and descend through the 
Vallon du  Ma1 Infernal and by the banks of the Grenouiller to Agay. 

2. Ascend Cap Houx from Agay by hermitage of St. Honorat, 
descending directly to the sea-coast path, and following i t  past Le 
Trayas and round the Pointe de Thkoule. The view from the coast  
guard station on the cape looking over the bay of La Napoule, with 
Cannee, Grasse, and the Iles de Lkrins in the middle distance, and the 
Alps (and sometimen Corsica) on the horizon, is one of the most ex- 
quisite and perfect on the coast. This point, though only half an 
hour's walk or ride from La Thhoule, is seldom reached by Cannes 
excursionists. 

3. From Agay walk to gorge under the Serrikre des Partus. Then 
take the path which climbs through the rocks on its N. side and followe 
the ridge to Mont Vinaigre ; ascend Xiont Vinaigre and descend to the 
pass at  its E. base ; follow the roads and paths which keep close to the 
watershed as far as the cart-mad which c r o w  the path S.E. of the 
Signal du  hlarsaou ; descend by this to the Frijua road. 
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in the Alpine Club-stands a cottage. A rough cart-track 
mounta from the bridge over the Siagne on the Fr6jus road to 
the top, and a terrace path, commanding the most lovely views 
of Graese and its gardens, follows the long back of the range to 
a pilgrimage church, whence i t  deecends to the bridge above 
Auribeau, or by a shorter cut, which, unless the miller's punt 
is a t  hand, may involve wading the Siagne, to the village itself. 

Below Auribeau, a hamlet clinging round the top of a steep 
hill, the river, here dammed up into a broad, tranquil stream, 
flows for half a mile through a picturesque dale. Steep banks 
clothed with firs and cork trees, and lit u in April with golden 
broom and white-starred cistus-bushes, f~ em in meadowa and 
willow-fringed watercourses which might have been brought 
straight from the valley of the upper Thames. 

When the Esterels have yielded up all their secreta, when 
we know all that lies between the walls of L a  Napoule and 
the stone pines and ruined arches of Frejus, the scattered 
villas of the quiet French watering-place of St. Raphael, and 
the beacon crag of Agay, it is time to turn northwards. 

Behind Grasse, some fourteen miles from the coast, a long 
range rises abruptly in a continuous line, closing in the hori- 
zon of all views near Canes .  The slopes are only powdered 
with snow for a few days in winter; but the highest crest is 
outlined with a thin white edge long after the sheltered sun- 
ward face is bare. Below the hills are grey with olive groves. 
The bare roullded tops take a fresh colour in winter with 
every change of light-now the pale aniber of Egyptian ranges ; 
now, like Scotch hills, blue and grey under passing shadows. 

I n  the centre, under the snowy crest just upoken of, the long 
uniform wall is broken to its base by a deep cleft. Two huge 
opposite cliffs throw their shadows, morning and evening, 
across at one another. This is the gorge of the Saut du Loup.* 
The crest is the Cheiron (5,813 feet.), the highest summitin the 
block of mountains between the Var and the sea. 

The road to the hills leads past Mougins, perched on its airy 
hill-top, through Mouans, where under the ancient olive stems 

* The  Saut d u  Loup'  ia a phrase constantly in the mouths of 
visitors to Cannea But  what natural feature it  refers to they cannot 
agree. Some say-and this is the most plausible explantrtion-that it  
refere to the waterfall of the river Loup, which makes several bold 
leaps in the bottom of the gorge. The  author of the ' Visitors' Guide 
to Cannee' makes it  out to be the m a d e  of the stream which frills 
from Courmes. A third party m:rintains that the name inlrnortalises a 
wolf who leapt over the cliff of Gourdon ! There can be little doubt, 
I Bould think, that the firat derivation is the true om. 
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the anemones burst forth in March like a troop of Bir. Doyle's 
fairies, of every hue and size, from the modest purple star to the 
blazing scarlet sun-anemone, a firework of a flower. Then i t  
mounts the long hill-side to the town of Grasse between ter- 
racee which in April are a staircase carpeted with wild hyacinths 
and daffodils. 

Grasse hangs on the steep slope looking out to the distant 
sea in a position resembling in some res ecta that of Brousaa, 
while its steen narrow streets recall J iena  The b a n  haa 
still en air wdrthy of the ancient Provenpl republic, which 
was alternatelv the allv of Pisa and of Genoa. ns the nolitics of 
ita rulers swaied fro; Ghibelline to ~uel f . '  I t  h; a heavy 
twelfth-century cathedra1,and had until last winter a promenade 
shaded by noble plane-trees. Some barbarous official has laid 
his axe to their roots. When last I saw them the noble old 
trunke were prostrate, and, sound to the core, gave the lie to 
the plausible bystander who suggested they had been con- 
demned as dangerous. I am boiind to say he only added this 
excuse in consequence of the scorn with which I had received 
his previous sugGestion that new trees would be prettier. 
Yet Grasse calls itself artistic, and holds fetes in memory of 
the native painter Fragonard, famous for his questionable 
nymphs and goddesses. 

Beyond the ate of Grasse the Vence mad runs along a 

1 % terrace h' h on t e hill-side ; bare rocks rise above ; below, swells 
of fir an olive, broken here and there by tall cypresses or a 
white village church, stretch away to the blue bay of L a  
Napoule. After a low brow has been crowed the scene 
changes. Neighbouring hills cut off the views towards the 
sea, and the road enters the valley of the Loup. Sweeping 
round deep hollows in the hill-sides, the haunt of primroses, i t  
approaches L e  Bar,a large village with an old church which con- 
tains a fifteenth-century altarpiece of the T u ~ c a n  school. From 
the terrace close at  hand the gorge of the Loup is first seen 
Two tremendous headlands of golden limestone front each 
other. The rocku fall in precipices of between 2,000 and 
3,000 feet into the great chasm* On a half-way shelf on the 
brink - -  . of the cliffs stands Gourdon, a hamlet of refuge in the 
old t,imes. 

The high r o d  leading to Vence descends rapidly amongst 

* The  bridge of the high road (not &own on the Ordnance map) is 
ahnut 550 feet R ~ O V ~  the sea-level ; the shelves on the top of the lower 
cliff#, along which the roads to the hamlets on the uplands p q  2,860 
aud 3,340 feet respectively. 
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olives to the river-side, to mount again by a long ascent to Lea 
Tourrettes. W e  leave i t  a t  the bridge, and follow a footpath 
whicl~, stealing up on the right bank between orange gardens 
and violet beds, climbs to the very base of the wall of crags. 

After creepinn for some distance under the rocks, and cross- 
ing numeious guhies full of dripping maidenhair, the path comes 

. bwk to the stream, where it is tightly grasped between the 
huge precipices of red rock. A deserted mill is paesed on the 
opposite bank. A little higher the path crosses the river. 
A t  this point picnic parties are stopped by a skeleton bridge. 
The stream roars below, and from rock to rock, a distance of 
perhaps 10 or 12 feet, three poles extend, the faggots and earth 
which were once laid on them to form a pathway having long 
since fallen in. Last year, however, i t  was an easy matter 
for anyone not too proud to crawl to get across by the 
bou~hs.  

~ o h e  few who venture over find themselves in the heart of 
as wild and romantic a chasm as can be met with in the Alps. 
Broken cliffs, only here and there giving scanty goat-pasture, 
spring straight from the water-side. A few chestnuta cling to 
the crags. So narrow is the cleft that a mere strip of sky is 
visible overhead, against which, looking back, the great rocks 
forming the portals of the gorge throw out their bold outlines. 
Deeper in the defile there is no more room for the path, which 
passes along a gallery carried round the face of a crag -over- 
hanging the stream. This gallery I found much in the same 
state as the bridge-that is to say, only a few withes remained, 
bound to iron stanchions in the rock. These, however, could 
be wormed over by a light weight. Beyond this mauvais pas 
a stream tumbles in a great leap across the path coming down 
from GrkoliBres, a hamlet 2,000 feet overhead. At last the 
track abandons the river, and a rude staircase in the limestone 
rock, which anyone unaccustomed to lnountains might very 
easily fail to notice, leads up some 300 feet to a brow whence 
all the height and depth of the abyss are seen at  a glance. A 
path, easy except for those subject to giddiness, traverses the 
face of the cliffs, paesillg at  one place under a waterfall. 

The gorge is now left behind, and the u per valley opens I before us. I n  winter i t  is bare and brown. he few scattered 
cottages are connected by horse-tracks. A new road running 
to the village of Cipihres keeps high along the western hill-sidz. 
I t  is useless to those making for the Cheiron, who must keep 
close to the water on its (true) left bank as far as the point 
where the valley of the Loup turns due west, and a road leads 
up a side glen to the right to the high plateau of Coursegoulea. 
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Following this for a hundred yards, and passing close to the 
hamlet of St. Pons, I began to climb the great face of the 
Cheiron, conspicuous from the hills near Cannes. The next 
two and a half hours were devoted to steady treadmill work up  
very steep grass slopes, broken only for a fkw minutes midway 
by a cultivated shelf. A little more than halfway up the 
ascent of 4,000 feet I turned round fora moment to rest. A high , 

snowy range, very clearly defined, with peaks shining in rosy 
light and pearly shadows in its hollows, had risen above the 
ridge behind me, itself 3,500 feet high. I had to think twice 
before I could convince myself that no Maritime Alp could 
~mssibly have got so far to sea, and that these substantial 
snow-peaks were the same I had seen from lesser heights as semi- 
transparent ghosts floating in haze above the watery horizon, 
the mountains of Corsica. 

Time was running short, and I could not afford to halt. A t  
last 1 was up to the level of the cliffs seen from the hills 
behind Cannes. To be able to use hands as well as feet was 
a delightful relief in the long uphill strain. I took the steepest 
rock I could find, and iudulged my scrambling instinct. A ehort 
gully led up between two crags. As I reached the crest I was 
met by an icy blast which nearly knocked me back again. 
A few steps to the right and I was on the top of the 
Cheiron, under the lee of a big ruined signal, erected, no 
doubt, for trigonometrical purposes. It was late in the after- 
noon, and the sun was low in the western heavens. A wilder 
view I had never seen even from the greatest heights. The 
sky was already deepening to a red winter sunset. Clouds or 
mountains threw here and there dark shadows across earth and 
sea. The EstBrels had sunk to a cape of the size of Beachy 
Head. Far  beyond them stretched the coast of Provence. 
The great Gulf of FrEjus was spread out with all its bays and 
capes. Beyond it, over the Montagnes des Maures, as the old 
Burgundian provinces are seen from Mont Blanc over the 
Jura,  the long land-line receded northwards towards Toulon, 
broken where the Iles d'Hykes lay apart from the land. 

Ear  out at sea Corsica burst out of the black waves like 
an island in flames, reflecting the sunset from all its snows. 
From the sea-level only its mountain-tops, and these by aid of 
refraction, overcome the curvature of the globe. From our 
height we seemed to eee down to their roots, the capes which 
break the waters. 

The back of the Cheiron itself is a broad pasturage, partly 
wooded, covered in summer with flocks and herds and vocal 
with shepherds' songs. Now i t  mas a howling wildsrlless 
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b f  snow and ice. That way lay winter. I had climbed the 
great screen which, like the mountain-wall of a fairy tale, 
protects the lemons and palms of Provence. I n  front was 
the country of the north wind. I t  was strange to turn the 
head from the fertile coast studded with bright towns to the 
white leagues of frozen hills which stretched one beyond the 
other towards Gap d Grenoble. If the knife-edges of 
Dauphin6 were in sight, they were indistinguishable from lesser 
snow-clad heights. Eluewhere the horizon confirmed my im- 
pression that there is little attraction for the mountaineer in 
the Basses Alpes.* The familiar peaks of the Maritime Alps 
still remained by far the most striking features of the moun- 
tain Danorama. 

I 

I t  was not, however, a view in which one cared to lin er 
ever details or was eager for the reco nition of localities. b e  
overpowering effect of the vast weird H andscape was due, not to 
any individual feature, but to the general expression. Placed 
in solitude under the influence of this lurid sunset on the high 
desolate hill-top between the snows and sea, the most matter- 
of-fact tourist could hardly think for long of such small things 
as hills and gulfs and cities. One felt brought face to face 
with a mighty struggle between the principalities and powers 
of nature, a strife in which night and winter were allied 
against day and summer, and were on the point of gaining 
the mastery. As the sun sank redly in the west, the sea 

rew more and more grey ; the flush died off the Corsican 
feights and left them wan ghosts on the edge of the world ; 
the last gleams faded from the warm green shores and 
the red promontories beyond Nice; the icy blast from the 
leagues of northern frost and mow shrieked paet with an even 
fiercer howl of triumph, as if about to seize on the last etrip 
of sun-nrotccted land underfoot. The dramatic force and 
mysteri of such a scene are familiar to most climbers ; they 
can scarcely be conveyed to those who are strangers to high 
mountains. 

Having lingered as long as the swift approach of darkness 
would permit, I slid over the snow-slopes on the N. side of the 
mount,ain to a gap a quarter of a mile E. of that which I had 
mounted through. My descent might be summarised in an 
alliterative line familiar to youth. By a run down the rugged 
rocks I succeeded in reaching, with ragged clothes and 
knuckles, but otherwise unharmed, a good path just before 

* The Lac d'Allos and Mont Pelat (10,016 feet), S. of Barcellonnette, 
will probably best repay a visit in this region. 
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.dusk. I t  crossed a watershed, and then circled round the 
slopes to the large mountaiu village of Coursegoulcs, where I 
arrived in pitch darkness at about 6.15 P.M., in I t  hour from 
the summit. 

The village inn gave me a partridge for supper and a com- 
fortable bed. A t  an early hour next morning I set off by 
moonlight to return to the sea coast a t  Cagnes. The road lies 
across wild, silent downs, alive in summer with shepherds and 
shepherds' songs. Often, I was told, they fiit on neighbouring 
hillocks and chant alternate strains to the music of their pipes. 
A t  last, as the eaet whitened, and the full moon paled in the 
western sky, I saw from the outmost folds of the hills the 
wide sea-spaces, and dropped by steep zigzags down a barren 
gorge, and past an old castle of the Templars to the ancient 
town of Vence and the orange-girt walls of St. Paul. 

There is another gorge in these hills which well deserves a 
visit. The water which  upp plies Cannes is brought in an open 
aqueduct, over twenty miles in length, from the Siagne near St. 
CBaaire. This village lies some ten miles W. from Grasse on 
the first shelf of the hills. It is approached by a road across 
a bare plain eo thoroughly Syrian in character that one finds 
oneself involuntarily looking out for camels and a domed 
Moslem tomb. You may enter i t  and walk about its streets 
without further discovery, unless chance leads you to a terrace 
a few vards behind the church. There vou fiud that the 
while Gllage is built on the brink of a &eat chasm. Far  
below (1,500 feet, I should say a t  a rough guess) the clear 
stream of the Siagne, newly born out of great caves in the 
hills two or three miles higher up, flows a t  the bottom of a 
steepsided glen, cultivated wherever the cliffd allow it. The 
olive groves pour down to the bottom in a great silver-green 
cascade. 

The aqueduct which feeds Cannes draws i ts  supply from 
the stream a mile or two higher up. By a little scranibling 
i t  is possible to follow i t  in the opposite direction, looking 
down on the still green pools, the eparkling shallows, and high 
arched bridges of the Siagne, md the clustere of sun-stained 

. buildings-mills or farm-houses-which gather beside the 
stream. The high road from Graase to Draguignan is joined 
close to the wide-spanned arch which marks the frontier of 
the Alpes Maritimea and the Var departments.' 

* An interesting walk I did not take irr to follow the line of the 
Roinan aqueduct from the S i ~ g n e  to Fdjuu, about twenty miles. 
(See F. M. S.'e ' Guide to Cannes.') 
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Here, before leaving the mountains of the coast and tun ing  
inland, I may add a few lines on the view-points of Nice, 
Mentone, and San h o ;  Mont Chauve, the Berceau, snd 
Monte Bignone. 

The Mont Chauve ia reached by the charming country 
road which leads to Aspromonte, and i t  is eaey to descend 
from i t  to St. Martin le Var or Lee Tourrettes on the Lantaeca 
high road. 

The double-headed oint of L e  Berceau seen from Mentone F is from below one o the most tern ting of Mediterranean 
mountains, and nothin can be more eautiful than the lower f E 
part of the walk, whet er the ridge track to Castellar or the 
footpath through the Val di Mentone, a bower of orauge and 
lenlon groves, is taken. Perhaps the best route is through 
Castellar and up past the old eagle's nest of Castellarm, now 
in IU~IIB, reaching the gap between the two points of L e  
Berceau from the N., and descending by the seaward face. 
The view, however, is not equal to that from most of the 
coast mountains, being confined in many directions by ranges 
close a t  hand ; nor is it improved by following the ridge inland 
to the higher Gramont, the culminating point in this neigh- 
bourhood. 

Pa r  more beautiful is the San Remo mountain, Monte 
Rignone. The ordinary path by San Itornolo, however, 
should be svoided. A preferable track winds through v i n e  
yards to the chapel of San Pietro and the Croce di Pars, and 
then climbs a spur of the mountain. A t  first i t  is bare, and 
the clay strata, turned up vertically to the sky, look like the 
ribs of 3 famished monster. Above spreads a peat pine forest, 
in which i t  is easy to miss the way, but d S c u l t  to lose it 
badly if the obvious rule of going always uphill is observed. 
The top of Monte Bignone is a long down broken by beech 
copsea, slo ing gent1 for sotne distance seawards, precipitous 
on the N.&. face. f t commands 8 most romantic view over q 
landscape Italian in every detail. The wide basin of the 
Nervia spreads out towards the snowy A l p ;  s teep~ided 
ridges, crowned by the brown houees and white cam 
of walled hill-villages, divide narrow, winding glens. E:c 
other side the chestnut foresta of Ceriana are seen, but the 
town itself, one of the most picturesque in Italy, is hidden.. 

There are obvious traces of ancient entrenchments on the summit 
of Monte Bignone, of which I have found no explanation. The top of 
the neighbouring and lower Monte Caggio is a huge pile of stones, 
which appears to have been h t~ped  together by human agency. 

VOL. IX-NO. LXIII. M 
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It is easy to descend from the top to the pilgrimage church 
of San ~ m o l o ,  whence a paved path leads down directly to 
San Remo. A good walker will refer to fouow a terrace 
road which runs along the face of t r~ e hills to Ospidaletti ; by 
turning off i t  above Signs, San Remo may be gained by that 
village. A still more charming descent is found by crossing 
the backbone of the hills and following the crest of the spur 
which ends in the Cape of Bordighera. The views looking 
westwards from the neighbourhood of that village are perhaps 
the most perfectly romantic on the Riviera, and, if the hotels 
were anywhere but in the ugly Marina behind the railway 
station, Bordighera would probably before this have become one 
of the most frequented health-resorts of the Mediterranean 
coast. The neighbouring scenery shares with that of Cannes 
two qualities wantin among the romantic glens of Mentone B or the quieter hills o San Remo-spaciousness and variety in 
character. The bottom of a valley ringed by impending hills, 
even though i t  open on the sea, cannot-at least to my taste- 
compete aa a place of long sojourn with a spot which presents 
landscapes at  once bold and broad, varied in themselves and 
capable of infinite variety of expression, according to season 
and weather, and crowlied by that most beautiful and sugges- 
tive of all natural object. a distant snowy chain. 

TIIE CONGRESS OF ALPINE CLUBS AT PARIS I N  1878, 
AND F e T E  AT FONTAmEBLEAU. 

AT the congress of the French Alpine Club which took place at  
Grenoble in 1877, resolutions were passed ' tbat there should be but 
one international congress per annum, to be organised successively b 
the French, Italian, Sniaa, and German clubs,' and 'that hencefortf; 
the congrew should be held in the mountains and not in a town, an 
exception, however, being made in favour of Paris in 1878, on account 
of the Exhibition.' Probably the wisdom of the former of these reso- 
lutions ie sufficiently apparent, and the writer of these lineg at any 
rate, hae no cause to regret the exception that made Paris the centre 
of the fwtivitie. of the past year. 

On September 6, 1878, the congreee w a ~  opened, not at  the Troca- 
d h ,  sa wae originally intended, but at  the palace of the Tuileriee, 
when M. Adolphe Joanne, the eateemed preeident of the French club, 
delivered a carefully prepared and animated address upon the subject 
of ' Alpinism.' M. Talhert, V.P. of the French club, followed with an 
account of Alpine reunions at Lauteret and Interlaken. M. Le Colonel 
Goulier addressed the congrw on the use of mountain barometers, 
and M. Charles Durier introduced an ingenious theory of the passage 
of the Alps by Hnnnibal. 

On the 7th the congress was continued. I t  wa.q addressed by M. 
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Schrader ' On the Alps as a Teacher of Youth,' and the speaker's re- 
marke were received with great applause. M. Schrader is one of the 
moat active and intelligent of French mountaineers, and haa tnade many 
valuable contributions to the ' Annuaire.' A general di~cusaion then 
ensued, in which M. Ceaare Iariis, Mr. Budden, M. Freundler, preeident 
of the Swim dub, M. Binet-Hentach, its vice-president, M. Talbert, and 
M. Durier took part, after which the congress broke up, the members, 
no doubt, being highly eatisfiecl w i d  the effective discharge of their 
duties, but looking forward, as I ventured to think, with a still keener 
interest to the various public and private hospitalities which awaited 
them during the enwing week. 

On September 10 the fete of Fontainebleau took place, and although 
a alight summer fog greeted the 200 excursionists who presented them- 
selves at the Lyons railway station at 7.45 A.M., i t  was felt by every- 
one that a fine day was in etore for them, and spirits rom accordingly. 
At the station at Fontainebleau every kind of vehicle known to the 
wildest imagination was found to be in waiting, and the joyous 
caravan eat out in the direction of Franchard, where a great breakfaat 
was spread under the trees. The sun broke out as the breekfast con- 
cluded, and the rest of the day was occupied, under a cloudless aky, in 
making different excursions in the charming forest ; all partiee being 
warned to be at the palace as Boon after five ae possible, aa the ban- 
quet was fixed for six o'clock precisely. The first group returned 
eoon after four, and amused themselves by walking about the gardena, 
or by throwing piecea of bread to the carp, or by l i d n g  to the eminent 
Mounet-Sully-himaelf a member of the French dub-who recited 
with great effect ' Lea pauvrea Gem ' in the charming little theatre of 
the palace. At aix o'clock the banquet was served in the Great 
Gallery of Henry 11. This mtlgnificeut hall was p b d  at the disposal 
of the French president by the Minister of Public Works, as a mnrk of 
his interest in the objects of the meeting. The hall was illuminated by 
hundreds of candlee, and the whole effect was magnificent. The great 
oriel windows looked out upon the gardens and the park, and a moon 
nearly full rose to brilliance as the dinner proceeded. 

M. Joenne, of wurae, was in the chair ; on hie left were the presi- 
dents of the English and Swim clubs, Senator Torelli, of the Italian 
club, and the Mayor of Fontainebleau. On his right were the prefect 
and sub-prefect of the Seine and Marne and the leading members of 
the central committee. Tile Italian club was in strong force, being 
represented by more than thirty of its members. . 

The menu was tempting and the dinner auperbly served. The 
band of the 11th Hussars diecoursed excellent music from the garden. 
M. Joanne, who wae received with vehement applause, returned thanks 
to the sun for his brilliancy, to the Mini~ter of Public Works for the 
use of the banquet hall, and to the adminietrative civil and military 
authorities for various services rendered by them, and then drank to 
the prosperity and increasing union of all European Alpine Cluba 
M. Patinot, prefect ofthe department, returned thanke for the Govern- 
ment, and M. Meunier, the mayor, for the town. 

The healths of England, Switzerland, and Italy, and of thc presidents 
Y 2  
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of their respective c luh~,  were then proposed by M. Foucher de  Careil, 
senator and m e  of the founders of the French club, and in an amusing 
epeech, in which he described England as the d o o l  of all the lihertiea, 
he mentioned the right which each Englishman reserved to himself 
of breaking his own neck as one of the most dearly prized of the 
many blessings conferred by the Habeas Corpus. 

The English president returned thanks for the European clubs, and 
received a moat flattering and gratifying reception. The Swiss presi- 
dent (also very cordially received) returned thanks for Switzerland, 
and after a few more speeches the whole audience adjourned to the 
gardens, where a magnificent display of fireworks was expressly pro-. 
vided for theill by the municipality of Fontainebleau. A hasty rush was 
made to the station, where the Marseilles train was stopped for our 
accommodation, and with noise and laughter we searched for our 
carriages under the severe eyes of three dignified h b  chiefs, en route 
from Algiers to Paris, who appeared to regard the whole of our 
proceeding with unmingled awe. 

Too great praise cannot be given to the committee of the French 
club for the excellence of all the arrangements for the convenience and 
comfort of their members and their guests. Every contingency was 
foreseen, and there was no hitch in the proceedings from the beginning 
to the end. 

The congress and the Ete appear to have excited considerable interest 
outside the usual Alpine circles. 

Interesting accounts of the proceedings appeared in the ' XIXme 
Sibcle,' in the ' RCpublicain,' in ' La KBpublique franyaiee,' and in other 
papers, and a cartoon of the banquet scene, and sketches of the prin- 
c i p l  points of interest in the forest of Fontainebleau, appeared in the 
' Illustration! 

So far I have set down simply the official proceedings in connection 
with the congress and the fite; but the writer of these lines desires to 
bear his testimony to the unvarying courtesy, the profuse hospitality, 
the sympathetic kindnew, which the representative of the English club 
received at the handn of his French brethren. 

Shall that charming little dinner a t  M. Joanne's b0 forgotten, over 
which Madame Joanne eo gracefully presided, after which a merry party 
smoked innumerable cigars in the balcony overlooking the gay gardens 
of the Luxembourg ? or that sumptuous banquet of eighteen coven 
at Vefours which the Marquis de Turenne gave to the more prominent 
members of the various clubs, and over which he presided with such 
unaffected simplicity and courtesy ? or that genial breakkt  in the 
Quartier Latin, presided over by the acwmpliahed Renb Fonret, of the 
$rm of Hachette and Co.? or shall I recall the railway journeys in the 
sewers, or the wanderings in the catacombs, under the guidance of the 
gentle M. Lemercier, or the niany other places of public interest to 
which our kind friends procured us m ready un nccess ? 

Well, there are no hosts more charming than cultivated Frenchmen ; 
such courtesies as I received, whilst I fear they are difficult to repay, 
can never be forgotten, and I am glad to take this opportunity of hold- 
ing out to the many fiiends I made in Paris a gmteful and a kindly 
hand. C. E. M. 
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MOUISTAIN EXCURSIONS I N  GREECE. 

ASCENTS OP MT. DELPHI (DIRPHE), IN EUBCEA; MT. LYKERT, EAST 
PEAK (LYCOBEIA), THE H I Q H E ~  POINT OP PARNASSUS; AND MT. ZIRIA 
(CYLLEIPE), ww AND HIGHEST PEAK, THE HIGHEST SUMMIT. A ~ E R  TAY- 
GETUS, IN THE MoREA.-O~ May 9, 1878, Massra I?. E. Blackstone 
and F. F. Tuckett left Chalcie, in Eubaea, and, after a leisurely ride 
(on mulea) of five or six hours through acenery of constantly in- 
creaeing beauty, reached the upland village of Steni, at the south 
hot  of Dirphe, at a height of nearly 1,500 feet above the sea, ~ n d  
cloee to a brawling mountain torrent, which probably diminishes con- 
siderably in volume later in the seaeon. Here they passed the night 
in excellent quarters, and at 5.10 the next morning ~tarted for the 
m e n t  of Mt Delphi, as it ia called by the modern Greeka About 
750 feet (by aneroid) above the village the path enters a noble 
forest of gigantic old chestnuts, which cover the mountain-side for 
a height of Home 1,250 feet, the superior limit being 3,450 feet above 
the aea, lovely views of which, and of the mountains mmunding 
the plains of Beotia beyond it, were disclosed at every turn. The 
chestnuts were succeeded by pines, extending upwards for about 
300 feet, and, just beyond the line where they ceased, a col was 
reached which connects the highest peak of Dirphe with another sum- 
mit-Xero Vuni (4,692 f e e t j t o  the S.E. From this spot-attainable 
by m~des-there is a grand view, on the farther or north-eastern side, 
into the head of a magnificent gorge or valley, in which in situated the 
village of Stroponmi, probably well deserving a visit, and serving as a 
point of departure for the ascent of Dirphe to anyone approaching it 
from the direction of Koumi (Cumre), a port on the east coast of the 
island, a colony from which is said to have founded its more famoua 
Italiin namesake. Turning sharp to the left along the dividing ridge, a 
eecond and lower col (about 3,600 feet above eea-level), immediately at 
the foot of the final southern dope of the mountain, was reached, and, 
there being a spring of excellent watewthe last obtainablwlose at 
hand, a halt was called about 7 o'clock. The time to this point had 
been one hour and three quarters, the pace being very easy. Nothing 
could be more mmple or direct than the remainder of the ascent, which 
waa straight up, at a rather high angle, over broken, rocky p u n d  
intempemed with ptchea of gram ; but, as there wae no occasion for 
hurry, and every inducement under a broiling sun to linger and enjoy 
the exquimte and momentarily widening view, not much less than two 
houre were consumed in attaining the more easterly of the two aummita. 
Thia is slightly exceeded in height by its western neighbour, which Inst 
was reached at 9.45. Between the two, and on opposite sides of a 
ridge connecting them, there were two small crater-like depreseiong in 
which were growing graas and flowers amid patches of unmelted mow ; 
but though these and the peculiar outline of the mountain may have 
suggested the ides to some minds of a volcanic origin, no evidence what- 
ever was observed to justify such a theory. 

Light clouds at times drifting over the wmmit somewhat obscured 
the view whilst adding to ita charm, and, though Olympue could not 
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be diitingubhed, Cyllene, Helicon, Pamaasus, Oeta, Othrya, Pelion, 
the Gulf of Volo, the whole of E u h  from Mt. Oche to the Straits of 
Artemiium, the orJurRe of the Euripua, Chalcis, Pentelicue, Hymettua, 
Parnea, Citharon, and Bomtia were all visible. The following lanta in 
Rower (kindly named by G. C. Churchill, Esq.) were ool lecd on the 
summit by Mr. Tuckett : Crow nivalis, Violnpoetica (?), and a Fritil- 
laria of doubtful apeciea 

According to the map of the French Ebt-Major the height of Dirphe 
i 3  1,745 mbtres, or 5,729 English feet. Mr. Tuckett, who was pro- 
vided with two boiling-point thermometers and an excellent aneroid, 
obtained rather higher results, viz. 5,773 and 5,845 feet respectively, 
by conlparison with his kind friend Captain Mansell's barometer at 
Chalcis, and with readings at Athens most obligingly communicated to 
him by Dr. Juliue Schmidt, the well-known director of the National 
Observatory. The mean of the two boiling-point thermometers a t  
10.30 A.M. was 94O.22 C. (equivalent to a preseure of 615.67 mm.), with 
which the aneroid showed the close agreement of 615 mm., the air 
temperature in the shade being 11°.7 C. Captain hiansell's barometer 
(20 feet above sea-level) at 9 A.M. stood at 756.31 mm., with an air 
temperature of 21°.7 C. Dr. Schmidt's instrument (360 feet above the 
sea) at 10.30 indicated a pressure of 748.47 mm., with an air tem- 
perature of 24' C. 

At 11.45, after two houra' enjoyment of the glorious panorama, the 
descent was commenced, and the spring reached in three-quartere of an 
hour by the help of some glissades down mow-slopea to the east of the 
line of ascent, and the village in one hour and three-quarters more of 
very leisurely going. The start-thence being delayed till 4 P.M., dark- 
ness came on before Chalcie waa reached at 9.45. 

The same party, a h  visiting Thermopylm, Mona (Amphima), and 
Delphi, slept at the large and beautifully situated mountain-village of 
Arachova, or Rhakhova (hernoria ?), 3,232 feet in height, command- 
ing a superb view of the peaks of the Morea beyond the Gulf of 
Corinth. At 3.30 A.M. on May 16 they etarted in brilliant moonlight 
for the ascent of Mt. Lykeri, the highest point of Parnuus, accom- 
panied by a shepherd as guide. An easy ascent of one hour brought 
them to the summit (4,2004,300 feet) of a ridge W.N.W. of the vil- 
lage, and about 1,000 feet above it, which forms the southern boundary 
or rim of an extensive crater-like upland plain lying to the west of the 
principal summite of Parmsaus, and stretching away for several milea 
in the direction of Delphi, where i t  terminates abruptly in the grand 
cliffs of the Phmdriadea Large portions are cultivated and produce 
corn, and on it are three lakes and two ' kalyvias,' or summer villagee, 
belonging respectively to Anrchova and Kaetri (Delphi). Both of 
these, aa well as the site of the fkmous Corycian cave-to reach which 
involves a detour of two or three hours-lie to the left of the track for 
the ascent of Mt. Lykeri, which, aftar descending about 200 feet on 
the northern side of the ridge, skirts round the eastern bounding alopea 
of the plain, at a slight elevation above it, and, alternately riaing and 
falling, next climbs rapid1 through fine pine-woods to a more bare and 
elevated plateau, from wiich the views between the partly pine-clad 
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spurs and mamelons of rock are exquisitely beautifa1 and pic- 
turesque. A solitary shepherd's hut (rorpcvoq pronounced ' pekmino,' 
the s being dropped), made of rough pine-boughs, and open in front, 
was paesed on the right, at which during the deacent a halt was made, 
and bowla of delicious Gcaovpv (pronounced ' theeaoortee ')-sheep'& 
milk junket, slightly sour-were most hospitably supplied by the in- 
mates, and proved very refre%hing. 

At 7.15, after a ahort halt for breakfatst, a steeper portion of the 
aecent was entered on, and, afler about half an hour's progrem in an 
easterly direction, during which the highest shepherd's hut was passed, 
a mow-Wed basin or valley waa reached and trave:rsed, a ridge at its 
head and a second baaii cromed, and then the final peak attacked. The 
pace having been very leisurely, and some atepcutting having been 
necegnrry, or at least desirable, the actual mmmit was not reached tU 
10.20. Ten minutea previously, whilst halting on a rock in the snow, 
a rather mart earthquake shock waa felt, a novel experience in moun- 
taineering, and one which in the A l p  would be a fresh aource of danger, 
the more serious aa its occurrence could never be foreeeen and provided 
againet, and the avalanches of ice, mow, and rock which it would pro- 
bably occasion might take place when the poaition of the climber ren- 
dered retreat or ahelter impoesible. 19 hr. waa apent on the sum- 
mit in making obmrvations and &dying the wonderful view, which 
is not only of great beanty and grandeur, but, in the historic intereat of 
its details, certainly unaur@ by any in the world. To the muth 
Ta g e m  waa clearly distinguished, and reared itaelf np most grandly, 
a n i  nearer, in a line from east to west, lay the aummita of C Ilene, 
Chelm- Olonoa, andvoidhia (Panhellenicon) behind Pa- ~ t .  duiona 
(pronounced ' Jona'), in Ozolian Locrh, north-west of Amphisaq and 
west-north-west of Pamarma-which, according to the map of the 
Etat-Major Franpis, it overtope by 174 feet-= well men; and of 
cotme the whole of b t i a ,  with the channel of the Euripus beyond, 
lay spread out like a ma whilst due north and muth respectively the 
Maliac (Gulf of Lamia7 and Cvrinthii Gu& were conspicuoul and 
beantifid featurea E u k  waa obecure, but eome of the ialands be- 
yond it could be made out, and 01 mpus, or a lofty mow mountain 
apparently in ita exact position, waa A m visible. 

On the summit Mr. Tuckett gathered Draba. d h o a  (?), the only 
apeciea in flower; and farther down the following, also in flower, were 
colleded by him : (at 7,000 feet) a speciea of Crocus unknown to Mr. 
Churchill; (6,500-7,000 feet) Scilla bijolia; (6,000-6,500 feet) Am- 
mom blanda-' a form closely allied to A. appGnna of Dalmatia and 
Tnscany, which is also cultivated in English gardens.' 

The pine wood4 which are of a rather scattered and open chsraater, 
contain some old and large treea, but the majority are much distorted, 
aa if the etrnggle for existence waa a hard one, and, though very pic- 
tureaque, would not make good timber. 

The map of the Etat-Major Franpie givea the height of Mt. Lykeri 
aa 2,459 mhtres, or 8,068 Englieh feet. Mr. Tuckett's boiling-point 
obaervationa, by comparison with Athens as a baae, give (as in the 
case of Dirphe) a rather higher reault, viz. 2,517.4 mktres, or 8859 
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English feet. The mean of the two boiling-pint thermometer readinge 
at 10.45 A.M. was 92'-03 C.=567.33 mm., the air temperature being 
10" C. Dr. Schmidt's barometer at the isme hour indicated (by a 
dight interpolation) 753.76 mm., with an air temperature of 20O.2 C. 

At 12.5 the descent waa commenced by a mtting glieetrde, the effect of 
which, in saturating the petticoats (fustai~ella) of the worthy g u i d e w h o  
managed thig h h  first, attempt very creditably--excited endlees merri- 
ment and pantomime throughout the day. At  1.25 the mow-through 
which myriads of large and brilliant Alpine crocuses wel-e forcing their 
headewaa finally quitted, and at 3 the rotpivoc, already referred to, 
was reached. Halting till 3.30, the wl on the ridge bounding the plain 
on the south was gained at 5.10, and Arachova reached at 6. The even- 
ing Iight shone gloriously on the blue waters of the Gulf of Corinth 
and the peaks of the Morea; and later there were wonderfully con- 
trnsted tints of deep blue shadow and yellow glow, followed, ss the sun 
tank, by the eplendours of a full moon. 

The same party left Corinth nt 7 A.M. (on horseback) for the village 
of Trikala, situated high (3,445 feet) on the side of the valley of the 
Sye, a torrent which descends from Nt. Ziria (Cyllene) in a N.E. di- 
rection and errten the Gulf of Corinth near the village of Xylo Kastron. 
After visiting en route tha interesting plateau and ruins of Sicyon, the 
oharmingly situated villages of Skli, Velina, and Mfirkeui werc uucces- 
Bively paesed, but being overtaken by darkness shortly after leaving the 
Irrst-named place, and the track, which none of the men had previously 
traversed, proving very rough and difficult to distinguish, it was 11 
P.M. before Trikala waa reached. 

The following morning, whilst Mr. Blackstone proceeded, with the 
dragoman (Angelos Melissinos), 'agoyiates,' horseg and baggage, 
by a pass to Goun~ or Gura, a village near tlie Lake of Phonia 
(Pheneos), Mr. Tuckett started at 7.45, with a native as guide, for the 
ascent of Mt. Ziria (Cyllene). At 9.10, after a steepish wen t ,  a 
narrow, straight, and nearly level valley was reached, which led in 20 
minutes to an upland plain, partially cultivated. Traversing this for a 
quarter of an hour, and then proceeding dong a narrow continuation of 
it till 10.20, a roc pi^,^ (height about 5,200 feet) was reached not far 
h m  the foot of the steep, bare, grey, rocky slopes leading up to the 
highest ridge of the mountain, the actual summit of which is situated 
at tlre went extremity of a crescent-ahaped ridge eome miles in length. 
A halt waa called for i3roovprq, and to admit of the really splendid 
fellows who were here established with their flocks examining all the 
novelties in the posseseion of the stranger-the, to them, marvellous 
powers of a telescope being very 'great medicine,' and calling forth 
ahouts of childlike laughter and delighted netonishment. Starting again 
about 11, and taking it very easily up the rocky slope, where the heat 

intense, the ~ummit (which is a double one) waa reached by the 
eastern ridge at 12.45. The view was cloudless, but at the same time 
not very clear, owing to the presence of a certain amount of haze. During 
his two previous visits to Greece Mr. Tuckett had noticed that the 
glittering crest of Cyllene was visible from a greater number of points 
than any other Greek mountain, and he had therefore specially marked 



it down as deserving attention. The converse proved equally true 
when on the summit, for the whole Morea--or at least its principal fea- 
tures-waa included in the wondertill p o r n m a  The rich variety of 
the details may be inferred from the following names of places and 
objects which were distinctly recopiesble : Salamis, Hymettua, Ge- 
rania, the Isthmua uf Corinth, Mycenre, the Plain of Argos, Nanplia and 
its gulf, Mountn Aphrodisium, Mlenalus, Taygetua, Ithome (?), Olonoe, 
Chelmos, Voidhia, Verduasia, Guiona, Parnassua, Helicon, &c. &c., with, 
of course, a considerable stretch of the Gulf of Grinth and a portion 
of the Lake of Phonirr. Chelmos was the most imposing monntain- 
form visible, and conatitutea a noble mcursifin iteelf. 

Two and three-quarks hours were spent on the wmmit in observations 
and the leisurely enjoyment of the wonderfully beautiful and interest- 
ing view; and the temperature in the shade being 75O (!) Fahr. at 2.45 
P.M., though moderatad by a gentle breeze passing over patches of half- 
melted snow, nothing could well be more luxurious in its way. Cyl- 
lene in the barest, and in itself, it must he confessed, one of the ugliest 
of mountains, looking much more attractive at a distance than close at 
llnnd ; but, being very e a ~ y  of ascent and commanding a panorama of 
such exceptional magnificence, i t  well repays a viait. The mean of 
readings at 2.45 and 3 P.M. of two boiling-point thermometers was 92"-6 
C.=579-59 mm., with (as already stated) an air temperature in the 
shade of 23O.9 C. (75' F.) Dr. Schmidt's barometer at Atlien~, at the 
same hour, stood at 754.38 mm., air 30°.7 C. (87'-3 F.), which gives 
a height above sea-level of 2,446 mbtrea, or 8,025 English feet, the 
French determination being 2,374 mbtrea, or 7,789 EnglLh feet. 
Flowere were exceptionally scarce, and C r o w  m'valis waa the only 
 pies found. 

At 3.30 r.M. the descent was commenced, by way of an elevated ml, 
to the S. or S.S.E. of the summit, from which the view of the Lake of 
Yhonia was very charming. Below it a prett little alp was travereed, 
dnd then followed some scattered pine-woods (rne tree measured 15 feet 
in circumference at 3 feet from the ground), succeeded by a plain with 
shepherds' huts, separated from Gura and the valley of the Aroauii~e, 
which flows into the lake, by a low ridge, msembling in appennrnce an 
ancient moraine, and sweeping round the skirts of Ziria in a peculiar and 
graceful curve. This plain wae reached at 5, the ridge at 5125 (whence 
there wm another lovely peep of the Lake of Phonia), nnd Gura itself 
at 6. The French map gives the height of the lake as 758 mbtrea 
(2,487 Engli~h feet), and that of Gura may probably be 500 feet greater, 
or about 3,000 feet, as i t  ia situated coneidersbly above the stream of 
the Aroanias. 

Four dnys' ride, through most charming ecenery, vid Zarukla, the 
source of the Styx, Solos, the monastery of Megaapelion (Mew-  
plteon), and Vostitza (Egion),took the party on the afternoon of June 1 
to Patma, where their delightful four weeks' wanderings in Greece 
terminated. 
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ALPINE ACCIDENTS AND ADVENTURES LN 1878. 

THE CEVEDALE ACCIDENT.-The Editor has received letters f+om Mr. 
Arthur Johneon, Herr Schuck, and from Dr. Salomon, the sole survivor 
of the Cevedale accident, clearing up the point left ambiguous in Dr. 
de Neufville's account as to what steps were taken for Dr. Salomon'e 
sucwur while help was being sought from the valley. The second 
party on the mountain was made up not of one traveller and guide, but 
of four travellers with two guidea It was one of these-Herr Otto 
Schiick, with the guide Vincent Reinstadtler-who rescued Dr. Salomon 
from the glacier cleft into which he had fallen. When they left to seek. 
help, another guide, Aloys Schopf, remained with the sufferer. Dr. 
Salomon writes, ' I wish to lay special stress on the fact that, owing to 
the consideration of the above-named gentleman and the conscientious- 
ness of the guide Schopf, I was not left alone for a single instant during 
the eight or nine hours which I had to paes on the glacier.' 

The following additional prticulare are made up from the letters of 
Mr. Johneon and Herr Schiick, which supplement one another :- 

The unfortunate man Zuschg, who was Reinstadtler's father-in-law, 
was 60 years old. He carried no axe. This wag in fact, his very first 
glacier expedition, snd he was only engaged becauee there waa no one 
else available. Joseph Reinstadtler was a good and trustworthy guide. 
He was engaged in cutting etepa at the moment of the accident, which 
doubtlees hindered him fhm checking the dip before it was too late. 
The dope was undoubtedly mow, not ice. 

Reinstadtler's widow has thus lost husband and Qther at one blow, 
and she is left with three young children. She ie not in actual want, 
owning three oows and a bit of land; but this, as usual, is encumbered. 
She is alm obliged to keep a ' Knecht ' to work the land in place of her 
lo& relations, and his payment nearly absorbs the income of the pro- 
perty. Life must be very hard for her. 

The priest, Herr Eller, who keeps an inn, opened a subecription for 
her ; but visitors to the Suldenthal are not so numerous as the fine 
Bcenery and good accommodation might warrant. Three hundred 
florins was the amount collected. Lately a mall pension of 60 florins 
annually has been moved for from the Guide Subvention Fund of the 
German and Austrian Club. Further contributions would be most 
acceptable, and the poor woman's case appeara one which may fkirly be 
recommended to the readers of the 'Alpine Journal.' Subscriptions 
ehould be aent by P.O. order, addressed, ' Herr Eller, P h e r  in St. 
Gertrud, Suldenthal, Tyrol, Austria' 

LOST ON THE B E R ~ L - M r .  H. W. Seton-Karr sends the following 
account of hie adventure on Piz Bernina :-On Thursday, August 1, I 
etsrted from Pontreaina with Hans Gras~, the eon of the well-known 
guide of that name, and Michel Coray, guide and village ' bobby,' h m  
Surlej. Being the first party to sleep in the new Boval hut of the 
S.A.C., we had to carry up several pota and pana 

I found that another party was destined for the same night quarters 
-two gentlemen of Zilrich, with their guidea and portere. 

We had tolerably clean straw to sleep on, ainw we were the first oc- 
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cupanta of the hut, but aa for the fireplace, all the heat seemed to go up 
t11e chimney, but none of the smoke; m that, aa we sere  eight in 
the hut and packed m tight that s laugh at any point reverberated 
along the line, it waa not surprising if the air rushed out of the door 
in a vimble column in the morning. We got off won after one, with 
two lights for the party, and stumbling over huge boulders, the usual 
precursors of a great glacier, set foot on the ice, some of us not to 
leave it again for 44 houm Pasaing under the Beetung, we arrived nt 
four on the huge termcw of n6v6 which descend from Piz Bellavista. 
The morning was cloudle~, except a few misu that were forming and 
dissolving against the Bernina, which rose oppoaite us, ahowing that 
currenta of different temperatures were meeting. Here we were to 
separate, and a change of guides took place, to which I did not at the 
time object, though I believe that had I had old Hans Graes with me, 
instead of his son, we should not have been benighted as me were. 
Hans and Christian Grass, the two gentlemen of Ziirich, and a porter 
for Piz Palti; I with Michel Gray and Christian Hans Grass for 
Piz Bernina. We took the nsual course, nearly due west, to the Crae- 
taguzpr Saddle, crossed the Birnkoasel to the north, and reached the foot 
of the arbte at 6.30, all exhausted by the mR mow and hot sun. The 
snow part of the arbte was u n u s d y  narrow in places, owing to a 
fierce wind that waa dusting up the edge (for instance, three feet below 
the edge it would be a foot thick, and sunk away proportionately), eo 
that we did not reach the summit (13,294 feet) till 9.30, and left it 
almost immediately. 

So far the sky had been clear, except that below the Disgrazia fleecy 
clouds were lying; but now the weather behaved in a most unaccount- 
able, not to eay magical, faehion, for all round the peak, without m y  
warning, dense cloude formed, and shortly after a fnriona storm came up 
from the south-providentially a few minutee after we had left the 
arste, or we ahould m a t  certainly have been blown off it down to the 
Tnchierva glacier. 

From this point I cannot say that my guidea showed much judgment 
or energy. Though the storm was raging furiously the direction to go 
in was obvious, and there waa no impossibility in moving. I urged 
them, however, in vain to pereevere. Graes seemed completely dumb- 
founded, and we epent the remainder of the day in digging refugea in 
the mow and tramping up and down on the bank of a precipice 
which (as I eaaily ascertained with a compass, but endeavoured in 
vain to explain to Gr:w) overlooked the Craataguzza Saddle. We 
found a poor Bhelter for the night in the shape of a rock eight 
feet square, aRer a perilous climb in the twilight along the edge of 
the gulf. Curionaly enough, the fifteen hours we apent there aeemed 
like one, from the intense drowainm brought on by the cold. We 
must certainly have presented a remarkable appearance. The coat- 
ing of ice over us was at leaat an inch thick ; our hats were frozen to 
the hair; Coray's nose alone appeared beneath his ice-mask, while 
marbles of ice had formed even on his eyelashes ; Gram looked like 
Father Chrietmae on a cake. When morning broke we found ouraelvea 
in an awkward predicament. During the night the atom had bean 
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blowing up the precipice with such force that we should have fo&d it 
hard to fall over, and had formed an immense mow-drift above us. We 
were soon on the top, and found that it overhung and sank away into 
clouds below, which Graes declared waa towards Italy ; the precipice 
closed the rear and right, a wall of rock the lefi. We made seven 
sorties &om our rock. Six timee our courage failed us on the brink 
of the crest ; at the seventh we got down somehow by the rope, at about 
midday, and after six hours of step-cutting (made difficult by the 
showers of hail that poured down the slo e and filled up the ateps the K instmt they were cut) resched a ' Bergsc rund,' filled by hail, where it 

' waa neceseay to jump down about thirty feet. We managed it anc- 
.easefully, Coray landing in a sitting position with a loud thud. The 
clouds now broke. and we found ourselves on the west side of the Mor- 
teratach icefall, where Gram partly retrieved his character by threading 
it in grand style (though he never recogniaed the locality). The glacier 
below us was curiously distorted by refraction, m that the farther end 
looked the higheat. Young Graes did not recognisa his fellow guides, 
who came out to meet us with lights when we reached Boval, but 
asked the way in Italian to the neareat inn. Coray and myself, being 
hat-bitten, slept (and pretty soundly too) with our hands in snow. 

Hans Grase (the firther) had been overtaken by the storm somewhere 
near the top of the Palil, but got his party back eafely to Pontremna by 
Friday night. When he found we had not come back, with natural 
anxiety for his son, he started off to look for us, taking Johann GM, 
but was driven back near the Peatung by the storm ; being joined by 
Christian Grass, he sat off again, only to be again driven back near the 
Firnkessel, and returned to Pon~reslna on Saturday night, having thue 
been forty hours on the move.. H. W. S. K. 

THE ESCAPE ON PIZ PALU.-A full and excellent account of this 
wonderful escape has been given by Dr. G d e l d t  in a German paper, 
with the object of clearing Hans Graea (the fither) from injurious 
statements circulated in Switzerland. 

Such hult aa there was lay entirely with the leading guide, who kept 
too near the corniced crest. Hans Grass, who waa in the rear, did 
wonders in holding up the two travellers and leading guide, who were 
hanging--one in space, the other two on the face of an exceedingly 
steep slope. Mr. Benjamin Wainewright, by retaining hold of his ice-axe, 
also contributed essentially to the happy h e ,  as, but for this, atepa 
could hardly have been cut, and he and his companions enabled to 

This story recalls, though happily with a different ending, the terrible 
catastrophe on Mont Blanc in 1870. In both there seems to have been the 
same failure in the guides. Nothing can give a man a good head for locality, 
but guides should be taught at least the use of a compssa and the need of 
prompt energy when overtaken by bad weather. If their party cannot face 
the s tom with unimpaired powers, how can they expect to be more buc- 
cevsful when benumbed and exhausted by hours of exposure 1 The energy of 
despair sometimes does wonders ; but it is a last resource which ought not 
to be trusted to. We hope the Swiss club will make this adventure the 
mbject of a warning to the guides under their inllaence, and particularly to 
those of Pontresina.-EDITOR. 



rescue themselves from their perilous position. Hans Grsse ia recom- 
mended on all aides aa a thoroughly efficient guide, and haa the higheat 
reputation of any man in his profeeaion in Eastern Switzerland. He 
appears, however, to be the only man in the Engadine capable of takiig 
the lead in a diflicult expdtion. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
ALPINE Hum.--Complaints have been recently made in various 

partn of the Ape of the atate in which huts are often leR by par- 
ties who have spent the night in them, and the injury done to the 
furniture and cooking utenaih The mischief ia believed to be due 
prinoipally to the auelesgneea of guidee not belonging to the district, 
and consequently without any feeling of responsibility to counteract 
the natural indolence of 3 A.M., supported, as i t  usually is, by the general 
eagernees for a start. Travellers are urgently requmted, therefore, to 
insist on their guides using the stove carefully, and, before leaving, 
cleansing the cooking utenaih, restoring to their proper p h  all 
blankets or hmitiure, and ahutting the doors and windowa It might 
be well if the foreign Alpine Clubs would ieaue a printed notice to 
this effect, to be puatd up conapicuoualy in the huts under their con- 
trol. It should be in French, German, and Italian, eo as to be intel- 
ligible to guidea of every nationality. 

RRST ASCENT OF THE PALA DI S. MARTINO, 3,244 M~TREs.-M~. 
T. Menwr and the Marquis A. di Pallavicini, with the guidea Santo 
Siorpaea and Arcangelo Dimaj, af Cortina, had made during the 
&ye from the 17th to the 22nd of June, 1878, starting from S. Mar- 
tino di Chtmzza, several reconnaissances and uselm attempt8 to w e n d  
the P a h  di S. Martino. From articles in the 'Alpine Journal' wn- 
m i n g  the attempts of Meeers. Whitwell, Beachmoft, and Tucker, and 
information given by Mr. Tuckett about the possibility of an trscent of 
the Pala, these gentlemen were aware that an attempt to gain the 
summit from the N. would prove impracticable by ordinary moun- 
taineering methods. The S.W. aide proved quite aa hopelem, and the 
5. and S.E. aides were found unfavourable to an ascent. On the E. 
aide Mr. Whitwell succeeded in gaining a considerable height in the 
year 1870, but without being able to ecale the peak. From the 
N.N.W. a broken ridge leads from the plateau to the main mass of the 
Pala; but this ridge proved, aa the above-mentioned gentlemen found, 
to be cut off from the Pala by an impassable chasm. 

Messrn. BetlchcroR and Tucker, with Franpoie Devouasaoud and 
Battiata della Santa, had made an attempt, aa th state themselves, on 
the N.W. aide ('Alpine Journal,' vol. vii. p. 338,  but ala here found 
further nacent a dangerous that they gave up the attack. Conaidering 
these circumstances, and making grateful use of these most valuable 
observations, Measra. Meurer and Pdavicini decided to direct their 
attempta specially toward6 the W. and N.W. sides, and only if them 
proved useless to try the E. aide, which Meam. Whitwell and Tuckett 
pronounced to be not quite hopelees. 
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The firat days were made uae of by the two gentlemen and their 
guides for reconnaissancca On the 21st a serious attempt was made 
on the W. and S.W. sides. On the 22nd the rocks of the Cima della 
Rosetta were climbed, in order to observe from a greater height if an 
attempt on the N.W. cliffs would prove unsuccessful higher up in the 
main mass of the Pnla. This inspection proved eatidkctory, and so on 
attack on the N.W. aide was decided upon. 

On the 23rd June the party etarte J with Michele Bettega, of S. 
Martino, as porter, at four o'clock from S. Martino, and reached-by 
skirting the base of the Cima della Rosetta, and climbing the some- 
what Bteep wall beyond it,-the foot of the glacier, which was still thickly 
covered with mow. ARer having ecaled this glacier, the party, having 
been climbing four houre, were pretty high up on the ice which lies 
in the recess between the Pala and the Cima della Rosetta. This 
glacier terminates a t  its upper end in a steep couloir running up the 
N. h e  of the Pala to the pass beheen the Pala and the Cima della 
Roeetta. 

In a narrow, steep couloir to the right of the glacier the ascent was 
continued, not without considerable difficulties. They then bore to 
the right, and mme iced ' Beqschriinde ' were traversed, which required 
great care. All at once the party etood before a perpendicular wall, 
which evidently had to be scaled. [See Mr. Tucker's note.] This 
proved to be, not EO much in ascending, but especially in the descent, 
the most perilous part of the expedition. Above this wall the party 
climbed laterally through crumbling rocks. Once more a difEculty 
presented itself, which seemed at first to be imurn~ountable. The 
pnrty, having climbed a narrow ridge of an almost perpendicular wall, 
found itself in a stony ravine (Felsenkessel), from which there seemed 
to be no issue whatever. I t  was only after repeated search that the 
brave leader of the expedition, the guide Santo Siorpaes, found, by 
scaling a prominent and overhanging rock, an issue which led upwards 
through a narrow 'vallon.' On passing this very dangerous epot the 
guide Dirnaj waa struck by a falling stone, loosened by the pulling of 
the rope, which rolled down and hurt his head-an accident which 
might have easily proved serious. A further way was now found, and 
although very steep, still not quite as dangerous. An icefield having 
been at last reached, in another quarter of an hour the sumn~it of the 
Pala wvas conquered. 

The Pala di S. Martino consists of three peaks, which are only sep -  
rated from each other by small depressions. All these were thickly 
covered with mow, and that was the reason why a stone man was built 
on the E. side, where a spot free of anow was found. A card with the 
dates of the ascent was deposited. From the S.W. peak S. Martino in 
to be seen, and the charming Val Cismone. The S.W. peak is the 
lowest of the three, although the difference in height between the peaks 
con~ists of a few metres only. The declivity of' the precipices on all 
sides of the Pala is frightfully rapid. 

I t  was exactly twelve o'clock a~ the party reached the ~ummit. 
Clouds prevented a clear view, and a heavy storm set in whilst the 
party was still on the summit of the Pala. 
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' The deicent wss made still more difficult under such circumetences, 
the rocks being alippery and the cold benumbing hands and feet. The 
ascent of the walls had required four hours, whilst the descent took five 
hours and was very dangerous The guides, Santo Siorpaes and 
Arcangelo Dimaj, and the porter, Michele Bettega, behaved wonder- 
fully, and proved as courageous as skilful. S. Martino waa reached at 
half-past aeven o'clock. 

From S. Martino to the rocks, four hours ; ascent of the rock walls 
up to the summit, four hours. Descent to the glacier, five h o w  ; and 
from there, gliseading on the mow-fields, it took two hours more to 
mach S. Martino. T. MEURER. 

K ~ ~ N I G ~ S P ~ T ~ E  (ORTLER ALPS)-J?IRST &CENT PROM THE SULDEN 
Gu~.-Since Mr. Tuckett set foot for the first time on the Konigs- 
epitze ascenta have generally been made from the S.E. side. The diffi- 
culties of an ascent on the west by the long ' Grat,' which runs from the 
N.W. to the S.E. and leads to the snmmit, were so considerable that 
attempts had proved useless. 

On July 1, 1878, Mr. T. Meurer and the Marquis A. di Pallavicini 
ascended, with the guidea Peter D'Angl and Johann Pinggem, of Sulden, 
the Konigilspitze by the usual road from the Schaubach Hutte, over the 
'Konigejoch' and the 'Schulter,' wanting to reconnoitre. They de- 
scended by the Cedehgletacher towards S. Csterina. Next evening the 
party found itself in the Malga in the Val Zebru, with the intention to 
pin the Sulden or Payerjocb-the depression between the Kijnigsspitze 
and Monte Zebru-and to try from there to conquer the Konigsepitze 
by the Sulden Grat. Bad weather and heavy rain frustrated this plan. 

On July 5 the party were again at  the Schaubach Htitte, with Aloie 
Pinggem as third guide, and a start was made next mornbg at 3 o'clock. 
The Sulden Glacier was travemd in a W.S.W. direction, and also 
another secondary glacier, which stream down in direct line from the 
Kinigsepitze, which I will call Kanigswand Gletacher. This virginal 
glacier, which precipitated itself very steeply on the Sulden Glacier, was 
crossed, but had to be abandoned, the draca being frightfully clefk 
asunder ; and the ascent was continued on the right side in the rocks. 
Above the draca the glacier waa again set foot upon, and scaled by 
stepcutting up to o little saddle, by which the party was sheltered 
from the N.W. storm ; but here the storm reached them in mch a way 
that it almost made every further attempt of sscent impossible. From 
the eaddle a very steep ice-field dopes towards the Grat, having a height 
of (circa) 3,700 mbtrea It  was reached at 8 o'clock. 

The ridge is sharp, and, as all those arc aware who know the peak- 
the proudeet mountain of the Eastern Alps-it is protected on both 
aides by frightful precipitous walls, which run down from one aide on to 
the Snlden, and from the other on to tlie Zebru Glacier. Notwithstrmd- 
ing the heavy storm, the party progreseed relatively very well along the 
ridge till some huge boulders sudienly prevented further advance. 
Owing to the congelation, and the height of these blocks, it waa quite 
impossible to surmolmt them, and, unlees a retreat was resolved on, 
nothing could be done but by finding a way round them on the south 
side of the mountain; on the north i d e  it was impracticable. 
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With precaution the party descended a bit of the eteep rock-wall nnd 
travermd on the slope wuloirs filled up by new and old mow, and rock- 
ridgea formed by congelation of loose and firm rocks. This waa a 
passage of eeverrrl hours, during which the slighteat carelesena would 
have caused a dreadful catastrophe. At last the party reached once 
more the Grat, and, the wind having calmed down in the meantime, 
the summit was reached at half-past 12, without any further obstacles. 
The weather was splendid. 

Peter D'Angl deaervea to be specially mentioned, ae hie grest courage 
contributed eeaentially to the succeee of the expedition. The other two 
guidea verified their excellent reputation. 

The deecent wae made by the K'onigsjoch to St. Gertrud, in the Sul- 
denthal, where the party arrived at halt'-paat 5 o'clock in the afternoon. 
Time : Schaubmh Hiitte to beyond the dracs, 3 hours; to the Grat, 
2 h o r n ;  by the Grat to the summit, 44=94 h o r n  An hour's rest 
on the summit. Descent to St. Gertrud, 4 houre; all including hdta.. 

T. MEUBER. 
THE THIRD PEAK OF PIZ ROSE&-On October 7 Dr. J. M. Lud- 

wig, of Pontreina, ascended all three peaks of Piz R q  for the first 
time. ' My guide was Ham G m .  We took two other guides with us 
(Cadenau and Hans Grass, eon of Christian Grascl), because they had 
never mula the nscent before. We slept at the new nhelter-hut in 
Mortal, left it at 2.25 A.M., reached the ice-slope which hangs down from 
the Roeeg to the Sella Glacier at 5.60 ; stopping 30 minutes for break- 
fast, we reached the top of the before-named slope at 7.50, and the 
Schneekupp, or west peak, at 9 ; the highest at 10.6--seven hours 
walking from the hut. Starting at 10.30, reached the third peak at 11.35, 
along a ridge conisting almost entirely of ice, and requiring great care. 
The S c e m n  G h i e r  was reached at 1.30 (Italian aide), down an exces- 
sively steep and dangerow couloir, consisting of ice and rock. Weather 
was threatening, sd return was made by the Sella paas instead of the 
Crastae;uzza pass. The two young guides behaved well. Hans Gram 
ahowed his masterahip. He ia a model of a guide in every way. 

' J. M. LUDWIG.' 
Prz BEBNINIL-Dr. Gusafeld has been s u d u l  in reaching the de- 

tached weat spur of the Piz Bernina, which haa of late years been distin- 
guished by the name given on the Italian side to the whole block-Monte 
Ronso di Sceracen. He has alw reached the summit of Piz Bernina by 
the very long and dificult ridge which falls to the saddle between the 
Bernina and Piz Mortarataeh. 

TEE LEVANNA.-In looking at the mass of the Levanna from the 
Stabilimento at Ceresole, the eye f i r d t  falls on the Glacier de Porno ; 
then a broken ridge of rocks runs up to the Italian Levanna. This is 
the peak an ascent of which by Lord Wentworth ia noticed in the vi i -  
tord book at the Stabilimento. Between the Italian Levanna and the 
next peak to the right, which is really a v e v  inferior point and owes 
ita apparent importance to the accident of ~ta position, there is a very 
steep snow-slope. This mow-slope, the top of which is really the 
end of the Glacier de Girard, has on ita one side the north-west d t e  of 
the Italian Levanna, and on the other a similar ridge, steeper though 
shorter. 



Abr  p d n g  the inferior peak we come to the real Becca a tre 
Corni. In the d t e  which m a  up to the first of the three horns there 
is a curious tooth of rock, which leans over towards the east. Besidea 
the three horns themselves, several rocky teeth start up from the summit 
ridge. The first horn (the mmt easterly) is the one on which the 
Italian engineers have erected a substantial Ictone-man. The second or 
middle horn (the eecond and third pointa should rather becalled h u m p  
than horns) was ascended by Mr. James Heelis and myself, with Jean 
Martin and Alphonee Payot, on August 12, from the Chklet of Duis. 

We found amongst a few stones which had been thrown together on 
the top the cnrd of A. Castagneri, the guide of Balme, only. The 
third horn is inferior in height to the firat and eecond, but which of the 
two, the first or m n d ,  is really the higher we could not determina 
We were inclined to think that if the most eastern peak is the highest, 
it owea its supremacy to the stone-man before mentioned. At any rate 
one or other of these two points is the highest peak of the Levanna 
group, and the diffenmce between them is very mal l  indeed. From the 
third horn a ridge, nearly level for its weatern half, stretches to the 
point called on the Italian map Punta della Scott. Thia, according to 
M. Jean Culet, of Bonneval, is the point allcended by Mr. Cowell ; and 
when the Levanna is ascended from Bonneval, this is the point to which 
travellers are taken. From this point the ridge falls away to the 
west. G. YELD. 

I t  seems that the Levanna has three peaks, and the higheat or 
central peak three horna I t  ie probable that the west peak (3,607 
mbtres) was first climbed by Mr. Cowell; the central (3,640 nibtres), 
by S. Vaccarone and Gramaglia from the muth aide; the east (3,570 
mbtrea), by Lord Wentworth.-EDITOR. 

AIGUILLE DU MIDI DE PEISEY.-Mr. Coolidge mites: 'A t  p. 98 of 
the hut number of the Journal I deecribed my ascent of this peak hst 
summer, under the impression that i t  had not previouely attracted the 
notice of travellers. Mr. R C. Nichols haa had the goodness to com- 
municate to me his notea of the w e n t  made by him on September 12, 
1867, in the compan of Mr. E. P. 13owsel1, with J. V. Favret and J. 
Tuirraz, junior, whici iq of m u m ,  the true Grst ascent by travellers. 
Starting from the Chalets de 1'Arc at 5.35, they followed the line of an 
old moraine to the foot of a long enow coulolr, bcade which they as- 
cended in two hours and a half to the &te, kept round to the right of 
the little peak, marked 3,031 mbtres, then along the arate to the foot 
of the final peak. They then came to a notch on another ar6te running 
W., by which they reached the top a t  10.25. The return waa effected 
direct to the first arGte, and then as before to Val P e k y .  
' My route aeema to have been eseentially the same as that described 

by Mr. Nichols, and I can only claim to have dincovered a new deecent 
to the Val de Prbmou. Mr. Nichols agrees with me aa to the non-ex- 
istence of the peak marked 3,422 mbtrea on the French map, the cairn 
being on the point called in that map Sommet de BellecSte. He 
further informs me that the name l1 Mont Bernier," which appeam on 
the A. C. map as the appellation of the highest peak, is taken tion1 
the Piedmontene '' Measurement of an Arc of the Mean Parallel," and 
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that of " Mont Blanc de Peiney " from a photograph of the ori$nal 
drawing of the then unpublished French map. According to this 
latter authority, the height of 3,360 mktres attributed on tlie published 
nlap to the lower summit, which it wrongly calls " Aiguille du Midi," 
is  a misprint for 3,340 mbtres. 

' I  take the present opportrlnity of more amnrately defining the 
variation I made on the Gabelhorn fp. 107)' which has given rise to 
aome confusion, which will be obviated by reading I' north-western " 
fnr " northern " in the fourth line from the bottom. Thin will serve to 
slrow that i t  is quite diutinct from the route taken by M m  Ritson 
and Wethered in August, 1875.' 
' I may also note that a t  the bottom of p. 98 and top of p. 99 " Mont 

IIAliet " should be read for Nont  Aliet." ' 
MONT Mau~~~.--There is an apparent contradiction between the 

report of the first ascent of this peak on p. 105 and the letter of Sir J. 
Ramsay quoted in Mr. Longman's ' History of Modern Mountaineering,' 
p. 14. Sir J. Ramsay has, however, explained that in  the expresuion 

reached the top of Mt. Maudit ' he referred to the crest of the moun- 
tain, and not to the actual summit. No one had been within several 
hundred feet of this until M e m .  Davidson and &are's ascent. 

AIQUILLE DE LA ZA FROM THE GLACIER DE DAUVA B L A N T Z . ~  the 
~ e c e n t  list of new cxpeditiom Mr. J .  C. Leman gives an account of 
excursions which include the direct ascent from Aisolla to the h a d  of 
the Glacier de Dauva Blantz (the meaning of the term is  discussed, ' Al- 
pine Journal,' vol. viii. p. 95), and thence over the ridge of the Grandee 
Dents to the bsee of the Aiguille de  la Za. I am ill a position to state 
that Mr. Leman has been anticipated in this expedition, and that the 
fimt to reach the Aiguille directly from Arolla by the Maja ridge wlts 
Mr. T. S. Kennedy. There being no record of his ascent among new 
ezpeditione-as is also the case with his ascent of the Aiguilles Rouges 
on the Arolla side, an expedition of some danger from the rottenneas of 
the rocks-I am not fully provided with details of his course. How- 
ever, Messrs. Cawood and Colgrove and I descended from the base of 
the Aiguille by a route in all emntiale the same as that described by 
Mr. Lemsn. Brief mention of both expeditions, with a discusaion of 
the relative amounts of risk involved in the diferent direct routes to the 
Aiguille, will be found in vol. viii. pp. 10 and 12. With the re- 
mainder of Mr. Leman's amount the above remarks are, of course, not 
concerned. 

The  engraving a t  p. 15, accompanying the article just referred to, 
shows the route on the Arolla side. W e  crossed the main ridge ~vhere 
the dotted line f l ls .  The latter should be uhifted to the lefi, and the 
upper line, which marks the real summit, strengthened, an unfortunate 
mistake having been made in executing the engraving, whereby the 
higheut part of the ridge south of the Aiguille is made to resemble a 
more di~)tant mountain. M m y  visitors to Arolla will have noticed the 
light colour of the rocks a t  this part, which was the original cause of 
the mishap. Descending on the other side of the secondary ridge wen 
coming down to the Maja, we reached the head of the glacier, ol' which, 
however, we merely s k i d  the fringe. The  ridge becomes level by 



the side of the glacier, which rises close up to its rock brim. My 
engravem have here turned a patch of snow into a gap ; t i e upper line 
of the former should be strengthened, as it repreaente the line of the 
ridge. The buttreaa of rock seen below the apparent gap, and inclined 
to the right, affords an easy scramble, and marks the line of the moat 
direct course to or h n l  the hotel ; the debcent may be facilitated, snow 
permitting, by a g l i d e  in the hollow on the right. 

I should hardly advocate considering as a col the passage over this 
part of the ridge of the Grandes Dents, in which there is no depression 
of importance; the Col de la Za is lower, and, if taken by the route 
described in the above-cited article (also vol. vii. p. 319), no lcw safe. 

At the eame time I fully agree with Nr. Lernan in the great 
superiority of the higher route over the latter, and still more over the 
Col de Bertol, in regard to view ; and it is on this account well worthy 
of attention aa an agreeable variation on the ordinary route to Zermatt. 
The traverse, from this aide, of the ridge whom western end forms the 
rocky pyramid so conpicuoudy dividing the head of the Bertol Glacier 
involvea hardly any ascent. A. CUST. 

BASODINE MD OPENJOCH.-The following note is aleo mpplementaty 
to notes on ' new expeditions' in the laat number. Mr. Moore's direct 
descent from tho B d i n e  to the Alp Zatto had been anticipated in 
la72 by Mr. Gelpke, a Swiss engineer (' Jahrbuch,' x. p. 260). Mr. 
Gardiner's route over the Ofenjoch to the upper n6v6 of the Hohsand 
glacier had been previoudy traversed in 1872 by Dr. H. Dirbi (July, 
1872, ' Jahrbuch,' viii. p. 251), who from this point, however, took a 
wholly different route to the Rhone valley, vici the Hoheand pass. 

I t  may be as well to call attention to the definition of ' new expedi- 
tions ' given in vol. iii. p. 145-' expeditions in part or wholly new, or 
not made before by English mountaineers.' Acting on this principle, 
the Editor feels no ecruple in inserting notea of expeditions which have 
not yet been noted in England, without previously undertaking a 
llrborioua search through the innumerable Alpine publications pub- 
linhed on the Continent, although he will always be happy to receive 
additional details or references as to foreign ascents. 
THE COURYAYEUR ROUTE UP MONT BLMC.-Signor D. Marinelli sends 

an answer to the query in p. 79 of this volume as to the existence 
of a route to the cabin on the Aiguille Griae safe from falling atones. 

' In order to avoid for the future the risk of accidents similar to that 
which befell S. Gonella's porter, it is desirable to quit the Glacier du 
Mt. Bhnc at the point where this breaks into great draca, hnd at the 
exact epot where the Bkrm seen from below seem to form a plateau. The 
passsge on to the rocks on the left (in rrscending) can easily be made b 
the aid of a few good &pa cut in the ice. Once on the rocks, whicE 
are worn wmewhat smooth by the previous papsage of the ice, half an 
hour's easy gymnastic is enough to overcome such alight obataclea as 
they present. Higher up the climber finde it possible to keep farther 
from the glacier, and before reaching the " gtmn" comes on a faint 
track which awn bringa him to the cabin. 

From the cabin to Courrnnyeur by thin route there are no difficultie~ 
w 2 
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or dangers. Porters constantly pa= over it heavily charged and nn- 
roped, and ours did so.' 

C ~ L  DE LA DENT BLANCHE.-T~~ name is sometimes eeparately 
given in the Babel of Alpine nomenclature to two cols in the =me 
neighbourhood, neither of which appear, however, to have any proper 
claim to such distinction, viz. the cols ' Durand ' and ' Grand Cornier.' 
The col between the Mont Durand and the Pointe de Zinal is now 
almost exclusively called, in Alpine parlance, after the former of these 
two peaks, and is the only one in the Alps which beam the name of 
' Durand ; ' indeed, the Pal du Sonadon--at first called ' Col D m d '  
-was obliged to surrender the title (originally given to it from one of 
the glaciers at its base) in order to avoid confusion with the other pass 
(vide 'Peaks, Passes, and Glaciere,' vol. i. p. 250, 'Col dn Sonadon'). 
In kt, the Col Durand,' now generally known as mch, although iden- 
t i d  with the lowest depression in the ridge connecting the Dent Blanche 
with the Gabelhorn, seems to have forfeited long ago any possible right 
to be connected by name with the former of these m0untainei.e. since 
the discovery of another passage across the ridge, in immediate contact 
with an eaatern spur of the Dent Blanche, by Mr. T. S. Phillpotts in 
1872-whereas the Col Durand is not directly connected with the Dent 
Blanche a t  all. Synonyms in the A l p  are most confusiig, as the 
Federal and S. A. C. map8 appear (at least in this instance) to agree 
in thinking, for ' Col Durand' alone is printed over the paea uaually so 
called in both of them, whilst in the Alpine Club map 'Col de la Dent 
Blanche ' is ita only name. 

Nor is it  less confusing that the paw from Zinal to Evolenn, between 
the Dent Blanche and Grand Cornier, should be credited with a double 
title. In the S. A. C. map i t  is styled ' Col du Grand Cornier (Dent 
Blanche),' although the former is its generally accredited nams 
Meesre. Hornby and Philpott, who firat crossed i t  (in 1864), never 
dreamed of calling it after the Dent Blanche, aa I have learned from 
one of them. 

Surely the pass which deserves, par excellence and exclusively, the 
name ' Col de la Dent Blanche ' is that formed by the depression be- 
tween the Dent Blanche and the Pointe de Zinal, which flank it  imme- 
diately on the west and eaat at  the heads of the Schonbuhl and Durand 
Glaciera Mr. T. S. Phillpotta (under the heading ' Zinal Joch') haa 
euggested ' Col Zinal' as its name (Journal, vol. vi. p. 437), but a 
whole cloud of confueion would be dispersed, aa well as a far more s p  
propriate titleafforded, if the great mountain immediately on its west 
were allowed to supersede the much lesser Pointe de Zinal (3790 in 
the Federal map) by lending ita name, ae well as ita ahadow, to the ' Col 
de la Dent Blanche' of which I write. As districts become better 
known and etudied, namea sometimes require readjustment and 
alteration. 

In company with Mr. I?. 0. Schueter, I crossed this pats from Zer- 
matt to Zinal (the first time it haa been made in that direction, and 
the second time from either uide) on August 5 ult. The col is in- 
tereeting, and affords splendid views of the Dent d'Herens and Gabel- 
horn, on either side; ttie panor:tma ie llot so extensive aa that from the 
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Col D u m d ,  owing to the immediate presence of the Dent Blanche and 
Pointe de Zinal, west and east of i t  respectively. 1 quite agree with 
Mr. Phillptta that it is better taken From the Zinal aide, for the reaeon 
which he givee; and a h  that the left bank of the Schonbuhl glacier 
should be followed as much as possible. From ita more remote position, 
this col is of course longer than the Col Durand in croming between 
Zermatt and Z i d .  F. T. WETEERED. 

Z E W A ~  MD TEE NEW WEIS TEOB IN 1849.-The editor haa been 
favoured with the following intereetinp; deacription of the V i s p b l  in 
1819, and of the first passsge by a traveller of the New W e b  Thor- 
Mrs. Marshall Hall, senior :- 

' Mr. Longman's intereating paper in the " Alpine Journal " on the 
gradual development of our present knowledge of the Monte Rosa dis- 
triot has reminded me of a visit to Zermatt which my son and I made 
in 1849, on which occasion the former, then only eighteen, was the first 
traveller to croee the pass now designated the " New Weise Thor." 

' In  the month of August of that year we arrived at Visp from the 
Grimeel, from whence we had walked most of the way to Brieg, sleep- 
ing at Obergeetelen, then a miwrable place. At that time the " chnr " 
road only commenced at the latter village, and no kind of m i a g e  was 
to be had anywhere between it and Brieg. We had been accompanied 
from Grindelwald by a guide of some repute, named Christian Blauer, 
who had crowd the Strahleck with my son ; and we were bound for 
Zermatt, of which we had read in the interesting work of Professor 
Forbes-" Travels through the Alps of Savoy," &c. Blauer waa 
to procure me a horse, and we were to start the next morning, very 
early, on account of the heat. Much after the appointed hour Blauer, 
having ransacked Viep for a horse, at length appeared, bringing one 
which he had had the utmost difficulty in procuring; i t  was led by a 
girl, and was in R most deplorable state of dirt, and the side saddle, 
which was in a ruinous condition, was the only one in the town. 
' The path between Visp and Zermatt was very diiereut in its condi- 

tion from the present one. A bridle road indeed existed, but in many 
parts i t  had been washed away, leaving no secure footing, so that it 
was rather an anxiom thing to ride over mch plecee on the steep dope 
of R mountain, close to yawning ~recipices of fearful depth and totally 
unguarded. Between St. Niklaus and Randa several torrents had to be 
crossed, not then, aa now, bridged over. The heat of the weather. 
causing unusual melting of the mow, had greatly swelled thew moun- 
tain streams, and the force of the water had brought down maesea of 
rock from above. Them torrenta were not pleasant to cross on horse- 
back. On one occaaion my horse turned round in the middle of the 
stream and refbed to face the fury of the waters; the men, however, 
who crossed on planks, yelled at the frightened aninial and finally per- 
suaded him to face the furious torrent, and so I eecaped the imminent 
peril of being deposited in ita mid&. 
' At Randa, where no inn then existed, we stopped to I.eat at the 

house of the curb. The worthy priest received us hospitably, setting 
before ua black bread and sour wine. His attire was greasy and dirty, 
but we chatted micably and he seemed rather to enjoy our visit. 
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' The long ride, occupying (with the resb) about twelve hours, wan 
very fatiguing in the heat of the day, added to which we had had no 
good food, and on arriving at Zermntt and alighting a t  the door of 
lierr Lauber, the village doctor, whose kindly wife received the few 
strangers who found their way to this little-known place, we were met 
with the unwelcome news that they had no room for us, two gentlemen 
being already installed as their guests. However, we were conducted 
to an uninhabited house not far off, where two dismd, dirty rooms 
were aFBigncd us, entered by doom so low that even I was obliged to 
stoop in order to paas through them. 

' 1 must hasten, however, to the point of my story. My son had 
heard of the Weiss Thor, and hnd get his heart upon crossing the pass. 
At  that time only one Weisr Thor was known to fame-that now dis- 
tinguished as the "old" one. Rlauer was a stranger to the locality, and 
on making enquiries all the Zermatters shook their heads and mid the 
Weiss Thor was not now practicable. No one wuld be found w11li.ng 
to accompany my son and his guide. This was a great dieappointn~c~it 
to the former, whilst Blauer, who held the Valaisans in great contenipt, 
waa incredulous as to the impracticabilit~ of the peaage. At length, 
on our third day at Zermatt, he came to me with great glee, saying, 
'' I have found a man who is willing to accompany us over the Weiss 
Thor to Macupaga. Shall I bring him to you 1 He is the president of 
the villirgr." Accordingly " the Herr President" was introduced- 
a swarthy, brigand-like fellow. I questioned him as to the proposed 
expedition, which he represented RS free from dang~r.  The mm's ap- 
pearance belied his real character, which wns mild and somewhat 
timid. My son was ove joyed at the pronpect of the fulfilment of his 
project. Blauer liad formed a favoumble opinion of his mountaineering 
capabilities from what he had observed on the Strahleck. He was 
sure-footed, light, active, and courageous, and on former occasions had 
done some rather difficult work a t  Cbamonix with ease and succeas. 
' Full of f e w  for his safety, I heard him depart at four the next morn- 

ing. To divert my anxiety the amiable Frau Lauber made up a little 
y for an excursion to the Kiffelberg. I rode her own nice little 

orae with the luxury of a new a i d d d l e .  A careful old man was r 
my guide, and Madame Lauber's nephew, a student from the collqe a t  
Sion, and the little maid of the house, were my companions. I have 
never been able to retrace exactly the course we took, but think it 
must have been to the Hachthigrat, returning by Guggli, for I re- 
member looking over the Findelen Glacier, after seeing Monte Rosa 
and the Gorner Glacier. I regarded Monte Rosa with great respect 
as an inaccessible mountain, no one having, up to that time, been able 
to reach the Hiichete Spitze. Be for the giant Matterhorn, it hnd 
never entered the mind of man that ita ascent was poaaible. I little 
thought that a wmfortable h6tel would one day be built on the moun- 
tain upon which I stood, where I should spend many an enjoyable day, 
and that I should in my old age, from the Cima di Jazzi, an altitude of 
12,527 feet, look down upon the pass which my eon had crossed. 
' The next day, again mounting my amiable hostess's delightfhl horse, 

I had a pleasant ride down to Vinp, where 1 was made happy by meet- 
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ing my son in safety from his expedition, which shall be narrirted in 
his own words :- 
' " Our local guide proved much of a croaker and, the weather being 

doubtful, repeatedly urged upon us a retreat, which neither Blauer nor 
I saw any occasion for. We took the route by the Findelen Glacier. 
The ice cavern8 were finer in 1849 than I have seen them since. Close 
to the ridge dividing the Zermatt from the Ssas Valley, I went in up 
to my waist, but fortunately with my alpenstock athwart what proved 
to be a large crevame with a beautiful cavern close to me. As was too 
common in those days, we had no rope, and nothing but an old chopper 
by way of ice-axe. 
' " We followed the ridge which bounds the valley of Macugnnga on 

the north for some dietance, with the Schwartzenberg Glacier beneath on 
our left, and on our right what seemed tremendous precipices ; on this 
side a sea of clouds, with frequent flashes of lightning, lay perhaps a 
mile below, the sky above us being blue. ' We began our unroped descent with a glimde down a short bit of 
hard ice, which I by no means relished, being afraid of shooting over 
into space when I got acroes. Then we took to a ridge of decayed 
rock, at n particularly ateep angle, which is not used now that ths 
paas is better known. 
' '' We descended first into snow, then into rain and lightning, reach- 

ing Macugnaga fairly wet through. 
' " For some years afterwards I had no notion that I had made the 

New Weiss Thor, but imagined myself to have crossed the disused 
pasage, the locality of which no one could distinctly point out to me. 
At that time there were no good maps of the district." 
' My son returned to Visp by the Monte Moro and Sam.' 
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST SNOW-BLINDNESS.-T~~ folbwbg note throws 

light on the hnbite of the Circaseians before their exptriation, and mg- 
gab  a new remedy for sportmen against enow-blindness. 

' In the winter of 1837 we had just succeeded in beating back a 
large party otmAbazeks (Circasei~ns) that had come down into the pkins 
of Kuban from the Caucasun mountains in order to levy black-mail 
and to rob and murder the frontier Cossacks, and we were on the march 
homealong the mountain plains, when, dazzled by the intense mn-rays 
reflected by the endless enow-fields we were marching along, my eyelids 
loat all power to open ; I felt my elbow touched, and, looking through 
my fingers, I beheld one of our friendly highlanders preparing a kind 
of hhck paste by mixing gunpowder with wow. The General told me 
to let him do what he wanted. The Circassian applied the black stuff 
under my eyes, on my cheeks, and the sides of my noee. TO my asto- 
nishment I could then open my eyes and felt no more any difficulty to 
see plainly and clearly everything. I have tried that experiment mnny 
times since, and it never failed to relieve me, although I used common 
Indian ink and black water-colour instead of the above-mentioned 
paste.'-Note by M. Guetav de Veh, retired Russian oEcer, serving a t  
the time with the army of the Caucasus. 

ESCURSIONS IN DAUPHIN$ AND THE TARENTAISE.-We have received 
from M. IIenri Ferdnd, member of the French, Swiss, Italian, m d  
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other Alpine Clubs, a detailed account of hie expeditions I& summer, 
of which we can only find mom for the following extracts :- 

(1) On June 25, with his i ther ,  M. Ferrand wended the Grande 
Mmherolle (2,289 mbtrea=7,510 feet), near Grenoble, by the steep 
eastern faoe, which had been ammplisbed but once previously. They 
took five houra up from Villar de Laus, and four down. The laat m k a  
took half an hour. 

(2) July 23. M. Ferrand, with P i m  Gie t ,  of Allemont, took the 
rarely-used rauta up the Mont Thahor (3,182 mbtres=10,440 feet) by 
the Valmeinier.' Starting from the ch&lets of La Sauaee, 4+ houm 
from S. hlichel de Maurienne, they reached the Col de Valmeinier (2,900 
mbtres) in 34 hours, and the chapel on the summit in au hour more, 
whence the signal ' on tlie higlleet point is but a few minutes didant. 
In  two hours they reached the Graugea de Valktroite, hiellezel in la  a$d 
Bardonnhhe in j hour more. Total, 4 4  h o r n  from top. 

(8) July 31. M. Ferrand, with the wame guide, made an attempt to 
ascend the hitherto unclinibed Grand Bec (3,420 mbtres= 11,221 feet). 
Starting from Pralogna~~, they followed the route of the Col de la Vanoise 
for a short distance, then struck up to chilets of Mont Bochor, and 
crossed a minor ridge near the Points de Lkchaux to the head of Combe 
de la Vuzelle. They then reached the nr6te of the Gmnd Bec, and 
would probably have reached the top, had not a dense mist prevented 
them from advancing. Their highest point is estimated by M. Ferrand 
at  3,200 mktrea, or 10,499 feet. They descended by the Col de la 
Vuzelle to Planay, and returned to Pralognan by the high road. 

The first meri t  of this peak was effected on September 19 by M. 
klbert Guynrd, of the French Alpine Club. 

(4) Aug-iist 5. The same party,reinforced by MM. A. Doix-Mulaton 
and E. Valette, and the guides Abel and Joseph Amiez, of Pralognan, 
starting from the chlleta of La Motte, two hours from Pralognan, pa~sed 
the Lac Rlanc and reached the Col de Gkbroulaz, whence they made the 
w n d  necent of the highest point of the Aiguille de Polset (3,538 mktres 
~ 1 1 , 6 0 8  feet).? Returning to the Col de Gkbroulaz, they reached in 
85 minutes the point marked3,217 m8tree ( ~ 1 0 , 5 5 5  feet) on the French 
map. This point waa named Go2 de Polset. It was probably crowd 
by Mr. W. Mathews in 1861.t In 32 hours they reached the chilleta 
of Polset, and Modane in 14 more. 

(5) August 8. M. Ferrand, with Ginet, made what is believed to be 
the first aecent by travelle~x of the Pic clu F r k ,  also known aa the 
Pic du Grand Clocher du Frbe (2,808 mBtree=9,213 feet). Starting 
from the chl1et.a of Bochu, or Bachau (1,950 mBtres=6,398 feet), 
above S. Albtrn d ~ s  Villardsin the Combe du Glandon (which they had 
reached from La Chambre in the valley of the Arc in 4 hours, by way 
of hIonthion), they clambered over the ridge to tlie right, and gained a 
gap in the watershed north of the peak in 2;t hours from the clibleb, 
whence an hour over loose rocks led to tlie sumniit. The view, unfor- 
tunately, was concealed by mist. Keturning to the gap in 50 minutes, 

Cf. -4w1Ie Jcnrrnal, vol. ix. pp. 96-97. t Ibid. vol. ix. p. 108. : 1'1 nku, P~IBPI.X, I I I I ~  ~ : / L C ~ C ~ X ,  2nd serirs, vol. ii. p. 401. 
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they descended into the Combe du Bena They passed by the Chartreuse 
de Wit  Hugon and reached La Rochette in 74 hours from the summit, 
having been greatly delayed and bewildered by a thick miat. 

ALPINE MEETINO IN WALES.-It is proposed by some Northern 
members of the Alpine Club to hold a meeting and dinner a t  Capel 
Cnrig, North Wales, on Saturday, April 19, a t  7.30 P.M. (morning 
drew), in continuation of those already held in Liverpool and Amble- 
side. The cost of the dinner will be one guinea a head. Intending 
diners are requested to send notice to Mr. Frederick Gardiner, 48 South 
Castle Street, Liverpool, aa early aa they conveniently can, the accom- 
modation at Cape1 Curig being limited. Some members propose meet- 
ing a t  the Penrhyn Arms Hotel, Bangor, on Friday, April 18, and 
walking over Carnedd Dafjdd to Capel Curig the following day. Capel 
Curig is moat conveniently reached by rail to Bettws-y-Coed, from 
which village it ie five miles distant. 

REVIEWS. 
PEASANT LIFE IN TYROL.* 

IT may be thought by some that Mr. Grohman's book lies outside the 
view of the ' Alpine Journal ; ' but we are rejoiced to see such a sign 
that the Club has members who can interest themselves in the monn- 
tain people as well aa in the mountains. If we all recollected that 
Switzerland is a country with a hietory and a constitution as well as a 
playground, that guides are farmers and citizens aa well as human 
' litta' to m i s t  tourista to the top etory of the Alps, we should perhaps 
enjoy our holidays more, and our conversation and writings would 
certainly be lew intolerable to those whom aome infirmity, mental or 
physical, debars from our favourite aport. 

Mr. Baillie Grohman waa already favourably known to the public as 
the author of a volume on the Tyrolese, which showed some literary 
talent and a angularly thorough acquaintance with his subject. The 
preeent volumes have most of the merits of their predecessor. They 
bear, however, too many signs of a carelea revision in passing through 
the preea, and the author's Engliah betrays here and there that he has 
lived principally abroad. Rut i t  is only an nnjnet or superficial critic 
who would dwell exclusively on those eurface blemishes in a book 
which possesses some rare and wbatantial merits. Firat among these 
in the eyea of the general reader will be the fact that Mr. Grohman is 
r~lways amusing. We follow him, as he runs on with his stories, with 
the same zest with which in boyhood we pursued one of Mayne Reid's 
t a l a  of adventure. These are among the subjects of his chapters :- 
a homely miracle play in a Tyrolese farm-house, a peasant's bath-house, 
a shooting-match, a pilgrimage, the quaint ceremonies which accom- 

G d i n g s  with a Primitire P q b ,  being a series of sketches of Alpine 
Life and Customs, by W. A. Baillie Grohman, Author of ITymZ and ttha Tytubse. 
2 vols. Remington k Co., 1878. 



pany a Tyrolese marriage, a hunt for curiosities (such as a life-size set 
of the Twelve Apostles). He gives us a very curious description of 
Pfaffers in 1479 from the MSS. of a visitor of that time, when it seems 
to have been a sort of German hell, full of gamblers and bad company. 
But we have no space to pick fi.om our author's pages. 

To more studioun readers the book may not be without value. Mr. 
Grohman records a deliberate and apparently well-founded opinion 
that the influence of the Roman Catholic Church in Tyrol has been in- 
jurious--that gross bigotry has been encouraged, so as to lead to lax 
mornlity. Moreover, to all interested in old wedding customs, survivals 
of marriage by capture, and the like the book is full of matter. 

Our only serious quarrel with Mr. Grohman is that, having so much 
fresh and valuable information to give to English readers. he did not, in 
place of putting together three light volumes, take time and compose one 
comprellensive hook which might have become n standard work on ita 
subject. Is it  yet too late for him to wt to work with this object? We 
hope and think not. 

JAIIRBUCH DES SCHWEIZER ALPENCLUB.* 

This volume was to be devoted entirely to the special district. Unfor- 
tunately the contributions relating to this were only sufficient for about 
cne-third of an ordinary sized Jahrbuch, and the deficiency had to be 
made up with ' Freie Fahrten,' of which tlie Editor had plenty at his 
disposal. Thanks, however, to the exertions of eome zealous members 
aa Heim, Zeller-Hijrner, and Muller-Wegniann, the special district is 
much better represented in the illustrations, more than two-thirds of 
the 24 large plates being taken from it. 

The special district lies chiefly in the cantons of Glarus and Grau- 
biinden, and extends from the Bisithal on the west to the Plimwratain 
on the east, and from the Priigel Paas on the north to Ilanz in the 
Vorder Rheinthal on the south. The principal mountain mass is that 
of the Tijdi. 

The systematic excursions arranged for 1876 and 1877 were mostly 
hindered by bad weather. Those inserted in this volume, however 
useful for elucidating the topography, present nothing of novelty ex- 
cept the w e n t  of the Bifertenstock, by a new route, from the south- &. 

The north-west portion of the district, lying between the Bisithal, 
the Urnerboden, and the Linththal, is almost entirely a limestone plateau, 
a t  an average height exceeding 6,000 feet. We have accounts of it 
fro111 R. Wiiber, who crowed it from Stachelberg to the Prigel Paaa ; 
from F. Becker, who spent six weeks in surveying i t ;  and from A. 
1Ieim. From these articles we can form a good idea of this strange 
district, called locally ' Schmttenfeld ' or ' Karrenfeld.' I t  is seamed ill 
lnany partr by the chemic:rl action of water with cracks, now diverging, 
now parallel, often of great size and depth. Cross lines of cracks 

* JukrbncA (lcs S r h w ~ k c ~  ~llyL.~tcltcb. Vol. xiii. 1877-8. J. Dalp, Bern. 
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mmetimes form isolated points resembling the dracs of a glacier. 
Evtan in the easier p r b  of this progress is very slow; the more di5- 
cult can hardly be crossed even with the help of ropes and laddera 

The map of the special district (1:50000) issued with this volume 
seeme all that can be desired. Prof. Heim, however, in an interesting 
paper, points out various defects, and makes valuable suggestions for 
ih improvement. 

Amonget the ' Freie Fahrten ' are excursions in Dauphink, the Mau- 
rienne, in the Central and Bernese A l p ;  but the moat interesting 
papers sre from Herr D&hy and Dr. Paul Giideldt. 

0 
Herr D a y ,  a h r  enumerating the attempts, successful or otherwise, 

on Mont Blanc from the side of Conrmayeur, from that of Sir J. 11. 
Ramaay in 1855 to the succeReful w e n t  of Mr. Eccles in July, 1877, 
proceeds to describe at some length two excursions made by himself. 
On August 8, 1871, with two guides and a porter, he started from the 
'cabane' on the Aiguille du Midi, ascended the Mont Bhnc du Tacul, 
thence p s e d  to the Mont Maudit, and reached the Mur de la Cote in 

hra Here, as in mow than one of' the attempts by this route, they 
encountered a fog and cold wind, which forced them to descend to 
Chamonix by the ordinary route. On July 28, 1877, Messre. Dkchy 
and Burgess, with three  ides and a porter, slept in the hut on the 
Mont Blanc glacier (3,150 m.) A wow-etom compelled them to 
s p n d  July 29 at the hut. On July 30 they started at 2.30 A.M. ; the roeke 
were reached at 8 30, and after a climb made more difficult and dan- 
gerous hy the new snow the top was reached at 1.35 P.M. Mont Blilnc 
ww first ascended from this glacier by Mr. T. S. Kennedy in 1872. 

Dr. Paul Glissfeldt, safe home from the'dringem of African travel, 
l ~ a s  lost no time in returning to his beloved Alps. On September 13, 
1877, with Hans Gnrss as guide and Caspar Capat as porter, he ascended 
the Monte 1tos~o di S c e m n  (3,970 m.), the only unascended high 
mountain of the Bernina district. The mountain has three peaks, of 
which the middle one is the highest. Each of these peaks sends ont 
ridges to the north-west, but the ridge from the enst peak rdjac~nt to 
Piz Bernina in much the longest, dividing the Roseg firn from the 
Techierva fim and terminating in an abrupt rocky mass, named locally 
Piz Humor.' 

By this ridge the ascent was made. Starting from the Misaun Alp 
a t  4 A.M., the bnee of Piz Humor was reached at 7.45. Ascending a 
little up the Koseg glacier, they turned and climbed the mow-elopes to the 
left. The crest of the ridge was reached at 8.50. Here a formidable 
rock-wall occupied them for 24 hm., -king their utmost energie~ to 
surmount i t ;  this wne followed by a still more formidable obstacle, a 
very ateep ice-cliff (he uses the t e rn  ' Senkrecht '), which cost 14 hr '~.  
stepcutting ; above this the slopes were easier, but the top was not 
reached till 4 10 P.M. They had persevered in their rash attempt in 
tlie hopes of not retunling by the line of their ascent. That they 
considered imposnible. A. moment's glance h r n  the summit showed 

Dr. G. limit8 thc rwseg firn to t11e cut of Piz Ruseg, t h t  to the w w t  
being the Sclla firn. 



that the hope was vain. The height was observed to be between 
that of Piz Roeeg and Piz Zupo. A record of the ascent was left, a 
specimen of the stone taken, and they left the top at 4.17, having of 
daylight and twilight perhaps 24 hrs. more. The icewall waa reached 
at  5, and crowed in 40 minutes. The rock-wall took them an hour. 
The last snow-slopes were paesed in the dark, and the Misaun chalet 
not reached till midnight. 

The German Alpine Club has now 32 huts, the Swiss 27, the Italian 
12, and the French 7. Comparisons having been made between the 
S w k  and German h u b  unfavourable to the former, it is obeerved that . 
the German huts, with one or two exceptions, are built helow the anow- 
line, and in situations where in Switzerland there are hotels; whilst 
the Swim h u h  are above the mow-line, and even then are sometimes 
establithed as hotels. 

There are many articles of interest to which space does not allow a 
reference. 

The project for asauring the lives of guides and portere seems to be 
impracticable. The men are unwilling to contribute even the least 
sum; and the companies either refuse to accept them at ail or limit 
them to below the wow-line, which comes much to the same thing. 

The new thermometer placed on the Schreckhorn in September, 
1876, was observed in August and September, 1877. The readings 
were :- 

Sept. 29 12O.26 -20' 

Herr Roeenmund vouches for the accuracy of the first reading; but the 
wise say that the maximum reading, 17O.1 (Cent.) = 62O.8 (Fahr.), is 
imposeible at that elevation. The latter observers are of opinion that 
the instrument is not sufficiently protected either from the sun's rays 
or from the influence of rock and anow, and that the readings, therefore, 
are exceptional. 

At the end of 1877 the club numbered 2,242 members in 23 
sections, of which the latest was the eection Wildhorn (Saanen- 
Simmenthal). 

ZEITSCHRIFT DES DEUTSCHEN UND OESTERREICHISCHEN 
ALPENVEltEIN.* 

The annual volume appeared in three parts. In addition to a num- 
ber of excureione and scientific articles, it contains an Alpine Biblio- 
graphy for 1877, and an index to the volun~es published by the separate 
Austrian and German clube, and also by the united German and 
Austrian Club, 1863-1877. 

- 

* &t8ch~ft &I Diwtachen mnd Ocatewcdchwchen Alpenvrrtin. Vol. viii. 
1877. J. Lindauer : Munich. 
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The chief scientific articles are-The Glacier of Gurgl, Gen. v. 
Sonklar ; The Hohe Ifen (Algau), A. Waltenberger; the apecia1 map 
of Austro-Hungary, E. Richter; The Rivers of Carniola, W. Urbaa ; 
The Building of Mountain Refuges, by J. Stud1 ; The Effect of Alpine 
Climate and Tmvel, W. Krug. 

Amongat the excursions there are accounts of ascents of the Antelao 
and Tresero, by B. Wagner ; the Konigaapitze, by H. Pfaff; the Piz 
Bernina, by J. Meurer. 

Thefirst ascent of the Matterhorn by a German lady (Mias A. Voigt, 
of Eriurt) was made in August, 1877, and the first aacent of the Cimon 
della Pala by a German party in September, 1876. An account of this 
is given in the firnt part of the volume for 1878. I t  WRB led by Santo 
Siorpaes, and followed the usual route, but, owing to the time of year, 
the glacier gave considerable trouble. 

The club at  the end of 1877 had 63 sections, containing 6,881 mem- 
bers, and had a balance of 13,557 marks. The volume contains eleven 
iiluetrations and three maps, amongst which is a new Bheet of the 
special map of the Eastern Alpa, the section Schrankogel. 

NOTICES. 
POCKET GUIDE B o o ~ s . C T h e  sections of the Italian club continue to 

&ow most praiseworthy energy and nbiiity in the preparation of concise, 
thorough, and practical handbooks @ their own districts. North Italy 
will soon be the part of the world best provided with such worka The 
two laat forwarded deal with the country between Val S d a  and Val di 
Orco, the dietricts of Imea and Biella. There is little to choose between 
them in general completeneae. But the Biella handbook ie the lew ad- 
venturous, and speaks in terms of respect, which may seem to hardened 
climbers exaggerated, of parsee like the Lysjoch or the Weisethor. 
We may venture on one suggestion. I t  ia perfectly true that the Col 
della Barma d'0ropa commands no general view ; but it Ahould be men- 
tioned that from a point east of it, and not fifteen minutes of, the whole 
chain of Monte R o w  the Matterhorn, Mont Blanc and the Grandes 
Jorasses, the Graians and Monte Vim, are well seen. If we make 
ourselves responsible by recommending the Lysjoch (and the new inn 
on the Col d'Ollen will of i-lf make this a common route), we must 
also suggest a caution to travellers to keep well to the right and away 
from the Lyakamm in crossing the ridge. In the present state of the 
glaciers there are eome ugly crevasses on the north side near that peak, 
and travellers getting into them in a fog might easily meet with an 
accident like that of the Felikjoch. The lower hills between Biella, 
Val Seeia, and Val de Lys are full of beauty and inter& ; but few of 
our countrymen seem hitherto to have followed Mr. Ball's suggestion 

- 

&ida per gits ed ermrrsiond nrl Bi.dhe, comyilnta prr nrra &l& D i r e -  
&IW I1 Club A l y i ~ :  Sczionv di Bid&. Biella: O. Amosso, 1878. 

ffu& Itinera& per k VaUi dell' Orao d i  Soana r di li'hiusrlh, con carta. 
Casanova, Torino : 1878. 
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and spent a week of doubtful weather in exploring them. T l ~ e  peat  
sanctuary of Oropa is in particular worthy of notice. All the p a t h  
through this region are carefully noted, with times and di~tances, in the 
little book before us. 

The Ivrean handbook, edited by MM. Vaccarone and Nigra, is 
equally full of information. One of the lower valleys, the Val Chiusella, 
is  apparently of singular beauty. I t  hss, however, for some of us the 
fatal deficiency of being a ' corridor that leads to nothing' in the shape 
of a glacier. To the inner valleys of the Graians no such objection 
applies. The handbook appears to deal exhaustively and systematic- 
ally with this region, pointing out what remains to be done in it, as 
well aa the known ascents, and giving the names of mch guides as are 
to be found. I t  may suggest to an English climber afortnight's occupa- 
tion in a comer of which we know litt!e-the eouth-east end of the 
Graians. A fair map accompanies the volume. 

CAUCASIAN LITERATUBE.*-The two G e m n  men of ~cience who 
for many years have made Tiflk their home have both recently added 
to our knowledge of this region. 

Herr Abich has given us a treatise on the Glaciers of the Caucasus 
and Armenia. The latter are rather like the snakes in Ireland. The 
only specimen is one which maintains a precarious existence under the 
ahadow of Ararat. The glaciers deecribed as being met with on ordi- 
nary roads in popular books of travel are, of course, nothing but winter 
snow-bde. 

Herr Abich confirms his earlier statement that the Khaltschidon 
Glacier (the Karagam of the ' Central Caucasus') is the largest ice-stream 
in the chain, descending 500 feet lower than any other Caucasian 
glacier, and raching 5,700 feet. He doea not a p p r  to be aware that, 
by s lucky chance, its upper region was explored in 1868 by English 
mountaineers, and that we have very fair data for an interesting com- 
prison between it and the Aletsch Glacier. Having bivouacked high 
on its side, we spent three hours in reaching the great icefall, six hours 
in mastering this, during which we mounted 4,000 feet, and three houm 
more in travereing the muth nkvk of the glacier to the watershed. 
Allowing five miles respectively for the distances above and below the 
icefall, and three miles for the fall itReIf-moderate estimates-we have 
thirteen mileg and adding three for the untraversed lower end, sixteen 
milea would be the total. 

The Aletsch is counted by Mr. Ball as fifteen ta nixteen milea in 
length. The Khaltschidon, therefore, is a formidable rival for our 
Swiss friend. There is, I may add, no scenery on the Aletsch to equal 
the great icefall of the Kmgam,which can only be compared to two Ober 

* Ueber dk  Lage dm Sclineegriinzi? utd die Glclscher der Grrjenwart i7n Kauka- 
slur. Von H. Abich.-' Bulletin de l'Acad8mie Impbriale don Sciences ti  St.-PBtcrs- 
burg. '  

Drr Bin@ Dogh. Von Dr. GC. Radde.-' Petormann's Mittheilungon,' 23. Band. 
Vurliitifrgcr Beritht iiber dic i m  Sw,~nler 1876 aturgefiihrtcn Heiaetb von Dr. 

0. ItmMa.-'Petcrmann's Xittheilungen,' 24. Band, No. vii. See also Uic 
Cluvu'ncr(*n iinfl ikr Land w~tcrnt irht  int Su~ftntd.~. 1876. Vun C;. Ilndde. (hmcl 
(Vischcr) : 1878. 



Grindelwald glaciers, pouring over side by side, or the majestic expanse 
of the two upper snowfields backed by thevertical pinnacles which riae 
on either side the gap through which their overflow finds a way out. 

Herr Abich has devoted much attention to the Devdorak Glacier on 
Kazbek, which, from its effect on the Dariel road, is a subject of prac- 
tical importance. As I have said elsewhere, several miles of flat ground 
effectually protect the road from glrlcial avalanches. The injury is 
caused by the bursting up and sweeping away by water of the lower 
end of the glacier, and is in effect similar to the catastrophes of the 
IIoch Vernagt Glacier in the CEtzthal. The cause. is, however, dif- 
ferent. The Swiss glacier dams the torrent by crossing its coulse. at 
right angles. The lower end of the Devdorz~k Glacier advances from 
time to time into a narrow gorge, where prelvlure forces the ice down 
on the subglacial channels which drain its upper portion. The water 
thus collected and kept back increnses in volume until it bursts through 
the mout of the glacier, carrying this down with it in a mingled mrrss 
of ice and water, which inundates the narrow lower valley aud the 
Dariel gorge. 

Herr Radde has written a paper on his ascent and explorations of 
Bingo1 Dagh (12,00O'feet), the great mountain m w  which, seen from 
Ararat, towers up among the ranges which encircle the head-waters of 
thc 15uphrateg and itself feeds the Kur. The interest of the excursion 
was chiefly botanical. 

His second paper, on an excursion to the head-waters of the Aragwi, 
and to a pase in the neighbourhood of the Azunta or Schebulos group 
lying east of the Dariel, on the confines of Daghestan, is more generally 
important. Herr Radde describes at length the strange rites and customs 
of the amour-wearing Chevsuirs; he says much of the flora, and gives 
one or two descriptions of mountain panoramas, which excite a desire 
to follow him. He concludes by a prophecy that 200 years hence ' the 
Caucasus line ' will be one of the routes to India, and that ' the great- 
grandchildren of Disraeli and Gortschakoff' will meet a t  an inn bear- 
ing for its aign ' To the laat of the Chevsurs.' D. W. F. 

HYPSOYETRY OF FRIULI.-We gladly call attention to the following 
work, the title of which best exprews its nature and value:- 

' Materinli per 1' Altimetria Italiana Hegione Veneto-Orientale. 
Raccolta di 222 Quote d' Altezur rilevate mediante il Barometro nei 
Raeini del Tagliamento, dell' Isonzo, del Livenza, del Piave, e del Gail, 
negli Anni 1874-6. Da G. Marinelli, con un Introduzione di G. Cora. 
Torino, 1878.' 

PETRARCA'S ASCENT OF MONT VENTOUX.-In the last volume of this 
Journal attention was called to the w e n t  of Mont Ventoux, near Avig- 
non, made by Petrarch in 1335. Alpine readers will be glad to know 
that in his recent Life of Petrarch (in Mews. Blackwood's series of 
Foreign Clmics) Mr. Henry lieeve has translated the Latin letter in 
which Petmrch recounta his adventure. The poet underwent a sort of 
conversion on the top of the mountain. The whole account of hi8 very 
early feat of molmtaineering is full of interest, and would have been 
tmnslated for the Journal had it not been thus mad? pl11)lie in a redi ly  
acces~ible I'orm. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF T H E  ALPINE CLUB. 

A general meeting of the Club took place on December 18. Mr. 
C. E. MATHEWS, President, in the chair. 

The  following gentlemen were elected members :-Messre. G. Scriven, 
W. C. Smyly, W. Little, H. E. B u y ,  C. E. Layton, and W. 0. N. 
Shaw. 

The President congratulated the Club on their first meeting in the 
newly furnished and altered Club Rooms, and suggested that some of 
the pictures in  the psseeaion of the Club were hardly worthy of their 
places on the walls. H e  hoped that a good collection of Alpine 
paintings might gradually be acquired. 

Mr. D. W. FRESHFIELD hoped that the library also might be improved, 
and announced that Mr. C. C. Tucker had consented to undertake the 
re-arrangement of the books and maps. 

Measra F. Gardiner and W. Leaf were elected new members of the 
Committee vice M e m .  Horace Walker and C. C. Tucker, who retired 
by  rotation. The  other oflicers of the Club were unanimously re- 
elected. 

Mr. W. A. B. CWLIDGE then read apaper on an ascent of the Grand 
Pic  de la Meije. Mr. H. G. G o ~ c a  narrated his experience on the 
mocntain. 

T h e  President congratulated Mr. Coolidge on his succeae. 
T h e  Annual Winter Dinner took place at  Willis's Rooms on Dec. 19. 
T h e  d exhibition of Alpine paintings was on this occasion thrown 

open to members and their friends during the afternoon. Some two 
hundred persona, including many ladies, availed themselves of the in- 
vitation. 

One hundred and forty-eight members and their friends sat down to 
the dinner. Among the guests were Prof. G. M. Humphry, Measrs. 
N. Chevalier, H. Curzon, &c. 

N.B. The  Club Rooms have recently been entirely refurni~hed. In  
the Committee Room a map cupboard has been placed, in which, in 
the course of a few weeks, it is hoped that members may find a tolerably 
complete and easily acceeeible collection of Alpine Maps. The library 
will also be increased from time to time, as the funds of'the Club allow. 
The Honorary Librarian, Mr. C. C. Tucker, will be  obliged to any 
member who will indicate works he may think worthy of' purchase. 
H e  will be particularly obliged to members who will present such works, 
or any writings of their own, to the Club. 

POSTSC~IPT.-On January 27 Mr. Coolidge, with Ch. Almer, tho latter's two 
EOIL~, and a porter, reached the top of the Oroas-Schreckhorn in 8 hrs. 66 min. 
from the Schwamenegg hut, returning in 3 hrs. 5 min. Thc final ridge was 
alone fonnd dificult, but thig owing to the quantity of mow piled on it, wrw 
extremcly so. The weather on the summit was warm and mild, scarcely 
fairly represented by the reading of Mr. Coolidge's barometer, + 2" 1Urtumur. 
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A L P I N E  J O U R N A L .  

MAY 1879. 

TEE HISTORY OF AN ASCENT OF THE AIQUILLE DU DRV. 
By C. T. DENT. Read before the Alpine Club on Feb. 4, 
1879. 

in a thorou hly well acted play, a perceptible shudder 
runs through t e audience when two actors dram their FEN P 

chairs down to the footlights, and one of them announces, ' 'Tis 
now some fourteen years ago.' Some element of uncertainty 
ie required to keep up the interest-the development of an un- 
known chain of events. The feeling that, however thrilling 
the tale to be told, the climax is known, and the heroes sit 
before us, is apt to make the whole recital fall somewhat flat. 
To some extent I find myself in the position of the aclors, 
but at  least will promise not to follow their example to any 

reat extent. On the history of attempts to aacend the Aiguille 
%u Dru I will touch only so far as i t  s eem desirable that they 
should be placed upon record. 

Nearly five years ago the ' Alpine Journal '* contained what 
I fear was an unduly prolix narrative of two assaults on the 
mountain. Striking out a different line to the Messrs. Pendl* 
bury, Kennedy, and Marshall, we made for the south-western 
or left-hand peak. At that time we were not positive as to 
which was the higher of the two eummits. 

I n  1874, with two guides, of whom Alexander Burgener 
was one, we reached the col between the Aiguille du Dru and 
the Verte, and remained there some time examining the moun- 
tain. Wo looked down over the edge of the rid e on to 
the Glacier du Nant Blanc, and did not like it. # e looked 
upwards and liked i t  less. The day waa fine, and the rocks in 
thoroughly good order. I can recall now how our eyes must 
have wandered over the very route that years after proved to 
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186 The History of an Ascent of the Aiguille du Dru .  

be the right one, without any impression of its feasibility being 
made on our minds. Formidable from this point of view the 

eak certainly is, and doubly so when seen for the first time. 
gew, .. - .  1 think, would blame us for questioning the possibility of 
climbing it. 

Between this date and 1878 numerous attempts* were made, 
so far as I can learn, one and all on the S.W. or lower peak. 
A gradual conviction seems to have grown up in the minds 
of those who tried i t  that this would prove to be the true line 
of ascent. So thought Mr. E. R. Whitwell ; so again Mr. J. 
Birkbeck, jun., both of whom reached robably a much higher 

oint than we did in 1873. To the su g ject of this lower peak f shall return again later on, but before leaving i t  must men- 
tion briefly the most remarkable ascent yet made. 
advisedlv-an ascent. Some mav ne rha~s  be 
learning" that the highest point h~dAapp&ently been reached 
before we climbed it. Astonishment d l  give way to admirn- 
tion when I mention that this successful ascent was effected by 
a single individual. No word will adequately describe the 
feelings when i t  is stated that such is the modesty of this hero 
that he himself disclaims the honour of having actually attained 
the summit. From the published accounts (for the record is 
before the world) we may learn that the climb was effected in 
t h i ~  wise. -. 

Starting with no other companions t,han a trusty rope and an 
equally reliable axe, our hero ascended by that part of the 
Glacier de Charpoua which is the most unfavourable, on account 
of multitudinous intersecting crevasses. Possibly, however, his 
description, owing to an absence of detail, misleads. Certainly, 
the narrative is to some degree ambiguous, and i t  is hard for 
those who know the appearance of the rocks to understand the 
line of ascent intended to be described. There may be ex- 
cellent reasons for this ambiguity: I cannot but think they 
could be easily supplied. It Reems that after a time this second 
Jacques Balmat left the glacier, got on to the rocks at an im- 
powible spot, and climbed them by an impracticable route. 
Overcoming astounding obst.aclea, yet ascending as rapidly and 
unerringly as if he had been in New Guinea instead of Savoy, 
he attained (in about half a page) a point whence, he tells 
us, further ascent was impossible. A vertical wall of rock 
arrested further progress. But I feel sure that this is only 
the author's delicate way of putting it. Further ascent was 
impossible, simply because he was, as shown by the illustra- 

* I know of at leaat eix. 
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tion accompanying his description, on the summiL4 To re- 
move any doubt on the subject, he planted a stick and a flag. 
Incredulity at  Chamonix was crushed. ' There,' he said on 
his return, ' look at  my mark, there, on the little step just to 
the right of the summit.' They gazed through the telescope, 
and were convinced. Only one, an incredulous artist, of some 
Alpine repute and experience, stared, like the little child a t  
the Emperor's new clothes, and saw nothing save a dark line of 
rock and a patch of snow some 20 ft. square. But what of 
that? How he descended alone ; how he fixed his rope in 
difficult places to a rock and let himself down; how he re- 
peated this performance on other difficult places without pre- 
viously going up to disengage the cord; how he slipped and 
fell in such a way that anyone but. Zozel-or Mons. Charlet- 
Stratton-would inevitably have perished-all this and some 
more is recorded, I say with infinite regret, in the pages of the 
French ' Annuaire ' for 1878. Seriously, such an account may 
legitimately be questioned and criticised. Apocryphal narra- 
tives of this nature tend to bring discredit on our pastime, and 
are ill reading in so admirable and usually sound a volume as 
the ' Annuaire.' 

Our work on the peak in 1875 may be dismissed very briefly. 
W e  tried the north face, and found i t  impossible, from the 
Glacier du Nant Blanc, to reach even the ridge between the 
Dru and the Verte. No other route offers on this side. For 
the two following years I was unable to visit the Alps. 

I n  July last year, J. Oakley Maund and I arrived at Cha- 
monix with one fixed determination. Either we would climb 

-- - 

Professor Forbes-as the Editor points out to me--with his usual 
accuracy distinguished and also measured the two aummits, giving 
their heights respectively at3 12,178 and 12,245 feet. (' Travels111 the 
Alpt~,' p. 119.) Viewed from Chamonix, the lower or S.W. peak 
appears much the higher of the two summits. From the Montanvert 
only the lower peak is visible. I only learnt this year that the higher 
peak can be distinguished from Charnonix, looking like a mere s t .  or 
inequality in the ric'ge forming the right-hand outline of the ot g er. 
The two great upatanding rocks and the arch close to them, described 
further on, preclude the possibility of a mistake as to the true posi- 
tion of the actual summit. I t  is  perhaps singular that most of the 
Chamonix guides are unaware of these facta It is also worthy of 
notice that the asterisk in the illustl-ation referred to above appears to 
denote this spot. But  even if this were not so, the  whole account of 
thirr expedition would hardly be worthy of credence on other grounda 
If the aeterisk ie intended to indicate a spot on the lower peak, it k 
polleible to get from there to the top of that peak. 

o a 
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the Dru, or, a t  the worst, would, as far as in us lay, prove its 
inaccessibility. By my wish our first attempts were to be 
made by the old route leading towards the lower peak. And 
here let me state, lest I forget it, that the weather was on nearly 
all occasions of such a description that no parliamentary expres- 
sions can possibly do justice to it. Time after time we were 
baulked by snow, wind, or rain. Day after day we sat wait- 
ing. in vain for the favourable moment. till hone deferred. and 

0 

a long course of table d'hbte dinners, without exercise, com- 
bined to m ~ k e  the heart sick. A couple of fine days would 
occur, and a start be effected. Then came the rain again, and 
we had to return, soaked an? despondent. What  time we were 
not being rained upon on the Montanvert, we were steaming 
and drying over Couttet's kitchen fire. On hydropathio 
principles we found this state of the elemenh an excellent cure 
for the mountain fever. Enough ! Let me record what we 
did achieve in the rare intervals of decent weather. 

Our first attempt was made with Johann Jaun  and 
Andreas XZaurer as guides. A lank-visaged porter, some- 
what weak in the joints, who must have echoed Hamlet's in- 
terrogation aa to the necessity of bearing fardels, carried our 
tent up to the grass slopes by the Charpoua Glacier. Here 
are many and excellent camping places. Dried dwarf rhodo- 
dendron bushes abound, and water is plentiful, especially on 
the Moine side of the slopes. Leaving the porter a t  2 A.M. 
still in a prostrate condition, we wended our way up the gla- 
cier, which was in first-rate order. All were in high spirits at 
the prospect of, a t  least, a good climb. Not a bit of it. The 
rock face over which access to the lower peak is alone possible 
was covered with snow in the most treacherous conciition ima- 
ginable. The guides most properly refused to go on, pointing 
out that to descend in the afternoon, with the snow soft and 
loosely bound to the rocks would be unwarrantably dangerous. 
Back we went, therefore, and met the sniggers and sneers of 
the worthy Chamoniarde with an imperturbability bred of long 
experience. 

Twice again within the next fortnight we tried, with the 
same gnides. Result the same, except that we didn't go so 
far and got more wet. The excellent Jaun  now left us, and 
Alexander Burgener came on as chief guide. Following his 
advice, a complete change of tactics was adopted. W e  decided 
to abandon all idea of attacking the lower peak, and made 
up our minds to try the higher ehst summit by our old '74 
route. 

And now let me digress for a moment and give credit where 
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credit is due. It is due to the Messrs. Pendlebury's guides, 
especially, I believe, to Peter Baumann, who, in 1873, on his 
first inspection, marked out the true line of ascent as far as it 
was visible. Again, and above all, the whole of our success is 
due to Burgener's sagacity and great guiding qualities. I 
knew that any uide was immeasurably superior to an amateur 
in the knack o P finding the way. I was a i a r e  that in quick- 
ness on rocks the two could hardly be compared. But I had 
always thought that the amateur excelled in one great r e  
quisite-pluck. This record will, I hope, show that in one 
instance a t  least this was an error. But  for Burgener's ia- 
domitable obstinate pluck we should never have climbed the 
Dru. 

Leaving the Montanvert about 1 A.X. we reached the rocks 
below the col somewhat late, for our route up the glacier 
was bad. There was a great deal of reconnoitring, and a con- 
siderable amount of talking. However we had a good climb, 
and settled tbe best route up some part of the couloir leading 
to the ridge. There was still too much snow on the rocks. 
A fancied insufficiency of guiding power-a decidedly in- 
sufficient supply of rope-and a strong idea that a new 
route was not to be worked out a t  a first attempt--combined 
to drive us back to Chamonix the same evening. 

AprAs cela le dCluge--and for a long time all mountaineering 
was impossible. Desperate were our attempts to amuse our- 
selves. Lawn tennis, with parti-coloured balls and wooden 
bats, in front of Couttet's was the fashion for a while. Then 
we went a cray fishing, Maund driving us to Chatelard in 
Couttet's basket carriage, and chirrupping pleasantly to an 
ancient spotted grey steed. Then I chirrupped him back 
again-and next day the spotted grey wns ' tr8s malade,' and 
my right arm very stiff. Under Maund's able tuition, and 
following his experienced directions a t  the fishing ground, we 
caught nothing.. 

f h e n  I felra musing and studied human nature, and won- 
dered at the various imperfections of development the muscle, 
known to anatomists as the gastrocnemius,* could exhibit in the 
l e p  of our countrymen, and marvelled why they took such 
pains in their costulne to diiplay its usually unsymmetrical 
proportions ; and wondered why Couttet's barometer kept on 
rising, and pondered over-. Suffice i t  that a t  last Maund, 
to my infinite regret, left, from motives of fraternal duty, 

-- 

* Desoribed in anatomical text-books as forming the swelling of the 
calf. 
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coupled with the rooted conviction that the rain would pro- 
bably go on till the winter snows came. 

And so i t  came to pass that with J. W. Hartley, and Alex- 
ander Burgener, and Andreas Maiirer, as guides, I found my- 
self one August day at a new and improved camping place, a 
good deal higher than our old bivouac. W e  left i t  a t  3.45 A.M. 
and got early on to the rocks. A tremendous day we had. 
Bit  by bit the best routes were worked out. Snow still lay 
thick everywhere. The rocks themselves were fearfully cold, 
and glazed with thin layers of slippery ice. It was a day of 
exploration. First the guides climbed to the col. Then Bur- 
gener and I climbed ropeless to the same spot. To those in 
search of excitement I recommend above everything these 
rocks when glazed. But  for a growing conviction that the 
upper crsgs were not so bad as they looked, we should never 
have persevered that day. W e  reached a t  last a great knob 
of rock close to the col, and for a time Burgener and I sat 
alone, silently staring a t  the precipices of the upper peak. 
This was the turning-point of our year's climbing. U p  to 
that moment I had onlv felt doubts ao to the inaccessibilitv of 
the mountain. Now ; certain feeling of confident elahon 
began to creep over me. The aspect of a mountain varies mar- 
vellously according to the beholder's frame of mind. These 
same crags had been, a t  one time or another, deliberately pro- 
nounced impossible by each of us severally. Good judges had 
ridiculed the idea of getting up them. Yet, somehow, they 
looked different that day. Here and there we fancied we 
could trace short b ib  of practicable rock. Gradually, uniting 
and communicatin passages developed themselves. At last e we turned and loo ed a t  each other ; the same train of ideas 
had been independently coursing through our minds. Burge- 
ner's face flushed, and we rose almost together, exclaiming ' E s  
muss moplich sein.' The rest of the day was devoted to 
bringing down our ladder from the col to o point much lower 
and nearer the main peak. Then followed one of the nastiest 
descents I ever experienced. W e  had inade our way over the 
great snow patches, for the stones fell too freely in the couloir 
to render that safe. A t  one time we had 150 feet of rope 
paid out between one position of comparative security and 
the one next below it. One step, and the snow would crunch 
up  healthily and give good hold. The next, and the leg plunged 
in as far as i t  could reach. Yet another, and a layer of snow, 
a foot deep, would slide hissing off, and expose bare black ice 
beneath, or treacherous loose stones. Not till 9 P.M. did we 
reach Charnonix. But  I had seen all I wanted, and now I 
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would have staked my best hat on the possibility of climbing 
the mountain. Tlle usual atrocious weather which kept us 
back after this attempt was in consequence doubly vexatious. 

Perhaps the monotonous repetition of failures on our peak 
influences my recollection of what took place subsequently. 
Perhaps-as I sometimes think, even now-an intense desire 
to accomplish our ambition, ripened into a realisation of actual 
occurrences, which really mere only efforts of imagination. 
Anyhow when, on September 7, we once moi-e sat before the 
camp fire, I could hardly persuade myself that so much had 
taken place since the attempt last mentioned. It seemed but 
a dream, whose reality could be disproved by an effort, that 
we had gone to Zermatt in n storm, and hurried back again in 
a drizzle; that we had left Chamonix and tried the peak again 
in a tempest ; that I had returned to England utterly dispirited 
and downcast : that I had ~ o s t e d  back after fortv-eight houra' 

d u 

sojourn in my 'native land, b n  receiving by' telegraph the wel- 
come intimation that the weather at last looked promising. A 
confused jumble and whirl of thoughts crowded the brain. 
I heard the parting farewell from our pleasant party as the 
diligence lumbered away from Chamonix; this was chased 
away by the slow heavy clank of the railway carriages en- 
tering the station. I rubbed my eyes and looked up. lV7ar, 
that the Dru clear and bright above? The outline seemed 
strangely familiar. Surely that was Hartley there, occupied 
in the congenial employment of greasing his face with the 
contenta of a little squeeze-bottle-and there was Burgener. 
But  what was this shapeless sleeping mass P Gradually it 
dawned on me that I was but inverting a psycholo ical process 
and trying to make a dream out of a reality. !h artley waa 
there; Burgener was there ; and the uncomely bundle was 
the outward form of the most incompetent guide in the Alps. 
Not till after did we learn that our friend had previously 
d~tinguished himself with Maund on the north face of the 
Breithorn. Not till the next day did me fully r e a h e  how 
bad a guide might be. W e  kicked him and he awoke. Then 
he made the one true remark I heard him utter. H e  said 
he had been drunk the day before. Then he relapsed ; and 
during the remainder of the time he was with us enunciated 
nothing but falsehoods. 

From four in the morning the next day till seven in the 
evening when we reached our bivouac again, we worked inces- 
santly. Not so the Driveller-for so we christened our new 
~ i d e  appropriately. Hartley dragged him up the 

wice we pointed out to him half-hidden orevasaeq an !lac''" twice 
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he acknowledged our courtesy by disappearing into them. 
Finally on the rocks we unroped and let him be. For seven 
hours he crouched under a little rock, not daring to move up or 
down, or even to take his knapsack off his back. 

For the first time on this occasion we climbed above the col 
and bore off to the left on to the real rock ~ e a k .  A t  first i t  
was easy, but progress was distressingly slok, with only one 
guide and a short rope, for the Driveller far below had moat of 
that commodity encircling his person. Hartley must have 
enjoyed his day. Unfortunately for him he was by far the 
lightest member of the party. Accordingly, we argued, he 
was less likely to break the ricketty old ladder than we were. 
H e  was the lightest, so he was most conveniently lowered over 
nasty places when they occurred. 

I n  the good old times if you wanted your chimneys swept 
you summoned a mmter sweep. This worthy would come at.- 
tended by a satellite, in the shape of a boy. The boy was 
of such size and shape that he fitted tolerably tightly into 
your chimney. H e  then clambered up and did the work, 
while the master sweep remained below to encourage, p r e  
side over, and subsequently to profit by his apprentice's exer- 
tions. On much the same principle did we climb this part of 
the mountain. Hartley was the b o p  while Burgener and I, 
however unworthily, enacted the role of the master sweep. 
Gallantly did our friend fulfil his duties. Whether climb- 
ing up a ladder slightly out of the perpendicular, leaning 
against nothing, and with overhnnging places above ; whether 
let down b a rope tied round his waist so that he dangled like 1 the sign o the Golden Fleece outside a haberdasher's shop; or 
hauled up before he wns ready, with his raiment in an untidy 
nlass round his neck ; in each and all of these exercises he was 
eauallv at  home: and would be let down or would come UD. 
1 .I 1. 

smiling. Over one place, where Biirgener and I exerted our- 
selves to the utmost to hold the ladder ainst a slightly over- 
hanging rock-face, with an ugly-lookin Yunch  of great icicles 
above, we must have spent an hour. 8 n a later occasion by 
a deviation of about fifteen or twenty feet we climbed to the 
same spot in a few minutes with perfect safety, without using - - -  
any ladder. 

Once more, on September 11, and for the last time, we 
sat on the rocks just above the camping place. Never had 
we been so confident of success. Instructions had been given 
to our friends below to look out for our appearance on the 
summit between 12 and 2 P.M., the next day. Hartley had 
brought a weakly little .stick which, it was arranged, was to 
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crown our labours, and decorate the summit, on the morrow. 
But  the old source of disquietude harassed us. Our eyes turned 
anxiously to the weat. There, a single huge belt of cloud 
hung heavily right across the sky-livid in colour above, but 
tinged of a crimson red below. Hartley was despondent at 
the prospect i t  suggested. But  perhaps ita very watery look 
hinted to my mind that i t  might be a Band of Hope. From 

. below the smell of savoury soup was wafted gently up, 
' Stealing and giving odour.' 

W e  took courage, then descended and took sustenance. 
A t  4 A.M. on September 12 we left. Kaapm Maurer, 

younger brother of Andreas before mentioned, now accom- 
panied us, for our old enemy the Driveller had been sent away 
with a flea in his ear-an almost unnecessary adjunct, as anyone 
who had slept in the same tent with him could testify. Not- 
withstanding that Maurer was ill, we mounted rapidly, for the 
way was tolerably familiar, and we all meant business. Our 

osition now waa this. By our exploration of September 8 we 
&e,r that from the col i t  was possible to ascend to a considerable 
height on the main mass. Again, from telescopic observations 
and the slope of the rocks we were certain that the final arbte 
was easy. Immediately above the col the only choice was to 
cross over rather on to the south-east face while ascending. A 
projecting buttress of rock, some two or three hundred feet in 
height, cuts off the view on to the faice from the col. W e  
hoped by turning straight up behind this to hit off the ar8te 
just above the point where i t  merges into the precipitous N.E. 
wall. The rocks behind thia buttress are visible only from 
near the head of the Charpoua Glacier, but we had never 
properly examined them. - 

W e  followed the couloir running up from the head of the 
glacier, keeping well to the left to a little below the col. A t  
this point i t  became necessary to croes the couloir, and for that 
purpose we employed the long ladder, which we had placed in 
position the day before. Right glad were we to see the ricketty 
old structure, albeit it creaked and groaned dismally under our 
weight, and ran its splinters into our persons at  all points of 
contact. Yet there was a certain companionship about this 
same weather-beaten ladder, and I felt as if it wae almost a 
hardship that i t  could not share more in our promising success. 
Next we fastened a double rope, about 20 ft. in length, and 
swung onrselvea down a rough cleft as if we were barrels of 
split peas going into a ship's hold. U p  again, and the excite- 
ment w a x 4  stronger as we neared the doubtful part. Then 
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Alexander lay flat on hia stomach, and wriggled round a p w  
jecting rock, disappearing suddenly from view. W e  followed, 
progressing like the skates down the panes of glass in an aqua- 
iium tank, and found ourselves huddled together on a little 
ledge. An overhanging rock above compelled us to assume 
the anomalous attitudes enforced on the occupant of a little- 
ease dungeon. What  next? A n  eager look up, and part of 
the doubt was solved. There was a way--but such a way. 
A narrow flat couloir, its angle plastered with ice from top to 
bottom, invited, or forbade, further progress. Above, a pendu- 
lous mass of great icicles, black and long like a bunch of ele- 
phants' trunks, crowned the gully. W e  tucked ourselves away 
on one side, and the guides performed the beat feat of rock 
climbing I can imagine possible. Unroped they worked up, 
hacking out the ice, their backs and elbows against one sloping 
wall and their feet against the other. The masses of ice dash- 
ing down, harder and harder as they ascended, showed how 
thev were workinn. Suddenlv a s l i ~  above-a shout-a craah 
of Llling ice. ~ c e n  a brief Gause, broken after a few minutes 
by a triumphant yell from above, and the end of a rope dangled 
down close to us. Using this latter aid considerably, we 
mounted and found the top of the couloir blocked up by a 
great overhanging boulder, dripping still where the icicles had 
.just been broken of?'. ' Come on,' said voices from above. ' Up 
you go,' said a voice from below. I leaned as far back as I 
could, and felt for a hand-hold. There was none. Then right, 
theu left-still none. So I smiled feebly, and said, Wait a 
minute.' Thereupon, of course, they pulled with a will, and 
struggling and kicking like a spider irritated with tobacco 
smoke, I topped the rock gracefully. How the first man did 
it, is, and always will be, a mystery to me. Then we learned 
that a great mass of ice had broken away under Maurer's feet 
while in the couloir, and that he. must have fallen had not 
Alexander pinned him to the rock with one hand. From the 
number of times that this escape was described to me during 
the next day or two I am inclined to think it was a near thing. 

The worst is over,' said Alexander. I was glad to hear it, 
but, looking upwards, had my doubts. The higher we went 
the bigger the rocks seemed to be. Still there was a way, and 
i t  was not so unlike what I had often ~ictured. 

Another tough scramble, and we sAmd on a comparatively 
extensive ledge. Already we had climbed more than half of . the only part of the mountain as to the nature of which we were 
uncertain. A few steps on, and Burgener grasped me sud- 
denly by the arm. ' Do yon see the great red rock up yonder?' 
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be whispered, hoarse with excitement-; ' in  ten minutes we 
shall be there, and on the arCte-and then-' I felt that 
nothing could stop us now ; but a feverish anxiety to see what 
was beyond, to look on to the last slope, which we knew must 
be easy, impelled ud on, and we worked harder than ever to 
overcome the last few obstacles. The ten minutes expanded 
into something like thirty before we really reached the rock. 
Of a sudden the mountain seemed to chauge ita form. For 
hours we had been climbing the hard dry rocks. Now these 
appeared to vanish, and-blessed sight-snow lay thick, half 
hiding, half revealing the last slope of the arete. A glance 
ehowed that we had not misjudged. Even the cautious Maurer 
admitted that as far as we could see all was well; but he 
added, ' U p  above there, possibly--' And now, with the 

E rize almost within our grasp, a strange destre to halt and hang 
ack came on. Alexander tapped the rock with his axe, and 

let out his pent-up excitement in a comprehensive anathema of 
Chamonix guides. Already we could anticipate the half-md 
feeling with which we should touch the top itself. The feeling 
soon gave way. Forwards' we cried, and the axe crashed 
t h r o u ~ h  the lavers of snow into hard blue ice beneath. A 

D d 

dozen steps, and then a bit of rock scrambling; then more 
steps along tlre south side of the ridge-some more rock, and 
we topped the first eminence. Better and better it looked as 
we went on. ' See there !' cried Alexander, suddenly ; ' the 
actual top.' There was no mistaking the two huge stones we 
had so often looked at  from below. A few feet below them, 
and on our left, was one of those strange arches formed by a 

eat transverse boulder, and through the hole we saw blue sky. 
rothing could lie beyond, and, still better, nothing could be 
above. On again, while I could hardly stand still in the great 
steps the leader hacked out. A short troublesome bit of snow- 
work followed, where the heaped-up cornice had fallen back 
from the final rock. Then Hartley wurteously allowed me to 
unrope and pass him, and in a second I clutched at  the last 
broken rocks, and hauled myself up on to the flat sloping sum- 
mit,. There for a moment I stood alone, gazing down on 
Chamonix. The dream of five years was accomplished. The 
Dm was climbed. - - - --. 

Our first care was to level the telescope in the direction of 
Couttet's hotel. There was not much excitement there. but 
in front of the Imperial we were pleased to think we saw sbme- 
body gazing in our direction. Accordingly with much pomp 
and ceremony the stick (which I may here state was borrowed 
without leave), waa fixed up. Then to my horror Alexrrnder 
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produced from a wncealcd pocket a piece of scarlet flannel, like 
unto a baby's undergarment, and tied it on. I protested in 
vain. I n  a moment the objectionable rag was floating proudly 
in the breeze. Determined that our ascent should not be aues- 

1 

tioned by any subsequent visitors, we left the following articles : 
One half-pint bottle containing our names, preserved by a paper 
h p p e r  from the inclemency of the weather; two wooden 
wedges (use unknown), two ends of string, three burnt fusees, 
divers chips, one stone-man, the tenpenny staff and the infantb 
petticoat. 

Of the view I can say but little. I remember that Chamonix 
looked very nice from this distance. I remember that the Ai- 
guille Verteseemed muchless above us, and the lower peak much 
more below us (at least 80 ft.), than we had expected. Anyhow, 
1 know that the comnarative meapreness of the uanorama did 

0 

not affect our spirits, nor detract from the completeness of the 
expedition. Thc Dru is essentially a mountain to be climbed 
for its own sake. After three-quarters of an hour, i.e., a t  
1.15 P.x., we turned to descend, and very difficult the de- 
scent proved. I n  three places we fixed ropes to assist. Two 
of these still hang on the rocks, are securely fastened, are 
new club ropes, and will be found very serviceable in indi- 
cating the right route. W e  followed precisely the same line 
of rocks as in the morning, and noticed few, if any, plscee 
where this route was capable of improvement or even alte- 
ration. Not till nearly five o'clock did we reach our aban- 
doned etore of provisions, and very short work we made of 
them. Since ten in t.he morning we had partaken of nothing 
but one crushed sandwich. Ignoring the probability of being 
benighted on the rocks we caroused merrilv on tinned meat 

D 

and seltzer water. The sun was sinkini low behind the 
I3revent range, and the rocks were all darkened in the grey 
ehadows ere we packed up and resumed our journey. Very 
little time was' lost in descending. But before me had reached 
the breakfast place at 7 P.M. darkness had overtaken us. 
Mrhen within a few feet of the glacier the mist, which had been 
lorlg threatening, swept up from below and cut off all view. 
The crevasses just by the top of the glacier were so compli- 
cated, and the snow bridges so fragile, that we decided not to 
go on. So we sat down under an overhanging rock, and made 
believe that we enioved the fun. Hartlev somewhat t rans~a-  
rently imitated ths 'action of a man &ing to sleep. i'he 
guides, as was their wont when inactive, wrangled over the 
dimensions of the different chamois they had shot, each of 
course outvying the other. Meanwhile I considered what I 
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would have for breakfast next day, and finally stirred up Hart- 
ley. For two hours or so we discussed with some warmth the 
relative merits of kidneys and 'ferras ' as articles of diet. Mean- 
while the temperature sank, and slowly and 
became exceedingly chilly and uncomfortable. r d u a l l y  he end came we 
sooner than we ex~ected. B v  the time that Alexander had. 
in imagination, shot a chamois about the size of an elephant, 
and I had nearly carried my point about the kidneys, and was 
passing on to the subject of fried eggs, the mist lifted and dis- 
closed the glacier feebly lit up by the rising moon. Instantly 
we sprang to our feet, and fondly imagined that an hour or so 
would see us back at the camp. Not so, however. The snow 
was all hard frozen, and in the dim light i t  was found necessary 
to cut steps nearly the whole way down the glacier. From 
9 P.M. till 2.30 A.M. on the morning of the 13th, were we thus 
occupied. Charmingly comfortable was the tent that night. 
Prom the circumstance that the invariable struggle for the best 
pillow was unusually brief, and that Hartley did not dispute 
my final proposition that kidneys, if not cooked ii la brochette, 
were to all intents and purposes wasted, I am inclined to 
think that we were not long in dropping off to sleep. By  
nine o'clock, however, me were at  the Montanvert, where my 
old friend the landlord received US with more than his usual 
affability. Champagne was produced, for our success had 
already been reported, and notwithstanding that the summit is 
invisible from the inn, mine host was pleased to give us credit 
for telling the truth. Not so, however, the other Chamonix 
guides, many of whom maintained that we had merely reached 
a point on the south-east face of the lower peak. I n  spite of, 
or perhaps in consequence of, these early libations, we skipped 
down with more than our wonted nimbleness, and by 10 o'clock 
we were at Chamonix. There, I am pleased to record. the 
first man to congratulate us was M. Lopp6, without whose 
kindly sympathy and constant encouragement I doubt if 
we should have ever persevered to our successful end. 

Those who follow us, and I think there will be many, will 
perhaps be lad of a few hints about this peak. Taken alto- 
gether, i t  a t8 ords the most continuously interesting rock climb 
with which I am acquainted. There is no wearisome tramp 
over moraine, no great extent of snow fields to traverse. 
Sleeping out where me did, it would be possible to ascend and 
return to Chamonix in about 16 to 18 hrs. But  the mountain 
is never safe when much snow lies on the rocks, and a t  such 
times stones fall freely down the couloir leading up from the 
head of the glacier. The best time for the expedition mould 
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be, in ordinary seasons, in the month of August. The rocks 
are sound, and are peculiarly unlike those on other mountains. 
From the moment the glacier is left, hard climbing begins, and 
the hands as well as the feet are constantly employed. The 
difficulties are therefore enormously increased if the rocks be 
glazed or cold, and in bad weather I should think the craga of 
the Dru would be as pretty a place for an accident aa can well 
be imagined. 

The lower peak I am certain can be climbed, but not by 
the tempting couloir which runs up between the two points. 
This may be followed for some distance, but then i t  will, I be- 
lieve, be found best to bear off to the left. I know this way 
has been repeatedly tried, but then so had our line of ascent. 
Every bit of the mountain must be explored before any final 
aonclusion aa to its inaccessibility from this side is come to. 
I t  would be feasible to lower oneself down by a long rope from 
the higher on to the lower peak, and very probably the way 
down from this latter might prove easier than the way up. 
Let  anyone in search of excitement insure his life and try. I 
am not sure that I should care to do so. I f  there be much 
enow on these lower rocks, as there wna during the greater 
part of this last eeason, their ascent will be unjustifiably dan- 
gerous. 

One remark in a former paper on this mountain should be 
here corrected. There, I stated (and it was my belief till last 
year), that we, in our second attempt, were very near the sum- 
mit of the lower peak. I must plead guilt to an egregious 
mistake. W e  were probably not very muc above the level 
of the col. 

E 
Ideas as to what is fair in mountain climbing are somewhat 

peculiar. I have been asked repentedly whether we used ' ar- 
tificial aid' in the Dru. Now by artificial aid seems to be 
meant driving in pegs into rocks where there is no hand or 
foot hold. Such a proceeding is considered highly improper. 
To cut a step in ice is right, but to do anything of the sort 
on rock is iu the highest degree immoral. Again, a ladder to 
bridge a crevarrse may be used without animadversion, but its 
employment over a rock cleft is tabooed. I n  fact, anything but 
hobnails, rope, axes, and a ladder for a bergschrund is 'arti- 
ficial aid.' Rockets and target practice in general at  rock 
peaks ie usually only mentioned to be condemned, while rap- 
nels, chains, and crampons are the inventions of the fend. 
Why this should be so is hard to see. Perhaps we must not 
consider too curiously. For my own part if i t  could be proved 
that by no poseible means could a glven bad paseage be tra- 
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versed without some wch aid, nor turned by another ronte, 
I ~hould not hesitate to adopt one of these expedients. At 
the same time I believe that no such place exists. Empha- 
tically I say that this L the case on the Aiguille du Dru. 
W e  used our ladders repeatedly and frequently, bat on1 to 
shorten our way up, while exploring the mountain. d h e n  
we actually climbed i t  we used one ladder in one place, and 
thicr particular place could have easily been turned by descend- 
ing some little way and remounting by another route. W e  
saved perhaps an hour by the use of the ladder; an hour late 
in the season is invaluable. Those who follow will find for 
themselves the truth of what I state ; and if they can climb 
the peak without artificial aid,' they will a t  least give us the 
credit for bein able to do likewise. W e  have only shown 
one way up. !f'here may be a dozen others, though I doubt 
it. I n  descending we noticed only a few places where the 
route would be easier. Still in a first ascent late in the 
season there is little time for deliberation. Promptnesu is 
essential, and the line chosen has often to be followed when 
the climbers are conscious that it is far from the easiest. 

My task is nearly done. Space, and consideration for my 
readers, alike forbid any account of the festivities that took 
place a t  Conttet's in the evening. I believe there were fire- 
works ; I rather think some cannon were let off. I am under 
the impression that a good many bottles were uncorked. Per- 
haps this last may be connected with a hazy recollection of all 
that actually took place. Yet visions as of dancing forms in 
the salon rise up, with the villagers and guides crowding a t  
the windows to witness the graceful exercise of valeing in thick 
boots ; and there, in the midst of the throng, I seem to see 
Maurer. res~lendent in a shirt the front of which was like 

1 

unto a petrified bath towel, a coat many sizes too large, his 
face beaming with  miles, and shining from the effects of drinks 
offered hospitably on all sides ; close by, Alexander, displaying 
similar physiopomical phenomena, his natural free movements 
hampered by the excessive tightness of some garments with 
which an admirer of smaller girth had presented him, yet withal 
exceedingly well pleased with himself. Let us leave them 
there. They did their work well, and may be pardoned for a 
little swacrper. 

- -0 

The days grow shorter apace; the sun has barely time to 
make the ice-fields  listen ere the cold shadows creeD over wain. 
Snow lies thick oLledge and cranny, and only lthe stezpest 
mountain faces show dark through the powdery veil. Bleak 
night winds whistle around the crags, and whirl and cbevy the 
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wreathing snow-clouds, making weird music in these de~olate 
fastnesses. The clear satiating air, the delicate purity of the 
Alpine tints, have 'ven way to fo , mist, slush, and smoke f laden atmosphere. Rould  you reca 1 them mountain pictures ? 
Draw close the curtains, stir the coals into an indignant crack- 
ling blaze, and fashion in the rising smoke the mountain v k t a  
How these scenes crowd back into the mind, with a revivability 
proportionate to the impression originally made I What keener 
charm than to pass in review the memories of these simple, 
wholesome pleasures ; to see again, as clear as in the reality, 
every ledge, every hand and foot hold; to feel the fingers 
tingle and the muscles instinctively contract at the recollec- 
tion of some tough scramble on rock or glacier? 

I have endeavoured to give the impressions made by our 
expedition. I ollly wish that anyone could derive a hundrcdth 
part of the pleasure in reading that I have had in writing them. 

AN ASCENT OF THE TABCHHORN FROM THE F$E GLACIER. 
By the REV. F. T. WETHERED. Head before the Alpine 
Club on March 4, 1879. 

T HE Saas Grat, which within the memory of Professor Forbes 
was scarcely known to mountaineers, remains even now 

insufficiently explored, and et there is no district which in- 
cludes a greater number of imt-rate glacier expeditions than 
that extcnding from Monte Rosa to the Balferin. 

I t  is not the object of a paper like this to usurp the function 
of a local guide-book; but, as I am anxious to draw spccial 
notice to the varied attractions of this glorious ran e, as well 

ph as to the neighbourhood of S ~ a s  in general, I trust t a t  I may 
be pardoned if I dwell very briefly-before starting on my 
climb-upon the general configuration of its peaks and passes, 
and if I touch upon some other interesting particulars con- 
nected with the Saas Thal. Take, in the first place, its passes 
(the heights are reduced from the mktres of the Federal map 
into English feet). The Dom Joch, estimated at  14,062 ft., 
is the highest purely Swiss pass; and is only inferior in 
height to the Sesia Joch, the Lye Joch, and the Col de la 
Brenva, in the whole Alps. 

The Nadel Joch, set down by the same authority at  13,672 
feet, would, as Mr. Foster says, be a rand pass if it were 
not dwarfed by its rival.' The Mischa '% el Joch (from whose 
summit I enjoyed one of the most splendid double views I ever 
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had from a col, on August 1 last) is 12,652 ft., whilst the 
Adler and Alphubel (both over 12,000 ft.) as well as the Gas- 
senried, the height of which is about 12,050 ft. although not 
noticed on the Federal map at all, are highly interesting passes. 
Nor are the peaks, which these passes divide, unworthy of 
their connecting links. The Rympfischorn, the Strahlhorn, 
the Allalein, the Alphubel, and the Balferin, are all easily 
reached in crossing the cols between them, and each admits of 
variation of route, as I have myself proved on two of them. The 
pie'cer de r6sistnnce, however, of this ran e are of course the 

pb 
B Grosse Mischabel Harrier, includin the om, or Grabenhorn, 

(which at 14,942 ft. is the hig est mountain wholly in 
Switzerland) ; the Tiischhorn (14,758 ft. j, which is certainly 
not lower than third on the Stciss list ; whilst the Nadel rat, 
with ita pair of seutinel peaks, acta as an advanced nort f ern 
guard to the eat massif. From this group the ridge bends 
round to the 8; E., rises in the Ulrichshorn (or Klein Misch- 
abel), and terminates in the Balferinhorn overlooking Visp. 
Thus composed-and intersected by a glacier system such as 
the Findelen, the Allalein, the FCe, and the Gassenried-the 
Saas Grat holds a position of the highest order amongst Alpine 
watersheds. 

It will take time, however, before Saas will compete on 
equal terms with Zermatt. The Matterhorn and its weird * 

sseociations possess, of course, attractions peculiarly their own, 
and I am certainly not the man to depreciate the sister valley. 
Albeit, for loveliness of situation and splendour of near view, 
there is no hamlet to correspond with FBe in the Zermatt 
neighbourhood. 

Not long ago a gentleman, who spent some weeks at  Saas in 
1872, wrote me a letter in praise of thia district. After dilating 
upon its charms, he added : But  there is et another induce- P ment for the visitor to seek Saas, viz., a amous iron spring, 
which, from want of funds, has not been made use of for 

ears. Those who are cognisant of the great change which 8, come over the value of the roperty in the Aarthsl,' he P continues, known by the name o the Apollinaris Spring, can 
easily imagine how the patronage'of a few medical men might 
improve the property at Saas.' 

As a centre for mountnineers i t  would be dificult-the 
valley of Zermatt excepted-to find itEl equal. In  common 
with the latter, the Saas Thal is rich in attraction for climbers 
on either side of it. The mountains on its eastern watershed, 
though not to be compared with the Mischabel in the general 
attraction which they offer to climbers, command splendid 
VOL. 1X.-NO. LXIV. P 
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views of the Sase Orat opposite, whilst ita passes are by no 
means unimportant in interest. 

The Rossbodenhorn (or Fletschhorn proper) ought not to 
be omitted from the ' list ' of any active member of the club, 
either as a fa i t  accompli or else as a climb in store ; whilst the 
Laquinhorn and Weissmies must be ascents within the com- 

ass of moderate mountaineers. The Fletsch Joch, the Laquin 
$och,the Zwischenbergen Pass,the Rossboden Joch, the Simmeli 
Pass, and the Garnser Joch,* varying in respective difficulty 
(the two last in conjunction with the Sirvolten Paw across 
the E. ridge of the Nanzerthal, and lying to the N. of the Sir- 
voltenhorn), will take the traveller over to the Simplon Road. 

There are many charming walks of a less enterprising 
character in the neighbourhood of the village, b o n g s t  which 
the Trift Gratli (a spur of the Trifthorn), immediately a t  ita 
back, is deserving of special notice; whilst, to return to the W. 
side of the valley, the Egginenhorn and Mittaghorn are each 
within an easy day from the hotel, and are strongly recom- 
mended for the grandeur of their views in a note made last 
year in the hotel book by a member of the club. 

Last, not least, the neighbourhood of Saaa is highly interestr 
ing from an historical point of view, in cmnection with the 
Saracenic invasions of the tenth century, as many of my 
hearers are probably aware ; and i t  is to the mountain nomencla- 
ture of the valley that the historian is largely indebted for 
his clue to research. ' Allalein' (A'la'lain, ' very lofty of the 
fount '), ' Alphubel ' (Alfu'abl, ' a thousand blocks '), ' Mis- 
chabel ' Ma'wi'lshibl, s abode of the whelps '), and Balferin ' i (Bau'u'l a'ri'ain, ' slope of the two peaks '), are instances well 
in point ; whilst, in the words ' Almagel' (' the hdting place '), 
' Distel ' (Di'lsatal, ossessor of the eagle '), and ' Eien ' 

' P (Ain, ' eye, source-o stream'), we have also indications of a 
Moorish 0rigin.t Nor is it remarkable that the Saracens should 
thus have left their traces upon this quarter of the Alps, for 
we have i t  on the authority of Bishop Liutprand, of Cremona, 
that theee marauders secured a position of some years' perma- 
nence along the whole Alpine chain, in the year 942 A.D., the 
Great St. Bernard and the Septimer Passes being the two they 
principally used. From these they carried on raids upon the 
adjacent districts, although for the most part living peaceably 

* See ' Alpine Journal,' vol. vii. pp. 215, 216. 
t I am indebted to Mr. Nicholl (of Balliol College), the Lord 

Almoner's Professor and Reader of Arabic, at Oxford, for the above 
conjectural derivation8 from the Arabic.-F. T. W. 
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and intermarrying with the women of the country. I t  appears 
that Hugo, King of Italy and Count of Provence, had a for- 
midable rival in one Berengar, Marquis of Ivrea, who was, 
however, at  that time north of the Alps ; and, in order to put 
an obstacle in the way of his return, the king, who had been 
laying siege to FraxinetumYg where the Saracens had taken 
up their head-quarters, concluded a treaty with them, to the 
effect ' u t  Saraceni in montibus qui Sueviam atque Italiam 
dividunt starent.' t Hence the Arabic sounding names in 
the Saas Thal, and Pontresina ' (' Ponte Saracena '), in the 
Engadine Alps, not far from the Septimer Pass; whilst me 
touch upon them again in the family name o f c  Saratz,' a t  Pon- 
tresina itself.$ 

I n  the first volume of the ' Alpine Journd '  Mr. Coutta 
Trotter writes that his party, on their way to the Mischabel 
Joch, in 1862, examined carefully the cliffs of the TLchhorn 
and Dom, in order to see whether i t  appeared possible to climb 
the, at that time, unascended TLchhorn from its eastern side, 
and that they came to the conclusion that i t  mas probably not 
impossible, though the climb would doubtless be very long and 
very steep.' To these remarks Mr. George, then the editor of 
the ' Journal,' appended a foot-note : ' The eastern side of the 
Mischabel Homer could never be climbed unless when the rocks 
were denuded of snow, which very seldom happens.' Mr. 
Whymper also seems to have been impressed not a little with 
their formidable appearance from the slopes of the Weiss- 
mies, in 1860. ' The peaks seemed to me then,' he writes in 
' Scrambles' (p. 4), ' hopelessly inaccessible from this direction.' 
Such surmises and vaticinations have been lulled to rest-with 
many another Alpine prophecy-by the course of subsequent 
events. 

The eastern face of the Dom was successfully aacended in 
3 876 by the Messrs. Puckle, and the corresponding problem 
solved on the TLchhorn by Mr. P. Watson and myself in 
the summer of the followin year. I have no hesitation in % saying that the rocks on t e Saw side of these mountains 
offer some of the finest climbing in the Alps. 

At Zermatt, one early day in August 1876, Watson and I 
made solemn compact to meet at  Sam the next Saturday even- 

* Fraxinetum is situated between Frkjue and St. Tropez. 
See Liutprand, Antapodosis, bk. v. cap. xvii. 

$ See, however, on the subject of this paragraph, the Editor's Note 
on the Sargc~ns in the Alps, at the end of this paper. 

P 2 
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ing. The Monte Moro ' hotel was, of course, our trysting- 
place ; our project, a return into the Zermatt valley over the 
summit of one of the Mischabel ' Twins.' 

After a successful time at Zermatt, I set off on the morning 
of August 5 for the Adler, with Laurent Proment of Cour- 
mayeur as sole companion. The weather was fine; the 
views were glorious. So fine was it, that on the way we 
effected an ascent of the Rympfischhorn by a variation from 
the ordinary route, striking the Rympfischwange rocks not 
far from the base of the col. 

The moon shone brilliantly dong the Saas Grat range as we 
entered the vill e between 9 and 10 P.M., and the Mischabel 
giants, with the 6e Glacier at their base, were beautiful ' be- 
yond compare.' 

Y 
Watson, who had turned up in Saas the day before, had be- 

guiled his waiting hours by ascending the Rossbodenhorn. 
Having long before our arrival given me up as faithless, he 
had acted accordingly and sloped off to bed, but goodnaturedly 
insisted on turning out and giving me my supper. 

Next morning plans were discussed. Alexander Burgener, 
Watson's guide, counselled us to give up all thou ht of the 
Dom and ' go in ' for a maiden ascent of the Tasch % orn from 
this side. A careful examination of the rocks, the previous 
winter, had disclosed a route which in their present favourable 
condition would, he was confident, land us on the summit. 

An additional guide, one Benedict Venetz, of Stalden, whom 
I have pleasure in recommending, and a sturdy local porter for 
the transport of blankets and provisions to the Gletscher Alp, 
made up our contingent to six in all, and short1 after 4 P.M. 
we meandered in single file up the corkscrew pat g which leads 
through the woods to FEe. The curious ' stations ' for which 
this path is famous, erected on rocks, the striations on which 
give evidence of glacial action in bygone years, terminate a t  
last in a votive chapel containing all manner of wax models 
-hands, arms, legs, &.-the votive or propitiatory offerings 
to Our Lady, made by her thankful or suffering devotees. A 
pilgrimage, I believe, is anuually made to the shrines by the 
surrounding peasantry on a certain holy day of the Church, 
and a solemn function ensues. 

Ere  long, as we wended our upward way, the most majestic 
mountain circle that I ever yet beheld burst into sight. The 
vast glacier of Fde lay extended ri ht and left before us ;  
under our feet were countless wild 8 owers, which, even thus 
late in the Alpine season, fringed the footpath in such profusion 
that I gathered, from mere curiosity, five-and-twenty different 
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s ecimens without leaving it for more than ten yards at  a time. 
$he village of F6e is rightly named. No ' fairg ' enchantress 
ever conjured up such splendid battlements as t ose which en- 
viron this charmin spot. As we passed through its long nar- f row street the vil agers, lounging about in holiday costume, 
were enjoying quietly their day of rest, whilst a few were keenly 
disporting themselves in an innocent game at  bowls. The 
smiling meadows around would, perhaps, be almost outraged 
by the introduction of an hotel in their midst; and yet, unhal- 
lowed as the idea may seem, I cannot imagine, for the life of 
me, why the 'fairies ' have had it all their own way hitherto, in 
this respect l Will no mortal, more matter of fact than the 
rest, supply a deficiency which is largely felt ? Amidst an 
amphitheatre of '  everlasting hills ' more perfect than any mere 
imagination can paint, F6e stands forth a very paragon of love- 
liness, altogether unsurpassed in Switzerland. 

From the Hinter Allalein to the Ulrichshorn and Gemshorn 
a scene presents itaelf which my pen at any rate shall not dese- 
crate by attempting a written description. As we reached the 
Gletscher Alp, two hours after leaving Saas, some blooming 
milkmaids vacated one of the milk-chllets in our favour, and 
we got a very comfortable shake-down on the hay. The bold 
cliffs of the Mischabel, as they towered behind our slee ing 

who saw them. 
1 quarters that night, are not likely to be forgotten by t ose 

Two o'clock next morning found us once more on the move. 
The Tiischhorn had been with us in our hurried dreams, and 
was finally adopted as our pass to Zermatt. The Dom from 
the Gletscher Alp seemed too long altogether, unless we were 
prepared to sleep on the top ; and, moreover, the probability 
of falling stones on its face was by no means inviting. Alex- 
ander, however, thought that the Tiischhorn would not trouble 
us with such projectiles. 

Our mountain seems to have been 'under a cloud' when 
Mr. Foster made his first advance upon the Dom Joch in 
1869, for, ' singularly enough,' as he says, it was overlooked 
by his party altogether on that occasion. As a result of this 
missing link they found themselves, when too late to retrace 
their steps for the former col, making for the Nadel Joch, 
which was crossed to Randa ; the Dom Joch reserved for 
another day. Fortunately the weather or the 'fairies' be- 
friended us, and we experienced no such difficulty in our 
search for glory in 1876. Framed between the Dom Joch and 
Mischabel Joch, the great peak rose defiantly from his base- 
ment of ice, and there was no possibility of mistaking his 
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identity. Following the route of the Mischabel Joch for some 
distance, we bore to the right on approaching the rocky ridge 
descending from the Alphubel, which those who know the 
glacier will easily recognise. Wending our uneven way amongst 
a labyrinth of beetling seracs and huge crevasses, into which 
this portion of the glacier is broken, we made straight for the 
foot of the Tiischhorn rocks. 

The weather by this time had materially improved, and our 
hopes of success ran high. 

The course we had to follow, although tortuous and some- 
what involved, waa for a while not difficult to thread. Plain 
sailing upwards on this troubled sea was soon, however, 
destined to end. 

A t  the time of roping, Burgener and Venetz were attached 
to Watson, whilst Proment and I contented ourselves on 
another coil. W e  had not been trussed more than twenty 
minutes-I was standing u on a narrow ledge of hard ice, f of about a foot in width, and orming the boundary line between 
two steep slopes of the lacier-when Proment slipped suddenly % and unaccountably rig t out of his steps. His heels flew well 
from under him, and, with ice-axe in hand and the usud moun- 
taineerin impedimenta a t  his back (including a wine tin), like 
some ill- f ated hero in the Iliad, 

Fifteen feet of good cord were firmly between us ; and, when it 
became taut in a few seconds, as he 'slithered' hopelessly 
down the slope towards a great crevasse which heeled over 
some distance beneat.h, I fortunately was able to bring him to 
an anchorage, and both of us were thus relieved from a singu- 
larly uncomfortable and anxious predicament. I took care 
that we were all five roped together during the remainder of 
the day. With the Mischabel Joch and Alphubel well to our 
left front, the rocks of the Tiischhorn were reached in 63 hrs. 
from the Gletscher Alp. 

After a brief halt, we took immediately to a buttress, or rib, 
of rock upon the face of the mountain before us, directly 
under the highest point. A snow couloir ran down a t  no great 
distance on our right. From this point to the summit the 
gradient was very steep. The rocks at  first, although shaly, were 
upon the whole good ; but, as we advanced to about halfdis- 
tance, they became much broken andslightly risky. Altering 
our course now a little to the right, we crossed over to another 
rib-snow-covered a t  the time-and planted ourselves, without 
further incident, upon a depression about 90 ft. north of the 
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highest point, having climbed all the way straight up the face 
from the FBe Glacier. The top was gained a few minutes 
later, a t  a little before 11 o'clock. The Tschhorn has two 
well-marked points on the summibridge ; the one we ascended, 
towards the south, having slightly the advan e of ita northern 
rival. W e  found Mr. Gardiner's card (or rat er paper) in the 
accustomed bottle. 

Y 
It is difficult to credit that this peak-is nearly 200 ft. lower 

than the lleighbouring Dom. Having ascended both, I con- 
fess that, to my unruded eye, the difference between them 
-thus ascribed-seems more imaginary than real. A t  one 
time the Tiischhorn was given the advantage in hypsometri- 
cal reckoning; i t  is so computed in the Appendix to the Intro- 
ductory number of ' Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers,' although the 
' query ' after the figures indicates that such an estimate was 
not intended necessarily for final adoption. 

Between the eastern and western sides of the Tiischhorn 
there can be no comparison. The former is by far the finer 
of the two in every way-whether as regards the climbing or 
in respect of the views which each ascent affords. 

Novelties are not essential to maintain mountain enthusiasm. 
The Alpine Club will flourish long after the last 'new ex- 
pedition' shall have been chronicled in the Journal; a t  the 
same time, it does not follow that an appetite must needs be 
jaded because i t  seeks after an occasional stimulant. I do not 
refer to the stimulant afforded by unwarrantable risk, but to 
that eupplied in the discovery of new routes and means of 
ascent. 

Whenever the Aiguille du GCant and the Aiguille du 
Charmoz s h d  have followed the excellent example lately set 
them by their near neighbour the Aiguille du Dru, and have 
owned their masters, the only 'new expeditions ' left us--in 
the best known Alpine districts-will be those which old 
friends with new faces afford. 

The Dom and the Tiischhorn have shown, of late, more new 
lines of successful attack than a few years ago were deemed 
possible upon them, and I, for one, am by no means prepared 
to d m i t  that ' new sides ' are principally ' wrong sides.' I n  
some cases, of course, all sides of a mountain but one have 
been left untried, because i t  has been evident, from the first, 
that i t  were absolute foolhardiness to attempt a second; but, in 
many another instance, experience ained of late has suggested 
a survey and eventually an attacP; upon slopes which have 
been found, notwithstanding all previous forebodings and fore- 
warnings to the contrary, quite possible to cope wth,  without 
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any risk which can be called unjustifiable, but which have not 
until late years even been ' looked at  ' except to be pronounced 
impossible.' 

The descent of the Tiischhorn to the FBe Glacier would. I 
think,-be practicable when the mountain is in really wood con- 
dition and free from much coating of snow; but &. James 
Jackson was well advised when, having reached the summit a 
few days after us, he declined to retrace our route, notwith- 
standing that his guide was Christian Alrner. The descent 
of the rocks on the eastern face in such weather as he de- 
scribes in the Journal, i t  would be nothing short of lunacy to 
attempt. I fully agree with Mr. George, that the mountain 
from the Saas side would be altogether impracticable exce t 
under very favourable circumstances-when the rocka are, Z r  
the most part, free from snow. 

In  descending to the Kien Glacier, we quitted the rock 
ar$te from the summit at a very awkward point, too low 
down, and considerable care alone prevented a bad slip before 
reaching the upper snow-fields. A long grind through soft 
and even yielding n6vQ brought us at length to our oal, down P the tedious Wildbach. Eight o'clock saw us com ortably at  
dinner in the excellent little hotel ' du Weisshorn,' a t  Randa. 
Burgener, as prime mover of the expedition, was naturally 
as much pleased as any of us at  so complete a success, and it 
is only due to him to add that he led splendidly to the sum- 
mit without a single fault. Notwithstanding his more recent 
exploit on the Dru, the memory of the Tiischhorn from the 
F6e Glacier (two years before) is not likely soon to be effaced. 
I hope to see the day when Saas and Fee shall be provided 
with good hotel accommodation, for I am convinced that when 
this desideratum is supplied, there will not be a more popular 
Alnine centre than that to which I have here endeavoured to 
drLw the attention of mountaineers. 

NOTE ON THE SARACENS A T  SAAS AND ELSEWHERE 
IN T H E  ALPS. BY THE EDITOR. 

MY attention haa lately been drawn to the statements as to the presence 
of Saracens or Moors at Saas in the tenth century, made in works 
commonly in the hands of English readera, such as Iaaac Taylor's 
' Words and Places,' Murray's Swiss Handbook,' and Stanley's 
' Sinai and Palestine,' which are repeated by Mr. Wethered above. 
These statelnents appear for the most part immediately derived From 
Engelhardt's ' Monte Rosa und Matterhorn Gebirg?' published in 1842. 
But it is mmewhat singular that English tnmscnbers, while copying 
and adopting Engelhardt's conclusion as to the presence of Saracens at 
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Saas, and the (as they eeem to me) somewhat questionable etymologies 
on which he supporta it, have paid little attention to the interesting 
facts which he obtained from Reinaud's 'Invasion des Sarrasins,' as to 
the presence and misdeeda of these marauders in the Western Alps 
from the sea to the St. Bernard. 

My object now is not by detailing and adding to these facts to follow 
out the story of t.he Moorish inroad aa it may be gathered from the 
chronicles of the time. That interesting task I leave to Mr. W. A. B. 
Coolidge, who has gone deeply into the subject, and to whose rare 

' knowledge of the early history of the Alpine regions I am indebted for 
nlany of the references on which the present note is founded. What I 
wish to do here ie to give a point to the inquiry by stating the limits 
beyond which the presence of the Saracens ceases (so fir aa I can judge 
from the authorities before me) to be an indisputable fact, and becomes 
either a matter of conjecture or one for ascertainment by further 
inquiry. 

In the singular hill district on the shores of the Gulf of Lyons-still 
known as the Montagne des Maures-which, completely cut off from 
the system of Alpee Maritimes, seeme from its flora and climate to the 
man of science as well as to the traveller almost a part of Africa, the 
Moors found a congenial home. From their fortrees on the Bay of 
St. Tropez the marauding bands pressed ~peedily through the Western 
Alpe, bursting out now towards Burgundy, now towards Italy, sack- 
ing En~brun (A.D. 916), or burning the great monastery of Novalese 
(A.D. 906). 

In A.D. 940 they croased the Great S t  Bernard, and burnt St. 
Maurice, and from that time till 973, the year of the fall of their coast 
stronghold, Fraxinetum, held the pass or harassed pilgrims, capturing 
as their final booty (A.D. 972 or 973) no less a person than the Abbot 
of Cluny. 

Thus fir there is no room for dispute. The movements of the Sara- 
cens can be followed from year to year, as Mr. Coolidge will show in 
the next number. 

But there seems to me need of further evidence before we can accept 
as certain the presence of the Saracens beyond the neighbourhood of 
the St. Bernard, whether at %as or in the GraubUnden, and it is to this 
side of the question that I want to direct the attention of competent 
inquirers. 

The evidence in support of the Saracens having passed beyond the 
S t  Bernard appem to be a~ follows :- 

The notices of the ravages of ' Saracens' in Rhretia and Alamannia in 
or about A.D. 936, which were so seriom that applications for help to 
reatore the damage were made by the Bishop of Chur to the Emperor. 

A treaty (A.D. 942) between Hugo of Provence and the Sarlrcene of 
Fraxinetum that the latter ' in montibus qui Sueviam atque Italiam 
dividunt, etarent,' with the purpose of obstructing the passage of his 
rival Berengar into Italy. ' Suevia,' 1 suppose, stands for High Ger- 
many, and thus the treaty would naturally refer to the eastern as 
opposed to the western or Burgundim pasaea, the Mont Cenis and the 
two St. Bernarda. 
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The mention in the chroniclers of a defeat of a mixed h o ~ t  of Hun- 
gariane and ' Saracens' near Neuchiltel in 954 (said to be ill-authen- 
ticated), and of a Saracenic attack on the great monaetery of St. Gall 
about the same time. 

Lastly, the existence of names of Saracenic origin in the neighbour- 
hood of eome of the principal passes. 

E.g. (in addition to those given by Mr. Wethered) Algaby and 
Gebelhorn on the Simplon, Castehur and Muretto near the Septimer. 

These arguments seem to me insdicient in the face of the following 
considerations :- 

All historical writers are more or leea puzzled to show how the 
Fraxinetum Moors got, without leaving the usual traces of their 
pawage, to ' Alamannia' and St. Gall, and the last attempt, Herr 
( E h l m ~ n ' s  (in an article ' Die Alpeupiisse in Mittelalter' in the 

Jahrbuch fiir Schweizerische Geschichte, 1878 '), seems to me a com- 
plete failure. Is it probable that the Moors reached these distant 
regions four yearn before they had got to the St. Bernard ; that they 
reached them without pillaging Sion or a single town on the S. elopes 
of the Alps? In 945 Berengar, it  is true, crossed by Landeck and 
Trent, but so natural a route can h ~ r d l y  be pressed au an argument 
to prove that the eaatern passes were actually occupied in accordance 
with the Convention. In 952 and 966 Otto himself crossed the Alps 
by way of the Septimer, and in 965 by the Bernardino without im- 
pediment. During all this time, while we have many notices of the 
d e r i n g s  from Saracens of pilgrims on the western paases, we have not 
a singk instance on record as to the eastern. 

In what way, then, can the explicit reference to Saracens at St. 
Gall and elsewhere be accounted for 7 

Both Von Miiller, the Swiss historian, and Engelhardt assert, and 
Gibbon expressly confirms their statement, that in the dark ages the 
term ' Saracen ' waR very loosely used. Every marauder was a Saracen. 
Similarly we see in our time American tourists call every Asiatic an 
Arab, English press-writers call every Caucasian a Circassian, and eome 
English officers c ~ l l  any coloured man ' a nigger.' Is it not a fair 
hypothesis that the so-called ' Saracens' of N. and W. Switzerland 
were Maeyars or Khnzars? 

Herr Theobald, the well-known illustrator of  hi^ native Canton 
Graubiinden, explicitly says in his work ' Das Bundner Oberland ' that 
the marauders of 93640 were Hungarians :-' Die Angabe, dass Karl 
der Grosse in Disentis gewesen sei und das Kloster noch weiter 
auagebaut habe, iat eine Verwechelung oder eine b low Sage. Dagegen 
that dies Kaiser Otto der Grosse (940) nachdem er die Ungsrn auf 
dem Lechfelde beaiegt, denn diese waren damals bis in Rheinthal vor- 
gedrvngen und hatten Disentis nochmals ausgeplundert. Er  achenkte 
dem Kloster ansehnliche Liegenechaften und Privilegien. Der damalige 
Abt hiem Waldo.' 

Lastly, as to Saas in particular. The only evidence as yet for the pre- 
sence of Saracens in this case is the local nomenclature. The absence 
of any confirmation in local tradition is, to say the least, strange. Engel- 
hardt-who, with the help of a friend, worked out for himself his pretty 
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derivations of Almagel (Al-Mahal, the station), and Mischabel ( I  the 
lioness with her cubs') and had a parent's pride in them and the theory 
they involved-had before him a MS. chronicle of Saas compiled in 
the beginning of the present century by a Rector of h s  from over 
300 ancient documents, going back as fer as A.D. 1200. He quotes 
nothing from it in support ,of a Saracenic element in the population. 
We find in Schiner's ' History of the Valais' (1702) a statement that 
Saas was colonised after the other valleys by the people of Visp, who 
a t  first only used it for pasturage, and this seema conhned by the 
name ' Saas' itself, applied elsewhere to high psetures, and by the terms 
in which the valley was sold in 1301 by its then lord, a noble of Visp. 
Nowhere is there a word about Saracens. The Sasa Pasees, though 
mentioned aa ' very old' in the fifteenth century, are not, so far aa I 
know, referred to by any tenth-century chroniclera 

What is the nature of the etymological proof which is to counter- 
balance this negative testimony ? Some of these ingenious suggestions 
will not stand. ' Balferin ' is ' Balenh! The old form of Almagell, 
-hen-gell ,  surely tells its own story. Nor can I think that the case 
has been strengthened by the Arabic Professor a t  Oxford, whom Mr. 
Wethered has called in. Professor Nicholl dismisses some of Engel- 
hardt's suggestions as the ' fancies of an amateur philologist.' The deri- 
vations which he proposes to substitute, and I&. Wethered aclopte, are, 
doubtleas, more grammatically deduced; but are they not even more 
far-fetched and improbable than Engelhardt's? Before a matter of this 
sort can be discussed or speculated on with any advantage, some con- 
sideration of its various elements seems necessary: and I confeas I 
should not have supposed anyone would have been bold enough to 
propose an Arabic source for such names as Distel or AlpHubel in a 
German-speaking district. Do not all these names, curious aa they 
undoubtedly are, admit of explanation without any need of calling 
in Saracens? Consider the natural conditions of the district. The 
Teutonic immigrants comprised in the aeven ' Zehnten ' of Wallis 
(if we use the Teutonic form we mwt warn readem not to fancy 
it haa anything in common with 'Wales,' or is anything but the 
Roman and medieval ' Vallesia ') pressed down on an earlier Celtic 
race, whose descendants continued up to the end of the .h century 
under a separate form of government (' Grand Majors' appointed by 
the Land~gemeinde of the county, which under a Hauptmann of ita 
own sat at Sion and shared authority with the CounbBishop) in the 
weetern districts. We should expect, therefore, to find a few Celtic or 
Romance names Teutonised and many pure German ones. We note 
near Zermatt a tarn called the 'Lei See' (Swiss Alpine Club map). 
We have the Plan de la Lei (near St. Maxime de Beaufort), the Allke 
Blanche, the Pigne de la Lke at Zinal, and the Alkfroide in Dauphink, 
all derived from the word ' lex ' or ' lei.' M. Durier says that ' lei ' 
means an enclosed pasture, and hence a pasture naturally enclosed by 
precipices. In our own county we have 'ley' (as in Hoathley) for a 
paeture, and in Devonshire a friend tells me a clover field into which, 
after it has been cut, animals are turned in to feed is known aa a clover- 
ley, though the word does not survive in its simple form. Is it very 
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unreasonable to fancy Allalein a Teutonised form of ' A la Lei ' ? &fay 
not mountain names come from ' gabel ' as well as ' gebel ' 7 Is not 
' fork ' most appropriate to the Mischabel ? One guess is surely as good 
as  another ; and perhaps better 'I' And as to Monte Moro itself and similar 
names south of the chain ; the ancient form of this name in the deed of 
wle of 1301, referred to above, is Afundnaur, and the MS. corrects this 
to Montmar (Engelhardt). A Mons Martis would have been a uatural 
rival to a Mons Jovis. I s  any word which begins with Mur, Mor, or 
Mar to be taken as a proof of the Moors' presence ? Castel Mur 
('Ad Murnm ') in  Bregaglia c o m a  from the Roman wall still existing 
there, and I mispect many of the ' mum ' have to do with the walls which 
we are especially told by the chroniclers were erected on the passes for 
purposes of toll-exaction. The  difficulty which will press on those 
who attach weight to Mur, Mor, and Mar as  a sign of the Saracens 
will be not their rarenes, but their frequency. They turn up all over 
the  alp^. There are a Pian del Moro and Paw di Muretto in the 
hills above Premia (Val Antigorio).' A t  the foot of the Gries is 
Morast. Perhaps this is significant. Is it  poseible that mme of the 
'Mom ' have to do with the root which lurks in moor, morass, marsh, 
signifying, I believe, a wet, uncultivated piece of ground ? Moreover, 
the derivation of Pontresina from Pons Saracenorum is a most doubt- 
ful one. The  late Mons. Z. Pallioppi of Celerina, a local antiquarian 
of' the highest reputation, expressly scouted, I am informed, any such 
origin of the name. 

I do not wiah to embark ~eriously on any rival theories. But I 
may point out how easy it wolild bo with the aid of a Turkieh 
vocabulary to set np an argument for the Turanian origin of the popu- 
lation of Val d'Hkrens. The dangerous glacier pass a t  the head of 
the valley is the Col d'Olen (Olen appears to mean d a t h  in Turkish). 
W e  have the Glacier des Ignez (Ignez=Aiguille). Zmeiden must 
surely be ' Meidan ' ? W e  have ' gouille ' (gol) for lake. Then one 
might adduce the customs of the inhabitan-their practice of going 
on horseback whenever possible, of wearing bright colours, changing 
habitations-a relic of nomad life-their funeral f e a s b t h e i r  old 
houses with tenblike roofe, and so on. I need hardly say this is only 
nn example of what etymology will, in  ignorant hands, lend itaelf to. 

I n  conclusion I beg most emphatically to warn all etymologists 
aminst trusting for Alpine nomenclature to Ordnance mam without 
8;pplementary-local codfirmation. Engineers frequently diitort words 
i n  the most misleading manner, varticularlv in mountain districts.' 
where they take them aown fro& Gasants speaking a rough patois. 

' 

I do not presume positively to deny that Saracens settled a t  Sam, 

* Shown in the Swiss Alpine Club and Piedmontese maps, but not in the 
Swiss Ordnance map. The hamlet near ' Muretto ' is Agaro. Doubtless 
from ' Agareni,' a medieval name for the Saracens as descendants of Ishmael's 
mother I The inhabitants, it is true, are generally said to be Germans. See 
also on cMoro' and other names in the Saasthal, an article, interesting 
though probably not free from errors, by Mons. C3ahcliet, in the Swiss 
Alpine Club Jahrbuch ' for 1867-8. The author entirely disbelieves in Arabic 
derivations in the Saasthal. 
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or that they occupied for a time the Rhnetian passes. Both supposi- 
tions are far from impossible, or even improbable; hut in both cases 
further investigation and fresh evidence seem to me called for before we 
can accept their presence as indisputable. If any Moorish colony did 
reach the Saasthal, it will, I believe, be found to have got to it from 
the S. and not from the St. Bernard. But I shall not be surprised if 
the Saracens of Saas, like the Saracens in Cornwall, turu out to be a 
'verbal myth,' even though the presence of S m e n s  on the eastern 
pasees should be proved by sound historic4 evidence. 

NE fine mornin 
in Janua% 

1874, as our party was O descending the drindelwald ismeer, having successfully 
ascended the Jungfrau on the day before, the Schreckhorn 
towered up so magnificently in the. bright sunshine that we 
stopped frequently to admire it. On that occasion Almer, 
carried away by our previous successes on the Wetterhorn and 
Jungfrau in winter, suggested that we might possibly bag 
the Schreckhorn also. But thou h this proposal was most 
tempting, we were overdue in fngland, and had to start 
for home immediately on our return to Grindelwald. How- 
ever, I always bore Almer's suggestion in mind. On our 
next visit to the Alps in winter, in January 1876, we de- 
voted ourselves to Mont Blanc ; but fate, in the shape of the 
weather, was against us, and though we went u to the Grands 
Mulets three times and spent jve  nights there ( j anuary 1, 7,8, 
11, 12), we were only able to make one attempt on Mont 
Blanc itaelf, on January 12, which was defeated by a violent 
and sudden storm when we had reached the Grand Plateau, 
as i t  was obviously worse than foolhardy to try to advance 
further at such an unusual season. 

Various reasons prevented me for some years from vieiting 
the Alps in winter. When parting with Almer last Sep- 
tember I charged him to let me know how the weather was 
about Christmas time. H e  wrote in the beginning of January 
to say that the snow was in admirahle condition, and that if I 
wished to do anything I ought to come out a t  once. This 
was too much for me ; so, despite the warnings of some of my 
friends, who thought there was no need to go to the moun- 
tains to see snow and ice this winter of all others. I left , ---- 

England alone on the evening of January 9, and, spending 
twelve hours in Paris, reached Berne next day, January 11, 
b a long detour through Alsace and by Basel, both the 
d n e v a  and NeufcUtel mutes being entirely blocked up by 
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snow. I continued my journey without stopping, gaining 
glorious views of my old Oberland friends, to Interlaken, where 
I found Almer (to whom I -had telegraphed to announce my 
arrival) waiting for me with a slei h. The drive up to Grin- 
delwald that evening, though co f d, was most deli htful, the 
stars overhead, the great peaks towering up hostfike in the Y darkness, the dancing lights from all the litt e houses scab 
tered over the snow-covered hillside, the swift, noiseless 
motion of our conveyance, and the jingling of the horses' 
belle, leavin an impression never to be forgotten. Still, after 
my twenty- f our hours' journey, I was not sorry to reach the 
' Adler,' where a most cordial welcome awaited me. 

Next day, Sunday, was bright and sunshiny, and was de- 
voted to strolling about, talking to Almer, and revelling in 
the clear Alpine air, which I felt as if I had not breathed for 
ages, though in reality it was barely three months since I had 
turned my back on Switzerland. Almer, of course, knew my 
object in coming, viz. to attempt the ascent of the Schreck- 
horn, over which I had pondered during the past five years. 
But it was, of course, necessary to get into some sort of 
training before trying such s formidable peak. Our first 
excursion (on Monday) was up the Furggenhorn (2,383 
m2trea), the most easterly spur of the Rothihorn, just north 
of the village. I enjoyed the walk very much, and the views 
were very grand, but I was naturally rather tired after it. 
W e  mounted by the little Alpenrose hotel on the way to the 
Faulhorn. On Tuesday we went up to the inn on the Mann- 
lichen, which, very curiously, neither Almer, nor his son Chris- 
tian, nor myself had ever visited. The ascent from Grindel- 
wald is very gradual, and was very fatiguing in the soft deep 
snow. But  we were amply rewarded for our pains by one of 
the grandest views imaginable. There was a mist over the 
Thunersee, otherwise the horizon was cloudleee. On one side 
we had the valley of Grindelwald, backed by the Ti& and 
Wetterhorn. The Schreckhorn, Eiger, Monch, and Jungfrau 
were each more majestic than the other; while on the other 
side Lauterbrunnen seemed to be at our feet, and beyond 
Miirren and the Schilthorn, the Gspaltenhorn, and the Biiimlb 
Alp met our gaze. There is a little knoll to N. of the inn, the 
Miinnlichen proper (2,345 mhtrea) ; but we did not go there, 
although there must be a fine view down into the two valleys 
of the Liitechine, near their junction, as we had had enough 
of the deep snow. This spot seems to be very little known as 
yet. I n  my opinion, the view is finer than the far-famed one from 
the Wengern Alp, whence it is essily reached by a tolerable 
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path. The Miinnlichen inn itself is connected with Grindel- 
wald by a good bridle path, and there is a steep footpath to 
the village of Wengen. I strongly advise all who have not 
been to include i t  in their next journey ; as for myself, I can 
only say that I regret having so long neglected to visit this 
lovely spot. The thermometer in the midday sun near the 
inn marked + 2lFRBaumur (= c. 804" Fahrenheit). 

Next day was dull, the Fohn wind having begun to blow, 
and producin the curious blurred effect on the high peaks so 
well describe d in an article in the ' Saturday Review ' of Feb- 
ruary 22, which I think I am not mistaken in attributing to 
Mr. Leslie Stephen. 

I will not weary my readers with details of all our ex- 
cursions. W e  went up to the Eismeer twice to see how the 
snow was, but it was still ver soft and powdery, there havin K been a heavy fall between t e writing of Almer's letter an ! 
my arrival. On one occaeion we were caueht in a small 
avalanche on the BEnisegg, from which we ruckily escaped 
with the loss of an ice-axe and a pair of spectacles. Another 
day we went up the highest point in the ridge between the 
Faulhorn and the Schwarzhorn, called by Almer the Grossen- 
eggspitze, not very far, I think, from the ' Mittaghorn' of 
the Federal map. The Fohn wind alternated with snowstorms, 
eo that the ascent of any great peak began to seem very 
problematical. A glorious day's walk to the Kuhmattenhubel, 
the little knoll just to N. of the G m s e  Scheidegg, led us 
to undertake on January 21 the ascent of the Schwarzhorn 
(2,930 metres = 9,613 feet), which we accomplished most suc- 
cessfully (54 hours up, 2.25 down), though there was a 
bitter wind a t  the top, and the view rather cloudy. The ascent 
was made by the Grindel Alp and the ridge of the Gemsberg, 
the snow in parts being very soft and deep. That evening I 
had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Leslie Stephen and his 
nephew and M. Lopp6. The two former repeated the ascent 
of the Schwarzhorn next day, and the day after the whole 

arty crossed the Grosse Scheidegg to Meiringen, being pro- 
fably the last travellers who saw that village before the 
disastrous fire. 

W e  arranged to start to sleep out for the Schreckhorn on 
the 22nd, but the Fohn waa too much for us. My time waa 
drawing short, aa I was obliged to be in England on the night 
of the 31st, and wished, if possible, to spend a day at  Base1 on 
my way back. On the 23rd, another dull day, we had the 
adventure on the Banisegg, of which I have before spoken; 
and on the 24th in despair we crossed the Wengern Alp in 
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thick mist and a snowstorm, finding a tremendous thaw oing on 
a t  Lauterbrumen, which brought the Staubbach to 1' f e again, 
as, from the Mannlichen, all traces of i t  had so complet.ely dis- 
ap eared that even Almer could not point out its exact position. 

k e r t  morning we held a grand consultation. The question 
was whether we should go up to Miirren for the Schilt- 
horn or return to Grindelwald in hopes of a t  last accom- 
plishing the principal object of my journey. A sudden glimpse 
of the blue sky radiant with sunshine made us adopt the 
latter course, most fortunately as i t  turned out. For next 
day, the 26th, we were able to start for our sleepin quartem 
on the Schreckhorn. The party consisted of myse f f, Almer, 
his sons Ulrich and Christian, and a second porter, Friedrich 
Deutachmann, who had been with us on the J u n  rau in f 1874. I t  was of course necessary to take provisions or three 
days, and abundance of wood and covering. W e  followed our 
old tracks up the Eismeer, not by the usual way to thc 
Barenegg hut, which is much exposed to avalanches, but 
along the base of the Mittelle ,then through the icefall of the 
lower glacier, and up the mid f le of this last to the Eismeer, a 
perfectly safe course, which Almer had taken at  Christmas 
time with two English gentlemen on the way to the Ziisenberg. 
Having passed the ridge of the Banisegg and searched in vain 
for traces of the missing articles, we took to the right bank of 
the glacier up a well-known gully, which was now in a very bad 
state, the earth being frozen as hard as iron and covered with 
fresh snow inclined at a high angle-altogether one of the 
nastiest bits of the entire expedition. I t  was dark wheu we 
reached the new Swiss Alpine Club hut, known as the 
Schwarzenegg Hiitte, some way east of the old Kastenstein 
cave. I t  was half filled with snow, which was speedily cleared 
out; but there was plent of straw, and we managed to pass a 
tolerably comfortable nig l~ t. 

Early next morning, our last doubts as to the weather 
were removed. I t  was decided to take.Deutachmann to the 
top with us, as we had not sufficient wood to allow him to 
keep up a fire in the day time, and i t  was more rudent to 
have a man to relieve the leaders in case of need. k e started 
on January 27 a t  6.40 A.M., just a t  dawn. The snow proved 
to be in admirable condition, a trifle too hard if anything. 
W e  ascended the couloir near the Kastenstein glacier with 
unexpected ease, then mounted the glacier itself, L d ,  halting 
for twenty-five minutea for breakfast (during which we were 
~urprised by a piercing wind, which died away directly after), 
reached the ' bergschrund ' at the base of the great wall of the 
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Schreckhorn a t  9.35 A.M. All were in high spirits, and the 
weather left nothing to be desired. 

On my previous ascent on Ju ly  24, 1872, owing to a suc- 
ce~sion of thunderstorms during the night the snow had been 
in a very 'avalanchy ' state, and we had been obliged to climb 
up to the Sattel, dong the crest of one of the rocky ribs which 
seam the wall, with the snow hissing down the couloirs on either 
side. Now, having crossed the bergschrund, we cut up to the 
rocks on the right hand, and climbed up thzm for forty-five 
minutes, meeting on the way with two slight mishaps-the loss 
of my field glass, my companion in the Alps during seven 
summers, which escaped from the fingers of one of the party 
and was immediately dashed into a thousand pieces; and of 
Almer's hat, which was later recovered. The rocks were very 
slippery, and i t  was determined that the best and shortest 
route was to cut up the great wall or central couloir. This 
we accordingly did; but the snow was extremely hard, and 
much labour was required to make good steps, which we ex- 
pectetl would aid us on our descent; besides, as the sun 
mounted higher in the heavens, small stones rattlcd down from 
above, being released from their icy bed, and greatly annoyed 
us, both Almer and myself being struck, though no harm was 
done. Most singularly we found near the Sattel distinct traces 
of the last party up the Schreckhorn on October 5. The foot- 
prints had been frozen hard, and filled with snow like a mould, 
which had again been blown away by our enemy the FShn. 

W e  reached the Sattel at 1.35 P.M. only, much later than we 
had originally hoped, havin been four hours (including n ten 
minutes' halt) from the \ergschrund. Here of course a 
glorious view to the East burst upon us; but we were so 
intent on the summit that, after a stoppage of 25 minutes for 
dinner, we abandoned the greater part of our provisions and 
started at  2 P.M. for the top. W e  got on pretty well aa far as 
the Elliotawang ' and even farther, the rocks offering good 
hold, and there being little snow on them. Things grew, 
however, worse and worse ; and when we gained t,he first top 
or S.E. end of the final Kamm, I confess I feared that our 
expedition would be a failure. The ridge stretches very 
nearly a t  a level to a rocky knob, then after a depression rises 
to the true summit. I n  its ordinary state i t  is not difficult, 
but matters were very different now. A delicate crest of 
f r e ~ h  snow, in some places perhaps two feet high, lay along the 
rocky ridge in its entire length. To pass dong it, i t  was 
necessary to sweep the snow ama so as to get at  the rock 
beneath. This wee extremely la rious, and even then the 
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rocks were very wet and slippery. W e  had a enow shovel 
with us, brought up to make steps in the soft snow (for which 
i t  had not been brought into requisition), and with this, until 
i t  snapped ~ h o r t  at a critical moment, and a solitary ice-axe 
(the others having been left a t  the base of the last rocks), we 
ploughed our way along. Almer, who had led during far the 

reater part of the ascent, worked with indomitable cour ; 
fu t  after passing the middle knob there was a very nasty T it, 
and even his strength failed. Deutschmann, who was just 
behind him, was fortunately comparatively fresh, and was able 
to take his place. The ' mauvaio pas' was overcome, and at  
4.35 P.M. our little party of five stood on the highest pinnacle 
of the Gross Schreckhorn (13,394 ft.). W e  had been a little 
over 24 hours from the Sattel. I t  is scarcely necessary to say 
that, late on a January afternoon, none of us wished to spend 
a long time on our airy perch. There were a few clouds on 
the horizon, and the sun was beginning to set. Having lost 
my glass, I could hardly take in the view; but I caught a 
glimpse of the Vierwaldstiittersee glittering in the sun, and 
was able to admire the grand masses of the Finsteraarhorn 
and Wetterhorn, lighted up by the rays of the setting sun. 
W e  had the key of the case of the ' ThermomBtrographe ' 
placed by the Swiss Alpine Club on the summit; but time did 
not allow us to open it. M own thermometer gave a readin 
of + 2 R6aumur (= 364' Pahrenheit); but I am convince % 
that i t  must have been affected by some snow in my pocket, 
as the temperature on the summit was really deliciously warm, 
and I think the actual reading did not represent the true state 
of the case. I left my card in a bottle on the summit, and 
took that of Herr Losch e of Niirnberg, as a proof of the 
reality of our ascent, an$ having finished a bottle of cham- 
p ne, we turned. to descend a t  4.45 P.M. 
.kt was evident that, if we were not to spend the night out 

on the rocks, we must use all diligence in gettin 
raced down to t.he Sattel in 35 minutes, stoppe f 5 m~nutes We to 
pick up our things, and then resumed our headlong course. 
Our steps were frozen hard, and so well m d e  that I ceased to 
regret the apparent loss of time employed in hewing them on 
the way up. As twilight came on, my eyes as usual gave 
way, and it wrrs j i~ s t  as darkness was becoming total that we 
crossed the bergschrund at  6.55 P.M. Fortunately the moon 
rose, and, by the aid of her rays and the b ' ht starli ht, we 
managed to get on pretty well, especially rs 3 real d4culties 
were over. W e  stopped 10 minutes to recover Almer's hat, 
and 15 minutes lower down to consume some proviaione we 
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bed left on the way up. The couloir wee in a capital state, 
and we ran down it, singing and shouting in honour of our 
success, and regained our hut ax 8.20 P.M. The ascent had 
taken us 8.55 actual walking, and the descent 3.5-total 
12 hours walking. It was not long before we retired to rest, 
pretty well worn out with the fatigues of tbe da . 

Next day the Fi5hn was again in the ascen 1 ant;  we con- 
gratulated ourselves on having hit on the one day, during my 
stay in the Alps, on which an ascent was poseible. Not wish- 
ing to descend the lly of which I have spoken, we crossed 
above the upper ice k all to the left bank, and descended by the 
' Enge ' (which was in a very t ickhh state) to the Ziieenberg 
hut, regaining Grindelwald early in the afternoon by our pre- 
vious route. A violent thaw had been going on there, and 
near the village I gathered several flowers and ferns, quite 
clear of snow. 

Our success caused the greater astonishment, in that we had 
not revealed our intention before starting save to one or two 
persons; and I think I may fairly say, without boasting, that 
the Schreckhorn is the most difficult peak which haa aa yet been 
conquered in mid-winter-a triumph which I certainly owe to 
Almer's unequalled skill and thoughtfulness. I left Grindel- 
wald early on the 29th, spent the greater part of the 30th a t  
Basel, and reached England late in the evening of the 31st in 
time to keep my appointment next morning ; and on February 4 
I received the congratulations of my Alpine friends at  the Club 
meeting that evenlng, eight days precisely after my victory. 

MOUNTAINEERING I N   DAUPHIN^ WITHOUT GUIDES. By  
F. GABDINEB. Read before the Alpine Club, April 1, 
1879. 

N a note written in 1870 by Mr. Leslie Stephen, then 1 Editor of the ' Alpine Journal,' as an appendix to Mr. 
Grove's admirable paper on the ' Comparative Skill of Tra- 
vellers and Guides,'. i t-& stated as an axiom, agreed to with- 
out a single'diasentient, a t  a meeting of the Club, that ' moun- 
taineering without guides ' is a proceeding ' totally unjustifiable 
and calculateci to produce the most lamentable results,' or, RS 

Mr. Grove himselt put it, infinite tribulation, to the Alpine 
Club. Sow, in the face of such statements, I and my com- 
panions, Messrs. Charles and Lawrence Pilkington, almost feel 
in the position of ' prisoners at  the bar ' charged with heresy ; 

* ' Alpine Journal,' vol. v. p. 96, 
9 2 
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and it will be for competent Alpine judges, when they hear our 
.defence, either to condemn us for midemeanour or commend 
us for adventure.. For the opinion of the outside public 
' we are not careful in this matter,' provided our peers 
absolve us from all charge of rashness. The absurd contro- 
versies evoked by the appearance in the public prints of the 
ascent of the Matterhorn without guides caused us to avoid 
the doubtful honour of sharing the columns of the British 
press with letters on the giant oseberry, Alpine selfishness, F' and the sanitary condition of ontresina, and to reserve our 
expeditions for a tribunal capable of judging the case. 

I n  order to undertake such expeditions as those which we 
have successfully accomplished, a primary necessity in the 
formation of a party is a thorough feeling of confidence in each 
other, and an equality of physical powers ; for, mere either of 
these qualifications wantin , the capacity of the one might not a su&ce for the incapacity o the other. That no amateur can 
ever ho e to equal a thoroughly good guide must be freely 
admitte 5 by everyone ; but I certainly think that capable ama- 
teurs, who hare served a long and steady apprenticeship under 
first-class guides, may, under favourable circumstances, dis- 
pense with professional aid. 

* Defendants, even bishops, who conduct their own defence, generally 
fail ; and Mr. Gardiner has hardly made the best for himself, I think, 
of the judgment of the high court in the ca~e of Grove v. Girdlestone, 
as delivered by my predeceesor in office. When that judgment is r e ~ d  
carefully and as a whole, it will be seen that it is easy for us to acquit 
Mr. Gardiner and his friends without any reversal of previous deci- 
sions. The Club at that time refused to lay down any 'rigid prin- 
ciples ' or ' formal code ' as t~ the use of'guides : holding that ' the skill 
of the travellers, the difficulty of tho mountain, the state of the wea- 
ther, and various other wilditions,' must be taken into account in each 
case. The only sentence that pressae at all upon Mr. Gardiner ie the 
one he has selected for quotation, where the words he gives, taken by 
themselves, might possibly imply that on d~pctilt  expeditions no party 
could be ju~tified in going without guides. The paesage might have 
gained in clearness had the refusal to lay down any rule which should 
not be subject to exceptions been expressed in this also as well as in 
preceding nnd following sentences; but the fact that the general rule 
as to taking guides was not intended to be absolute, but dependent on 
the skill of the climbers, is ahown even in that eentence by the intro- 
duction of qualifying words. I am confident that not only for the 
public, but tor the maee of the Alpine Club, the general rule will 
always hold good. But I hope that there may often be exceptions to 
prove the rule, and for whom sake we may decline (as we wisely de- 
clined b 1870) to rn* it ' rigid.'--&D. 
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Mr. Cust, in his paper on the ' Matterhorn without, Guides,' 
has once and for ever dealt with the question of example with 
regard to that illustrious trio Messrs. Jones, Brown, and Ro- 
binson, and I thoroughly endorse his view of the matter. 

For many past years the Pilkingtons and I have been in the 
habit of wandering amon the hills of Cumberland and West- P moreland a t  all periods o the year, but more especially in the 
winter season. This, I feel convinced, largely aided our 
mountaineelin experience, not merely in giving us confidence 
in ourselves, %ut also considerable knowledge of mckwork. 
Of course, even without our English training, I think that the 
experience we had gained under good guides would have snf- 
ficed for our success, but we certainly should not have had 
such confidence in each other's path-finding powers. AS 
regards the pleasure of being without guides, only those who 
have conquered a difficult peak without professional aesistance 
can understand the supreme satisfaction of work accomplished 
in that manner ; i t  seems to us mountaineerin! ' pur et simple,' 
and brings into play the entire capabilities o a man for such 
work. 

The weakest point in Mr. Girdlestone's practice seemed to 
be the difficulty of obtaining trustworthy companions. Two 
persons only on a rope are not sufficient, in my opinion, to en- 
sure safety on difficult glacier expeditions ; and if one of those 
two is inexperienced and nervous, the conditions of a catastrophe 
seem thoroughly fulfilled. 

Mr. Cust, in his paper on ' Climbing without Guides,' says 
that ' nothing can be accomplished by amateurs, except what 
for parties, as usually constituted, is qnite commonplace;' 
also, that ' those who would be successful mountaineers must 
only gratify any inclination they may have for independent 
climbing by way of alternation with the conventional mode.' 
Now, I venture to differ with Mr. Cust on these two points, 
and leave i t  to such eminent mountaineers as Messrs. Coolidge 
and Pendlebuy, who are well acquainted with the district, to 
say whether the list of our expeditions is such as to come under 
the head of commonplace even with guides ; and whether that 
question is decided in our favour or not, the second quota- 
tion from Mr. Cust's paper may be answered by stating, that 
within four weeks, viz. from Sunday, July 7, to Saturday, 
August 3, we accomplished fifteen glacier expeilitions, and 
traversed a considerable amount of country between Turin and 
Grenoble. 

The remainder of Mr. Cust's paper we folly coincide with, 
and heartily endorse such sentiment8 as the following :-c The 
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need of self-reliance, the trust in friends, the very alternation of 
hope and fear, touch, if I may be pardoned for the expression 
of opinion, a deeper chord than any ordinary successes won in 
the conventional mode.' W e  hope that, had prudence com- 
mended our turning back fiom any ex edition, we should have P found the moral courage to do so ; in act, that was one of t.he 

articles of partnership ' agreed upon before we left England, 
but fair skies and good fortune obviated that strain upon our 
sense of duty. 

Im~l ic i t  confidence in the comDass and the Dower of readinn 
a ma; are very eat points of advantage whidh some amateu; f have over the arge majority of uides. On two occasions 
these advantages saved us from de f eat, when, had we been pro- 
fessionally attended, and trusted merely to the powers of our 
attendants, me should probably have beaten a retreat. 

Among the disadvantages of being guideless, the necessity 
of carrying stands out in glaring pre-eminence, although we 
reduced our provisions and extra clothing to the smallest pos- 
sible quantity; but such work as step-cutting we found much 
less difficult than we had anticipated, when equally divided 
among the party ; and even on the Ecrins, Col des Sellettes, 
and Pic Jocelme, where we had some serious ice-work to over- 
come, and several hours step-cutting, we found the work well - - .  
within our power. 

Apart from the fact of Dauphin6 containing most of the last 
few mountaineerin crumbs in the Alps (and even there they P are now pretty we 1 picked up), its deli htful immunity fro~n 
the British tourist and penny-a-liner ens % led us to pursue our 
plans in peace, without any fear that sensational paragraphs 
in the newspapers would seriously alarm friends at home, as 
happened in the case of two of our party two years ago after a 
somewhat chilly ascent of Mont Blanc. 

Another advantage we had-that we escaped the badinage 
of professionals. I can fancy few things, more miserable than 
returning unsuccessfi~l from a guideless ex edition to a great 
mountaineering centre such as Zermatt, and ill aving to run the 
gauntlet ' of  arca as tic questions and feigned commiseration. 

W e  approached Dauphin6 from the S.E., and commenced 
our mountaineerin campaign by an ascent of Monte Viso 
from the Val di 6 o, via the Passo delle Sagnette. I t  was 
a long expedition-too long for a first day, although we had 
spent the previous night at  the Alpetto chalets, about four 
hours above Crissolo, and had sent nearly all our bagga e from 
Crissolo over the Pasao di San Chiaffredo to Ponte C f ianale 
in the Val Varaita by a porter. On the whole we found the 
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Viso more difficult and much longer than we had expected. 
W e  left the Alpetto cM1et.a a t  2.50 A.M., and did not reach the 
Chardonney Alp, in the Val Vallante, until 8.20 P.M. 

I t  was rather unfortunate that on Monte Vko, of all our 
expeditions, we should have been overtaken by a dense mist 
about two hours below the summit, whish continued during the 
remainder of the day. I n  the first place, we lost what must 
be a superb view ; and, in the second place, to men upon their 
first expedition, i t  augmented the ordinary difficulties very 
considerably. Our experience gained in dealing with mist on 
the Cumberland hills served us well; and although our line of 
descent was purposely quite different from that taken in aa- 
cending, we hit the exact spot where we had left our knapsacks 
in the morning. I fancy that both in sscendiug and descend- 
in the Viso we did not manage to hit the route ordinarily 
d e n ,  for we had always undentood that i t  was an eaay moun- 
tain; and, without saying that i t  was difficult, I do not think 
i t  could come under the head of easy expeditions. Certainly 
i t  is not the right sort of peak for the beginning of a tour.' 

The day followin our ascent of the Viao we proceeded to L a  f Chianale, in the V Varaita, where our appearance created im- 
mense curiosity among the quaintly dressed inhabitants, and from 
i t  crossed the Col Agnello. Descending the Val de l'Agnelle, 
we reached the village of Ville Vieille, in the valley of the 
Guil, the same evening, passing en route the wonderful earth 
pillar described and sketched by Mr. Whymper. W e  put up 
a t  an inn dedicated to the elephant, where we were entertained 
with tough mutton and a bill that would have done credit to 
the rapacity of a Parisian hotel-keeper. 

The drive from Ville Vieille. where the road commences. 
down to Guilestre, waa ver fine; but from Guilestre to L* 
Bearde, in the valley of the burance, the scenery resembles the 
Rhone valley in its worst aapects. From L a  BessCe to Ville 
Vallouise the drive becomes gradually more interesting, until 
the village itself is reached. There we were received with 
effusion by my old friend M. Jules Gauthier, landlord of the 
HBtel de Mont Pelvoux, who handed over to us e precious case 

Not to discourage moderate climbers unduly, I must add here 
that Monte Viso is now frequently ascended by Italians with local 
guides. F. Devouassoud and Mr. C. C. Tucker, both utter strangers 
to the mountain, reached the top in hw. from the Passo delle SRg- 
nette without roping, and returned to Criasolo in 54 hw. They were 
followed on the aame day by an Italian party, including a lady. This 
was in September, when the mountain is doubtless edeet;  and there 
WW no mbh-EDITOR. 
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of preserved meats and soups, which we had aent from Liver- 
pool, and which, owing to the great kindness of Mesers. Jullien 
and Bourron, the hon. sec. and treasurer of the ' SociktA des 
Touristes du DauphinC,' had safely reached its destination. 

As we were without guides, we determined to engage n 
couple of porters who could carry provisions, &c., to our sleep- 
ing-places, cook our food, and return to head-quarters for relays 
of provisions while we were mountaineering, and by the aid of 
M. Gauthier we secured the services of two excellent men for 
our purpose. 

One of our portera was Simon Barneod, the shoemaker of the 
village, as ugly a fellow as could be met with in a day's journey, 
with a bull neck, a mouth from ear to ear, eyes like a China- 
man's, and hair of an electrified appearance and coarse as a pig's 
bristles ; but he turned out to be rather a wag, and occasionally 
afforded us no small amusement. H e  was strong and willing, 
and frequently carried immense loads most cheerfully. Of our 
other man, Joseph Lagier, of Villard de Vallouise, we cannot 
speak too highly. H e  had during the greater part of his life 
been a soldier and an officer's servant. and was invaluable to 
us during our tour, as he could turn his hand to almost any- 
thing. But  neither of these men had any knowledge whatever 
of mountaineering, and they only on one occasion made a 
glacier expedition with us. 

I t  is not convenient to make glacier expeditions direct from 
Ville Vallouise, as that village is too far away from the base of 
operations and rather low down ; but the Club Alpin Frangais 
has erected a very good hut on the PrC de Madame Carle, 
about four hours distant, near the Glacier Blanc and Glacier 
Noir. It is fitted up with unusual comfort, and is known as 
the Eefuge Cezanne, so named after the late president of the 
French Alpine Club. About 1,500 ft. higher up, the rock, 
known as the HGtel Tuckett, has been boarded in and supplied 
with rugs, sheep-skins, cooking utensils, &c. ; and on Mont 
Pelvoux there are now two huts, viz. the ' Refuge Puiseux,' 
which, during the summer, is occupied by a shepherd of Pro- 
vence; and a good deal higher up another, known as the 
' Refu e des Bergers de Provence,' a most convenient and 
beaut' d ully situated gfte. Altogether we passed a week in the 
above-named huts, and found them a great convenience, and 
by obtaining constant relays of provisions from Ville Vallouise 
we kept the shoemaker pretty well employed, while, with our 
ample supply of American beef and soup, and such a s lendid f chef and general servant as the warrior, we were aa com ortable 
as if we had been a t  an inn. But  then, we had absolutely first 
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ase of all these huts, aa they were only erected in 187'7, and 
had not been practically used, except the Refuge Cezanne, 
and that only for the inevitable fete without which no French 
undertaking would be complete, when i t  was opened with a 
religious ceremony and a grand flourish of trumpets. 

I do not propose in this paper to give a detailed account of 
each expehtion that we made, which would inevitably bore 
Alpine readers, but merely take them in rotat i~n and point out 
the various incidents which occurred in relation to the cundi- 
tions under which we were mountaineering. 

W e  began our expeditions in Dauphin6 with the first ascent 
of the Pic dea Arcas. the hieheet ~ o i n t  of the massif known 
as the Seguret ~ o i a n ,  which, &om ita position, &mmands 
what I have no hesitation in stating to be one of the finest 
views in Dauphin& I t  has the advlntage i f  being essp; ahd 
anyone who has not much time at  his disposal, and wishes 
to get a general idea of the formidable nature of the great 
peaks of this district, cannot do better than make ita w e n t .  
From the summit the view was marvellous. Immediately op- 
posite to us stood the formidable eastern face of the Pelvoux, 
above the Pr6 de Madame Carle; to the right of which the 
Ecrins, dominant over all, looked absolute1 perpendicular; 
while to the right the central peak of the d i j e ,  looking infi- 
nitely less practicable than the western and more difficult one, 
seemed to lean over towards the Vallon des Etan ons, like a F, Tower of Pisa of Nature's own making. Towards t e NE. the 

eaks of the Tarentaise and Graians, backed by the Pennines 
from Mont Blanc to Monte Rosa, could be distinctly made 
o u t t h e  Weisshorn and Dent Blanche especially ; while to the 
E. the Viso stood in solitary state, and on the S. the torrentc 
swept valley of the Isere lay spread out, terminating in con- 
fused masses of undulating hill country. 

Truth to tell, the appalling aspect of the great peaks in our 
neighbourhood had a certain sobering effect upon our ambi- 
tious ideas, and we endeavoured to console ourselves by 
thinking that ' what man hath done, man can still do.' 

Our next two expeditions, viz. the ascents of the Pic des 
Opillous and the Pic Jocelme, deserve rather more than a 
passing notice, for the climbing in some places was more diffi- 
cult than any mountain work we had accomplished with or 
without guides. 

W e  took up our quartdrs at the hut of a shepherd, who 
received us most hospitably. This hut is about an hour higher 
up than the chillee of Entraigues, in the Val du Sellar. 
I n  the ascent of the Opillous as far as the Col du Sellar we 
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met with no difficulty, though I can scarcely credit the atate- 
ment of.the intelligent native, reported by Mr. Whymper* to 
have said that cattle had been driven across ; for on the east 
side they would have had to mount a steep crevasaed glacier, 
and on the W. there is a steep drop down what looked like 
=cult rocks. Jus t  before reaching the col we heard the 
report of firearms in the valley beneath, and upon our return 
in the afternoon found that our warrior had succe~sfully stalked 
and killed a chamois. 

From the Col du Sellar to the summit the last half of the 
route lay over loose steep ice-covered rocks, which cost us a 
hard struggle ; and when we came under the tower forming the 
top, an almost up h t  slab of rock seemed to bar the way and 
defy our efforts, ?h e foot and hand holds were few and far 
between, and insecure when reached, and were i t  not for a 
projecting knob of rock half-way up, over which we could qet 
our arms, I scarcely think we should have reached the summit ; 
and, having done so, we were not a little disappointed to find 
the cairn of M. Lionel Nigra, who made the first ascent of 
this peak in September 1877, with two Italian guides. W e  
were under the impression, until we reached the summit, that 
the Opillous was a virgin peak. As nothing whatever was 
known of M. Nigra's expedition, either a t  Entraigues or Val- 
louise, we think it must have been taken from the Val Godemar, 
but in all probability by the same arhte which to us seemed the 
only practicable one to the summit ; for even were nature's ob- 
stacles overcome, we doubt whether anyone could live through 
the deadly cannonade of falliug stonea on the N. and S. 

With regard to the Pic Jocelme, of which we made tbe first 
ascent next day, our difficulties were almost aa great as those 
encountered on the Pic des Opilloue. We reached a col b e  
tween the Pic Jocelme and the Pic des 0 illous, and looked 
down as wicked a gully as could be foun! anywhere. The 
face of the Pic Jocelme from this col looked quite impracti- 
cable, but about 500 yards to the right, and about 300 ft. 
below where we stood, we could see what looked like the end 
of a snow-covered glacier. Could we but get to that, we 
thought we might reach the summit; but between us and i t  
lay 500 ft. of terribly smooth ice-covered rocks, over which we 
had to make our way downwards. I t  required all the skill a t  
our command, because the foothold and handhold were so in- 
secure that a faint head or heart, or a faltering foot or hand, 
would certainly have led to disaster ; but our absolute trust in 

* Wl~yrnper's ' Scrambles,' p. 224. 
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each other reduced the risk to a minimum, and without such a 
feeling animating a party an element of danger is constantly 
present. I cannot too strongly insist upon the necessity of 
such mutual confidence in the formation of any party that may 
wish to follow our example. 

Our next expedition was the ascent of the Pelvoux. How 
strangely tohe condition of mountains differs from year to year ! 
The ascent of the Pelvoux usual1 involves no very special 
difficulty ; but last year, owinw to d e absence of snow on the 
small glacier flowing from the%wge snow-field a t  the west end 
of which the highest point lies, we had two hours' step-cutting 
in hard blue ice. 

This might have been avoided had we followed Mr. Whym- 
per's route by the rocks, which, although they looked fairly 
easy, would, according to what we had read and heard, occupy 
more time than even our step-cutting ; and then we had the 
benefit of these steps in descending, which of course saved 
time on the whole expedition, as from the refuge and back 
again, including nearly two hours on the top, we only took 
104 hrs., viz. from 3 A.M. to 1.15 P.M. 

I t  had been a moot-point with us whether or not we should 
try to ascend the Ecrins ; but our unbroken success and the 
settled look of the weather caused us to decide, when we stood 
upon the summit of the Pelvoux, that if the attempt was to be 
made at  all it should be made at  once. Two days before we 
started for the Ecrins we met M. Rochat and the guides 
Gaspard @re et fils. They had just come down from that 
peak, and reported it unusually difficult owing to the quantity 
of hard ice encountered in the ascent. 

Having passed the night of July 18 in the Hate1 Tuckett, 
we started at 1 A.M. the following morning, with the light of 
a full moon and perfect weather to help us on our way. W e  
followed the Glacier Blanc until we came under the ridge be- 
tween the Ecrins and Roche Faurio, over which lies the Col 
des Ecrins, and, climbing over the lower slopes of the peak as 
directly an crevasses permitted, we reached the great berg- 
&und which seams the whole eastern face of the mounttun 
at  6.15 A.M., and found ourselves almost directly under the 
highest point, but slightly to the E. I could just stretch my- 
self across it at ita narrowest part; and, planting two of the ice 
axea firmly into the upper lip of the schrund, the two Pil- 
kingtons climbed over me and then pulled me up. From the 
bergachrund to the ar&te the real difficulty of the ascent lies. 
Over this we were admirably led by Charles Pilkington. Im- 
mediately in front lay a steep face of smooth ice surmounted 
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by terribl smooth but firm rocks, from which a slope of what 
seemed li rc e snow from below led to the eastern a&e. My 
barometer registered the height at the bergschrund a t  12,500 
ft., and at the summit 13,400 ft. ; so that, estimating the height 
from the point where we struck the ar6te to the summit a t  
about 400 ft., i t  would give about 500 ft. for the difficult part. 

The smooth rocks were our chief difficulty, and I should 
think they were about 150 ft. out of the 500. They were 
very difficult but firm, and the only risk we ran was from a 
slip ; but we took the most elaborate care, one man only moving 
at a time. 

From the rocks to the ar&te, about 200 ft., what had looked 
like a snow-elope from below turned out to be only a thin 
coating of partially frozen snow over hard ice. To our astonish- 
ment we found that Gaspard had climbed by the aid of this 
snow, which appeared to us grossly imprudent. W e  de- 
termined to run no such risk; and deep into the hard ice 
beneath we cut every step we took, as we had done in the ice- 
slope below the rocks, each man behind the leader improving 
and enlarging them as he passed upwards. W e  reached the 
arbte at 8.10, just five minutes short of two hours from the 
time we crossed the bergschrund, and at  8.40 A.M. stood on 
the Pointe des Ecrins. 

Although we do not so entirely agree with Mr. Ball's 
description of this peak as to say that ' it is probably the most 
difficult expedition hitherto undertaken ' (see ' Western Alps,' 
p. 85), still the difficulties overcome were of such a high-class 
order, that I think we may be pardoiled a certain feeling of 
exultation at our success. I t  is true Mr. Ball wrote thus of 
the Ecrins many years ago, but the same remark still remains 
in the last edition of the Western Alps.' 

W e  remained 1 hr. and 10 min. on the summit, and, leaving 
a t  9.50, returned to the bergschmnd at 12.25; so we took 
2 hrs. 25 min. for the ascent, and 2 hrs. 35 min. for the 
descent, almost two-thirds of the latter being occupied in 
descendin8 the rocks, as we were determined to allow no 
feelin of Impatience to run us into any danger. W e  returned 
to R f uge Tuckett at  3 P.M. 

On the day following our ascent, Herr  Moritz D@chy, of 
Buda-Pesth, now exploring the Himalayas, ascended the 
Ecrins, and was rather astonished to find a beef tin containing 
our cards with the significant addition ' without guides.' I am 
glad that he can bear witness to the authenticity of our ascent." 

* From the times given above, it will be seen that we took 14 hrs., 
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If I have laid rather more stress upon our aacent of the 
Ecrins than upon any other of our expeditions, i t  is not because 
we found it the most difficult, but because i t  is a well-known 
peak and likely to be more interesting as an example of 
climbing without guides than if I had elaborated the aacenta 
of the Pic des Opillous, or Pic Jocelme, or the passage of the 
Col des Sellettea, all of them containing some parts more 
difficult, in my opinion, than the Ecrins. 

The highest point of the Crete de la Bharde, known at.La 
BBrarde as the Pic du Vallon, and since rechristened by the 
French Alpine Club Pic Coolidge, not having been hitherto 
ascended from the Glacier Noir, we undertook the expedition, 
in which we were successful. The first actual ascent of the 
mountain had been effected by Mr. Coolidge in 1877 ; but  he 
took i t  from L a  BQrarde, and his line of attack was altogether 
from that side, and did not touch ours at any point. W e  
found no very great difliculty throughout the expedition. 

We then returned to Ville Vallouise to settle our account 
with M. Gauthier. A word en passant regarding this worthy. 
He is incomparably the most enlightened being in the whole 
district, and would, I feel sure, develop into an excellent 
host with reasonable encouragement. The arrangements of 
hie house are as yet very primitive; but  he gave us good food 
and clean beds, and had the widom of not attempting to slay 
the goose that lays the golden eggs.' 

It was with real regret that we bade adieu to Vallouise and 
turned our faces to La  BBrarde vi& the Col du S616, a pass 
well known to the earlier explorers of this group. 

On this occasion only we had our two porters with us, in 
order that we might take all our belon 'ngs with us from 
Vallouise to L a  BQrarde. They were delig f ted, and placed the 
m a t  amusing and implicit oonfidence in our powers: we 
actually stood to them in the position of guides. 

All went well until we had crossed the col, when we had to 
descend some rather steep rocks and cross a bergschrund to 
the Pilatte Glacier, and from the rocks where we stood to the 
glacier below i t  waa necessary to make a spring of from 10 to 
12 ft. C. Pilkington, who was first, got over easily enough ; 
- - - -- -- - -- - -A- - - - - -. - - 

including all halta, for the expedition. We spent half an hour for 
breakfast, and 1 hr. 10 min. on the summit; so that, allowing the odd 
20 miu. for other stoppages, it took 12 hrs. actual work from the 
Refuge Tuckett and back again. Although we found the work on the 
arete leading to the summit fairly difficult, it did not tax our capabilities 
to such an extent as the slope of smooth rocks half way between the 
berphrund and the arste. 
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then came the shoemaker, who managed to turn himself pretty 
well upside down in the process, arriving below in a heap, and 
giving L. Pilkin ton, who waa behind him, a good hard tug 
with the rope. %Me this was going on the string of the 
shoemaker's knapsack broke, and it dis orged its contents on P to the glacier below; first came a tin o beef, then the butter, 
then our slippers, then the bread, all of which, gaining impetus 
as they descended, took a few gigantic bounds, and, with the 
exception of our sli pers, were lost for ever. I was the last 
man on the rope an ?l had had o full view of the whole pro- 
oeeding, and had maintained my gravity a t  no small cost to 
myself, until the poor shoemaker unbundled himself, when 
his woebegone aspect combined with our boundin provisions 8 fairly conquered both the Pilkingtons and myse f, and the 
cliffs around resounded with peals of lau hter. It is an odd 

t% coincidence enough that on another pass ( e Col de la Pilatte) 
on the same glacier so similar an incident should have occurred 
about fourteen years ago, as all readers of Mr. Whymper's 
book will doubtless remember. 

L a  Bdrarde has not changed in the least within the last five 
years-that is to say, externally. The same aspect of poverty 
still prevails, and I found old Rodier hoeing potatoes as of yore, 
and still suffering from his chronic state of hydrophobia; but 
I was not prepared for the radical changes effected in his house 
by the Soci6t6 des Touristes du Dauphind, who have rented the 
upper part of his dwelling from him and fitted i t  up decently, 
with six good iron beds, chairs, tables, knives, and crockery, and 
other generally accepted essentials of civilisation. I had sent 
a box of provisions from Liverpool to L a  Bdrarde, as I had 
done to Vallouise ; so that we were able to stand a ten da a' sie e 
with comfort, which i t  would be scarcely possible to $ o wit % - 
out some such arrangement ; nor were we tormented by Rodier's 
rapacity as in old da s, for he bas been pretty well checkmated 
by a tariff arranged g y the Soci6tA. 

From La  BQrarde we made the first ascent of the Aiguille 
du Soreiller, the highest point between the Plaret and the 
Aiguille du Plat ; we estimated the height at about 11,400 ft. 
The clouds hung low on the mountain during the earlier part 
of the day, and we had to trust to map and compass to guide 
us to the glacier below the S.E. face of the mountain, which 
we saw for the first time when we got to the top of an old 
moraine at the bwe of the actual eak. W e  next proceeded 
to the chalets of L a  Lavey in the b allon de la Moande, and 
after waiting two days in bad weather crossed a new pass 
situated between the Cime du Vallon and the Col de la 
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Muande, leadin direct to the village of L a  Chapelle, prettily 
situated in the # al Godemar, a more thriving community than 
any we had seen in the district. 

Our new pass, which we named the Col de Chalance, has, I 
consider, the advantage of being the easiest, and most direat 
way of reaching L a  Chapelle en Godemar from the commune 
of St. Christophe, having taken us less than 8 hrs. from L a  
Lavey, including halts of fully 14 hr. for sketching pur- 
poses. 

I n  the afternoon of the same day on which we had crossed 
the Col de Chalance, we started for the shepherd's hut in the 
Combe du Clot about four hours above L a  Chapelle. W e  
were most hospitably received by the shepherd, and could with 
difliculty persuade him to receive any remuneration for his 
trouble on our account. 

On several occasions we came in contact with these Bergers 
de Provence, and invariably found them infinit.ely superior to 
the aborigines, .physically, intellectually, and socially. They 
remain in the district for the four or five summer months of 
the year, and then return with their flocks to Provence for the 
winter; for the right of pasturage within given limits they 
pay to the commune to whom i t  belongs the sum of one franc 
for each sheep of their flock. 

During the night there was an alarm among our host's flock, 
caused by a troop of chamois who had come in search of salt. 
Leaving our quarters just before da break, we passed the 
Col d'Olan under the formidable Pic d' 8 lan, not to be confused 
with the glacier pass made by Mr. Pendlebur in 1875, and 
without much difficulty reached the Col des Sel I ettes, and hom 
i t  made the second ascent of the Cime du Vallon, and then 
returned to the col. 

The col ie marked by a cairn of extraordinary stability and 
size, apparently of recent build. The large Glacier des 
Sellettes spreade out fan shape between the Cime du Vallon 
and the Pic d'Olan, seamed from side to side by enormous 
crevasses, and plentifully supplied with s6raca. To descend i t  
was certainly a tough piece of ice work. W e  began descend- 
ing on the glacier, but were only able to get down about 200 
ft. when me took to the rocks on the left, which, after descend- 
ing a short distance, we found impracticable, and were forced 
to leave them. As the glacier itself was wholly impossible 
here, the only way lay down an icy gully between the ice 
and the rocks, which was so steep that we had to turn side- 
ways and cut steps downwards with one hand while holding on 
with the other. Then followed a nasty ice-slope half covered 
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with insecure snow, and we were then landed amongst the ordi- 
nary troubles of a crevassed glacier, and in another half-hour 
our difficulties were over, and we stood upon the lower plateau 
of the glacier, not wholly sorry that our expedition was in 
retrospect. 

W e  returned to L a  BQrarde, and from that made the first 
ascent of the Roche d'Alvau, a peak of 11,700 ft., between 
the T&te de Charrihre and the Roche Faurio: i t  commands a 
splendid view of the Ecrins and the surrounding peaks, and is 
not very dificult of access except towards the summit, where 
steep rocks and loose stones render caution necessary. W e  
had cloudy weather until the upper part of the Glacier de la 
Bonne Pierre was reached. This was our second start for this 
peak ; on the first occasion a snowstorm drove us back to L a  
BQrarde. 

This was our last expedit,ion from L a  BQrarde, and we closed 
our mountaineeiing campaign by an ascent of the Rdteau and 
the passage of the Col de la Lauze to L a  Grave. 

Of all our expeditions the ascent of the Rlteau was the easiest, 
with the exception of the Pic des Arcas, than which, however, 
it was much shorter, the ascent occupying only 4 hrs. from the 
upper part of the Vallon du Diable, and the descent 24 hrs. 
When I waa in Dauphin6 five years ago, I had tried this peak 
from L a  Grave, but was driven back by bad weather when 
quite close to the summit. From that side the ascent is dis- 
tinctly difficult, and was finally accomplished by the late M. 
Cordier. The late Miss Brevoort and Mr. Coolid e made the P first ascent from the Vallon des Etanpons, and ound i t  not 
alto ether easy. W e  made the first ascent from the Vallon % du iable, and found i t  wonderfully easy, excepting possibly 
the final arete, which is very sharp and forms an interestin 
piece of rockwork. W e  certainly had the snow in splendi 
order, which doubtless makes a difference. 

% 
The SociQt6 des Touristes du Dauphin6 have built a hut on 

the rocks above the Glacier de la Selle ; but when we were t-here 
it was only in course of erection, and, like the Irishman who 
rode in the bottomless sedan chair, we found that, but for the 
' honour and glory of the thing,' we might have been as well 
without it ; so for our second night we determined to find some- 
thing more sheltered, which luckily we did, for when on the 
summit of the Rlteau we espied in the distance towards the 
SW. signs of approaching bad weather, which before nightfall 
fsirly set in, and next morning we found a foot of snow 
on the ground, and i t  was still snowing heavily. 

Now all our letters and some of our luggage were at L a  Grave, 
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and it wae absolutely necessary that we should get there by 
some means, and unless we crossed the Col de la Lauze we 
should have to descend to Venosc, and then either cross a 
tedious grass col to the Lautaret road or descend the valley of 
the Veneon to L e  Clapier, and so up to L a  Grave by the 
uninteresting road-an idea not to be entertained if there were 
any way of escaping. W e  had on the previous day carefully 
reconnoitred the pass from the summit of the RLteau, with a 
view to the contingency which had arisen, so we determined to 
start. Throughout the day we guided ourselves entirely by 
map and compass, crossin the col in exactly the right place. 
W e  then traversed the &lacier du Mont de Laos in a NE. 
direction, hitting the secondary ridge between the RIteau and 
Peyrou d'Amont just below a conspicuous rock buttress which 
we had noticed the day before. A convenient snow-slope 
took us down out of the clouds and snowstorm towards the 
route of the Brhche de la Meije, and we descended to L a  Grave, 
frequently looking back at  the beautiful diesolving views of 
the W. peak of the Meije caused by the snowstorm still raging 
round that mountain. 

So closed our mountaineering expedition without guides, 
which from first to last had been accomplished without ' let 
or hindrance ' of any kind. Shortly before leaving h g l a n d  
our carefully-drawn-out arrangements were, from causes over 
which we had no control, threatened with annihilation, but 
these were happily surmounted. The weather, which in 
other parts of the Alps seems to have been very variable, 
was with us almost perfect, which was a great point in our 
favour. 

That we were reasonably capable of undertaking the expe- 
ditions we accomplished we hope will be conceded to us, in 
which case any charge of rashness falls to the ground. That 
our example will not be widely followed we feel almost certain, 
for the conditions under which we worked were exce~tional. 
I n  the first place we are much of an age, of equal ihysical 
powers and almost similar experience ; secondly, we had been 
in the habit of wandering together in England among the 
mountains, which had given us confidence in each other; and, 
thirdly, we had exceptionally fine weather, and nearly all our 
expeditions were undertaken under the most favourable cir- 
cumstances. Had any member of our party proved unequal 
to the work, or met with any accident or sickness, i t  would 
have caused our arrangements to collapse ; and had not each 
of us been able to undertake his share in the 'heat and burden 
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of the day,' the result of our sojourn in Dauphin6 would 
have been entirely different." 

ALPINE NOTES. 
THE LATE DISASTROUS FIRE AT MEIRINGEN.-O~ Monday, February 

10, the greeter part of t h i ~  moat picturesque of Alpine villages was 
burnt to the ground. The fire is said to have owed its origin to sparks 
from a bakehouse furnace immediately adjoining the 'Gasthof zum 
Wilden Mann.' This hotel was soon a sheet of fire, and, fanned by the 
strong SW. wind (Fohn), the flames proceeded thence in a northerly 
direction along the Briinig road, destroying all that came in their 
course. Part of Meiringen Dorf and the whole of the outlying ham- 
lets of Eknbolgen and Hausen were thus in turn completely reduced 
to ashes. Those portions of the village which lie to the west and south 
of the ' Wilde Mann ' were fortunately saved-the same wind which 
had proved m treacherous elsewhere acting as a protection againnt 
the spread of the flames in these directions. Immediately upon the 
receipt of the news in England, a fund, short particulars of which will 
be found elsewhere, was started, under the auspices of the Alpine Club, 
for the relief of the mfferers by the disaster. The total damage is &i- 
mated at over 1,000,000 francs, of which, however, a t  least two-thirds is 
covered by insurances and by the very liberal contributions of the Swiss 
and English public. The following letter from the British Minister a t  
Berne, who kindly undertook to see to the distribution of the fund, to 
the Secretary of the Club, gives full particulars :- 

l British Legation, Berne, March 18. 

' Sir,-I beg to enclose to you herewith a copy of an official acknow- 
ledgment I have received from M. de Steiger, Conseiller d'Etat, and 
President of the Meiringen Relief Fund, for the contributions sent from 
England in aid of the sufferers by the recent fire in that village. You 
will observe that the subscriptions reached in round numbers the sum 
of 13,500f.-an amount far exceeding anything I hoped to obtain by the 

* In the ' Saturday Review' a notice of our expeditions in Dau- 
phind appeared in an article on ' The Alps in 1878.' Although the 
criticism was as hvourable as we could expect, the details were so 
far from correct that I think it well to state here that we, in fact, ac- 
complished fiAeen high glacier expeditions without guides, of which 
eight were new, and not eight guideless expeditions of which four were 
new as atated. The reviewer went on to remark, with regard to the 
expeditions we made, that ' it is true they were very little ones.' Now 
of the peaks we climbed the Ecrine reach- the respectable height of 
13,462 feet, the Pelvoux to nearly 13,000 feet, while the othere range 
from 11,340 feet to about 12,500 feet, eo that they scarcely deserve to be 
atigmatised 8s ' very little ones ; ' but in any case the initiated well know 
that the difEculty of a mountain does not depend upon ita altitude. 
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appeal I made in the columns of the " Times." To all thoee who have 
ao generowdy contributed to thin good work, and especially to the mem- 
bers of the Alpine Club, I beg herewith to offer my very sincere 
thanks. They may be a m r e d  that thesympathy they have shown for 
the inhabitants of the d i c t e d  village will be duly appreciated by the 
Swim people at large. M. de Steiger has been good enough to furnish 
me with a few particulars of the losses sustained, which I think it right 
to transcribe for the information of those who have taken so kind an 
interest in the matter. The loss in building is reckoned at 661,600f1 
and that in furniture, implement., &c., at 358,500f. The total loaq 
therefore, amounts to 1,020,100f. Of this, however, 367,000f. are 
covered by houee insurances and 100,000f. by insurances on furniture. 
The net lo= is thus reduced to 553,100f. You will be glad to hear that 
to meet this the committee at Meiringen hold at the present moment in 
caah a sum of no leea than 120,00Of., while here a t  Berne there is a 
further reserve fund of 50,000f Altogether M. de Steiger counte on a 
sum of at least 180,000f., which will be principally devoted to the re- 
building of the village. This ie quite exclusive of the abundant gifts of 
provisions, clothing, bedding, furniture, &c., which poured in from all 
parts of Switzerland immediately sfter the fire, and at once supplied the 
most pressing wanta of the sufferers. The homeless children of the 
village have been placed with private families or in the charitable insti- 
tutions of this city, while the adults have been distributed among the 
different households that were spared by the fire. Work has been pro- 
vided for all, and on the whole i t  may be mid that this great calamity 
hrts been met by corresponding energy and devotion. M. de Steiger is  
loud in hie praise of the patient resignation and orderly spirit shown by 
thew poor people in their d ic t ion .  In rebuilding the village it will be 
endeavoured, aa far aa possible, to avoid placing the houses again in a 
atraight line with the direction of the treacherous Fohn, or south wind. 
It has also been decided to substitute tiles for the shingle roofs which 
helped to spread the flames in so dieastrous a manner. I enclose copies 
of a plan showing the extent of the fire. 

' I remain, Sir, your obedient servant, 
' HORACE RIJLIBOLD. 

W. E. Dnvidnon, Esq., Alpine Club, London.' 
' Berne, le 18 mars. 

'Le soueaignb dkclare par la prksente avoir r e p  par Sir Horace 
Rumbold, bart., Ministre de S. M. Britannique B Berne, la eomme de 
13,500f. comme rksultat de collectes faites en Angleterre pour lea in- 
cendibs de Meiringen. En remerciant tous les donateurn de la manibre 
noble et gbnbreuse dont ils ont bien voulu participer B notre oeuvre de 
secourn, ainm que Sir Horace Rumbold des aoin~ qu'il a bieu voulu y 
porter, nous nous rkjouissons aueai de pouvoir assurer tous lee bien- 
faiteurs que leurs dons aeront employes d'une manibre parfaitement 
sage et juate. 

EDX. DE STEIQER, Conseiller d'Etrrt. 
' Le Miden t  du Comite de seconrs pour lea inoendib de Meiringen.' 
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provement has been apparent of late in the construction and arrange- 
ment of huts in the Alps. The Swim and Italian Clubs have 
devoted much time and money to this department of their useful 
work. I visited the Col du Gkant and Aiguille Grise cabana this 
summer, and found them, in most respects, excellent. The former, 
erected in 1876, as I have already noticed in the Journal, is situated 
on the col, close to the spot where De Saussure's tents once stood. 
I t  is funiished with a good stove and a fair supply of general mare, 
necessary for the use of mountaineers. A string hammock is suspended 
over the sleeping-hoards; but this hardly compensates for the mere 
wisp of straw, which was all the hut could boast of when I was there 
in August last. 

Not lesv convenient in every way, and built after the same model 
as the former, is the hut on the Aiguille Grise, just above the Glacier 
de Miage, which was erected three yeare ago. The difficulty 
experienced in transporting planks, &c., across the hanging gla- 
cier beneath must have been very considerable; no l a  than 40 
guides were employed for the purpose. The apparent difficulty of 
obtaining water in the neighbourhood is a drawback to its position, 
though no doubt inevitable. Both these huts are made entirely of pine 
wood, without outer casing of any mrt, which they ought to have, or 
else time and storm will soon leave their marks upon them. The roof 
of the latter is at present, happily, waterproof-otherwise, I &odd 
have been thoroughly drenched whilst sleeping in it on August 19. 
But unless roof and sides are protected more than at present they are 
likely to s d e r  materially in severe winters. The Col du Gkant hut, 
as well as that on the Aigullle Grise, was put up by the guides, who 
had the wood supplied to them by the commune and were well assisted 
by the Italian Alpine Club, at a cost of about 200 fr. for each. A 
supply of blanketa would be a serviceable addition to their store of 
internal furniture. 

But the best c~hane  constructed of late in this region of the Alps is 
that at the foot of the Glacier Corny, just within the Swiss frontier. 
The Diablerets section of the Swiss Alpine Club deserves the greatest 
credit for its erection, both aa to design and execution. Most substan- 
tially built of stone and mortar, and surmounted by a good zinc roof, 
this model hut leaves nothing to be desired, inside or out. I t  is 
capitally supplied with cooking utensils, &c., a quantity of blankets, 
and plenty of fresh straw. Twelve persons can sleep in it wmfort- 
ably. The ' Livre des Voyageurs.' thoughtfully presented by Mr. 
H. R. Whitehouse, already bears ample teatimony to the appreciation 
in which it is held by those who have visited it. The stove is so 
fitted in the partition wall of the two rooms as to give warmth to 
both. Tlie hut was formally opened by the Swiss Alpine Club in 
August, 1877, after no lese than 1,400 fr. had been expended by them 
bl its construction. This makes the twenty-third mountain refuge 
which hm been inaugurated by this Club alone, each of them being 
placed under the patronage and superintendence of one or other of ita 
sections. F. T. WETHERED. 
COL DOLENT.-Mr. W. E. Davidaon aends the following note :-I On 
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September 2, last year, Mr. J. W. Hartley and I, with Laurent Lanier 
and Johann Jam,  made the second paasage of the Col Dolent, reversing 
the route followed for the first time by Mr. Whymper in 1865. We 
slept at the Chirlets de Lognan the previous night, and starting thence 
a t  3.30 A.M. arrived at the foot of the great couloir w'hich leads from 
the head of the Argentibre Glacier to the col at about 8. Starting 
again at 8.45 we went, including some short halts, from this place to 
the summit of the  pas^ in just two hours. The only real difficulty we 
found during the whole ascent was in effecting a lodgment on the rocks 
on the left side (ascending) of the great couloir. In order to gain these 
rocks we were obliged to cut up a short slope of black ice set at a very 
sharp angle ; and so hard was the ice and so Rteep the inclination, that 
the eighty and odd steps which were required cost Lanier upwards of 
an hour's hard work. Here, however, our task was practically over, 
and we mounted easily and rapidly to the summit of the pass, which 
was gained at 10.50 A.M. The couloir itself was (and I think probably 
always is) just what Mr. Whymper describes it to have been in 1865- 
" a slope more than 1,000 feet long, set at an angle of 50°, which was a 
sheet of ice from top to bottom "-and if there were no alternative route 
the pa.% would fully deserve the evilreputation with which it has been 
branded by the almost unimpeachable authority of Ball's "Alpine 
Guide." I believe, however, that the rocks by which we ascended will 
almost always be found practicable' either of ascent or of descent, for 
although steep they are everywhere admirably firm and good. On the 
Italian side of the pass we met with no serious difficulty, but it is de- 
sirable to keep well away to the left in descending the Glacier du Mont 
Dolent. I write these few lines in the desire to rescue from oblivion 
one of the very finest passes in the whole range of the Alps, and in the 
belief that, under proper conditions and with first-rate guidea, it can be 
accomplished with perfect safety and without extraordinary difficulty. 
The expedition should, however, be made from the Argentibre Glacier, 
ss the descent of the ice-dope a t  the foot of the great couloir would be, 
if not unadvisable, at least very difficult. 

'We  slept the following night at the Chalets de St. Jean in the 
Val Ferret, where we were received with a hospitality so cordial that 
it aeems almost churlish even to hint that we endured very wnsider- 
able discomfort, and returned next day to Chamonix b the Col de ti Talbfre, crossing this pass from the Glacier de Triolet to e Glacier de 
Talbfre for the first time. I t  is advisable, when making the descent from 
the col to the Glacier de Talbfre late in the day, to keep as much as 
possible to the rocks on the right of the couloir in order to avoid the 
stones which, when the sun is well up, sometimes f d  in considerable 
numbers acroea the ueunl route. 

' There is an excellent site for a cabane, which it is to be hoped may 
soon be utilised, on the left bank (descending) of the Glacier de Triolet 
about 3 hours up from the Val Ferret. From this place the Col de 
Talbfre can be easily reached in 2$ hours, and the Col de Triolet in 34; 
while for more ambitious climbers the Cola de l'Echaud, de l'Eboule- 
ment, and de Pierre- Joeeph, and the ascent of the Aiguille de Triolet 

. are within available reach. The distance from Coumyeur  almost pm- 
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hibits starting from that place for even the easiest and shortest of these 
expeditions, while as to the chaets--everto crede.' 

HUT ON THE GROSS G ~ o c ~ ~ e ~ . - H e r r  Julius Meurer aends the fol- 
lowing note :-:The Alpen-Club Oeeterreich, newly founded in Vienna, 
have the intention of building a hut on the Adlers Ruhe, at an elevation 
of about 11,330 feet. The summit of the Groes Glockner, which lies a 
little over 1,000 feet above this point, will thus be attainable in about 
an hour from a comfortable refuge. The view from the point selected 
i s  described as very fine; and the hut itself, which, judging from the 
plans, will be commodious, will be situated in a well-sheltered spot. 
I t  is proposed, in memory of the late hnperial Archduke Johann (himself 
a great lover of the mountains), to name the hut the "Archduke 
Johann." It will be situated higher than any hut in the Eastern Alps.' 

THE KOSENGARTEN GEBIRGE.--The pass described by me in the 
November number, and for which I suggested the name of Vajolet Pass, 
is, it appears, known to the people of the county, and called by them 
the Tschagerjoch. I t  has, I find, been referred to in the publications 
of the German Alpine Club ; but having been, as I believe, completely 
ignored by guide-books, was considered by me at the time as a new 
route, as it was to English mountaineers.-C. C. TUCKER. 

NOTES ON THE INNS IN THE TARENTAISE.-PRALOGNAN.-The HBtel 
de la Vanoise, kept by Favre, at Le Barioz, the next hamlet above the 
church town, offers very h i r  quarters to mountaineers wishing to ex- 
plore the Tarentaise. There are several bedrooms, all tolerably clean ; 
fresh meat is generally to be had, and the prices are moderate. 141. 
Favre takes a great interest in Alpine matters, and can give much useful 
local information, and is very thankful for any suggestions for the im- 
provement and management of his h6tel. 

LA Mo?TE.-Chklets, two hours from Pralognan on the Chavihre path. 
Two beds are reserved for travellers. and the usual &&let fare is to be 
had. The situation is advantageouifor exploring the PBclet nzassg or 
the nreat snow-field of the Glacier de la Vanoise. 

E%TRE DEUX Earn.-The chalet inn, chez Rosaz, the highest house 
of the hamlet, has one single and one double bed, and can supply bread, 
cheese, and wine. The prices are rather high. Another auberge, 
chez Richard, has one bed. The ownem are said to be civil and 
obliging, but the supplies scanty. It would probably be possible to 
m e n d  the Grande Cam directly from here, arriving at the depression 
between the two summits, seen from the valley. 

TIGNES.-T~~ H6tel du Club Alpin, chez David Rdvial, has greatly 
improved. The beds are clean, and the food (especially the cheese) 
very fair indeed. The proprietor is building a new wing, to be reserved 
exclusively for Alpine travellers. The prices are moderate. 

LA VAL DE TIGNES.-T~~ auberge kept by Joseph Marie Bonnevie, 
just above the church, offers tolerable quarters. There are several 
be& and the food is fair. The prices are extremely moderate. 
LE BOIS IN VAL DE PR~ou.-I  was received very hospitabl a t  this h' hamlet by the Mayor of Champagny, M. Landre Ru5er. T ere was 

plenty of hay and straw in the barn, and the charges were absurdly low ; 
but the food waa poor and scanty.-W. A. B. COOLIDQE. 
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ALPINE MEETINGS.-An ' international ' meeting of Alpine C l u b i i  
is to be held a t  Geneva under the auspices of the Swiss Club in the 
h t  week in Augnst. 

Between the 15th and 20th of August a meeting of Italian Club% 
is to be held at Perngia. Papers will be read on Umbria and ite 
antiquities ; there will be an Exhibition, ' Artistical, Industrial, and 
Agricultural,' and excursions will be organised in the neighbouring 
Apennines, including the ascent of Monte Vettore, 6,585 ft. 

ALPINE PHOTOGRAPHY.-I1e1-r Beck of Strsasburg has prwnted to 
the Alpine Club some specimens of hie photographs of the snow-region 
which have gained a great reputation abroad. Some of the views, 
notably those of the chain of the Ebnefluh from the Jungfrau, are very 
striking and singularly good as photographs, and all the views are in- 
teresting topographically, and, as exact records of mountain forms, will 
mggest recollections of past, or hopes of future, enjoyment to Alpine 
climbers. The views sent are all i n the  Oberland. 

We would suggest that a series of photographs, chosen with an eye to 
picturesque effect, of drac  forms, of clouds, of cornices, ' Bergachrunden,' 
and other strange beauties of the snow-region, would be probably auc- 
ceseful. The start made in this direction by Bisson Frkres has never 
been properly followed out. Nor have the admirable small photographs 
of Tairraz of Chamonix, some of them taken on the top of Mont Blanc, 
excited French photographers with larger means at their dispoaal to 
further advance. Alpine photography is yet in its infancy ; and the 
combination of local knowledge, technical skill, and artistic feeling 
neccssery for the production of first-rate work is not likely to be often 
met with. Some of the best work we have yet seen are the photographs 
of the Orteler group published at Botzen. An exhibition of Alpine 
photography might do something to stimulate photographers, and by 
example of the best work they might learn as a body to take mom 
pains to endeavour to obtain a picture as well as a view. 

LITERATURE.-TWO standard works of interest to intelligent  traveller^ 
are being republished in improved and revised cheap editions in 
monthly volumes, by F. Schulthess, of Zurich, viz. 0. Heer, 'Die 
Urwelt der Schweiz,' illustrated ; Dr. Christ, ' Das Pflanzenleben der 
Schweiz,' illustrated. Specimen numbers are to be seen at the Club- 
rooms. Meeers. Wurster & Co., of Zurich, have published a ' Manuel 
du  Voyageur,' or volume of instructions of how to travel and what to 
observe, which seems carefully compiled and well got up. 

Two illustrated works, ' A Gressoney per Val dlAndorno,' and ' In 
Val Selda, Album d'un Alpinists,' Biella, Amosso, 1878, have lately 
been published, and are on the table of the Alpine Club. They con- 
sist of a series of lithographed sketches of landscape and figure subjecta 
of a character with which Engliah reader8 have been mado fkmiliar in 
'How we spent the Summer' and the other works of the name 
authoress. The present drawings are spirited and characteristic, and 
give pleaant recollections of the scenery of the beautiful southern 
valleys of Monte Roeg and of the life of their inhabitants. 

GRAND CORNIER FROX TEE NORTH.-Erratum.-For 'vi& the s&t 
of the Bouquetin' in my note on the Grand Cornier, published in 
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the Blpine Journal ' for November, 1878 (p. 106), read 'via the sum- 
mit of the Pigne de la L8e.' F. T.  WETHERED. 

PROCEEDINGS O F  T H E  ALPINE CLUB. 

February 4, 1879.-Mr. C. E. MATHEWS, President, in the chair. 
The Rev. H. W .  Majendie and Messrs. C. E. Freeman and B. 

Wainewright were elected meu~bers of the Club. The accounts for 
1878 were psssed. The Honorary Librarian made his report as to the 
condition of the library and collection of maps, the latter being in his 
opinion in an incomplete and unsatisfactory state. 

Mr. C. T. DENT read a psper on ' The Ascent of the Aiguille du  Dru.' 
March 4, 1879.-Mr. C. E. MATAEWS, President, in the chair. 
Measrs. J. W. Smith and A. Caddick were elected members of the 

Club. 
The President read a letter from Herr Meurer of Vienna, announcing 

that a new Auetrian Alpine Club had been founded in that city, which 
now numbers 560 members. I t  may be remembered that some years 
ago the original Auetrian Alpine Club amalgamated with the German. 
Herr  Meurer, the Secretary, forwarded a copy of the ' Alpenzeitung,' 
the periodical of the new Club, and expreseed ita warm desire to enter 
into friendly relations with the English Club. 

The President stated that Mr. Dent had-gone abroad for some time, 
and moved ' That Mr. W. E. Davidson be appointed acting Honorary 
Secretary during the absence of Mr. Dent.' This was seconded by 
Mr. A. W. Moore, and carried unanimously. 

The Rev. F. T.  WETHERED read a paper on ' A n  Ascent of the 
Tiiechhorn from the FC Glacier.' 

April 1, 1879.-Mr. C. E. MATHEIVS, President, in the chair. 
Mr. GARDINER read a paper on ' Mountaineering in Dauphin6 with- 

out Guides in  1878,' which waa illustrated by some excellent m a p  and 
sketches, the work of Mr. C. Pilkington. A t  the conclusion of the 
paper an interenting discussion followed, in which the President, 
Messrs. Coolidge, Cust, Freahfield, Moore, and Gardiner took part. Mr. 
Gardiner and his companions (Mesars. C. and L. Pilkington) were on 
all eidee warmly congratulated on the remarkable success of their 
experiment. A general feeling of satisfaction was expressed that i t  
should have been resewed to three members of the Alpine Club to 
show to what an extraordinary degree of skill mountaineers of excep- 
tional experience and aptitude might in rare instances attain. But  it  ap- 
peared a t  the tame time to be strongly felt that M e m .  Gardiner and 
Pilkingtons' example was only to be followed with impunity by equally 
competent mountaineers; and that there was no reason for the club to 
alter its previously exprevled opinion that ' mountaineering without 
guides' is for the general' a highly dangerous form of amusement 
which it  is its duty, a body, to discourage. 

Mons. LoppC will exhibit a collection of Alpine Pictures and Sketches 
i n  the Club-rooms during May and June. 
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THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION OF WYOMING AND IDAHO. 
Read before the Alpine Club, June  3, 1879. 

N the present dearth of new ascents ~ n d  new fields of I Alpine exploration in Europe, a short sketch of a moun- 
tain region little known, and hitherto visited only by a few 

expeditions and trappers, may not be without interest 
pine Club. Although the  mountain^ of Wyoming 

and Idaho are generally inferior in elevation to the Rocky Moun- 
tains of Colorado further south, yet the much greater scale 
of the ancient glacial phenomena in these more northern ranges, 
and the actual presence of a few small glaciers, until last year 
undiscovered in the great central chain of America, render 
this section of the utmost interest to the glacialist and Alpine 
traveller. 

When a t  Washington in the spring of last year, Dr. Hayden, 
the energetic director of the survey of the Territories, learning 
my intention of visiting the Geysir basins and Yellowstone 
region during m travels, most hospitably su ested that I d should join one o his parties in the following %ly, and visit 
the Wind River mountains and the range of the Tetons en route. 
I accepted this kind offer with alacrity, for not only was the 
route new, but there was also an additional inducement in the 
fact that Mr. A. D. Wilson, who is in charge of the primary 
triangulation of the survey, was to be of the party, and hls 
work mould necessitate the ascent of some of the higher peaks. 
I had heard much of the highest peak of'the Teton range, and 
ita reputation as one of the most difficult mountains in the 
United States did not lessen my desire to attempt its ascent. 

The interval from April to Ju ly  I passed in Colorado and 
Utah ; but the seaaon was too early for much travelling among 
the mountains. A n  attempt to push as far as the Elk moun- 
tains failed in consequence of the impossibility of getting my 
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mules over the great accumulations of snow on the paases near 
the head of t,he Arkansas river ; and the swollen state of the 
rivers also caused us much obstruction. 

I n  the middle of July I returned to Cheyenne on the Union 
Pacific Railway, the rendezvous and outfitting dep6t of Hay- 
den's parties. They arrived on the 19th, and five days were 
spent in the necessary preparations. On the 23rd the packers, 
mules, and provisions were despatched by train to their respec- 
tive points of departure on the railroad, and on the 24th the 
various members of the surveying parties followed, arriving on 
the morning of the 25th at  Point of Rocks station. Here Dr. 
Hayden, Messrs. Wilson, Holmes (geologist), and Jackson 
(photographer to the survey), together with my own party, dis- 
embarked, leaving another party under the direction of Mr. 
H.  Gannett and Dr. Peale to continue by rail as far as Green 
River station, from which point they would proceed in a direc- 
tion roughly parallel with our own, and ultimately join with us 
in the Yellowstone district. My own party, besides myself, 
consisted of Michel Payot of Chamonix, a packer, and a 
cook. 

Our course lay approximately north, over a portion of the 
Green River basin towards a prominent gap near the south- 
castern extremity of the Wind River range. Our first camp 
after quitting the railroad was near a series of interesting little 
ancient volcanoes, probably of post-Tertiary awe, which rise 
from 600 to 1,000 feet above the general level. % considerable 
part of the Green River basin consists of the ' bad lands,' the 
' mauvaises terres,' of the Canadian travellers-and over these 
we travelled for five days, including a halt of the greater part 
of a day for observations on the solar eclipse of July 29th. 
These ' bad lands,' although of great interest to the geologist, 
are not  leasa ant to travel over. The most characteristic forma- 
tion is bne of variegated sandstones, shales, and marls, the 
layers of which being generally horizontal, or nearly so, are 
sculptured by the weather into all sorts of fantastic architectural 
forms. Water and grass are scarce, and the former often bad, 
and strongly alkaline. There are no trees except a few dwarfed 
cottonwood trees or aspens near the rare springs ; but sage 
brush (Artemisia tridetrtata) is often of dense growth, and the 
ground on which this shrub occurs is often coated with a white 
alkaline incrustation which, if there is any wind, is disagreeable 
to eyes, nose, and lips. I n  Ju ly  the nights are cold, much 
colder than at considerably greater altitudes in the mountainous 
districts. The general elevation of this basin above sea-level 
ranges from 6,200 to 7,300 feet. 
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On the evening of July 30 me camped about 15 miles from 
the gap above mentioned. Here i t  is necessary to remark 
upon the topography of this region. Roughly speaking, the 
head of the basin of the Green River, the principal stream of 
the great Colorado River, is enclosed by two chains of moun- 
tains, the Wiud River and Wyoming ranges, which converge 
towards the north: the first mentioned and more im~or tant  
extending about 70'miles in a north-west and south-easi direc- 
tion; the latter, on the western flank of the basin, running 
nearly north and south ; but although the Wyoming range is 
a well marked chain of mountains, none of its peaks at.tain to 
any considerable altitude. Both theae chains are connected 
with each other near their northern extremities bv the smaller ~ ~ - ~ - - 

transverse range of the Grosventre mountains. ?o the north 
of the Grosventre mountains is the Snake River, the southern 
branch of the Columbia. This river, rising in the Shoshone 
lake, flows along the eastern base of the Teton range, the direc- 
tion of which nearly coincides with the line of continuation to 
the north of the Wyoming range, and on arriving a t  a deprea- 
sion separating the Wyoming and Teton mountains breaks 
through i t  to the west in a deep and long caiion. 

Our camp of the 30th was near the south-east end of the 
Wind River mountains, and on the evening of that day we 
had quitted the Tertiary formations of the Green River basin, 
and were now camped on a low, extensive, but irregular, sort of 
granite plateau, which bordered the whole south-western flank of 
the range,increasing considerably in elevation towards the north- 
west. Near our camp it sloped almost down to the level of the 
plain, and stretched out further from the base of the mountains 
than in other localities. Our altitude wm here, judging from 
previo~~s and subsequent ohservations, about 7,200 feet. The 
appearance of the south-east end of the range was not im- 
posing ; but the higher peaks were masked. The next day we 
started at 7.45 A.M., and after riding three hours across the 
plateau formed our main camp, whence, after leaving tents and 
heavier baggage, about half of the party started at 12.30, with 
three days' provisions, for the aacent of Wind River Peak, the 
highest of this portion of tohe chain. The scene now changed 
rapidly. I n  leas than an hour we crossed the headwaters of 
the Sweetwater. aud mounted the sides of a larae moraine 
overgrown with' dense timber, through which we p&ed along 
an Indian trail. The moraine filled the lower   art of the 
valley, descending from the gap in the range, and on its irre- 
gular, forest-covered surface the depressions were occupied by 
beautiful little lakes, some of which were nearly covered wit11 

s 2 
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water-lilies. The col was reached about 5 P.M., and found to 
be about 10,500 ft. above sea level. Descending on the ewt  
side of the watershed towards the Wind River valley, in less 
than an hour we turned up a creek which enters the main 
stream from the north, and at  6.30 reached a shallow lake in a 
large rocky basin, near which we camped. W e  suffered much 
from the mosquitos, which were here unusually numerous and 
active. Whether their untiring pertinacity was due to change 
of diet from the thick-hided red man to the more thin-skinned 
white, I cannot assert with scientific accuracy; but I was 
rather sur~rised at the time to find that nether ~arments. unless 
of close Gxture, are little protection against tgeir attacks. 

On August 1 we started from camp at 6.20 A.M. to ascend 
Wind River Peak, Hayden, Wilson and Holmes on mules, 
Michel and I on foot. For the first half hour we ~ a s s e d  
through pine woods; then coming in view of the peak, the 
route was obvious, and we arrived nt the summit about 9 A.M., 

the mules having been picketed about 1,500 feet below. The  
ascent was ridiculously easy for a mountain of 13,400 feet., so 
much eo that I was totally unprepared for the sudden descent 
on the east side of the mountain, which was so sheer and un- 
expected as to be positively startling. From the top we im- 
mediately perceived a glncier at  the base of the north-east pre- 
cipice about 1,700 feet below us. My companions had at first 
some doubts as to its being a true glacier, so while they were 
engaged on the summit I descended with Michel on to its 
surface. I t  was, indeed, of very small size, but there could 
be no doubt as to its genuine character. It headed in a de- 
pression a little north of tlie peak ; was about three-quarters of 
a mile long, and 8CO yards broad in its widest part, and its 
general direction was east-north-east. The cliffs on its northern 
side, forming an irregular spur from the main eak, were of 

the top of the spur. 
P, excessive steepness, and were grooved and polis ed almost to 

Instead of rejoining our companions, Michel and I struck 
out a different route towards camp, passing over an interme- 
diate summit in the hope of finding mountain sheep, and fell in 
with the main nartv on their return in the afternoon. The 

I a 

same evening, on ascending a hill near camp and about 1,000 
feet above it, I found the top covered with striae and groovee 
running in the direction of the lateral valley, viz., nearly north 
and south. I t  was clear that the glaciers on this side of the 
watershed had been of much greater extent than on the south- 
western side ; and I had a strong suspicion, which I had not 
time to verify, that the glaciers on tl~ie north-east side of the 
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range, being piled up to a higher level than the col over which 
we had passed, for a time overflowed through i t  to the west. 
This would be a precisely similar case to that of the ancient 
Ober-Aar Glacier, when i t  passed over the watershed above 
the Grimsel, and overflowed into the Rhone Valley. 

The next morning early, while the remainder of the party 
returned to the main camp of Ju ly  31, I accompanied 
Messrs. Wilson and .Jackson a little distance up  the lateral 
valley, and then mounted up to a 1)eautifully situated lake 
basin encircled by steep cliffs, where a few hours were spent 
in photographing. W e  then returned across the watershed to 
our camp on the west of the range. 

The next day, August 3, we broke camp. Our next object 
of attack was Fremont's Peak, reputedly the highest of the 
Wind River mountains and about forty miles further north- 
west. Not being at le  to continue along the granite plateau, 
which was too much broken up to allow the passage of a 
pack train, we made a detour nearly west, descending along 
the edge of the Green River plain, and camped that even- 
ing on the banks of the Big Sandy River, a tributnry of 
the Green River. The following day we reached another 
tributary, one of the several so-called New Forks. W e  were 
now close to the edge of the granite plateau, and this day 
we had passed several masses of morainal detritus which had 
been brought down from the plateau on to the plain. I n  the 
evening we ascended a granite hill or ' butte,' west of camp, a 
kind of outlier of the plateau, from which we had a good view 
of the range, which in this region is much more r u ~ g e d  and 
picturesque than near its south-eastern extremity. E remont's 
Peak was yet about thirty miles distant, and its appearance 
from here gave promise of a stiff climb. 

On the morning of the 5th we pursued our journey, and in 
3 hours arrived a t  the foot of a considerable moraine. W e  
ascended this, and found that we had struck a series of large 
concentric terminal moraines, one within the other, inside 
which wae enclosed a beautiful irregular lake about five miles 
long. Except at its eastern end nearer the mountains, it was 
entirely surrounded by moraines, and on its sides they rose 
upwards of 1,000 feet above its level. It was by far the most 
perfect and striking instance of a lake formed in this manner 
that I had ever seen. A glacier a t  least fifteen miles long 
had stretched from the central chain across the granite plateau, 
and had then descended into the plain ; and on its retreat the 
lake had been formed from its melting within the moraines 
which it had accumulnted. 
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But  a more wonderful exhibition of old   la cia ti on was 
still in store. After riding two hours furth; in a north- 
westerlv direction over numerous moraine hea~s .  we came to a - ,  
long granite hill rising about 1,200 feet abo;eS the plain and 
trending in a direction pnrallel with the range. On ascending 
it, we found it to be directly opposite to a considerable wide 
depression in the wanite plateau, which extended beyond to 
the axis of the @ind River chain. This depression had 
formerly been filled up by a large glacier, which descellding in 
a long ice fall from the plateau, had scooped out a deep rock 
basin, now occupied by a lake, between the plateau and the 
hill on which we stood. I t s  straight course then being ob- 
structed by the hill directly in front, the glacier split into two 
branches, corresponding with the two arms of the present lake, 
and leaving a large moraine on the weather side of the hill, 
swept round the flanks of the latter into the plain beyond, 
where its fan-shaped extremities nearly united at  a distance of 
about twenty miles from its head. From our point of view 
the terminal moraines on the plain resembled great lava flows ; 
and one of the lateral moraines below the granite plateau was 
fully 1,200 feet above the lake. Never had I seen the records 
of ancient glaciers written in such distinct characters. I n  the 
Alps the old glaciers were immensely greater, but their remains 
are but fragmentary. Rain and torrents have done their work 
of obliteration. Here, on the contrary, owin to subsequeut 
slight rain-fall, the forms of the moraines are a f most as marked 
and undisturbed as if they had been deposited only a century 
or two ago. Ice alone is needed to restore the picture. 

From the north end of the hill we came in sight of another 
lake seven or eight miles long, and of considerable width, issu- 
ing from a deep cleft in the range, and similarly enclosed by a 
series of great lateral and terminal rnoraii~es one within ano- 
ther. We made towards this lake, and at  its western extremity 
came up with our pack train about 7 P.M., and found i t  
encamped. The situation mas charming, and as this appeared 
to be a good place for a start for Fremont's Peak, i t  was 
decided to fix our main camp here for several days. 

On August 6, leaving behind tents and superfluous baggage, 
we partly retraced our steps of the day before and followed the 
southern lateral moraine of the lake until we arrived at  the 
steep slope a t  the edge of the plateau. Tl~is  we found easy 
travelling at first, open glades alternating with patches of 
forest ; but the ground soon became more broken and craggy, 
until a t  la6t we were brought to a halt near a small rock- 
bound lake about two miles long, round either side of which i t  
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was irnpossihle to proceed with animals; here we camped at  a 
height of about 10,000 feet. W e  were about five miles in 
direct line from Fremont's Peak and had a good view of the 
upper face of the mountain. I t  appeared to be very precipi- 
tous, and during our ride some doubts had been expressed as 
to our success, but a steep spur abutting a ainst the face now 
seemed to promise a practicable route. f t would have been 
difficult to choose a more picturesque site for camp. W e  were 
a t  one end of a considerable depression, the view on all sides 
except that in the direction of a part of the main range being 
shut out by more or less rounded hills rising not more than 
1,000 or 1,200 feet above us; but the view of the main peak 
and a few adjacent summits was set off finely by the lake in 
the foreground and ita rocky sides. 

Next morning, after an early breakfast, we started a t  4.35. 
The route was over the rounded granite bosses on the south- 
east side of the lake, and these were occasionally so smooth 
and steep as to necessitate a good deal of scrambling. llTiison, 
who is a capital mountaineer, led the way at  a pace which, just 
after an imprudently profuse breakfast, was decidedly embar- 
rsssing. Acting on the principle of ' assume a virtue though 
you have it not,' I struggled on in dignified if uncomfortable 
silence, but Michel's remonstrances if not generally intelligible 
were certainlp sufficiently audible. On reaching the further 
end of the lake we struck off nearly east until our direct course 
was stopped by another lake lying almost at  right angles to 
the last. lVe rounded the southern end of this lake in about 
22 hours from the start, and after keeping a short time along 
ita eastern bank turned off sharp towards the extremity of the 
long spur running south-west from the face of Fremont's Peak 
which we had observed the day before. Keeping on the south 
of this we eutered a large amphitheatre with two small lakes 
surrouuded by four peaku, that most to the north being Fre- 
mont's Peak, and from one of them a small glacier descended 
towards the hollow. A t  8.50 we reached the point where the 
spur abuts against the west face of the peak, and after a rough 
but easy climb gained the summit shortly after 10 o'clock. 

On the eastern side of the mountain,two fair-sized glaciers, 
whose lower ends were not visible, descend towards the TVhd 
River plain. W e  found no record or trace of any previous 
ascent. Indeed it was supposed that the point which Frcmont 
had ascended in 1842 was a lower summit some distance to 
the south, but his description of the latter part of the ascent 
agrees to a great extent with our experience, and the great 
snowfield seen by him on the other side may be identical wit11 
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the glacier which we saw. However this may be, I cannot 
understand the extreme dificult.ies which he experienced in 
the ascent, even though his route to the base of the peak lay 
more to the south than ours, his starting base being the first 
lake we saw on August 5. 

The d i tan t  view from the summit was rather disappointing. 
Far  south only slight indications of the Uintah range could be 
made out owing to the distant haze. The same cause re- g vented the Big Horn Mountains to the emt from being visi le; 
but the Tetons to the north-west were well seen overtopping 
everything in that quarter. I n  the immediate neighbourhood 
a peak about four miles north-west appeared to be 30 or 40 
feet higher than our own, the elevation of which was 13,700 
feet. I n  addition to the two glaciers abovementioned, which 
are the largest we saw, minor glaciers are not uncommon ; and 
this range, with the Tetons and possibly some corners of the 
Big Horn Mountains, are the last refuges for expiring glacier8 
in the Central Rocky Mountain system of the United States. 
I n  a short time they will have abandoned even these remote 
recesses. 

After staying nearly three hours on the summit, we re- 
turned to camp by a slight variation on our morning's route, 
Michel and I arriving late in camp ill consequence of having 
had a long search for a rifle which he had left behind during 
the ascent. The next morning was occupied in photographing 
from a point about 1,000 feet above the lake, and in the after- 
noon we ~*eturned to the main camp of the 5th on the big lake. 
The next day was spent in hunting in t,he neighbourhood, and 
on August 10 we quitted the lake and the Wind River Moun- 
tains and travelled north-west over the plain. W e  crossed 
the Green River in the evenin and camped on its bank, be- 
tween twenty and thirty miles % elow its source at  the north- 
west end of the Wind River Mountains. The next morning 
we continued in the direction of the Grosventre Mountains, and 
in a few hours arrived at a low irregular watershed (7,800 
feet) which divides the drainage of the Green River aud 
Snake River  system^. Curiously enough the Groeventre 
Mountains do not form the watershed here, but the streams 
running into the Snake from the south actually head on the 
south slde of the Grosventre m g e  and cut their course through 
it. On one of these streams, Hoback's River, we camped 
that evening after a long ride, and on the 12th, still following 
the course of the creek, we entered a caiion in the Groeventre 
Mountains. For some time t,he route, which was along an old 
Indian trail, was easy, and we had ample leisure to admire tile 
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beautiful scenery of the caiion ; but when the trail mounted 
the sides of the river we had enough to do to look after our 
animals. The footing was treacherous in places, and at one 
particularly nasty spot one of m pack mules slipped and 
rolled over into the river 150 feet g elow. Beyond eupeficial 
cuts he was none the wome, and after disengaging himself from 
his load, containing my blankets and b gage, he left i t  to r aoak in mid-stream, and quietly walked o to the other side to 
graze. W e  camped about 5 P.M. in a deep hollow, being 
doubtful about finding good pasture further on. W e  reckoned 
we were now only a few miles from the junction of our stream 
with the Snake, and it had been arranged that on arriving at  
this river we were to split into two parties. 

Hayden, Holmea and Jackson were to proceed due north 
along the errst side of the Teton range, while Wilson and my 

arty were to cross the Snake above the junction of Hoback's 
giver, and after making a considerable detour round the south 
end of the range, attack the chief summit from the west; then 
after following the course of the Henry's Fork of the Snake 
and arriving at  Henry's Lake, we were to strike east and join 
Dr. Hayden's party again in t,en days or a fortnight in the 
Upper or Lower Geysir basin. Unfortunately this arrange- 
ment was upset as far as concerned myself by an unforeseen 
contretemps. On collecting the mules on the morning of the 
13th, two of my pack mules were missing. These animals have 
an annoying habit of straying during ni ht towards their f previous camp, but on this occasion from t e position of our 
present camp and the difficulty of the trail passed over on the 
previous day, this explnnation of their absence was thought 
highly improbable. Their speedy recovery mas considered so 
certnin that Hayden's and Jf'ilson's parties started about ten 
o'clock, leaving me to follow ; but, a t  the last moment, think- 
ing that the mules might possibly have gone back on the trail, 
I told Wilson that if I could not get as far as the ford of the 
Snake that evening I should not attempt to follow him, but 
keep straight up the river and endeavour to overtake Hayden's 
party. I kuew that WTilson had no time to spare, and did not 
consider I should be justified in causing any delay in his work; 
aud my pack mulm, not being so good as his, were not equal to 

-a forced march after him. About noon their tracks were found 
on the back trail some miles from camp, but the search wm 
unsuccessful, and my men returned ne& midnight to camp. 
They started again early next morning with fresh animals and 
a day's provisions. Night came and passed but neither men 
nor animals turned up, and as I had told the men that in caqe 
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they could not recover the mules that day I should go on 
without further ~earch,  I began to have serious fear that they 
had fallen in with hostile Indians. Next morning I set off 
early on foot along the trail, leaving Michel to look after the 
remaining animals, and towards noon was delighted to see men 
and mules appear in the distance. The men had gone back as 
far se the Green River, our camp of the loth, having found 
occasional tracks, but no animals, and after a fatiguing day's 
work halted about 11 P.M., when after supper the missing 
mules walked rizht un to their fire. The condition of the 
mules on their r z u r n  h camp was such that further advance 
that dav was out of the cluestion. Besides. I had no fear of 
not being able to overtake Dr. Hayden's -party somewhere 
near Jackson's Lake, east of the Tetons, where they had 
several days' work, with which the cloudy weather of the last 
two days would have interfered. Towards evening Steve 
Hovey, Hayden'e head packer, rode into camp. Finding that 
we had not been at  the ford where he had left a note for me. 
Dr. Hayden had become apprehensive and sent Hovey to brin$ 
him news of us. W e  started next day, August 16, at  8 A.M. 
and camped on the Snake River considerably above the ford. 
The scenery of this valley is so fine that I almost forgot my 
disappointment at  not being able to join Wilson's party. The 
only drawback to the traveller i~ that this district is a great 
summer resort for the Shoshone Indians, and although they 
are generally friendly, travelling is not quite safe for a very 
m a l l  party. At this time, owing to the Bannack war, the 
valley was deserted, and we did not Bee a single Indian be- 
tween the Green River and the Yellowstone. The Snake, 
above the caiion, is a stately deepflowing river between 
moderately high banks, and about 80 yards wide. Trout are 
generally abundant and of large size. Grasshoppers are in- 
variably the best bait. 

The weather, which had been threatening for some days, 
now broke, and i t  rained heavily all night, and in the morning 
the clouds were low down on the Teton mountains. W e  started 
early on the 17th, and came up with Hsyden's party early in 
the afternoon. The clouds lifted later, and from a hill east of 
camp we got a magnificent view of the southern part of the 
Teton range. Although not so high as many of the Colorado. 
mountains, they are far more impressive and picturesque, rising 
immediately from the valley to a height of more than 7,000 ft. 
above the river, the height of the Grand Teton being 13,691 ft. 
O n  the other side of the river, and a t  the base of the moun- 
tains was a dense belt of timber, but this obstacle once passed, 
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there appeared to be no great d i i c ~ l l t y  in reaching a well- 
m ~ r k e d  col south of the main peak. I t  was Wilson's intention 
to reach this col from the west, and then work partly along the 
face of the mountain, and try to gain the summit by the 
eouthern arete. But our limited time, and the uncertainty of 
the weather, prevented us from making the attempt. W e  
were due in the Yellowstone reeion in a few davs : ~rovisions 

D , . L  

also were running low, and game was very scarce, and we 
could not reckon on gettin our fresh supplies for ten days. 

On the 18th we crossed t 8, e Snake river and moved our camp 
about eight miles further north,intending to devote the afternoon 
to photography, but bad weather interfered with our operations. 
W e  were more successful next morninn. and started anain about 
noon, intending to recroes the ~ n a k c h e a r  ita exit fFom Jack- 
son's lake. After passing over several well-marked old river- 
terraces, we got entangled in the forest near the south end of 
the lake, and not being able to force our way through, were 
obliged to retrace our steps and then make west towards the 
iunction of the Buffalo Fork with the Snake. Unable to find 
.I 

a ford, we camped on the west bank of the river near aome low 
hills, and the next morning Hayden, Jackson, and myself 
ascended one of these, and were rewarded by a magnificent 
view of the Teton mnge, the lake, and the whole of the Snake 
valley above t.he caiion. The most prominent object was the 
square-topped Mount Moran, one of the more northern peaks 
of these mountains, right opposite to us, beautifully reflected 
in the still waters of Jackeon's Lake. The southern and western 
banks of the latter, as well as the lower slopee of the moun- 
tains beyond, were clothed with dense forest, much of i t  buined 
and fallen, and evil to ride through. To the north, on the other 
side of the Snake River above the lake, the mountains fell off 
radually in height until finally they merged into an immenseun- 

%ulating plateau covered by apparently unbroken foreat, which 
bounded the horizon. From this elevated lateau descended E the Lewis's fork, or chief branch of the Sna e River, heading 
in the Shoshone and Lewis Lakes, and running into Jackson's 
Lake, from which it issued a few miles from our position. 

A few very small aciers still exist on the eastern slopes of 
the Teton range, an f1 I hare no doubt that these were once 
developed on an immensely eater scale, and probably filled 
up the depression occupied p y Jackson's Lake. To this cir- 
cumstance may probably be due the diversion of the original 
direct course of the river, of wbich there ia ample evidence in 
the old deserted river-channels and terraces, into its present 
tort'uous and apparently unnnturwl channel. 
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After Jackson had obtained some excellent negatives, we 
reluctantly turned our backs on the marvellous scene. On 
our return to camp we found all ready for a start. Turn- 
ing south-east, we found a ford across the Snake above its 
junction with the Buffalo fork, early in the afternoon, and 
camped that evening near the &shy flats on the east of Jack- 
son's Lake. The next day we continued our journey up the 
river, and on the 22nd entered the forest-covered plateau, 
camping that night near the source of the Snake, a few miles 
below Lewis's Lake. W e  had now entered the Yellowstone 
region, not a day too soon, for our provisions were nearly 
giving out. Only about two days' full rations remained, and 
for four days we had seen no game. I t  would yet be three 
days before we could reach the Lower Geysir basin, and our 
fresh supplies would probably not arrive there for a week. 
That night, to make matters wol-ee, an evildisposed mule came 
into camp and ate up all that was left of Hayden's supply of 
flour. Next morning our breakfast, though very light, was 
not a cheerful meal, and the heavy-fdling rain had no tendency 
to raise our spirits. W e  had a very hard day through dense 
forest, and i t  was not easy when there was no sun to keep a 
straight course. A t  one time during the day we had a mo- 
mentary gleam of hope. W e  came all at once upon fresh 
muletracks crossing our route, and immediately jumped to the 
conclusion that Gannett's party must have passed by that day. 
WTe followed them a short distance and found, alas ! that they 
were our own tracks upon which we had unwittingly doubled. 
At last we struck the south shore of the Shoshone Lake, and 
skirting this reached the Little Geysir basin at its wcstern end. 
The animals were knocked up, and we were hungry ; and as 
we rode  lowly along I was anxiously seeking a solution of the 
problem before us-to satisfy a large appetite with slender 
materials. All at once mules were discovered grazing-a few 
seconds more, and tents came into view. W e  had come across 
Gannett's party, and that night we supped ' not wisely but too 
well.' 

A few dajs  later we were camped in the Upper Geysir 
basin on the hladison River. On August 28 Erlichel and I 

D 

were out hunting, when at some distance we saw two men on 
foot coming along the river bank in the direction of our camp. 
W e  approached them, and found them to be TVilson and his 
hunter, Harry Yount. After the firat salutations, Wilson told 
us that three days before they had been surprised at night, 
when camped on the Henry's fork, by a band of Bannack 
I n d i ~ n ~ ,  their camp fired into, their animals all captured, and, 
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resistance being useless in the face of heavy odds, themselves 
compelled to take refuge in the forest. These Indiaus, it ap- 
peared afterwards, were retreating from the United States 
troops further west, and Wilson had camped near them, entirely 
iinaware of their unpleasant proximity. H e  had been obliged 
to cross through the forest on foot as quickly as possible to the 
Lower Geysir basin, where he left three of his party quite 
knocked up, and had pushed on up the Madison hoping to find 
one or both of the other parties. - H e  brought the pleasing 
intelligence that the Indians were making in our direction. 
Fortunately we saw nothing of them, but our provision-train, 
which arrived the day but one after, narrowly escaped them. 
Wilson had fortunately got his instruments out of camp after 
the first attack and hid them, and on his return a few days 
afterwards they were recovered. The camp, however, had 
been thoroughly sacked. 

Wilson's attempt on the Grand Teton had not been success- 
ful. H e  had been detained by bad weather, during which he 
could make no observations, and ultiinately was unable to 
reach the actual summit, being stopped about 150 ft. below by 
a face of rock which he could neither get over nor turn. 

Here my narrative must end. I do not propose to give a 
description of the Yellowstone region, the mountains of which 
yield in point of interest to its other wonders. The publica- 
tions of the Hayden Survey have treated at  length on the 
numerous features of general and special interest, and to these 
I can add nothing. 

Reference has already been made to the general inferiority 
in elevation of the mountains of the district described to those 
of Colorado. Peaks of 14,000 ft. elevation and upwards are 
of frequent occurrence in the latter-mentioned State, whereaa 
in Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana not one attains this altitude. 
But  i t  must not be supposed from this fact that the Colorado 
Mountains are superior either in form or in difficulty. It is 
not very uncommon to be able to ride up to within 1,200 or 
1,500 ft. from the summit of the higher peaks, and it is even 
possible in a very few caees to reach the summit in this 
manner. 

As  a general rule, to which there are not many exceptions, 
when the timber-line, which varies from about 11,003 ft. in , 
Colorado to 10,000 ft. in Idaho, has been pasued, the mountains 
of the great central chain of North America are singularly easy 
of aacent, and the traveller in the United States, to whom 
mountain difficulty is o necessity, must turn his attention to 
the Sierra Nevada and the Cascade Range. 
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TIIE SARACENS IN THE ALPS. By W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
[Having been requested by Mr. Wethered to examine the question of the 

presence of Saracens in the Saast11al on the occasion of his paper on the 
'Tiischhorn from the FBe Glacier ' in the May number of the Journal,' I was 
led insensibly Lo a consideration of the presence of the Saracens in the A l p  
as a whole. The results of my inquiry are contained in the following pages, 
which, apart from the immediate point at issue, may, I trust, prove of some 
interest to rehders of the ' Alpine Journal,' and may serve to draw attention 
to the very interesting, but as yet scarcely-touched subject of the history of 
the Alps, of which the history of Mountaineering is but a single chapter. 
I t  is believed that the greater number of the facts comprised in this paper 
have not yet been laid before English readers.-W. A. B. C.] 

F T E R  the victories of Charles Martel and Charles the A Great, we are accustomed to picture to ourselves the 
Saracens in Western Europe as being confined to Spain and 
the Spanish March. The object of this paper, however, is to 
call attention to the deeds of a robber-band of Saracens seventy 
years later, who, establishing themselves in a stronghold on 
the coast of Provence, ravaged that province, Dauphin6, and 
Korth Italy: who pushing across the Alpine passes, spread 
terror in the east and west of what is now Switzerland ; and 
who, after having lon defied the united efforts of the Eastern !f Emperor and of the (ing of Italy, were finally exterminated 
by the courage and devotion of one man. I t  is proposed to 
sketch the main outlines of the history of this band, and inci- 
dentally to consider whether any traces of their occupation 
still remain in the lands which they harried. 

I n  the year 887 or 888 A.I>.,* twenty Saracens,? having 
set out in a small vessel from Spain, were cast by contrary 
winds on the coast of Provence. By: a night attack they 
gained possession of the villa e of Fraxinetum (now L a  Gnrde- 
Breinet), and of the neigh f ouring region now called from 
them ' Montagnes des Mauree.' This spot being conveniently 
situated not far from the Gulf of Saint Tropez, S. W. of Fr6jus, 

* Not in 891, in which year Pertz erroneously places it, and is 
followed by some later writers. (Cf. E. Diimmlrr, ' Ostfriinkisches 
Reich,' ii. 318, note 53.) 

t Prof. E. P. Goergens, in an interesting but not wholly accurate 
easay, entitled ' Der Islam in der Schweiz ' (Sonntagsblatt dea Bund, 
May 5 to June  9, 1878, Nos. 18 to 23)' conjectures (p. 172) that the 
Fraxinetum Saracens may have been Berberrr, connecting their appear- 
ance with the discontent felt by the Berben, who were only half Arabs, 
at the oppressive treatment they received at the hands of the Arabs of 
pure and unmixed lineage. 
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commanding the only pass to the plains on the N., and sur- 
rounded bv a dense forest of ashes. whence i t  derived its name. 
was fortified by them and conierted in to  an impregnable 
stronghold, whence they could sally forth and lay waste the 
immediate neighbourhood. Anxious, however, to increase 
their strength, they despatched messengers to their Spanish 
home, who gave such favourable accounts of the prospects of 
the settlement. that a hundred Saracens were nersuaded to re- 
turn with the i .  Such waa the origin, accordink to Liudprand, 
Bishop of Cremona, and trusted adviser of the Em eror Otto I., 
of the nest of bandits, which was destined to a d. ict so uorely 
the most fertile districts of the Western and even of the 
Rhaetian Alps.* Profiting by the internal dissensions of the 
Provencal nobles. some of whom called them in as allies. thev 
ittained the mutery-over their e~ployers ,  and gr.dualli 
rooted them out, a t  the same time constantly increasing their 
strength by reinforcements from Spain. They became a source 
of terror to their neighbours, and began to undertake expe- 
ditions a t  a greater distance from their headquarters. I t  should 

* ' [Fraxinetum] mari uno ex latere cingitur, caeteris densissiml 
spinarum silvl munitur. Quam si ingressus quispiam fuerit, ita sen- 
tium curvitate tenetur, acutissiml rectitudine perforatur, ut neque pro- 
greseionis neque reditus, nisi magno cum labore, habeat facultatem.' 
' Sed occulto et quoniam wus  w e  non potest justo Dei judicio, 
viginti tantum Samceni lintre parvull ex HispaniQ egreasi, nolentes 
btuc (sc. Provinciam) vento delati aunt. Qui piratae noctu egresei, 
villamque (sc. Fraxinetum) clam ingressi, Christicolaa, pro dolor, 
jugulant, locumque sibi proprium vindicant, montemque Maurum 
villulae coherentem contra vicinas gentes rel'bgium parant; spineam 
silvam hoc pscto majorem et spisaiorem sua pro tuitione faciatea, 
ut si quis ex eil vel ramurn incideret, mucronis percussione hominem 
exiret ; sicque factum cst u t  omnis praeter unina angustisaimae viae 
aditna demeretur. Loci igitur asperitate confird, vicinas gentes clam 
circumquaque perlustrant. Acoereitum quam plurea in Hispaniam nun- 
tios dirigunt, lwum laudant, vicinas gentea nichili se habere promittunt. 
Centum denique tantummodo =cum mox Saracenos rducunt, qui ve- 
ram rei hujue caperent assertionem.' (Liudprandi Antapodosis, 1. 2, 3, 
smaller Pertz.) 

'Circa haec tempora maxima pars Saracenorum mare navium 
vehiculis transfretantes, ingreesi aunt Fraxinetum ad habitandum, ubi 
plurimoa annos cornmorantes, inexpugnabilem reddiderunt. Erat enim 
circumseptue nemore perdenso, maxime silvttrum plurimarum.' (Chro- 
nicon Novaliciense, iv. 22, smaller Pertz.) 

According to Reinaud, 160, note 1 ('Invasions dea Sarresins en 
France, et de France en Savoie, en PiBmont, et dans la Suiase.' Paris : 
1836), there are at present no more ash trees in the district. 
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always be borne in mind that these incursions of the Fraxi- 
netum Saracens were not undertaken with any political aim 
in view, but were solely actuated by the coarser motives of 
pillage and robbery." It is simply the history of Monam, 
repeated on a wider sca1e.t 

As early as 890 the Council of Valence mentions the 
ravages committed by the Braxinetum Saracens.: The 
chronicle of the great abbey of Novalese on the southern 
slopes of the Mont Cenis, states that the Saracens of Fraxi- 
netum harried Burgundy, the Arelate, the neighbourhood of 
Nice, Italy, and all ' Subalpine Gaul.' 5 

This great house itself was fated soon to become the prey 
of the marauders. Climbing by side paths to the summit 
of the pass of the Mont Cenis,ll they surprised the monks, 
Domnivertus, the abbat, having retired to Turin on the first 
news of their approach, for which the chronicler severely 
rebukes him. The monks were driven out, but managed to 
convey much treasure and no less than six thousand Boohs to 
Turin. The abbey was sacked, burnt, and long remained 
desolate. Two agzd monks who had been left to guard the 
church were brutally wounded and flogged to death. A num- 
ber of fugitives who had taken refuge in the monastery of 
Oulx were also butchered ; TI and the robber band retired, 
laden with spoil.** All this took place in 906. I n  the same 
year they sacked Acqui in the Italian plain.tt But the 
troubles of the poor monks of Novalese were not yet over. 
Not having any place wherein to deposit their treasure in 
Turin, they committed i t  to the care of Riculfus, the pre- 

* F. Keller. 'Der Einfall der Snmzenen in die Schweiz um die 
BIitte des X. Jnhrhundert~,' p. 6. ('Mittheilongen der antiquarischen 
GrsellschaR in Ziirich.' Band xi. HeR i. 1856.) 

f J. R. Green. ' Stray Studies,' p. 6 1. 
$ Lkon MCnabrka. 'Des Origines fkodales dans l a  Alpes Occi- 

dentales,' p. 31. (' Acadhmie Koyale des Sciences de Turin.' Serie 2, 
vol. xxii. xxiii. Turin : 1865.) 

4 ' Chronicon Novnliciense', iv. 23, 26. 
11 Not the Mont Genkvre. Vide Oehlmann, ' Die Alpenpasse im 

Mittelalter,' p. 207-8. ('Jahrbuch filr Schweizerische Geschichte,' vol. 
iii. 1878.) 

This spot was later called ' Campus plebis Martyrurn ' ' Ulciennis 
ecclesia! chnrtarium,' published by Rivantella at Turin, 1753, p. x. 151. 
(Apud Reinaud, p. 163, note 2.) 

** ' Chronicon Novaliciense,' iv. 25, 26. 
t t  Liudpmnd, Antapodosis,' ii 48, who adds : ' Tantus enim timor 

invaserat univeraos, n t  nullus eeaet, qui horum pr~esentiam nisi forte 
tutissimis prcstolaretur in Ioc~R.' 
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positus' or steward of the bishop. But  in the confusion 
following on the incursions of the Saracens, when Riculfus 
died, the monks lost most of their treasure and books, which 
the negligent Domnivertus did not recover or reclaim.* A 
few years later, in 910, some Saracen prisoners, in an at- 
tempt to escape, set fire to the church, through which, as 
the chronicler laments, the monks lost much treasure and 
many charters and books, some of which were still shown in 
his time in a half-burnt conditi0n.t 

These successes still further increased the terror with which 
the Fraxinetum Saracens were regarded, and emboldened 
them to still more daring exploits. S. Majolus, later Abbot 
of Cluny, of whom we shall hear again, was forced with 
his parents to retire from Provence into Burgundy.: The 
Maurienne, and especially the Upper Valley of the Durance, 
suffered severely from the incursions of these marauders.§ I n  
916 the town of Embrun was sacked and burnt, and many of 
the inhabitants xnassacred, including the arohbishop, S. Bene- 
dict, and also the bishop of the Maurienne, who with many fugi- 
tives had taken refuge within its walls.ll The Porte Sarrasine 
at Embrun still preserves the memory of this frightful catas- 
trophe.8 The invaders then settled themselves in Embrun, 

' Chr. Novalicienee,' iv. 30. 
t ' Chr. Novalicienae,' v. 1, 2. Tbe manuscript here is nearly 

illegible, and it  is imposlJble to recover the details of this episode. 
$ ' Acta Sanctorum ' (ed. l680), Maii, tom. ii. 659. ' Cum violenta 

Saracenorum xuanus a f inibu~ mis  ebullieng Provinciam occuparet, 
vastaret, dirueret atque diriperet; relictis fundis qui sibi ex paterno 
jure numerosiorea obvenemnt, Matisconam (Macon) Rurgundia: civi- 
tatem advenit.' Cf. a general aketcl~ of ravages of the Saracens, ibid. 
p. 669. 

Q ' Pedastri itinere Alp- ingresei, vallea et Ebrodunensem terram, 
Maurienam etiam cis citmque destruxer~rnt.'-Vit. S. Romuli Episc. 
Genicensiq apud Gingins-la-Sarra, ix. 121, n. 210. Cf. E'lodoardi 
Annalee nub anrio 928 (Pertz, ' Monumenta Germanice Historica 
Scriptoreq' iii. 378). Odalricus Aquensis (ac. Aix) quidam epis- 
copua in ecclesitl Relnensi recipitur.' In his 'Historia Remensig' iv. 
22, Flodoard gives the reamn of the bishop's flight : qui ob perse- 
cutionem Sarracenorum a aede sub recesserat.' 

11 ' Gdlia Christians ' (ed. 1656), i. 275 : S. Bendictus  (sc. Epib- 
copus Ebrodunensis) martyrium subiit a Saracenis una cum episcopo 
M~mrianensi in civitate Ebrodunensi et numerod plebe ex SegusianP 
(sc. Sum) valla, Novalisih atque MaurianenrJ dioecesi trannfugk,' 916. 
Piolin, tho editnr of the new edition (1876) of the ' Gallia Chrietiana,' 
thinks the date is most prohably 920. (G.C. iii. 1067.) 

% J. C. F. Ladoucette, ' IIisbire, Tc~pogrnphie, Antiquids, Usngeq 
VOI.. 1X.-NO. LXV. T 
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and forced the two eucceeding archbishops (elected to the 
see ' in  partibus infidelium') to live far from their cathedral 
city." Ladoucette ives a long list of names, which prove, 
if any further were wanted, the presence of the Sa- 
racens on the Upper Durance, e:g., Montmaur, P u y  de 
Maure, Torrent du Sarrasin, FreissinlBres. Various towers and 
buildings are also attributed to them.? The name of the 
Valley of the Arc, the Maurienne, appears in the works of 
Gregory of Tours (sixth century), and must therefore have 
a different origin. Some of the numerous Breneys in Savoy 
and in Dauphin6 are probably so named from the Mediter- 
ranean stronghold of this robber band. And in the tangled 

grouk of mountains between the valley of the Arc and that of 
the omandie, the writer has himself visited a Combe des 
Sarrasins and a Col des Sarrasins (in neither case do these 
names appear on the French Ordnance Map), opposite which, 
very curiously, is the pass of the Col Lombard.$ 

The Saracens were now practically the mastem of the two 
great Alpine passes of the Mont Cenis, and the Mout GeuBvre, 
though probably they did not maintain a guard on either. 
Hence me have frequent complaints on the part of pilgrims 
and travellers approaching one or the other through the 
Maurienne or the Valley of the Durance. I n  911 the Arch- 
bishop of Narbonne, on his way to Rome, was unable to pur- 
sue his journey across the Alps.§ I n  931 a large band of 
English pilgrims on the way to R ~ m e  were stoned to death by 
the S~racens in the defiles of the Alp3.11 This was probably 
on the Great St. Bernard or on the Mont Cenis, the two passes 

rincipally frequented iu the Middle Ages by the English, 
!korwegians, and Icelanders, journeying to the threshold of 
the Apost1es.T 

Dklectes du DBpartement des Hautes Alpes! SQme Cdition. Paris : 
1848, p. 39. 

* F'. Gingins-la-Sarra. Memoires pour servir B I'histoire des 
royaumes de Provence et de Bourgogne Jurane' (in ' Archiv f i r  Schwei- 
zerische Geschichte'), ix. p. 122, note 212. ' Gallk Chriutiana,' i. 275. 

t Ladoucette, pp. 44-47. 
$ Cf. Reinaud, 184, n. 1. 
f Catel, L M b m o i r ~  de l'histoire du Languedoc,' p. 775. (Apud 

Reinaud, p. 164, n. 2 . )  
I/ Plodosrdi Annales (Pertz, ' Monumenta Germanise Historica,' iii. 

369). ' Anglorum Romam proficiscentiunl plurimi inter anguatias 
Alpium lapidibus a Sarracenis aunt obruti! 

7 Oehlmann, 209, n. 5, quotes an interesting passage from Gervase 
of Canterbury : (English pllgrime are in the habit of going ' apud 
Ivoricam ( 7 Ivrea) et cutrum Toringum (? Turin), quas ingredientibus 
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I n  923 another band of English pilgrims were massacred by 
the Saracens on their wav.. I n  929 we r e d  that the Sara- 
cens held the Alpine pasies, so that many intending to visit 
Rome were forced to turn back.? 

The kings and nobles in the west seem either to have been 
paralysed with fear at  these daring incursions, or were too 
much divided among themselvm to be able to resist their com- 
mon foe. . Curiously enough the first attempt to exterminate 
the nest of marauders at Fraxinetum, was made by the Greeks 
of the Eastern Empire, who had suffered muoh in Southern 
Italy from Saracens, though possibly not the Fraxinetum 
Saracens. In  931, so Flodoard tells us, a Greek fleet, pee- 
h a p  in pursuit of some Saracen shi which had been engaged 
in piratical  enterprise^, sailed to Kaxinetum, surprised, and 
probably by means of the terrible ' Greek fire,' destroyed 
many of them, and established order in Italy.$ 

It is clear, however, that this victo is exaugerated, for a 
few linea lower, Flodoard tells us that lKben fi., Arahbishop 
of Tours, and all his company were slain by robbers (though i t  
is not expressly said that these were Saracens), who surprised 
them in their Alpine encamlment, as they were returning from 
Rome.§ The same authority continues the sad tale of the oc- 
cupation of the Alpine passes by the Saracens, and of other 
ravages oommitted by them. 11 

Longobardiam prima occurrunt. Ivorioa, via quae venit de Monte 
Jovis : Toringum, via quae venit de valle Marian&.' As to the pilgri- 
mag" of the Icelanders to Rome, see Oehlmann's remarks, pp. 259- 
267, which afford much curiou information. 

* Flodoard (Pertz, iii. 373): 'Multitudo Anglorum litnina Sancti 
Petri orationis grntiil petentium inter Alpes a b a c e n i s  trucidatur.' 

t Flodoard (Pertz, iii. 378) : ' Viae alpium a Sarrrrcenis obseeaae, a 
quibus multi Romam proficisci volenta impediti revertuntur.' Cf. 
Liudprand, ' Antapodosie,' ii. 44. 'Nemo etiam ab occasu sive ab  
arcturn orationis gratis ad beatissirnorum apostolorum limina Romam 
tramire poterat, qui ab his (sc. Sarracenis) aut non oaperetur aut non 
modico dato pretio dimitteretur.' 

$ Flodoard (Perta, iii. 379) : 'Gnreci Sarracenoe per mare inse- 
quentee Fraxinetum mltum ubi erat refugium ipsorum, et unde egre- 
dientes Italiam eedulis praedabntur incursibus, Alpibus etiam occupatis, 
celeri, - Deo propitio, internecione proterunt, quietam reddentes Alpibua 
Italiam.' 

Q Flodoard (Pertz, iii. 379) : ' Robertue, e p h p u e  Turoneneis, 
RomO remeans sub Alpibus noctu infra tentoria cum comitatibue m u m  
interimitur a latronibus.' 

11 Flodoard (P&, iii. 381) 933 : ' Sarraceni meatus Alpiuni owu- 
pant, et vicinn quneque locn drpraedant~~r.' 

T 2 
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U p  to this time there is no room for diapute. The pillaging 
of the Saracens had been hitherto confined to Provence, Dau- 
phin6, North Italy, and the Alpine passes. W e  now come to 
the discussion of a point, which, though in the opinion of the 
writer capable of being well-established by authentic docu- 
ments, yet has excited some controversy. Mr. Freshfield, in 
his ' Note on the Saracens,' in the May number of this Jour- 
nal, inclines to the opposite view to that which the present 
writer has adopted after careful consideration. The question 
is as to the presence of the Saracens in what is now Eastern 
Switzerland. 

Under date of 936, Flodoard of Reims, whom we have 
often cited above, and who is distinguished by the exactness 
and trustworthiness of his statementaYc sets down in his ' Annals' 
(Pertz, iii. 383), ' Sarraceni in Alanlanniam praedatum per- 

unt, et revertentes multos Romam petentea interimunt.' 
5 Y  * Alamannia ' it is generally agreed that the diocese of 
Cur and the Upper Valley of the Rhine is to be understood.? 
Nothing could be plainer than this simple statement. I t  is, 
however, a fair question by what route the Saracens reached 
these distant regions. W e  must admit at  once that we have 
no evidence bearing directly on this point. They cannot have 
taken the route across the Great St. Bernard, up the Rhone 
Valley, and over the Furca and Oberalp p w e s  to the Vorder 
Rhein Thal, because we only hear later of their having crossed 
the S. Bernard, and we have no narrative of the plundering of 
the great abbey of Dissentis, which would certainly have 
taken place had the Saracens passed near it.$ I t  is on the 
whole more probable that they passed on the south side of the 
main chain of the Alps, either through the plains of North 
Italy,$ or keeping close to the southern slopes of the Alps.(( 
Keller'a doubt iy due to the fact that he could not find any 
traces of the sack by the Saracens of the numerous towns 
which lay along their route. There are, however, two pas- 
sages, which raise a presumption that the marauders may have 
taken this route. The first occurs in Liudprand, and tells us 

* Wattenbach, in his invaluable work, ' Deutschlands Geschichte- 
quellen,' 4th ed., 1877, i. p. 830, praises the fulnecrs of his narrative8 
nnd notes, especially his ' fleckenloae Wahrheitsliebe und Zuverllissig- 
keit.' 

t Oehlmann, 211. Keller, 8. Dtimniler, 'Otto der Grose' (Leipzig : 
18761, p. 114. Conradin von Moor, 'Geschichte von Curraetien' 
(Cur. 1870), 192. 

$ Oehlmann, 212. Keller, 9. $ So Keller doubtfully, p. 9. 
1; So Oehlmann, 213. 
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how, in 936, a large number of the Fraxinetum Saracens 
attacked Acqui (which they had already sacked in 906), and 
were utterly cut to feces .* The interest of this lies in the 
fact that we here fin Saracens from Fraxinetum in the Italian 
plains in the same year in which they are said to have harried 
Alamannia The other passage comes from the ' Chronicon No- 
valiciense.' t The author of the chronicle says that an uncle of 
his, who was a soldier, waa one day haetenin to the town of 
Vercelli, having heard of the approach of the ?3 aracens, though 
they were believed to be still far off. But  passing through a 
wood he was set upon by them and with his servant and his 
companions and team of oxen was made captive. It so hap- 
pened that about the same time his brother p w e d  by on his 
way to the bisho and seeing the servant bound together with 
one of the oxen, $ learnt on inquiry that his relative had been 
carried off by some Saracen scouts ; on which he returned to 
the town, and, making a collection among his friends and rela- 
tives, ransomed his brother.$ W e  may take this event as a 
specimen of what must often have occurred. 

These two cmes may, in the absence of direct evidence, jus- 
tify us in assuming that the Saracens passed through the 
Italian plain on their way to Alamsnnia. I f  so, they pro- 
bably reached Cur by the Septimer or the Bernadine, the 
old Roman roads over which were much frequented in the 
Middle Anes. 6 

0 a 

The scanty documents relating to the presence of Sara- 
cens in Alamannia, or what is now the Canton of Graubiin- 
den, furnish few details of their doin s in that region : but 
that they really did come there anf  commit depredations 

* Liudprand, Antapodoeis,' iv. 4 : Dum haec aguntur (sc., the 
war between Hugh of Provence, titular King of Italy, and Alberic, 
Patrician of Rome), Saraceni Fraxinetum inhabitantas, collecd multi- 
tndine, Aquae, L miliariie Papia distans, usque pervenerant. Horum 
rpwpwhoc, (provolos), id eat predux, Sagittue, Saracenus peeaimus im- 
piuaque extiterat. Deo tamen propitio, pugria wmmiesa snhiropoc 
(taleporos), id eat miser, !pee cum omnibus mis interiit.' Diimmler, 
the editor of ' Liudprand, m Pertz's smaller collection seems to con- 
nect this attack on Acqui with the raid of the Saracens into Ala- 
mannia, as he refers in a note to Flodoard, sub rnno 936, where this 
is the only mention of the Saracens. 

t ' Chronicon Novaliciense,' v. 9. 
$ Oehlmann, page 212, dates this soon after 961, without giving hie 

authority. There is no date in the Chronicle itself. 
6 As to the fact that Saracen names are frequently found in the 

neighhourhood of Ronirn roads, eee Keller, p. 9, note 8. 
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may be established beyond dispute. There is a document 
still extant, dated August 8, 940, by which Otto the Great, 
the future Emperor, a t  the request of Herman, Duke of 
Alamannia, grants two churches to Bishop Waldo, of Cur, 
for his life, the bishop 'conquerens nobis suum episcopium 
continuii depredatione Sarracenorum valde ease desolatum.'* 
I n  952 Otto crossed the Alps, probably by the Septimer, and 
could see for himself the districts wasted by the Saracens. 
Another charter granted by Otto, and bearing date December 
28, 955, makes over to Bishop Hartpert, of Cur, at the prayer 
of Otto's brother, Bruno, Archbishop of Cologne, a great 
number of churches, ' 4 aliqua ejusdem infortunia recu- 
peranda, quia loca ad eandem ecclesiam pertinentia ab ItalisS 
redeundo ~nvasione Sarracenorum destructa g s i  experiment0 
didicimus, ipsiusque eccleaiae paupertati cotnpatiendo votumque 
in ips& peractum solvendo.' t Here we have the evidence of 
Otto himself as to the ravagea of the Saracens, who probably 
did not dare to attack him and his large retinue on their 
journey in 952, or on hia passages of the Septi~ner in 965, 
and Bernardino in 966. These documents prove beyond 
possibility of contradiction that the Saracens did appear in 
the diocese of Cur, probably in consequence of the treaty of 
942 with Hugh, King of Italy, of which we shall short.ly 
epeak, though their route thither cannot be clearly made out. 
That they also extended their raids to the great monastery of 
St. Gallen is clear from Ekkehart's (IV.) account$ of the suc- 
cessful attack made by Dean Walto in 954, on a band of Sara- 
cens, who coming 'e parte australi,' had fallen upon the Alpine 
pasturages belonging to the monastery. It must be allowed 
that Ekkehart is not always accurate or trustworthy; but in 

Von lfohr, ' Codex Diplomaticus Raetiae,' i. G6 (No. 44). Keller, 
p. 12, quotes another charter of Otto, aa panting in 953 various Ian& 
to Bishop Hartpert as n compeneation for losses at the l~ands of the ' 

Saracens. But in the original document (v. Mohr, i. 73, No. 51) there 
is no mention of the ravages of Saracens, nor are the lands restored for 
any similar reason. Many other grant- were made by Otto to the aee 
of Cur or to Bishop Hartpert, and it may be conjectured that they had 
something to do with the incursions of the Saracenu. 

t Von hfohr, ibid. i. 74 (No. 52). This paasage is repeated word 
for word in the confirmation of this gift by Otto at Constanz, Aug. 28, 
972 (v. Mohr, i. 91, No. 61). 

$ Ekkeharti (IV.) ' Casus Sancti Galli,' in Goldat's ' Alamannicarurn 
Rerum Scriptores aliquot vetusti ' (Frankfurt, 1606) p. 99, or in the 
new edition prepared for the Historical Society of St. Gallen, by E. 
Mcyer von Knonau (S. Gallen, 1877), pp. 408-11. 
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this case local tradition may be presumed to have preserved 
the fact of the Saracen incursion, though the details may be a 
later addition. Ekkehart relates this as merely a specimen 
of what the monastery suffered a t  the hands of these free- 
booters, for he adds, 'si miseriam omnem, quam nostrates a 
Ssracenis sunt passi percurrerem volumen efficerem.' Two 
touches in his narrative deserve mention, as they help to ex- 
plain the rapidity with which the Saracens moved. H e  speaks 
of' them as men, ' quorum natura eat in montibus plurimum 
valere,' and says that they roamed through (' ercurrerint ') 
the mountains 'capris (sc. chamois) fugatiores.' 5 he chief mo- 
dern historian of St. Gallen, Arx, states that the Saracens 
plundered Sargam, the Toggenberg, and Appenzell, but with- 
out citing his authorities.* I n  the life of St. Majolus, Abbot 
of Cluny, written by his successor St. Odilo, we find the fol- 
lowing passage in a description of the ravagee of the Saracens: 
' crudelissima Sarracenorum ingens multitudo . . . ad terminos 
usque Italiae atque Provinciae pervenit . . . urbes, vicos, vil- 
lasque depopulans, et sic per Alpes Julius usque ad juga Pen- 
ninarum Alpinurn, rapido cursu pervenit.' t 

From these accounts of the Saracens in the eaat of modern 
Switzerland, it will be seen that they came thither solely for 
purposes of plunder, and not to settle. Hence we should not 
expect to find many traces of them in local nomenclature or 
tradition. The present writer cannot lay claim to either a 
sufficiently intimate acquaintance with these districts, or such 
a knowledge of philology as would enable him to enter into an 
examination of possible Saracenic traces in names of places. 
For these reasons, and because he conceives that the presence 
of the Saracens in Eastern Switzerland has been abundantly 
proved from authentic written documents, i t  will suffice to 
mention but one instance of a local name, which seems to be 
connected with the Saracens. That name is Pontresina. I n  
three documenb of 1139 we read of property situated 'ad 
pontem Sarisinam.' I n  another of 1244 ' Tobias de Ponte 
Zarisino' appears. I n  others, dated 129 1 and 1296 occurs the 
name of '  Casparus de Ponte Sairaceno.' The same authority$ 
whence these items are taken, mentions a massive tower still 
standing near Pontresina, which probably served to guard the 

* I. v. Arx, ' Gewhichte dea Cantone S. Gnllen (1810),' i. 226 
(apud Keller, p. 13, note 20). 

t ' Acta Sanctorum,' ed. 1680; Sfaii, tan. ii. p. 689. 
$ J. H. Hotz, in ' Anzeiger fiir Schweizerische GeecLichte und 

Alterthumakunde,' 1856, p. 10. 
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bridge, and which is attributed by local tradition to the Sara- 
cens. This derivation is, however, rejected by the late Z. 
Pallioppi, of Celerina, a local antiquarian, and by Mr. F. S. 
Reilly (the translator of Dr. Ludwig's Guide to Pontresina), 
who refer the name to a Rhaetian or old Cymric root; and 
Mr. Reilly goes so far aa to doubt the existence of a bridge 
there in the Middle Ages, but Herr Hotz expressly mentions 
that a shield is still to be seen on severlrl houses in the place, 
in which a bridge is clearly distinguishable, and adds that 
the family of ' Sarraz,' which still flourishes there, is popularly 
said to descend from the Saracens. 

But  however i t  may be with these philological considera- 
tions, the evidence cited above in proof of the Saracens in 
eastern Switzerland is clear and convincing. An attempt has 
been made by some writers, among others by Mr. Freshfield 
in his ' Note,' p. 210, to discredit this evidence by suggesting 
that i t  may be possible that the Magyars or Hungarians and 
Saracens may have been confounded under the common ap- 
pellation of ' Saraceni,' a term which was used very loosely 
in the Middle Ages. No doubt the ethnology of the mediae- 
val writers is wanting in precision and exactness. Flodoard, 
however, mentions the ' Ungari ' repeatedly, and always quite 
apart from the Saracens (Ann. 919, 922, 924, 926, 927, 
933, 934, 937, 951, 954, 955), and in  fact never mentions 
any but the Fraxinetum Saracens, according to the index to 
Pertz's edition. Ekkehart (cap. 51) describes in great detail the 
Magyar attack on his own monastery in 926, quite indepen- 
dently of his narrative of Dean Walto and the Saracens, in 
954. H e  sets them in the strongest opposition when telling the 
story of Conrad of Burgundy, and his stratagem to rid him- 
self of both his enemies (cap. 65)' to which we shall refer 
later on. Finally he states very clearly his own opinion on 
the subject : ' qui Ungros A arenos putant, long& viP errant ' 
(cap. 82). The same view o k the distinction between the two 
is found also in a gloss on Orosius: + ' Ungri, quos long& a 
vero lapsi idiotse nostri quidam nunc Agarenos vocant, sed 
et scribunt.' Even if the name ' Saracen ' is taken as a gene- 
ric name for marauder, its occurrence in Eastern Switzerland 
would o far to prove that Saracens were the chief marauders 
of the %utrict.+ 

Diimmler, Ekkehart, p. 19 (in Haupt's ' Zeitscllrift f i r  Deutschea 
Alterthurn,' Neue Polge, Band ii.) The ' Annales Sangallenses hinjores' 
(formerly called ' Annales Hepidanni '), however, constantly use the 
two names as synonymous. 

t The passage cited I)y Mr. Freslifield from Theobald's ' DM Bund- 
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The general conclusion, then, as to the presence of Saracens 
in Eastern Switzerland, at  which the writer has arrived, is 
that i t  can be estab!ished as an historical fact by authentic 
documents, in which special pains are taken to distinguish the 
true Saracens and the Hun arians from each other. 

Reverting to our main su gb ject after this long digression, we 
come to another passa e of Flodoard, which again record8 
the destruct.ioo by the garacens of a band of pilgrims bound 
to Rome in 939.* This may apply to the Rhaetian passes, 
or may be connected with the important event recorded in the 
following year, 940, viz. the sacking and burning of the great 
abbey of St. Maurice, in the Rhone valley, then one of the most 
famous houses in Christendom, by the Saracens, who for thht 
purpose must have crossed the Great St. Bernard, this being the 
firat mention of their ravages on the north side of the central 
chain of the Pennine Alps.? Flodoard tells us that a band of pil- 
grims, English and French, could not cross the Alps, as the 

ner Oberland' (p. 89) is baaed on a misconception. In 926 the Hun- 
garian~ attacked St. Gallen (Ekkehart, cap. 51, qq.), and in the same 
year Bishop Waldo of Cur got a charter from Henry I. confemng on 
him for his life certain lands and possessions, possibly to make up for 
the damage inflicted on his diocese by Hungarian freebooters. (Von 
Mohr, i. 61, No. 41.) Planta, 'Daa alte Raetien,' 402. Gelpke, 'Kir- 
chengeachichte der Schweiz,' ii. 482. In 940 Bishop Waldo received 
certain churches from Otto I. in consideration of the ravagea of the 
Saracens (vida aupra). Theobald thus ban made a mistake in the 
date of the Hungarian raid, and assumes a special plundering of the 
abbey of Diesentie, which is not mentioned by the original authorities, 
though Bishop Waldo was also abbat of that house (Gelpke, ii. 480.) Cf. 
in general Von Moor, ' Geschichte von Curraetien,' 190. I t  may be 
noted that all the archives and manuscripts of the abbey of Dissentis 
perished when it was burnt by the French, May 6, 1799, and this may 
e-xplain the rarity of early documents relating to that district (V. Moor, 
' Geschichte von Curraetien,' 1322). I t  may be added that the great 
fight on the Lechfeld took place in 955, and not before 940, as Theobald 
asaumea. 

Flodoard, ann. 939 (Pertz, iii. 386) : ' Collecta diversorum homi- 
nuru quae Romam petebat a Sarracenis pervasa et interempta est.' Cf. 
mb ann. 936 : ' S. in Alamanniam pergunt et revertentes multos Romam 
petentes interimunt.' 

t Flodoard, ann. 940 (Pertz, iii. 388) : ' Collects Transmarinorurn 
sed et Gallorurn, qua8 Romam petebat,, revertitur, occisis eorum non- 
nullis a Sarracenis, nec potuit Alpes transire propter Sarracenoe, qui 
vicum monaaterii Sancti Mauricii occupaverant.' Ekkehart, cap. 6.5, 
alludes to this event. I t  is remarked by Goergens (pp. 148, 179) that 
the name hy which the entire chain of the Alps w a ~  known to the A r a h ~  
was uimply a corruption of ' hfons Joviq' vi?;., ' hlont l)scl~:~us,' to 
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Saracens had ' occupied ' the monastery of St. Maurice ; and 
St. Ulrich, bishop of Augsburg, on his visit in 940, found that 
i t  had been 'recently ' burnt, and that there was but a soli- 
tary monk left in charge of the ruins.* A letter hns been 
preserved, addressed by the abbat, Rudolf II., to King Lewis 
from-beyond-Sea (Louis d'outremer), enumerating the gifts 
heaped on the abbey by the king's predecessors, and beseeching 
him to restore to its original splendour the great house which 
had been so cruelly used by the barbarians.? 

But by this time the harryings of this band had stirred up 
Hugh of Yrovence, the titular king of Italy, to make an at- 
tempt to expel them from their strongholds. In  941 he 
sent an embassy to Constantinople to request the emperor 
Romanos I. to furnish him with the celebrated Greek fire, 
and with Rome ' chelandia,' in order that these might blockade 
Fraxinetum by sea, and cut off all reinforcements from Spain, 
whilst the king himself would assail them from the other side 
by land.$ This the emperor agreed to do, on the condition 
that Hugh married one of his dnughtera to Romanoe, grandson 
of the emperor, and son of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, an 
arrangement which was carried out by the marriage of Bertha, 
Hugh's illegitimate dau hter.5 Meanwhile Hugh had come to 
terms with Alberic, the 'P atrician of Rome, and husband of his 
only legitimate daughter Alda. 11 

which, in ignorance of the meaning of ' mont,' was often prefixed the 
Arabic equivalent ' dschebel.' This fact tends to show that their occu- 
pation of the G r a t  St. Bernard must have been more important than 
would appear from the contemporary authorities, and that this portion 
of the range of the Alps was by far the best known to them. 

* Gerhardi, ' S. Oudalrici Vita,' (Pertz, iv. 404)' c. 15 : (S. Oudal- 
ricus) ' Monasterium (sc. S. Mauricii) noviter a Saracenis exustum 
invenit, et nullum de habitantibus ibi conspexit nisi unum aedis 
aedilem combustum monasterium custodientem.' 

t ' Gallia Christianq' xii. 793: 'Nostra ecclesia, quae cumulus (forte 
tumulus) sanctorum martyrurn est, cum universis aedificiis ad eam 
pertinentibus per manus barbamrum ita in cineres redncta est, u t  etiam 
muri ex magnir parte corruerint. Ad sanctorum igitur sepulcra restau- 
randa et ornanda, sicut regiae oongruit pietati, totis misericordiae vis- 
ceribus affluatis, de vestrir mammon& amicos vobis esnctos martyres 
faciatis, ut ab ipsis in aeterna tabe~nacula recipi valeatis.' This letter 
is supposed to have been written the same year as the mck of the 
abbey. 

$ Liudprand, ' Antapodois,' v. 9. Ginginsla-Sarra explains 'chelan- 
dia ' as meaning ' bateaux plats,' Archiv, ix. 200. 

P Liudprand, ' Antapodosis,' v. 14. 
I Flodoard, ann. 942. Cf. Gingins-la-Sam, Archiv, is. 200. 
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I n  accordance with these arrangements, in 912 Hugh led his 
army in peisson towards Fraxinetum, whither the Greek ships 
had sailed. The Greek fire soon destroyed all the veesels of 
the Saracens : the king attacked Fraxinetum itself, and forced 
the Saracens to take refuge in the range of hills, now known 
as  the  Montagne des Maures, immediately overhanging their 
fortress. H e  then eurrounded them, and would without doubt 
have completely exterminated them, and thus saved the Alpine . 

distiicts from great distress, if he  had not had reason to believe 
that his rival for the crown of Italy, Berengar, Marquis of 
Ivrea, who had fled to the court of Otto I. in 941,* had a t  last 
succeeded in  procuring an army from him in order to enforce 
his claims. F o r  this reason Hugh  resigned the splendid prize 
which was within his grasp, dismissed his Greek allies, and 
co~~c luded  a treaty with the Saracens, who could never have 
expected such favourable terms, ' hb ratione, u t  in montibus 
qui Sueviam atque Italiam dividunt, starent,' his object being 
' u t  si forte Berengarius exercitum ducere vellet, transire enm 
omnibus modis prohiberent.'t Suevia is probably used here to  
mean ' High Germany ' enerally; and the result of the treaty 7, was thus to hand over t e legal possession of all the Alpine 

-- - - 

According to Liudprand, v. 10, Berengar fled over the Great St. 
Bernard in 941, to Duke Hermann of Swabia, and his wife Willa, who 
was far advanced in pregnancy, over the Bernardino in the depth of 
winter, to join him. Liudprand, v. 11, has some furious verses up- 
braiding the mountains with having allowed Berengar to pass them, 
though they were so fatal to all holy men who approached them, and 
served as a refuge for those bloodthirsty robbers the Moors. To which 
ever of the two pasaea this may refer, it is an instructive passage, ~s 

Liudprand doee not mention elsewhere the Saracens on the Mons Jovis 
(Great St. Bernard), or on the Mona Avium (Bernardino). 

t Liudprand, ' Antapodosig' v. 16 : ' Rex itaque Hugo, congregato 
exercitu, claseibus per Tirrenum mare ad Fraxinetum directis, terrestri 
ipse e6 itinere pergit. Quo durn Greci pervenirent, igne project0 
Samenorum naves mox omnes exurunt' (Flodoard, ann. 942 ; Pertz, 
iii. 389 : ' Idem vero rex Hugo Sarracenos de Fraxineto eorum muni- 
tione disperdere conabatur '). Sed et rex Praxinetum ingressus, Sarra- 
cenos omnes in Montem &iaurum fugere compulit ; in quo eos circum- 
eedendo capere posset, si res hrec, quam prompturus sum, non impediret. 
17. Rex Hugo Berengarium, ne collectis ex Franciil et ex Suevia copiis 
super se irrueret regnumqlle sibi auferret, maxime timuit. Unde non 
bono accepto consilio, Grsecos ad propria mox remisit; ipseque cum 
Sarracexlis hat ratione foedus iniit, r .  s. A. ; cf. Ginginsla-Sam's wm- 
mentary, Archiv,' ix. 203. The treaty was so far succedul that Beren- 
gBr was not able to regain Italy till 945 or 946, and then only by the 
long roundabout route by Landeck and Trent (Liudprand, v. 26). Cf. 
Diimmler, ' Otto der Grosse,' p. 1.78. 
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passes to the freebooters, who had so narrowly escaped utter 
ruin. Liudprand bursts out into lamentations over this shame- 
ful treaty, and compares Hugh disadvantageously with Herod.* 
The crossing of the St. Bernard in 940, and this treaty of 942, 
mark the highest point of the power and daring of the band of 
fi-eebooters, the fortunes of which we have traced out in this 
paper. They now held the passes by a lawful title, and though 
the eastern were less closely guarded than the western, it is 
clear that i t  was no light matter to cross them, both from the 
various authorities cited above, and because Berengar did not 
succeed in recrossing the Alps till 945, and then only by a long 
d i t o ~ r  by Landeck and Trent, though on his flight in 941 he 
had traversed the Great St. Bernard, seemingly without being 
molested. I t  was no doubt in consequence of the treaty of 
942 that the harryings in eastern Switzerland took place, which 
we find referred to in the second charter granted by Otto I. to 
the see of Cur. Their unlooked-for deliverance seems to have 
led them to resume their plundering with renewed zeal. 

The see of Maurienne was frequently overrun, especially in 
the year 943.f Grenoble in 954 had been ' diu ' occupied by 
them,$ and Bishop Isarn was compelled to transfer his residence 
to St. Donat, between Vienne and Valence.§ Nice and the 
county around was repeatedly wasted ns well as the coast up 
to Cienoa 1 

W e  may mention here a marvellous tale related by Ekke- 
hart concerning King Conrad of Transjurane Burgundy, who, 
- - --  

Liudprand, ' Antapodosis,' v. 17 : ' EO (sc. in  montibus) constituti 
quam multos Christianorum ad beatorum apostolorum Petri e t  Pauli 
linline transeuntium sanguinem fuderint, ille solus wit numerua qui 
eorum nomina scripta tenet in libro viventium. Quam inique tibi rex  
Hugo regnum defendere conaris! Herodes, ne terreno regno priva- 
retur, innocentes multos occidit; t u  ut obtiness, nocentes et  morte 
dignos dimittis.' 

I ' Gallie Chri~tiana,' iii. 1067-68. 
Reinaud, 181, n. 1, e v e s  an inscription on a tower built at St. 

Donat by Bishop I s m ,  w h ~ c h  is dated 954, and runs thus: 

' Per Mauros habitlnda diu Granopolis ista (al. eeset), 
Lipsana sanctorum prsesul aborbe tollit (al. prsetlul cavere habet).' 

4 This conla out clearly in a d i q u t e  between S t  Hugh, Bishop of 
Grenoble, and Guy, Archbishop of Vienna in 1094, as to the possession 
of the priory of' St. Donat, where the bishop was admitted to have 
lived during the occupation of Grenoble by the Saracens; but  the 
point in dispute w a  whether lie was a fugitive in another diocese, or 
whether the priory belonged to his see. Heinnud, 199, n. 1. 

I] Iteinirud, 180. 
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when the Saracens and Hungarians poured into his land, per- 
suaded the Saracens to attack the Hungarians on his behalf, 
and the Hungarians to assail the Saracens on the same ground ; 
and, when a great massacre had taken place, came down with 
his own army on the survivors, slew many, and sold the rest 
into captivity at  Aries.* That the Hungarians on their return 
from a freebooting expedition passed through Burgundy is well 
known; but Ekkehart's story is rejected by the best authorities 
as bearing marks of a later origin.? I f  there be any fragment 
of truth in it. the event must have taken   lace between 937. 
the year of conracl's accession, and 954, t h i  last time they are 
recorded to have overrun Burgundy.$ Even if a legend, it 
clearly shows that Saracens and Hungarians were clearly dis- 
tinguished from one another in popular belief. In  951, Blo- 
dorrrd mentions for the last time an attack by the Saracens on 
pilgrims crossing the Alps, and these were treated in a milder 
way than earlier bands, probably because of the treaty of 942, 
and were allowed to pursue their journey on paying a toll.§ 
In  connection with this new aspect of the character of these 
bandita, we may mention a confused statement of Ekkehart 
(cap. 65) that they settled (' consederant ') in a certain valley, 
' paceque petits, uxores filias gentis ducunt : vallem maximae 
ubertatia parvis regi reditibus d a t i  incolunt' Keller (p. 14) 
conjectures that this valley may have been the Valais or the 
Val d'Abondance in Savoy; Furrer 11 that i t  was the Val 
de Bagnes. The fact that some of the marauders settled down 
and married native wives is of importance with reference 

Ekkehart, cap. 65 ; Flodoard, ann. 934, eays that Conrad made a 
treaty with Hungarians, after pillaging in northern districts of modern 
France : LBurgundiam intrant, quorum non parva manus tam praeliis 
qaam morbis interiit ; ceteri per ltnliam revertuntur in  sun.' The ' Ann. 
Einsiedlenq '  ann. 954 (Pertz, iii. 142) merely state, Ungnri per 
Noricos et  Frauws in Italiam.' 

t Diimmler, Otto der Grosse,' 235. G. Meyer von Knonau in his 
edition of Ekkehart, note 821. 

$ Ekkehart, note 821. There is  naground for believing the battle 
to have been fought near Neuchhtel. This erroneous notion is pro- 
bably derived from Johannes von Miiller's statement (' Die Geachichten 
schweizerischer Eidgenoseenwhafi,' ed. Leipzig, 1825, i. 251) that the 
 king'^ mother with a bishop (probably St. Ulrich of Augsburg) fled for 
refuge fiom the invaders to a mlitary tower near the rite of the present 
Neuchiitel. 

5 Flodoard, ann. 951 (Pertz, iii. 401) : Sarraceni menturn Alpium 
obsidentes, a viatoribus Romam petentibus tributum accipiunt et sic 
eos transire permittunt.' 

1) ' Geechicl~te vou Wallis,' ii. 143 (Sittcn, 1854). 
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to the question (to be discussed later on) of Saracens in the 
Saasthal. That, however, the Saracens were still troublesome 
we see from the sending of John, a monk of the abbey of Gorze, 
to Abderrhaman III. ,  Khalif of Cordova, as au ambassador from 
Otto I. John reached Cordova in 953, but, his credentials 
being understood to contain reflections on the religion of Islam, 
was not admitted to an audience of the KhaliE The Khalif 
sent Recemund, Bishop of Elvira," to Otto, and he succeeded 
in inducing Otto to order John of Gorze to suppress the ob- 
noxious expressions ; and John was received by the Khalif in 
Ju ly  956. One of the principal objects of his mission was that 
he amicitiam pacemque de infestatione latrunculorum Sarra- 
cenorum quoquo pacto conficiat.'? The result of this mission 
is not known; but that the Saracens were becoming weaker 
appears from several incidents, which show aho an increasing 
desire on the part of the natives to rid themselves of their 
troublesome visitors. W e  find in 960 Bishop Giso of Aosta 
putting forth certain regulations as to tolls on all traders and 
merchants crossing the Great St. Bernard. Yet, as we shall 
see very shortly, the St. Bernard wm the scene of the last act 
of brigandage of the Saracens in the Alps ; while, on the other 
hand, the list of articles taxed shows that the stream of traffic 
across the paas was beginning to revive.$ 

I n  965 Bishop Isarn of Grenoble appealed to the nobles and 

* Vita Joh. Gorz.,' cap. 130, in Msbillon's ' Acta Bnctorum ordinia 
Sancti Benedicti,' Saec. v. p. 404 aqq. ; cf. Diimmler, ' Otto der Gro~se,' 
p. 279. Keinaud (pp. 187-193) gives a high-flown and not quite 
accurate account of the proceedings. As to the continued connection 
of the Fraxinetum Srvacens with Spain see Liudprand, i. 3, and v. 9, 
' ne a b  Hispanib victus eia (sc. Saracenis) aut  copiarum suhsidia 
provenirent.' 

t I t  is a curious fmt that it was to this dignitary that Liudprand 
dedicated his ' Antapodosia ' (written 958 to 962): ' Reverendo totiusque 
mnctitatis pleno, domno Kecemundo, Liberritanae (ec. Illiberitanae) 
ecclesiae episcopo' (i. 1). H e  says that the bishop, whom he addressee 
as ' carissime pater,' stirred him up to write tlLs work, but that he 
put off beginning it  ' biennio,' so that it  was very probably on occasion 
of this visit to the court of Otto that Recemund induced Liudprand 
to write this his chief historical work. H e  apologiees for deecribing 
the paitibn of Fraxinetum thus : ' Cujus (sc. Fraxineti) u t  cernetis 
liquid0 patent situs, quemadmodum tamet latere minime m r ,  immo 
meliuv mire, aicut ab ipsis qui vestri sun€ tributarii regie, Abderahmem 
scilicet, potestis conjicere, K. s. A. (i. 2). 

$ Beseon, 'N6moirea d u  diockse de Genkve,' p. 473 (apud Oehl- 
mnnn, p. 248, n. 4). Keinaud, p. 195, wrongly asvumes that from thia 
time the St. Bernard was entirely cleared of Saraccns 
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people, and succeeded in freeing his cathedral city from the 
infidels, in honour of which he began to build the present 
cathedral church. The reconquered lands were divided among 
the victore, and certain noble families of Dauphin& such as the 
Mont Eynards, are said to have owed their wealth to this 
crusade on a small scale.' 

Liudprand has preserved to us a curious incident, which he 
places in 963. He states that King Adalbert, son of Berengar, 
titular King of Italy, alarmed at  the conduct of the emperor, 
abandoned Italy and joined himself to the Saracens at  Fraxi- 
netom.t 

On January 18, 968, the Emperor Otto I. addressed a letter 
to the chief nobles of Ssxony from Capua, stating his intention, 
if the ambassadors from the Eastern Emperor, who were then 
expected at his court, offered suitable terms, of that summer _ going to Fraxinetum to destroy the Saracens on his way h0me.t 
Hut having been long delayed by the war with the Greeks in 
South Italy, and hearing of the death of his mother, hie son, and 
some of his chief nobles, he resolved to hurry home in April 
972, and gave up the idea of the expedition against Fraxinetum.5 

W e  now come to the last and crowning achievement of this 
band of robbers, which, though probably their most successful 
exploit, yet raised such a storm of indignation against them 
that their stronghold was finally broken up and the neighbour- 
ing districts freed from their savage harrying. W e  refer to 
the capture in 973 of St. Majolus, the abbat of Cluny, and his 
companions on descending from the Great St. Bernard to the 

Reinaud, 198 ; cf. charter, quo@ in note 1 of p. 199 (' Notum 
sit . . . quod post deatructionem paganorurn, Isarnus episcopus aedificavit 
ecclesiam Gratianopolitanam '), and another charter, quoted from Chorier 
('Estat politique de la province du Dauphin&' ii. 377), by which 
Isarnus grants certain lands to Rodolf, head of the house of Eynard, as 
a reward for his valour. 

t Liudprand. ' Gesta Ottonie.' cav. 4 : ' Adeo enim eundem Adel- 
beitum, ~cclesiarum dei ejusdemdue papae Johannis persecutorem, 
imperator sanctus terruerat, ut, omnem Italiam deserena, Fraxinetum 
ad&et seque Sarracenorum fidei cornmendaret.' Ibid. cap. '7 : ' Adel- 
bertus . . . a Fraxineto rediens.' 

t Widukindi ' Res Gentae Ssxonicae,' cap. 70 (continuatio) : ' Si 
vero voluntati nostrae (nuntii Con~tanti~iopolitani regis) paruerint, ut 
praesenti aestate . . . per Fmxanetum ad destruendoa Sarracenos, Deo 
comite, iter arripiemus et sic ad vos, disponimus' 

5 Widukind, cap. 75 : ' Igitur imperator, audit& morte matria et, 
filii, caeterorumque principalium virorum . . . judicavit ab expeditione 
Fraraneti abstinere, et dispositis in Italih rebus, patriam remeare! 
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plains." St. Majolus, as we have before noted, had been forced 
in his youth to fly with his parents from his home in Provence 
to Burgundy. I n  970 he crossed the Alps safely by way of 
Cur on his way to Rome. Having long tarried in the capital 
of Christendom, he wau moved by his fervent desire to see his 
monks again to start on his journey homewards. Perhaps en- 
couraged by letters from Bishop Giso of Aosta, he chose the 
Great St. Bernard as the most convenient route to Cluny. 
Having overcome with great labour all the natural difficulties 
of the pass, his party descended on July 22,973 t (twenty-four 
days before the feast of the Assumption), to the little plain at  
the junction of the two Dranses, on which the village of Pans 
Ursariae (or Ursarii), or Orsi$res,$ is built. They had crossed 
the stream, and were beginning to descend the narrow zigzag 
path which would lead them down to Martigny, when they 
were suddenly set upon by the Saracens, who had been lurk- 
ing behind the rocks near the path. Many of the travellers, 
who had come with St. Majolus thinkin that there would be 
safety in numbers and in the company o f so holy a man, took 
to flight, but were hotly pursued, captured, and manacled. 
St. Majolus could easily have escaped, but this his anxiety for 

* The following narrative is  constructed out of the three livea of 
St. Majolus (by Nalgodua, one of his dimiples, by Syrus and Alde- 
baldus, and by St. Odilo, his successor a t  Cluny) printed in the ' Acta 
Sanctorum,' ed. 1680;  Maii, tom. ii. pp. 657-690. Some incidents, 
specially noted, come from Rodolfurr Glaber (Pertz, iv.). 

t Reinaud, 205, and Oel~lrnann, 222, wrongly date it  972 ; Ladou- 
cette, p. 44, in 974. See Diimmler, ' Otto der Grosse,' 485, note 1, and 
Keller, 1.5, note 23. 

$ Nalgodus, in hie life of St. Majolus (loc. citat., p. 663) expreaqly 
wys that the event took place on the 'Mons Jovinus,' that is, the Mons 
Jovis, or Great St. Bernard. Reinaud, 201, and Ladoucette, 42, main- 
tain that St. Majolus croseed the Mont Genkvre to the valley of the 
Durance, and then the Col d'orcihres to the valley of the Drac; Pons 
Ursariae being the Pont du Fossk in the gorge of Orc ibrq  and the D m -  
CUE the Drac. But there seems to be no documentary authority in  support 
of this theory. Ladoucette mentions a mound with ruins etill called 
' Chkteau Sarmin, '  near the mouth of the gorge of Orcihres, above 
Ricoux, and another hard by, known as the ' Champ des Morta,' where 
hroken weapons and crucifixes are said to have been dug up  eeveral 
times ; and in the neighbouring village of St. Laurent du  Cros there 
is a quarter d l e d  St. Mayol (or St. Mayooii), and a legend that the 
messenger sent to convey the ransom to St. 3Zajolua rested there on his 
way. Opposite the Chkteau Sarrnsin diere is a bridge called Pont de 
Mailloou or Mayoou, the construction of wliich is attributed to the 
S:incens (cf. Lxdoucette, 640-649). 
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and svmnathv with his fellow-travellers would not allow him 
to do.' $he mbbers, returning from the pursuit in high spirits, 
found him sitting on a stone by the wayside praying that none 
of his companions might perish, and immediately put him in 
chains and carried him off to a dunaeon cut out of the living 
rock, though not before he had ha3 time to save one of h g  
com anions from receiving a sword-stroke, by himself stopping 
the r~ low, and being grievously wounded thereby. But, ras his 
biographer remarks, his good act did not go unrewarded, for 
the wound was healed at  once, though he ever after had a scar 
on hie hand. H e  tried in vain to eoften the hard hearts of his 
captors by preaching to them the Gospel of Christ; but they 
only mocked and jeered at  him the more, though a few are said 
to have been impressed with his words. 

Two incidents of his captivity are preserved by Rodulfus 
Glaber(= Calvus), i. 4 (Pertz vii. 54-5). One day for breakfast 
he was offered the eame fare as the Saracens, ' carnea panemque 
adrnodum aspemm,' but declined it on the very different 
grounds that God would feed him, and that he had never been 
used to such coarse food. One of the Saracens, inspired with 
respect for him, washed his hands and proceeded to prepare 
some dough on his shield, 'satis mundissime,' which he baked 
and - - offered to the holy man, who accepted i t  and consumed 
it, after saying grace. 

On another occasion, one of the band, engaged in shaping a 
bit of wood with his knife, placed his foot upon a copy of the 
Scriptures which the saint was accustomed to carry about with 
him. Majolus, on seeing this act, heaved a deep sigh, on which 
some other Saracens severely rebuked their companion for 
treading under foot the writings of great prophets. I t  is added 
that later in the same day the offender irritated his comrades 
in some way, so that they fell upon him and cut off hie foot, 
which Rodulfus Glaber considers a judgment of God on him. 
But  the abbat's faith wasnot shaken. When his captoru had taken 
away all hie books from him, he found under his cloak a copy 
of St. Jerome on the Assumption of the Virgin,* the reading 
of which greatly cheered him. Finding that it was only twenty. 
four days before the feast of the Assumption, he prayed ear- 
nestly that he might celebrate i t  among Christians, and his 
prayer was heard. Wearied with the fati ues of the day, he 
then fell asleep. That night there appeare f to him a vision of 

* T h i ~  probably alludes to a treatise-'De ortu et nativitate Vir- 
ginis,' former1 attributed to St. Jerome, but now believed of much 
later origin. Acta Sanctorum,' loc. eitat., p. 666.) 

VOL. IX.-NO. LXV. U 
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the pope in his pontifical robes, holding a censer filled with 
burning incense, which he took aa a sign of his speedy deliver- 
ance. Again while asleep his chains were miraculously un- 
fastened, awe-struck by which wonder the Saracens contented 
themselves with guarding him, and treated him in a more 
courteous fashion. On being questioned as to what property he 
possessed, he replied that he possessed nothing of his o m ,  nor 
did he wish to own anything, but he allowed that many of 
those under his jurisdiction were very wealthy. The brigands 
then settled on a ransom of one thousand pounds of silver, ' u t  
videlicet singulis libra una in partem perveniretYYt and allowed 
him to send by one of his monks taken with him a letter to 
Cluny, which ran as follows:-'To the officers and brethren of 
Cluny, Majolus, the unfortunate prisoner in bonds. The pains 
of hell have come upon me: the snares of death have over- 
taken me. I f  i t  be your will, send a ransom for me and for 
those who have been taken with me.' The receipt of this 
letter caused great grief a t  Cluny, though they rejoiced a t  the 
thought that he had not been brutally put to death, and might 
still be restored to them by payment of a ransom. The 
required sum was got together with great difficulty by selling 
the ornaments and even the ordinary utensils belonging to the 
abbey, to which were added gifts from pious men. Several of 
the older monks then journeyed to the place of captivity, and 
had the joy of setting their beloved abbat and his companions at 
liberty, the Saracens returnin to Fraxinetum (' propria cubi- 
lia ') ' per consueta devir ' t  I f e  was received witch every mark 
of respect and affect.ion on his arrival at  Cluny, where, accord- 
ing to his prayer, he was able to celebrate the feast of the 
Assumption among his beloved brothers. It is added that 
when the Saracens were overtaken and defeated, and the 
booty divided, the books belon,&g to the saint were found and 
were set apart for him. 

This daring act of violence excited the greateat consterna- 
tion throughout Christendom, and we hear of several local 
risings against the Saracens before the final attack on their 
stronghold. Such, for instance, were the expulsion of the in- 

* Rodulfus Glsber, i. 4. (Pertz, vii. 54.) The ransom would 
amount to about 700,000 francs (29,0001.) current value, taking the 
pound at 700 francs (Reinaud, 203, n. 1). It is curious that this is 
the only occasion, save in the case of their first attaok on Fraxinetum, 
on which any information is given. by our authorities as to the number 
of the Saracen maraudem. 

t Life by Sgrus and Aldebaldue, p. 680. 
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vaders from the environs of Sisteron by Bobo," and from Gap 
by a certain chief named William,t perhaps the satne aa the 
Count of Provence next to be spoken of.$ . 

I t  was iu 975 that William I., Count of Provence, destroyed 
the robber-nest of Braxineturn. In conjunction with Ardoin, 
marquess of Ivrea, he took the fortress by storm and put all 
the garrison to the sword, not sparing a single man. A11 
honour to brave Count William, who dared to face and suc- 
ceeded in crushing so formidable a foe,§ thus sweeping from 
the face of the earth a band of brigands, who had inflicted in- 
calculable damage on the inhabitants of the Alps for a space 
of near1 ninety years, who had successfully resisted the attacks 
of an daatern Emperor and of a Ring of Italy, and who had 
determined the mighty Otto the Great, the second restorer of 
the empire, to come against them in person. 

With this feat of arms of Count William may perhape be 
connected the story that a certain Praxinetum Saracen named 
Aimo, having quarrelled with his comrades about the division 
of some booty, came to Rotbald to betray them, and led Count 
Rotbaldus thither, so that. he was able to destroy them all.11 It 
does not seem to have been remarked before that this Rotbald 
was the brother and successor of William, Count of Provence, 
and himself held as his  hare of the paternal inheritance the 

* Acta Sanctorum,' ed. 1680; Maii, tom v. 185. Cf. Ladoucette, 
45. Reinaud, 205-6. There is much that is fabulous in the account, 
and the narrative of the exterminatiou of the Saracens at Fraxine 
turn by S. Bobo is utterly untrucitworthy. (Dilmmler, Otto der - .  
~roese: 185, n. 1.) 

t Bouche, ' Histoire de Provence,' ii. 44. (Apud Reinaud, 206-7.) 

f Reinaud, 207. Ladoucette, 43. 
' Acta Sauctorum,' ed. 1680 ; Maii, tom ii. 689-690. (S. Majoli 

Vita ab St. Odilone scripta. According to Dilmmler, 485 n. 1, the 
paasage alm occurs word for word in Odilonis Vit. S. Syri apud Mabil- 
1on.-Acta, Saer. V., 779.) ' Dominns . . . per Wilelmum, illustrissi- 
mum v i ~ m  et Christiankimum principem, meritie beati Majoli, jugum 
Sarracenomm ab humeris Christianorum deposuit, et multa terrarum 
spatia, ab eia injusti pesewa, ab eorum tyrannid dominatione potenti 
virtute eripuit.' Rodulfue Glaber, i. 4 (Pertz, vii. 55.) ' Ipsiqu? 
denique Sarraceni paulo poet in loco qui Fraxinetus dicitur circumacti 
ab exercitu Wilelmi Arelatensis ducie, omnesque in brevi perierunt, 
ut  ne unua quidem rediret in patriam! William's roal title was Count 
of Provence. (Cf. Dihmler, 485, n. 1. ' L'Art de vkrifier lea data,' 
ed. 1818, vol. x. 39.) The Grimaldi, now Princes of Monaco, are said 
to derive their wealth from lands given to an ancestor by Count Wil- 
liam as a reward for his eervicee against the Saracene. (Reinaud, 
209.) (1 ' Chronicon Novalicien~e,' v. 18. 

u 2 
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county of Forcalquier, of which he was the first count eo 
nomine.' 

An incident is preserved to us, which brings together the 
two chief actors in the closing scene of the domination of the 
Saracens in the Alps. viz., the death of William of Provence 
in 992, in the arms of S. Majolus, who invested him with the 
monastic habit before his death, according to the usual prac- 
tice.+ 

But  though we hear no more of Fraxinetum, all traces of 
the Saracens in the Alps did not disappear, but may still be 
distinguished, especially in local names, at  the present day. 

It is a plaueible conjecture that the false gods and demons with 
whom St. Bernard of Menthon had to contend when establish- 
ing his hospice (980) on the Mons Jovis, which was later called 
after him, may be none other than the Saracens posted on that 
frequented route.$ However that may be, there still exists in 
the church of Bourg St. Pierre, at  the foot of the Grand St. 
Bernard, an inscription engraved on a stone, which since the 
rebuilding of the church in 1739 has served as the doorstep, a 
barbarism which has resulted in the almost entire destruction 
of the words. It records the erection of this church by Hugh, 
bishop of Geneva (1019-1038), an illegitimate son of Rudolf 
III., king of Transjurane Burgundy, at  a time when the Sara- 
cens had ' long' been wasting the fertile Rhone valley.$ 

' L'Art de verifier les dates,' x. 395. Cf. Reinaud, 182. Oehl- 
mann, 224. 

t ' L'Art de verifier lea dates,' x. 395. 
$ Keller, 15, n. 23; Oehlmmn, 220, who state it as a generally 

received theory, and as ' almost beyond doubt.' A 'Vie de S. Bernard 
de Menthon par un chanoine du Grd. S. Bernard,' Parig 1862 (sold at 
the Hospice), suggesta (p. 63) that the brigands, whether Mohammed- 
am, Jews, or recreant Christians, set up some form of demon worship in 
the ruins of the old Roman temple of Jupiter, and that it is to this 
that St. Bernard's struggle with the demons refera 

$ The text of the inscription given by Sebrtstian Briguet in his 
' Vallesia Christians ' (Seduni, 1744) and amended in the last line by 
Keller 19, is as follows : - 

' Ismaelita cohora Rhodani cum s p m  per agros, 
Igne, fame, et fe rn  aaeviret tempore longo, 
Vertit in hanc vallem Poeninam Measio falcem 
Hug. Praesul Genevae Xpti post ductua amor, 
Stnurerat hoc templum Petri mb  bonore sacratum ; 
Omnipotens illi reddat niercede perenni, 
In  VI  decima d o m u  haec dicah Kalenda 
Solis in Ootobrem cum fit deacensio mensern.' 

The third line may be interpreted as belonging to the first lines, and 
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Traces of the Saracens abound in the upper valley of the 
Durance in Dauphin6, and have been carefully collected by 
Ladoucette in his most interesting and valuable work.* Among 
others, he notes that at the end of the tenth century the 
DCvoluy (so called from ' devolutum,' because when the foresh 
were cut down the fertile soil was carried down the sides of the 
hills by heavy rains and the melting of the snow), a desolate 
district to the south-west of the great range of the Dauphin6 
Alps, was almost entirely peopled by Saracens-t W e  are thus 
led to the question, in attempting to answer which this paper 
had its origin, of the alleged presence of the Saracens in the 
Saae valley. 

I t  may be admitted at  once that the evidence in favour of 
this theory is scanty and not based on any direct evidence. 
I n  short it is a probable conjecture and not an ascertained 
fact. W e  have seen above that the Saracens first crossed the 
St. Bernard in 940 and that they did not finally disappear from 
that neighbourhood ti11 973. W e  have drawn attention to 
the treaty of 942, by which the passes between ' Sucvia ' and 
Italy were committed to the charge of the Saracena, which 
they seem to have well fulfilled, judging from the case of 
Berengar. And finally we have noted the passages in 
Ekkehart, in which he speaks of the Saracens marrying 
daughters of the land and settling in a fertile valley, for which 
they paid a small rent to the King of Burgundy.3 Now these 
are all general statements, and we have no written evidence of 
their settling in any one valley. Under these circumstances, 
it is permissible to recur to other sources of information, ~ u c h  
as etymology of local names; and, though there are great 
temptations to forced interpretation of names to suit a precon- 
ceived the0 ry, the writer is convinced that there is a strong 
presum tion, based on etymological grounds, that the Sara- 
cens di R occupy the valley of &as,$ in the Valais, and have 

referring to Saracen harrying4 or connected with the fourth line, and 
explained with reference to the spread of Christianity in this valley. 

* Ladoucetta 39-48, 202, 369, 417, 580, 606, 608-9. 
t Ladoucette, p. 559. 
$ Ekkehart, cap. 65, 'pace petid (Sarraceni) uxores filirur gentis 

ducunt; vallem m a x i m  ubertatis parvis reditibus regi datis incolunt.' 
That Ekkehart'e ~tatexnents must be received with caution has been 
already observed. 

5 The etatemente of Schiner ' (Description du Ddpartement du Sim- 
plon,' Sion, 1812, pp. 267-269). quoted by Mr. Freshfield, are mere 
conjectures The terms of the mle (I300 A.D.) of the ' alpe Mundmar,' 
hy Count Jocelin Blandrate, to the ' Gcmeindc of Sam,' do not hcrir out 
Mr. Freshfield's supposition that it was a mere pa~ture valley. 
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left traces of their presence in marly local names in that dis- 
trict. This theory seems to have been first stated by C. M. 
Engelhardt,'. was elaborated by Keller in the work to which 
we have so often referred, and is supported by G0ergens.t 
The two former writen agree in deriving ' Almagell' from 
Arabic words (d mahall), meaning ' the watch post,' for which 
its position commanding the routes to the Antrona Paes and the 
Monte Mom would admirably qualify it. Goergens derives i t  
from ' d maschd ' (= the battle), and explains it as the ' battle- 
field.' While maintaining strongly that all these Saaathal 
names are of Arabic origin (and he is himself a distinguished 
Arabic scholar), he considera it difficult to determine at  the 
present time their precise original signification (p. 162). So, 
too, 'Alalain' is interpreted as meaning 'above the spring,' i.e., 
the height on which the spring takes ita rise ; the Eien Alp is 
similarly the Alp near the spring or stream. ' Mischabel' 
has been explained in several ways. Engelhardt regards the 
original form as having been Misch dscheb' meaning the 
' triple-peaked ' mountain. Keller, on the authority of Prof. 
Hitzig, suggests a rather fanciful interpretation, viz., ' the 
lioness with her young ones.' Goergens states that the 
Arabic root ' schibel ' besides meaning ' young lion ' has the 
general signification of ' wild animal,' and he accordingly in- 
terprets Mischabel as ' a region haunted by wild animals.' $ 
Engelhardt thinks that Balferin or Balfrain means ' the moun- 
tain with two springs.' But  the village of Balen at  ita foot would, 
in my o inion, probably account better for this name. Distel 1 and Alp ubel seem to me of purely Teutonic origin. The writer 
ia entirely unacquainted with Arabic or any of the cognate 
tongues, and is thus unable to offer any authoritative criticism 
of these interpretations. I t  may, hovever, be stated that the 
opinion of both the Arabic professors a t  Oxford is in favour of 
the Arabic origin of the local names in the Saasthal enumerated. 
Mr. Gandell, the Laudian Professor of Arabic, who speaks with 
authority on Semitic matters, writes : ' I have looked again a t  
the local names you have sent me and I must say that all 
have distinct proofs in them of Arabic-I mean to say such 
evidence as is not to be controverted.' Mr. Nicholl, the 

* In ' Natumhilderungen,' p. 11 6, and ' Das Monte Rosa und Mat- 
terhorn-Qebirg,' pp. 127-134. 

t ' Sonntngst~latt, c l e ~  Rl~nd, '  1878, p. 162. 
$ Imc. rit., p. 162. 'I'he local derivntion from ' miuch-@he1 ' (a 

mixing fork, or pitchfork) is nntr~~c.t\vortl~y and philologically irn- 
prohahle. 
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Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic, su estu certain conjec- 
tural derivations of these local names, w f6 ich it might be diffi- 
cult to sustain ; but he is equally clear that the names are of 
Arabic origin, and can be explained in no other way. 

Apart from any details, it cannot fail to strike every intelli- 
gent reader that the fact of the existence of so many names in 
one Alpine valley which can be explained from the Arabic, is 
a strong proof that Arabic influences have not been wanting 
there; and this is rendered in the highest degree probable 
when we find that the Saracens beyond a doubt &d many 
times between 940 and 973 appear in the neighbouring main 
valleys. I n  no other valley have local names yielded similar 
results, and there is thus but one conclusion, which, though 
far from being certain, is yet very probable. 

Besides those names which are robably reminiscences of 
the occupation of the valley by the d' aracens, we find the Pizzo 
del Moro, south of Banio, in the Val Anzasca (very near the 
Saas valley), and the Cima del Moro, between the Val Anzas- 
ca and the Val Antrona; compare the Mont Mort (as i t  is now 
written) near the Great'St. Bernard, where the Saracens cer- 
tainly maintained a garrison for many years. Above all there 
is tho Monte Moro itself, the only easily accessible pass over 
the main range of the Alps hetween the St. Bernard and the 
Simplon. I t  has been conjectured that it owes its name to 
Ludovico Sforza, surnamed I1 Moro (from his device-a mul- 
berry tree), who crossed it in (?) 1449 ; or that the word is 
derived from the Celtic word ' mor,' meaning great, though i t  
is not a high peak, but a pa6s.t I t  is much more natural, 
however, to interpret it with reference to the Saracens or 
Moore,$ who may very probably have occupied it under the 
treaty of 942. It is true, no doubt, that i t  is not mentioned by 
any tenth century chroniclers,' who are fewer in number and 
not so given to mention the minor passes over the Alps as Mr. 
Freshfield in his Note,' p. 2 11, seems to assume. Engelhardt 
thought that he had found traces of a Roman road across it.§ I n  
a document of Aug. 16,1291, coucerning disputes between the 
men of Saaa and Zermatt on one side, and those of Val Anzasca 
and Macugnaga on the other, special provision is made that 
either party should have the right of passing through the ter- 

Engelhardt, p. 131. The date must be wrong, as Ludovico il 
Moro wss only born in 1451. Perhaps it should be 1499. 

t Albrecht Schott, 'Die Deutschen Colonien in Piedmont,' (Stutt- 
gart und ' r~~l~inge~i ,  7 Ad?), 1). 62. 

3 % I  Goergrn~, 1 (;L. Krller, 21. 5 1'. 63. 
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ritory belonging to the other, and that the Val Anzasca people 
should use their ow11 ' alpes' without being molested by the 
men of Visp. All this points to frequent intercourse over the 
mountains, though the names of the passes are not mentioned. 
I t  is probable that the Monte Moro, as the easiest pass, would 
be the most frequented." Herr P. I. Zerbruggen, of Saas, 
who held a benefice a t  Padua, in a MS. history of Saas, states 
in a passage cited by Venetz,t that as early as 1440 the Monte 
Moro and Antrona Pass are rncntioned as ' uralte Passe,' a 
very strong expression. On the other hand it cannot be denied 
that the name by which we first heard of the pass is ' Mons 
Martis ' or ' Magganaberg ' (? Macugnagaberg).$ 

An isolated name will not prove anything by itself; a num- 
ber of names of similar origin occurring together, leaves a 
strong presumption which can be confirmed or refuted by the 
existence or absence of evidence as to the presence of the race 
in question in the immediate neighbourhood. I t  is the cumu- 
lative evidence which is of weight in the case of the Saracens 
a t  Saas. 

Mr. Freshfield suggests that some of the ' Mors ' have to do 
with the root which lurks in 'moor, morass, marsh,' and says 
just before, ' one guess is surely as good as another, and per- 
haps better.' The writer concurs with him entirely in both 
points ; but as Mr. Freshfield seems to suppose that the advo- 
cates of the survival of traces of Saracens in the Alps are 
bound to refer every mar,' 'mor,' or 'mur,' to Moorish origin, 
the writer may fairly claim that Mr. Freshfield should defend 
his supposition by a similar extension of the discussion. I f  
he can do this, he will do much to settle the question a t  issue. 

' hikmoirea de la Sociktk d'histoire de la S u i m  Ron~ande,' vol. xsx. 
pp. 425429. 

t In  his ' Mknloire mlr les variations de la ternp6rature dans lea 
Alpes de la Suisse, redig6 en 1821' (published in 'Denkechrihn 
der allg. Schweizerischen Gesellschtlft fiir die gesammten Naturwis- 
aenschaften,' i. 2, Ziirich, 1833), apud Schott. I. citat., p. 63. As to 
Zerbruggen or Zurbriicken's MS. hi~tory,  see Engelhardt's 'Monte 
Rosa' (p. 20, note), who had it  for some time in his hands. The author 
had made extracts from more than 100 (not 300) documents. 

$ In a document of 1300, by which the ' Gemeinde ' of Saas buys 
the high pastures in the valley from Count Jocelin Blandrate, we read 
of the 'alpe Nundmar,' which Zerbruggen says should properly be 
' Mont Mar,' and which is now 'Matmnrk' (Engelhnrdt, 131). Stumpfs 
Chronik (Ziirich, 160G), p. 659. J. Sirnler, ' 1)cxriptio Vnllcnine ' 
(Lugd. H:~tav. ex offici~~h Elzcvirianh [1G3:1]), p. 55, whc, i~ copiecl by 
Scheuchzer, ' Itinera Alpinn' (Lagd. B:~tav. 1723), p. 303. 
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With all due deference, it may be pointed out, the derivation 
of Alalain from ' Z la lei ' assumes that the inhabitants of the 
Saas valley were French-speaking, or a t  least used a modern 
French preposition, whereas it was distinctly within the limits 
of the Teutonic Upper Wallis, or even if i t  be allowed that an 
earlier Celtic population existed there (of which there is abso- 
lutely no evidence whatever), it is not generally believed that 
the Celtic language mas so nearly identical with modern 
French. 

The conclusion then to which the writer has come is, that 
there is a strong probability, both from what we know of the 
history of the neighbouring districts, and from the evidence 
afforded by local names, that the Saracens did settle in the 
Saas valley, and formed a possibly not inconsiderable portion 
of the population. More than this it is impossible to say; 
such evidence as there is, is in favour of this theory, and Mr. 
Freshfield has, in the opinion of the writer, failed entirely to 
rebut it or to establish an opposite theory on any golid 
grounds. 

Finally, the positions which the writer has taken up, and 
which he conceives himself to have established by historical 
evidence, may be summed up thus :- 

1. That the Saracens, starting from their stronghold a t  
Fraxinetum, committed great depredations in the Alps 
between 888 and 975. 

2. That they penetrated as far a .~  Rhaetia (Cur. S. Gallen), 
which they ravaged repeatedly. 

3. That there is an d priori probability, grounded on histo- 
rical evidence, supported by etymological evidence, and not 
contradicted by any distinct facts, that the Saracens occupied 
the Saas valley, either as settlers or as marauders. 

Such then, are the results of the investigations of the writer 
as to this very interesting but little known and obscure epi- 
sode in Alpine history in the Early Middle Ages. W e  have 
traced the doings of a set of marauders from their first attack 
on and occupation of a vantage post to their final expulsion 
and destruction. It is, perhaps, not often that the story of 
one band can be told so completely from contemporary autho- 
rities ; but the writer is convinced that much that is new and 
valuable for the history of the Alps might be discovered by 
carefully going through old documents and bringing scattered 
notices together.' Anyone who is specially interested in, or 

One example may be given. In tlocumcnta cor~txinctl in Zur- 
Ictler's Urltunden f i r  dic Gcschichtc der Shdt  nern ' (185 1 )  or in tilo 
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has a minute acquaintance with, the topography of any Alpine 
district may do much in this way, as local knowledge is of the 
highest importance in this matter. H e  ventures to hope that 
the preceding sketch may be considered to have contributed 
in some small degree to the advancement of so good a cause, 
and that it may encourage others to take up the subject and 
work i t  out more fully. 

T H E  readers of the ' A1 ine Journal' will, I am sure, be 
grateful to Mr. ~ool i&e for the very intereating and 

almost exhaustive paper he has contributed on a subject which, 
thou h of special interest to Alpine travellers, has hitherto 
(in 8ngland, at  any rate) been treated only in a fragmentary 
and incomplete manner. 

Of the three conclusions Mr. Coolidge seeks to establish, 
the first I imagine to be undisputed and indisputable. For 
the second, Mr. Coolidge has been able to produce what appears 
to me to be convincing historical evidence of the visits of 
Saracenic marauders to Eaatern Switzerland, evidence which 
no longer leavea in my mind any room for the doubts which, 
without an intimate knowledge of the original authorities, i t  
seemed to me reasonable to entertain and express. 

With respect to Mr. Coolidge's third conclusion, however, 
with the best will in the world to believe in a colonisation 
which would add a new interest to one of the noblest of the 
northern valleys of the Alps, I must confeas that I remain 
unconvinced, and that, if anything, I am rather hardened in 
my scepticism by the failure of so competent an advocate 
either to bring forward any new evidence, or materially to 
strengthen the old evidence. Mr. Coolidge is far too fair and 
cautious as an historian to allege that this evidence amounts to 
proof. The difference between us, fairly stated, amounts to 
this: that the conjecture as to the settlement of the Saaethal 
which he considers the most probable of any, I look on as 
possible, but, as far as we yet know, highly improbable. 

' Fontes Rerum Bernensium ' (rol. ii. 1877), we find repeated mention 
of the Lower Grindelwald glacier, in 1146, 1220, 1273. In 1246 and 
1247 both glaciers are mentioned, and the alp between them, ' qui 
dicitur Mctenburch; ' in  1252, ' mons qui dicitnr Scheitecm.' In 
1180 wc hrnr thnt the rl~rirch a t  Grindelmnlrl had formerly been built 
of wtrod, but h:~rl now hrr11 rol l~~il t  nf >ton(#. Sirni1:ir i r is tn~~rrs  may 
be multiplied without end. 
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I t  is, I think, universally admitted that the story of a 
settlement of Saracens a t  Ssas was set going (probably by 
Engelhardt) through the impression made by the name Monte 
Moro on a mind prepared by a perusal of Reinaud's work to 
entertain a belief in the ' ic priori probability ' of such an 
occurrence. The next stage in the construction of the theory 
was to examine the local nomenclature for traces of' Arabic 
-that is, with a predisposition to find such traces. Apart from 
this ' 8 priori probability ' (which I will advert to again), 
the direct evidence as i t  now stands is, in fact, this name Monte 
Moro, and the assumed Arabic character of three or four 
other names in the district. Now, aa to the Alpine names in 
' mar,' ' mor ' and ' mur,' I am quite ready to give one or two 
derivations for each and every one of them which shall be at  
least as plausible aa the ' Moor' derivation. Bu t  I shall 
certainly not give in every case the same. With regard to 
Monte Moro itself, it appears, as Mr. Coolidge dows,  first in 
history as l lons Martis and Muntmar, and it seems to me, 
therefore, of all the Alpine ' Moros ' the one for which it is 
most difficult to claim any Moorish connection. 

With regard to the argument from traces of Arabic words 
in the local nomenclature, Mr. Coolidge talks of its ' cumu- 
lative' force. But  his heap is surely rapidly fallin 
under his eyes. H e  himelf eliminates Alphubel, % istel pieces and, 
i t  would seem, Balferin. W e  are left, then, with a heap com- 
posed of three-Allalin, Alalein, or Alalain,* Alma ell, and 
Mischabel. Nor ,  when I find in the Zermatt valley n Lei  See, 
and elsewhere in the Alps Val de Lei, Surlei, Allke Blanche, 
AllCe Noire, Pigne de l'AllBe, Alain, Albfroide, I conceive 
myself bound to see if I cannot trace some connection between 
these names, or some of them, and to exhaust the chances of 
likely European tongues, Celtic or Romance, before I go to 
Arabic for an explanation. I do not pretend to any know- 
ledge of the niceties of philology, nor am I skilled in apply- 
ing what Gibbon calls ' the tortures of etymology,' but I am 
open to SU gestions from any likely quarter, and they are not 
wanting. %I ons. Durier tells me there is a Celtic word ' lei,' 
sn enclosed pasture. W e  find ' Combe ' in the Alps as well 
as a t  home. Why not Lei too ? Again, in our own country we 
have the Scotch ' Allan ' and the Cornish ' Alan,' words which 
Mr. Taylor tells us mean ' the white water,' a most appro- 
priate name. There is another possible explanation of the name, 

- - - - 

* ' Allalin ' in the Fed~ral Map. Rut, accnrtling to IZnpell~rrrdt, 
' Alalitin ' represents the local pronunciation. 
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the simplest of all, which certainly deserves full considera- 
tion. Lai ' and ' Lei ' are common Romance forms of ' lacus.' * 
The addition of a final n is usual enough, as in the neigh- 
bouring Egginerhorn, in old books simply the Egge.7 Alalain 
may be simply ' a t  the lake,' as Surlei, in the Engadine, is 
' above the lake.' Will any competent witness come forward 
and tell us Alalain cannot be derived from any of these sources ? 

Almagell, or rather its old form, Almengall, will lend itself 
to many derivations, German or Italian, and many have been 
suggested for it. I t  does not seem to me so clear how it can be 
deduced from ' a1 mahall' or ' a1 maschal.' I am not pre- 
pared to endorse Mist- or Misch-gabel, plausible as they sound 
in some ways, particularly when compared to the 'abode of the 
whelps,' or the ' lioness and her cubs,' of the Arabic professors. 
And here I must add that what is philologically improbable 
must depend on how far local pronunciation has been correctly 
reproduced in the written name. The Federal engineers did 
their work so well that one would not willingly find faults in it. 
But  in rendering local names they had some sleepy moments; 
witness Dent d'HBrens for Dent de Rong, and Zardezan for 
C i l  del Cian.$ Murray's ' Handbook ' states, I know not 
on what authority, or with what truth, that Mischabel is 
locally pronounced Mi- ebel. There is a Gebelhorn and Thal 
near the Simplon. itkttel-~iebel (the middle gable) would 
be a propriate, and, as a mere guess, may be offered. 

~ l e  whole Saasthal heap has now been examined $-not, it is 
true, the whole heap as presented by the professors, to whose 
authority we are at  the last referred. One of them believes 
that Distel is ' clearly an Arabic name, and can be explained 
in no other way.' The rest differ widely in their interpreta- 
tions, and have not apparently taken any pains to be sure of 
the most ancient forms of the words they are dealing with, or 
of the history of the district they come from. With all respect 
I cannot but feel that their evidence has more than the usual 
weakness of the evidence of experts, and is entirely unfit to 
decide the question at  issue. 

Next as to 'historical evidence.' None has been brought 

* See Swiss Ordnance Map pns~na. 
t Engelhardt, ' Monte Rom,' p. 21. 
$ This may not improbably be derivcd from ' Gias del Cinmp ' (the 

chilet of the pasturage), a name which occurs in the undeceyed form 
in the Maritime Alps. 

4 I do not think any ~~l~ilologiat will rnrc to tlwcll on ~uc11 names :IS 
C:tlatica :lnd ('rppo &lorc.lli in \';iI Anz:~~c.n. 
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forward of the presencc, much less settlement, of Saracens either 
a t  Saas or in any other art of Ober IVallis. The ' Vallis ! maxima: ubertatis ' of E k  ehard, if he is trustworthy in this 
instance, cannot have been the Saasthal ; the description is too 
inappropriate. Of good documentary evidence, such as Mr. 
Coolidge has been so successful in procuring for Eastern Swit- 
zerland, there is here apparently an utter lack. The ri priori 
probability ' seems, therefore, to be really nothing more than 
what arises from the fact of the convention of 842 and the 
marauding excursions of Saracens in the Western Alps 
and Graubiinden which followed it, coupled with the existence 
of minor passes ' into the Saastbal.' An ' ci priori notrimpos- 
sibility' would be, I think, the phrase nearest the truth. 
Moreover, if the etymological evidence is of any weight at  all, 
it is as proving a settlement. No marauding bands could 
have affixed for ever names to peaks scarcely vlsible, certainly 
far from conspicuous, from the main track down the valley. 
This important point has hitherto been passed by. 

I have now said something of the ' ci priori probability,' the 
hishrical evidence ' and ' etymolo ical evidence ' advanced f by Mr. Coolidge. There remains on y his phrase, ' not contra- 

dicted by any distinct fact' This I cannot admit. The most 
prominent fact in the case, ss i t  strikes me, is that no local 
evidence from the appearance of the people, their speech, 
buildings, mode of life, ancient traditions or records, though 
the latter were carefully collected by a man of intelligence, 
and inspected by Engelhardt himself, has yet been produced 
to support the theory of a Saracenic settlement. Any. pre,- 
sumption there might be in its favour is, to use Mr. Cool~dge s 
own words, ' refuted by the absence of evidence of the pre- 
sence of the race in question in the immediate neighbourhood.' 
I t  is not altogether iinpossible such evidence may still be found. 
At any rate, I will do my best to promote a careful enquiry 
on the spot by a competent observer, and thus to settle the 
question once for all. If what, to my regret, still seems to me 
but a pretty fancy should turn out an historical fact, I shall be 
the first to  congratulate Mr. Coolidge on the triumph of hi 

* Imust add here a piece of evidence telling in favour of Mr. Coolidge, 
but which I came on too late to give him. Simler, in his ' Deacriptio 
Vallesise ' (1533), states that the ' frequentiora itinera ' in the time of 
Julius Cresar were the ' Mona Bemardi, Martiq Sempronius, Griessine! 
This eomewhat weakens my deduotion, drawn from the silence as to the 
Mom of the five or six ninth-century ohroniclers oited by Mr. Coolidge 
as to the unimportance of the Saas paawe in ancient times. 
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faith and industry. But  for the present I muat continue to 
hold that there is nothing whatever in the local nomenclature 
of the Saasthd which the position of the valley on the frontier, 
between a Romance- and German- speaking population, who at  
one time, aa proved by historical documents, were joint pos- 
sessors of it, dopa not fully account for, and that the supposi- 
tion of a Saracenic settlement there is at once superfluous and 
im~robable. - ~ 

%hat was the origin, and what were the limits, of the non- 
Teutonic inhabitants of Valais. are auestions beside the main 
issue. But  in commenti.ng on one of the suggested derivations 
of Alalain Mr. Coolidge has touched on this separate question, 
and in so doing has laid down one or two propositions, which 
are in no way borne out by the books I have consulted. In  
the first place he says that the Saas valley was distinctly 
within the limits of the Teutonic Upper Wallis.' I believe 
i t  to have been on the W. (as well as on the S.), on the frontier 
between the German and Romance districts. The other ~ ~ - - - .  

Vispthal was undoubtedly originally Romance. Zermatt was 
first known as Praborgne, St. Niklans as Chauson,* cor- 
rupted afterwards into Gasen, whence the whole valley waa 
anciently called the Gasenthd, a name still surviving in 
Gasenried. Engelhardt, who states these facts, adds that the 
Augstbord Pass shows signs of more common use in ancient 
times, as if it had been a route for intercommunication between 
the upper valleys, and alleges that the houses and churches of 
the Vispthal resemble those of the non-Teutonic parts of the 
Canton. - ..--. - - - ~  

I t  cannot, I think, be disputed that the same race which now 
prevails in the Val d'Anniviers and Val d'H6rens once pre- 
vailed also in the Zermatt valley. That this. race was of 
Celtic origin is, if not universally allowed, at  least held by 
many excellent auth0rities.t But  I do not care to press an 
argument for the Celtic origin of names, which the intimate 
connection of the Saasthal with the Italian valleys sufficiently 
explains. 

I have still, I find, some notes to add on matters of detail. 
The sale of 1300 A.D. was a sale by the local lord of all his 
ri hts, not in the 'upper pastures,' but in the whole valley. 
~ % e  sale is expressed to include all above the Martinswald ; 

* Engelhardt's ' Naturschilderungen,' p. 157. 
See 'Engelhardt's ' Naturachilderungen,' p. 115 ; Simler's ' Hist. 

Valleai~e,. p. 77. It is curious that Arrian (cited p. 138 supra) should 
compare in he~ght Elburz and the Celtic Alps.' 
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and the Martinswaldbriicke below Balen, of Engelhardt 
is identical with the Mattwaldbriicke of modern guidebooks - 
a warning to etymologists. 

On one or two minor points I do not follow Mr. Coolidge. 
The passage cited (p. 263) from St. Odilo, if it is worth any- 
thing, seems to me to prove that in the writer's opinion the 
Saracens only got aa far as usque ad) the frontiers of Italy b and ' the Province,' and to the ennine Alps, not beyond. The 
mention of the ' Juliae Alpes,' ' through ' which the Saracens 
came? proves nothing, for we find that some early writers 
identified the ' Juliae Alpes ' of a passage in Livy with the 
Cottian Alps.* Again, the argument on p. 279, that ' Moro' 
cannot be derived from Mor = great, because the Moro is ' not 
a high peak but a pass,' appears unsound. Like must be 
compared with like. Charnonix guides speak of the Col du 
GBant as 'le grand col,' though it is not an aiguille. The 
Moro would be ' the great paw ' to wanderers approaching i t  
over the southern spurs of the main chain. 

Dr. Ludwig, of Pontresina, informs me that Pontersin is 
found in a document of 1338, and Puntarsina in later docu- 
ments. Herr  Pallioppi considered these forms, pointing to  
the very acceptable derivation 'High Bridge,' more trust- 
worthy indications than the Latin forms 'ad Pontem Sarisinam ' 
(1139), and ' De Ponte Barraceno ' (1296). I n  Latin docu- 
ments, he adds, local names are often strangely deformed. 

I t  has not yet been noticed in this discussion that Mr. Wills 
speaks of the people of FBe as different in type from the other 
inhabitants of the valley. I do not think the characteristics he 
describes are Arabic, and I am not at  all sure that they are 
Celtic.? 

P.S.--Since thepreoedingpapemwere in type, an interestingarticle has 
appeared in the ' Jahrbuch ' of the Swiss Alpine Club on ' The Saracens 
and Hungarians in the Alps,' by Dr. Dtiby of Bern. It goes over 
much the same ground as Mr. Coolidge ; but, so far ns the Saracens are 
concerned, seems to me to add nothing to his information, except a 
strange attempt to identifjr the Acqui of Liutprand, 40 or 50 miles 
from Pavia, with Bormio I 

Dr. Dtlby believes in the Arabic origin of the Saasthal nomenclature, 

* Simler, 1)e Alp. Corn.' p. 273. 
t The natives are to all appearance totall distinct from those of 

the valley of 8asa and the adjacent districts. &he men are more manly 
and independent, the women finer and mow shapely and good-looking 
than any in the neighbourhood. Their short faces, small noses, white 
teeth, determined air, @-humoured mouth, full cheeks, blue e y q  and 
light hair make them easily distinguishable from the natives of any 
other valley in the districk-Wills's ' Wanderings,' p. 12 3. 
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and sees in the ' wonderful namcs ' of the Saasgrat peaks a proof that 
the wanderers had not lost their oriental imagination.' As he 
refers to the Eien Alp as Arabic, I may add that there is another 
Alp of the same name at  Zern~att. Like most writers on the subject, 
Dr. Diiby takes no notice of the thirteenth century documents quoted 
by Mr. Caolidge, which show us the men of the Valliv Solxae (Saas), 
Zauxon (St. Nikbus), and Prato Borno (Zermatt), on the one side, 
making a treaty (A.D. 1291) with the men of Macugnaga and Val Anzasca 
on the other, or of the earlier deed by which in 1250 Peter de Csstello 
granted to Count Godfrey Blandrati certain men in Val Anzasca, with 
leave to transport them into the Vispthal. Gingins la Sarraz ( I  Archiv fur 
Schweizerische Geschichte,' ii. 21, note), considers the names Vindet, 
Alrnagell, Randa, and Saas, to have come from this colonisation. 

ASCENT O F  SIKARAM, ONE O F  T H E  PEAKS O F  T H E  
SUFFAID K O H  RANGE, AFGHANISTAN. 

The following note has been received from Mr. W. Simpson,F.R.G.S., 
and a member of the Club :- 

Suffaid Sung, Gundumuck, June 1, 1879. 

' Sikaram, the supposed highest peak of the Suffaid Koh Range, has 
been reached. Mr. George B. Scott, of the Indian Survey Department, 
has the honour of being the first European to accomplish this feat. He 
came back to camp last night, and he haa given me a few details which 
I think will be worthy of a place in  the 'Alpine Journal.' Suffaid Koh 
means the ' White Mountain'-that is, the Persian; in Pnchtoo i t  is 
Spiu Ghar-these words having the same meaning, Spin being white, 
and Char rr mountain. This range separates the Jellalabad Valley 
from the Kurrum Valley, and i t  runs very nearly east and wrst. Tht! 
first sight I got of the Suffaid Koh was from the hills a t  Daka, that was 
a t  the end of November last, and a t  that date there was very little snow 
on them to justify the title of Suffaid, or ' White! I t  was not till Ja-  
nuary that the snow began to come down, and all through February 
and March i t  fell heavily, whitening at  times the lower ranges far down 
towards the plains. W e  had very little rain in the Jellalabad valley during 
the winter, indeed we had nothing worthy of the name of a shower till 
the 1st of March, yet often we could see heavy clouds over the Suffiid 
Koh, and when they cleared off, the range was evidently whiter from 
the extra fall which it  had received. U p  to the present this moun- 
tain range has been a magnificent ~ i g h t  along the southern side of the 
Jelldabad valley. From our camp there we could see the glittering 
peaks extending from near Pesh Bolak on the east to away beyond Gun- 
dumuck on the west. 

On the old and very uncertain maps of the past there was a peak, 
named ' Sikaram.' While we were a t  Jel la lahd the officers on the  
Survey Department could get no information about this mountain ; no 
one seemed to be familiar either with the peak or with its name. Some 
began to think that the correct name ought to be Sitaram; * a word 

* From Rama and Sita, the hero and heroine of the Hamayana. 
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which the people of this region use in reference to mytl~ing Buddhist 
or Hindoo. This idea acquired force from the fact that many of the 
geographical names yet retained belong to the pre-Mahornedan period. 
The ' Ram Koond' mountain, north of Kabool, being a caw in point; 
the Hindoo Kooeh being a still more tbrcible illustration. The Jella- 
labad region is now known as Nungnahar, a corruption of Nagaraharu, 
the old Buddhit name of the locality. Mr. Scott considers that he haa 
set this point a t  rest. I think they were Ghilzais who twcompanied 
him in the ascent, and according to these people, Sikaram comes from 
Sayid =ram, a holy man who lived in the time of the Prophet, and 
when Mahomed got one of his teeth knocked out in a battle with the 
Jews, Sayid Karram took out all hie own teeth, and offered them to re- 
plrtce the loas. There is a difficulty in explaining how this holy man 
could have been killed on the Suffaid Koh, when there were no Maho- 
medans here till at least a couple of centuries afterwards. Be this aa it  
ulay, Mr. Scott taw his 'aiaret ' or tomb, about fifty yards from the 
summit of the mountain, and it is a sacred place of pilgrimage among the 
Mahomedans. The peak is from this called ' Sayid K a r m  Ke Ziaret.' . 
I t  is d m  called Wai S i h m , '  as Sayid Karram was supposed to come 
from a place called Wai. I have d m  heard it called ' Bahin ' or ' Bahin 
Sikaram,' which is no doubt only a variety of the word Wai. The 
ziaret is of rude stones, and has a few stioks in i t ,  such as the Maho- 
nledans use for small flags which they attach to aiareta. Worship at 
tombs is a marked feature of Mahomedanism ; but the practice is per- 
haps in fuller force in Afghanistan than in any other p r t  of the world. 
It may be only a continuation of the old Buddhist worship of relic 
shrines, for the mounds of old Buddhist establishments are generally 
used as Mahomedan burial-grounds in the present day, and it would be 
difficult to find one without its ziaret, that is, the tomb of some holy 
pereon, with large stones heaped up, and a bit of red or white cloth 
fluttering on the end of a long stick, to indicate a t  a distanoe the exist- 
ence of the ahrine. I think it not all improbable that this ziaret, on the 
top of Sikaram, is an old Buddhist shrine of mme kind. Such shrines 
exist at the present day on the high paases of the IIirnalayas. On the top 
of the Parung Law, 19,000 feet, and on the Tunglung Pass, 18,000 
feet, there are rude mounds of stones with eticks in them, and having 
pieces of cloth on the end, containing Buddhiat formulas. These Budd- 
hist shrines are called manies in Ladak. If Sikaram wae an old place 
of pilgrimage in the Buddhist period, it is not likely that the shrine- 
worshipping Mahomeduns would forsake the old custom of making pil- 
grimages to the top of it, and the finding of a Sayid whose name would 
fit into the older name was no doubt eaaily accomplished. That they 
alteredthe names of places in this way, we have more than one ill- 
tration. Peshawur waa a city of repute when Buddhism flourished, 
and as late as the time of Akbar, the word was aligl~tly changed merely 
to give it the sound of ' Frontier Town.' Nagarahara, already men. 
tioned, waa changed into Nungnahar, to expreas ' Nine Streams,' which 
are eupposed to flow through the valley of Jellalabad. Such a person 
as Sayid Karram may have existed, but as he died 200 yeare before 
any Mahomedan came to the S d a i d  Koh, the etory of his grave being 
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there, is  MI far a myth, and I sl~ould be inclined ptill to think that tlie 
name of this peak is either Hindoo or Buddhist, perhnpa slightly 
corrupted. 

Mr. Scott aays that he had to cut his way in tho ~ n o w  for the last 
4,000 feet ; but that in another month he thinks that a tent could be 
pitched within 5000 yards of the top. There is another peak (15,000 
feet) near to it, called the Tukhl, which ia a Persian word meaning 
' throne.' It derives this title from its being flat on the top. About 
a mile to the north of this last peak is the paes by which travellem go 
from Gundumuck over to the Kurrum Valley. This is called the 
Opan  Lar, Inr meaning 'road.' On the south aide of the Tuhht, be- 
tween it and Sikaram, Mr. Scott saw a small lake about 800 yards in 
extent, and about 15,000 ft. high. It is at present frozen, but the Ghilzais 
said that in another week or m it would all melt and beoome deep 
blue in colour. I t  is called Haoza Khaa, the first word meaning ' tank ' 
or ' lake,' and the other 'clear ; ' hence ita name is Clear Lake. This 
is one of the principal aources of the Surkhab. Looking down on the 
south aide of the range lay the Kurrum Valley on the leR, and the 
Hurriob Valley on the right. At  present General Roberts hke five 
camps in which hie force is quartered, thew are the Kurrum, Hurriob, 
Peiwar, Kotal, village of Peiwar, and Ali Kheyl. These Mr. Scott 
muld see far below him like f" On the last day in May the ead quarter signallera at Suffoid Sung 
noticed the flash of the heliograph on one of the highest ridges of the 
Suffiid Koh. I t  wae at least 40 milee away ; on reading the meeeage 
it  was, 'Who are you down there ? ' I t  turned out to be a party from 
General Roberts's column, who had ascended the range away to the 
east of us. The party remained for mme time, and several messae;es 
wem transmitted. 

From the small amount of mow visible on the Suffirid Koh in No- 
vember last I presume the non-existence of glaciers. I think that 
glaciers existed here at a former period. At Gnndumuck we could eee 
vast r i d e  of earth and boulders lying across the plain-the muthern 
ends of them ridges in every caw pointing to a gorge in the Suffkid 
Koh, from which I take it that these ridges are glacial deposits. 
They are very large embankments, being in some cases two or three 
miles in extent. There is a very large and atriking one, extending from 
the Gorge of the Kudi Kheyl. I t  is quite fiat on the top, having r 
gentle downward incline northwards. This separates the district of 
Gnndumuck from that of Tootoo, and the plain of Iehpan on the wee+ 
None of the gorges or valleys of the Suffiid Koh are without theae 
ridpes. The amount of snow seems to be sufficient to keep up the 
water in the streams all the year round, and this doea not appear to 
be a country of rain ; BO it is the snow-melted water which t used hr 
cultivation by means of irrigation. The whole land is covered with 
canals, which oornmunicate with every field, and lead the melted enow 
of the Sufhid Koh into them. I t  is evident that at a former period 
there must have been a nluch greater extent of cultivation than at 
pre~ent. There are large plains now covered with stonen, which were 
in past times under cultivation. The great stony plain at Chardeh 



may he given as an illustraticm. The  Rappers, in making a new mad 
by Girdi Kas, came upon the old aqueduct, with Buddhist maeonry ' 
in, and a fine tunnel through a hill, by means of which the waters of 
the Kabool River were led, for the purplre of irrigating t l ~ e  now 
desolate plain. Without tlie enows of the Suffaid Koh and the Hindoo 
Kooah, Afghanistan would have been all but an uninliibit;ible desert. 

The principal trees on the Suffaid Xoh are the Cedius dwdorus, 
called in Pereian Alamnnza; the Pitrus czcebu, in Persian Nakhtar ; 
Abiea Wcbbiana, in Persian Simp. The Chalgoea, or edible pine ; the 
yew, called Obakhta in Persian; the T m i ,  or holly-leaved oak, a 
shrub; and the juniper. The  most of these are found in the Himalayas. 

The  ibex and bear are to be found, and they will no doubt attract 
the Shikar;, if the new treaty of peace concluded with the Ameer 
Yakoob Kban nhould r e ~ u l t  in law and order, m~ that it  will be aafe for 
travellers to viait the country. I understand t h ~ t  the Government of 
India hope that this region, which has been hitherto sealed up, will be 
acceaaihle to visitors ; if this be realized, I trtmt that the splendid 
mountain ranges of the Suffaid Koh and Hindoo Koosh will in time 
be now visited by some of the more aapiring members of the Alpine 
Cluh. 

While describing the range on the south side of Jellalabad Valley, I 
ought to mention a very magnificent mountain on the north. I t  is  
known an the Ram Koond, and i t  is aituated on a line almost direct 
north from the town of Jellalabad. It is eaid to be over 14,000 feet 
high ; but standing as i t  does alone, it  seemed higher sud grander 
than any individual peak in the Suffaid Koh range. Looked a t  from 
our camping-ground a t  Jellahbad, i t  has a long ridge on the east, the 
eky line of whicll slopes down to the valley of the Kunar River; this 
ridge is very steep, almost precipitous on the south, so that but little 
mow is retained r n  it. From Gundumuck, which is about 4,600 feet 
above the see, we could get a better view of the Ram Roor~d pcjak, and 
ite highest p i n t  came in sight towarde the north. The word ' koond' 
is  Hindoo, and means ' fountain,' hence the name of this mountain 
means the 'Fountain of Rain,' from a small lake near its ~ummit .  
This lake is also known as the ' Umrit Koond,' or the ' Fountain of 
Immortality.' According to the Mahommedans, the Ark of Noah reeted 
on the summit of this mountain, after the Flood. They my that wnle 
of the Ark can yet be seen there. On an excuraion I made up the 
Kunar Valley, I exprewd to Sirdar Ahmad Khan of Shewa a desire to 
go up  the Ram Koond and see what remains of this relic. H e  mid 
that the time of the year was not good, the spring wae the beat; he 
meant by this about the b ning of May, and he added that the Ark 
could only be aeen on Pri y aye, which is the Mahommedan Sunday. 
On the muth of the Ram Konnd there is a valley given in some maps 
as  the Dur Noor, or ' Gateot'Light' ; but  it turns out to be the Durn 
Nooh, or the Valley of Noah.' I understood that Sirdar Ahmad 
Khan gave thie aa the rendering of the words as they are accepted by 
those living on the spot, and aocording to the tradition, it  was down 
this valley that Noah with his family, and ail the animals from the 
Ark, came marching to the plains. 

x 2 
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At the weat end of the Jellslabad valley is a lower range called the 
Siah Koh, siah meaping 'black.' I t  is a bare mass of rock, with the 
moat scant vegetation. One or two mornings, after a heavy fall of enow, 
a little of it lay for an hour or two on one of the higher summits. 
This range extends from Darunta, where the Kabool River enters the 
Jellalabad Valley, and only ends at the Jugdulluck Pass, where, from 
Gundumuck, we could see it dip down and disappear. 

The Siah Koh Range separates the Jellalabad and Lughman Valleys, 
beyond which the lower spurs of the Hindoo Koosh begin. Mr. Scott, 
when on the summit of Sikaram, could see one of the remarkable peaks ot 
this great range in the far distance, standing up like a needle, and it will 
indicate how meagre is our knowledge of this important region, when 
it is stated that the name of this peak is entirely unknown. The map 
of all this part of the world has up to the present been very sketchy 
and uncertain. Since the war began, the Survey Department has been 
moat active, and as far as the different columns have penetrated, accu- 
rate maps to a large scale have been made. 

One of the least known corners of this space has been Kaffirstan, or 
' Infidel-land,' i t  might be translated. For a long time back it has been 
supposed that the people of that region were the descendants of the 
Greeks leR by Alexander. Lately the language of these races haa been 
studied from eome of those who have ventured to P e a h a m ,  and ita 
Sanscrit affinities has now made it clear that the people are of Hindoo 
race, and that their impenetrable mountains have prevented their con- 
version to Mahomedanism, and hence they are called Kaffirs. One of 
theee people came into our camp towards the end of March last, and 
Mr. Jenkyns, of the Political Department, used him as a means of 
getting knowledge, and got eome information ; but it turned out that 
although he had been born and brought up a Kaffir, that the Maho- 
medans had managed to convert him a few years ago. Mr. Jenkyns 
did all he could to make this man Koosh, or well-pleased with hia 
visit ; and he went back to his own country, promising to return again, 
and bring back some K a k  in a pure and undefiled condition. As yet 
I believe he haa not turned up. I managed to get a sketch of this 
man, and he had rather a fine type of face, with no trace of Turanian 
mixture in it. 

Since that, Major Tanner of the Survey Department, has made a 
bold venture to penetrate into this unknown land. There is a tribe on 
the slopes of the Ram Koond, called the Chuginis. Their language is 
allied to that of the Kaffirs, and they are known to have been K&rs 
not many generations back, but being on the border country of the 
Mahomedane they became converted. Major Tanner managed to get 
one of the Chugini chiefs to come into Jellalabad, and made arrange- 
ments to go with him, disguised, to his district, from which he waa to 
be passed through. The Ka&s and Mahomedans being religious ene- 
mies, they are at all times in relationship of war to the knife ; and by 
eome it has been mpposed, that the only difficulty would be in passing 
the fiontier of this infidel-land. Major Tanner left a few weeks ago, 
and as yet only one letter has come boch from him; from this it would 
appear that he is all but a prisoner with his Chugini Sends. He was 
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eomewhere about 7,000 feet up on the outlying sides of the Ram Koond, 
and wuld get nothing but chupatties to eat. He asked for some more 
Loonghis, or head-dresses, and knives, to give ae present4 to be eent to 
him. He was still in good hopes of getting paseed on. The line he 
hope8 to work through will be in the direction of the Kunar River, 
towards Chittral, and should he be mcceesful, he expecte to come out of 
this unknown region towards Cashmere. As the whole of this country 
ia mountainous, and is formed of the muthern dopes of the unexplored 
Hindoo Koosh, I am sure that all readersof this will wish Major Tanner 
succees and a safe return, from his raid into Raffirstan. 

June 2-Fort Battyc.-1 enclose a &etch made to-day from this 
place, as it  give^ a g o d  view of Sikaram and the Tukht Peak. The 
drainage of this part of the Suffaid Koh comes down to the Murki 
Kheyl Gorge. The Murki Kheyl is the tribe living at this place, and 
they give the name to the stream, which is the one flowing p t  the 
camp of General Sir Samuel Browne's Division, a t  Suffnid Sung, Gun- 
dumuck. 

NOTE ON THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE GROUPS OF THE 
MEIJE AND OF THE GRANDE RUINE. WITH A MAP. 
BY HENRY DUHAMEL.' 

In the 'Annuaire dn Club Alpin Franpis'  for 1875 I pointed out 
(pp. 319, 320,327) some errors in that part of the French Ordnance 
Map, which comprise8 the district of the Meije. Inspired by the wiah 
of completing these rough preliminary observatione, I bave been lcd to 
undertake a more detailed examination of the topography of the central 
portion of the Dauphin6 Alpe, known as the Pelvoux district ; and I 
now lay before those interested in Dauphin6 the remlta of my inquiry, 
as far as it hae yet proceeded, believing that, though incomplete, it  is 
best to place them at once in the hands of my colleagues of the Alpine 
Club. I hope by this means, while continuing to pursue my researches, 
to advance the prospects of a perfectly accurate map of the Dauphine 
Alps, and to make it, not so much the work of one person, as the pro- 
duct of the united labours of the various Alpine cluba 

First of all, I must state that the triangulation of the French en- 
gineera is of unimpeachable accuracy. Many apparent mistakea on 
their maps will be found, on reference to the minutes of the War 
Office in Paris, to be either errors in engraving or in the obeervations 
of' the would-be corrector. In 1878, in the course of 160 observa- 
tions,? made with inatrumenta nf precibion, my reaults did not differ in 
any marked degree from those of the engineers; whilst with hnro- 
meters I rarely obtained results Yimilnr to theirs, especially anywhere 
near the crest of a ridge, where the atmosphere is always more or less 
disturbed. I have no wish to pass a severe judgment here on baro- 

* Mr. Coolidge has kindly translated the following article. 
t It may be of interest to note that during Augusl 1878, in the course of 

my explorntious, the average deviation of the mnguetie co~lpars was 14O.4. 
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metrical observations; but, in tny opinion, the degree of accuracy 
which is claimed for them is often much exaggerated. 

The principal cause of the actual mistakes in the French Ordnance 
Survey of Dauphin6 was the total absence of guides in the district in 
1853, about mrhich time the survey was made, which of course pre- 
vented the officers from exploring the upper regions of the Alps. It 
is impossible to Inark the exact position of every pebble, and the re- 
treat of the glaciers hrrs altered in a considerable degree the appearance 
of the various w k s  and ranges. But  apart froxu minutie like these, 
a comparison between the map of the French Ordnance Survey and 
that accompanying this paper will reveal differences of sufficient im- 
portance to make i t  of use to point them out. Nay I take this oppor- 
tunity of expressing my hope that the various Alpine clubs will come 
to an understanding to consider each year, and to approve or reject the 
new names aesigred by climbers to peaks and passes explored by 
them? This method would have the double advantage of doing away 
with all petty personal questions, and of contributing to fix the 
nomenclature of the Alpine ranges, and of thus avoiding embarrassing 
synonyms for the same point. So n ~ u c l ~  by way of introduction. Let 
us  now proceed to our proper subject. 

The group of the Meije, taken in the widest sense, includes the 
mountainous region bounded by tha Romanche, the Col dea &vales, 
the Brbche du  I L h u ,  and the Col de la Lame. We will reserve for a 
future paper that portion of this district situated to the west of the 
B r k h e  de la Meije. 

The main ridge of the Meije gradually sinks from W.N.W. to E.S.E. 
I t  consists of an extremely jtlgged arGte, in which we can distinguish 
three distinct summits, viz. the western peak (3,987 m.=13,081 ft.), the 
central peak (3,97Om.=13,026 ft.), and the eastern peak !3,911 m.= 
12,832) the first ascent of this peak was made by M. Duhamel, August 
20,1878 \ , of which the last named only is covered with perpetual snow. 
Following the crest of the ridge to the W. from the W. peak, we have the 
Pic dn  Glacier CarrC (3,860 m.=l2,665 ft.) above the enowfield of the 
same name, the ' Doigt ' and the ' Epaule.' From the summit ofthe E. 
peak the ridge t u n s  abruptly to the S., and we have (from N. to S.) 
the PavC (3,83lrn.=12,570tt.), the Col des Cavales, the Grande 
Ruine (3,754 m.=12,316ft.), the Hoche Faurio (3,716 m.=12,192 ft. 
and the Ecrins (4,103 n1.=13,462 ft.). The whole of this long ridge 
from the Breclle de la hieije to the Ecrins is con~posed of two rocks, 
grenitoid protogene, alternating with dark green chloritic nnd amphi- 
bolic w h i s h  I t  is also remarkable for the steepness of bhe slopes to 
the W., of which the best extlrnples are the wall of the Meije near the 
Glacier des Etanyons, above which the Pic Central rises (975 m.= 
3,199 f t ) ,  the precipices of the Grande Ruine and those of the Ecrins. 
On the E. side, on the contrary, the snow reaches very high and there 
are few sheer descents. 

From the Pave there runs almost due E. a rocky crest, ending in the 
three Pics de Neige du Lautaret, the height of the most easterly of 
which is put a t  3,537 m.(=11,605 ft.) by the engineers. [It n first 
climbed by M. Nerot, September 19, 1878.1 Midway rises the Pic  
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TIIE MEIJE.-M. Duhamel hae kindly pointed out a slip in the nar- 
rative of his attempt on the Meije in the thud 'Annunire ' of the Club 
Alpin Franpis, which I have reproduced in my article on the Meije in 
the February number. The height of his cairn, according to his c a I ~  
culationa, is 3,480 mbtres. and not 3,580. This correction should be 
made at p. 125, line 10 ; p. 126, n. $ ; and p. 136, line 4 from bottom, 
of my article.. -W. A. 3. COOLIDGE. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
GLACIERS AND M ~ r ~ o n o ~ o o ~ . - T h e  following note was addressed last 

autumn to Mr. R. Scott of the English Meteorological Office, by Dr. 
Hann of Vienna :-' I t  is very difficult to account rratiafactorily for the 
retreat of the glaciers, and in fact this has not yet been done. No help 
is afforded by observations of the quantity of the rainfall or of the 
temperature of the air, at least from the point of view from which 
these have hitherto been considered. I t  is possible that i t  may be 
necesssry to compare, not the annual mean, but the mean at dtjferent 
seclsons of tlce yeur, in search of a variation, which may be connected 
with the great retreat of the glaciers. I t  is much to be deaired that 
meteorologists ahould pay greater attention to this phenomenon than 
they have hitherto done, as it seems to me that the periodical varia- 
tions in the volu~ne of glaciers may indicate more precisely (or-are a 
more sensitive indicator of) changes in climate than the observations 
(? of quantity of rainfall) made a t  our nieteorological stations. We have 
here no doubt the aggregate result of many causes, but this is an 
advantage, even though it may increase the difficulty of tracing out 
separately the operation of each cause. 1 think it would be a good 
thing to suggest at the next Congretq that all the known facts relating 
to the retreat of the glaciers should be brought together, or at least 
that a digest should be made of the literature of the subject, which is 
very scattered, and scarcely within the reach of professional meteo- 
rologists. This would be a fitting task for the difierent Alpine Clubs 
which, a t  lea& the German Club, devote themselves in some degree to 
the advancemeut of science. If we c ~ u l d  arrive a t  aa complete a 
knowledge of the facts as possible, we could then ascertain how far 
they can be accounted for by our meteorological observations. I 
believe most sincerely that it would be well worth while to encourage 
m~ch investigations, and ask for your support in promoting this object. 

'DR. J. HANN.' 
R. H. Scott, Esq., Heteorologicml 

Office, London. 

Mr. Scott has sent circulars to the foreign Alpine Clubs; calling 
their attention to the subject, and a t  the second Meteorological Con- 
gress, held at Rome this year, a resolution was passed in the following 
terms :- 

' Le Congrks attire l'attention des M6tkorologistes sur I'importance 
de mesurer les variations dans la longiieur et I'Cpaisseur des glaciers 
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dnns les diffdrents pays, afin de pouvoir en ddduire les relations qui 
existent entre ces variations et  celles des dldmentu mdt4orologiques.' 

The following' letters have been written by members of our club to 
whom reference was made on the subject. 

10 Southwell Gardens, South Kensington, 
March 30, 1878. 

' hir DEAR SIB,-Dr. Hann'a letter refers to a subject in which I 
take much interest, and to which I have for some time past felt inclined 
to apply myself as won as I am clear of some pressing work. 

' T h e  discussion naturally dividw itself into two branches. The 
variations in the dinlensions of the glaciers of the Alps, which as far as 
we know seem to be distributed in cycles of long period, involving a 
large amouut of change, and other cycles of ehorter period, and cor- 
responding to lesser changes of volume, must of course ultimately be 

- referred to physical causea of a general nature external to the earth's 
surface, and the investigation of these forms tho main bwinem of 
meteorology as a branch of phyaica But  the correlation of the par- 
ticular facts of glacier oscillation with those which are  or may be 
disclosed by meteorological observations is a more limited inquiry, 
and one which I think might, evrn with existing materials, be under- 
taken with mme meaaure of euccees, though I am not aware that i t  has 
been seriously attempted. The question whether in a given year, the 
volume of a glacier uhall increase or diminish resolves itself into a 
comparison between the amount of addition to its volume by the 
annual fall of snow or hail within the glacier basin, and the annual 
amount of ablation. I t  is of course obvious that annual, or even 
monthly mean temperatures throw no light whatever on the inquiry, 
and that to form reaeonable estimates under both heads, nothing short 
of tt careful examination of the daily records nlade in suitable stations 
can be of any use. Not having yet attacked the subject, I merely 
hazard the opinion that for some years past, the number of mch stations 
haa been sufficient to give some promise of useful resulta. 
' hiy chief doubt is, whether the observations hitherto made a t  high 

atations in  the Alps will be found to throw as much light as is desirable 
on the subject of ablation. A chief element in this is the direct action 
of solar radiation which operates to a very sensible extent a t  all seasons, 
and which would be found to correspoild much more nearly with the 
records ofa black-bulb thermometer in the sun, thanwith those of a ther- 
mometer in the shade,-but quite as  important a f ~ t o r  in ablation is 
one to which I long ago called attentio~i, but which has been very little 
noticed by  writers on glaciers, and that is the effect of rain falling in 
the higher region, especially when, as sometimes happens, its temper- 
ature is considerably above U°C. This is often shown by the sudden 
and rapid increase in the volume of glacier streams out of all proportion 
to the actud rainfall. At first sight i t  might seem as if the additional 
volume of water reaching the glacier stream-which is the mensure of 
the ablation-could be no more than that due to plunging ice a t  molt- 
ing p i n t  into the volume of water representing the rainfall on the 
glacier hasin a t  the temperature of the tatter, but there is a further, 
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not inconsiderable. amount due to the mechanical effect of the rivuleta 
of comparatively \;arm water on the glacier surface, which brings down 
a considerable quantity of glacier ice in a condition of sludqe from a 
higher position; where the-ordinary ablation is leee, to a l&er one, 
where this is greater. 

' There are several other points connected with the inquiry a t  which, 
for lack of time, I can merely glance. Such is the prodigious differ- 
ence in the amount of ablation occurring between a state of the weather 
when the sky is clear a t  night and cloudy by day,, and that when 
cloudy a t  night and clear by day, although the difference between 
the records of the thermometer in the shade may be inconsiderable. 

Finally it  may be found that one of rhe chief elementa in the shrinking 
of the glaciers of late years, is due to a diminished snowfall in winter, 
along with a n  increase in the late spring. This operates in various 
ways (sufficiently obvious) to increase ablation, and diminish additions 
to tho volume of the glacier. 

I have several times tried to make brief and casual observations on 
the variations occurring in the volume of glacier torrenta There are 
many difficulties, and at  the best such casual observations can be of 
little uw,-but there are many xtationa in the Alps, such aa Zermatt, 
Chamouni, Moril, Rhoneglerecher, Grindelwald, kc., where, with a 
moderate amount of intelligent trouble, such observations could be 
systematically recorded, and thus secure the most important datum in 
the inquiry, for the drainage plus the amount of evaporation from the 
glacier surface, and minvs that due to rain or snow falling below the 
level of ne'ui and speedily melted, exactly corresponds with the ablation. 
Benides thie, i t  could without extra labour be connected with observ- 
ations on the amount of glacial mud, brought down by g l a c i e r e a  
moat important point in connection with the geological results of glacial 
action, aa to which no adequate observations exist. 

' A  much lew important,, but yet a useful, addition to the records 
,kept a t  existing station4 would be an entry of the temperature of 
the rain ill ing, when this is  sufficient in volume to differ sensibly from 
that of the atmosphere. If you can promote these objects, especially 
the former, you will, I am sure, greatly assist the progress of Alpine 
Meteorology. Believe me, &c. J o m  BALL.' 

Robert H. Scott, Esq., F.R.S. 
6 Sussex Place, Hyde Park, March 1, 1879. 

' b f ~  DEAR FRESHFIELD.-T~~ subject which Dr. Hann h a  recoln- 
mended to the attention of Alpine Clubs is one of great interest, but  
aleo of conrdderable complexity. 

Among the various conditions of the problem, i t  is comparatively 
easy to see which influences tend in the general direction of glacier 
extension, and which in that of glacier contraction. But even with 
respect to the general tendency of certain conditionq there appears to 
be more uncertainty than might be supposed. I t  has been suggested 
that the great extension of glaciers, which is known to have once pre- 
vailed, may have been due not to lower temperatures than now exist, 
but  to a greater amount of condensation. This, hornever, implying 
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more rainfall as well as more mow, might not improbably produce 
precisely the opponite result. 

'And  the relative efficacy of the several influences, temperature, 
atmospheric or solar, enow or rainfall, and the sessons a t  which they 
occur, are points upon which plausible conjectures may be formed, but  
the material6 for a definite opinion are so imperfect that no satisfactory 
conclusion can be arrived at. 

' HOW far then can members of Alpine Clubs assid in  collecting 
such materials ? I n  the first place careful and continuous meteoro- 
logical observations are required, and as remarked by Dr. Hann and Mr. 
Ball, mean temperatures alone can throw little light on the question. 
The  importance of observations of solar radiation has been pointed out, 
but to give these a definite value they should include a careful note of 
the duration as well as the intensity of the action. With regard to 
atmospheric temperature, daily observations a.re absolutely required, 
and i t  seems to me that the important element is not the mean tem- 
perature for the 24 houre, but for those hours during which i t  exceeds 
O°C., and the number of those hours. The  amount of mow or rainfall 
and the temperature of the latter are of course important factore. 

' But townrdu the collection of these data, which must be systematic 
and long continued to have any value, those members of Alpine Clubs 
whose ueual residence is a t  a distance from the mountains can con- 
tribute but little. And even the measurement of the volume of glacier 
&earns, suggested by Mr. Ball, would require to be made a t  short 
in te~ra l s  and for long periods of succe~sive years, before any definite 
conclusion could be hased upon them. 
' But as I understand the suggestion of Dr. Haun, it  is rather that 

our members should direct their attention to recording the actual 
changes in  the condition of the glaciers which express, as he says, tho 
integration of the meteorological facts. And thin I think they might 
very usefully do. Careful mwsuren~enta might be made of the form 
and position of the extremities of the glaciers, but it  would be lesa 
difficult and still better to take wctions across the surhce of glaciers 
a t  different parts of their course, in positions which could be easily 
identified. These sections should be referred to bench-marks on some 
neighbouring rock, and if posaible connected with the levels of the 
government surveys. 

'The  compriaon of such sections, both at  different periods in the 
=me year, and alw, from year to year would afford the most definite 
information ae to the actual increase or diminution of the glaciers; 
and the most useful sections would he those taken in the most accessible 
situations, jnst above the final ice-falls,as, ibr example, oppo~ite the Mon- 
ta~lvert., w11icI1 \vn111cI indirrttr, more certainly than even a anrvr-y of tho 
extremity of'tlle glacier, the general result of its progression and ablation. 
' The  i n ~ t m m c n t ~  used need not be such as materially to encumber 

the mountaineer, as minute accuracy would not be necessary. Yours 
very truly, ' R. C. NICHOLS.' 

D. W. Freshfield, Esq. 

' DEAR MR. SCOTT.-I have no doubt that the chief cause of the 
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retreat of the glaciers throughont the -41ps has been the comparative 
snowleesness of modern winters, iu other words the deficient supply. 
I have had constant letters from a Chamonix guide of late years, and 
their uniform strain has been the little snow and consequent possibility 
of fieldwork in the winter monthe. 

' The exceptions to the general movement of the ice s t  Zermatt and 
in the Engadine are doubtless to be accounted for by the snow supply 
having been in those districts less deficient. Each ice-stream should be 
etndid separately. For instance, at Zermatt we may find the Gorner 
Glacier advancina, while the Findelen Glacier is in retreat. The first 
thing a careleas-obwrver will eay is, ' Most mysterious! since they 
both come froni the same n6vk.' But examination shows that though 
this is true as to half the Gorner supply, the larger half, perhaps, 
comes from a high plateau exposed ta all the wowfull brought up by 
the S.W. wind, from which the Monte Rosa range shelters the lower 
n6vk which feeds both Gorner and Findelen. 

' Meteorologists, it seems to me, must in the first place ascertain the 
kind of seasons which control the movements of the ice. They will 
then be able to use the records of glaciers to some extent as clock- 
hands, indicating what the seaeons were in past timea. They must bear 
in mind of course that it will take a year or more for the bottom to 
respond to the supply poured in at the top, and that the periods of 
greateet advance will follow not coincide with those of greatest supply. 
' On one point I think the public mind ought to be diaabuaed. The 

storiea of the extraordinary smallness of the glaciers in the Middle 
Ages, 1300-1500 A.D., of babies crossing the Monchjoch, etc., must be 
abandoned along with the Tell legend. Venetz's proofs (quoted Alp. 
J., vol. vi. p. 30) prove no more than mch an advance as took place 
a t  the beginning of the present century. There has been, I believe, no 
great change in the extent of the ice, and consequently no serious de- 
terioration of the Swiss climate since history began. In Roman times the 
ice must have been pretty much where it is now. Had it been,much 
lower, mch a pass as the Great St. Bernard could not have been used as 
a highway. There have been, I believe, a series of oscillations confined 
within roughly speaking the same limits. From 1560-1600 there waa 
one of the greatest advances; and during this time so severe were the 
winters that the Lake of Constance waa three times frozen over. 

'The  following fscts and references may be worth adding. The 
mountaineers who were on the Alps laat winter found it compamtively 
warm (sometimes above freezing point) between 10,000 and 13,000 feet. 
A warm southerly wind swept about the great peaks, while the low- 
lands were nipped by a black frost and shrouded in frozen mists. 

' The Italian Alpine Club have founded a series of meteoro10,gical 
stations a t  heights from 9,000 fi. downwards all along the southern 
side of the Alps, the observations at which are regularly published. 

' In Petermann's " Mittheilungen " for October 1878, these is a long 
article by Prof. Fritz, on the periodical movements of glaciers, in which 
the statistics attainable seem to have been carefully collected. The 
Profeeeor attempts to prove that sunspots are responsible for the move- 
ments of glaciers, as well ae for our commercial crises. 
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' There is also an article on Caucmian [,lacier8 in the last numher of 
the German Alpine Club's publication. They are in retreat, but not 
such a rapid retreat as that of the Alpine glaciers. 

' In a very rare book by a Mons. Bordier, " Voyage Pietoreaque aux 
Glacieres de Savoy e " (Geneva, 1773), there is a paesap;e which curiously 
anticiptea Dr. Hann's suggestion, and another which illuetratee my 
views ae to the oecillationa of the ice. 

'Something may be done in the direction anggested by individual 
members of our Club. But it is to the foreign Clube who are on the 
spot, and with large funds, that yon must look in the firat place. 

' DOUGLAS W. FRFBHPILLD.' 
ALPINE PICTURES IN 1879.-On the whole, the impression lett by 

the picturee of Alpine acenery shown thin year in exhibitiona, or at the 
painters' studios is satisfactory. No new genius has appeared, but such 
progreaa as there is is in the right direction. There are welcome signs 
that the doctrine of the old school of mountain painters is almoat 
obsolete, that we are no longer to be asked to helieve that mountains 
must be altered into something impomible in nature before they can be 
presented on canvass. The new school seem to agree that though they 
ma omit, they will not wilfully distort or falei*. &I long as they adhere to this principle they will aecure one g r e ~ t  
advantage. When there is nothing to confuse and derange them, our 
recollections come at once to the painter's a id  He may not have been 
able to give us all there was to see, but if he gives us nothing but w h d  
he saw memory supplies his omiaeions; while, at the least touch of 
falseneea to local truth she fliea altogether. 

We shall briefly note the year's work of our artistic membere. 
In the Royal Academy Sir Robert Collier's ' Matterhorn from Zer. 

matt ' occupied a conspicuous place. I t  is a large work bolrlly con- 
ceived and moat conscientiously worked out. The peak haa never 
been painted with euch firm and delicate precieion. I t  could hardly be 
better done. As a whole, the picture is the k t  this distinguixhed 
amateur has yet produced, and will mine his reputation with art iat~ by 
its technical skill, as much as with mountaineers by ita truthfulneaq. 
Sir R. Collier's other pictures of a glacier and of the Wetterhorn (in 
Suffolk Street) do not reach the aame level. 

Among the water-colonr artists, Mr. G. Barnard, aa almost an 
original member uf the Club, claims first notice. A lover of the Alps 
hefore they had become a M i o n ,  Mr. Barnard was one of the firet to 
paint peaks aa they are, and thus to make the moat effective protest 
rtgainst the ignoble representations of them which were common tweoty 
years a e .  Those who have known his art during this period know 
exactly ite characteristics Pure in colour, painstaking in drawing, 
his most wcceReful works are those which repreeent eome quiet effect of 
evening light on the mountains. When he finishes away from nature 
he is apt to lose aome of the character of the scene. His beet drawing 
this year waa a view from the Wengern Alp. 

Mr. Croft d m  not want for force and daring. His danger liee 
rather in the fircility with which he can seize a striking effect : a facility 
which, unless the painter beam in mind Sir Josh~ia Reynolds's precept 
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that it is his business to lead the public up to his level, not to go down 
to theirs, in not without p v e  dangers. This year, however, Mr. Croft 
has produced much work which is open to no reproach on this score. 
His large picture of the Tschierva Glacier did not please ue so much aa 
many of the others. Nothing, however, could be more thorough and 
m c c d  than ' A view in the Roeegthal.' ' The Matterhorn from the 
Stockje ' was a noble ice-wne carefully and soberly worked out. The 
glacier foreground waa particularly good, one of the beat we have seen 
in water.colour. Among the most charming drawings were two of the 
promontory of Bellaggio. The numeroue drawing0 of the Mari- 
time A l p  and the Edrels from the neighbourhood of Cannes were 
also intereating. Snowy alps Been over blue waves are to most of us a 
novelty. 

In the old water-colour gallery two Swim landdarpee occupied 
prominent places. Richardson's ' Valley of Lauterbrunnen' waa a 
specimen of the old school. Whatever its merits as a drawing, an a 
representation of the acenery of the Oberland it was worthleas. Colling- 
wood's sun& from the Faulhorn was an attempt to deal with a moist 
difficult problem. If there ia one subject we should henitate to recnm- 
mend to i t  is half a panorama. The outlines of the Oberland 
peaks were correct, the colours unexaggerated. But the power shown 
failed to justify the selection of subject. A smaller ' Monte Rosa &om 
the Moro ' was more snoceeeful, rather h u e e  in a picture one moun- 
tain is better than half a dozen than from any superior force in the 
execution. 

Having noticed in detail Mons. Lop$s pictures last year we shall 
not linger over this season's show. There were few large pictures and 
these were of a character already familiar. But there were a crowd of 
stuaies from nature, many of them of a value which the absence of 
frnmee, perhaps, in part concealed from the general public. 

Hitherto ice has been Mons. Loppk's favourite study. He has now 
achieved a succesa in other ' Forms of Water.' The Marjelen See hna 
o b n  been painted. But we have never seen any representations of i t  
approaching in local truth to some of these studies. A miniature ice- 
berg floating upon its own shadow in the dark luminous lake under a 
stormy sky, was equally admirable in colour and compoeition. 

Among the winter sketches the most remarkable were those of the 
Wetterhorn, and of the meeting of the Rhone and Arve. In the 
former the painter haa caught Nature in one of her most exquisite mo- 
menta A mist has suddenly rolled away, leaving clear against the 
luminous, intensely frosty sky the great mountain, heavily draped in a 
mow-mantle, golden with sunset, except where the shadow of the Eiger 
l i a  upon it. There is no colour in the picture ; for the foreground is 
a sheet of snow with some half-buried chnleta. I t  attempta to do for 
the Alps in winter what Mr. Whistler haa done for the Thames in 
fog. 

Mr. E. Walton's exhibition contained some new work from the Enga- 
dine. But, unfortunately, there is little new to be said of it. Mr. 
Walton can paint a brilliant snow-peak or mountain mi- aa well, if 
not better, than any one. But he i~ content to repeat year after year 
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one or two effects, the supreme beauty of which is not so obvious to 
others ae to himself, and for their sake to neglect all that givea their 
individual character to the various Alpine regiona. 

Two drawings of ' Davos in Winter,' by Harry Godwin in the SuiEolk 
Street Gallery deeerve mention for their delicacy and truth. We should 
be glad to see more of the painter's Alpine work. 

Two foreign paintera have carried us to the Himalayas and Cau- 
CBBUa 

The Russian Vereschaguine, whose very striking sketches of Central 
Aaia were sliown some years ago a t  the Crystal Palace, had this summer 
at Kenmngton a collection of views in India, amonget which were two 
very forcible pictures of Kinchinjunga and many oil-sketchea of 
Himalayan scenery. The alpine landscape sugga&d by the great 
mountain eeen from DajeeIing is the view of Monte Rosa from Monte 
Generoso. In each a great snowy mass towere over forty miles of 
lower hills. 

Signor Premazzi exhibited at the Burlington Gallery some water- 
colour drawings of the Crimea and Caucasus, amongst which were views 
of Kazbek, Elbruz, and Ararat, and several on the Dariel road. They 
were exceedingly faithful, and made us regirat that a painter with ao 
much technical ekill in the literal representation of scenery had not 
penetrated into tlie more beautiful portions of the Caucasian chain. 

EXCURSIONS ROUND P ~ ~ z o ~ o . - T b e  descriptions 1 had read in ' Italian 
Alps' had for some time given me a great deaire to visit the Trentino, 
and last year I had the satisfaction of spending six weeks in that beau- 
tiful district. Mr. Freshfield had suggested to me an excursion, namely, 
to the Lago di San Giuliano, and from thence into the Val di Borzago. 
As I consider this one of the finest easy walks in the district, I give the 
following details. Prom Pinzolo to the Lago di San Giuliano there 
are several ways. I decided to crow the flat and fertile valley, and to 
etrike straight up the wooded slopes to the west of Pinzolo. At the 
first chhlete reached, I waa told that the direct course I had t h e n  
was by no means the best, and that a path that zigzagged to the left 
was the easier route. The chalets themselves are visible from Pinzolo, 
and any one wandering to them is rewarded by an unusually fine view 
of the shattered dolomite walls of the Brenta group. Passing laburnum 
trees in full flower, I turned to the right through the dense fir forest, 
and skirted the southern dopes of the Val di Genova, ascending slightly 
as I went. In a short time I emerged from the wood, and found in a 
  mall clearing a large stone-built malga. There were no herdsmen to 
inquire of, but a path stretched away evidently in the desired direction. 
Along this path I wandered amidst maaaes of rough granite rocks half 
covered with rhododendrons in bud and brilliant bloom, which stretched 
,on every hand in countless multitudes. Ascending a elope I reached 
the summit, and saw a small lake immediately below me. This I at 
first fancied was the Lago di San Giuliano, but a reference to the Aus- 
trian Military Map corrected my mistake. I skirted thia tarn, and 
croased the ridge that rose beyond ; but lost time anlidst a wilderness 
of fallen rocks on the other side. The easier plan is to descend n little 
towarde the Val di Genova, and cross a lower part of the ridge. Im- 
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mediately in front of me now lay the twin lakes of Garzone and San 
Qiuliino; and hard by stands the little chapel built in memory of the 
hermit a h r  whom the second lake is named. 

I had now to decide how best to reach the Val di Borzago, for it  
seemed probable that if I a t  once climbed any of the mountains to the 
south, I might become so embarraaeed by the confusion of ridges and 
peaks aa to  be compelled to deacend into the Val di Rendena. Thia 
was the more probable as the clouds were now settling down on the 
summits with the persistence of this moat melancholy season. I there- 
fore crossed another ridge to the west of the two lakes, and psssing by 
several tarns clustered in the next valley, I found that instead of a 
complex collection of rocky peaks, I had now only a single ridge sew 
reting me from the Val di Bonago. This I crossed by one of several 
gaps, on all of which, however, the clouds were now gathered gloomily. 
I came down by steep graasy slopes of the kind that some of our friends 
with naillese boots find only too easy to descend. 

On reaching the highest chaets, I waa most warmly welcomed by the 
herdamen, who probably had never before been visited there by any 
traveller ; and who exhausted their vocabulary of German, consiuting 
of about seven words, in honour of my arrival. They took me to be 
an Anatrian officer of engineers, a distinction which I enjoyed through- 
out this district, my tent and sheets of sketching paper helping the 
illusion. I bade the herdsmen farewell, and while I pursued my down- 
ward course, I could still hear them vociferously interchanging remarks 
aa to me and mine. The clouds were now lifting, and revealing wide- 
stretching mow-fields a t  the head of the valley, crowned by the rocky 
crest of the Cark Alto. 

PesRing down the lovely Val di Borzago, I waa soon in scenes of the 
richeat beauty, birch, and beech, and chestnut, flourishing aa they seldom 
do among the mountains, and forming many a soft woodland picture, 
while high overhead gleamed the shining snows. A t  the village of 
Borzago I refreshed myself a t  the house of a fircetioua native, who had 
evidently auffered much from the fluids sold a t  inns wliich announced 
' Buon Vino,' and he had determined if theirs waa good he would sell 
bad. Accordingly he painted over his door ' Vendita di Cattivo Vino.' 
I only hope future vidtors may find his wine as  good aa I did. Thid 
reminds me of a humorous tradeaman in the recent Paria Exhibition, 
who put over hifl wares a large placard, ' This is the only &dl in thin 
department which h a  not received a prize medal.' 

From Borzago to Pinwlo there is  a good road, and the 72 kiloe can 
be done either on foot or iq the atellwagen fiom Tione, which paeeea 
every evening ; or  the traveller may proceed much more comfortably 
in a carriage, ordered before starting, of that most attentive of hoate, 
Collini of the Corona,. The route I have described will take about ten 

* In the Appendix to Italian A@ the two inns at  Pinzolo are mentioned 
as Bonapace's and the Posta At present, a t  any rate, Bonapace's and the 
Posta are one, and the Corona is the other inn. The C~rona is the beet 
suited, I think, for travellers, who will find there cleanliness and great 
attention from Signor Collini. They must not, however, expect to find im- 
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hours ; and although probabl there is no point more than 5,000 feet 
above Pinzolo, the several ridges to be crossed add to the total height 
to be climbed. 

TheDoa di Sabione has already been described in the 'Alpine Journal; ' 
but the Palu di Mugbi (see Austrian map), which is eeveral hundred feet 
higher, and which affords a finer view, has so far remained unnoticed. 
From the windows or the garden of the Corona a t  Pinzolo this mountain 
appears to be a spur of the Cima di Nafdiaio, as Mr. Freahfield calls it, 
or the Cima di Vallon of the Auatrian map. The way to the Palu di 
Mugbi is readily found; a new cart-track from Giustino leada to the 
Malga of Bandalom, and the stream that supplies this chalet may then 
be followed for some distance. The traveller now mounts the green 
slopes of the alp that divides the Dos di Sabione from the Pra Fiori 
ridge, and he can then choose his own way among the junipers and 
legf~hren to the top of the pyramidal Palu di Mugbi. This mountain 
breaks away on the eastern side into precipices of dolomite, and is 
thereby completely cut off from the Cima di Nafdisio, while its near- 
ness to the Cima Tosa and other neighbouring dolomites, makes it an 
admirable apot for studying their strange and fantastic structure. To 
the south the traveller looks down the Val d'Algone, the steep sides of 
which are softened with the r iche~t verdure, and in the distance the 
ridges of the sunny south are paled by excess of the Italian light. 
Turning northward, in the opposite direction, the eye ranges along the 
Val d'Agola, over the sterner dopes that surround the Hospice of Cam- 
piglio, and reste far in the distance on the Oetzthal Alps. The special 
glory of the view is, however, in the range to the westward, where 
Presanella, Adamello, and Care Alto rear their noble forms, and are 
here aeen to better advantage than from the lower Dos. An additional 
intereat is given to this ascent by the rising into view over the lower 
parts of the Presanella of several peaks of the Ortler group. 

While I draw attention to this view of the eastern side of the Ada- 
mello-Preeanella ohain, I would recommend that another point should 
be visited, which commands the northern aide of the same range. Most 
of the travellers who take the Tonale pass are oontent with the glimpse 
they have from near the Austrian fort of the steeply scarped sides of 
the Presanella. If, however, any one on a clear day will take the 
trouble to mount even one of the lower spun of the Monte Tonale, he 
will be rewarded by a magnificent view of the Adamello and Presa- 
nella range% the latter here in grand outline showing the three sum- 
mits which have earned for i t  the name of Il Triplice.' From this 
point, too, the eye may range over many a dietant dolomite peak, the 
Lang Kofel and the Cimon della Pala being both in sight. 

During the aix weeks I spent in the Trentino I eaw only three tra- 
vellers. Many more will doubtlesscome thie eummer, when the Stabi- 
limento of Campiglio, burnt two years ago, is reopened. Long, 
however, may this district be preserved from the crowd which now 

mediately on arrival complete provision made for them, but remember that 
at Pinzolo travellers are still few and far between. 

See the illustrat,ion. 
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renders the Engdine almost intolerable, and from the placards which 
there threaten condign penalties on the hapletvl tourists whose horeoe 
shall dare to trot in the streeta, whose feet shall tread the fields, whose 
mieguided fingers shall gather gentian, or who shall unwittingly pur- 
chase undried edelweiss I ALFRED WILLIAMS. 

THE PALA DI SAN MARTINO.-The following extract from the book 
at  San Martino has been forwarded to us, recording a second ascent of 
this formidable peak by Herr Msurer's former co-editor Herr Isler : 

'On the 11th August (1878) the second ascent of the Pala di Snn 
Martino was made. Guidee (new to the mountain), Aleesandro Lacedelli 
and Angelo Tangiacomi, both of Cortina d'Ampezzo. This m o n d  ascent 
was preceded by two unsuccessN attacks (on the 9th and 10th August), 
one from the south aide, in which seven-eighths of the height of the 
peak were mastered, and the second by a gully which led to a point 
500 feet below the summit.' 

The route followed in the successful ascent seems to have been 
identical with Herr Meurer's. 

A WINTER TOUR IN THE D O L O M I T E S - W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  excursions in the high 
Alps are no longer the novelties they were when Mr. H. Walker and I 
crossed the Strahleck and Finsteraarjoch in December 1866. Mont 
Blmc, the Jungfrau, the Schreckhorn, and the Glockner, have all been 
climbed at that season; but I have not heard of any comprehen- 
rive tour of an Alpine district similar to that which (again with Mr. 
Walker) I made last January in the Dolomite mountains of the 
Southern Tyrol. 

As we did not deviate from carriage roads and mule paths, the jour- 
ney may reasonably be regarded aa below the level of the Alpine Club 
and the 'Alpine Journal ' ; but I am not without hope that the following 
brief particulars may tempt some of the younger and more energetic 
members of the Club to improve upon our example. 

We arrived at Botzen over the Brenner on January 19, in forty-eight 
hours Gom London. From there our route was as follows:-To 
Castelruth ; over the Se iwr  Alp to St. Ulrich in the Groden Thal, re- 
turning to Botzen ; by rail to Toblach in the Puster Thal ; to Schlo- 
derbach; by the Lago di bfesurina to Auronzo, and round by 
Pieve di Cadore to Cortina; round the Monte Cristallo by the Tre 
Croce, Lago di Mesurina, and Ampezzo P w  ; over the Tre S w i  to 
Cnprile and Agordo ; by the Cereda Pa~a to Primiero ; thence by St. 
Martino and Paneveggio to Predazzo and Vigo (from which place we 
had a glorious walk to the head of the Vajolet glen), and so by the 
Caresa Paes and Karneid Thal back to Botzen on February 2. 

Now, of course, there was nothing exciting in all this; but wo 
nevertheless spent a cery agreeable fortnight. The whole country 
was deep in wow ; but the weather was generally good, we saw every- 
thing to perfection ; and although the appearance of tourists a t  such a 
season was an absolute surprise, we everywhere found most comfort- 
able accommodation and excellent fare,-not excepting such out-of-the- 
way spots as Auronzo and Panevcggio. There seemed to be much more 
business doing in these valleys than, according to my experience, is the 
m e  in Switzerland in winter, and the inns are consequently better 

Y 2  
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prepared to receive stranqer~. The  roads over the Ampzzo  Pas., and 
wid Paneveggio to I'rimioro, are kept open ; while even from Toblach 
to Auronzo by the Lago di Mesurina there is a continuous local 
traffic, liable of' course to be interrupted by bad weather. 

The  journey was our first introduction to the Dolomites. A pre- 
conceived idea we had formed, that the scenery must be grander in  
winter than in summer, was quite confirmed by what we saw and were 
told. Both Santo Siorpaes and Ploner of dchluderbach, unprompted 
and independently, loudly declared that the mountains were incom- 
parably more striking as we enw them, snow covered, than in their 
srlmmer guise. I greatly douht whether either the Marmarole or the 
Antelao, if bare of mow, would have produced upon us anything like 
the effect which the former did as seen from Pieve di Cadore, and the 
latter all along the road from Tai to Cortina ; while, to take an example 
of another kind, the walk from Agordo to Primiero over the Cereda 
Pasq which (except in  ' Italian A l p  ') has been generally damned with 
faint praiae, seemed to us, under the conditione in which we took it, 
the reverse of tedioua, as well as extremely p i c t u r q u e .  

The mere valley scenery may very likely be 1e.w striking in mid- 
winter than in summer, and the landscapes ae a whole may possibly 
lose something of the peculiar charm which is attributed to them by 
the devotees of the district. However this may be, we aaw enough to 
lead UE to hope to be, some day, in a position to make the comparison 
for ourselveg while we can without hesitation recommend those who 
as yet only know the country in summer, to make its acquaintance in  
winter a t  the earliest opportunity. 

I ought perhapa to add, as a warning or an encouragement as the 
case may be, that winter ascents of the higher Dolomite peaks (with 
the exception possibly of the Marmolata) would probably be found 
extremely difficult, if practicable a t  all ; and that it  is very doubtful 
whether even the best of the local guides could be induced to under- 
take them. A. W. MOORE. 

THE CHAYONIX R ~ Q L E ~ N T . - T ~ ~  Prgfet of Haute Savoie, by an edict 
dated May 25, 1879, has modified in some respects the RCglement of 
1877. The following are the most important innovations :- 

Two members of the French Alpine Club, to be appointed by the 
Sous-Prbfet of Bonneville after reference to the ' Direction Centrale ' 
of the Club, are added to the examining body. 

Candidates for admission to the Company of Guides must receive 
two-thirds of the votes of the examiners. 

Travellers are free in the choice of guides. 
The general rules as to the number of guides to be supplied for 

glacier expeditions is followed by this very important exception. It is  
permissible for any traveller to take for the above-mentioned expeditions 
a 1- number of guides and porters, but on his own responsibility. 
Nevertheless, if the expedition with a reduced number of guides and 
porters offers dangers, the guide-chef and guides may refuse their 
services.' 

The following alteration affects the guides only :-'On every guide 
and porter there ~h311 be levied on behalf of the company the following 
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taxes, riz. 5 per cent. on ordinary expeditions, 15  per cent. on extra- 
ordinary.' This is a concession to the outcry raised by the tax of 20 
per cent. on extraordinary expeditions crated by rhe previous Rkglc- 
ment. But this molicltrous imposition, worthy of the lowest type of 
trades-unioniem, must surely dieappear totally in the final revision 
which may be hoped for before next season. A tax levied on the 
beet glacier guiden for the benefit of the lazy mule-drivers is so ob- 
viowly unjust and immoral, that it  can only need attention to be 
called to it to ensure ita repeal. We trust the Alpine Congress at 
Geneva will give the Prkfet of Hante Savoie the benefit of ita opinion 
on thie subject, and make clear to him that the course hitherto followed 
in dealing with the guide question haa reeulted in depreciating the 
character of Chamonix guides, and in driving mountaineers to other 
dktricta, thue materially affecting the prosperity of the valley. A 
comparison of the number of glacier expeditions made with local guides 
iu the Mont Blanc and Monte Rosa chain would prove thie tkct, which 
is within the knowledge of every recent traveller. 

I t  is due, however, to French administration to say that ita failure, 
as regard6 Chamonix, ie to be accounted for in great part by the 
national criais. There have been five PrCfeta at Annecy in two years I 
There is every reason to hope that the present officer will have time 
and diepoait.ion to deal with the problem which his predeceeaore have 
left him. It is worth his beet attention. The affairs of Chamonix are 
in one sense those of s remote country village; but in another, the 
place, by its inseparable connection with the most firmoue mountain of 
our continent, has an exceptional importance, and what is done or left 
undone there is known and dimmed in hdf the capitals of Eumpe. 
TRE DOM JOCK AND LYS JOCK-In my paper, 'An  Ascent of the 

T i h h o r n  from the Fke Glacier,' published in the laat number of the 
' Alpine Journal,' I made reference to the height of the Dom Joch in 
comparison with that of other Alpine passea In my own MS. I had 
placed it third on the list, attributing to it a alight mperiority over the 
Lye Joch. I t  appeared, however, to the editor, that my claim in favour 
of the Sass Grat Col waa not ao clear as to allow of the Lye Joch being 
thus definitely supereeded; and he accordingly altered the order of 
precedence aa I had given it. 

I am by no means prepared to accept Mr. Fosteia estimate, that the 
Dom Joch ' ca8not be less than 14,200 feet ;'# but at the same time, 
B U C ~  superiority as I claimed for it, although a narrow one (22 feet) 
remains undoubted according to present measuremente. 

For the height of the Dom Joch, we have the excellent authority of 
the Federal Survey and Swiss Alpine Club Mapq in both of which it 
is given aa 4,286 metres, i.e. 14,062 English feet. The height of the 
Lys Joch has, unfortunately, not been trigonometrically obtained. 
Zumstein gives the height of the plateau aa 14,100 feet, which may 
hirly be taken aa about that of the paw (though he speaks of ascending 
somewhat to it). This barometrical reading was taken on July 31, 
1820.t I t  is not, however, possible to place implicit confidence in the 

,t lpine Jurmal, vol. iv. p. 372. ) Ihid. vol. v, p. 136 ct rrrg. 
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accuracy of Zumstein's result, on account of the error, since esta- 
blished in his hypsometrical calculations as to the Vincent Pyramid and 
Zumstein Spitze. The altitude as given by him in this latter case waa 
in excess of the real height, as mnce ascertained, by 88 English feet. 
Ex uno diece omnes,' may not unreasonably be quoted againat him. 

The only authorities of any real importance, are Mr. Tuckett's deter- 
~nination, and the deduction which is  to be drawn from the fact, that 
the closely neighbouring summit marked Balmenhorn (but which is pro- 
bably the ' Schwanhorn,' of Signor Prina, when he made the Iplmlita 
P ~ s s ,  on September 3, 1875) * is 4,324 mktres, or 14,187 English feet. 
This rock is visible in photographs of the Monte Rosa chain taken from 
the Riffelberg, over the depression nearest the Lyskamm, which is, how- 
ever, somewhat lower than the true Lys Joch. Mr. Tuckett estimates 
this peak at 100 to 150 feet above the Col. On June 15, 1861, Mr. 
Tuckett spent an hour and a half upon the Col itself, and the reaulta of 
his barometrical end (two) boiling-point observations (after comparison 
with corresponding ones on the Great St. Bernard) enabled him to deduce 
the height of the Col as foilows :-Barometer, 14,053 English feet; mean 
of two boiling points, 14,028 ; mean, 14,040.5. Since the appearance 
of my paper, published in the last number, I have corresponded with 
Mr. Tuckett on the subject, and he  see^ no reason to doubt the prec- 
tical accuracy of his figures thus given. 

M. Joanne and Herr Tschudi in their well-known Guide Bookg and 
the Abbe Gorret (in his Guide Book for Aosh and its neighbouring 
velley5 published in 1877), credit the Lys Joch with 4,944 mktres 
(1 4,253 feet). These reckonings are obviously derived from the figurea 
4,344 on the Federal and Swiss Alpine Club Maps, which though 
printed cn the Lys Joch, refer to the Ludwig's Hohe, and not to the 
Pam- F. T. WETEERED. 

AN ALPINE VETERAN.-I regret to have to ask space to record the 
death of a famous mountaineer, the dog Techingel, which occurred at 
Dorking on June 16. 

Techingel was purchased in the L'otachthal when a puppy by Christian 
Almer in September 1865.t She made her de'lut as a climber by an 
ascent of the Torrenthorn from the Maing glacier, and a few days after 
cromed her first glacier paas, that from which she derived her name. 
For several years she lived at Grindelwald as the watch-dog of Almer's 
house, and in July 1868 passed into the possession of Miss Brevoort 
and myaeif. In order to follow us she had perforce to climb peaks and 
traverse pasees, and she acquitted herself so admirably that for nine sum- 
mers (1868 to 1876) she was our constant companion in our Alpine cam- 
paigns. Her list of ' grsndes courses ' amounts to no less than fifty-five, 
besidea numberlw excursions in winter and summer on glaciers and up 
to bivouace, beyond which it was not judged prudent to take her. Among 
her more remarkable feats were Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Fin~teraar- 
horn, Aletvchhorn (twice), Nesthorn, Jungfmu from Wengern Alp, 
Jungfraujoch with descent to Wengern Alp, Eiger, Wetterhorn, lionch 

* AQrinr Jm~m~nl,  vol. vii. p. 321. 
t Vide (;ec~rgr'fi, The Ohrrlnad and i t8  Glnn'ers. pp. 205 and 208-10. 
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from Wenge~n Alp, Ochsenhorn and Jooh, Grand Combin, first ascents 
of the Rilteau, the Grande Ruine, the northern Aiguille d'rirve (lower 
summit), Pic de la Grave ; fir~t.passagm of the Col de Is C w e  Ddserte, 
Col du Vallon de 1'Enchatras ; also the Col de la Pihtte (deecending 
to Vallouise), the Col des Ecring Bdche de la Meije, and Col du Glacier 
Blanc. In no one instance did she ever make a false step, and very 
rarely required assistance; but on the Diablerets showed a local guide 
the best way down the precipices of the Creux de Champa Her 
Alpine career closed with the death of her mistreas. From that time 
she spent a quiet English country life, beloved and respected by all 
who knew her, until she passed away at a good old age. Of her ex- 
cellent qualities this is not the place to speak at length. Suffice it to 
say that she had every canine virtue, was very good-tempered, extra- 
ordinarily intelligent, and of unswerving loyalty and affection to those 
around her.-W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

NOTICES. 
G o ~ ~ ~ ~ o o ~ s . - S e v e r a ~  of the old-established guidebooks have recently 

appeared in new editione. ' Murray's Handbook,' without changing its 
original character as a general traveller's guide, has a t  last been 
brought up to date with regard to glacier expeditions, and contains 
much information useful to mountaineers and not to be found else- 
whew. 'ihe portion dealing with the Pennine Alps having passed 
through the hands of the Alpine Clubmen who know them best, may 
be trusted to contain the most recent and accurate information; and 
young travellers may now read the chapters of general advice with a 
certainty of finding in them the results of the best experience of 
English mountaineers. Special attention has been paid throughout to 
the class of travellers who, without being mountaineers, wish to make 
a few of the easier glacier ascents and excursions. For example, the 
relative difficulty and merits of the various passes of the Mont Blanc 
chain are adequately set out. Several new district maps have been 
inserted, and those of the Charnonix and Zermatt districts have been 
re-engraved. The work has been divided into two volumes convenient 
for the pocket. 

Herr Karl Biideker has issued new English editions of his Hand- 
books for Switzerland and the Eastern Alps. They are concise, and 
correct, and the editor has carried out his aim in every respect with 
singular industry and ability. The only technical oversight we note k 
the use of French feet in eome of the panoramas and of mktree in others, 
while in the text English feet are used. Whether the result is our 
ideal guidebook is another question. For mere practical information 
these volumee are probably, as far as they go, the best of their kind. 
Nowhere elee do we find eo many details aa to prices and modes of 
conveyance. In maps and panoramas they distance all rivals. They do 
these things better in Germany I But as books they seem to us to have 
the i u l t  of being unreadable; and owing doubtless to the neceaeity 
for compression, the descriptions of the principal routes above the snow- 
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level (e.g. the Col d u  GeBnt) are meagre and unsatisfactory. T o  less 
concentrated works, such aa the ' Alpine Guide ' or blurray's ' Hand- 
book,' they bear tlle relation a meat lozenge ddoes to a good meal. Both 
are excellent things; the one in one's pocket on the road, the other a t  
the inn in  the evening. In  one respect, however, the Leipzig pub- 
lisher puts to shame his English rival. H e  is independent of the 68 
pages of' miecellaneous edvertisements, which to the regret of all who 
use it, still find a place within the cover of the ' Handbook.' 

Mr. F. S. h i l l y  has done good eervice to visitors to the Engadine 
by  preparing a new edition of Dr. Ludwig's excellent local ' Guide to 
Pontreeina.' It  is furnished with an admirable map of the Berninagroup. 

Herr Ivan von Techudi republishee his wonderfully compact 
German ' Tourist ' with corrections and additions. 

PROCEEDINGS O F  T H E  ALPINE CLUB. 

May 6, 1879.-Mr. C. E. MATHEWS, President, in the chair. T h e  
following were elected members of the Club : Rev. W. WILKS, M w m .  
J. MEURER, J. BRYCE, D.C.L., A. SLOXAN, Marquie A. DE PALLAV~~INI,  
and Dr. BKUNO WAGNER. 

T h e  President announced that, in  response to his invitation, many of 
the artist menlbers of the Club had expressed their willingness to con- 
t r ib~i te  works of ar t  to the Club-rooma 

Mr. J. OAKLEY MAUND read a paper on ' A  route over the Bietach- 
horn,' and Mr. H. S. HOARE one on ' The first ascent of Mont blaudit.' 
A bhort diwus8ion followed, in which Measre. LESLIE STEPHEN, DENT, 
~IARTLET and MATHEWS took part. 

June 3, 1879.-Mr. C. E. &IATHEWS, President, in thecbair. M. OTTO 
FCHOCK was elected a member of the Club. 

A vote of thanks to Air. W. E. DAVIDSON, for the able way in which 
he llad discharged the duties of' I-ionorary Secretary during Mr. DENT'S 
nbeence, proposed by Air. DENT, and seconded by Mr. WALLHOTH, was 
carried unanimously. 

Mr. JAMES ECCLLS read a paper on ' The Rocky Mountain Region oi 
Wyoming and Idaho,' illustrating his subject by maps and photographs. 

In the discussion that ensued, Mr. W. MATHKWS remarked on the 
diference in glaciation between the Alps and Bocky Mountains, and 
mentioned some concentric moraines in Sco~land similar in formation 
to tho* noticed by Mr. ECCLES. In answer to inquiries about the 
difficulties of travelling in the Bocky Mountain region, Mr. ECCLES 
stated that the chief troubles he experienced were those of transport 
and provisioning. 

Messra. BARLOW, HEELIS, and C. E. biATn~ws also joined in the dia- 
cuesion ; the latter congratulating tho Club on having heard a paper of 
great interest and aomewhat out of the usual line. 

June 17, 1879.-The Annual Summer Dinner took place a t  the Ship 
Hotel, Greenwich, when fifty-four membersand their fiiends eat down. 
Alr. C. E. BIATHEWS, President, in the chair. Anlong the guesta were 
Count STROGANOFF, Mr. ALBERT B L E R S T ~ T ,  Admiral IITDEH, &c. 
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A N  ASCENT OF MONT MAUDIT. By H. SEYMOUR HOARE. 
Read before the Alpine Club, May 6, 1879. 

EFORE describing the first ascent of Mont Maudit, I B ought, perhaps, to say a few words as to the histor of 
the name aud how it came to be confined to the secon 1 ary 
summit which now bears it. A hundred years am0 an one 
who mentioned le Mont Maudit ' would probably Rave geen 
supposed to speak of Mont Blanc ibelf. H e  would have been 
thought. only a little behind the fashion of the time, which was 
learning to admire the reat mountain, and no longer found i t  
good manners to speaf of it, like the En lish bishop of the 
previous century, as ' the hill called Mau d it, or Cursed.' It 
therefore put aside the peasants' name of Les Monts Maudits ' 
as the principal title of the great Alpine mountain, and con- 
fined i t  ta the neighbouring but secondary summits, rising 
between it and t,he head of Glacier du GQant, and finall to 
the peak whaac ascent I am about to describe-the A n t  
Maudit of modern m a p  and travellers, 14,668 * feet. The 
slo es of this peak had been often traversed by explorers P see ing a wry to Mont Blanc, but we have satisfied ourselves 
by careful inquiry that, previous to our ascent, no one had been 
withiu several hundred feet of the summit. 

W e  decided to spend the night of September 11 at the Granda 
Muleta, and started for that ' machine infernale,' aa a friend of 
ours expressively  call^ the hut, about I1 A.M., in glorious 
weather. A friend bound for Mont Blanc, and accompanied 
by Peter Anderegg and a Charnonix porter, was to start with us. 

* By an error, which h:ld its origin irl the nnhstitution during the 
engraving of' a 7 fbr a 4 in hiieulet's map, its height has heen sometimes 
exaggerated. 
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The fact of my friend not being a member of the Alpine 
Club enabled us to render him a service before etarting, as 
there was a difficulty about getting a Chamonix porter to accom- 
pany a traveller up Mont Blanc with only one guide, and that 
an Oberlander. Daridson, Ilowever, was equal to the occa- 
sion, and sou ht an interview with the guide-chef in the inner 1 penetralia of is bureau. I woul(1 I could reproduce his exact 
French, but for want of the power, I may state that it was to the 
effect that our friend, i t  is true, was not amember of the Alpine 
Club, but that the two who now had the honour of speaking 
with him were humble members of that Society, and were to be 
on the mountain the same day as the gentleman on whose 
behalf they had sought the interview, who did not wish to be 
overburdened with the regulation number of guides and por- 
ters. The guide-chef was amenable, and there shortly ap- 
peared at Couttet's hotel the stalwart youth with the generic 
name aforesaid. I am told that the next afternoon, after re- 
peated discharges of heavy pieces of ordnance from Couttet's 
garden, our friend at the bureau on hearing an unusually loud 
one, inquired what i t  memt;  on being told that a Monsieur 
with an Oberland guide and a Chamonix porter had safely re- 
turned from Mont Blanc, he shook his head and began to think 
all was not quite right, but when some two or three hours later 
a second discharge was fired, and he was told that it was to 
celebrnte the return of his two interviewers of the day before, 
there was tearing of hair in the ' bureau des guides.' 

I am glad to be ahle to add that, owing in great measure 
to the exertions of the French Alpine Club, these obnoxious 
rules were abolished before the commencement of the present 
season. 

But  to return to the Maudit : we followed the oft-trod- 
den route past the Pierre Pointue. The ascent of the 
glacier, below the Grands Mulets, was last year unusually 
easy. T'CThether it may have been owing to very heavy falls 
of snow in the minter and early spring, or to the fact that 
almost continuous bad weather in August must have prevented 
the usual ni~mber of pilgrimages made in that month to the 
Grands Mulets and even higjier, by the bulky tourists of 
various nationalities, certain i t  is that the surface of the glacier 
was more even this year than usual, and the snow bridges 
over the crevasses more numerous and more consistent than I 
have ever known them. Owing to this state of things we 
were enabled to wander about mucli as we liked, and unroped 
as far as the hut, a style of proceeding which exactly suited 
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J a u n  The Chamonix porter flitted about uneasily, and no 
doubt thought a great deal, but deferred what he had to say 
until our arrival at  the cabane, where he lectured us eeriously 
on the pace at  which we had come from the Pierre Poiutue, 
which he said was far too fast. We received his lecture with 
derision, being much elated at finding no other parties estab- 
lished at the Grands Mulets, and at  the prospect of having i t  
to ourselves for the night. Having dined, and flashed signals 
down to the valley below for the benefit of our friends a t  
Couttet's, we turned in for the night. W e  were called shortly 
before 1 A.M., and looked out on a not very promising morning. 

A t  1.50 A.M. me were under way, and commenced the well- 
known laborious grind up to the Grand Plateau ; the darkness 
of the night was aggravated by a dense mist, through which we 
plodded on. I was in the condition known as three parts 
asleep when a certain amount of excitement was infused int,o 
the two parties by a suggestion from someone that we were 
not on the right route. Not having taken the slightest inte- 
rest in our route since leaving the Grands RIulets, I did not 
feel competent to give an opinion, but began searching in the 
knapsacks for a certain bottle of Marclala I knew of. I believe 
we had reached somewhere about the point where Chamonix 
guides are wont to inform the party under their charge that 
here travellers ordinarily partake of their first meat lozenge. 
Though it was only between 3 and 4 A.M. I found the wine- 
can an excellent substitute for the more conventional lozenge, 
and having started the bottle my example was soon followed 
by the rest of the party. TLis, however, did not solve the 
question of whether we were on the right route or not. I t  was 
carried unanimously that me were somewhere near the summit 
of the Petit I'lateau ; the Chamonix porter did not feel com- 
petent to fix our locality more exactly, and there were no visi- 
ble tracks of former ascents to guide us. I heard Jaun talking 
mistily at  the ot,lier end of the rope about some crevasses which 
would enable him to fix our whereabouts if he could only eee 
them ; but the upshot of it all was that we had to spend half 
an hour on the Petit Plateau in a dense fog, waiting for the 
arrival of the sun. 1 am told that to make e very early start 

* This season a ropcd party narrowly escaped an accident on this 
part of the glacier. A bridge gave nnd three out of the five went 
into the crevasse, whence they were extricated with some difficulty. 
The bridge was one which had been in constant use, and was therefore 
probably trusted without examination.-EDITOR. 

2 2 
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is one of the cardinal virtues of mountaineering ; truly in th;s 
particular instance virtue did not bring ita own reward. 

But i t  is soon sufficiently light to proceed, and we pueh on 
to the Grand Plateau, where me separate, my friend with Peter 
A n d e r e p  and the Chamonix porter going to the right to 
ascend $font Blanc by the Bosse, while our way is to the left 
towards the Corridor. The snow is deen and rather loose on 

t 
the tedious slope, or rather ravine, whlch culminates in the 
Col de la Brenva, 14,111 feet, the highest point of the Corridor. 
The summit of hIont Blanc seems strangely near us on the 
right, but, as my friend, Mr. Schutz Wilson, haa observed of the 
slopes above the Corridor on another occasion, the sun is 
shining dimly on dull green ice, which looks like hard work for 
the guides when we come to attack the Mur de la C6te later 
on. But  our work lies to the left. and iust above us is a nicelv 
rounded snow summit, which I fhndly "imagine is our peak. 1 
need hardly observe that my pet peak was not the summit of 
the Maudit, Von Bergen, observing rimly that that maa ' weiter 
oben,' an expression which from an bberlander may mean any- 
thing from one 11our to a whole day's work. Ju s t  below the 
summit of the Corridor the nides deposit their knapsacks, and f we turn to the left. A t  t is part of our route we found the 
greatest care to be necessary, as an enormous cornice overhung 
the Brenva Glacier, and obliged us to keep well away from the 
Italinn side. My previous experience in cornices had been 
confined rather to such as could be cut away by the powerful 
arm of a Lauener or an Anderegg, but this one waa of a dif- 
ferent calibre, for that grandest of all Alpine glaciers the 
Brenva di~daine to culminate otherwise than in an imposing 
and substantial canopy. A loud crack under our very feet 
warns us to keep still more to the left, and ~ tar t les  even the 
imperturbable Jaun  into suggesting a slight deacent. W e  are 
eoon on firmer ground, and see that there is no articular dif- 
ficulty likely to stop us in the ascent of the fina f peak. This 
proved to be the case; the final slope leading up to some con- 
venient rocks just below the summit is very steep and hard 
ice, but the rocks are good, aud in 14 hour from the Corridor 
we reach the summit of Munt Maudit, the height of which is 
correctly given by M. Charles Durier in h b  recent work upon 
Mont Blanc, as 4,471 m&tres, just 1,200 feet lower than the 
highest mountain in Western Europe, and nearly on a level with 
the top of the Mur de la CGte. The view over the whole 
Mont Blanc district, especially towards the north-east, is mag- 
nificent. \Ire loolc towards the Dru, but powerful ficld-glasses 
rcvenl nothing of the f ~ a t s  of rock climbing which must bc 
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pe&rmed there. To the south-west is Mont Blanc, whose 
somewhat clumsily-shaped and rounded summit does not gain 
by compaiison with gracefully tapering and spire-like Aiguilles. 
W e  build a small cairn, which Voll Bergen further ornaments 
with a hugo red pocket-handlrerchief, and soon after 8.30 we 
commence the descent. The Corridor is quickly regained, and 
we turn our attention to Mont Blanc, the ascent of which to- 
day we find means continuous stepcutting from the foot of the 
Mur  de la C6te to the summit. However, we relieve Von 
Bergen of his pack, and his axe is soon a t  work. After a very 
monotonous cllmb we spend but a few minutes on the summit 
of Mont Blanc, as we had intended to descend to the Pavillon de 
Bellevue by the DBme du Gouter and the Aiguille du Gouter ; 
but just before i t  would have been necessary for us to leave the 
ordinary route of descent to the Grands Mulets, I was beguiled 
into a glissade down a slope, which, though the guides declared 
i t  to be snow, I know for a fact was hard ice. Anyhow, I 
managed to lose my footing and fell, cutting two fingers of my 
left hand to the bone. This mishap decided us to abandon our 

lan, and we accordingly descended to the Grands 
OMnd Mulets, t \ e snow on the descent being in an abominably loose 
and treacherous condition. 

A t  3.45 we again left the hut, Davidson and I preceding 
the guides by several minutes. There were three or four 
parties on the Glacier des Bossons, under the charge of Cha- 
monk guides ; we had stopped to speak to one of them when 
a strange noise was heard above our heads, and on looking 
up we were aware of two falling bodies coming right at us 
-they were none other than Jaun and Von Bergen-who, 
seeing us some distance below them, and being determined to 
rejoin us, had chosen the m a t  direct way by simply lis~ading 
straight down the glacier. The pious horror of the 8 hamonix 
guides as the Oberlanders shot past them was a sight to wit- 
ness, and only increased Von Bergen's determination to show 
them how they managed those t h i n e  in Switzerland. He 
finished up by shooting straight down an ice-slope, pulling him- 
self up at the bottom on the brink of an enormous crevasse. 
I t  took him some time to extricate himself from this predica- 
ment, and he did not rejoin us until some distance lower down, 
not having gained much by this last iece of audacity. I will P hurry over the remaining portion o the descent, as we did 
on this occasion, our haste enabling us to reach Couttet's hotel 
iu time for the table d'hdte, and in 12 hour after leaving the 
Grands Mulets. 

I n  conclusion, let me recommend the Mont Maudit to anyone 
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who may find himself on the Corridor, and may wish to gain a -  
more extended view over the range by a climb less monotonous 
and far less fatiguing than the ascent of Mont Blanc by the 
Mur de la CGte. 

RAVELLING last year with my father through Persia T and the Caucasus, we arrived st Tabreez, and there, in 
concert with two friends, arranged to attempt the ascent of 
Ararat. With some difficulty we managed to get made some 
rough alpenstocks, and providing ourselves with small hatcheta 
and very large thick felted socks (which we put over our boots 
when the footing was slippery, and transferred to our hands 
when ~rotection for them became necessarv whilst we were 
clambering amongst boulders), we journeyed on to Kumarlu, a 
junction post-house on the military road of Armenia, between 
Tabreez and Erivan, whence t,he base of Ararat is distant about 
35 versts. where we arrived on Se~tember  3. W e  set to work 
a t  once to secure a guide and horses, and to obtain what in- 
formation we could about the mountain, so as to judge of the 
probabilities of success. W e  heard the same objections to the 
attempt as me did at Tabreez ; but these were mainly repeti- 
tions of the well-morn tradition that no mortal could ever 
reach the top. The old Armenian post-house official, full of 
prejudice and superstition, was especially foremost in denounc- 
ing i t  most strongly as an impossibility. For  guide, one 
Boghos, of most honourable repute (which we afterwards 
found was far from merited), was engaged, and he managed to 
find us horses, a matter of very great difficulty, as they were 
out on the  lai ins at harvest work. 

The ne i t  morning (September 4) we started* again, and 
passing through the village to the right of the post-house, we 
turned a sharp corner to the left, and entered a track leading 
to the Araxes river, which we were obliged to ford, and after 
going through a bog of reeds, we had iin view, some 3 versta 
to the S. W., Aralyk, the Cossack station, and the starting-point 

* The following account of an ascent of Ararat seems worthy of 
insertion, even after Mr. Bryce's recent narrative, as it shows that the 
mountain is accessible to any traveller with good legs and pluck, and 
also what riske are N n  in the descent by such travellers, if they are 
not mountaineers. Half the climbers of Ararat have come down it 
firster than they intended, and it is more from good fortune than 
anything else that they have all come down alive.-Enl~o~. 
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for the ascent. Our interpreter, Georome Realimi (whom 
Valentine Baker made famous in 'Clouds in the East,' and 
George Forbes in the ' Times ' during the late campaign), was 
sent in advance with our cards, as we had omitted to pro- 
vide ourselves with letters of introduction to the commanding 
officer at  this station. and when we arrived we were most - ~ 

hospitably received, the Colonel enl.ertaining us at  mess, and 
the Major placing his bedroom at  our disposal, and offering us 
all possible assistance for our enterprise. The first step towards 
our arrnn ementa was to go on the roof and view the moun- 
tain, and 1 ear what the officers had to say on the route to be 
taken. Thev all insisted that the ascent o u ~ h t  to be made. 
from the souih end of the chasm opposite ; b z  this seemed an 
impossibility, for the course appeared to be up a series of per- 
pendicular walls, capped by a long cornice of ice, some 80 feet 
thick. The air was so clear that distance was verv dece~tive. 
the mountain appearing but 4 versta distant, whin in Gality 
45 versts awav. Mv  father was much inclined to trv the 
northern side, &here ;he slope is more gradual and tercaced, 
in spite of its being long and tedious ; but before coming to a 
decision, at the suggestion of the Major, we sent for an Arme- 
nian, Sirkis Simonovitch by name, from a village a t  the foot of 
the northern slope, and some 20 versts away, who had accom- 
panied a 'Nemsa' (German) party some twelve years pre- 
viously in an ascent of the ~uountain. H e  turned up towards 
evening, a worthy cld patriarch of about seventy years, dis- 
playing on his breast as rr proof of his ascent a large silver 
medal of some Ruasian order of merit, having on one side the 
bust of the Emperor Nicholas, and on the other his own name. 
From him we gathered that we must make for Sardarbular, in 
the pass between Great and Little Ararat, but ae to our pro- 
spects of success he could say nothing beyond ' Allah belier ' 
-' if Allah wills it.' By eventide all arrangements were 
complete for starting on the morrow. Provisions were secured, 
with a skin of vodka for the Cossacks (of whom we were to 
have twenty as an escort), and by the kindness of the Major 
we were provided with good artillery horses, in lieu of the 
more doubtful animals which Boghos had obtained at  Kumarlu 
for us, the latter being r e t u r n e d  their owners. 

W e  were up early the next morning (September 5) expect- 
ing to find our party ready to proceed; but our easy-going 
Russian friends were not to be hurried, and it was nine o'clock 
before our cavalcade got under weigh, the regiment being 
paraded to witness our departure. W e  mustered in all thirty 
horses, including the five pack-horses loaded with the provisions, 
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fuel, &c., and the camp wolf dogs followed; the Cossacks 
were fully equipped, and some armed with the Winchester 
repeater rifles taken from the Turks in the late war. 

Our course was westerIy, gradually ascending toward Aghuri, 
' the stable,' a small pastured spot on one of the numeroua 
hills (which in the distance look like so many buttresses to the 
mountain) and near the Great Chasm. Here were pointed 
out the s t u m p  of the trees marking the site of the old vilIage, 
and the ruined monastery in a hollow, destroyed by the earth- 
quake of 18-48. Halting shortly before midday a t  the stream 
which flows from the supposed glacier in the chasm, we pur- 
-chased a sheep for about five shillings, kiIled it on the spot, 
and on arrival a t  the villa e a little higher up, regaled our- % selves with soup pnd ' ksbo s.' The easy mode of travelling 
adopted by our fnends made us impatient ; however, by 2 P.M. 
we proceeded on our way along the mountain side S.S.E. 
towards the neck of the Takjaltu (the largest of the before- 
mentioned buttressesj, some 7,500 feet above sea level, and aa 
we pursued our way over the ridges there was plenty of part- 
rid e shooting. 

8 u r  mute became now steeper, and rounding the mountain to 
the right-with Aralyk almost out of view-we had in sight, 
some distance to W., the ass, with its sloping green plain P atretching a mile from the oot of Little Ararat, on our left, 
to the ridges of the Greater Ararat, on our right. A t  this 
point the Major deemed i t  advisable to send in advance our 
Armenian patriarchal guide, to inform the Kurds encamped on 
the slopes ahead of us of the object of our visit, and to request 
them to provide fodder for the horses. The effect upon this 
tribe of such a cavalcade, without previous notice of our peace- 
ful intentions, might have frightened them away, 80 we were 
told, as they acknowledge no government, and make this 
junction of the three frontiers a convenience for avoiding 
payment of taxes. W e  waited some time on this rough path 
to the plain to examine a number of trenches some 7 feet deep, 
at that season of the year deserted, but in winter covered with 
boughs, and used by the Kurds as refugea for themselves and 
cattle. It was only towards sunset that we advanced again, 
arriving soon after a t  Sardarbular ('the fountain, or spring, of 
the sardar, or general'), where we found the Kurds very 
anxious to persuade us to go on farther, telling us that they 
could not supply our wanta, but evidently fearing that there 
was more in our expedition than an ascent of Ararat. Giving 
them to understand, however, that our intentions were firm, 
ancl inducing them by offers of ' backsheesh ' to provide what 
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we needed, our bivouac was fixed some 30 yards above the 
spring, and without any bustle, and with all the appearance of 
everyday life, the quiet Cossacks very soon had a good broth 

repared, with the usual tea beverage to follow. The Kurds, 
!eing pacified, brought from the valley below a good store of 
hay, very thin flat bread-by-theyard, butter, cheese, and thick 
sour milk, a capital and cooling beverage in hot weather, 
which we scarcely relished however under these circumstances. 
By  9 P.M. we all turned in, leaving five Cossacks patrolling 
the camp, guard being relieved every two hours ; the fire was 
kept up all night, dried dung in cakes being used aq fuel. 
The scene wa3 extremely picturesque aa we lay in groups on 
the ground, the campfire burning in our midst, and the snow- 
capped cone standing out boldly in the brilliant moonlight. 
The Colonel at the station had been kind enough to lend my 
father a grand fur-lined cloak with a hood, but had forgotten 
that he was unaccustomed to vermin, which turned out en 
masse to do justice to the stranger, and the consequence to 
him was a very restless night. 

As usual, there was no getting the Major to move off early 
the next morning (September 6). The Yevash ! Yevrtsh ! 
spstem of the Turk was as prevalent on this side of Ararat as 
on the other; however, it gave us an opportunity of rambling 
about and making such observations as give life to a trip of 
this kind-for instance, we had a etroll down to the spring, 
where we were much amused by a display of coquetry on the 
part of a Rebekka, the only drawback being that she spoke 
an unknown tongue, and then we had a display of very busi- 
ness-like qualities on the part of the male members of the 
tribe, who made us pay dearly for some tent-rugs, such as are 
used in the West as portie'res, and socks which we purchased of 
them, and charged us double price for our second sheep. 
About ten o'clock the horses for the climbing party were 
siiddled, and orders having been given to the Cossacks who 
were to remain and protect our camp, we proceeded on our 
way, taking only four Cossacks with us. Our Armenian 
g u ~ d e  led us to the N.W. comer of the plain, and then, fol- 
lowing the course upwards of the then dried-up stream, we 
crossed many hills and dales, and by 12.30 decided to give 
up  the horses and proceed on foot. By 1.30 P.M. we had 
reached a height of about 9,000 feet, and entered t i  pastured 
hollow, the head of which, to the left of the stream, was 
bounded by a precipitous mountain stretching across this side 
from S.\IT. to E. U p  this I climbed-whilst my friends were 
senrcliing for a spring-starting from a plain to the left of that 
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we were in, and from the top had a rand and commanding view. 
Bayazid was to be seen to the s.#, with the infant Euphrates 
taking a serpentine course past i t  ; the Little Ararat, in perfect 
conical shape, was to S.E., with its streaky grey lines running 
from top to bottom, and below in the hollow was a perfect 
volcanic crater. Here I was able to signal to my friends ; and 
after a scramble of an hour over these rough boulders I re- 
turned by 4 P.M. The spring had been discovered on the 
left side of the water-course, and very near the gorge leading 
to the second small valley just mentioned. All preparations, 
much to my astoniehment, were being made for our second 
night's bivouac, and I protested strongly against this, knowing 
well the task laid out for the morrow mould be certain failure 
from so low a height. W e  decided therefore to start a t  once, 
with the Armcnian and two Cossacks to carry provisions and 
my father's coverings, leaving behind the Major and Georome 
to follow later with partridges, which they were then cooking. 

Crossing. the water-course we struck in a N.E. direction for 
the first riodge. Climbing soon became very laborious, though 
not dangerous, especially on account of the heavy burdens 
which we had corded tightly to our shoulders. The spur 
gained, we continued on its other side, with another ridge 
running parallel to us, and beyond yet another and the last- 
a castellated one, which runs in a gradual and long slope from 
its ' keep ' or projecting spur, Tash I<illissa, to the S.E. side of 
the pass. On this second ridge, a t  a point perhaps some 
12,000 feet high, with a fast setting sun, we found a sheltered 
nook, some 6 feet lone by 5 feet wide, with a rock bottom, and 
protected on three s~dea by rocks some few feet high. W e  
had had the usual daily shower, and this, with the intense cold 
as the sun waned, made one shiver at the sight of a cold stone 
bed. However, the best was made of the occasion by spread- 
ing out our macintoshes, yor ans (cotton-wool quilted coun- f terpanes), m d  yapangees (a c odded goat-hair Cossack cloak) 
to deep upon, and, feeding on 'Liebig,' with a few biscuits, 
we four laid down together, being tightly wedged in this small 
space, and having all to turn a t  the same time. 

W e  were astir by four o'clock the next morning (Septem- 
ber 7), having had very little sleep, and. aa I expected, the 
Major and Georome with the partridges had not put in an ap- 
pearance. W e  accordingly started without them, and leaving 
our Cossacks to take care of the coverings we were again 
followin the Armenian up the ridge strai h t  against the % cone. i t  eight o'clock my father, one of my abreez friends, 
and the Armenian guide, showed such signs of fatigue that my  
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friend T- and I decided to push ahead by ourselves, and by 
eleven o'clock we reached the last terrace, with a slight hollow 
(the lowest part of which waa covered with hard snow) be- 
tween us and the rockway at the foot of the actual cone. The 
length of this terrace from E. to W. was about 4 of a mile, 
and as i t  is at  the bottom of the 4,000 feet of snow slope, 
which here takes a turn westerly, i t  seems to me very probable 
that, after a few cold seasons, i t  would become a perfect glacier. 

After crossing this bed of snow to gain the rockway, we 
found ourselves climbing at  an angle of f'rom 30 to 35 degrees, 
and progress was very slow, for we had to put our thick socks 
on our hands and scramble on all-fours over immense boulders. 
A t  1.30 P.M. we could just distinguish our party below crosa- 
ing the ice-slope at  the foot of the rockway, and making for 
the projecting spur or peak (' Tash Killissa ') ; they had evi- 
dently given up the attempt for the summit, and were now 
endeavouring to reach the most commanding position on this 
side of the mountain for a view of Ararat plain, extending 
from Erivan to Djulfa, on the Persian frontier. Resuming 
our course with a '  yohla ' (' en route ') from my friend, we had 
on our right the steep frozen snow-slope, with a precipice on our 
left, and Little Ararat opposite we now overlooked. Our way 
became more perilous, the rocks being so large that with great 
difficulty we scrambled over them. The rarity of the air also 
began to affect us, and we had to make frequent stoppages to 
take breath ; but T-'s happy ' yohla ' spurred us on to 
further exertion. IVhen we reached the junction of this rock- 
way with another which starts from the S. W.,the precipice being 
between the two, we came upon a piece of wood, 6 feet long by 
3 inches thick, fixed tightly in a rock, and then, some little dig- 
tance away, another piece, about 24 feet long, with a nail driven 
through it and a tin plate in the centre. We saw that the 
two pieces had formed a cross, and accordingly nailed them 
again into position. Names had been cut out upon the cross- 
piece, but had been effaced by the weather. The way from 
tlris point was in some places wholly covered for a few yards 
with the fiozen snow, in which we had consequently to cut 
steps, and were obliged to exercise great care in our progress. 
As  it was now nearly 4 P.M. I began to feel somewhat dis- 
couraged, but my friend cheered me up by assuring me that he 
could see that six more rests would take us to the top, although 
when these six resta mere done we had still in reality some 
three times six to follow. Nearing the summit, we came to a 
great deal of loose stone, or ' screes,' which, though far from 
difficult, was tedious work, as at  every third step up we would 
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slip down one, sometimes floundering and fearing that we 
should come down altogether with a rush. This is the place 
said by tradition to be on fire, on account of the sulphurous 
vapouru which are said to be sometimes observed there. We, 
however, noticed nothing of the kind. After passing the 
' screes' me had more step cutting to a rock jutting out above 
us, and then, scrambling on all-fours over this, we were at  laat, 
a t  5 P.M., on the top of Ararat, at the south-emt side, and 
about 17,000 feet above sea-level. 

The weather was very bright, and we could see very plainly 
the whole extent of this summit, which seemed to be about 
300 yards by 250 yards. The rarity of the air no longer in- 
convenienced a s ;  the wind was blowing a gale from the west, 
streaking in lines the hard snow top some inches deep, and we 
thought it prudent to attach ourselves to each other by the 
rope. Looking with the glass towards the south, we could 
just distinguish on the plain our pack of horses, which appeared 
w a small speck. W e  were unable to distinguish any one 
mountain from another, but beyond Little Ararat could be 
seen an expanse of water, surrou~ided with abrupt peaks. evi- 
dently Lake Urumia and the salt plain by Tabreez. There 
was a slight depression or valley on the top of the mountain, 
and this we crossed to the N.W., to see which was the higher 
point, our opinion being that the preference must be given 
to the S.E. side. The view on this side into Turkey was very 
indistinct, but we imagined we could make out Kars, Bingo1 
Dagh, Kirzil TBp6, and other places famed since the war. 
Nearer to the N., Ala Guz, a three-peaked volcano, mas pro- 
minent, and to the right of it Lake Gotcha. The terraced 
dope on the northern side appeared to extend gradually down- 
wards for many miles to the plain, and seemed from our point 
of view to be a comparatively easy, though long, route for the 
ascent. 

Recroesing the summit without a word, and pondering much 
on the difficulties of the descent that lay before us, but little 
of the day remaining for its accomplishment, we reached the 
ridge, and with a ' yohla' started downwards. Instead, how- 
ever, of steadily retracing our route down the steps we had 
cut, T-- proposed slidlng down the bare slopes on the rock- 
way, and prepared at  once, by putting his alpenstock between 
his legs to act as a break, to adopt t h ~ s  mode of descent down 
one of tbese slopes some few yards long. I condemned this pro- 
ceeding very strongly, as I feared he mould not have sufficient 
control over his course ; but he wss not to be dissuaded, and 
away he started. H e  worked his Fay downwards fairly enough 
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for a short di~tance, but then, unfortunately, the formation of 
the slope becoming somewhat irregular, he was carried too far 
to the left, and the impetus he had then acquired depriving 
him of his steerin power, he was unable to get back. In f another minute he ost his equilibrium and his alpenstock, and, 
rolling and pitching over and over, was soon lost to view. I 
made all possible haste over the ' nkv6 ' to the ' screes,' which I 
cleared in a few  minute^, and then a short lissade, which, how- 
ever, lost me my alpenstock also, broug R t me to the rock- 
point I was makin for with a nasty bump. Scarcely darin f to hope that I shou d find any traces of my friend till I reach f 
the bottom of the 4,000 feet of slope, for I knew of nothing to 
arrest his downward course, and, horrified a t  the shockin 
accident, which I feared could only have a fatal result, f 
pressed on recklessly till I reached some projecting boulders 
which had obstructed my farther view of his progress, and 
there, to my great joy, was my friend some sixty paces off, and 
still alive ! The poor fellow, with what little coneciousness 
remained to him, was holding on to some broken frozen snow, 
which, f~rtunately for him, had checked his descent ; but death 
stared him in the face, for a slip of a few feet farther would take 
him again on to the smooth surface, with sti114,500 feet fall before 
him. As  he did not speak, and appeared unable to move to- 
wards me, I hastened to put my socks again over my boots, and 
with my hatchet carefully cut my way to him, and was tho- 
roughly exhausted when I reached him, as each of the sixty 
steps required five hard cuts before the least footing was avail- 
able. The poor fellow was in a most pitiable condition, and 
another 1,000 feet would no doubt have killed him outright ; 
his hands and arms were much cut, the heels of his boots were 
tom away, and his feet were bleeding ; he was bruised from 
head to foot, and shivering with cold, and all I could get from 
him was that he wished he were dead. Fortunately, although 
his flask was broken, the leather covering kept the g l a s ~  t+ 
gether, and preserved just sufficient brandy to rouse him for 
the exertion necessary to regain a place of comparative safety. 

Our return to the rocky ridge neceseitated very great care ; 
but beyond the loss of my pocket-book, which I muc11 regretted, 
i t  was accomplished without accident, and our Renee of thank- 
fulness was great when we again had a firm footing. It was 
now about 6.30 P.M., with the sun fast setting, and we were 
15,500 feet high ; however, with socks on our hands, we pressed 
on, not ay fast as I should have wished, as T-'s right hand 
was useless, and he had to do all scrambling over rocks with his 
left hand only. B y  8.30 P.M. we were down at the foot of the 
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cone ; and as long as Little Ararat was in view, with the moon 
to determine our bearings, we hoped we should get down to 
our friends that night. About 11 P.M., when we were both 
suffering great thirst, we heard some water trickling, apparently 
some little distance below, and made for it, climbing with the 
greatest difficulty over the boulders. These in the moonlight 
were ver ugly and deceptive, their shadows often appearing t to be roc s themselves, and causing us in consequence many 
-awkward falls. Down we went,, plodding our way over this 
rough ground for three quarters of an hour, the sound of the 
water still being heard tantalisingly ahead of us, till we found 
we had etrayed into a small valley, enclosed on all sides, with 
no outlet below, and, worst of all, the water we had been pur- 
suing could not, when we found it, be reached by hand between 
the rocks. In a despondent state we climbed out of this place, 
and endeavoured in vain to regain our route, stru gling all 
the while against an almost overpowering desire k r  sleep; 
but now the moo11 weut down, leaving us in total darkness. 
A t  length, thoroughly tired out and disheartened, we crept 
into a small recess formed by overhanging boulders, intending 
to sleep till sunrise ; but the pain of T-'s cuts and hruises 
deprived him of any chance of sleep, and the intense cold soon 
-obliged us to rouse ourselves and take some little exercise to 
keep up the circulation. In this way, half awake and half 
asleep, we passed the dreary intervening hours until we were 
gladdened by the sight of the brilliant morning star, by the 
light of which we managed to advance a little, and between 4 
and 5 o'clock the day began to break. 

With what joy we hailed the return of daylight, especially 
when i t  revealed to us the cheering fact that we were in the 
direct line for the pass ! With renewed energy we proceeded 
on our way, and a little later on we came across the track our 
friends had taken the previous day, leading along the bed of 
the dried-up stream to the spring before mentioned. This 
course we carefully followed, and by 8 A.ai. had the pleasure of 
rejoining our companions, whom we found in a state of great 
anxiety on our account, and a t  that very momexit preparing to 
detach a party in search of us. After satisfying our Armenian 
guide, by our descriptions of the route we had taken, that we 
had really been to the top, we were warmly congratulated by 
the Major on our success, and then were glad enough to find 
a good breakfast ready for us, to which we did ample justice, 
having been without food for twenty-eight hours. Resuming 
our course downwards towards Sardarbular, we reached that 
place about 1 o'clock, and there had to settle accounts with the 
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Kurds for the provisions and fodder which they had supplied to 
us. Here we all remounted our horses, and, guided by a 
Kurd, rode in an easterly direction to a Cossack station called 
Bouroulan (where the most of the water flowing through the 
rocks on this side of Ararat seems to collect and swamp the 
district), and thence, after a short halt, we returned to Aralyk, 
our starting point of September 4, T- and I having been 
plodding along without sleep for forty hours. 

O u r  Russian friends were again most hospitable in their 
treatment of us, and we took our leave of them the next day 
with many expressions of mutual regret. 

BORDIER'S ' VOYAGE AUX GLACIERES.' 
The Alpine Club has been fortunate in securing a copy of that 

very rare work, M. Bordier's ' Voyage Pittoreque aux Glacihres de 
Savoye,' printed at Geneva in 1773. Professor Tyndall, in his ' Forms 
of Water,' has called attention to this acute and ingenious observer's 
claims trs a forerunner alike of Rendu and Forber. We shall best 
aid to do them justice by reprinting here his chapters on a glacier 
theory, adding a short extract which curiously anticipates the method 
of modern observers. The remninder of the book is a lively descrip- 
tion of a journey by Martipy and the T&te Noire to Chamonix, and 
the return by Mlanches. The descriptive powers of the author fully 
justify the epithet used in his title-page. His pictures are drawn direct 
from nature and still give pleasure. Geneva aa it  was a hundred 
years ago--the Geneva of Volhire and Rousaeau-with its forts and 
bastions, presenting the aspect of a 'ville de gnerre,' is vividly placed 
before us in hia pages. To the modem reader, fanliliar with Profeeaor 
Ruskin's eloquent chapter on Mountain Gloom, it is amusing to find 
the ' Bonheur ' of the inhabitants of Valorsine specially celebrated, and 
their lives deacribed a8 worthy of Arcadiw 

IIypothbe sur l e ~  diffirents plrhiomdne8 des  Glaci6rea reiluits h un 
set11 p ~ i n c i p e .  

' I1 est tems maintenant de considbrer tous ces objets avec les yeux 
de la Raison, & d'abord d'ktudier la marche & la poeition den Glacibreq 
& dc chercher la solution des principaux Phenomhnes qu'ellex p r b  
sentent. Au premier aspect des Monk de glace une observrrtion 
s'offrit B moi, & elle me parut suffire tout. C'est que la Msase 
entiere des Glaces eat like ensemble, & pkse I'une sur l'autre de halit 
en bm B la manikre des Fluides. C~msiderons donc I'assemblage des 
glaces non point comme une msase entibrement dure & immobile, maie 
comme un amas de matibre coagulbe, ou comme de la cire amollie, 
flexible & ductile jusqu18 un certain point; aupposons ensuite que lee 
eommihh du Mont Blanc, point le plus kleve des environs, se myent 
trouvbes couvertes de glace, & voyons ce qui aura dQ en Aaulte~. 
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' lo. Lea glaces partant de ce point de reunion, and peeant de llant 
en baa, se Grant nkceesrrirement dkhargdes daris toutea lea Vallkes A 
portbe ; ainsi la grande Vdl6e situke derrikre le Dru sera devenue uu 
vasts Lac de glnce, environnant les pointes dee Rochers, & partag6 en 
plusieurs colomnea, selou lea obstacles qui ee seront tronvC B son 
psassge- ' 2". Ce Lac de glace suependu en l'air entre les Montagnes, B la 
hauteur de plus de 2000 pieds, comme une liqueur contenue dam son 
Vase, aura dt3 verser dans le plat pa s par tontea lea fentee qui ae d w o n t  t r o u v h  dans ces Montagnee ; e pareillee fentea ee rencontrent 
au Montanvert, B Argentikre; aussi les Glacea s'bchappent ellea par 
ces ouvertures, & tombent au baa de la Vallke, c h d e a  par cellea du 
haut, & produisent lea Glaciers. 

' 3". ' Ainsi s'explique un fait aesez curieux. L'on voit quelquefois 
de richea Moissons, & dea vast- For6t.a a i t u h  eur un terrain plus 
dlevk que les Glaces m&mea ; la r a k n  en eat simple, cea campsgnea 
eont prkmrvkea de leur irruption par des Montagnes qG sont au demua 
d'ellee ; les Glaces ne se pdcipitent que par les ouvertures, & tombent 
en droite ligne dane le baa. 
'4". Notre hypothbe rendra encore Ason dea ondes Bnonnea de 

Glace, C levh  lea unea sur les autres, & du phdnomkne surprenant dea 
glaces croissant de baa en haut, B la manikre des vkgktaux; ce fait a t  
aussi certain qu'il est difficile B expliquer ; on ne peut contester B tous 
les habitans du Pays dea observations euivies, sur leaquellee ila s'ac- 
cordent unanimkment, & que cellea de Suisse confirment. Toute la 
Glacikre, disent-ils, a un certain mouvement. Lee f e n t .  se ferment 
& se rouvrent. Les pierree portkea par la glace montent & baissent. 
Lea corpn des malheureux chaseeurs, prkcipitds dans lea fentea, sont 
revomis quelques jouw aprbs sains & entiers sur lee ondea de glace ; ce 
qui ne peut arriver que lorsque lea fentea venant B ee fermer lea dlkvent 
avec l'eau caillke. Les Paysans ne sont point embamae.4~ B trouver 
une explication; ile ont recoure B une vkgktation pure & simple ; les 
glace8 croiasent dans leur pays, disent-ils, comme le.. arbree & les 
plantea croisaent dans les autrea, & cela arrive depuis que quelques 
mrrlivais esprits eurent j e g u n  sort sur leur Canton. Un observateur 
a CN que lee eaux contenues sous la glace pouvoient soulever la mcuvle 
entikx-e du Glacier; ce qui est absolument impossible. 11 faut donc 
encore avoir recours ici B notre hypothbse; on comprend qu'une 
violente pression supt5rieure peut dlever ces grodcles ondea dans 1t.s 
glaces qui sont amolliea en w a n t  la plaine, & leur donnw m@me la 
force de pouwr de grands rochers; B peu pr&s comme l'eau s'B1bve 
dans un jet d'eau p o u d e  par celle qui la suit. 

' 5'. Si notre explication eat juste, il h u t  que le p d  Lac de glace 
n'ait que peu on point de cea grosses ondee vkgdtantes, parce que la 
pression sup6rieure ne peut s'exercer dans une ai g r a ~ ~ d e  dtendue plate. 
C'est auasi ce qui arrive ; les monticules de glace y sont trh-petites en 
comparnison de celles dea Glaciers, & la surface heaucoup plue unie. 

' 6'. Notre systAme expliquem encore les fentes nombreuses qui 
entrecoupent la glace, & la chute frdquente des glapons. Now avons 
vC1 que les fcntes changeoient sans cease, se fermoient & ~e rouvroient 
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- mns tenir de rkgle certaine. LR dilatation & le resserrement eucces- 
sifs de la glace, produits par la gelke & par le Soleil, la chute de l ' a u  
fondue dms des fentea Ikgkrea, oh elle regkle la nuit, & c h a w  avec la 
plus grande force tout ce qui se prksente (par la prol~riktk qu'a la glace 
d'occuper un plus grand espace qdune pareille quantit4 ~ 'PAu);  le 
contact des glaces sur le ml qui les porte, qui fond leur surface in- 
fkrieure, les dktache, h les fait plier par leur pmpre poide, peuvent 
bien expliquer quelques-unes de ces fentea; mais il faut de plus y 
joindre l'action violente de la preeaion supkrieure, succeaeivemt.nt 
augmentke ou diminuke par l'augmentation des glaces dnns lee hauteurs. 
La glace se fend, lea massea des bords se dktachent de la m&me 
manikre que plusienrs boules k!astiques ae touchant, si yon heurte 
celle d'une extr&mid, celle de l'extr$mitd oppode partira. 
' 7". L'on trouvera encore lo raison de la direction des fentes & 

des ondes de la glace : elles sont toutes en deesous, & dans la partie 
foible de In glace; leur direction est latkrale, coupant la Vallke glacke 
dans sa largeur & non dans sa longueur ; & ce qui est plus re~narquable, 
lorsque la Vallbe de glace toume derriere les Montagnes, lea fente~ 
tournent kgalement, se prksentant toujours en face du de'bouche' du 
Glacier. Kien ne dkmontre mieux l'effort violent de la pression 
aupdrieure, & la tendance continuelle des glace8 B verser dans le plat 
pays : les f e n t .  & l a  ondes se dirigent vers l'embouchure du Glacier 
prkiskment comme lea vague8 d'un fleuve se jettent Vera le courant, 
8: non dans lea &tda 

' So. Si notre hypothkse a t  vraye, il faut que les phknomknes dont 
. nous avonn parlk eoyent beancoup plw marques au Glacier des Bossons 

que dans b u s  les autres; p r c e  que la preeaion su krieure y eat beau- 
coup pli~s grande, ktant immaiatement au pied dP u Mont Blanc, sur 
lequel il s'klkve par un talus de glace de h~i i t  h neuf mille pieds. C'est 
ausai ce que le fait dkmontre ; lee fentea y sont plus frPquentes, lee 
chutes de glace plus considCrables, lea rochers c h d s  sur lea c8tks plus 
p n d s  & pli~s nombreux; lea glaces poussent du fond avec une 
incroyable vigueur ; nous avons vu qu'elles prksentoient I'avect d'un 
am= de tonrcl, d'une klkvation & d'me grosseur prodigieuea. 

' Ce Glacier quoique le plus curieux de tow est le moins visit4 ; il 
mffit pour ceh que les premiere Anglois qui allkrent aux Glacikres 
n'ayent point pen& B l'examiner; lea paysans, qui mnt des animaux 
d'labitude, en auront depu i~  lors dkgoQt4 toue les voyageurs; ils ont 
leur petite liste d'endroits h visiter, dont ile ne se dkpartiroient pas pour 
lee plus preaaantes mllicitationa. C'eRt a i n ~ i  qu'un de nos guidea nous 
dieoit, dane un kpanchement de ccleur, qu'il n'auroit pns souffert yue 
nous allassions au Montanvert sans marcher m r  la glace, qu'il nurolt 
plut6t pris le parti de nous y porter. C'eet ainsi que lorsqu'on est 
arrive au bas du Glacier, prks d'une g r o w  pierre sous Lquelle un 
homme en rampant peut trouver place, & qui eert quelquefbis de lit 
aux chatmum, ou d'aayle contre lee orages, ils ont coutume de faire 
boire B la santk dn Roi George, aana savoir qui est ce Roi George, ou 
eane e'informer si Yon eat Franeois ou Angloia Le renpect pour lea 
uesges anciens est universe1 dans lea campagnes; c'est qu'il tient A la 
paresee d'erprit, & qu'elle y eat plus p n d e  que dans lea v i l l a  
VOL. 1X.-NO. LXYI. A A 
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l'Et6, puisque c'est uniquement l'klkvation du terrain qui lea maintient 
en glace. Rkiproquement plus 1es chaleure de 1'Etd ont dtk longuea & 
brhlantes, & ont diminub la quantitk des glaces, plus aussi I'hyver 
euivant a de facilitd B rCparer cette perte, & h, combler les espaces 
vuides. D'une part le simple aspect du Lac de glace & du Mont 
Blanc prouve clairement qu'aucun E d ,  quelque long and quelqne 
ardent qu'il p u b  &re, n'a jamais pu, & ne pourra jarnais dCtruire 
cet amas prodigieux de glaces entassCes; & qu'8 moins de quelque 
grande rkvolution dans la machine entikre du Monde, du chan, memen t 
de place de I'Ecliptique, de la Mer cnuvrant successivement toutes les 
terreq de Volcans allmCs sur les sommids du Mont Blanc &c., la 
masse de glaces qui couvre cette Montagne n'a jamais diqaru dks la 
formation du Globe. D'une autre part le simple aspect de la vallde de 
Chamouni, de cette plaine fertile & parfaitement unie, prouve aussi 
clairement que depuis un grand nombre de sikcles lea glaces n'ont 
point endommagk la vallCe, & pas& lea bornes qu'elles ont actuelle- 
ment. Or cette vdlde eat immkdiatement au pied du Mont Blanc, 
rien ne la met B l'abri dc ses irruptions; la masso entikre du mont pkse 
sur les campagnes fertiles, & aa pente rapide de douze mille pieds 
aemble d'instant en instant pr6t.e h les combler de ses glaces. Si donc 
lea glaces augmentoient mns cesse, combien de fois depuis plus de 
quatre mille ans auroient-elles dQ engloutir cette VallCe I Cependant 
c'est ce qui n'arrive point. Le Glacier des Bossons, par oh les glaces 
ae dkgorgent, a ses limites assignkes, & ne les passe jamais. C'est que 
la nature elle-m&me a mis une impossibilitk B sas progrks. Le sol de 
la vallCe de Chamouni est trop bas, comme nous l'avons vu, pour que 
les glaces puiswnt s'y maintenir pendant la plus grande partie de 
l'annke. A mesure donc que, se form~nt dans le haut d e s  pbent vers 
le bas, & descendent dans la plaine, B mesure au~ai  ellea y fondent; & 
plus il s'en forme, plus il s'en fond. 

' Ainsi se remud une objection aasez spkcieuse. On dit que puisque 
lea Glncikres ont pu se former, il faut que lea neiges d'hyver l'ayent 
emportd sur la fonte d'Etk ; & que la mCme cause subsistant toujours 
doit les accroftre sans cease. Mais il eat aise de rkpondre que la simple 
klkvntion du terrain a form6 lee premikree glaces. Que cea glaces 
accumulkes Bur les hauteurs ont dh peser vers le bas. Que cette 
preesion a dh &tre proportionnEe B la quantitk dea glaces. Qu'arrivkes 
B une certaine profondeur, lea glacea ont dB y fondre aans cesse. Que 
tout ce qui rbsudte de leur plus grande accumulntion pendant l'hyver 
est une plus grande pression, une chute plus profonde dans la plaine, 
& par coniquent une plus grande fi~sion dans les Etks suivanta. Qu'on 
a determink h quelle hauteur lea glaces pouvoient subsister pendant 
toute l'annke Bur les Montagnes, aavoir, h 2400 toiws sous la ligne, & 
B 1500 ou 1600 dans nos climats; . qu'il y a donc impossibilid phy- 
ique B ce qu'elles envahiwnt jamais le plat pays. 

'Tout ceci peut s'sppliquer a m  Glacibres des diff6rens pays. I1 
n'eat pas impossible que quelque petit vallon trks elevk, entourk de 
toutes pnrts de hautes montagnea, comme celui du Montanvert, nit kt& 
insensiblement colllbld par les glacea ; mais que l'assemblage entier des 
Glacikrea s'awroisse eans cesee en ,largeur & en hauteur, comme on 

A h 2  
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I'a dit, & s'empare des vallbs fertiles, c'est ce qui eat sbbsolument im- 
powible. Si cela arrivoit aux Glacikree de Suisse & d'It+lie, la m6me 
choae nrriveroit aumi B celles de Suede & de Norwkge, & aux Corde- 
libres du Pdrou ; ce qui n'y arrive cependant point. Les rivikrea qui 
partent dee glaces devroient augnlenter Bane ccaw, B meaure que 
s'augmenteroient lea rbervoirs qui lee produiaent ; ce qui n'arrive 
point non plus. Leur lit dkmoiltre qu'elles ont toujoura kt6 h peu prhs 
lee m&mes, & aemhleroit p ludt  prouver leur diminution. 

' On ohjecte dea valldea enti3res englouties rar  lee glaces. Maia cee 
faits sont-ils bien certaine? Les glaces n'onbclles point rendu d'un 
cbtk ce qu'elles ont envahi d'un autre ? La chdte accidentelle de qnel- 
quea rochem ne leur a-t-clle point fray6 un pawage qui leur ktoit 
term4 aupravant? Les observation8 n'ontellee point kt4 fiJtes a p r b  
une mite d'anndee humidea? Enfin n'a-ton pas der, obwrvations con- 
trairea? L'auteur ingknieux & profond dee "Hecherches sur le 
Baromktre appliqud B la mesure dea hauteurs,"* ouvmge dans lque l  
on trouve dm rdee e m  une grande partie de la Physique, & un modkle 
de marclie B mime dans cette science, eat montd h diffdrentea reprisea 
sur un raste Glacier du Faucigni, oh ancun Etre vivant n'avoit p5nktrk 
avant lui, einon pent-6tre lee Aigles du Pays ; il y r trouvk dans son 
dernier voyage la surface entikre dee glaces moindre de plusieura t o i w  
qu'il ne l'avoit trouv6e prkckdemment. D'un autre c6t.A 1'Auteur de 
la " Description dea Glacikrea de Suiase," t qui ddfend vivement 
I'opinion de I'augmentation des glaces, allkgue B ce eujet I'exemple dea 
Glacikree du Grindelwald, qui semble donner une conclusion pr6cid- 
ment contraire. "Cet amae de glaces, dit l'Auteur, a envnhi dea 
Valldea. . . . On voit encore le sommet de Mdlbes bien conaervkea 
sortir de deamue la glace. . . . I1 findit en enticr en 1540. . . . 
Actuellement il & pp!s petit qu'il n'ait kt6 depuis plueieum eikclea . . . On voit B eon extrCmit4 un emplacement aride d'environ cent pas, 
qui pamft avoir 6t.A nbandonni par les glacea" L'expdrience vient 
donc encore B I'appui de nos raisonnementa. Lea glace8 peuvent 
croftre pendant pluaeura annkes de E U ~ ,  sans qu'on wit en droit d'en 
rien conrlure ; nn petit nombre d'Et.As trks chauds peut en fondre une 
grande qusntid, & rktablir I'kquilibre. Ainsi donc les paisiblea 
habitans des montagnes peuvent vivre sane inquiktude, 6 ne point 
craindre de voir leur heureux p y a  englouti par I'Ockan g lad  qui pend 
au deeeua de leur t&te; & lea habitana des pays Cloignde n'ont point B 
craindre non plue que Ips Fleuver, qui font leur vie & leur honheur 
viennent jamaia B tarir : que les rkwrvoim de la Nature ee ddtruisent ; 
que eon Ouvrage ait le mCme sort que les Ouvragea des homn~es, & que 
ce mobile du Systbme du Monde vienne a mnnquer avant que tow lea 
autrea manquent en mCme tbms.' 

' 11 seroit i aouhaiter qu'il y efit h Ch~mouni quelqu'un qni pht 
ob~erver lea Glacibrw pendant nne suite d'annkee, Rc cornparer leu? 
lilarche & leuru vicisitudes avi'c les observatioi~s m6t.&orologiqut.s; la 

* 31. dc Luc. f N. B o ~ ~ m t ,  
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poaition du Bourg e m i t  extr&memel~t commode pour ceh;  cepndant 
Yon tire peu de lumieres des hnbihua 11 Ludroit marquer pdc id -  
ment quellea mnt les bornes & I'aapect succossifs des diffkreuts Glaciers 7 
en quel tems ilu s'avanceot ou rktrogradent, & quellee sont lea annka 
lea plus remarquables B ces deux &gar& 7 I1 faudroi t examiner q u n d  
lcs fentea & lea chu ta  d a  glapns sont plua considkrnbla 7 Qusllea 
altPrations rrubiaeent lee rivibra qui ddmulent dee Glacierel Quellos 
aont les difIkrenks hauteurs du Lac de glace 7 ce que l'on pourroit 
observer dans lee rochers hdnrux. 11 faudroit essayer de placer deu 
fardeaux mur lesgrorrnes ondee du Glacier des Bowns, & voir quand & 
coinrnent ih wroient r enve rk  7 11 hudroit exuminer si la glace ktant 
idioe'lectrique, cea v a s h  lnonceaux de glace ne donneroie~it nucuus 
pllkuombnes dans lea ternfites, &c., &c.' 

T H E  COXGRESY O F  ALPINE CLUBS AT GENEVA. 

THE International Congrep or Conference of Alpine Clubs took place 
this year at Geneva, during the first four days of the month of August, 
and certainly no previolls Alpine Congress has eo \veU dewrved to be 
d e d  International. 

The English Club was represented by ita President, by Captain 
hiarshall H d ,  and by M. Henri Pasteur; the Swim Club by its 
President, Herr Lindt, and by Freundler, De Saussure, Binet-Hentech, 
Favre, and other well-known names; America Bent Mr. Croae, of 
Boston; Prance, its President, M. Le  Senlrteur Xavier de B h c ,  its 
Vice-Prddent, hi. Talbert, and the Marquia de Turenne, from the 
Direction Centxale; but many of the Sections were separately repre- 
sented, the Society of the Tourists of Dttuphinb musking in especial 
force. Austria sent Herr Ilichter, Italy, Budden and D d g q  and 
Spain, Seiior Arabia y Solanas, of Barcelona. 

The Conference was opened on Friday, Augwt 1, in the beautiful 
rooms of the Socibtk des dmis  d'Instruction, under the Presidency of 
b1. Albert Freundler, the retiring President of the Swiss Club ; and 
&r the election of the representatives of England, France, and 
America as Vice-Presidents, M. Freundler delivered an excellent 
speech, and the prac t id  business of the Congress w. 

The eubjecta which had been reserved for discuseion were not 
of ,special intereat to the membera of the English Club. Many 
pertinent remarke were made on the queation of 'The  Improve- 
ment of Mountain Inns,'--a subject which might be considered with 
advantage by the Presidents of the Sections of Dauphin6 and Ta- 
r a t a k .  ' The laws regulating mountain huts ' would appear to be 
already eufficiently codified under the head of '  First come, first eerved.' 
' The manner of the training and tlie examination of guides' offers 
an interesting study to the speculative Alpine philosopher ; but the 
practical climber in apt to rely on the well-known principle of the 
' survival of the fittest ' ; and ' collective action amongst Alpine Clubs, 
in order to obtain reduced fares in Lvour of Alpinists travelliug irr 
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groups,' suggests ideaa which, notwithstanding the 'nature moutonnihre' 
which the French ascribe to us, are at least, from an Alpine point of 
view, repugnant to the English mind. 

The Conference lasted for two days, during which the ordinary 
proceedings were twice suspended to enable the audience to listen to 
addresses from bf. Durier and M. Henri de Saussure. The former 
gave a graphic account of an exploration of Etna some months previous 
to the recent eruption, and the latter communicated some valuable and 
interesting information with regard to the first attempts to ascend 
Mont Blnnc by his eminent grandfather, Horace Benedict de Saussure. 

On the evening of August 1, M. Henri Pasteur-aa courteous a 
representative of the English Club in Switzerland as he is of the Swiss 
Club in London-gave aflte to all the members of the Congrese at hie 
beautiful grounds of Grand Sacconnex, near Geneva. The exclama- 
tions of delight uttered by the tourists (on this &on certainly 
travelling in groups) aa they emerged from the dusty highway a t  the 
summit of the hill and entered into the paradise of SLlcconnex were as 
frequent aa they were sincere. An absolutely cloudless day had been 
followed by an evening of rare beauty. Che air was redolent with 
roses and new-mown hay, exquisite shrubs vied in beauty with stately 
forest trees. From one end of the graceful avenue which moms the 
grounds we watched at sunset the whole range of Jura in the loveliest 
shade, and from the other, as the full moon rose, we identified the 
many peaks of the chain of Mont Blanc as they lay deeping between 
the Buet and the Mont Joli. The beauty of the views did not appear 
to prevent the numerous gues t shm doing ample justice to the mighty 
feaqt that was spread out under the trees. bfuaic and dancing fol- 
lowed, and a t  a late hour the large assembly slowly and unwillingly 
dispersed. 

On the morning of August 2 the official representatives of the 
various Clubs were entertained at breakfast at the HOtel de Russie, 
under the presidency of M. Freundler. The businees of the Conference 
was concluded in the alternoon ; and in the evening a friendly reunion 
took place in the Stand de Is Coulouvrenikre. 

Sunday, August 3, was given up to unmitigated festivity. and the 
interest of the Congresa culminated at the Banquet which took place at 
the HBtel National, when 480 persons eat down. The enormous aalle 
h ntanqer was not large enough to hold all the guests, some eighty of 
whom were ~ e ~ t e d  at tables on the terraces outside the hotel. The 
malls were hung with flags and Alpine pictures, and from the high 
table the view down the great hall and through the open windows to 
the lake and the mo~~ntains wae very impressive. 

11. de Saussure presided, and as the dinner prockeded proposed the 
toast of ' La Patrie-8 la Suisse des Alpes! Herr Lindt proposed ' The 
Swiss Alpine Club,' which was very warmly received ; and then came 
the toast of ' The Foreign Alpine Clubs,' associated with the names of 
England, France, Austria, and Italy. The English President re- 
sponded, in French, and pointed out the priceless benefits which the 
playground of Europe conferred year by year upon the overworked 
men of buainess who sought rest and relaxation amongst the Alps. On 
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arriving in Switzerland, he said, they were like the muddy RhBne on 
its entrance into the Lake of Geneva, but on quitting it they renembled 
the noble river that rurrhed and sparkled under the bridges of the city. 
M. xaviar.de Blanc, who followed, paid many co~npliments to England 
and the English ; and the company wae also addressed by the repre- 
sentatives of Austria, Italy, and Spain. The proceedings were cha- 
racterieed by g m t  eutl~usiaam; and as the afternoon wore on the 
Winkelried steamer, chartered expresely for the occasion by the 
chairman, arrived below the hotel, and, decked with banners from stem 
to stern, bore off the gneatu to the charming grounds of M. de Saumure, 
at Genthod, where another j2te had been prepared. The guests 
entered the grounds at Genthod in procession, preceded by a band of 
music playing a march composed by Madame de Snussure specially for 
the occasion. The grand avenue and grounds were lit up by innu- 
merable lanternq and a delightful evening was spent, many of the 
guests being invited to inspect the numerous relics of the great De 
Saussure, atill carefull preserved at the beautiful villa which he 
formerly inhabited. T g ese relics included many txientific instruments 
made with his own hands, and the very shoes which he wore on his 
memorable ascent of Mont Blanc. Night came, and the Wir kelried, 
now glittering with Chinese lanterns, bore back the whole Alpine 
fraternity happy and contentad to Geneva. 

The efforta made by the Reception Conlmittee for the comfort and 
entertainment of the numerous visitors to the Congress were beyond all 
praise, and special thanka are due to N. Preundler for his indefatigable 
personal exertions. 

The writer of these linee gratefully acknowledges the extreme 
courtesy and kindness which he received from his Alpine brethren of 
all nationalities during his stay at Geneva, which were more than 
mfficient to convince him that the Englieh Club still holds the first 
place amongst European climbers ; and it wae with a warm heart that on 
Xonday, A u p t  4 (on his way to Mr. Wills's charming chalet at Sixt), 
he stopped at St. Jeoire, and flashed a last message of courtesy and 
goodwill to his many friends at Monnetier, where the visitors to the 
hngrese held their final banquet, after spending a happy da amongst 
the ' dizzy heights ' of the Salbve. C! E. M. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1879. 

THE Expedition0 recorded in the following pages are believed to fall 
under the definition given in an early Number, that ie to my, not to 
have been previously accomplished by English mountaineers, or noticed 
in the Journal. For the sake of unity and convenience of reference 
several of Mr. Coolidge's expeditions (e.g. Mont Mounier, Col de 
Val-) are placed here inetesd of under ' Alpine Notee.' 

In the cams where foreign climbera had preceded the writers, refe- 
rence haa, aa far aa possible, been made to the original accounts. 
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Naritime Alp.* 

MONT PELAT (French map, 3,053 mktrea=10,017 feet ; Piednionteac 
map, 3,048 xnbtres = 10,000 feet).-Au.pgust 7. Mr. W. A. B. Coolidge 
with the two Almers were most hospitably received a t  Barcelonnette, by 
the resident men~bers of the French Alpine Club on August 1. Having 
stop@ there two days to assist a t  the ' a t e  patronale,' they left early 
on Auguet 4, and went in 4 hrs. 10 min. by Enchastrayea and the Col 
de Fo'onrs to Fours (it may be useful to note that the inn is a t  Le 
Collet, and not a t  the hunlet marked Foura on the French map), pro- 
ceeding the mme day in 5 hrs. 1 0  xuin. to All28 by the Col du  Talon (Col 
du  Tarron of Bourcet's map). Leaving Allos on August 6, they fol- 
lowed the usual path by Champ Richard to the Lac d'Allm (2 h r a  50  
min. from Allos), the view of which is very di~appointing aRer the de- 
acriptions in the guide-bmks. In 5 0  minutes from the lake they gained 
the Pas de Lausson of the French mnp (Bourcet's Le Louasoun or liis 
Col d'Aloz, and the Col d'Esteng of the Piedmontem map), which over- 
looks a small lake. A succeesion of thunderstorms forced them to 
abandon, pro tem., their intentionaf ascend~ng the Mont Pelat; d w e n d -  
ing a short way, they traverse1 a ridge on the left, and in 1 hr. 1 0  min. 
trom the Pas gained the hiqhest houee of the hamlet of Esteng, not Ear 
from a little chapel, and within a short distance of the sourcea of the 
Var. 'l'he weather being much finer next day, AupRt  7, they remounted 
in 1 hr. 45 min. to the Paa de Lausson (2,609 metres = 8,560 feet). 
Prom this point a traverse over stones and round the head of a glen 
led them in 35 minutes to the foot of the Pelat. Climbing over e 
rather jagged buttress, they reached a basin to S.E. of the peak, climbed 
thence over de'bris to the crest of the E. ar&te and along the ridge to 
the highest summit, marked by  a great wooden cross, reached in 1 hr. 
35 min. from the base, or 3 h r a  55  min. from Esteng. The view in- 
cluded the Chambeyron and Font Sancte group, = well aa some of the 
Dauphin6 peaks and the Vim, and a desolate region to the enuth, in 
which the Tinibras, the Monte Matto, and the Argentera could alone 
be identified. The villagea of' Allos and Champ Richard were visible, 
as well as the Lac d'Allos; hut the pea could not be distingui~hed. 
There is a lower summit of the Pelat to the W., alm visible from 
Alloa. The  Pelat eeems to be  the peak called on Bourcet's map the 
' Montagne de la Grande Roche dlAloz.' I t  doen not, as has been 
ehted, immediately overhang the Lac d'Alloa Returning to the base 
of the peak in  50  minute% the party struck u p  to the left, and in half 
an hour reached the &I de la Petite Cayolle (whence the Viso ia 
visible), passing s3veral small lakes. A succession of glissades over 
snow led in 25 minutes to the l a k s  on the Col de la Cayolle, the 
watershed between the Bachelard torrent and the Var, and the most 
frequcnttd route between the Var valley, Fours and Barcelonnette. 
From the Col 20  minutes sufficed to reach the Sources du  Var,' and 
- - 

The northern limit of the Mari t imp A b r  is placed in the following Notes 
at the Col della Maddalena, and not as in the 'Alpine Guide' at the Col de 
I.,?npeF. The former dlvi.;ion i h  In agreement a ~ t h  nature ~tself,and in every 
r c  peel m v c  con\cnirnt. 
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bat en^ was regained in 35 min. more or 2 hnl. 40 min. from the top 
of thepelat. - 

MONT TINIBRAS (3,031 mbtrea=9,945 feet, French Map; 3,032 mktrea 
=9,948 feet, Piedmontefie Map; 3,010 mktree=9,974 feet, S. Robert; 
8,115 mktres = 10,220 feet, ' Le Alpi,' p. 764).-Aupt 9. The Pame 
party, on August 8 mounted in 2 hre. 35 min. from Eateng to the Col 
de Jallorguea (4,529 m h  = 8,298 feet), through a very wild and 
deeolate gorge. The Vim is the chief object seen from the col. The 
deecent. almost entirelv along the left bank of the torrent. through tlre 
pretty ;alley of ~allo&ea, & S. Dalmaa le Selvage, occu$ed 2)uhoura. 
In 45 minutea the bridge over the T i n b  waa reached, when a very 
pictureque wooded gorge led in an hour to the large but miserable 
looking village of S. Etienne. 

Starting from S. Rtienne early on August 9, they mounted by a 
a n y  path past the houeea of La Balzia, through fields and up very 
eteep slopes, high above the torrent in the Vallon de Tinibnu, as far 
an a gra~sy shoulder commanding a good view of the upper part of the 
valley, reached in 2 hre  5 min. from the village. Traversing the 
rocky elopes by m a n s  of a h in t  track, they reached the lower Lacs de 
Tinibran in 60 minutea. Thence, bearing slightly to the right, they 
mounted by a sort of broad couloir or wall compoeed of stones inter- 
mingled with patches of snow to an upper basin (40 minutes) ; whence 
the cairn on the aummit (viaible from the Idea  from far below) was 
reached in 60 minutes (4 hra  25 min. from S. Etienne) by the ridge 
averlooking the IAC Fero and the easy rocky he. The view included . 
the Dnuphink and Maljasset peaks, as well as the Monte Matto, Argen- 
tera, Pelat, and Nont Nounier. By a scramble along the ridge to the 
N. of the cairn, a fine view down the Val Stura waa gained. There 
are several neighbouring pinnacles (some with cairns), which nearly 
approach the Tinibraa in height. I t  is believed that a small bit of the 
aea was seen. On the cairn is engraved the date (1835) of its erec- 
tion ; there is a h  a triangle drawn in tar or black paint on a neigh- 
bouring rock. 
. The party descended by loose rocks and mow to the Lac Fero in 40 

minutes. The Lac Petrus wne reached in half an hour more. Then, 
bearing to the left, they followed a track through the woods, and 
descended over steep bare dopea, exposed to the hot afternoon sun, 
reaching S. Etienne in 2 hrs. from the Lac Petrus, or 3 hrs. 10 min. 
from the top of the Tinibrs. The aecent throughout ia eteep and 
monotonoua The deecent by the Lac Fero is not recommended. 
This peak was reached in 1866 in 7 h r ~ .  from S. Etienne by Count 
Paul de Saint Robert. IIe ascended by the Lace de Tinibras and 
descended by the IAIC Fero, and waa fortunate enough to enjoy a very 
fine view of the sea and of the chain of the Alps to beyond Monte 
Rosa. 

NONT ~ ~ O U N I E R  OR MOIYT MEUNIER (2,818 rn;tres=9,246 feet, French 
and Piedmonteae maps, 2,843=9,818 feet, ' Le Alpi,' p. 778).-August 
11. The Bame party effected the ascent of this point, the highest betwecn 
the valleys of the Var and of the Tinb.  Srarting froni the hamlet of 
Roja or Boi~ja (3 hr.e from S. Etienne, the gorge of the Roja being 





perpetual snow. The ascent ftorn Tsola had occupied 54 hours. The 
descent, along an excellent path, in many places still covered with 
snow, was perfectly straightforward. In 25 minutes the lowest of 
the five lakes in the Val Scum was reached; whence by zigzag, 
through scattered pines, the level of the Val di Vnlasco was attained 
in 50  minutes, the king's shooting-box in 25 minutes, and the Bagni 
di Valdieri in 50  minute^ more, or 24 hours from the pass. 

MONTE MATTO, OR KOCCA DEL MAT (3,087 mktres= 10,128 feet, Pied- 
montes map ; 3,118 mMrea= 10,230 feet, Le Alpi,' p. 764, and Saint 
Robert; 3,125 mbtres= 10,253 feet, Ida).-August 14. The same party 
ascended this peak. Starting from the Stabilimento of Valdieri, they 
followed the path up the Val di Valasco for an hour, till just below the 
plain on which the king's shooting-box stands. They then struck np 
to the right, by one of the royal hunting paths, which mounts by a suc- 
cession of zigzags. At the point where it splits into two branches 
(reached in 1 hr. 25 min.) they took the righehand branch, which soon, 
however, came to an abrupt end ; and they then niounted near1 straight 
up over stony slopes and regained the lek-hand branch, whicg makes a 
wide sweep, and then circles round to the right. They gained in this 
way the ridge overlooking the Vallone di Cougne (1 hour), (whence a 
faint track led down towards the valley), and then climbed over dibris 
and snow to the ridge at its head, separating it from the Vallone della 
Meris, leading down to the Gesm at Santa Anna (20 minutes). From 
this col, whence there is a fine view of the Viso and of the two Cham- 
beyrons, as well as of aome lakes in the Vallone della Meris, a ~cramble 
up  some steep rocks led to dopes of de%, whence the signal ' on the 
summit is visible, and an easy walk over mow and rocka led to the E. 
summit in 40 minutes from the col (4 hrs. 25 min. from the Bagnij. 
The ' signal ' is very substantial, and is flanked by two ruinor pyramids. 
The view is very interesting. Amoug the nearer ranges visible are 
the Vim, the Chambeyrons, T~es Baua, the Glacier Blanc in Dauphink, 
and the Maritime Alps. The Argentera, seen across the valley of 
the Gesso, appears to especial advantage; in fact the ascent of the 
Matto was made by the advice of Count Paul de h i n t  Robert, in order to 
atudy this little-known group. The Stabilimento is very well eeen from 
the top. The cairn contained the cards of several Italian climbem 
Descending to the notch between the two aummita, the party in 20 
minutes from the E. top, gained by stee but good rocks the W. 
point, which is decidedly the highest. &ere was no cairn on the 
mmmit ; and as Signor Marinelli seems to think that it had not been 
climbed at the time of his visit to the 'signal ' in 1877, the party feel 
justified in claiming to have made the f i r ~ t  ascent of the highest peak of 
the Matto. The Stabilimento was also visible from this point. Heturn- 
ing to the notch between the two peaks in 10 minutee, they kept rather 
more to the left than on the ascent, avoided the steep rocks mentioned 
above, and descended direct into the Val di Congne (40 minutes). As 
the deecent straight down to the Geaso would have lain entirely over 
fatiguing dopes of unstable rocks, the party, after going down the 
valley for a short distance, followed a steep track to the right, which led 
them round steep dopes and a m  a minor gorge to the Giaa (chiilet) 
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Cougne on the royal hunting path, which had been followed in the morn- 
ing (45 minutes). Half an hour sufficed to reach the level of the Val di 
Valmo, and 40 minutea more the Stabilimento, which waa regained in 
2 hra. 35 min. from the W. sununit. The sent may be effected direct 
from the Stabilimento by the S.E. face, but looks very steep and etony. 
The route actually followed is circuitous, but perfectly easy. I t  is very 
exactly described by Signor Damiano Marinelli, who effected the w e n t  
by this way on August 4, 1877.* 

MONTE DELLA STELLA (3,236 mBtrca=10,617 feet, ' Bollettino del 
Club Alpino Italiano,' No. 18, p. 361 ; 3,271 mktres=10,732 feet, 
lsaia) ; lioccn DELL' ARGENTERA (c. 3,300 m&tres=10,827 feet, Saint 
Robert).-Augzurt 18. The aame party explored the range, containing 
them peaks, the highest summits of the Maritime Alpe, muth of Bar- 
celonnette. Starting from the Stabilimento of Valdieri, they mounted 
the zigzag path through the Vallon Lourousa for 1 hr. 35 ruin. as far as the 
highest h u h  They then, acting on the advice of Signor Cesare Iaaia, the 
Secretary of the Italian Club and President of the Turin Section, who 
happened to be ahying at the Bagni, and courteously communicated 
much valuable information, resolved to seek a new route up the Stella. 
Crossing the stream, and mounting to the right over mow, &'6t-ia1 anda 
royal hunting path, they reached in 30 minutes the edge of the little 
glacier of Argentera, which is apparently the same aa ' li Gekw di 
Lourousa ' of the map. Mounting this without trouble for 35 minutea, 
they gained the 'base of a long steep couloir of snow, to the left or N. of 
which rises the double-peaked Monte della Stella. They crossed the berg- 
schrund by a mow bridge, and mended the couloir, passing four isolated 
rocky massee, some way beyond which (1 hr. 15 min.) they tookto the 
rocks on the left, and gained the N. ar&te (30 minutes), whence an easy 
scramble brought them to thesummit (10 minutes), in4hra 35min. walk- 
ing from the Bagni. The higheat ridge is composed of two rocky pointa, 
both of which were visited imd crowned with cairna The firat aacent 
waa made, on July 11, 1871, by Signor I&g who crossed the Colle di 
Louroum to the Val della Ruing and mounted by the E. face. IIe 
waa followed by an Italian officer, engaged in surveying the country. 
In the aecent here described, a new way was struck out. Signor Isaia 
a few days previously had reached the aummit of the couloir, but had 
been stopped on the rocks leading up to the Stella, owing to the inex- 
perience of l ~ i s  guide, a local man. 

The parly wcre gmrtly a~tonished to find that the Stella was not, 
ae ia generally believed, the highest summit of the Valdieri massax 
the view from the Matto having left the question in doubt. South 
of the Stella, and separated from it by the snow couloir they had 
climbed, rose a rocky maas, with several sumnlits. These were 
clearly higher than the Stella, so it was reaolved, as there .wan plenty 
of time, to explore the entire ridge. Descending in 15  minutea 
over broken rocks to the head of the snow couloir, the party then 
traversed the easy rocky E. slope under the nearest of the sum- 
mile (seeing a hard of twenty chamois on a snow dope in the Val 

* &llrltirw del Cktb dlyi~w Ituliano, So. 31, pp. 190-1. 
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dells Ruina), gaining the top of the eecond peakin 15 minutes fiom the 
couloir. Here a fresh difiiculty arose, in the ahape of a third peak, still 
hrther muth, and apparently even higher. This was gained in its turn 
in 25 minutes by a traverse of the western slope, a descent on to the 
E. s lop for a few steps, and a rather difficult reascent to the N. 
ridge, whence the rest of the climb was easy. Beyond this peak is 
a shoulder, and the ridge then descends steeply, rising again in 
the Cima di Nasta, climbed by Mr. Freshfield last year. I t  may remain 
in doubt for the present, which of the two peaks of the Argentera 
climbed is the highest, and which haa the right, therefore, to be con- 
sidered as the monarch of the Maritime Alps. I t  is probable, however, 
that this honour belongs to the last climbed and most mutherly point. 
No traces of man were found on any of these peaks, on all of which 
cairns were built. The distant view was unfortunately very cloudy, 
and limited to some of the Dauphin6 and Ifaljaaset peaks. When fine, 
the sight of the sea ehould cause the panorama to be unique in the 
Alps, to the north, this range can be seen from Monte Rosa and 
Monte Generoso. Returning in 30 minutes to the central peak, the 
party reached the head of the couloir in 40 minutes, climbing on the 
way a peak just north of the couloir, via the S. ridge, in order to com- 
plete the exploration of the mountain. This point is little inferior in 
height to the two others and is higher than the Stella. The snow in the 
couloir being very hard, a good bit of the first part of the descent was 
effected over the rocks of the base of the SteJla, until the morning's 
step were reached. The b e r p h m n d  was crossed in 1 hr. 20 min. fiom 
the summit of the couloir, the path in the Vallon Lourouea gained in 25 
minutes, and the Stabilirnento in 55 minutes more, or 2 hm. -10 min. from 
the summit of the couloir, and 3 hrs. 45 min. h m  the most southerly, and 
probably highest point of the Argentera. A more direct route through 
the Val dell' Argentera may possibly be effected ; but from above the 
rocks look rather steep. As no traces were found on an of the three 
p k e  of the Argentera, and as neither Signor Imia (w g o knows this 
district better than any other amateur), nor the people at the StabiIi- 
mento had heard of any previous ascent, the party feel justified in 
claiming to have made the fird ascent of these three points-the highest 
mmmits of the Maritime Alps. The Monte della Stella and the anow 
couloir a n  be well seen from the highroad to Cuneo, a few minutes 
below the Stabilimento. 

Cixr DEI GELAS (3,180 mktreu = 10,433 feet, Piedmontese map; 
3,218 mktres=10,558 feet, Saint Robert).-August 22. The same party, 
starting from the inn a t  the Sanctuary of la Madonna di Finestre 
(3 hours above S. Martin Lantoque), followed the path to the Col di 
Finestre for 40 minutes, then, bearing to the right, t r a v e d  several 
spurs to a number of mal l  lakes (30 minutes), above which was a 
large frozen one (35 minutes). Rounding a spar, and keeping always 
to the right, they gained in 25 minutes the crest of the ridge overlooking 
the Val Gordolascs, a t  the N. foot of a point crowned with a stoneman 
(not the Cima di Mont Colomb, which was men still farther south). 
Then following the ridge to the left, an easy walk of loose rocks brought 
them, in 25 minutes, to a summit crowned by a stoneman, and well wen 



from the inn, which had been pointed out to them ae the Cima dei 
Gelne (2 hrs. 35 n~in .  from the inn). The  true Cima dei Gelaa, how- 
ever, towered u p  a good bit higher, and some way farther to the north. 
From this false summit there was a fine view of the eea, of the great 
E. rocky face of the Argentem, and of the frozen Lago Long a t  the 
head of the Val Gordolsscn. Returning to the base of this peak in 25 
minutes, they then traversed the slopes to the right, and reached in 1 5  
nlinutea a stream flowing from near the foot of the Gelaa. Following 
this, and mounting over snow, they attained in 1 0  minutes a curious 
little snow-filled hollow or plain, forming the extreme head of a branch 
of the valley of the VCsubie : on one side i t  overlooks the Lago Long, 
which lies a t  a great depth below ; on the other, the Cima dei Gelaa 
rises abruptly ; etraight ahead a n  easy ridge leads up to a utoneman 
on the main ar&te to the E. of the Gelas. T h e  party followed this 
ridge towards the stoneman for some way, 20 minutes, in order to ex- 
amine the Gelas, which from this side appears as a steep double-headed 
rocky summit, a mow couloir leading up  to the notch between the two 
peaks. Leaving the knapsacks, they croesed some snow-slopes to the 
base of the couloir, mounted up  it  some way, and then took to the 
rocks on the left, which were broken, and though steep much easier 
than they had appeared from below. In  this way the left-hand or 
S.W. summit was reached in 25  minutes from the baga. Aa i t  was 
slightly lower than the other point, they only halted to build a cairn, 
there being no trace of one; and in 10 minutes gained the higher peak 
-the true Cima dei Gelas-by descending over broken rocks to the 
head of the couloir, and then reascending. They had thus taken 1 hr. 
45  min. from the false summit, o r  4 hrs. 20 min. walking from the 
inn, which was perfectly well seen from the summit. It may aeaist 
future travellers to know that the Cima dei Gelas is  the stone-crowned 
peak seen most to the left from the inn, it  being well understood that i t  
is to the light of the depression of the Col di Finestre. The ascent was 
made in 1864 from the inn in 5 h r a  by Count Paul de Saint Robert, 
who eeems to have followed the route just described, except of course 
the ddtour to  the false peak. It is believed that the peak has been 
reached several times from St. Martin. Among these ascenta waa one 
made on August 18, 1877, by M. A. BCtrix, a member of the Bernem 
Section of the S w k  Alpine Club.* No names were found in the ruined 
cairn on the summit, but only the wooden frame of a thermometer 
(maker's name eficed), on the back of which was carved ' F. Peillon, 
1874,' the name probably of some chamois-hunter. Thcre mas a high 
cold wind blowing on top, and frequent showers of rain fell, but the 
view waa so exceedingly interesting that a tolerably long halt was 
made. First of all wa8 the perfect view of the 8ea obtained, the high 
wind keeping the horizon quite clear. I t  waa the only time during 
the tour of the party in the Maritime Alps that it was posaible to iden- 
tify in  a satisfactory manner the portions of the coast seen. There 
were the chain of the Esterels, the bay of La Napoule ( h n e s  itself 
could not be distinguished), the LCrins Islands, the promontory of An- 

* JahrbucA a k n  Schweizm Alpenolub, xiii. p. 653, and private information. 
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tibee, and the Var just at the point where it flows into the sea, Nice 
iteelf being hidden by a low ridge. The sight was most beautiful, and 
one long to be remembered. Towards the N. the distant view was con- 
cealed by clouds ; but the three summita of the Argentera, the nmst 
southerly peak seeming to claim supremacy, and the double one of the 
Stella were well seen. A long stretch of the Valley of Entiaque, and 
the zigzags of the Col di Binestre were visible far below. To the E. 
the cone of the Mont Clapier rose acrosa the Val Gordolasca, the Cima 
del Caire Cabret being between i t  and the view point. It is believed 
that from the actual summit of the Gelaa the Ghiacciaja della Maledia 
was not seen, but this is not certain. 

In 25 minutes the knapcks  were regained by way of the couloir, 
and in 5 minutea more the stoneman on the main ridge already men- 
tioned. In this stoneman was found a bit of paper with the name of 
an Italian lieutenant, and a fragment of a Kentish paper, dated Canter- 
b u y ,  July 31, 1879, with the note in pencil 'Baptistin Plent avec Dr. 
Miiller.' I t  did not appear why either of the.. parties had come up 
bere: the descent to the N.W. Ghiacciaja della hfaledia would lie down 
very steep rocks. As the party wished to sleep as high as poeaible 
near the N. foot of the Mont Clapier, they did not attempt the direct 
descent (which would have led them down to the track of the Col di 
Finestre), but after some reconnoitring deecended on to the rocky dopes 
above the Lago Long, t r a v e r d  them obliquely for some way, and re- 
gained the main ridge (40 minutes), posaibly at the Col de la Feu= of 
M. BCtrix. They were now above that part of the glacier which bears 
the words 'della Maledra' in the map, and succeeded in gaining its 
d a c e ,  aRer going a short distance along the ridge, and then descend- 
ing by steep rocks (25 minutes). This route munda complicated on 
paper, but irr easily understood when one is on the spot. Ileecending 
the glacier without difficulty, keeping rather to the right, and en- 
countering a herd of 20 chamois, they soon reached ite junction with 
a large glacier flowing directly from the base of the Cima del Caire 
Chbret, (from which the former is ~eparated by a buttrese not indicated 
on the map), and quitted the ice in 20 minutes from the time they had 
taken to it. Deecending mowy and stony slopee, they soon came acroes 
tracee of man, followed several sheep-paths, and at length, fearing to 
reach too low a mint in the Vallone di Mont Colomb. bore far to the 
right, and by a' fatiguing traverse through bruahwobd, interspersed 
with smooth faces of rocka reached the 'Gias del Muraion' (50 minutee 
from glacier), where they dere well received. They h d  only' been 2 hrs. 
45 min. walking from the summit of the Gelaa; but much time had 
been neceeasrily consumed in r e w n n a h c e s ,  as the route to be taken 
was not always to be found on the first attempt. I t  may be added, 
that a fine view of this part of the chain, including the two glaciers, ie 
to be h d  from Entraque, or the bridge between that place and the 
town of Valdieri, by which the main road between the Baths and 
Cuneo is joined. 

MONT CLAPIER (3,046 mhtrea = 9,994 feet, Piedmontese map ; 3,018 
rnhtres = 9,902, ' Le Alpi,' p. 762) ; PASSO DI PAGARI, on DEI GELAS DX 
BELVJDEBE, Passo DI MONT CLUIEB, PASSO DI LUSIERA.-AU~W~ 23. 



The same party, starting from the chalet of Murajon, followed the 
zigzag path up the valley, and in 3 5  minutas, traversing the ' Paem del 
Murajon' (wrongly marked in the map as below the chalet of the 
same name), gained the head of the valley-a desolate, stony tmct, 
flecked with snow. The Clapier was not visible, and it  was resolved 
togain the main ridge as soon as possible. Accordingly, leaving the 
direct course to the Paeao di Valmaeccc or dei Gelas ('Le Alpi,' p. 
494), which is just sonth of the Cima del Lago A p e 4  they struck u p  
to the right in 1 0  minutea by one of the king's hunting paths in very 
bad repair, which led them in 1 hr. 10min. to the edge of a small 
glacier, just indicated on the map, E. of the Cima del Caire Cabret. 
Mounting d o n g  this, and rounding a buttre- coming down from the 
left, they gained in 40 minutes (2 hrs. 35 min. from the hut) the crest 
of the main ridge, a t  the   pot niarked as ' P a w  del Pagari ' in the 
map, overlooking the Val di Mont Clapier. From this point, which in 
called Passo di Pagari, o dei Gelas di Belvedere ' in ' L e  Alpi,' p. 494, 
a fine view of the Clapier and of the Val Gordolaaca is gained. De- 
scending in 1 0  minutes by rocks and Fase to the mow a t  the heed 
of the Val di Mont Clapier, the party then bore to the left acroes mow 
towards the barn of the Clapier, piursing nt no great distance fiom a 
narrow notch in the rocky ridge just N.W. of the Clapier, which would 
lead to the glacier N. of the Clapier, of which mention will be made 
later on. The  ascent of the final cone of the Clapier over the loose 
rocks and de'bris of the W. face was perfectly eaay. the summit being 
reached in 1 hr. 5 min. from the pans, or 3 hre. 40 min. from Murajon. 

The  ' signal ' is of very massive construction, and is flanked by two 
s~naller pyramida A few etep below is a small hut, roofleee, but  
fiiled with clean fmth straw, which would be of uee to any one pro- 
posing to witnetm the m e e t  and sunrise from this point, the moat 
southerly eummit in  the Alps, the height of which exceeds 3,000 
metree (= 9,843 feet). The weather was perfect, and the view remnrk- 
abl fine. The  sea view was much more hazy than from the Gelw, 
a n i  included about the s m e  extent of the coast. But the great 
feature of the panorama was the grand spectacle of the whole chain of 
the A l p ,  from Dauphine and the Vim to tlie Grande Cam, Nont 
Blanc, and Monte Rosa. The last range, in which the Matterhorn, 
Dent Blanche, Weieahorn, Bmithorn, Twins, Lyekamm, and all the 
peaks of MontR RON iteelf were clemly identified, wae most etriking, 
soaring into the clear air, undimmed by the slightest rapour, acrose the 
impenetrable haze which, as usual, veiled the plains of Piedmont-a 
fairy-like vision, never to be forgotten. Nearer a t  hand were the 
Argentera, Gelas, and Cairn Cabret. The last-named peak is  very slightly 
higher than the Clapier. The  Lago Long and the Val Gordolanca, 
whence came u p  the tinkling of the cowbells, the Lago Bianco and the 
valley of Entraque, were also included in the view, while to the E. 
a tangled mam of rocky peaks (many crowned with cairns), gradually 
decreasing in height, and among which none claimed supremacy, ex- 
tended to the Col d i  Tenda. 

Having spent 24 hrs. in enjoying this wonderful panorama, the 
party, wishing to reach the Valmasca, descended f a  a few minutes d o n g  
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the E. arete, until i t  became very jagged, then creeping down a narrow 
gully effected a n  exceedingly difficult deacent down the very steep 
smooth rock wall to the glacier lying just N. of the hIont Clopier. 
These rocks are by far the most difficult hit of climbing which the 
party came across in the Maritime Alps. They spent 2 hrs. 50  m. in  
getting from the summit on to the glacier. Crossing the glacier, they 
reaohed in 1 0  minutes a col at the very head of theglacier, overlooking 
the extreme N.E. angle of the Val Gordolaw, which commands a fine 
view of the Viao, the two Chnmheyronq and of the Clapier, the rock 
wall, down which they had just forced their way, appearing most for- 
midable. Halting a few minutes to watch nine chamois which were 
on the very top of the Cima di Llisiera and the manaeuvres of two 
hunters who were stalking them, the party reached in three minutes 
acrotls loose rocks a col just N. of the Cima di Lusiera, overlooking the 
extreme head of the Valmasca. Descending by wow s l o p  to a little 
lake, they followed the stream flowing from it, acrnes a low buttress, 
down to a large frozen lake on the E. side of the Paaso di Valmaeca 
(20 m i n u h ) .  G l i e d i n g  down the snow, which entirely filled the 
bed of the stream, they gained the magnificent Lago Agnel, beyond 
which to the right were two other fine sheets of water. Following a 
track on the left bank of the lake they reached a ruined hut  near 
its E. extremity, in leas than an hour fiom the second pass. In 1 5  
minutes more they gained the level of the main valley, and in half a n  
hour more crossed by the third bridge to the right bank of the stream. 
Following a rough path high above the stream, they p a w d  through 
fine woods and picturesque scenery, traverwd a low shoulder, and de- 
acended into a rather extensive plain (55 minutes) dotted with 
chklets. Traversing this, always on the right bank of the stream, they 
were forced by the approach of darkness to halt for the night a t  a 
house above a wllitewashed building fi~rrnillg part of the hamlet of La 
Meddalena, where they were most hospitably entertained (20 minutea). 
They had been about 3 hrs. from the paee and 6 h r a  5 min. fiom 
the top of the Clapier. The  pass which leads from the Ghiaciaja di 
Mont Clapier to the Val Gordolasca may be named provisionally Passo di 
Mont Clapier; and that which properly leadsbom thel'al Gordolascrr into 
the Valmasca, Prreso di Lueiera. I t  may be added, that the Piedmontese 
map ia very fairly accurate in its delineation of the Gelag and Clapier 
group. The number of cairn-crowned peaks, which is rather bewilder- 
ing, shows that the engineers hrive really taken some pains to survey 
this district. The  Valdieri ecausry was being re-surveyed this summer. 
I t  is believed that the northern glaciers of the Geln.. and Clapier group 
have not been previously explored, and that no published account 
exists of aacents of either of thrse two p~aks .  The Mont Clapier is 
well seen from the low Col della Madonna between the town of Val- 
dieri and the Val Stura. 

The following morning the party reached the Stabilimento Idropatico 
a t  9. Dalmazzo di Tenda in 2& hrs. fast walking, by a stony path, 
shaded in the lower part by fine chestnub. 

On August 24, the same party visited the Laghi delle Meraviglie at  
the head of the Vallauria or Val della Miniera di Tenda, in order to 

VUI.. 1X.-NO. LXVI. B B 
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examine the mysterious rock drawings; and on the 25th went u p  to the 
inn on the Colle di Tenda. From this point they worked their way 
nortllwarcts to the foot of Monte Viso, over a ~uccession of littleknown 
passes :-viz. Colle dcl Sabbione to the town of Valdieri (4 hrs. 10 min. 
up, 5 hrs. 20 min, down), Colle della Madonna to Demonte in Val 
Stura (1 hr. 15 min. up, 1 hr. 50 min. down), Colle dell' Ortiga t o  
Pradleva, in the beautiful Val Grana (2 hrs. 40 min. up, 2 hrs. 4 0  
ruin. down), Colle di Sibolet to Prazzo in Val Maim (5 hrs. 35 min. 
up, 3 hrs. 40 min. down), and Colle della Bicocca to Caste1 Delfino, i n  
Val V ~ r a i t a  (5  hra. 25 ruin. up, 1 hr. 45 min. down). 

' From a climber's point of view the Maritime Alps cannot compare 
with other mountain groups ; the views, however, are very fine, and, a s  
they include the sea, probably unique, since-if we disregard the  
poets who have seen Venice fro111 Mont B l a n e f r o m  no other Alpine 
summits (save the Viso and the Southern Dolomites) is the sea within 
range of vision, and from these it is far more distant. Tbe flowers a rc  
very beautiful, and the valleys picturesque, though extremely warm in 
August. The inns almost everywhere are very fair and cheap, and, what 
is an attraction to some, the district is absolutely free from tourists. 
The weather isremarkably settled. From July 24 to August 31 we did 
not suffer from more than three wet days, begidea two or three thunder- 
~ t o r m s  or showers. I t  niay be useful for future travellers to note that, 
on the French side of the chain a pasfiport is indispensable, and that a 
certificate of membership of the French Alpine Club is very useful. 
On the Italian side papers were never asked for. I t  will be found best 
to start early in the day, even for a short paw, and to rest on the 
higher slopes in the cool mountain air. Poesibly June  or September 
would be better months for exploring the district, but some of the 
Bagui do not open before t11e very end of June. I do not pretend to 
have completely explored this interesting group. Much still remains 
to be done, csl~ecially round Vinadio in the Val Stnra, and at  the head 
of the Val hlaira; while even the environs of Valdieri are scarccly 
known, snve to Signor Isain, sud possibly one or two other members 
of the Itulkn Club! W. A. B. C. 

COL DU VALLON LIUGIER.-JUZ~ 23. Mr. Coolidge, with the two 
Almers, starting fro111 (;uillestre, mounted along the right bank of the 
Hioubel torrent, and pawing through rather picturesque scenery reached 
in 2 hrs. 45 min. the lonely hamlet of Escreins, whence there is a fine 
view of the Pointe de la Font Sancte, the highest peak of the ' massif 
de Ceillac.' They had intended to cross to the valley of the Ubaye 
by the Col des I-Iouerts (Bourcet's Col des Orchcs), but were dis- 
suaded from doing so a t  Escreins. They accordingly followed a rough 
track, which led them in 1 hr. 5 min. past a seemingly i~npasmble rocky 
barrier to the Vcillon Langier proper. Ascending through this first 
valley, nlwaye on the right bank of the stream, and passing througl~ 
a miniature gorge, they reached in 35 minutes a stone hut a t  the en- 
trance of a long and desolate upland valley, a t  the head of which was 
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the Col, gained in f hr. 25 min. more, the last part of the ascent being 
over mow slopes. It lies a little to W. of ' La Mortice-Signal ' of the 
French map. A short descent over snow led to a wild glen strewn 
with huge blocks fallon from the surrounding peaks. Having ascer- 
tained from a shepherd that the direct dewent led to the village of 
Grande Serenne, which was too far down the valley to suit thsni, 
the party in about half rin hour from the paee struck to the left over 
a level plateau-a shoulder of the Grand Caire-and effected a very 
fatiguing and somewhat difficult descent over very ateep grass and rocky 
slopes to the level of the Ubaye, not far from the Pont VoQd (or Pont 
d u  Crobtas), reached in 2 hrs. 35 min. from the pass. They then mounted 
by the ordinary path to Maljaaret, the chief hamlet of the Commune 
of Maurin or  Mary, a t  the extreme head of the valley of Ubaye. 
Total walking-Escreins to pass, 3 hrs. 5 min. ; from pass to level of 
valley, 2 hra  35 niin. This paw is not noticed in the guide-books or 
marked on the m a p ,  but is well known to the people of the district. 
I t  may be named provisionally Col d u  Vallon Laugier. 

POINTE DE LA FONT S A N ~ E  OR DE LA FOND SAILETTE (3,370 metree = 
11,057 feet).-July 25. The same party made the second ascent of 
this peak, but by a new route. Starting from Maljaeset, they followed 
the usual path to L a  Barge, and a few steps beyond struck up to the 
right by a faint track along the side of the torrent coming down from 
the Vallon Claus. In  1 hr. 10 min. from Maljssset they gained the open- 
ing of this secluded glen, the head of which fs closed by a very fine 
rocky wall extending from the Paneatre1 to the Fout Sancte. Mount- 
ing to the right, they passed over the summit of a prominent grassy 
mound, and thence by dc'bria, rocks, and mow gained (in 1 hr. 50 min. 
from the opening of the Vallon Claus) the crest of the great E. ar6t.e of 
the Fond Sancte. The way thenceforward lay a t  first over snow slopes 
on the N. side of the mete, and then along the crest of the ridge, many 
pinnacles having to be surmounkd or circumvented, though no very 
great difficulties were encountered. A number of cairns were erected 
on different points in  this ridge. The ascent of the highest summit 
was effected by a very steep rocky wall, the rocks, however, affording 
good hand- and foot-hold. I t  was reached in 2 hra. 35 min. from the time 
the ridge was struck. M. Novarese's pyramid and card were found on 
the top. The  view was very fine, including the Dauphink, Tarentaise, 
Mont Blanc, and Monte Rosa groups, besides the Monte Viso, Grand Ru- 
bren, Aiguille de Cl~ambeyron, and many other peaks of the Maritime 
Alps. T h e   village^ of Ceillac, Exreins, m d  1.a I3arge were all visible. 
A rocky point slightly to the S., which is very cot~spicuous from the 
Vallon Claus, is decidedly lower than the Fout h n c t e  Making a 
slight dktour by the N.W. fnce, to avoid the laat steep bit, the party 
then descended from the very base of the highest summit to the head 
of the Vallon Claus in 50 minutes by a well-filled and moat conve- 
nient mow couloir, which, owing to their ignorance of the exact lie 
of the ground, they had not utilieed in the morning. From the base 
of the couloir Maljasset waa regained by the previous route in 1 hr. 
25 min. Total walking-Ascent, 5 hre. 35 min. ; descent, 2 hra. 15 min. 

The  Font S:~ncte is the highest point of the range to the W. of the 
B E 2  
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valley of the Ubaye. I t  is the meeting point of the valleys of Ceillac, 
Eecreine, and Maurin. Bourcet's map niarks its portion quite accu- 
rately; and from this map i t  will be seen that it  i~ not identical (as 
has been maintained) with the Pointe des Orches, to which Baron von 
Zach assigned the absurd elevation of 3,995 mktres (' Le Alpi cha cin- 
gono 1' Itnlia,' p. 782), a height attained in reality by no peak nearer 
than the Pointe des Ecrins in Danphink. 

A peak of this mountain, 100 feet lower than the highest point, wse 
climbed, v i  L the Col de Girardin, and ' the S. arb& (query Eastern), 
from hfaljwet, on July 18, 1865, by M e m .  R. W. Taylor and W. G. 
Adame, with J. B. Silnond.* They called it  Pointe de Sainte Anne, 
from the chapel a t  the N. foot, and assigned to i t  a height of 11,278 
feet. The first ascent of the highest summit was made from the 
Escreins side (by which the way does not seem difficult), by M. Henri 
Novarese, of Turin, with Ernile Pic, of L a  Grave, on August 5, 1878 ; 
the view, however, being entirely concealed by clouds. M. Novarese 
a11d M. Quillemin cnll i t  Pointe de la Font Sailette. This group has 
been hitherto much negl~cted. Apparently the only articles relating 
tr, i t  are a description by M. Novarese, in the ' Durance ' of Embrut] 
(numbers of 17-31 March, 1878), of an attempt in 1877 on the 
Henvibres (3,273 mktres), a lower summit of the group, and some 
articles in the 'Durance ' (August 10,1879, and following numbers) b y  
M. Lagier. On August 2, 1878, M. Novarese made a new pass be- 
tween Escreins and the Ubaye valley, and climbed a point between 
the Font Sancte and the Henrikres (' Durance,' Sept. 8, 1878). The  
peasants of the neighbouring valleys go on pilgri~nage to St. Ann's 
C h a ~ x l  on July 26. The name of' the peak may possibly have mule 
connection with the lake near the chapel. 

POINTE DE MARY (3,139 mktres = 10,266 feet).-July 24. Mr. 
Coolidge, with the two Allncrq starting from Maljasset, a t  the head 
of the valley of the Ubaye, in the department of the Barns Alpes, cro.sscd 
the Ubaye, and then mounted n wooded shoulder above the ularble 
quarry a t  the entrance of the Con~be de Mary. Passing a ruined chiilet, 
they ascended gradually over dibris and snow to the W. ar&te, by which 
the summit was easily gained in 2 3  hours from the village. There is a 
stoneman on the top of this point, which, unnamed in the map, is known 
as  the Pointe de Mary a t  Meljaaset, from which it  is very conspicuous. 
I t  is admirably situated as a belvedere for the neighbouring summits, 
and ehould cer ta i~~ly  be visited by anyone proposing to explore thia 
district. The view also included l\Ionte Rosa, the Matterhorn, Weiss- 
horn, Dent Blanche, the Grande Caw, as well as the Dauphin6 peaks 
and the Viso. This summit is destined to become the Gorner Grat of 
hialjawet. The return, shortened by glisadea, was effected in a n  hour. 
No previous traveller seems to have visited this unequalled view 
point. 
GRAND RUBREN OR RIOBURENT (French map, 3,341 metres = 10,962 

feet; ' Le Alpi che cingono 1' Italia,' p. 764 (Turin, 1845), 3,369 
mktres= 11,054 feet). (PEAK of 3,396 m&tres=11,142 feet, French 

* A ~ ~ ~ I I P  Journal, i i .  207. 
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map).-July 26. The eame party, Rtsrting from Maljasset, followed the 
path u p  the valley past the Lac d u  Paroird aa hr as the bridge leading 
to the right bank, near a marble quarry (1 hr. 25  min. from M a l j w t ) .  
They then ascended steep and stony - slopes to the upper entrance of 
the valley (25 minutes), crossed the stream to a road from a quarry, and 
aoon reached the 'cabane des bergers' (15 minutes). Continuing to 
mount along grass slopes on the right bank of torrent, they hore gradually 
to the left, and by snow and dearis reached (40 minutes) the edge of a 
great basin immediately to the wuth of the Kuhren. Descending into 
this, they traversed wow-fields and niounted by snow and dkbn's to the 
creet of the N.W. ar&te, just a t  the base of the final cone (1  hr. 5 min.), 
which was reached in 20 minutes more, or 4 hrs. 1 0  min. walking from 
Maljasset. There is not the slightest difficulty on the whole ascent. The 
summit is crowned by a maesive ' signal,' built by the Italian engi- 
neers. The view was extremely fine ; including the Viso, which from 
here shows to great advantage, Monte Rosa, Matterhorn, Dauphink, 
Maurienne, Taren tab ,  and Levanna groups. I t  ia singular that this 
peak has not hitherto attracted greater attention. The only pub- 
lished account of the mountain seems to be the paper by M. F r a n ~ o i s  
Amaud, describing the ascent effected by himself and a party of 
friends on October 9,1875.' After a long stay on the top, the party de- 
scended in 1 5  minutes by the S. ar6te to near its lowest p i n t ,  whence, 
in 20 minutes, paasing some m a l l  lakes, they reached the depression 
between the Rubren and the ' signal '-crowned peak, marked 3,396 
metres on the French map; the summit of which was reached in 15 
minutes more. The view was similar to that fiom the other point, 
save that the Viso was even grander, and that two villages (probably 
L a  Chianale and La Naddalena Ruetta) in the Val Varaita, and some 
chalets in the VaHon d u  Rau of the Piedmontese map, a branch of the 
Val de Bellino, were clearly seen. 

Returning in 20 minutes to the loweqt point in  the S. a s t e  of the 
Rubren, they regained the path in the valley of the Ubaye in 1 hr. 
30 min. and Maljasset in 1 hr. 15 min. more, or 3 hrs. from the 
top of the Rubren. This expedition i.9 strongly recommended to future 
travellera 

I t  may he noted that the Piedmontese map utterly ignores the exist- 
ence of the Rubren, and that Bourcet's map spells the name ' Rieu- 
brenque.' The  Rubren is the pyramid crowned by a atoneman, which 
is seen from Maljasset a t  the extreme head of the valley. 

AIGUILLE DE CHAHBEYRON (3,400 mktres=11,155 feet, French map). 
July 28. The same party made the first ascent of this peak, the highest 
summit between Monte Vim and the Mediterranean. Starting fiom hfal- 
jaaset, they mounted, through the Cornbe de Mary, to beyond the second 
hut, then bearing to the right and crosaing two streams they reached the 
lowest of the Lacs de Marinet in Ihr. 5 5  min. from the village. A s  the 
prospects of a success£ ul attack from the north or east seemed doubt- 
ful, i t  was resolved to make an attempt from the west or south. I n  50  
minutes from the lake, over rle'bris and snow, they reached the ridge a t  

* Annitaire d i ~  Clrtb nlpi~n',re f m n p z i r ,  ii. (1876), 237-248. 
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the head of the Vallon de Chillol. Mounting along i t  for 20 minutes, 
in  the direction of the Aiguille, they then circled round the head of the 
Vallon de Chillol by means of steepish snow slopes on the N.W. flank 
of the Aiguille; and, climbing some rocks, reached a second ridge, 
overlooking the Vallon and Glacier de Chauvet in 50  minutes from 
the first ridge. Having ascended a mow slope immediately to the E. 
of the w o n d  ridge, they then took to the rocks, and after a rather 
difficult climb, including the crossing of several steep couloirs, they 
gained the westernmost and lower mmmit of the Aiguille (1  hr. 25 min. 
from second ridge). After building cairns on this and another point five 
minutes distilnt, they succeeded in deecending by a slope of loose 
atones to the Glacier de Chauvet in 20 minutes; and in 1 0  minutea 
more regained the highest ridge, a t  the upper end of a very steep 
anow couloir, which is well Been from the north side. I n  this way a 
great tower on the ridge, which seemed to bar further progress, was 
turned. The party now mounted over a snow slope, which from be- 
low seems like a sort of ' Glacier Carrk' on the rocky face of the 
Aiguille, and then scrambled up the rather difficult final rocks, of a 
reddish colour : thue reaching the true aummit by the W. arCte and 
face in 40 nlinutes after having rep ined  the crest of the highest ridge, 
though i t  waa thought that it  would take far more time (6 hrs. 35 
min. from Maljasset). Despite the late hour a t  which the summit was 
reached (1.20 P.M.), there was not a cloud in the sky, and the marvel- 
lous view included all the chief summits of the Pennine, Graian, 
and Tarentaise Alps, the Dauphink group; the Vim, the Maritime 
Alps, and the immediately surrounding p a ~ k s  being seen to especial 
advantage. A large cairn was constructed on the narrow space 
afforded by the summit. Returning in 40 minute8 to the head of the 
above-mentioned couloir (the final rocks and snow requiring care in 
the descent), the party then descended straight to the Glacier de 
Chauvet, which is much larger than the map would lead anyone to 
believe, and glissaded down it. A short ascent brought them in 20 
minutes to the ridge between the Valltrns de Chnuvet and de Chillol. 
Following their fortner route, they gained in 30 minutes the ridge 
overlooking the Combe de Mary, in another half-hour the Lac de  
Marinet, aud in 15 minutes more the track in the Combe de Mary, 
whence an hour's stroll brought them into Maljasset-3 hrs. 1 5  min. 
from the summit of the Aiguille. The return route should be adopted 
on subsequent nsceuts. I t  may be possible to ascend direct from the 
Glacier de Marinet by the couloir already mentioned, but it  ia very long 
and extremely steep, especially a t  i ts upper end. However, the return 
to Maljaaset could be made by the Glacier de Chauvet. The  fact that the 
district has been so rarely vi~i ted by mountaineers can alone explain 
why this fine peak had not hitherto been conquered. 

POINTE HAUTE DE MARY (3,212 mBtree=10,539 feet, French map). 
July 29. The  same party made the first ascent of this peak. Starting 
fiom Maljasset, they followed theordinary path to the Col de Mary for 1 hr. 
1 0  ~n in .  and then bore to the left over 5w dopes and avery fatiguing 
succe~eion of large unstable boulders of rock, towards the base of the 
debircd peak. By means of a couloir, they then attained (1 hr. 55  xnin.) 
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the depression between the Pointa de Mary (3,129 metres) and the Pointe 
Haute de Mary. They had hoped to find an easy route up the N. fiice, 
but after some inventigation renounced this idea, and mounting a ahort 
distance along the ridge, descended to the western side of the mountain. 
The difficulty was how to attain a snow-field lying on the S. face of the 
peak. The party gained, by a steep anow slope, the ridge of a buttress, 
pierced by a curious natural hole in the rock, from which they s u e  
ceeded with considerable difficulty in deacending into and traversing a 
steep and narrow couloir, exposed to fa Uing stones. The rocks on the 
other aide proved much easier than they had seemed from below, and 
the wow-field was gained in about 1 hr. 50 min. from the depreseion 
between the two peaks. The summit, the easternmost and highest of 
three very shattered and unstable rocky pinnacles, was reached by a 
rough scramble in 20 minuten more. The view waa similar to that 
gained from the other peaks in this district. The highest summit con- 
sista of two prongs, on each of which, as well as on the depreseion be- 
tween them, cairns of no great size, owing to the insecurity of this lofty 
perch, were built; on the Western, also, were left nine feet of hir. Buck- 
ingham's Alpine rope, together with the names of the party. Keturning 
by the m e  route, the party regrined the snow slope below the pierced 
ridge in 50 minutes from the summit, the traverse of the rocks being 
decidedly difficult, though not very long. From this point they de- 
scended by snow to the great collection of unstable boulders n~entioned 
above, rejoining the path of the Col do Mtuy in 1 hr. 10 min,  and 
reaching Maljasset in half an hour more. Total walking-ascent, 
5+ hrs. ; deecent, 2 hrs. 30 min. 

This was the last expedition made by the same party during their 
stay at Maljasset. They were favoured throughout by mngnificent 
weather, and were thus enabled to commence the exploration of this 
district, hitherto utterly neglected by climbers, and which is still far 
from being exhausted. 

BREC DE CBAMBEYRON (3,388 mBtrea= 11,116 feet, French map).--July 
31. The game party made the second ascent of this peak-the first by u 
traveller. Starting from the village of S. Paul-sur-Ubaye (about 24 hra  
below hfaljawt), they followed the path up the valley to the village of 
Grande Serenne, crossed the Ubaye, and mounted by a rather stony path 
to the charmingly situated hamlet of Fouillouze, above which the Brec 
riees in all its majwty (1 hr. 45 min. from S. Paul). After keeping along 
the path by the right bank of the torrent for a few minutes, they took 
to a very rough and fatiguing track up steep swny slopee, which led them 
(1  hr. 40 min.) from Fouillouze to the Lac Premier. They then rounded the 
base of the Rrec, passing several small  lake^, and reached the ridge at its 
N. foot (1 hr. 15 min.), overlooking on one side the frozen Lac des Neuf 
Couleurs, and on the Italian side another small lake, not very far from 
the Col de la Gippiera of the maps: The Aiguille de Chambeyron, from 
which this side of the Brec had been carefully studied, rose steeply to 
the North. Crosaing snow do lm to the foot of the Italian or E. face 
of the Brec, they then climbed across the fsce by easy loose rocks and 
four short couloirs or bands of snow to a conspicuous snowy ridge, not 
tar fiom tho S. ar&te. Prloi~nting along this ridge, the slope bccoming 
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finally very steep, they reached the lower end of a short narrow gully 
(not well seen from below), a t  that time partially filled with enow. 
Access to this gully was closed by a huge boulder, to scramble on to the 
top of which was the sole difficulty of the expedition, and was effected 
by means of a n  awkward step or two. The gully was climbed in a 
very few minutes, and the party reached the highest ridge between.the 
two summits, that to the left or S., which ia tlie highest, being reached 
in 1 hr. 45 niin. from the Col de la Gippiera. The  yiew, which was rather 
cloudy, included Monte Ross, the Dauphink peaks, Fouillouze, Grande 
Serenne, S. Paul, and Fome villages in the Val Naira. The sommit ridge 
is  composed of a spacious plateau gently sloping towards the west, with a 
largish patch of snow ; ~ t  its loser  end. About its centre a large cairn has 
been built, and two others stand on the two summits on the E. rim of 
the plateau, i.e., exactly on the watershed. A large red flag and a card 
were left on the &point; and having viaited the two other cairns, the party 
returned by the ssme route to the Col de la Gippiera in  1 hr. 15 min. 
In  40 minutes more Lac Premier wae passed, and thence Fouillouze was 
reached in 1 hr. 5 min , the rocky dope being exceedingly annoying on 
the descent. Thirty-five minutes more sufficed to reach the bridge 
o v ~ r  the Ubaye at  Qrande Serenne, and in three-quarters of an hour 
Inore S. Paul was regained : where the complete success of the ascent, 
despite all predictions to the contrary, had created considerable e x c i t e  
ment, the highest point being plainly seen from the village. Total 
walking-ascent 6 hrs. 25  niin., descent 4 h r a  20 min. The sscent from 
S. Paul is longer and more fatiguing than would apperrr from these 
times, which are rather fast. Future travellers are advi~ed either to sleep 
a t  Fouillouze, or to descend to the highest chlSlets in the Val Maim. 

The Brec was considered inaccessible till 1878. On July 20, 1878, 
the first ascent waa effected by two nativea of Fouillouze, Joseph 
Himul and Paul Agnel, stimulated by  the reward offered by the Bar- 
celonnette Section of the French Alpine Club. Starting from Fouil- 
louze at  11 P.M. they followed the route described above as firr as the 
great boulder in  the gully, when they struck to the right, over very steep 
rocks to the N. arCte, and in this way reached the su~nmi t  about noon. 
IIaving built three large cairns, they regained Fouillouze at  9 P.M., 
having surmounted, according to their account, iinheard-of difficulties. 
' I may state that before our ascent these two men were iinwilling to 
indicate to us  the exact route whicli they had taken. This we learned 
only on passing through Fouillouze after our ascent. W e  found the 
climb rather long, though offering no serious difficulty ; our succeiw was 
no doubt due to the close examination of the Brec which we had d e  
from the Aiguille a few days before. I t  may be noted that Bourcet's 
map marks only the '' Pointe de Chambeyron," by which the Aiguille ie 
meant. I t  does not show the Brec, which on the I t a l i ~ n  map is called 
'' Roc de Chambeyron." The  Brec is b ~ s t  seen from Grande Serenne 
or Fouillouze, arid is a very fine rock peak! W. A.  B. C. 

COL VIEUX (2,738 mBtres=8,983 feet).--September 3. The same 
party, having reached the Col Agnel from Ca3tel Delfino by the ordi- 
nary path, and wishing to renclr AbriEs that evening, traversed the 
tilopca to tlie right, and gained in '30 minutca the Col Vieux, where the 
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Dauphinb peaks, with the addition of the Olan, are nearly as well ueen 
as from the Agnel. On the col there are remains of the entrenchments 
of the Spanish troops, thrown up during the war of the Spanish Suc- 
cession. A rough track, gradually becoming a p o d  path, led, in 2 h ra  
20 min., leisurely walking, along the base of the curious Roche Taillank, 
by the Lacs de Forhnt  and d'Egourgeou and the chtileta de Mbdille, 
through a picturesque gorge to La Chalp in the Guil valley, whence 
AbriPs can be reached in 1 hr. 20 min. by the char road. I t  is mid to 
be even ahorter to mount tlie ridge to W. of the two lakes, about half 
way between them, and to descond along the torrent de Shgur to Ris- 
tolas, 40 minutes from Abriks. By either route Abribs can be easily 
reached in a day from Caste1 Delfino, without losing the very p n d  
view of the Dauphinb peaks from the Col Agnel, or the sight of the 
N. face of the Monte Vim from the upper valley of the Guil; and as 
the Col Agnel is a mulepath, while the direct route, the Col de Val- 
lante, ie not, the walk, though rather longer, is much easier for poor 
walkers, or in case a traveller is indisposed. 
MONTE VISO FROM TEE NORTH (3,840 w&tres=12,599, Piedmontese 

map; 3,845 mktres=12,615 feet, French map).--September 5. The 
same party effected the second ascent of Monte Vim from the north. 
Starting from a bivouac near the lake on the Italian side ofthe Col de 
Vallante (about 54 hm. from Abriks), they mounted in 1 hr. 20 min. 
over de'bris and a long mow slope to the Col du Vim, between ' le Sedie 
Cadreghe' and the Vim itself. Thence they mounted, by easy rocks 
and a short couloir, to tlie northern face, reaching in 30 minutes from 
tlie col the upper rim of M. Guillemin's 'glacier en V.' The rocks of 
the great couloir leading to the upper ndvd being partially glazed with 
ice, the base of the couloir was traversed (the only approach to di6.i- 
culty on the entire expedition), and the rocks to the right of it climbed 
without any trouble. The upper strip of ndvd was thus reached in 
an hour from the 'glacier en V.' Cutting straight up the dope to the 
upper rocks, the party, when nearly opposite a curious point in the 
jagged ridge above, resembling an inverted bell, bore to the left to the 
crest of the ar&te, and then donbled back till immediately under the 
above-mentioned point. A few steps revealed the easily accea- 
sible double-peaked summit ridge of the Viso, the left hand, or W. 
summit (that with the statuettes of the Madonna) being reached in 
1 Iir. 20 min. from the upper nbv8, or 4 hrs. 10 min. walking from the 
bivouac. The quick time may be attributed partly to the fact of the 
rocks being entirely free from anow, and partly to previoue knowledge 
of the exact details of the route furnished most courteously by M. 
Guillemin. The view was entirely concealed by clouds. After 
having visited both peaks, the party descended by the ordinary 
route-a most eacly, fatiguing, and tedious walk over 10080 rocks- 
to the great snow slope in the Vallon delle Forciolline in 1 hr. 
35 min. from the summit. They had intended to c m  by the 
shattered ridge to the west of that valley to the Col de Vallante, 
and m regain the Refuge des Lyonnaia the same night; but the 

* r l ~ ~ n u a i ~ e  du Club abnn frawaw, iii. (1876), 276-280. 
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weather becoming very unfavourable, they were forced to descend 
through the Forciolline valley in heavy rain by a very faint track, 
and found refuge for the night at one of the chlilets at the junction 
of that valley and the Vallon de Vallante. Next day, in bad 
weather, they reached the Col de Vallante in 2 hrs. 5 min., the 
Refuge dea Lyonnais in an hour, and Abriba in 3 hm. 5 rnin., or 6 hra 
10  min. from the chaets. 

The first ascent of Monte Vim from the north was effected on Au- 
gust 12,1879, by MM. Paul Guillemin and A. Salvador de Quatrefagee, 
with Enlile Pic of La Grave, after many gallant attempts in 1877 and 
1878.. They followed the route described above, but stopping fre- 
quently to take photographs, employed 12 hrs. 10 min. (including 
halts) from the Col de Vallante to the summit, near which they were 
forced to bivouac, having encountered most aerious difficulties. Under 
ordinary circumRtences an active walker could probably make the 
ascent in a day from the Refuge dea Lyonnais, a hut fitted up by the 
French Alpine Club in the upper valley of the Guil, high above the 
right bank of the stream, about 14 hr. below the Col de Vallante. I t  
may be of use to note that the char road, in the valley of the Guil 
(which will ultimately be carried over the Col de la Traversette), ex- 
tends at present a long way beyond La Chalp-in fact, to within an 
hour of the Refuge des Lyonnais. 

Dauphine' District. 
T&TE DES F~TOULES (3,465 mBtres=11,369 feet).-July 6. Mr. 

Coolidge, with Christian Almer and his son Christian, made the third 
ascent of this peak, and the first in one day from S. Christophe. Start- 
ing from S. Chriatophe, they reached in 1 hr. 10 min. by the usual 
path, the bridge over the Vhndon, leadiny to la Lavey. Following 
the path for 25 minutes farther to a rocky hollow, they then struck up 
to the left over &'61is and rocks, so as to gain the upper part of the 
mountain. In 2 hrs. 15  min. they had rounded a spur coming down 
from the T6te du Crouzet, and in 30 minutes had reached the right 
bank of the Glacier des FBtoules. Crossing the glacier in 45 minutes, 
when not far from the Col dea Fdtoulea, they &ruck up the snowy h e  
of the mountain, taking to the N. a r b  in 35 minutes, and reaching 
the summit in 50 minutes more. There was a cold wind, but the view 
was very fine. Total walking-merit (slow) 6 hrs. 30 rnin. ; descent 
3 hrs. 10 min. 

The first ascent was made on August 29, 1876, in 3 hra 35 min., 
walking from la Lavey, vid the N. arCte. by M. E. Boileau de Castel- 
nau, with the two Gaspards.t The second ascent was made on the 
aame day, an hour or two later, by M. Albert Guyard, with Heori 
Devouaseond and Auguste Cupelin, who mounted from Les Etsges to 
the Col dea Fdtoules at the N. foot of the peak, ascended it by the N. 
ar&te, and descended to la Lavey. 1 

* Annuairs8 dzc C. A. Ir'., iv. (1877), 222-230; v. (1878), 42-57. 
t dnnuairr ds la SociitC dea Tut~riatsa dv DatyhinP, ii. (1876), 123-125. 

$ .innuairs da L'ltcb ubnn francaia, iii. (1878), 217-220. 
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T ~ T E  DE L'ETRET (3,563 metres = 11,690 feet) ; COL DE LA LAVE? 
(3,320 metres = 10,860 feet).-July 8. The same party, starting from 
S. Christophe, followed the usual path to the chllete of la Lavey, and- 
continued to mount along the side of the stream for about 50  minutes 
beyond. Then striking up to the left, they climbed over a buttrees of 
the Etret, not far from the foot of the Glacier du Fond, and in 1 hr. 
20 min. reached the right bank of a very broad, ehort glacier between 
the Etret and the Rouies, which the maps absolutely ignore. In 3 0  
minutes the upper plateau waa reached, and the party, bearing fa& the 
leR, gained in 50 minutes a point near the crest of the S. ridge of the 
Etret, where the knapsacks were left. An hour's walk over snow led 
to the foot of that peak ; the secoud aacent of which waa then made in 
1 hr. 25 min. by the rocky SW. face, which is not so formidable in  
reality as  i t  seems to be when seen from a distance (5  hrs. 55  min., 
walking from la Lavey). The view w a ~  fair, despite a slight mow 
storm. The first ascent was made by the same route on September 4, 
1876, in 5 i  hra walking from la Lavey, by N. E. Boileau de Castel- 
nau with the Gaspards.. Returning in 55  minutes to the knapsacks, 
they then traversed the snow-covered glacier to the right, nnd in 30 
minutes gained the Col de Is Lavey-the second p w q e  (first crossed 
and named by MM. F. Perrin and A. Salvador de Quatrefages, with 
the Gaaprds and Roderon, on June  28, 1878).t The  Col ie the W. 
edge of a little plateau of mow (called Col de l'etr on the map) enclosed 
hetween the Pointe des Etages, the Sommet des Rouiee, the head of the 
Glacier du  Vallon des Etagea, and the Glacier du  Chardon. In a few 
stepu the previous year's route up the Pointe des Etagea was rejoined, 
and nn easy descent effected to the Glacier du  Chardon, which was quitted 
in 50  minutes from the &I, the descent being very hurried, in conse- 
quence of unfavourable weather. L a  BBrarde waa gained in 1 hr. 40 
min. more, the party being conniderably delayed by not being aware 
that the bridge opposite the village had been washed away, which 
obliged them to retrace their steps for a considerable distance. 

All the existing maps arts a t  fault in their delineation of this part of 
Dauphind, ignoring the glacier mentioned above, and placing tile T&e 
de l'Etret much too far north. On the maps of the French cngineera 
' etr ' should be corrected to ' Etret.' 

PIC DU SAYS (3,472 metres = 11,400 feet).-July 11. The same 
party effected the first ascent of this peak. Starting from La BBrarde, 
they followed the usual route to the Col du Says until within a short 
distance from the Col (23 hrs.) Then striking up  to the right over 
dearis and snow, they gained in 1 hr. 1 0  min. a sort of snowy amphi- 
theatre, shut in on all sides by steep rocks. At the head of this waa a 
nteepish mow couloir, the base of which was reached in 3 5  minuta. 
The party ascended this c ~ u l o i r  in 40 minutes, and then climbing up 
the rocks to the left-the N. ar&te of the peak-rendered rather diffi- 
cult by the quantity of snow still lying on them, reached the summit 
i n  55 minutes. Stopping a short time only, owing to the latenees of 

.t nnuaim dr! In 5. T. D., ii. (1876), 129-131. 
t Awtturtir~, du C. d. F., v. (1878), 81-89. Cf. Alpha Jo~naZ, ix. 04. 
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the hour, they traversed the whole of the highest ridge, building 
several ma l l  cairns, and then descended in 45 minutea by the rocky E. 
wall, which was easier than was expcted, to the snowy amphitheatre. 
The route of the Col du Says was regained by g l i d e s  in 40 minutes, 
and La Bbrarde in 1 hr. 55 min. more, the return journey being 
greatly facilitated by the vast quantity of snow in the Vallon de la 
Pilatte. Total walking (fast, as doubtful weather had delayed the 
start till 9.30 A.M.)-up, 6 hrs. 5 min.; down, 3 hrs. 20 min. 

The map does not seem to be quite accurate here, as it w a ~  not possible 
to identify the peak, marked 3,409 metres ; the S. end of the summit 
ridge, which was reached, is j u t  at the angle, but is certainly not 63 
metres (= 207 feet) lower than the N. end. 

LE PLARET (3,570 metres = 11,713 feet).--July 16. The same 
party effected the third ascent of this peak. Following the ordinary path 
up the Vallon des Etanpons for an hour, they then struck up the 
alopea to the left some way before reaching the Torrent de la Clause, 
and without the Q h t e s t  difficulty reached the foot of the glacier in 
1 hr. 30 min. over stony pastures and moraines. The remainder of 
the ascent waa effected under a most powerful sun. One hour over 
snow led to the base of the peak, and the party then mounted a ateep 
snow slope and rocks, and thus gained the anowy E. face, up which 
they mounted nearly in a straight line to the summit, reached in 
1 br. 30 min. from the base (53 hrs. from La Bbrarde). The heat the 
last part of the way up waa excessive; on the summit the ther- 
mometer in the sun stood at 100' (Fahrenheit). The view was very 
interesting, particularly towards the Meije and the range on E. Bide 
of Vallon dm Etanpona The deacent to La BCrarde by the name 
route, including a dCtour to examine the scene of BI. Cordier's fatal 
accident, occupied 2 hrs. 40 min. 

The first ascent of the Plaret was effected on June 7, 1877, by M. 
Henri Cordier, with Jakob Anderegg and Andreas Maurer. They 
mounted by the S. ar&te and descended by the N. a s h  After 
having quitted the glacier, M. Cordier unfortunately lost his life by 
Glling through a hole in a snow-trough into the glacier torrent.. The 
aecond merit was made by M. Henri Duhaiiel with Giraud-LBzin, on 
August 12, 1878. From the base of the glacier on the descent they 
traversed the side of the mountain to the T&te de In Maye (2,708 
metrea = 8,885 feet), a knoll above La Bbrarde, commanding a fine 
panorama, and up which a good path has been constructed by the 
lskre Section of the French Alpine Club, by which the summit is 
reached in 14 hr. from the village. M. Duhamel employed 4-f 
hours up the Plaret and 24 hours d0wn.t 
LE Pavh (3,831 metres = 12,570 feet).-July 19. The same party 

effected the first ascent of t h i ~  summit, which had been ignored by all 
maps previous to the excellent one published by M. Duhamel in the 
last number of this Journal. Starting from La BBrarde, they followed 
the usual track up the Vallon des Etanpns to near the foot of the 

* AQnttr Journal, viii. 286. 
t Annunire d r  L'. '1. F., v. (1878), 117-121. 
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Meije (4 hrs.), then bore to the right, and mounted by a steep mow- 
covered glacier (a tributary of the Glacier des Etanpons), to an upper 
plateau, a t  the head of which rose the deaired peak, which from 
this Bide appears 8s a rocky knob, whereas from the Lautaret Hospice 
ita lozenge-shaped snowy face is rather conepicuoua. After a dktour to 
the ridgo to the S. overlooking the Glacier des Cavales (the ' Col' of 
M. Duhamel'~ map), the party then mounted in 50  minutw by a snow 
couloir to the crest of a buttress, and then took to the rocks of 
the W. face on their right. So much  now lay on the rocks that 
serious difficulties were encountered, and 1 hr. 40 min. consumed in 
gaining the summit (7 h r a  20 min. fiom La Bkntrde). Aa the peak 
is shut in by the higher summits of the Pic Oriental of the Meije and 
the Pic Gaspard, the distant view is confined; but this is compensated 
by  the extraordinary and marvellous glimpse of, so to speak, the in- 
ternal topography of the Meije. The aspect of the great S. wall, the 
apparent inlvlnity of attempting to reach the Glacier Carrk even by the 
route now usually followed, and the curiously insecure appearance of 
the Pic Central of the Meijz, combine to make the view from this point 
one of the most remarkable in Dauphin& Its position also above 
three great glaciers renders the view of the highest topographical in- 
terest. After building a cairn, the party regained the creat of the 
buttrcss in 1 hr. 50  min. with considerable difficulty, the base of the 
peak in 35 minutes more, the H8tel du ChPtelleret mainly by g l i d e s  
in  50  minutes, and L a  Bkrarde in  1 hr. 25 min. ; total descent, 4 b r a  
40 min. In a seamn when there in less snow on the rocks, the ascent 
would probably be found much easier. The  name of the peak is d e  
kvul from the supposed resemblance of a morai~le on the Glacier des 
Cavales at  ita foot to a street pavement. Some authorities attribute 
the name to the Pic Gaspard. 

PIC JOCELME (3,437 metres).-Meesra Charles and Lawrence Pil- 
kington and Frederick Gardiner, unaccompanied by guide.9, made 
the first ascent of this peirk on July 12. Seen from La Chapelle-en- 
Godemar, it  appears to have two summits. T o  each of these a 
distinct name has been assigned by  the French Ordnance Survey, 
the names Bonvoiain and Jocelme being re~pectively given. This  ie 
a mistake, as there is only one mountain known a t  L e  Clot-en- 
Godemar as Pic Jocelme; the name Bonvoisin is given by the 
natives of Fallouise to a fine and higher rock-peak farther easl. The  
Pic Jocelme must not be confused with the Pic Jocelme ou the ridge of 
Lea Bans, marked 3,585 mbtres, the first ascent of which was made by 
the above party larrt year. The  northern faces of the Jocelme fall pro- 
cipitouely to the Val den Bans m d  the Col du  Sellar ; towards Le Clot 
a broad ridge stands out, separating the valleys leading to the Cols d u  
Loup and S e h .  This ridge rises sharply to the crest, a rocky edge, 
about half a mile long, running in a N.E. direction to the summit. 
From this ridge two spurs descend to the mow-field on the S., one from 
the S.W. end, the other from near the middle; beyond this w n d  
spur the S. face is covered with mow to the summit. Bivouacking 
under some rocks above the right bank of the glacier stream flowing 
from tlie Col du  Loup, a start wns made at  2.30 A.M. Mounting rapidly 
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up  steep grass slopes directly above the sleeping-place, and crossing a 
kind of plateau, the broad ridge was struck in 1) hr. A h r  keeping 
along i t  for halt' an hour, nearly two houre were lost in  making a detour 
on the left to examine the N.W. face; not liking the look of it, the 
ridge was again taken, just where i t  b e g i ~ s  to narrow. Fmm here an 
hour's climb over excellent rocks led to the top of the first spur; on 
gaining which they were surprised to find that the S.E. fice of the 
mountain was covered with snow and glacier; beyond which, farther 
to the S.E. rose a fine rock peak, afterwards found to be the Pic Bon- 
voisin of Vallouise, whose height and name are ignored in the ' Carte 
de 1'Etat Major.' Descending on to the snow, the second spur was 
reached in half a n  hour, and the top in half a n  hour more ; time 9.30 
A.M. View good. The descent was effected by the snow-covered glacier, 
mentioned above. Passing first under the true Bonvoisin, then keeping 
well to the right, the route from the Col du Loup was joined, and 
the bivouac reached in 1 hr. 40 min. from the top. The ascent b 
the ridge is recon~mended; the view from i t  is beautiful ; the clim i: 
plasant. Those who do not object to being fleeced, will find fair quar- 
ters chez Jourdan a t  Le Clot. 

COL DES NAVETTES-CHAILLOL CONE-MONTAGNE DE ~ ' 0 u ~ s . - T h e  
same party, wititout guides, made the first ascent of these peaks, and 
crossed a new col between them (for which they propose the name Col 
des Navettes), on Julll 15. Sleeping thepreviow night in a shepherd's 
hut, 1+ hr. up  the Val des Navettes from L a  Chapelleen-Godemar, 
they started a t  3 A.M. in very unsettled weather. Passing first over 
de'bria and avalanche snow to the head of the valley, then up  the glacier, 
deacending from the col between the Chill01 C6ne and hfont~gne de 
I'Onrs, the bergschrund was reached at  5.30 A.M. Prom this steep 
snow slopes lead up to the col ; but as these slopes mere covered with 
more than a foot of powdery new snow, they were obliged to keep to 
the left, and in attempting to cross to the col were forced on to the 
steep rocks, which were rendered m extremely difficult by snow and 
ice that nearly two hours were spent in reaching the ridge, a climb of 
about 150 feet ; a few minutes more, and the col was gained. Time 
9 A.M. While halting here, the mist liited, diucloeing the Chaillol 
Cone riwing steeply up, the northern face guarded by dangerous snow. 
Leaving the col and passing round the southern base of the peak, an 
attack was made on the S.W. flank, and the top reached a t  10.15 A.M., 

after a stiff climb of 2 of sn hour up  steep loose rocks. The 
descent began a t  11 A.M., and it  was nearly midday before the foot 
of the final pstk was regained ; the col wa8 reached in 20 min. more. 
Keeping nlong the ridge past the 'mauvais pas' of the morning, the 
Montagne de I'Ours (an insiguifio~nt peak marked on the Gap ~ h e e t  of 
the ' Carte de 1'Etat Major,' 3,211 mbtrea, a height probably belonging 
to the Vieux Chaillol), was reached without difficulty. From the top 
of this peak a ~ t e e p  snow slope led back to the ' bergschrund,' and in 
another hour the hut was regained. Time, 2.20 P.M. The  Col des 
Navettes was afterwards completed by two of the party, u-ithout guides, 
on Atrg~cst 5. The ascent could be niade direct from La Chapelle in 
G hrs., kind Lrs Bitrela-en-Charnpolkon renched in 3 hrs. more by de- 
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wending straight down h m  the top over easy snrlw slopes, and keeping 
rather to the left over fine alps to the Chklets de Tourond, from which 
a good mule path leads down to the valley of Champolkon. 

COL TUCKETT-CKBTE DU GLACIER BLANC, or PIC DES AGNEAUX (Pic 
Signal&, 3,660 m&trea).-bfeesrs Lawrence Pilkington and Frederick 
Gardiner, without guides, made a new pass, which they wish to call 
Col Tuckett, effecting a new ascent of the peak .marked in t l i ~  
map Pic Signalk, 3,660 metres en route. Sleeping a t  the foot of 
the Glacier de Monestier in the Val di Tahuc, under a roof of fir 
and juniper, made by them on discovering the non-existence of the 

Refuge Chancel,' marked in M. Guillemin's map, a stsrt was made 
on the morning of July 30, a t  1.30 A.M. Mounting up the Glacier 
de Monestier for 1 4  hr., and then bearing to the right acroas un- 
dulating snow fields, they struck the southern ridge of the Pic 
Signal&, ra~ching  the depression nearest that peak a t  6.45 A.X. 
Turning along tlie ridge, a climb of 40 minutes over loose rocks 
on the E. face, brought them to the top at  7.30 A.M. This being 
the highest point of the group NE. of Les Ecrins, the view is extensive, 
but  not so grand as from the neighbouring and lower Pic des Arcae. 
On a cnirn on the summit a champagne bottle was found, in  it  Mr. 
Coolidge's card. After staying an hour on the top, they returned in 
3 0  minutea to the Col. From here a descent was effected on the 
weatern side. Keeping down for ahout 20 minutes to the head of a n  
icefall, but pot liking the look of it, they climbed over a ridge on the 
left and down a couloir and rocks on the other side to a lower wow 
field j u t  under the icefall. From this the glacier broadens out, and 
was descended without any great difficulty, and the H6tel Tuckett 
reached a t  10.50 A.M., from which the usual way to Vallouise was 
followed. The exact height of the Col was not taken, but it  cannot be 
much under 11,500 feet. h1. Guillernin has restored the name Pic des 
Agneaux (see Bourcet's map) to the Pic  Signal&, 3,660 metres, which 
is the name given to this peak in Bourcet's ancient map of Dauphin& 
This  expedition can be strongly recommended, both for the interesting 
nature of the climb and the superb views on both sidee of the pass and 
from the Pic Signal&. 

PIC Bo~volsrN (3,506 rnbtres); &L DU LOUP.-The same party, 
withmct guides, made the first ascent of this peak on August 1. This 
i~ the mountain known a t  Ville Vallouise (from which plnce it is very 
distinctly seen), as the Pic Bonvoisin; its name and height are both 
ignored by the French Government map, but the long eastern ridge ia 
marked Crete de Bonvoisin. I t  is the liighest point in the ~emicircle 
of peaks between the Pic des Opilloos 3,506 and Sirac 3,438 metres. 
The  name Bonvoisin having been incorrectly given by the French sur- 
veyors to one of the secondary peaks of its neighbour, the Jocelrne, the 
above party suggest that its proper name be restored to it. Sleeping 
a t  a shepherd's hut in the Vallon de la Selle, 2 hrs. above Entr1Aigues 
and 4 hrs. above Ville Vallouise, on the night of July 31, a start 
was made next morning at  1.30. After wasting 2 hours in trying a 
route pointed out by the natives, the Col du  Loup wiu crossed a t  
8 A.M., probably a t  the same place taken by Mr. Coolidge. Hurrying 



down the snow slope on the western side for nearly a thousand feet, 
they turned sharply to the right, u p  a steep arm of the glacier flowing 
from the Pic Jocelme, which landed them a t  the foot of the Pic Bon- 
voisin. On this side the m o ~ ~ n t a i n  presents a rocky face very 
jagged at  the top ; to the right a bay of snow runs some distance 11p 
the face. This snow had been fixed upon as the route for the ascent, 
but  as some falling stones were seen i t  was decided to try the rucks 
near the edge OF it. Starting afresh at  10.45 A.x., and mounting for 
half an hour over rocks and snow they turned a little to the left u p  
steep loose rocks, and in half an hour more a lower summit was 
mended  by mistake, from which the true summit was eeen towering 
up  in the direction of Vallouise. The ridge connecting the two peaks 
seerued to be a collection of small towers, a t  the end of which a large one 
rose high above the rest;  beyond it was the top. After an hour's up- 
and-down climbing under the smaller towers, the foot of the large one 
was reached ; then followed a rough awkward scran~ble to the ar&te 
beyond. Keeping along this (except where a cleft had to be passed by  
descendir~g on the northern side), the top w u  reached a t  12.20. I t  lies 
a t  the E. end of an almost level ur&te, the mountain falling away 
sharply on either side. Beginning the descent a t  1 P.M., and re- 
turning to the foot of the hig tower, the morning's route was followed 
until directly above the point where the rocks at the foot of the peak 
were ascended ; striking straight down to these by a low mound-like 
ridge, the snow at  the foot of the peak was regained at 3.20 P.M. The  
Col d u  Loup recrossed a t  4 40 P.M., and the hut in the Vallon de la Selle 
re-entered a t  6 P.X. This ascent could be made ~Yith less fatigue and 
in leas time from L e  Clot-en-Godemar ; but i t  is not an expedition to 
be recommended, the danger from falling stones being quite unavoid- 
able. The route taken on the descent is probably the eafest. 
Pm VERDONNE, OR CIYE DE CHADOURNEAU (3,324 metres).-The tame 

party, without guides, made the first ascent of this peak on August 3. 
Pnsving the previous night in a ruined hut half an hour above Chau- 
meille in the Val de Champolkon they started up  the valley a t  1.40 
A.M. Reacl~ing in a few minutes the point where the stream divides, 
the hranch running from the Pas de la Cavale was crowed (not with- 
out difficulty), and the left bank of the other followed to the head of 
the Vallon de la Pierre, as  the N. glen at  the extreme head of the valley 
of the Drac is locally called. (B~lurcct cslls i t  by the same name.) 
Making their way up the steep grass t-ilopes beyond, they reached 
the easier slopes below the large nameless triangular glacier be- 
tween the Pic Verdonne and the Crete des Bollchiera at  5 A.M.; 
here a good view of the peak was gained. Rising ~traight  up from the 
glacier, it appears double-headed, the summit being on the extreme 
right. T o  the left the mountain  sink^ graduirlly down to a depression, 
from which a couloir falls to the glacier below; croasing the glacier 
and mounting this couloir the depression was reached a t  6.15 A.M. 
Turning to the right, and holding a hearly level course over t21e steep 
loose western face, they atruck up  to the crest of the mountain beyond 
what had appeared a lower perrk from the glacier on the southern side. 
In  a fcrv minutes more the top was reached by R good firni arete. Time 



7.30 A.M. Remaining an hour on the top, they then deacendd by 
the same route, the depreaaion being reached a t  9.15 A.M., and the 
hut  easily a t  11 a.m. Rather more time ahould be allowed for this 
expedition, as the latter part of the ascent waa much hurried to avoid 
falling stones which evidently fall later in the day. This peak ia 
known aa Pic Verdonne at Champoldon and Cime de Chabourneau a t  
Le Clot-en-Godemar. 

VAL C R A X ~ L ~ O N ;  SIRAC (3.438 mbtres); VIEUX CAAILLOL.-The 
same party, without guidce, tiaited the Champol4on district, hitherto 
almost unknown to English travellers, and on August 4 made the 
eecond ~ a c e ~ r t  of Sirac nnd the fir& from Champolbn. Paaeing the 
night of the 3rd a t  the miserable village of Lea Auberta, they started 
a t  2 A.M. up the Val d'I.wra for the Col de Vallon Pierre, crowing 
which, ~ n d  skirting under the S.W. ridge, they climbed slightly to the 
right of the weatern glacier, and completed the aacent by the route 
taken by Mr. Coolidge in deecending. They returned to La Auberta 
a t  2.30 p.n. 

On Au,qwt 5, the eame party, withotit guides, made the aecent of 
the Vieux Chaillol-first ascent by Englieh mountaineers. The w e n t  
is monotonously w y ,  and it haa been frequently mnde by the people 
of the countr The monotony of the ascent is amply repaid by the 
superb view & m the summit, comprising nearly every peak of import- 
ance in Dauphine, and ad extensive view of the hill and dale country 
to the muth. 

The Champolhn Valley had been entered from Vallouise by the 
Paa de la Cavale, a paaa well known in the di~trict. I t  is made up of 
two c o l ~  on either side of the peak, markcd 2,897 mktres, at the head of 
the Val de Fournel. Another way of crossing over from Vallouiee to 
Champolbn is by a ool leading from the glacier S.E. of the Col du  
Loup to the glacier S.E. of the Pic Verdonue, locally known aa Col du 
Loup de Charnpolbn. The head of the Val Champoldon is desolate in 
the extreme, the highest settlement is Chaumri!le; but the mountaineer 
will find better quarters at L a  Auberta, about hr. lower down the 
valley, from which there is a good mule path, lea ! ing in 1Q hr. to Les 
Barels, from which the Val Godemar may be reached by the high 
glacier Col des Navettea in 9 or 10 hours. About six milea farther 
down than L ~ R  Barele very fair quarters may be found at the inn at 
Le Pout du Foad. 

Beaidaq the new expeditions described in the foregoing  note^, 
Meaars. Charles and Lawrence Pilkington and Frederick Gardiner 
effeck? the following expeditions wilhout guides :- 

July 7th.-Fourth aacent of the Aiguille du Plat, 3,602 mbtres, 
awending, from and descending to St. Chriatophe, by Mr. Coolidge's 
route. 

July 9th.-From St. Chriatophe to Le D&-en-Jo&y, by the Col 
d e ~  Berches. w 

July 10th.-From Le Dbert  to La Chapelle en-Godemar, by the 
Col de la Vaurze. 

July 17th.-Fourth ascent of the Pic Olan. Reached the central 
peak at 8 A u., in 3) hrs. actual walking from the glacier. This is the 
VOL. IX.-NO. LXVI. C C 
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peak w e n d e d  by Mr. Pendlebury. The party was caught in  a very 
severe snowstorm, and therefore unable to proceed to Mr. Coolidge's 
peak only about an hour distant; it seemed to them about 6 feet 
higher than the summit on which they stood ; this, however, is a dis. 
puted point--Mesera Guillemin and Salvador de Quatrefages incline 
to the opinion that Mr. Pendlebury'a peak is highest. 

Jlr!r/ 19th.-From L e  Clot-en-Godemar to La BBrarde, by the Col d u  
Say 8. 

July 25th and 26th.-Fourth Ascent of the Grand Pic de la Meije, 
3,387 mbtrea 

July 28th.-Crossed the Col des Carallea from La Bkrarde to La 
Grave. 

August 2nd.-Crossed the Pas de la Cayale from Entr'Aigues to the 
Valley of ChmpolCun. 

M. Duliamel sends the following notea :- 
COL DES C~RRIDORS DE LA MEl~E.-Frorn the Glacier de la BrSche to 

the Rocher de 1'Aigle-8 hrs. from the N.W. foot of the W..penk to 
the Rocher de 1'Aigle. Guides, Pierre Ga~pard  and Giraud LBzin. A 
climb up ice slopes, exposed to continual falls of sCracs-too dmgcroue 
to be recommended for repetition. This  was the unanimous opinio~l 
of our party. 

COL DE CLAIRE, between the P ic  Gaapard and the Pic  de Neige d e  
Leutaret.-Ascent of 6 hrs. from Villard d'Arbne to the col by the 
Glacier de l'IIon~me, up rocks and ice couloirs. Descerlt in 3 11t-s. by 
the Glacier Snpdrieur des Cavales to the Ilefuge d r  1'Alpe. The  de- 
~ c e ~ i t  is exposed to fills of rocks. 

COL DE CASTELHAC, between the Pave and the Col des diglea (N. of 
the Col de Chamoie).-54 hrs. from Refuge de 1'Alpe to col. Descent 
to La BCrerde 4 hrs. 3 0  min. hfagnificent view. 

ROCIIER DL L'ENCULA. COL DE PETIT PJEBRE, between the Rocher 
and Pic de Cloch~te1.-54 hrs. from L a  BtSrarde to col, by Glacier d u  
Vtlllon den Etagea Ascent of peak (the first recorded ascent) 1 hour ; 
descent, by Glacier du  Chardon to L a  Berarde, 4 hours. 

COL DE L'ETRET, between the Tete de 1'Etret and the Pic  des Etages. 
Ascenb in G hrs., from L a  BCrarde ; descent to St. Christophe in 54 
I10urs. 

COL DE LA GANDOLIERE, between M. de Cantclnau's Col de la Selle 
and the Tete de la Gandoli&re.-5 hrs. up  from St. Chri~tophe;  1 
hour descent to the Ilbk.1 du  Cliiltelleret in the Vallon des Etanpons. 

POINTE IJE CERESOLE, OR PIC DE LA LUNE (3,787 m&tre.4).-Augus~ 5. 
Mr. G. Yeld, with Alphonse Payot of Chamonix, and Leon Guich- 
ardaz of Cogne (as porter), left a royal hunting cllhlet (in a semi- 
rubous  state) abo~i t  2 hrs. 45  min. from Cogne, a t  3.15 A M .  Having 
clinibed up  by the buttress of rock between the ice-falls of t l ~ e  Tribu- 
lation Glacier, they reached the foot of the peals to the left of the Col 
Chamonir, and ascended-partly by snow, partly by lucks-to what 
eecmd to be the ~ummit ,  but wlieu this was reaclied, i t  was been that 
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the true summit was more to the east; this wes reached in 15 minutes 
hy an intereating rock climb. Approximate times: from chPlet to 
summit, about 6 hra;  deacent to Cogne about 5 hra Thia is believed 
to be the firet accent from Cogne. 

ONDLZANA (circa 3,550 m&tres).-August 7. The eame party lefi 
Cogne at 2.8 A.M. They struck the ridge which divides the Valeiglia 
iiom the V d  Piantonetto almost halfway between the Ondezana and 
the Col Telleccio, and then paeeing along this ridge turued to the right, 
ar~d struck the south-west ar&te of the Ondezana iteelf at 8 50. The 
view from this point was ve fine. The summit, which was reached 
at 9.20, commanded a m a p i  2' cent prospect, including part of the plain 
of Italy. They turned to descend at 11, and reached Cogne, without 
any hurry, at 3.43 P.M. This expedition wn be strongly recommended. 
The climb, after the Vdeiglia Glacier is reached, is interesting in itself, 
and the scenery equally so. In less anowy Beaaons it is possible that 
the couloir to the east of the Olrdezana might offer a shorter route. 
The nlountilin has been several times climbed before, by Signor Baretti; 
from Valsoera, in 1877, by Signor Montaldo ; and from Cogne from the 
S.W. in 1878, by Signor Marinelli.* Five bouquetins were seen on the 
apfint, and two on the descent. 

GRANDE SERRE (3,600 mbtreu).-August 9. The m e  party left the 
I1Gt.l de la Grivola at 1.50 A.M. to make the first w e n t  of this peak from 
the Cogne side. Having ascended to the Col de l'Herbetet, they fol- 
lowed the ar&te leading up &om it for some time, then traversed anow 
elopes on the Val Savaranche Bide; and again taking to the ar&te, 
reached the top at 9.25. They leR the summit at 10.5, and c r d n g  
the Glncier de la Grande Serre struck the mute of the Col de Lauzon, 
a little above the ' campernent du roi! Cogne was reached at 1.20 P.M. 
Thia peak was first ascended from the Val Snvaranche tide in 1875 by 
Signori Vaccarone and Gnrma1gia.t 

GRAND PARADIS. FROY THE POINTE DE ~IOITANDAYN&.-AU~S~ 11. 
The same party left a chalet about 3 hre. 20 min. above Cogne at 
1.45 A.M. For about 45 minutes they followed the route of the Col de 
l'Herbetet, and then turning to the left gained the Dursset Glacier. 
The then deawmded the cliffs which separate the Dzasset Glacier from 
the &an de la Trilmlation by a rather diEcult couloir. The Pointe 
de Montandaynh waa reached at 9.35. They then ascended the Grand 
I'aradis by the great northern arete, keeping the actual ridge, except 
where they had to pass two patches of ice-fringed rocks, with a steep 
ice couloir between, which they crossed a little below the ar&te on the 
Val Savaranche aide. The summit was reached at 11.46 They de- 
wended to &resole by the Col de Mont Corv6 and Colle dells Torre; 
but, o~t-ing to a d e w  mist which prevailed below the Breuil basin, did 
not gain the Stahilimento till 8.63 P.M. (having left the summit at 1.0 
P.U.) 

Bolkdi~w dsl Club AZpino Italicmo, No. 59, p. 392. 
t Ilvllrtirw dcl C'lub d ly iao  Itdialto, No 36, p. MX). 
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Mont Blanc District. 
AIQUILLE DU DRU, W. PEAK.--On Atlgrrst 29 three Chamoninrds- 

Jean Charlet of the Club Alpin F r w s ,  Prosper Payot, and Fddbr ic  
Folliguet-made the first aecent of this peak. I t  is aeen from Cha- 
lnonix in  front, and to the left of the (67 feet) higher E. peak, which 
is nlno vieible from the village. 

AIGUILLE DU CHARDONNET.-O~ A u p t  1 Mr. Percy W. Thoman, 
with Joseph Imhoden m d  J. M. Locl~matter, made the first ascent of 
the Aiprille du Chardonnet from the Glacier du  Tour. 

Leaving A q e n t i k e  a t  2.40 A.M. they followed the right bank of the 
GI. du  Tour, and gained the summit ttt 11.10 A.M., the latter portion of 
the ascent being varied by a rock climb of unusual interest. They re- 
turned to Argentibre at  3.25 P.M. This would n p p r  to be the eecond 
tinie only the mor~ntain haa been ascended, no one having been u p  
since Mr. Fowler made the first aecent from the Arpntikre Glacier i n  
1865. I t  is surprising that such an interesting expedition should havo 
remained so long unnoticed, 8s not only is the climb not to be despised, 
but the view from the summit is superb. 

AIGUILLE DE TALEPRE (12,287 feet).-On Auguet 25, 1879, Measrs. 
F. J. Cullinan, J. Baumann, and Gerald E'itzgerald, with Laurcnt 
Lanier and Emile Rey of Courmayeur, and Joseph Moeer of T i b ,  
RB guidea, made the first =cent of the Aiguille de Talkfre. 

Starting from the Montenvers a t  2.15 A.M. they reached the lower end 
of the Glacier dc Pierre Joseph, and asceuding that glacier g n i n ~ d  the 
rocky face of the Aiglrille to the right of two broad ellow cor~loira, 
which descend from the Aiguille to the glacier. The party then bore 
to the left, crossed the two couloira not far from their base, and ascend- 
ing the rocks for a short distance, recrossed the letbhand couloir, and 
reached a small rocky ridge lying between the two couloirs. The party 
climbed along this ridge which led straight up to what had appeared to 
be the highest sun~niit  of the Aiguille ; but on reaching it, another 
slimmit, apparently a few feet higher, to the north of, and joined to the 
first one by a ~ h o r t  snow nrete, wlte discovered. This latter summit 
was attained at  10.25 A.M. The view from the summit was very fine, 
and no difficulty waa found in the ascent; hut the rocks all through, 
though otherwise ensy, were extremely unrcound, and Borne danger from 
fnlling stones exists, in the descent especially, in  crossing the lower 
part of the couloirs. L n ~ ~ i e r  led, faultlessly, throughout the expedition, 
which w a ~  planned by him. 

Penniae Alps. 

MITRE DE ~'EvC~u~.--sept. 22. Mr. Cust, with the guides Jenn Martin 
of Viseoie and Pierre Beytrison of Evolena, 111ade the frat  ascent of 
the peak, intermediate in height and position, between Mont Codon and 
I'E1.6que. The above name is proposed for it, as the mitre-like aspect 
of ita douhle surnrllit seen from the Arolla aide may have aided the 
nnming of ita higher neigbbour. 

Leaving Arolla a t  3.20 A.M. they ascended from the AI-olla Glacier 
the b m d  mow couloir S. of Mont Collon to a gap a t  its head OII the 
aide away ~ I . O I U  the latter (5) hrs. walking), utilizillg the steps made 
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two days previoi~sly, when Mr. Clist, with Martin, crossed this gap, r e  
turning by the Col de llEv%ne, circiimatancea having then prevented 
a h r t h e r  attempt on the peak. The  ar&te waa hllowed to the final 
rocka, which were scaled by a difficult climb of aome 25  ft. on the E. 
side. This may be avoided by a traverse on to the other side. The  
summit, a n a m w  point of rock, about 730 ft. above the col, man 
reached in 2 h m ,  9 min. from the lattar. An eany dement was made on 
the W. side, paFtly by the rocks and partly by the mow conloir he- 
tween the two anmmitu in $ hr. to the foot. Missing the Col de  IJEv6qiie 
in a thick miat, they descendrd from the main ridge directly by the 
rocka to the Glacier de  Collon, reaching Prerayen a t  6.10. 

&L DES HOUSSES, &L DE BLANCIEN, BEC DE BLA~c16~.-Sept. 28. 
The  same party made a new p a ~ e  from Prerayen to the Otemma Gla- 
cier. Leaving Prerayen at 5 h r ~ .  4 0  min., they aecendrd a snow cou- 
loir on the W. side of the Cornbe d'Olen, oppoaite the Gltrcier de Collon, 
leading to an easy anow col nt the head of a side valley descending to 
the Valpelline, above Bionaz. The couloir is hroad and of a slight 
inclination ; but its lower part being e x p o d  to ~tonea h m  the rocks 
at  the aide, it  is desirable to paps it  early. Walking time, to fmt, 2 h r ~  
5 min. ; to top, 1 hr. 21  min.=3 bra. 26 min. from Prerayen ; height 
(by aneroid) about 10,950 k E a ~ y  mow slopes on the right led in  
2 hr. to a gap in the main ridge, height about 11,700 k, commanding 
a ~plendid view, uninterrupted, except on the Blancien  id*. To  this 
it  iu proposed to give the name Col ds Blnncien. The lower wl is not 
likely to be uPed separately, but might he called Col des Houases. 

W. of the lipper w l  is a low summit, which may he reached ir a few 
 minute^, forming the highest point of the main ridge a t  the h a d  of the 
mow valley descending to the Otemmn Glacier. Beyond thie is a deep 
depression, in which liea the Col dlOtemma. E. is the S. sumlilit, (of 
which the first ascent apparently was made by the prewnt party), on the 
lofty ridge, nearly a mile long, variolisly called La Senpla and Beo de 
Blancien (Reilly). 'I'hia ridge ia rugged and broken in the middle, 
rising into peaks at  either end, which deserve sepra te  consideration. 
The  Federal map gives the name LR Sengla to the main ridge, and 
Blancien to that descending from the 5. end to the Combe d'Olen. 
The  former name being reserved for the higher N. peak, the name Ueo 
de Blancien is proposed for the S. peak. I t  is 12,015 ft. in height, is 
enaily rmched trom the col (in little over 4 hr.), and affords a panoramic 
view of siirpriing beauty. The  Otemma Glacier was reached by a n  
easy descent in 37 rnin., and Amlla, by the P i k e  Glaoier, in 33 hra. 
walking, from the col. 

The  Col de Blancien offers one of the finest p s n g e a  in this part of 
the Alp& I t  may be taken from Arolla to Bionaz ; but ie especially 
availahle fiom Prerayen to Chermontane, the Otemma Glacier being 
reached in lees than 5 hrs. from Prerayen. 

Monte Rosa District. 

l l a ~ ~ ~ n n o n x  BY TIIE ZXUTT A~k~~.-Septcnrbcr  2,3. Mr. '2. F. arum- 
mery, Alexander Burgener, T. Petrus, and A. Kentineth, left a ' gfte ' 
about 1 hr. above the Zniutt Glacicr a t  4.16 .a.>r., and climbing hy enny 



rocks on to the mow ns te ,  m c h d  the rocky teeth a t  -the .end of it 
~v i tho i~ t  difliculty. Beyond thew teeth the arete hecame impscrsnble, 
ant1 it  wm necessary to turn to the left up  a very steep dope of loose 
rock mixed with ice and snow. From the top of this the m&te was 
ngain followed for a short distance, when i t  became easy to turn to the 
right and c l in~b  straight up  in the p t  couloir, on to the ledge traversed 
by  the Italian guidea in the first w e n t  from Breuil. Regaining the 
Zmutt arCte a t  1 P.M., the sumn~i t  was reached a t  1.45 P.X. 

THE MAT~EREORN FROM THE TIEFENMAITEN GLACIER.-On SCPI. Q 
Mr. W. Penhall, with Ferdinand Imwng and Lorlis Zurbrilcken, 
~scended the Matterhorn from the Tiefenmatten Glacier, reaching the 
top after Mr. Mummery's party. 

' Leaving Zermatt a t  10 p.x. on the 2nd, we went up  the Zmutt Glacier 
to a point nearly opposite the Stockje ; then climbed a mow slope on the 
left, above which Rome rocks aoon brought us to the head of the Tiefen- 
matten Glacier, where we waited for daylight. W e  then crossed the 
face of the mountain diagonally to the gully on the right, or south, uide 
of the Zmutt ar&te. Tne  gully waa pawed almost horizontally, and 
we struck the a&te near, but probably rather below, the point where 
the Italian  guide^ got on to i t  in the fimt ascent from Rreuil. T h e  
mcku of the h c e  werc steep and difficult, though for the most part 
firm. In  the middle of the aacent we lost over two hours, having to 
retrace our steps for Rome distance. 

' T h e  time occupied from the glacier to the top was 104 bra, or, ex- 
cluding halts and time lost, 7 hre. actual walking.' 

Mr. Baumann aends the following note :- 
' On September 5, I engaged Petrus as leading guide, and darted with 

my own guide, Emile Rey, a t  3 P.M. for the Matkrborn by the new 
route. A t  8 P.M. we reached our sleeping-place a t  the foot of the great 
ice slope wbich forms part of the Zmutt arete. A t  4 A.M. on Sep- 
tember 6 we commenced operations, and making use of the footsteps cut 
u p  the ice dope by Mr. hlummery's guide4 reached the rocks a t  5 A.X. 
In another hour we arrived a t  the overhanging rocks, a point which 
had been deecribed to me a~ very di5cul t  and even dangerous ; but  
coming as I did ~traight  fmm the really formidable rocks of the Dru, 
I found it   imply a n  interesting rock climb, presenting no extraordi- 
nary difficulties. This point is turned by  leaving the arete, and taking 
to the face of the mountain to the right of the &te ; and I have the 
intention (if you can find w e  for me in the " Journal ") of elaborating 
a view of the mountain tiom this aide, and indicating the exact route 
followed by UR. A t  8.45 we arrived a t  the summit, having apent a 
good half-hour over breakfaet. The  actual climbing did not occupy more 
than 4 4  h r ~ . ,  and I am of ctpinion that this ascent by the Zmutt &ta 
will in future become the favourite way of crossing the Matterhorn for 
those who appreciate a gmd and not too dangerous rock climb. T h e  
greater part of the ascent is effected on the are&, consequently the 
danger of falling stones is reduced to a minimum! 

THE WKISSHORN, FROM ZINAL.-AILS. 12,13. Mr. G. A. Passingham, 
with Ferdinand Imseng nnd Louis Zurbriicken of Macugnaga, as 
guides, having slept nt the base of the Zinal clifs of the Weirruhorn, 
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climbed stmight up their face to the summit in l l i  hrs. from the 
bivouac. They descended to Rands by the usual route. Full p- 
ticnlara of this difficult climb will be given in the next Number. 

ALPHUBELHORN.-' On August 8 I left the Tiiach Alp ChPlet at 3.55 
A.m., accompanied by the guides Peter Taugwalder and Abraham 
Imseng, for an ascent of the Alphubelhorn by the western face. We 
followed the ordinary route to the Mischabel Joch for a ahort distance, 
and then crossed the Weingarten Glacier to a point nearly under the 
summit of the mountain. We attacked the rocks at 6.55, and found 
them continuously difficult throughout the ascent, for not only were 
they much glazed with ice, but the dip of the m t a  was outward : we 
observed, however, exceptionally few falling atonea Two short ice 
couloirs were aacended with considerable labour and expenditure of 
time ; a third proved to be impracticable, and we were obliaed to 
retrace our step as Ear as the bottom of the second one. We then 
took a northerly course, which led us along Rome narrow ledgee of 
rock, and eventually found a pasange to the summit, which was not 
gained till 4.46 P.M. We descended to the Alphubel Joch, and had 
eome little trmblc on a steep snow wdl not fiu from the summit. I 
believe now that had we followed the northern arete to the Mischabel 
Joch, we should have saved time considerably; as it wag we did not 
rench the T i h  Alp until 8.55 ; Zermatt, until 11.15. 

'This expedition riffords an admirable rock climb, and ie well wor~hy 
of repetition. W. W. RICEIYOND POWELL.' 

THE NADELHORN.-On Seplcmber 7 Mesera W. Penhall and A. F. 
Mummery, with Alexander Burgener and Ferdinand Imwng, amended 
the peak marked Nadelhorn, 4,334 mbtres, in Dufour's map. Sleeping 
8 hours above Randa, in the DUrren valley, they went up over some 
loose rocks for 2 hours, then cro~ging a small mow-field, climbed an 
intereating rock dope to the north-wentern sr&te, which was then 
traversed to the top. In the descent they made straight for the right 
bank of the Hohberg Glacier. 

The ascent occupied 6 hra., and the deecent 4 hrs. 
The 'Alpine Guide ' says that this peak was ' probably ' reached by 

Mr. Chapman in 1856 from S ~ a g  and Studer * mention8 an ascent in 
September, 1858. 

FLETSCHHORN, from the upper level of the Lnquin Glacier.-Au.wt 29, 
Mr. P. Mummery, Alexander Burgener, and Augustin Kentinetta left a 
'gEte ' on the N. bank of the Laquin Glacier at 8.30 a.m., ascended by 
the Fletcsh Joch route till oppoaite two large couloirs leading up the 
Pletschhorn; having climbed the &te dividing these couloirs,they struck 
st,raight up the faca of the final peak over extremely smooth rocks; the 
top of these being attained, a short ice a r b  led to the higheet point. 

THE ~ E I S S M I E S J O C H . - ~ ~  September 10 bfe88rs. R. Gashell and M. 
Holzmann, with J. P. Zurbriicken as guide, and Ferd. Furrer IM 

porter, having ascended the Weiasmies by the usual route from has, 
descended on the other side, pr t ly  over rocks, partly over mow 
slopes, into the Zwi~chenbergen valley, to about 1,000 feet below the 
- ~ -. - -  - -~ ~- 

* Zkbw Eir und ,%h~~un, ii. p. 53. 
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Zwischenhergen paea, where the trough of the talley for a short distance 
bends to the. S., in order to go round the rocky spur projecting in the 
same direction h m  the Thiilihorn. They there turned tb the left, 
and gradual1 reascended over aome &bris to a amell glacier on the 
W. aide of tbu qur. Near the upper end of the glacier they climbed 
through some rocks to a depreagion in the ridge, between the Weimmieo 
and the Thiilihorn, leee than 4 mile to the W. of the latter peak, 
and about 11,050 feet high, reaching the crest in 2 hra  5 min. from 
the top of the Weieanks. A very steep ice slope, which early in the 
Beason may be of snow, deecenda to the Laquin Glacier. Instad of 
turning to the right, where the slope leads unbroken to the n6v6 of the 
glacier, ZurbrUcken preferred to go down to the left towards the berg- 
schrund, as a few patch- of rock jutting out from the ice, and some 
broken draca, which a t  one time partly blocked up the Schruud, pro- 
m i d  to nhorten the time of atep-cutting. It, nevertheless, took 2 
brs. before they gained the lower lip of the Bergschrund. Thence, 
they descended as much as possible by the left side of the Laquin 
Glacier, and arrived without further obstacle in 1 hr. at  its foot. 
Illstead of descending into the Laquin valley, they crossed over the 
left moraine, kept high above the lefi hank of the valley, along the 
Btony pasture of the Hohslree, struck into a track which for some time 
follows an old aqueduct, and, turning into tlie valle of the Dovoria, 
descended by the chUeta of the Vengen Alp in 2f Krs. to the village 
of Simpeln. 

It appears that tho Weissmiea has been ascended from the Laquin 
Glacier directly by the rocks, but a t  a considerable diaknce to the N. 
of the pnss described. Tschudi, who baa adopced the name of Weirs- 
miesjoch for the paw made by Meruna King and liiddell, hetween the 
Thdihorn and Townhorn, although Ball, with Nr. King's sanction, 
has more properly &led it ' Thalijoch,' erroneously &tee that this 
paus leads over the Laquin Glacier, whilst in reality it touches only the 
Thiili Glacier. 

Bemese Oberland. 

KASTEN JOCK.-On Friday, A u w t  22, the Rev. F. T. Wethered 
and Mr. E. P. Wethered, accompanied by two guides of Guttannen, 
crossed fmm the Oberaarhiitte to the Bggiechhorn by a well-marked 
Joch, situated directly to the wuth of the O b e m r  Joch, and forming 
an outlet from the extreme S.W. corner of the Oberaar Glacier, on to 
the Studer Firn. ' The pass is separated from the Oberaar Joch by a 
peak, well delineated in the Federal and (English) Alpine Club Maps, 
but no name is given to it by either authority. I t  is, however, denoted 
as the Bastenhorn in the "Panorama from the Bggischhorn," hangiy 
on one of the inside walls of the '' HStel de la Jungfrau." The Joch is 
flanked on the south by the W. end of the ridge which bounds the 
Oberaar Glacier along ita entire right bank. I estimate its height a t  
from 260 to 300 English Get in excess of the Oberaar Joch. Theascent 
presented no difficulties of any sort owing to the excellent condition of 
the nkv6 on the upper (S.W.) dope of the Oberaar Glacier, and the 
descent from the Joch to the Studer Firs, although steep, was quite easy. 
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' The route from the Obernarhum is identical with that of the Ober- 
aar  Joch for about 2) hrs. Then, diverging to the left on nearing a 
broken part of the glacier, the summit of the pss waa reached up steep 
n6v6, which must sometimes be ice, in  19 hr. more. On gaining the 
Studer Firn, opposite the Rothhorn (3,549 mhtree, Fed. Map), from the 
Jocb, we struck again into the usual Oberaar Joch routs and followed 
i t  dong  its weary r a y  to the Bggiechhorn hotel. The pasn which forms 
the subject of this note would appear to have been croesed mme ten 
yearn ago by two Grindelwald @ides and r traveller in miRtrrke for the 
Oberaar Joch, which they miaed in a fog between the Bggischhorn 
and the Grimsel; but, as i t  is altogether unohronicled, and as the Joch 
iteelf, although well defined and altogether die-tinct from the Obenrar 
Joch, is entirely ignored-nameless and heightleas-by all the accre- 
dited map and guide-booka, I make no apology for cataloguing i t  
amongat the " New Expeditions " of 1879, u a useful Oberland pa\ 
and calling i t  " the Kwten Joch." F. T. W.' 

LGBENDUN PASS.-October 7. Mr. Cnat, with Imbcden of Andermat- 
tcn  at^ porter, leaving A n d m a t t e n  at 3.35 A.M. reached a t  7.53 the 
pam leading from the Lebendnn Valley to the Hohsand Glacier E. of 
the Ofenhorn. 

This &'T  pa^^ is unnamed, and sllould be called the 
Lcbendun Pass. The  1x0 sand Glacier having heen crossed, the name- 
leas depreReion between the BBnnenhrn and Hothhorn wns reached in 
1 hr. 1 0  min., walking from the glacier without difficult . View 
good. The  descent w u  made by the Grim Glacier and had to Tom 
Falls. This glacier route is a fine day's excureion from Tosa Falls for 
those wEo do not wish to c r o s ~  to the Valais. 

ANTABBIA GLACIER PASS.-Oct. 8. The  same pa , starting from Tom "K Falls and bearing from the Castello ridge in t e direction of the 
Tainierhorn till the upper glacier was gained, reached the depression 
hetween the Basodine and Tainierhorn. From there they w e n d e d  
the S. summit of the B d i n e ,  easily reached, and commanding all hut 
a smrrll section of the exteneive view from the higher N. summit. Re- 
turning to the col, they found easy acceaa to the Antabbia Glacier hy a 
convenient chimney immediately N. of the Tainierhorn ridge in a low 
rock wall. 

This pass, for which t l ~ c  ahore name is proposed, i~ situated hetween 
the Basodine Pass and the Tainier Pass (ascending from Fruthwnld), 
and offers an sgrcrahle and considerably the most direct passiige be- 
tween Tom Falls and Bignasco. 

T6di District. 
OBERALPSW.-O~ nugu8t 12, the Rev. F. T. Wethered and Mr. 

E. P .  Wethered, with A. Baumann of Amstg ,  asceuded the Oberalp- 
stock, m.4 the Regenstalden Firn, a route which had, to their knowledge, 
only been used once before (by Mr. Holzmann), and then as a dcacent. 
' Cresting the Rupleten Alp diagonally from the Waldibnlm Chfiletg 

we reached the foot of the Regenstalden Firn, with the Bander Stock 



on the E., and thence took to the nbvb. At firat the slope was gentle, 
but afterwards became very steep, and we were driven eventually on to 
the rocks upon our right, which run down towards the Maderanerthal. 
(Theee were the firut rocks we touched in the ascent.) Alternating 
between t h e  and the snow, we reached a t  1engt.h the summit of the 
ridge in which the nkvb culmiliates lying north of a depreaaion, h m  
which-first a lower, or northern, and then, immediately behind it, 
a higher and eouthern peak rises from the mow. This latter ia 
the true summit of the Obemlpstock. We had some difficulty in 
rounding the E. basement of the first of these two peaks, on account of 
having to paw along the upper edge of an extremely steep wow-field, 
which heeled uncomfortably over to a Schrund immediately beneath 
our line of progress. Skirting thus the first peak, we reached before 
long a narrow col, which eeparates it  from the actual highest peak ; and 
after a short scramble up good rocka, found ourselves upon the summit. 
Mr. Sowerby ventures a doubt as to the practicability of reaching the 
highest point from the Maderanerthal direct, on account of the probable 
impossibility of crossing the depression between the ridge and the 
summit peak.* In the condition of the mow just under the northern 
peak a.9 we found it, the transit to the base of the other and more 
southern was rather difficult, but did not detain us long. We had 
hoped to aecend the northern peak as well, but, being rather late, had 
reluctantly to give up the "double event." The northern peak re- 
mains untrodden MI far as I know. I reconimend the aacmt .from the 
Kegenstalden Firn, in preference to the Brunni Glacier route. We 
descended by the latter to the hotel in the Maderanerthal. F. T. W.' 

I)rteler District. 

ORTELER, FROM ENDE DER WELT PERNER.--~~ June 27, &IT 0 t h  
Schiick, with Peter Dangl and Peter Keinstadler, started from Sulden a t  
1.30 a.x. to make a push for the summit of the Orteler, by the great 
couloir leading up from the Ende der Welt Ferner. ' Mounting through 
the woods of the Kuhberg, we reached this glacier at 3 A.M., and at 3.30 
the base of the couloir; in ascending which the next 7+ hrs. were 
spent, always cutting up well to the left of the deep trench carved out 
by stones and avalanches in the centre of the gully, down which the 
powdery wow of the upper slopes flowed continuously like a river. 
The day being gloriously fine and the snow in first-rate order, we 
reached, without any incident worth mention, the top of the couloir, 
where it melta into the final slope of the mountain. For about 300 ft. 
we continued step-cutting up this face ; then with a view to ahorten 
the work, we made for the cliffs to our left, obtaining, however, nothing 
Rave a considerable loss of time and a very stiff scramble up the glazed 
and rotten rocks. Crowing again to the snow, we got to a little lateral 
gully of remarkable steepness, bounded by a low ridge of snow, which 
proved to be hollow underneath. Up this mow-crest we worked, 
until it again abutted again~t the rocks, which we clambered strnight 

A w ~ e  Jm~rwal, vol. iii. p 2GG. 
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up to the- ~nmmit-ridge, reaching it abont 15 yards N. of the actual top 
(Time, 1.15 P.M.) The descent was taken by the ordinary way t.q 
Ynlden. Peter Dangl, who led splendidly all the dny, proved to be 
first-rate ~e evq.  

I t  has been said that stoneu nnd avalnnches are liable to be eo fre- 
quent on this route, aa to make unjustifiable the risk incurred in the 
expedition. I am not prepared expreee any opinion on this subject; 
nt any rate, it  is tolerably sure that in bad wrather, or in a lew perfect 
condition of the snow, the risk of stones and avalanches in the couloir 
will be a considerable one. Yet future travellers will do well not to 
take to the rocks on either aide, but to follow the gully from bottom 
to top.' 

A-imiero Dolomites. 

CIXA DI CAXALI.-Aupcst 30. Mr. C. C. Tucker, with Michele 
Bottega of h n  Martino, made the ascent of the peak, known in the 
country by this name, probably the fourth in height of the Primiero 
summitq. I t  in situated on the npur overhanging Val Pravitale and 
to the S.W. of the Cima di Fradusta, and consequently does not corrc- 
upond to the C. di Canali of the old Lombardo-Venetian survey. In the 
new Austrian Map the name is given to the Cimn di Fradusta with a 
height of 2,927 metres. ' Starting from San Martino at 3 A.M. we 
r m h e d  the Paw0 di Ball (Rodera) a t  5.25. The Cirna di Canali was 
climbed from the little lake lying between it and the Palle di San 
hIartino, firat by a steep wow gully, and afterwards by the sheer and 
difficult rocks on i t .  left-hand side. Them led to a aecondarg eummit, 
from which the true top was gained without wrious difficulty at 9.15. 
No indication of the peak having been climbed was found on the 
aurnmit, and neither my guide nor Santo Siorpaeo had heard of any 
previous went .  The height of the peak may be taken ns about 
lf),000 ft. I t  probnbly outtupq the Cima di Frndusta by a few feet, 
but the superiority is at best R trifling one. The descent was made 
by the same route, and San Martino reached at 3.15 P.M. The ex- 
pedition is a very fine one throughout, and here and there of con- 
siderable though not excessive difficulty. Michele Bottega proved 
himself npon this, an well as npon other expeditions, an actire and 
competent cnrguman, aa well ae a cheerful and pleasant compnnion.' 

ALPINE ACCIDENTS IN 1879. 

THE past season has been unusually fruitful in accidents to mountain 
travellers : but they have, with two exceptions, not been ' Alpine acci- 
dents' in the sense in which we use +he word. They have happened 
on car-roads, on mulepathq or among the dopes of the lower mountains 
to tourists who, from botanical zed or lack of r guide, had wandered 
from the track. Among the deaths chronicled under this heading in 
our daily papers were thoso of two wild-haycutters, and of a peasant 
employed in cutting glacier ice for export in the Oberland. 

Of the three deaths which occurred above the mow-level, two only 
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a n  be c l d  as ' Alpine accidents.' The third must be dealt with 
eeparately. 

The following letter from Mr. C. E. Mathewa, the President of the 
Club, which wm published originally in the ' Timen,: gives all neceu- 
nary information as to the accident by which our Club lost one of its 
members :- 

Mr. William 0. Moneley, M.D., of Boston, United States of 
America, wm travelling in the Alps, in company with Mr. W. E. 
Craven. Both gentlemen were members of the Alpine Club, and both 
were accomplished and experienced mountaineers. They had aecured 
the cervices of two of the ablest of the Oberland guides, Peter Rubi 
and Christian Inabnit, both of Qrindelwald. 

' The party of four left Zermatt a t  10.30 on the evening of Wednee- 
day, August 13, intending tu ascend the Matterhorn and return in one 
day, and BO to avoid the necessity of camping out in the wretched hut  
on the north side of the mountain. They reached the summit in Bafety 
a t  9 o'clock on Thursday, the 14th, Mr. Moseley having more than 
once complained of the rope a s  being, in his opinion, rather n 
hindrance than an udvantage. A h  a halt of about twenty minuteq 
they commenced the d w e n t ,  c r o w d  the shoulder, and de.wended the 
difficult rocks, over which an iron ohain ia stretched. Mr. Moseley 
did not use the chain, and the party arrived a t  a point about three- 
quarters of an hour above the hut. 

'The  recopised difficulties of the mountain being now pasaed, Mr. 
Bfoseley asked that the rope might be taken off, when both Peter Kubi 
and Mr. Craven urged him to keep it on until they reached the hut. 
A few minutes later, Mr. Moseley again became impatient, and released 
himself from the rope, ~crying he could do better without it. Kubi 
then yielded, the rope wan removed from the other members of tho 
party, and they proceeded rapidly downwards. About twenty tuinutw 
from the hut they had to cross a projecting piece of rock with a smooth 
surface. Rubi crossed first, and planted his axe, ao aa to give Mr. 
Illoseley, who followed, a firm foothold. Mr. Moeeley, however, de- 
clined assistance, and placing one hand upon the rock endeavoured to 
vnult over it. A t  this morl~ent his foot slippcd, his axe flew out of his 
hand, and he fell from the rock on to Borne deep snow beneath it, down 
which he slipped on his back and nearly succeeded in stopping himself 
with his elbows. Unhappily the mow was frozen, and he fell on the 
rocks beneath. Realising his position, he turned round with a great 
effort and tried to graap the rocks with his hands; but  ths velocity he 
had then attained was too great, and he fell from rock to rock until he 
disappeared from view. Mr. Craven and the guides returned to Zer- 
matt a t  7 P.N., having been on foot over twenty hours. 
' The  guides were of opinion that Mr. Moueley had fallen on to the 

rocks in~mediately above the Bergschrund of the Furggen Glacier ; hut 
bad weather frustrated 811 attempts to recover the body of the unfor- 
tunate gentleman until Sunday last, when Peter Kliutel, Peter Gabrid, 
and Joseph Taugwald succeeded in finding it just where they expected 
to do so, nbout 2,000 feet below the spot where the accident occurred. 
The  body wa8 brought to Zermrtt-I need l~nrdly my in what con- 
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dition-on Sunday evening by the guidea whose names I have men 
tioned, aesieted by Mr. Craven, Mr. Vernon, and Mr. Seymour Hoare. 
' I desire to give you only a statement of the facts, and to make no 

comment upon them ; but I was ehocked to find, on examining the 
renlains, that Mr. Mowley had hardly any nails in one of his boots, and 
all rock-climbers know how impoeaible it is to enwre eteadiness under 
such conditionq and i t  is quite clear that if the rope had not unhappily 
been removed, I ahodd not have had to trouble you with this letter. 

'No blame whatever attaches to Rubi, to Inabnit, or to Mr. Craven, 
for whose position the keenest sympathy ia felt; and it  ia hardly 
necessary to state that the kindly and considerate conduct of M. and 
Madame Seiler is not likely mon to be forgotten. 

'Mr. Moseley's effects have been forwarded by the authorities to the 
American Consul a t  Geneva; and my collt.agues and myself heve taken 
the reaponeibility of burying what ia left of our friend under the south 
wall of the Enplish Church a t  Zermatt, by the side of Lewis and Patter- 
non, and under the shadow of the great mountain which now numbers 
auother gallant mountaineer and accompliehed gentleman among its 
many viotima 

Zcrmatt, Ang. 19.' 

Of the second fatal accident to a traveller, we have received no 
authentic details. According to the best accounts, on August 18 e 
party of young Englishmen, with ladies, but  without guides, left 
Ornrond Drssus to cross the glacier between the Diablerete and 0ldi.n- 
horn. In the descent one of the young men, a Mr. Foreater, attempt- 
ing to glissade, fell over a precipice and wae killed. His corpse was 
recovered with great difficulty. 

T H E  D E A T H  O F  JOSEPH BRANTSCHEN ON THE 
MATTERHORN. 

Within a few houra of Dr. Moseley's fall a second death occurred on 
the Matterhorn under very peculiar and painful circumntances. A 
Swiss party, consisting of Herr Ltischer and Professor Schieq* of Baael, 
with J. M. Lochmatter and Joseph Bra~~techen of St. Niklaus and Pierre 
Beytrieon of Evolens ae guides, reached, on the afternoon of Auguet 
12, from Breuil, the cabin on the Italian side of the Matterhorn. There 
B~xntschen warc taken ill during the night; there he wae left alone 
while his companions croased over the top of the mountain to Zermatt; 
and there he wlls found dead (by three guidea sent to his succour) on the 
afternoon of tho 14tl1, some thirty-nix hours after he had been left. 

Shortly after this event the ' Times' published a letter from ' A n  
Alpine Clubman,' giving a most distreaing account of the circumstancea 
This  letter is too recent in our readers' miuds to need reprinting. All 
the explanation it  requirea will be found on a subsequent page. About 

* Professor Schieaa is a member of the medical profesmon, and, we believe, 
practises as an oculist. He read a paper on hlountain Sickness' to the 
Congress at Gcceva ten daya before his ascent of the Matterhorn. 
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tbe same time parngraphs and letters appeared in various Continental 
publications throwing niore or lees blame on Brantschen's companions. 

In consequence of these rdectiona, the Baael Section of the Swiss 
Club, to whioh the travellers belong, r e q u e d  them to furnish an 
explanation of what had occurred; and the etatement, translated below, 
was, on September 12, read before it by Professor Schiees, on behalf of 
himself and Herr Luscher. 

' When, on August 10 laat, we were on the look-out for a guide to lead 
ue over the top of the Matterhorn from Breuil to Zermatt, an expedi- 
tion which neither of our special guides had yet made, J. M. Loch- 
~iiatter recommended to ue Joseph Brantschen as a Rtrong man. Our 
original intention had been to engage a capable man at Breuil, but our 
St. Niklaue guide preferred a Valaiean to an Italian. Brantschen was 
already known to one of ua in previous years, but only aa a second 
guide, We therefore, following the advice of young Hem Seiler. the 
manager of our hotel, first looked about IU for another man. Unfor- 
tunately Zum Taugwald and Moeer, whom he recommended UE, were 
both already enzaged. As Brantschen, in othcr respects, =tided ue, and 
there was no on. else there, we engaged him, although he had only once 
before made the eame expedition. That he wan one of the leading 
hLattel.horn guides, as some ill-informed newspaper writem have pre- 
tended, is entirely incorrect. 

' On our way across the T h M u l e  Pam to Breuil, Brantschen tried to 
persuade us to crose the peak in one day, instead of, according to our 
first plan, aleeping in the Breuil cabin. After some discusion, we 
adopted this suggestion. We started accordingly very early from our 
night quarter* in the little hrtel a t  Breuil. Brantrchen led at first; 
afterwards, when the way was more difficult, Lochmatter. Wheu we 
reached the "Cravatte," whence the top is first seen, it was already 
1 p.m. Lochmatter told us we had still four hours' work to reach the 
top, and the question arose whether it would not be more prudvnt to 
spend the night in the Italian cabin, as we were afraid of arriving too late 
at the Zermett Club-hut. We were without wood. Had we remained 
firm to our first plan, we should have taken a porter with more provi- 
sions and a proper supply of wood. 

' We reached the cabin at 1.20 P.M. After we had looked about us 
for a time, we directed the guides to drag out and put in the sun the 
five sheepskins which were at hand The temperature in the sun was 
24 degrees 11. Then we all lay down beside the hut, and each tried to 
go to sleep. 

'The hut, built by theItalian Alpine Club, stands, according to Tschudi, 
4,122 mbtrea above the sea, some 70 metres higher than the top of Piz 
Bernina. The aacent from Breuil to the hut is more difficult than that 
from the hut t3 the top. The hut has 8 small door opening inwards 
and a small window. No furniture is provided, except a number of warm 
sheepskins and an india-rubber air mattrnss with three divisions, which, - 
however, no longer holds the air. Tea and chocolate were rnade in an 
en~pty metal case b j  the aid of' c h i p  cut out of some felt. billets which 
we found there. 
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In the couree of the ahernoon we remarked that Branbehen was 
unwell; Lochmatter kept on pr&g him to eat and drink. We 
took no great heed of the matter, and looked on i t  aa mountain- 
sicknese, or the result of drinking too much water during the 
ascent. On my asking Brantechen when he had first felt unwell, hean- 
swered, hinw he had alept in the sun. We observed no apitting of blood 
OE his part during the ascent; had we noticed anything of the kind, we 
should natural1 not have taken him with ua Up to 5 P.M. he was J sitting on the oorstep, hie gaze directed on Breuil. Later on, eRer he 
had lain down, he began to groan and throw himeelf about, in the night 
also to rattle in the throat (rkheln). Being aaked where he felt pain, he 
anawered, he felt p i n s  all over (ee thue ihm U b e d  Weh). There waa 
altob~ther not much to be got out of him either by ue or by h h -  
matter. He was, however, in no high atate of fever, he was not hot to 
the touch, and hia p u b  waa not unusually rapid. There was no re- 
markable coughing. My guide (who spoke nothing but French) acted 
as cook, and succeeded with the small stock of wood in making tea eevellrl 
tinlei=., and towards morning chocolate aleo. Thie tea was the only re- 
storative we could offer to the sick man, and he seemed to take it gladly. 
Towards morning he at last became quieter, his breathing more regular, 
and he left off groaning and c ~ ~ i n g  out (er horte auf zn stijhnea und zu 
jammern). The gui4ea and my travelling companion contrived to get 
6on.e sleep. 1 had no re&, and saw the first grey of dawn. In the night 
the howling of a storm wae eeveral times heard. 

' When we began to stir in the morning, Brantaohen was decidedly 
better, he was able to riiise himself upright, and to answer questions. 
We ourselves aaw nothing of blood-spitting or vomiting, nor did we 
hear either of the guidea remark anything of the kind. Thie, therefore, 
is no more a true report than the heart-rending departure-scene of the 

Times" correspondent; it is really marvellous how in this narrative 
-we will not inquire whether intentionally or not-what actually 
occurred has heen distorted. The story of the " Times" correspondent, 
the responsibility for which he must entirely bear, appenre to me as a 
compound of reporter's zeal, misunderstanding lively imagination, and 
disgust at the fact that two Swim Clubists should have crosaed the 
Matterhorn, which had not been crossed in 1878.. 

' To our astonishment we have RIW been sharply attacked from a side 
from which we assuredly were entitled to expect a colleague's absence 
of prejudice and accurate taking into account of our circumstunces, 
namely, by the President of the newly-founded " Alpan Klub Oebter- 
reich," Herr bleurer. This gentleman had, like us, intended to cross 
the Matkrhorn from Breuil; his party was, Iiowever, stopped below 
the peak on the Italian 8ide by bad \\.cather. 

' It wall a pleasure to us, on the other h n d ,  to read in the " Journal de 
Genkve " a cornple:dy accurate account from a correspondent entirely 
unknown to us. 
' On the morning of August 13 the guidcs had given a hope that 

Brantschen might recover sufficiently to accompany us; for this reason 
-- 

Sce post. 
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the start was delayed till 6 o'clock. But  it became evident that this 
was impoertible. And now no diecumion took place, neither was there 
any interchange of plans between the guides and Brantschen. 

' I t  appeared beet to all of ua to wrap u p  Branwhen well, to furnish 
him with the n w m r y  provisions, and to hurry over quickly to Zermatt 
( raxh  zu Zermatt zu eilen), and send him help. Had we remained 
with him it  would have been of no benefit to Brantechen ; and I am 
aleo convinced that he  himself thought our course of action perfectly 
natural, otherwise he  would have made mme remonstrance, which 
he did not do. W e  bade him keep up his courage and wished him 
£arewell, in the hope that he would by degreea entirely recover. 
Imhmatter  f i ~ r t h ~ x  recommended him to place himself during the day 
in the sun outaide the hut. 

' Many have found themselves in a worse poaition than Brantschen's in 
the mountains. From all injury from weather he was protected by the 
hu t  and an abundant supply of sheepekins; he had sufficient provieion, 
and the certain prospect of being succoured on the second day by hie 
fellow villagers. Had a traveller--for instance, I, with my Evolena 
guide, remained there i t  would have been no help to Brantechen. The 
tea and wood were w e d  up. Lochmatter alone, as his friend and neigh- 
bour, could have exercised a n  encouraging influence. W e  had no 
medicines. Had bad weather come on, our retreat to Breuil would 
have been cut off, and without being of any assistance to Brantschen, wo 
should have put ourselves in the greatest danger. 

' I t  was impossible for Lochmatter to remain, since he was the only 
man who could have gone with one of us to Breuil or Zermatt. T o  
Ilerr Meurer's suggestion that we ought to have gone to Breuil, we reply 
that this would have been of little or no advantage. I t  was 6 A.M. 

before we started on the 13th, a t  least two hours must have been spent 
in  the lonely inn a t  Breuil in organising the necesssry relief party, i t  
could not therefore have reached the cabin the same evening ; even 
a t  the sooneat i t  would not have been expected till the forenoon of the 
14th. On the otllrr hand, we knew that we should find in Zermatt 
friends of the sick man, as proved to be the case ; and thew came up  i n  
the first hours of the afternoon of the 14th.. 

' I t  waa in Zermatt that we first learnt that Brantschen was an un- 
healthy man; that two years previously, in  an ascent of the hlatter- 
horn, in which he had displayed great courage, he had contracted n 
lung diuease, and had never beell sound since. At  that time he had 
been left hehind in the Swiss Matterhorn hut.t  Again, in the 
spring of 1879 he had had recourse to the doctor, and in the present 
season he had been left behind on account of bodily weakness. Of this 
we had heard nothing before or on the mountain, although Lochmatter 
wns a t  any rate aware of the earlier Matterhorn affair. Of Monte 
Rosa he might maintain that he knew nothing, as he had but just re- 
turned from tr three weeke' tour to Ch:unonix. When we spoke to 
Herr Seiler, the father, at Zermatt, he =id a t  once he should have 
counselled us altogether against Brantachen. 

* Sce post. t See post. 
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' W e  had, therefore, without warning of any sort, undertaken a 
dangerous expedition---on which it  was e ~ e n t i a l  that each of us should 
be at~solutely sure of the others-with rr man actually bodily incapable 
for it  (with which, however, we do not wiah to reproach him). Con- 
sider the ~i tur~t ion of a traveller with a porter and Buch a guide ! 
Consider tliat he might have fallen ill not in the hut, hut  between it 
and the top, and bad weather might have come on in addition, in which 
case all three might have perished irretrievably. This side of the 
business has perhaps not bren sufficiently con~idered ; yet i t  seems to 
me a somewhat essential one for us Clubists. 

' Were it possible in this srrd affair to assign, according to human com- 
putation, to each his share of blame, sonie would certainly fall on the 
man who engaged himself for an undertaking for which he must have 
known beforehand he was, through no fault of his own, no longer fit. 
We bear Brantschen no ill-will, the poor man unhappily has had to 
suffer only too wverely ; he was exceedingly anxious to earn something 
far his family and naturally hoped for the best; but  till it  was not 
right entirely to conceal from us tlie past. Knowing nothing of it, we 
looked on Brantschen on the morning of the 13th as a man likely to 
recover. I t  is disloyal to judge us as if we had then known circuni- 
stances which now in consequence of what has happened are every- 
where \\*ell known. 

' A t  1.30 A.M. on A u p s t  14 we reached Zermatt. W e  had ~ e n t  
from the Swiss hut a message brfore us, and a t  3 o'clock the relief 
party started Gver the Furgge Glacier skirting the JIatterhorn. I t  found 
Brantschen already dead and ntiff; apparently a rupture of the heart 
or Irings had happened. When he died One only knows: when the 
stiffness of death conies on a t  such heights is written in His book. 
' As Brantschen was a heavy man, the three guides could not attempt 

, 

to bring the body down, and seeing anothrr party comi~ig up from Breuil, 
they returned, having dragged the body out of the 11ut and covered it  
wit11 stones. 

'From my communications with Herr  Seiler, who in the wholo 
matter has stood by us in the most amiable and thankworthy way, I 
learnt tliat without calling for the services of an unreasonably large 
body of men, it  would be impossible to get the heavy body down to 
Breuil uninjured. The  plan was tirerefore agreed on that a party which, 
about eight men strong, left on August 20 for the Italian cabin, and to 
which we on our descent from the Breithom gave up our own guides, 
should let down the corpse on the Stockje side, where another party 
waited with sledges. 

' Had Brantschen remained ill in the hut, there would have been no 
means of getting him down. He must have remained there with a 
conipanion until he had recovered sufficiently to descend himself. 
How difficult the ascent to tlie h u t  from Breuil is, is shown by the fact 
that two parties who subsequently started from Zermatt were unahle 
on account of storms to reach the height of the hut. ' H. SCEIESS. 

' C. LUSCRER.' 

There are, i t  is obvious, many points in this statcmcnt open to corn- 
VOL. IX.-NO. LXVI.  D D 
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ment, werc detailed criticism opportune. But  i t  seems only necessary 
now to call attention to two matters in  which the writers have been 
misinformed. 

Active guides would have found no difficulty in going from the hut  
to Breuil and returning in the day. On this point Mr. Whymper 
and the English climbers who know the mountain bent are in agree- 
ment with Herr Meurer, who was on this side of the Matterhorn a few 
days before and can speak therefore as to its condition a t  the time. 
Some years ago an English climber started from Breuil, crossed the 
top, descended to ths Hornli, and regained Breuil by the Furgenjoch 
in the aame day. 

I t  is untrue that Brankchen was left alone in any cabin on the 
Matterhorn in 1877. In that year, while descending the mountain in  
company with Mr. J. H. Wainewrigllt and Franvois Devouaesoud, he 
was taken ill, and, after the party had unroped, ww left behind with 
another guide near the Hornli for a few houra Nor had his d i m  
its origin in any courageous act. All his symptoms point to his illness 
a t  that time as well as his ~uhsequent death having been caused by 
exposure to cold acting on a constitutional weakness.. 

I t  is unfortunately inipossible to suppletnent this statement by the 
depositions of the guides taken nt the inquest. Up  to the present time 
the Swiss Alpine Club has not been successful in obtaining copies 
of t h a e  documents. This, as Englishmen me painfully aware, is by 
no nleans the first time that the judicial authorities of Canton Valaia 
have withheld information as to the proceedings of their tribunals i n  
a caae in  which their publication w a ~  essential. Their conduct in this 
instance ht~q been n~os t  unjust to the travellere concerned. 

We must now place before our readers the following communications, 
which have been addresved to the Editor by Mr. Percy Thomas, the 
'Alpine Clubr~ran,' who wrote to the 'Times,' and by Mr. W. W. 
Bichmond Powell :- 

'19 Cornwall Gardens, S.W., October 11, 1879. 

' Dear Sir,-The story, as I first told it  in  the 'L Tim-," under the 
signature "An Alpine Cluhrnan," came to me through my guide, Joseph 
Imboden t of St. Nicolas, and i t  purported to be the exact account 
brought down by Lochmatter to St. Nicolas. Moser brought over the 
tale from Zermatt. 

' The details given to nle were so circumutantial that I could scarcely 
brlicve them to have been fabricated, especially as guides (and Lqch- 
]]latter in particular) are not imaginative as a rule. 

l In~boden himsclf was quite overcome when telling me the story, 
and it  naturally made nrc feel rather warm on the subject. 

' NO one would be more sorry than myself to think an injustice had 
been done to the partiw implicated; but although it  is possible the details 

* The .?7mcc Alpeitpost of Ziirich (October 11) has published a letter giving 
an absurd and untrue account of what took place in 1877. Full opportunity 
to correct his correspondent has been placed at the disposal of the editor, and 
we should be .glad to learn he had availed himself of it. 

t The P~esidellt uf the bt. Nlklaus guides. 
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of the parting scene are an exaggeration, I do not think there can he 
two opinions with regard to leaving a ~ i c k  man to the awful solitude 
of a mountain hut for 36 hours ! I wrote to Imboden some days back 
for all the infi~rmation he can get from Lochmatter, and I enclose his 
reply, by which you will see that, while varying some of the details, 
he adheres lo the fir& account he gave me aa substantially accurate. 
Lochmatter, I may mention, acted as nry guide but a few days pre- 
vioue to the Brantschen atfair. 

' Believe me, yours very truly, 
' PERCY W. THOHAS, A.C. 

The Editor of the ' I  Alpine Journal." ' 

SG St. Jamcs's Square, Notting Hill. W., 
' October 7, 1879. 

Dear Sir,-As the controversy respecting the fate of Brantxhen 
on the Matterhorn, and the degree of culpability attaching to the two 
Basel gentlemen seetns to be by no means extinct yet, I send you a few 
particulars which have come under my own immediate knowledge in 
the matter. I liave withheld these from the daily papers, siuce the 
opinion I formed of the conduct of the two gentlemen is adverse to 
them ; but it  is desirahle that there should be a clear understanding on 
the subject w, far as the Alpine Clubs are concerned. 

' On August 13 I ascended the Matterhorn from the Swiss eide, ac- 
companied by a friend, and hy the guides Peter Taugwalder and Abraham 
Imseng. W e  reached the summit a t  10.30, and there found Professor 
Schiess and his companions, with whom, however, we then held no 
conversation, as they remained a t  the lower extremity of the summit 
ridge. After a very brief halt, we retraced our steps dnwn tlie moun- 
tain ; but our progress was exceptionally slow, owing to an acciclent to 
one of the part from a falling stone, and we did not regain the hut till K 5 P.M. The  ot em arrived about ten or fifteen minutes later, and we 
then learnt of their having lelt Brantsclien in  the Italian hut ; but frorn 
what they told us  of the mntter, lieither my friend nor myself gathered 
the faintest notion that he w m  in any way ueriously ill. They merely 
spoke of him aa having been unwell during tlie night, and complained 
loudly that by his "jauclizen und jammern" he had interfered 
much with their sleeping. We were naturally surprised a t  their 
having left him by himself, hut they assured us that they had given 
him an ample supply of food, and altogether treated the m e  in so light 
a way that I, for one, never suspected that anything worse was the 
matter with him than perhaps a fit of indigestion. W e  all quittrd  he 
hilt by 5.45, the other party preceding ours by a few minutes ; and in 
consequence of our continued slow progress, we did not reach Zermatt 
until midnight was chimin ; hut the others were atill slower, and did 
not return until about 1f hr. Inter. On entering the village we met 
two men-one of whom I war, afterwards informed was Bmntschen'e 
brotlier-and Taugwalder immediately commenced in an excited way to 
tell them about the poor man who had been left in the hut, and who 
" might be dead by that time for all one knew!' I interfered, and re- 
monstrated with him for exaggerating the w e ,  hut he replied that, it 
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was far worse than I t.elieved, and that Lochmatter (the Professor's 
guide) had told him that Hrantschen had been delirious all the 
previous night end wan seriously ill, althol~gh somewh;~t better when 
they left him. 

I should mention that Taugwalder never alluded once to thismatter 
ciuring the descent; hut hy the light of what Itas subsequently beco~ne 
known, I do not suppose that he exaggerated or n~isreprrsented tho 
facts an he received them from Lochmattrr. 
' If Herr Scl~ircs and his party were really anxious to send the mall 

succour as soon as possible, they missed, I believe, an opprtuni ty which 
they might well have made use of; for shortly after leaving the Swim hut  
we met an Englishman (;I Mr. G;~rdcer, not an A. C.) with two gu~des, 
wlln proposed passing the night there, and going to the summit next 
day. Had he been made aware of the circumstances he might very 
pomibly 11:lvc been able to ~ n : ~ k e  sorne arrangements to visit Brantschen. 
if only to see llow the poor fe1lo.u was getting 011. Tlie anxiety to 
despatch specdy awistance the Swiss travellels subserluently profess to  
llitve felt \vas ,  cer tai~~ly,  a t  tile time by no nleans nppwent. 

Relieve me, dear Sir, faithfully yours, 
' W. \V. RICHMOND POWELL, A.C. 

' The Editor of the I' Alpine Journal." ' 

I t  in greatly to be regretted tliat the depositions of the guides arc  
not hetirre UP. 111 their :thsrsncc, i t  is im1)ossible to clcterrnine how filr 
they were re~ponsible for the course adopted. But in order to f o r n ~  
an opinion on the conduct of the party as a whole, i t  is not necclssqry 
to go 1)eyond the travellers' own shtcrnent. Professor Schiess has 
gone out of his way to impute ridiculous motives to an Alpine Club- 
msq, and by FO doing made it incumbent on Mr. Thomas and ourselves 
to 1111hlish tlie nntl~ority on \\.hicl~ tlie letter in the ' 'rimes ' was b:rscd, 
and thus to sl~o\\, t l ~ a t  the ;~~sertiona of which he compl~~ins come not 
f ion~  English prrw-writers, hut t to~n  his own countrgmrn, Hrantschen's 
comrades. lint sinci? t l ~ c  gr~itles' formal evidence is u~intt:~inahle, we 
will uot attach weight to any sec01111-linnd statements. We treat Profes.~~. 
Schiess and Herr Liischer as we should if they were our own niemhem. 
We accept frankly, l~ow tliat they have pr~t)lished it, their accorlilt- 
in so far RM it (le:~Is~\-ith  circumstance^ within their own kl~owledge ; ~ n d  
e?cpt.ricncc. 

0 1 1  the iiictv of this account, unfortunately, but one judgment can be 
fonned in the Alpine Club. In the face of the description given hy 
Professor Schiess of Rr;~ntschen's condition during the night, his ex- 
cuses are altogetller illadequate. ?'he adoption of a route by which 
t,he 11v:lrest succour W ~ R  (at the pnce of the party) 194 instcad of 
8 hours off, rnay have been simply a deploral~le error of judgment; 
hut the determination to leave the sick man alone t t  all showed nn- 
par(1unable want of 1ie:lrt. I t  must ever be to 11s a matter of pro- 
found regret tli:~t any travellers or guides shor~ld, without the least 
precLsure of necessity, have left a sick man without firewood iu a hut 
13,000 feet above the sea to over thirty hours of certain and absolute 
solitude. There can be no doubt that the desertion of Brantscl~en under 
suc l~  circumstances WRS a flagrant breach of the first tradition of all 
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llonor~rable mountaineering-the tradition, by virtue of ~vhich every 
memher of a party, guide or mountaineer, has been accustomed in 
danger or distrem to count on the support of his comrades. 

'So have to express such a conclusion is most painful ; but we should 
fail in our duty an the n~outhpiece of the oldest body of mountaineers, 
it' we spoke less plainly. 

A snhwription was started at  Zermattfor the widow and large young 
family left by Brantachen. I t  wu, we are informed, headed by Iris 
last employers with 481. and the Basel Section of the Swiss Club with 
401. I t  has now turned 2501. Herr Seiler, who has most kindly 
interested himself in administering the funds, found Rr:tn~chen's debts 
exceeded hy a third his effech. W e  quote his wwds :- 

' Quant h 1;t fbniille Brantschl n, elle n'a d'autre reRsource qrle 
leu dons des bienfaite~us; les enfants sout tous en bas age et incapable8 
de travailler ; In ndre est une bonne fblnme, pleine de coumge; en ad- 
ministrant bien la somme qlii se trouve en caisse, et avec le peu qui 
Rern encore don116, la pauvre famille ?era snuv4e de I'indigence dans 
kquelle elle serait tombbe eans le secours des hienfi~iteurs.' 

Ttie lihernlity of the Swiss public and of the vi~i tors  to Zerrnat,t 
ueerns to have met, or nearly so, the need8 of the &me; but a few 
more pounds, Herr Seiler writes, could be well applied in setting up 
the family. Those who are inclined to supply then] can send their 
contrihiitions directly, by l'ost OtFice order, to IIerr Seiler, Brigue, 
Canton Valnis, or to hlr. P. T11oma.s~ 19 Cornwall G:rrdcng, S.W. 

ALPISE NOTES. 
TIIE AIGUILLE DU DI~u.-On Friday, August 29, the second ascent 

of the higher peak of this ~nonntain was eff'ccted by hfr. J. Bau1n;inn 
and Mr. F. J. C~illini~n, wit11 the guidesEmilc Key of Ccurmayeur and 
Joseph 3fowr of Tiiscl~. The party having slept somewhat I ~ i ~ l r e r  up  
then did blr. Ilelit's party on tlle occasion of the first ascent, started a t  
4.15 A.M. on the rnor~ring of the 29th. They reached the summit at  
9.45 A.M. and remained there until 10.20. The sleeping place \v<as re- 
p i n e d  at  3.40 p.Jr., arrd after resting there for an hour the party re- 
turned to Chalnonix, the Hatel Conttet being reached at  8.3U P.M. Tlle 
entire time occrlpietl by the expedition fioln tbc sleeping place to the 
summit and thence down to Chn~nonix, was therefore nixteen hoursand 
3 (luartef; Mr. Dent's estimate that it  would be possible to ascend the 
~rlorlntain and return to Cl~nrno~~ix  in from sixteen to eighteen hours 
hcir~g thus f~illy borne out. Both guides behaved admirably, but 
especinl credit is due to Rey, who took the le;td ttirougliout the day, and 
who on this occasion, as well ns on other ocwions thi9 season while 
with the same party, displayed all the qualities of a first-rilte guide. 

The number of the ' Alpine J o ~ ~ r n a l  ' containing Mr. Dent's account 
oftlre first nsc(:nt was carried by tlro party, and was referred to scver:al 
times :mtl found very uwfnl in niore than one doubtful sl~ot as indicat- 
ing the right way up. 
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The Alpine Club ropes left by Mr. Dent's party were found in good 
pre-servution and quite trustworthy; but the ladder is a rickety old 
structure indeed, and, though still in its place, is very niuch weatber- 
worn and is no longer safe. 

On the top were found two wooden wedges, one of the burnt fumes, 
and the stoneman mentioned by Mr. Dent, but the l0d.-staff and the 
infant's petticoat were gone. In place of the latter, the preaent party 
tied the wedges together and fixed them on the  tonem man, with a 
pocket-handkerchief attached an a flag; and they left in a tin a card 
with their names, hnd the remains ot'a very excellent plum-pudding, 
which they trust the next comer will find in good preservation. 

The weather throughout the expedition was perfect. 
THE DENT D'H~RENs.--On Septenlber 8, Messrs. J. Baumann and 

F. J. Cullinan, with the guides Emile Rey of Courmayeur and J m p h  
Moser of Tiisch, effected the ascent of this mountain by the arete 1 4 -  
ing straight to the summit from the top of the Tiefenmatten Joch. 

The party left the Stockje nt 3 A.M., reached the summit of the pass 
a t  5 A.M., and the summit of the monntain a t  8.40. They left the 
sumn~i t  a t  9 am. ; and returning by the ordinary route, regained the 
Stockje a t  12 o'clock noon. 

The party find it  hard to conceive the ascent hy this arete had not 
been more often effected.* I t  is r~ianifestly the true way up  the 
mountain. The arCte is not difficult? the rocks are fairly good and 
afford some interesting climbing ; and the descent on the other side of 
the Tiefenmatten Joch with the subsequent tramp over snow-fields is 
avoided. 

The  progress of the party on this occa~ion was so~newhat retarded 
on the arCte by a violent southerly wind to which they were exposed ; 
but the fact of their having effected the ascent in ~ u c h  weatller is in 
itself a proof that the ar&te presents no very serious difficulties. 

They strongly recommend this route to future climbers of this fine 
mountain. 

THE DOLO~IITES IN WINTER.-L I have a few remarks to make on Mr. 
Moore's note on "A Winter Tour in the Dolomites." 1 suppose that I 
may include myself among "the devotees of the district," but I, for one, 
altl~ongh I hiid also receivc5d the same assurnnces as Mr. Moore, cannot 
confirm the opinion that the scenery is much grander ill winter thau in 
summer. I attribute the inferiority to the preponderance of white, and 
complete ahsence of green. During the winter of 1871-72 I spent 
several days in the Ampezzo district, favoured by the most splendid 
weather. Although there had not been much fresh snow up  to that 
time, yet I found it extremely difficult to make rapid progrem as soon 
as I left the beaten track ; but I expericnced no difficulty as  regards 
guides. Both Santo Siorpaes and Alessaudro Lacedelli most readily 
fell in with my proposal to make on January 1 an attempt on tlne 
Cristallo. Even with the occasional use of snow-shoes, we took sir 
hours to get from the Trc Croci to thc Cristall Pass, as we sank hardly 

It appcars that Mr. Giles Pullcr descend~vl by i t  after his ascent of the 
mountain from Rrr~iil. Sce 'Alpine Journal,' vol. iv. p. 294. 
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ever less than kneedeep, and o h n  much deeper, into the powdery 
snow. On the top of the piuw we encountered a most cutting N.E. 
wind, which brought the thermometer to some degrees below zero 
(Fahrenheit), and after 3+ hours more we were obliged to beat a re- 
treat, although progress had become considerably easier above the paaa 
A s  it  was, I had one of my fingers frostbitten. With a less severe wind 
I have no doubt that i t  would have been quite practicable to get to thc 
summit. The view, especially towarde the Tnuern range, was very 
fine; but, as 1 have already mid, there was too much white and no 
green, all the woods looking quite black. The  sunrise was most re- 
markable, showing quite new effects, and lasting much longer than in 
summer or autumn. On the whole, therefore, I can only join in Mr. 
Moore's recommendation to mountaineers, that they ought to visit the 
Dolo~nites occasionally in winter. In my opinion, the railway journey 
over the Brenner on a clear winter's day is alone worth the trouble of 
going out aU the way fiom England. BI. HOLZJIANN.' 
THE MARITIME ALPS.--' Sir, in your interesting account of the moun- 

tains of this district in a recent number you do not mention Mont 
Age1 (height, 1,149 mktres), one of the highest mountains of the coast, 
whose summit may be reached from Turbia in about 13 hr., and 
from nfonsco railway station in 23 hours. 
' Its ascent from Mentone would, I think, take longer unless you drive 

part of the way to Turbia. The view from thie mountain is more 
extensive than from Mont Chauve, and judging from your account, 
than from any other mountain near Mentone. On the W. it  extended 
to the Ilea d'Hybres, and on the E. to the Eastern Kiviern. In April 
1878 I saw Corsica from its summit just as you describe in your ascent 
of the Cheiron, although it  was then invisible from the sea level. 

' I  began the ascrnt from Turbia by ascending to the Col (visible 
from that village) leading to the Val de Lagrret. Thence, by keeping 
high up, so as  to avoid precipices, i t  is easy to reach the top, although 
there is no regular path for this route. l I .  S. WILLIAMS.' 

TEE FIRST ASCENT OF PIZ Ros~o.-The following letter from Dr. P. 
Giisefeldt refem to an incident which preceded the writer's African 
travels, and is, perhaps, scarcely remembered. W e  have, however, 
rnuch pleasure in complying with Dr. G~mfeldt's strongly e x p r d  
desire to set himself right in the matter before the Members of our 
Club, by publishing his very frank and sntiafactory note : - 

' Berlin, June 13, 1879. 

' Sir,-Though I have not the honour of your personal acquaintance, 
1 hope I may ask your kind assistance in the following matter. In a 
Memoir published in the '' Jahrbuch " of the Swiss Alpine Club (1869), 
I doubted the fact that any gentleman had accomplished the ascent 
of the highest peak of Piz Rowg before. I am very sorry that I was 
led into that error, and I want to explain how it happened, as I did 
thereby great injury to two well-known members of your Club. 

' 1. I did not then know that Mr. Horace Walker had published an 
account of his and Mr. Moore's ascent in the " Alpine Journal." 

' 2. 1 had been utterly misled by the statements of Rome guidea who 
furnished me with ~ u c h  particulars ns to the pretended failure of the 
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first ascent, that I could not but believe them. Only a short time ago 
hlr. Walker'n paper fell into my hands, attd having read it, I feel it  my 
duty to offer my sincere apologies to Messrs. Moore and Walker ; and 
to state that I do not doubt in the least that they were the first to reach 
the highest peak of the Piz Roseg, and that if I ever doitbted it, i t  
was from being unacquainted with Mr. H. Walker's article. 

'Believe me, Sir, yours most respectfully, &c., 
' PAUL GUSSFELDT.' 

THE ~ I K H I M  HIMALAYAS.-M. Moritz Dkchy, who started last autumn 
with an Oberland guide to explore the Eaatern Himalayan, has returned, 
having been prevented by illness from carrying out the more ambitious 
part of his programme. H e  travelled, however, through the W. parts of 
Indepcndent Sikhim to the foot of Kinchinjunga, croesed into Nepal, 
and returned by mountail1 passes to Darjiling. 

MOUNT ARGBUS.-;I short account of the ascent of this mountain, 
the highest in Ania Minor, has appeared in the ' Times.' In a future 
number hlr. Tozer promines to give further details. 
THE A ~ ~ ~ s . - F e i h e r r  NRX von Thielmann has just published in a 

sumptuous volume the result of his journeys in  N. and S. America, 
which at  this moment, when Mr. Whymper with two Vnltournanche 
guides has just l e f  England to carry on the exploration of the Andes, 
have a special interest for English mountaineers. 

ALPINE ~ I E E T I X Q  IN \VALES.-AS announced in the February number 
of the 'Alpine Journal,' a meeting of members of the Alpine Club 
was held at  Cape1 Curig on April 19, when 25 members and friends 
sat down to dinner. The  President of the Club, Mr. C. E. Mathews, 
in the chnir. On the previous evening 13 of the plrty n ~ e t  a t  Rangor, 
and on the morning of the 19th ascended Carliedd David from 
Bethesda by the cliK3 of the ridge that connects the two Carnedds. 
The presence of large quantities of snow and ice gave a thoroughly 
Alpine character to the scene, and added much to the interest of the 
climb. Descending to the head of Llyn Ogwcn, the party w e n d e d  
Trifan from the road, and making their way over a shoulder of the 
Glydwrs, struck the high road from Pen-y-gwryd, about 2 miles from 
Cnpel Curig. The next day the pnrty ascended Snowdon by Crib 
Goch, and notwitl~standing bad weather, another day's good climbing 
was obtained. 

Thc Editor has to acknowledge the receipt of many Alpine publica- 
tions. All reviews and notices are necessarily postponed to the next 
Number. 

The frontispiece to this Numher is one of the new illustrations to Mr. 
E. Whymper's forthcoming volume, ' The Ascent of the Mnttcrhorn,' 
which will contain the portion of ' dcranlbles in the Alps ' relating to 
the mountain, with additional letterpress and woodcuta 

Errata.  
Page 258,l. 14,for Romandie read Romanche. 

,, 280, 1. 6,  transjr+ the * to after Visp in 1 .  3. 
,, 396, 1. 6, 10, 15,ftn M l l g l ~ i  read Mughi. 
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AY by day, in the clear winter sunshine, I had seen from D the hills mund Cannea the snowy chain. The sojournera 
by the sea give i t  a glance now and then, and know i t  all as the 
' Col di Tenda.' But  to penetrate into its recesses rro more 
occurs to them than a visit to Charnonix did to English tra- 
vellers at Genevain the seventeenth century. Zven if sound in 
lungs and limb, they have, however, some good excuse for their 
indifference. For i t  ie not until mid-May, when the sun-fear- 
ing English have flown homewards, that spring reaches the 
Alpine vallcys. I t  is one thing to go in search of 'the Alps 
in Winter,' when your home is in a wet fog; another,when you 
are basking on the warm shores of Provence. I a t  least had 
no sufficient enthusiasm. 

But  the mouths slipped past, and I was still a t  Cannes. A 
change had come over the spirit of the laadscape ; the brown 
hill terraces were brown no longer, but bright with young 
grecn corn, which gave a new tone to the olive grova. 
There was less delicate and strange colour in the atmosphere ; 
but, in exchange, an infinite variety of blossom and verdure in 
every field and copse. An exquisite cloak of young leafage 
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had fallen across the plain of the Siagne; among the crags 
of the Estkrels the heaths m d  cistuses were in full bloom; 
even between the stones of their pathways tall asphodels 
were springing up. April-the May of the North-had come 
unon us. --r--- - -  

I n  the Pyrenees I had once reached in April a peak of 
11,000 feet. There seemed every reason to hope that a visit to 
the snowy chain would be rewarded by equal success, and a 
glimpse of the well-loved lands and heights which lay beyond it, . 
Italy andM0nt.e Rosa. A t  any rate,an excursion to San Martino 
Lantosca would show me two of the principal valleys of the 
Maritime Alps-those of the VBsubia and TinEa-and enable 
me, I hoped, to identify the three principal peaks seen from 
the coast. 

The V6subia joins the Var some fifteen miles from the sea. 
But  no wheel-track penetrates its last gorge. The high road 
from Nice to San Martino Lantosca follows a narrow glen for 
some miles, until near the high village of Levenzo i t  crosses 
a ~houlder of the hills, and finds a way down into the Vbubia 
valley. I preferred a path of my own finding which promised 
wider ~andsca~es.* 

Heavy ra i i  had fallen for the previous twenty-four hours; 
but the morning of the 6th of April (1877) was cloudless. Land 
and sea swam in blue quiverinu sunshine. The country was in 
its fullest spring outburst ?'he rose-hedges were throwing 
out their thousands of pink and white many-petalled blossoms. 
The quaint fringed blooms of the mesembryanthemum-spots 
of pale yellow or deep pink, such as Mantegna scatters over 
his bowers-hung in festoons down the roadside walls. The 
last purple and scarlet anemones mere making way for the 
first poppies and gladioluses among the growing wheat. Here 
and there a crumpled little brown leaf on the low dusty vine- 
roots showed that the warm sun was stirring their juices. The 
stiff crooked branches of the fig-trees, which had stood for four 
months bare and gaunt, were now each tipped by an emerald 

* In this district the Alpine Guide' requires, even on the high 
roads, considerable correction to bring it up to date. For instance, 
the ddtour b Levenzo is enormous for a traveller going up the Tin& 
valley. A Jrect carriage-road along the banks of the Var and Tinda 
leads from the Var station to San Salvatore, and will be carried on to 
Isola. The new road now completed to San Martino Lantosca has 
altered all the distances in the Vdsubia valley. See Murray's Switzer- 
land :md Piedmont, 1879,' and Joanne's ' ProvencoCorse-Alpes 
bfruitimcs,' 1877. 
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bud ; one or two of the topmost buds were already unfurling 
into broad leaves. Through the tangle of young growths and 
flowers the Mediterranean shone, a vast breadth of blue, varied 
with vivid rainbow hues where the Var, swollen by the recent 
rains, poured its earth-laden flood into the waves. Above the 
sea horizon the Corsican mountains rose out of the waters, 
which, by hiding their base, give the snowy crests a strange 
and ghostly beauty. 

The road led through the orange and olive gardens of the 
Nice basin, and then climbed the western spurs of Jiont 
Chauve. Along these i t  continued in a high terrace, from 
which the eye ranged over the backs of the hills to the Iles de 
L6rins and the Estkrels. The most prominent feature in the 
wide and noble prospect was the rock of St. Jeannet, a huge 
red buttress of the range which stretches from the Var to the 
Siagne. The new road ended at  Aspromonte, a cluster of 
houses packed to ether on a mountain spur, high out of all 
danger from plun % ering pirates or Saracens. From this point 
I trusted to find my way by some foot-track to Levenao. 

Among the branching paths above the vill e, I stopped a 
peasant to ask the way. I expected aome sort ? o answer in the 
Provenpal dialect. To my delight, the reply came in good 
Italian. When I used a few words of the southern tongue, 
the man's face brightened, and he offered at  once to turn back, 
and put me in the right path. Such an act of simple courtesy 
is taken as a matter of course among Italian hills. I n  southern 
France I had not met with one such all the winter long. 

The Provenpal peasant has a character of his own. H e  is 
very estimable, but far from amiable. H e  seemed to me above 
all things suspicious, argumentative, tenacious of his righta ; 
hence by no means inclined to allow trespassers on his little 
domain. As every vineyard has its pathway, and there are no 
gates or stiles to distinguish public from private paths, this 
tenacity naturally has often a chance of exhibiting itself. 
Near Cannes one is not surprised that trespassers should 
become tiresome, particularly when they appropriate the sweet 
cro of the violetrbeds. But  I have frequently been turned 
bac i  near remote country villages, where a foreigner is not 
seen once a ear. I have had, while walking along the high K road with a andful of wild anemones, to submit to a violent 
harangue on the invasion of the rights of market-women involved 
in my self-plucked nosegay. It does not add to the p le~antness  
of the Provengal that hie dialect ia unintelligible to stran- 
gers, and that he takes advantage of his separate speech to 
evade as far as possible-unless intelligence seems to hia own 
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advantage, in which case he brightens up wonderfully- 
questions addressed to him in French.* 

I t  would be, of course, most unfair to take the Provenpal and 
the middle-class Parisian aa specimens of French manners, and 
my experience of the provinces is hardly adequate to generaliee 
upon with confidence. Yet I cannot help believing that i t  is 
the Italians who possess, as a nation, beyond all their neigh- 
bours, the secret of manners. French manners, good as they 
generally are, seem to me acquired ; Italian, inbred : the one to 
be based on a calculation that, among neighbours, politeness 
pays in the long run ; the other, the outcome of natural sym- 
pathy. I t  is perhapa a proof of this diatinction, that the 
Frenchman is quick to ridicule the stranger within hie gates, 
while, as an old author puts it, ' if the strangeness of the habit 
draws the Italian's eye to it, yet he will never draw in his 
month to laugh a t  it.' t 

Let  us return, however, to a subject less delicate than 
national character. 

Beyond Aspromonte I followed a rough traek, keeping close 
to the crest of the hills overlooking the Var, until a mile or two 
short of Levenzo i t  fell into the high road from Nice. The 
village itself occupies a hill-top to the left of the saddle from 

* My impressions are confirmed by the report of a French Acade- 
mician, printed in Mons. Lenthbric's excellent book on 'La Provence 
Maritime,' pp. 363-4. The traveller, Mons. Millin, expresses himself 
far more vel~emently than I have done, but  he wrote in 1807. 

t I am aware that I here put myself in opposition to high authority. 
Voltaire laid down a dictum, which Mr. Matthew Arnold, in his per- 
suasive positive way, has lately endorsed, that ' the gift of the age of 
Louie Quatorze to the world was the spirit of miety, '  ' a  high stan- 
dard of social life and manners.' 

Let ua see what opinions our ancestors held on the subject before 
or about the time this revelation was being made a t  Vereaillee. 
Lassels, who took young men the grand tour about 1660, tells them to 
go to learn how to deport themselves of ' that  nation which h ~ a  
civilised the whole world and tanght men manhood,' adding, ' the 
Italians have epread abroad their mannera over all Europe, which owes 
to them ite civility as well as its religion.' Against the ' hntssticsl, 
giddy breeding of France ' his pupils are expressly warned. In Pepys' 
'Diary ' we have a specimen of the breeding objected to i n  ' Little 
Pelham Humphreys, lately returned fmm France a n  absolute Monsieur 
full of form and confidence and vanity, and diaparaging everything and 
everybody's &ill but his own.' 

These Englishmen of the seventeenth century evidently believed 
good manners a somewhat older invention than they have been held by  
Voltaire and Mr. Arnold. 



which the road descends into the gorge of the VCsubia From 
a neighbouring brow the eye looks down over a broad culti- 
vated besin to Rocchetta di San Martino, perched fortress-like 
on a crag beside the Var. Beyond the river rises, in most 
~ioturesque confusion, a tumbled mass of woody conical hills, 
with villages planted high on their slopes or brows. 

I spent the afternoon and night a t  a decent wayside inn, 
and in the first sharp freshness of the morning pursued my 
journey to the snows. A few hundred yards beyond the house 
the road crosses a saddle, and the Vbubia comes into sight 
flowing at the bottom of a bare brown gorge. The road turns 
sharply to the right and descends along artificial terraces cut 
in the face of a steep ruinous hill-side, deeply furrowed by 
water action. After heavy rains i t  must be exposed to dan- 
gerous earth-falls. The landsca~e was at  first arid. Soon. 
0 

however, a white villa e, embowered in olives, came into sight 
on the opposite hill. i t  the angle, where the mad bent back 
into a deep recess and began to ascend, the scenery became 
most romantic. Cypresses mingled with the olives, and huge 
chestnuts spread their bare arms against the blue sky, while 
the ground between their roots was coloured by a quiet carpet 
of violets and primroses. 

From this point the road winds upwards to the picturesquely 
scattered houses of Duranus. Behind them i t  passes along the 
face of a sheer precipice. A stone thrown from the parapet 
would fall into the Vhubia 1,200 feet below. This terrible 
cliff-one of the most abrupt on any Alpine road-is known as 
' L e  Saut des Franpais.' I n  the sprin of 1800, before Ma- d renso,. the Austrian general Melas rove Suchet and the 
armies of the Republic in headlong rout from the passes of 
the Maritime A1 s and across the Var. Coming over the hills 
from the Col di 4 enda, the Austrians here fell upon a French 
detachment, and many of the defeated soldiery were driven 
over the precipice. Such is the account given by local tradi- 
tion and embodied in the name. But  the military authoritiee 
referred to by Alison supply no further details as to the 
combat. 

Beyond ' L e  Saut des Franpais' the road for some miles 
slowly deacends to rejoin the river. The predominance of 
the olive still ' ves a southern character to the scenery, and 
the flora is rat f er Mediterranean than Alpine, though rocks 
tower boldly overhead, and a aharp snow-peak, or the rugged 
comb of Mont Clapier, alternately closes the valley. L a  
Kiviera, a group of housea with a church, comes in as a moat 
effective addition to the landscape. Beyond it, r o d  and river, 



now close companions, force the passage of a narrow defile 
where the l in t  tints of spring were showing on the branches, 
and the underwood was already green. 

The form of the basin below Lantosca suggests an ancient 
lakebed. The barrier of rock which closes its upper end ex- 
hibits a very curious specimen of water action : the Vbubia has 
worn through it a deep narrow cleft, which has been enlarged 
artiflaially to enable the road also to profit by it. The old 
village of Lantosca lies on the top of the bluff commanding the 
upper valley. The inns are by the road side, and are mere 
taverns. 

For  the next four miles the valley is wide and open, and, 
although the snows of Mont Clapier are in sight, tame com- 
pared to the lower gorges. I n  summer the scenery is doubt- 
less rich and smiling : now, the fruit-trees, forerunners of the 
spring, sprinkled their fair blossom upon the faceof a landscape as 
bare and brown as that of Piero della Francesca's 'Nativity ' in  
the National Gallery. A few olives still gave sober variety to 
the slopes, hardily maintaining their ground where pines would 
have been more in keeping with the rocks and snow. 

Between Roccabigliera and San Martino di Lantosca, some 
aix miles, the valley rises stee ly, and is too narrow to admit 
of cultivation. The baths of f3  erthemont, a summer resort, lie 
some hundred feet above the road on the right, in the opening 
of 8 side glen. On the opposite sunless mountain side, a pine 
forest alimbed up iuto the snow. Venanson, ' the hunters' meet,' 
is the name of the high-perched hamlet which looh  down on 
the last bend of the valley. 

Amongst gaunt chestnut trunks and brown meadows, sprinkled 
with thousands of pale stunted crocuses, and set in a frame of 
pine woods, dark against the minter snows, San Martino, the 
Courmayeur of the Maritime Alps, came suddenly into sight. 
The little town, a mass of richly caloured stone walls and roofs 
capped by two church towers, stands on a promontory between 
two brawling Alpine torrents. I call i t  to7on, for the first 
thing that strikes the traveller is, that San Martino was a 
walled place. Who were the enemies who forced every dweller 
in the Maritime Alps to live as in a fortress, like an Ossete 
chief, or a modern Syrian peasant on the confines of the desert ? 
On the const it is easy to picture the sudden descent of pirates, 
and the flight of the scared villagers to their hill-top. B u t  
what inducement can have led marauders to penetrate these 
mountain fastnesses ? The Saracens, we are told, infested a t  
one time all the Alpine passes, and made the journey to Rome 
a real ' Pilgrim's Progress,' so far as danger was coucerned ; 
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but any precise information as to the doings of the invaders in 
these mountains is difficult to find. I t  is h u e  that the Maritime 
Alps were from early times the scene of desperate fighting, 
whenever the French attempted to penetrate into Italy. But  
a mountain hamlet can hardly have found i t  worth while to 
fortify itself against passing axmiea 

A t  San Martino, as in more famous towns, the ancient walls 
are giving way before modern needs. The place aspirea to 
become a sort of ' succursale ' to Nice as a summer resort. Half 
a dozen chalets ' (in the Parisian, not the Swiss sense) spot the 
fields about the village. A public promenade is being con- 
structed as a termination to the new road, which has at last 
reached the gates. There is a very fair inn and ension (Hatel 
des Alpea), which throughout the summer mont g s offers mode- 
rate comforts at  fair prices. There is also a liliputian chapel, 
which, I was told, had been built by an Englishman for English 
service. 

The highest peaks of the neighbouring range are not visible 
from the village, and the landscape makes no pretence to 
deur. But  i t  is perfectly Alpine, and in summer the abun r- ance 
of water, the pines, and fresh meadows must be very welcome 
to visitors from the sun-scorched coast. 

The new road, winds outside the old walls to a little piazza a t  
the upper end of the village, one side of which is occupied by a 
townhall, and the other by the Hate1 dea A l p .  The old High 
Street, a narrow lane impassable for carriages, stubbornly 
refuses to be modernised further than by the admission of all 
' English pharmacy,' and a telegraph office. 

The master of the hotel and his wife had just arrived, and 
although their house was not yet prepared for the season, they 
made me very comfortable. The local guide was soon found. 
Of course he ~ronounced all ascents impossible, owing to the 
amount of snow on the mountains. According to my habit in 
such cases, I refrained from argument, and contented myself 
with intimating my desire to test practically how high it was 
possible to go with safety. From the hills near Cannes a 8ym- 
metrical pyramid appears to rise in the centre of the chain, 
answering in position to the Cima di Mercantoura of maps. 
When, however,I inquired about that summit by name, the local 
guide at once assured me that the Cima di Mercantoura of the 
country was an insignificant eminence near the Col di Cerieja, 
and that the view-point in the direction I spoke of was the 
Cima della Rovina. This summit i t  was agreed accordingly 
we should attempt. . 

A clondlas morning encouraged our start for the snows. 
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Half an hour above San Martino the valley bends abrupt1 to 
the east, and the Italian frontier is crossed. The boun g ary 
line is here most erratic ; the heads of several glens on the 
Nice side of thc chain having been retained by Italy, probably to 
protect the late King's chamois' preserves round Valdieri from 
poachers. A sudden ascent beside a retty waterfall leads 
to some cha1et.a." Near these we left t E e track to the Col di 
Cerieja, and mounted a steep path which led into an upland 
basin, at  the foot of a rugged granite crest, very conspicuous 
from the valley. Before we left the pines we had come to the 
snow; fortunately it was crisp and hard. Long slopes led 11p 
to a higher basin, where the only colour was in the lichen- 
tinted granite crags, which shone golden in the pure morning 
sunshine. 

Our peak rose precipito~isly to the east of the grtp a t  the 
head of the glen. W e  climbed snow slo es to the shoulder 
between i t  and the bold crest, which now s g owed as a continna- 
tion of its southern ridge. WTe followed this till it became 
precipitous, and then traversed the south-eastern face overlook- 
ing the head-waters of the VBsuLia. Had not the snow been 
in perfect order there mi h t  have been some risk of starting an 
avalanche. Probably, %ad I been alone, or with Franpois 
Devouassoud, I should have stuck to the ridge, at the risk of 
some stiff rock climbing. 

It is perhaps worth while to point out here, what has struck 
me more than once, that in mountaineering at  unusual seasons 
a local guide's advice may often be disregarded with advantage. 
H e  has a natural tendency to follow the ordinary summer route, 
while a climber to whom all routes are equal chooses that which is 
safest under existing conditions, and thinks little of some extru 
difficulty. Aa a rule, only such mountains as can be ascended 
by their ridges are safe in spring ; and, on the ridges and the 
summit itself, rrnow cornices must be avoided with the greatest 
vigilance. 

Climbing steep slopes, here and there broken by rocks, we 
drew near a t  last to the ridge of the Alps, the white sky- 
line which all through the winter had girded my horizon. 
Looking back, I saw all the familiar foregrounds below me: the 
low curving headland of Antibes, the mounds of the EsGrels, 
the wide bay of Saint Tropez, the southern cape of France, 
the grey sea plain, over which the wind was driving white 
cloud-floch. I n  front, a hard black rock rose in our faces. 

As we scrambled upwards, an object of jewel-like bright- 

* A chalet inn has been opened since my visit near tbis spot. 
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ness shone out over the rock and on the edge of the sky. I n  
another moment a glittering line fringed the new horizon. 
There was no mistake se to the nature of thoee clearly defined 
indentures on the distant heaven. Monte Rosa was in advance, 
backed by all her court; the stately Dent Blanche draped in 
spotless white ; the Matterhorn, black and rough. Then came 
a crowd of lesser peaks of Arolla; and, closing the procession, 
the royal bulk of the Grand Combin, with the Velan in waiting 
on him. 

One more step and the wide sudden prospect mas compIete. 
At our feet lay the mountain hamlet of Entruques. A 
short space further, Cuneo, with its river and churches and 
bridges and railway train, was Men like a toy town; and 
beyond it, stretching away to the baae of the Pennine Alps, the 
broad plains of Piedmont shone m the morning sunshine. 

My guide was disposed to leave unclimbed the few feet 
between us and the top, but when he saw I meant togo on 
he made no di5culty. A steep but safe ridge led us to the 
wave of sllow which formed the summit. I n  one sense the 
panorama waa not altogether satisfactory. W e  were sur- 
rounded by half a dozen loftier summita. Towards the Cima 
del Gelas the view was clear. But  to the north m e  the bulky 
Rocca dell' Argentera, the loftiest of the Maritime Alps, with 
two satellites, the Cima di Nasta and Cima di Cul~~t ta ,  both 
exceeding us in height. These peaks all belong to a great, 
northern spur. On the main chain where that spur joined it, 
and between us and t.he Passo di Cerie-jay rose another peak, 
also surpaseing us by a few feet, the Ci~na  Balma dei Ghilie 
of the Piedmontese map. 

These neighbouring and higher snmmita cut off Mont Blanc, 
Monte Viso, and a part of the range I particularly wished to 
see, that about the ' Rocca Mslivern.' Inland France was a 
wild waste of snow. Mont Clapier and its neighbours showed 
as bold rocky teeth. The sea coast was visible for many miles, 
but Corsica was obscured by the mists which floated above the 
waters. 

The descent was speedily accomplished, for the night's frost 
had done its work well, and wading was put off to the last hour. 
During our return the local guide told me various stories aa to 
his ascents of Mont Clapier and the Cima del Gelas, and also of 
the Monte dells Stella, b his account the only difficult climb 
in the neighbourhwd. de had never been to the Lsghi delle 
Mera~iglie, and could give me no account of the inscribed rocks 
there to be seen. I have before me a pamphlet by Mr. Mog- 
gridge, who, with a German companion, visited the  pot, and 
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copied many of the rude designs, locally known as the bIera- 
viglie.' They are found at  a height of 7,800 feet, on rocks 
smoothed by glacier action, at. the head of a glen which opens 
into the Roya valley at  San Dalmazzo di Tenda. Mr. 
Noggridge mentions with more respect than i t  deserves an 
absurd theory which attributes them to Hannibal's soldiers! 
-1mong the designs are many drawings of horns of animals, of 
rude stone implements and arrowheads ; in one only of those 
reproduced is there any attempt to copy the human form.' 

There are two ways from San filartino to the Tin6a valley: 
the shortest by Val di Blore ; the longest, but in summer the 
most interesting, by the Val de Molihres. Fearing a heavy 
snow-wade, I chose the former. A steep zigzag path among 
rocks and box bushes climbs the hill directly opposite San Mar- 
tino. From the top we had a good view of t,he glen leading 
up to the Col di Finestre, now deep in snow in its upper portion. 
The hospice is deserted, and the pass entirely closed from 
December to May. The hillside south of the crest of our little 
pass was covered with larches. The ground beneath them wasetill 
white with snow, but on the branches yellow buds were already 
swelling. As the morning sun streamed on them, the outline 
of each tree shone as if tipped with ghostly flame. 

Prom the pass there is no distant view, and high limestone 
crags on the right shut out the main chain. Below, in the 
centre of a bare basin, lies the hamlet of San Dalmazzo. On 
nearer approach it is seen to have been once walled ; at  least, 
thc houses had been so disposed that their outer walls formed a 
continuous rampart. A n  arched gateway protected each en- 
trance. The church bears s i p s  of high antiquity and has a 
well-proportioned porch and campanile. There was originally a 
crypt and a triple apse. The red colour of the slates used gives 
a pleasant warm tone to the otherwise rahapeless buildings. 
The village, like many others in this part of the Alps, is badly 

* Others have been more recently copied in a paper I have not 
wen-L Bulletin de la Sociktk dm Sciences & Cannen,' vol. ii. pp. 
72-87, ' Etude sur  les Sculptures prehistoriques du Val d'Enfer, prb? 
les Lacs des Merveillea, de hX. E. Blanc, accompagnCe d'une planche. 
M. Burnat, however, who has examined the drawings on the spot, 
expresses serious doubts as to the claims of at  any rate a large propor- 
tion of them to any high antiquity. Some of them are ' uufit for 
publication.' I Ie  hiniself found an idle shepherd in the act of adding 
to these ' prehistoric remains.' Mons. Lenthkric, in his ' Provence 
Maritime,' describes the neighbourhood of Nice a.9 .singularly rich in 
prehi~toric remains. Ire ascribes them to a Keltic race (probably the 
barbarians inhabiting the l a ~ t  chains of the Alps mentioned by Strabo), 
who were driven u p  into the mountains by Phmnician colonists. 
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sr~pplied with water, depending on one spring, which is con- 
sidered unwholesome by strangem, owing only, however, so far 
as I could make out, to its extreme coldness. 

The path descends slowly to the villages of Val di Blore, 
which lie in a more sheltered and fertile situation. Chestnuts 
now appeared, and steep banks yellow with primroses led me 
down to a torrent. The direct track to the mouth of the glen 
is being turned into a carriage road. W e  followed a mule- 
path along the slopes in order to reach San Salvatore, which 
liea some miles above the junction of the torrent of Val di 
Blore and the TinBa. The vines here were planted in trenches 
and protected from winter frost, a novelty to me in alpine sad- 
culture. Presently we came to Rimplas, a hamlet perched on 
a steep-sided brow jutting out between the two valleys. The 
T i n b  flows s t  least 2,000 feet below in a deep gorge. Beyond 
i t  the hills rise steeply towards the broad-shouldered Mont 
Mounier; their lower spurs are worn away by water, and 
broken into deep glens and hollows. Some of the villages 
occupy the most extraordinary situations. A house on the 
opposite hill overhung a precipice of 1,200 feet. Any children 
who live there must be kept hobbled, or they could scarcely 
survive infancy. Another considerable hamlet, higher up in 
the hills, was glued like a swallows' nest against a rocky 
a10 e, which, seen from opposite, looked wall-like. 

%he nature of the hillsides makes the access to the lower 
valley difficult. I n  the precipitous clay slopes water-action has 
wrought, and is constantly enlarging, a deep bay. No nervous 
person would care to ride along the path which circles round it. 

This spot had been some time before the scene of an 
absurd incident. A new prdfet of Nice made up bis mind to 
visit his subjects in the mountains. Finding that he was to 
pass their way, the municipality of Rimplaa-if this is the title 
by which the fathere of the hamlet are properly designated- 
determined to do him every honour. They assembled at the 
entrance of the village, and, aa the prbfet's cavalcade drew near, 
greeted it with a 'feu de joie' from all the available fire-arms in 
the place. Unfortunately, the prCfet was at  the moment a t  
the narrowest point of the path, where it is a mere groove on 
the face of a crumbling precipice. Unfortunately, also, the 
spirited mule he rode, not hav~ng taken part in the carnpaign 
of 1870, was unprepared for such an explosion. Its rider, 
therefore, suddenly found himself imitating, much against his 
will, the attitude of Napoleon crossing the A!ps, as repre- 
sented in the most authentic engravings. The prhfet, feeling 
unequal to such rivalry, rapidly slipped off 011 the inside, and 
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made his entry on foot, to the dismay of the assembled vil- 
Ingcrs, whose e hopes of governmental favour were thus suddenly 
brought down to zero. 

Deeper and deeper we descended, till a t  last we were on a 
level with the tower of San Salvatore, a poor collection of 
drinking shops and hovels beside the muddy torrent, which is 
here hemmed in by steep hills. The gorge continues for eight 
miles more, then near Isola the valley widens out and becomee 
a broad bleak Alpine basin. Isola, -however, is said to be 
picturesque, and it is at  this point that a judicious explorer 
will enter the valley of the TinBa from the north. 

I had a long drive of 36 kilomhtres to S. Martino del Var 
before me. My driver had been the co~ductor of the post-cart, 
and consequently had a large acquailltance along the road. In-  
deed he w a  the most socially disposed person I ever met witli. 
His conversations with every passer-hy began with a shout 
delivered 300 yards before we met, and ended in another 
sent back to a like distance after we had paased. Between 
times my ears would have been glad of Bome repose, but our 
animal called forincessant exhortations. I t  stopped not only 
at every public-house, but a t  corners whence paths turned 
off to a wine-shop in the distance. My driver plausibly ex- 
plained that the horse had belonged for eome time to the col- 
lector of ' contributions indirectes ' and could not shake off the 
idea that he was out tax-g.at.hering.. 

The scenery of the ' f i n ~ a  o: the whole disappointed me. 
From its depth and narrowness its channel might be expected 
to claim a high place among Alpine gor ee. But  owing to 
tlle extremely friable character of the soi f the hillsides want 
character, and the vegetation, compared to the southern 
gorges of the Lombard Alps, is sparse. The defile, however, 
in which the Var and Tiaha meet is equal in savageness to the 
gorge of Giischenen, which i t  much resembles. A t  the junc- 
tion the road from PugetThBniers, a remote country town 
which obtained three years ago a passing prominence as the 
refuge of the Foreign Minister of France in his search for a 
seat, comes in on the right. For the next two or three mi l a  
the scenery is extremely romantic. On the right, a noble 
wood of stone-pines clothes the brow on which stands the 
hamlet of Bonson, and the road passes throu h groves of 
chestnut, which shelter the houses of La Ciau d an. A short 
distance further the Vbubia iesuea from the mountains on the 
left, and the road to Roquesteron crosses the stony bed of the 
Var by a long bridge. 

A little further the road reaches a modern suburb of S. 
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Martino del Var-untidy houses scattered round a village green. 
The old village still clings to its safe but inconvenient rock of 
refuge. I had intended to sleep here, and walk round next 
day by the hill road through St. Jeannet, a village formerly 
famous for its witchee, but now only remarkable from the great 
red rock-castle, a buttress of the hills of Coursegoules, which 
towers above it, and is a landmark from Nice to Cannes. But  
the inn at  S. Martino looked insufferably dirty, and the 
weather had broken. No vehicle could be obtained, but I had 
yet time to walk thirteen miles in the gloaming to the station 
of L e  Var, where I could count on the late ' gamblers' train' 
to  take me back to the luxuries of Cannes. 

The road was flat and straight, the nigl~t soon fell, and with 
the darkness came heavy rain. When the endurance, how- 
ever, is not too prolonged, and there ia a certainty of comfort 
at the end, there is some pleasure in despiuing darkness and 
rain, and a bad heel. Despite all these hindrances, I finished 
my thirteen miles in very good time. 

My half-hour of waiting at  the dreary little station mas en- 
livened by a ' screaming farce.' An old farmer of Vence played 
the leading character, ably supported by the whole strength of 
the P. L. and M. Company ; that is to say, by the station-master 
and two porters. The farmer had gone to sleep and been car- 
ried past his station, and was now called on to pay his fare 
back to it, some six sous, before returning. I n  vain the Pari- 
sian station-master appealed to rules, showered illustrations- 
supposing one took a ticket from Paris to Fontainebleau and 
went on to Marseilles, could one expect to make the journey 
there and back for nothing ? The old fellow triumphantly re- 
torted: He had never been to, or come from, either place ; and 
stamping his stick on the floor demanded confirmation from the 
bystanders in the broadest Provensal. The station-master 
prayed him a t  least to talk French. Temper was lost on both 
sides. The orters looked threatening, and a gendarme was 
spoken of. Euddenly there was a scream and a roar. While 
everyone was engqed with the old gentleman the train had 
arrived. The stahon-master lost his head, and called everp- 
thing and everybody sacred; the porters flung open doors; the 
public rushed in a general ' scruve qui peut ' into the utter dark- 
ness of the latform. W e  are off l Not yet ;  the train pulls up 
short, and t 1 e old fellow is bundled into the last carriage by 
the two porters. I saw him again on the platform at  Antibes, 
having been a secoud time carried past his station ; and I 
believe he may still be found travelling up and down the line, 
refusing to pay his fare, vexing the souls of ' Messieurs 1es 



chefs de gare ;' and supplying to strangers a characteristic 
type of the southern farmer. 

As the train slowly carried me homewards, I endeavoured 
to pass the time by turning over in my mind what I had seen 
during the previous days. I set myself to frame an indepen 
dent opinion on a topic lately much discussed, the relative 
charm of the Alps in winter and summer. 

I felt I had just added to my previous experiences fresh 
material for a judgment. For in early spring the high valleys 
are still wintry. But  for a crowd of crocus blossoms scattered 
over the brown earth, and a golden tinge on the larch branches, 
I had observed no signs of returning life, and could easily have 
fancied myself in midwinter, as I had seen i t  before in other 
parts of the Alpine chain. 

I do not despise the peculiar attractions of the wintry half 
of the year. Then the region of silent sublimity is extended 
so as to include the lower hills and passes. I f  the life of 
herds and flowers is one, life in some of its less agreeable forms f is also banished. T e excursionist has disappeared, the horn- 
blower is silent. The muddy Swies torrents are converted 
into clear trout streams ; the eupercilious, or truculent, Swiss 
landlord into an obsequious host. Wherever water trickles in 
summer, the frost fairies play their fantastic pranks. Every 
cascade is turned into a shining obelisk, every dripping crag is 
draped with bold ice fringes, even the branches of the plnes 
and the bushes along the roadside are tricked out in strange 
liveries. Winter hns other charms which painters best appre- 
ciate. The low sun and the morning mists give colour and 
tone to mountain slopes which in the glare and glitter of an 
unclouded August look harsh and dull. The blue sky keeps 
all day long a quivering mottled softness, as in a reflection. 
The pine-clad hollows are steeped in strange impalpable colours, 
and even the dullest crags succeed in having, to borrow the 
phrase of a distinguished critic, their gem-like moments. There 
is no longer the painful sense of a complete absence of atmo- 
sphere, dwarfing mighty mountains to mere rocks, which we 
have all of us felt from time to time in the Alps in summer. 

But  L all this compensation for the beauties that are loat? 
As usual, there is a good deal to be said on the other side. 

The summer sun is a necessary test of true greatness. I n  
winter every range of 6,000 or 8,000 feet apes the eternal 
snowe. Mountains which carry their ermine through August 
we recognise as true sovereigns. But  snow spread far and 
wide loses its divinity. I t  ceases to be mysterious, and be- 
comes commonplace. I n  winter the foreground, wherever the 
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earth can still be seen, is made up chiefly of parched grass, bare 
branches, and dusky stumps. The ine-forest aloue remains 
the same ; and even this is changed, F or the violent opposition 
of the dazzling snows turns i t  into a black shadow. I n  early 
summer the Alpine meadows, a few weeks before a patchwork 
of brown and white, like an immense drying ground, are 
covered ankle-deep in flowers-for et-me-note, large daisies, f purple orchids-which grow so thic ly that the green blades 
of grass scarcely show between their blossoms. The glaciers 
look down through the budding branches of the chestnuts, or 
the brown unfolding leaves of the walnut on fields where the 
maize is already high, and the vine tendrils are leaping lightly 
from branch to branch. The snows no longer shine one white 
bank above another, but as a silver line over ranges chequered 
with blue and pink clouds of the great gentian and the Alpine 
rhododendron. The sense of fitness, which enjoys ' everything 
in i h  proper place,' and all things at their best, is satisfied. 
Even the everlasting snows are recognised as no abode of 
desolation. I n  the lowlands snow isat best a sheet drawn over 
nature's sleep. But  in i h  summer home i t  is an agent of 
life. Mr. Tennyson, I venture to think, expressed a ques- 
tionable, if a general, feeling when he linked Death with the 
Silver Horns. The really dead mountains are not the streaming 
Alps, but those of the farther South, which stand gaunt and 
parched, with no shining robe to hide their hollow ribs, no 
gifts to offer the valleys at their feet. 

'The Alps in Winter' will always attract their summer 
friends by the force of novelty. Whether or not the attraction 
proves permanent will probably depend on the frame of mind 
in which they are approached. Optimistic theologians and 
students of natural history, who believe in the goodness of 
creation, or feel a simple delight in observin nature in ac- 
tivity, can hardly care to contemplate her k r  long when 
wrapped in a deathlike trance, however beautiful may be her 
winding-~heet. Kingsley, who united both characters, had 
this feeling so strongly that he did not appreciate snow-moun- 
tains at  any time. On the other hand, all who feel deeply the 
darkness of the world admire and find sympathy in an aspect 
of nature which seems to reflect their own mood of stern and 
patient endurance. 

For myself, I confess to having made another season my 
favourite. I am ready to maintain against all comers the 
claims of ' the Alps in October.' How many of us who think we 
know the Alps have seen the Italian valleys, or the Vale of 
S:illenches, in their full autumn splendour ? I f  there is anyone 



in the Alpine Club who has not been a t  the Riffel when every 
rock glitters with new-fallen snow, and the pastures exchange 
the crude green of midsummer for a rich harmonious brown 
hue? when the larch trees are so many lden spirea amongst 
the ever een ines, and the bilberry bus es make a red carpet B E P 
at their eet, w en in the sharp chill of sunset every peak down 
to the little Riffelhorn creates a cloud phantom of itself which, 
after a hundred fantastic changes, melts away, na suddenly as 
i t  was born, into the starlit n igh t t . ha t  man haa yet to see 
Zermatt at  its best. 

From the fact that not a single Alpine Clubman was there 
on the 2nd of October, 1878, I am inclined to think that this 
hint may be worth giving ; and I should be lad to persuade 
one or two to remain another year to enjoy t % e glories which 
nature seems to keep back till the last unworthy tourist has 
gone home to the pale damp skies of his nativc Germany or 
England. 

3. Tlie Bath of Valdieri in Autumn. 

*Ein reiner Schnee 
Liegt auf der Hiih' ; 
Doch eilen w i ~  nach oben.'-OOETEIL 

In fair wenther the railroad journey from Turin to.Cuneo, 
under the shadow of the great range, is one of the most delight- 
ful in Europe. The rich vineyards and campanili of the plain 
form a shiftine foreground, while against the sky towers, soli- 
tary ond sublime, the noble pyramid of Monte Vbo, fulfilling 
beyond all other Alpine peaks our childhood's ideal of a moun- 
tain. When the evening vapours gather and girdle ita shoul- 
ders, leaving the majestic summit still clear, the most matter- 
of-fact mountaineer can hardly gaze without a v e  at so 
marvellous an apparition ; and the idea of scaling such a pillar 
of the heavens may seem for a moment, even to him, a pre- 
sumptuous dream. But, for the tirne, we must pass by without 
making our pilgrimage to San Chiaffredo, and allow our train, 
slowly drawing near the centre of the great bay in the hills 
which opens out before UR, to carry us on to the station of Cuneo. 

The town is placed on a low, steep-sided brow above the 
junction of two streams. Separated by five miles of level 
ground from the base of the Alps, its building gain no pic- 
turesque advantage from the accidents of the ground. There 

-- 

* The ground colour of the finest Central Aaian rugs. Is it not pm- 
bsble that it is there borrowed from the autumn hues of the great 
mountain pasturages over which the rug-makers wander ? 
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is no upper town, ns a t  Bergamo or Biella, to climb to for a 
wider view over the plain. A straight High-street runs from 
end to end of the town, lined with deep arcad- resting on 
mediaeval columns, some of which have finely carved capitals. I t  
is connected on either side by short lanes with shadj terrace&, 
formerly ramparts, which command a wide outlook over Alp or 
A~ennine. r -  

I t  is the juxtaposition and contrast of these two famous 
ranges that gives its character to Cuneo. The mountains seen 
from the southern rampart are chestnut-clad, smooth-browed 
Apennines. Turn round, and true Alps are before us-Monte 
Viso pierces the sky; while behind it, distant but still im- 
posing, shine the snowy masses of the Grand Paradis and 
Monte Rosa. The three peaks, hold tawny rocks, which look 
down the central street, are thoroughly Alpine. One of them 
is the highest of the Maritime Alps, the Rocca dell'Argentera; 
its companions are the Cima della Culatta and Cima della 
Nasta. The junction of the two ranges lies east nf the Col di 
Tenda. Beyond i t  the hills soon become soft and southern.* 

Apart from its mountains and its picturesque High-street, 
Cuneo is not remarkable, unless for the profusion of its mar- 
kets. Nowhere have I seen a more magnificent diplay of 
fruit and vegetablea, and the dinner set before me and my 
fellow-gumts a t  the Barra di F~ITO, an excellent inn, bore 
striking witness to the abundance of the land. 

But  in m outward journe in 1878 I snw nothing of the 
rl i beauties o f t  e Piedmontese p ain, or of Cuneo. Driven out of 

Dauphine by a snowstorm on September 25, I found Turin dark 
and chilly. The plain looked autumnal, damp and wretched. 
I seemed to have fallen under an evil dream. Iialy, i t  a p  
peared, had gone north. Chestnuts and campanili were in- 
volved in a grey pall of seething Scotch mist. The sky and 
landacspe were utterly incon ruous. Snow in May sometimes 
producee at  home a contrast o f the same nature, only less violent. 

Franpis  Devouwoud and I arrived shivering under plaid3 
at  the vlllageof Valdieri. We had intended to walk on to the 
Baths, soma ten miles higher up the glen of t.he Gesso. But - 
when we got to the junction of the roads, the weather looked 

M. Burnat, a Swiss botaniet, who has aystematically explored thia 
region, fixee the E. limit of the Maritime Alps at the Col di 5. Ber- 
nard~, considerably E. of the Col di Tenda. It Reems to me that, 
fiam a simply orographicsl point of view, the natural boundary be- 
tween the two ranges woi~ld be the lowerrt pass between the head- 
waten of the Roja and the Tallaro, a few miles E. of San Dalo~azzo di 
Tenda. Rut  tilt! Col di S. Rerllardo seems the deeper gap. 

VOL. IX.-NO. LXVII. F F 
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so hopeless that we hesitated to push on into the mountains to 
the deserted Baths. W e  were content to reach Entraques 
before the clouds burst on us. The inn, at  the further end of 
the long straggling village, WAS most unpromising externally, 
but provided a clean bed and splendid trout. 

The roar of many waterspouts had lulled me to sleep, and 
the same sound gceted my ears on awaking. About 7.30 
A.M., however, the clouds suddenly broke, and in half an hour 
every vapour had passed from the sky, and the surrounding 
ranges stood out sheeted deeplv in new snow, which touched 
the upper limit of the chestnut fbresta 

W e  determined to start at once to explore the neighbour- 
hood of the Rocca dell' Argentera, to which, from our present 

sition, the Val della Rovina formed the natural approach. 
&is glen runs up to the main chain, and is parallel to that in 
which the baths are situated. The spur which separates them 
is in its whole length high and rugged, and culminates in the 
Rocca dell'Argentera. 

Even on a cloudless morning Entraques did not impress 
us favourably. The basin in which i t  ia situated is bare, and 
the mountains in view are without character. A rough cart- 
road brought us before long to the point where we had to leave 
the track of the Col di Pinestre. Some men we met told us 
that the pass was closed by the fresh snow. 

A t  the mouth of the Val della Rovina are some farmhouses 
in a grove of chestnuts. Above this we found nothing but a 
few rough shepherds' cabins. I t  is a continuous ascent of two 
hours through commonplace scenery to the lake. Royal paths 
are visible on the steep mountain sides on the left, leading to out- 
of-the-way spots, where the chamois could be most easily driven. 

The Lago della Hovina is a charming mountain tam, 
perhaps two-thirds of a mile long. I t .  transparent waters are 
hemmed in by wooded cliffs, and the valley beyond it is closed 
by a high barrier. The bottom is very deep and singularly 
smooth, except where a mass of boulders has fallen into it. 

The ascent of tlie barrier ij made by a good path, the com- 
mencement of a royal mule-road connecting the lake and the 
Baths of Valdieri. The rocks are clothed with ferns, and even 
the lateness of the season and my want of botanical knowledge 
could not conceal the uncommon richness of the flora, for which 
this neighbourhood is celebrated. From the top of the barrier 
we had to descend to rejoin the stream, which has made, or 
found, a lower gap in it. The rocks beside the path bore very 
marked traces of glacier polishing, particularly on the crest of 
the barrier. But  this crest stretched across the glen with a 
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boldly undulating outline, and a great boss protruded where 
the ice might have been expected to plane down most heavily. 
I never saw a   lace which seemed to bear witness more stron~lv 
to the capaciti for polishing, and the incapacity for removrni 
serious obstacles, of glacier ice. The whole &trict appears 
singularly rich in remains of glacier action ; although the re- 
sent alaciers are vers few and small. Mont Claoier Qone 

- r -  - .  

bearsoany considerable 'amount of ice. The quantity of new 
snow made it impossible to say for certain whether any glacier 
still remained in the hollows of the range before us, beneath 
the Cima Balms dei Ghili6. The ice had certainlv shrunk far 
bpck from the comparatively recent redan; i f  dbbieh which 
stretched acmes the month of each sheltered recess. 

Behind the barrier we had climbed lay a lake basin, now 
drained; above thie again another tarn. Deep tam are 
characteristic of this granite chain. It is perhaps bwin to my 
inadequate reading; but I hare never seen it explainefby the 
advocates of Sir J. Ramsay1s theory of the excavation by Ice of 
the beds of mountain lakes, why the work should have been 
carried out with so much more vigour where the rocks are, 88 
in the case of rrranite. hardest ! 

We now ha8 the witershed before us, with a possible direct 
pass over a rough gr east of my old friend the Cima della Ro- 
vina ta San Martino E antosca, a kinv's path leading left over a 
by-pass to the track of the Col di Flnestre ; and another path, 
right to the Bathe of Valdieri. South of thie wae the portion 
of the rnnae me were most interested in. Above a s t e e ~  wall of 
rocks a l;ng, but fairly gentle, slope rose to a ridge \eeming 
to contain for some distance no ~rominent ~ e a k  : after it had 
sunk slightly to a broad gap, itzsuddenly iprani up in a bold 
tower and pyramid. The pyramid, slightly lower and furthest 
from the gap, bore a big stone-man. The tower had none. Thii 
tower we settled, without much doubt, must be the Rwca dell' 
Argentera* 

Under ordinary circumstances we should, though it was paat 
midday, have attacked it at once. But the enormous quantity 
of new snow deterred us, and we made up our minds to be con- 
tent for the day with crossin the Paseo della Louroues to the 
Bathe. The -cent was dul k and laborious, and from the top 
there was little to be seen except the snows of Mont Clapier, 
with a singularly sharp rock-peak in their midst On the way 
down there were fine views of the ridge to our left, which now 

- 

* It was the Cima della Nasta; the pyramid, the Cima della Culatta. 
The real Argentera lies too far back to be visible. 

r r 2  
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took the form of a double-pro ed tooth seamed by a mow ?% ully of singular steepness, and anked by a huge rock crstle.* 
%hen we got nut of the deep wet snow, which held us for an 
hour and a balf on the creat, we were able to look about and 
rmgnise in the huge block opposite us the h del Mat. It 
is a curious mountain, excess~vely precipitoue, but too ilat and 
formless ahout the top to be pictureuque. A venturesome 
little king's path corkscrews to a certain height np its cliff4 
and then stops suddenly, as if it had found its task mare than 
it had bargained for. As in every descent, there is a sort of 
landing- lace, with a chalet, before the final plunge. Thia is 
effected K y a good cart-road constructed with the moat exas- 

erating skill, 80 as to retain a gentle gradient throughout. 
khe  billaide being for the most part too rough and steep for 
~hort cuts, we had to follow the zigzags of the road, and to 
walk s e v e d  milea to reach a building we might almost have 
thrown a stone upon. 

The Baths of Valdiai are one of the most famous and 
fashionable resorts of Piedmontese society. When Turin was 
a capital and Victor Emmanuel was young, i t  wae here that 
king and court took their villeggiatura. Here, before he had 
discovered the superior capabilities of the Graians, was the 
royal sportsman's chief hunting-ground. Here his gallantry 
found abundant flowers with which to ' bunch ' the beauties of 
his court. But in those days the kin lived in his camp, and 
the bath-house was a comparatively f umble affair. I n  1857 
a company took the place in hand, and built one of those 
huge barracks which satisfy modern Italian taste, which in- 
herits from Rome a love of size for its own sake. Several 
so-called chalets-detached houses, something between a Swiss 
cotta e and a suburban Turinese villa-have been built near 
it. !he Rocca del Mat o p p i t e  is an imposing object, but the 
situation is too confined for beauty. The immediate environs, 
however, are pretty, as the deep gorge is clothed in fine beech- 
woods. The two glens which meet opposite the bath-house 
afford agreeable strolls. I n  the western glen, the Vallaeco, is 
a large shooting box of the late king ; and above it lie several 
clear tarns, the limit of the bathers' excursions. Another 
excme for a stroll is a la e boulder known as the Tomb of 7 Merlin. I t  is connected in egend with a niysterious individunl, 
a pseudo-Merlin, who is said to have retired from the court of 
Glan Galeazzo to this solitude. 

* These two prongs are the Stella and Argentem (summit No. I )  of 
Mr. Coolidge. See p. 340. 
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As we came up to them the Baths looked dull and deserted. 
But we were little prepared to find how desolate they 
were. - .  

Franpis soon hunted out the ' custode ' in an adjoining 
cottage. He waa not in any sense a romisin person. Hie 
manners were dull, and he could not i' o more f or ue than un- 
lock a bed-room. The whole st& had fled; the cellax was 
locked ; the cows had gone down to the valley ; there wss no 
bread, nothing but potatoes, and no butter to eat them with. 
After an interminable absence Franqois returned with the 

trtoes and a rug to sup ly the want of bed-clothes. The 
Ctter unfortunately to contain a starved insect popu- 
lation. The custode's wife was reported worse than her hus- 
band, and unable even to boil water. I t  was hard to starve 
m i d  the aymbds of plenty. The superscriptions cucina,' 
' riatorazione,' ' caa, '  painted in ca ital letters over the doors 
of the corridor seemed to mock our \ unger. 

The next morning was as fine ae the heart of a moun- 
taineer could desire. We had determined to approach our peak 
by the Val dell'Argentera, a glen joining the Valletta a mile 
or two above the baths. 

A ro d hantin path led us up the first steep slope to a 
ksel  p E t f m .  #he range before us conskted uE a ru 
block on the north, with several jagged eaks separate=, 
very steep snow gullies stretching south ? rom i t  One royd 
msrd led to the foot of the block on our left, another up to the 
right. Having in our rninda the view obtained fmm the 
head of the Val ddla Rovina, and being also misled by tho 
Piedmontecle map, we believed one of the peaks to the right 
must be the h dell' Argentera, and took the right-hand 
path. It would, I believe, have been at any ordinary time 
possible, though perhaps not eas to climb the face of the 
block on our left. But, as we a & rwardti ascertained, these 
rocks were rendered wholly impracticable by the recent snow- 
fall, which had melted sufficiently to cover them with a glaze 
of ice. Those who had experience of London pavements last 
winter can im 'ne the dan ere of stones in a similar condition T l i d  at an ang e of forty % egrees and upwards. When the 
path ended we climbed on over steep broken boulders, amongst 
which weather-beaten in= struggled to a most unusual 
he' ht, at least 8,000 eet. The olden lichen tints on the 'E. P 
roc overhead reminded me of t ose I had noticed a year 
before above San Martino. 

f 
When we got into the gully by which we proposed to ain P the crest the work became severe. The snow was now ore 
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good, and in places very steep and very soft. It was 
impossible to make any use of the glszed rocks on either side. 
W e  had to work on patiently, taking care not to send down 
an avalanche with ourselves on the top of it. At last we 
stepped up to the eaddle, where an unwelcome surprise met us. 
W e  were only on the crest of a spur dividing two of the 
branches of the Valletta. Far away across the head of another 
dee hollow was our peak of yesterday. I made up my mind i t  
cou P d and must be reached, and then gave ten minutee to con- 
templation. There was one most delightful feature in the 
wild mountain view. A snowy dip of the main chain framed 
the bright blue sea. The pleasure and encouragement that 
glim se gave us was immense. 

d e  wanted aome enaouragcment, for there w.s a bad two 
hours in front of us before we could hope to reach the saddle a t  
the base of our peak. First, led by some considerate chamois, 
we scrambled down a gully. Then, at  imminent risk to our 
limbs, we jumped about for some time on the points of - 
boulders, all the interstices between which were filled up by 
new snow. Then we pounded up a long soft slope to a pass 
leadin to the Val della Rovina. Here we had on our left a 
high s f oulder, which hid what was behind it. 

On our right rose the steep face of the Nasta I t  is, no 
doubt, perfectly easy to climb whcn the rocks are bare. B u t  
the quantity of snow on them now was enormous. I t  choked 
all the convenient chimneys, and hid all the best handholds, so 
that one found oneself forced to climb along the projecting 
angles. We had gone but a short way when Franpis  pnlled 
out the rope ; and it was expedient. Going up pretty straight, 
not without some sharp scrambling, we reached in about 
an hour from the pass the summit, a narrow ridge beautifully 
mantled with pilea of pure fresh snow. 

Seated on its highest boulder, we feasted our eyeson a view 
of the most wonderful beauty. The main chain had altogether 
gunk, except where Mont Clapier on our left showed sharp 
rocks above broad snows. There was nothing to hide the 
beautiful coast-lands of France, from the double top of the 
Berceau above Mentone to-it was difficult to say what-west- 
wards. Distance beyond distance,. glowin in afteruoon sun- 
shine, and robed in the most del~cilte co f ours, stretched the 
familiar hills of Provence : Cheiron, EstBrels, Montagnes des 
Maures. The Var shone in the lowlands; a ale smoke 
showed the train approaching Nice. Out at  sea, t t', e Corsican 
mountains hung midway between heaven and earth, no longer 
white with winter snows, but blue and purple, and canopied, 
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as at  all times, by a luminous cloud suspended high above their 
creElta. 

The sudden change, from the fatigue and monotony of climb- 
ing and wading among rocks and snow to repose and this 
beautiful out-look over the land and ses, made the hour spent 
on the top a moat ecstatic moment Perhaps the faatin by 
which we had been prepared for it may have rendere% the 
viaion more intense, and its memoFy more vivid. 

The gentle reader, however, need not be Rfraid lest my 
ecstasy should overflow into these pages. I have already, I 
fear, bitterly undeceived that too sanguine reviewer who 
recently thanked heaven that only one more great peak 
remained to be climbed; and, therefore, that only one more 
description of a view was possible. As if views only existed 
on great peaks, and were devoured by their firat climbers! 
His patience shall not be tried any further; but he will, I 
think, hardly object to my quoting a few lines, which express 
with delicacy and grace the sources of part of the delight 
climbera feel on a mountain top; and may, comin 
standard author, have weight with those who think it ad taste 
to admire a panorama :- 

% from a 

'Distant objects please, became, in the fimt place, they 
imply an idea of epace and magnitude, and because, not being 
obtruded too cloae upon the eye, we clothe them with the indistinct 
and airy coloura of fancy. In  looking at the misty mountain- 
tops that bound the horizon, the mind is, as it were, conscious of all 
the conceivable objects and interests that lie between ; we 
imagine all aorta of adventures in the interim ; strain our 
hopes and wishes to reach the air-drawn circle, or to '' descry 
new land, rivers, and mountains," stretching far beyond i t  ; our 
feelings, carried out of themselves, lose their grossness and their 
husk, are rarefied, expanded, melt into softness, and brighten 
into beauty, turning to ethereal mould, sky-tinctured. We 
drink the air before us, and borrow a more refined existence 
from objects that hover on the brink of nothing.' 

There was, however, one flaw in our happiness. A mile 

* Hnzlitt's h y s ,  ' Why Dietant Objecta Please.' Hazlitt, of course, 
is here speaking of dietant views in general, not of mountain tops. 
Emerson,, in hie ' Monadnoc,' a poem frequently quoted hy Professor 
Tyndirll, but less known than it deserves to be to English mountain- 
lovem and haters, haa expressed once for all the influence monntain- 
top excrciae on the minds of mountaineers-that ig on all right-feeling 
men. But, as Ememon adds- 

T i s  the law of Lush and stone, 
ERch can only take his own. 
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perhaps to the north a great rock rose several hundred fcet 
above our heads. Hitherto it had been concealed by an 
intervening buttress. But  there was no doubt that this was the 
true Argentera. W e  consoled ourselves with the reflection 
that our ~ e a k  was maiden, and that the Argentera was said to 
have been more than once climbed.. But i t  cut off very pro- 
vokingly the Pennine Alps east of Monte Rosa. Of the other 
parts of the chain, Dauphin6 showed poorly, the Southern 
Graians finely. 

As to our height, me ap eared to be, perhaps, a few feet higher 
than the Rocca del Mat, ut  well above anything in the main 
chain nearer than the Cima di Gelas. And now we looked 
out eagerly for the mysterious weatern mountaiu of Cannes. 
Where it should have stood, at  the head of the Vallasco, there 
was nothing but a cluster of third-rate rocks. No peak 
caught the eye but the majestic Monte Viso. 

I t  was too soon time to descend. T confess with regret that 
we neglected to build a stone-man. If' it pleases anyone in con- 
t-cqllence to dispute our ascent, it may be done wit11 impunity. 
I t  proved easy to clamber down the broken rocks on the 
southern face of the peak to the hollow between i t  and the 
Cima della Culatta, where a blue tarn lay dark among the new- 
fallen snow. This gave us another hour's tiresome work before 
we got down to the bare pasturages, where we found tracks 
leading down into the very head of the Valletta. Here are 
several roups of chaleta, very unlike those of the northern 
Alps. #he shepherd's cabin is a circular beehive-aha ed hut 
roofed with turf. The sheep are penned in a t  nig e t in a 
walled fold close a t  hand, and the principal employment of 
their custodians seems to be to collect and carry down manure. 

W e  returned to the Baths in the gloaming, and, to obtain the 
f d  and rest which their inhospitable emptiness denied us, drove 
on at  once to Valdieri village. W e  had not done all I had 
intended in the Maritime Alps, but I hiul satisfied myself as 
to the eneral character of their scenery. The upper glens 
are wilf and stern, but seldom picturesque; the peaks are 
deficient in grarldeur of outline, compared to those of equal 
height in the Eastern Alp .  The views from them, however, 
are of surpassing beauty ; and the valleys and gorges on the 
southern side are full of noble scenery. Perhaps starvation 
influenced our opinion of the Bagni di Valdieri, and the 
next climber who visits them will find the quarters more 
attractive. Let  him remember that he mill find there no 

* See, however, Mr. Coulidge'b notes, p. 310. 
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uidcs, b u t  that  fair ones may easily be procured from San 
b a r t i n o  Lanto~ca.  

Those who do not care for climbin I recommend to give a 
trial to the C e r t a u  di  Peaio, now a s e n s i o n ,  lyin N. of the  
chain i n  the valley E. of t h a t  which leads to the Co 7 di Tenda, 
and only some three hours' drive from Cuneo. San Dalmazm 
di Tenda, S. of the pass, is also a well-known resort of 
the  Nizurns. 

TOPOGRAPHICAL NOTE. 

The only authoritative Government survey of the central ridge of 
the portion of the Maritime A l p  here described is at preclent the old 
Piedmontem map 1 : 50000, which is unfortunately full of errors. I 
can of course ody  point out such as fell under my own observation, 
trusting to the work of the Italian Staff, which is re-surveying the 
district in preparation for the new general map of Italy on a s a l e  of 
1 : 100000, the Valdieri eheet of which will probably be published in 
the course of the next year. 

1. In the first place, the old map is responsible for raising, by the 
use. of capital lettem, to the rank of a aummit of primary ilnportonco 
the Cima di Mercantoum. From it not only all g e n d  mapa, but alao 
the authors of the French Ordnance Map nnd of an official Carte 
gdnkrale du Ddpartcment dea Alpea Maritimea, 1865, have borrowed this 
name for one of the cliief aunlmita of the Maritime Alps. The height 
assigned to it in the Piedmontem map is 3,167 mbtrea, or 10,390 feet. 

To Mr. Ball must be given the credit of having h t  diecovered the 
false pratenaiona of the Cima di Mercantoura He omitted it from 
the clltalogue of the principal summite of the Maritime Alps both in 
the ' Alpine Guide ' and the new ' Encyclopredi Britannica' (Article 
A l p  ' ). But influenced, I mppose, by the little interest felt in England 

in thia range, he confined him~elf to thie n@ve fonn of correcting 
the common error. Map-makers at home and abroad (even his own 
mapmaker, Mr. Weller) paid no attention to the hint, and the Cima 
di Mercantoura goes on to thie drry figuring aa bravely as ever in the 
best atlmes. 

The first person on the Continent to call public attention to tbk strange 
error was M. Burnat in the Echo dea Alpes' of 1878, in a note headed 
' Une cime de moina dann lea A l p , '  in which he pointed out posi- 
tively the midtake made by chartographera. 

Travellent, llowever, who have studied the chain from the aea may 
reasonably object that they have men a conspicuous peak in the exact 
position aeyigned by mape to the Mercantoura I can remove their 
difficulty. This peak, well shown in the frontispiece, ia a compound 
mountain ; it is made up by the lioccs dell' Agentera and other create 
of the N. spur, towering over the comparatively tame summite of the 
main chain. Having eeen the Chapel of St. Antoine, near Cannes, 
firon1 tllc Cimu della Nasta I can vouch for the spur overlooking the 
watershed, and vice versci. 
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2. The 3. spur, ending in the crags of the Pelap, is rightly shown 
as abutting agninat the Cima della Hovina. But the great N. spur 
d m  not abut against the same peak, but con~iderably farther W. 
againat the Cima Balma dei Ghilik of the map. 

3. The heads of the Valletta and Val dell' Argentera are most in- 
correctly laid down, and the bold spur eeparating them ia wn~pletely 
ignored. Thia spur of a spur projects from the S. ahoulder of the 
Rocca dell' Argentera. 

4. A considerable tam between the Nasta and Culatta is ignored. 
In the matter of nomenclature I have, subject to future reconxidera- 

tion, followed generally that of the Piedmontese map. My Balma dei 
Ghilik, Nasta, Culatta will be found on it. But as regards the highest 
peaks of tho chain I accept the names settled in consultation betwcen 
Signor Iaaia and Mr. Coolidge at Valdieri laat summer. The peak to 
the N. of the great couloir which falla to the Col della Lourouaa is to 
be the Bfonte della Stella. The triple-topped maas to the S. is the 
h c a  dell' Argentera. 

The ' Alpine Guide ' is in error in speaking of the Cima del Gel= 
(Gelaa = glacier or snowbed) as a summit of Mont Clapier. They are as 
much distinct mountains as the LyskAmm and Monte Rosa. But the 
details of the topography of this part of the range I must l a v e  to Mr. 
Coolidge. 

Of the three peaks conspicuous from the coast I have now identified 
two: the E. is Mont Clapier ; that in the centre, the d l e d  Mercan- 
taura, is really the Argentera. But as to the bold western summit, I 
have only proved that where it ought to exist, on the main chain at the 
head of the Valasco, there is no peak at d l  amwering to it in form and 
prominence. Can it be Monte Viso seen over the comparatively low 
pss of the Col di h t a  Anna (7,455 feet) 7 The supposition gained 
at first nome apparent support from the fact (first pointed out to me by 
M. Burnat) that on one of the sheets (Va-Cap Roux) of the ' Carte 
Marine Officielle des CXites de France, kdition 1874,' is a panorama 
drawn from a point at sea 15 G. milea S. and 11" W. of the light- 
house of Antibes, in which Monte Vieo is vaguely indicated on the 
horizon. I subsequently found on the next sheet (Cap de la Garoupe 
-Cap Martin) two more panoramas taken respectively from point, 
9 G. miles S. and 22' E. of the lighthouse of Antibes, and 8 G. miles 
S. and 21" E. of the lighthouse of Villahnca, in which the Maritime 
Alps are clearly but roughly drawn, and over them the words ' les 
Alpes, Monte Viso ' are printed-in a vague way which givee no trace 
of an attempted identification of a single summit. 

~ L v e r  authority theas indicatiolu might have had ha , however, 
been destroyed by Mr. Colee, the Map Curator of the Geographical 
Society. He has kindly worked out for me the figures, and after 
paying due attention to the curvature of the earth and the effect of 
refraction, it appears that, from any of the points fiom which the 
French panoramas are drawn, a chain of the height of ths Col di Santa 
Anna (which is the lowest point in the main chain) would suffice wm- 
pletely to hide Bfonte Viso. It followg 6 fortiori, that to a spectator at 
the sea level on tho coast Monte Viw must be invisible. The \vestern 
peak seen from the Ilee de LCrins cannot, therefore, be Monto Viso. 





TABLE OF HEIGHTS. 

Authority. 

Hoeca del Mat . . 

Montadelh Stella . 

Roe- dell' Argentera 

Cima della Nasta . 

Cima della Culatta . 
C. Balma dei Qhilib . 

C. di M e m t o u r a  . 

C. della Rovina . 

C. dei Qelaa . . 

C. del Caim Cabret . 
Mont Clapier . . 

Colle della Cerieja . 
Paaso di Finestre . 

Bagni di Valdieri . 

San Martino L s n b ~ c n  

P. M., I. 5. 

S. Isaia 

I. 5. 

Estimate b a d  on com- 
parison with pealrr, 
near at hand, D.W.P. 

P. M., I. Y. 

2,564 . 8,412 . Bt111,Joanne. 

2,471 . 8,108 . I.  S. 

. 1,349 . 4,426 . Ball, Joanne. 

961 . 3,163 . F . S .  

NOTE. 
P. M. 2 Piedmontege Map, 1 : MHM). 

F. 9. = French Sumey, I : 80000. 

I. 9. = Itelinn Survey, 1 : lOO000 
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But my explorations have ehown that there ia no peak in the main 
chain of the Maritime Alps in this position capable of making such a 
ahow. The Tinibrae l i a  too fsr to the W., and ie beaidee not an 
isolated peak, but one of e group of nearly qua1 crags. The peak in 
question is, I believe, the Rocca d d  Mat men, like the Rocca dell' 
Argentera, above the central ridge or watershed of the Maritime Alps. 
In the panorama here given it appears, it is true, mmewhat too distant 
from the Argentera. But as bad weather prevented Mr. Croft from 
getting any one complete view, it is poeaible that the sketch is not 
absolutely exact in this reapect. 

The aketch map of the Valdieri district given here is redncad from 
the old Piedmontese map 1 : 50000, with such correctiom as Mr. 
Coolidge's and my experience snqgeated. Through the courtesy of 
Signor G. Rimini I have been able to obtain from the officers of the 
Topographical Military Institute at Florence further rectifications and 
a valuable list of heights, althouj$ as the engineera have not yet per- 
mnally explored the whole of the Argentera group, I have ventured in 
one or two detaile to differ from their present opiniona 

It will be noticed that in the text, and the map as far as i t  goes, I 
have spelt local namea within the new French frontier in the Italian 
form : San Martino h t o s c a ,  not St. Martin Lantoeque ; Levenzo, not 
Levena I have done m not from any political feeling, but on the 
principle thst the limits of national speech, not the boundaries of 
Statee, should be regarded in thL matter. If we talk of Levene we 
must also, to be consietent, talk in the Trentino of the Lederaee (Lago 
di Ledro) and the Judicarien. I prefer, however, Nice to Nizza be- 
came (as in the case of Trent) the town is too well known in England 
by the former name for any other to be wed without affectation. 

AN ASCENT OF THE METJE WITHOUT GUIDES. 
CHARLES PILKINGTON. Read before the Alpine Clu 
December 17, 1879. 

Bg 
HE summer before laat, whilst Gardiner, my brother Law- T rence, and myself were climbin the long arete of the 8M Rateau, we looked carefully at the eije, wondered at  the 

grandeur of its southern precipices, and the i n  ssible look of 
the mountain. The idea of climbing i t  occurr er' to us, and we 
then and there mid that roe should never think of attempting 
the ascent of a mountain like that. 

A few days after, when leaving the district, we had a good 
view of the northern face, and one of the party inted out a 
sort of couloir leading high into the mountain, w E' 'ch certainly 
looked more promising than anything we had seen on the south. 
Although we had no tinle to explore it, and knew that there 
waa small chance for us where so many had failed, it enabled 
us, as a first step towards reaching the summit, to shake off 
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the feeling of awe with which we had hitherto regarded the 
mountain. 

It was not, however, until the autumn of last year that we 
really thought of it. The paper read here in the winter de- 
cided us, and we determined that very night to try our luck 
on the southern side during the coming season. 

W e  naturally kept our plans to ourselves as much as pos- 
sible, but went on quietly with our pre arations, one of the 

r' F most im rtant being the manufacture o an india-rubber bag 
six feet y five, closed a t  the neck with a string, like a large 
s nge bag. It only weighed three pounds, and in this we 
X t h r e e  hoped to sleep on the Glmier Cam& 

I will not further trouble vou with our h o ~ e s  and fears. 
d t 

The way up was discussed agaiu and again, and it was finally 
arranged t h ~ t  the attempt should be made towarcla the end of 
our tour, and that we should try the Olan, the ~econd peak in 
difficulty in the district, before going to the Meije. 

On July 6 we arrived at  St. Christophe in very doubtful 
weather, and after nine days' climbing tried the Pic Olan, and 
got up the central peak, the one first ascended by Mr. Pendle- 
bury. Exceedingly bad weather comin on not only pre- 

- * -  

B vented our crossing to the northern peak rat ascended by Mr. 
Coolidge, but made our descent very difficult by covering the 
rocks with powdery snow. 

Our niccess in this ex~edition raised our ho~ea. W e  had 
ascended from the glacierio the top in three and a half hours' 
actual climbing, quicker than i t  had yet been done, except by 
a party of three load guides, who are said to have climbed i t  
in less than three hours, havin left their axes and rope below, 
and we had desceuded in a vio 7 ent gale and thick mist, with- 
out once having to retrace our steps. 

On the 19th we reached L a  BBrarde, where we found Mr. 
Coolidge with the two Almem. Coolidge knew that we had 
come to try the Meije, and he bad rery kindly given us all the 
information he could, not only about it, but about several 
other peaks and paaaes in the district. Almer also, after find- 
ing out our plans, waa good enou h not to laugh at  ue, and 
gave us one or two useful hinte. fI e told us as well that the 
difliculty did not eo much consist in finding the way as in get- 
tin up it. 

t two o'clock in the afternoon of Ju ly  20 we left for our 
bivouac in the Vdlon dea Etanpons, taking another man with 
us, beside8 our two orters, and at four reached t,he large f square rock callcd t c HGtel Chlteleret, after the ancient 
name of the valley. W e  determined to sleep here instead of at  
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Coolidge's refuge a little higher up. The Meije was in full 
view, and we had our first g o d  look at  it since we had read 
the account of its ascent. There had been clouds about during 
the day, but towards evenin t,hey cleared off. 

W e  went hopefully to b$ telling our porters to call us a t  
eleven the same evening, so as to start a t  midn'oht ; but long 
before that it was raining hard, and i t  require% all the enpi- 
neering ski1 of the party and the india-rubber bag to keep the 
water out. It cleared up at  daybreak. Of course i t  was far 
too late to start then ; besides that, we had agreed not to make 
the attempt unlees we had every sign of fine weather. 

As we had nothine else to do. we started at  8 A.M. on u 

an exploring expedition, taking our spare ropes and some extra 
provisions, to leave, if possible, at  M. Duhamel's cairn, some 
tlistance up the mounttun, whilst our porters were to iiliprove 
the refuge and lay in a stock of firewood. The s~iow was very 
  oft and we were rather lazy, so it was not until eleven that 
we reached the upper part of the Brdche Glacier, and were 
opposite our work. The outline will, I hope, he1 to make 
what follows clear : it is from a sketch made at our ! ivouac. ~~ - ~ - - - ~  

A8 eneral description of the mountain is unnecessary, after 
Mr. oolidge's careful paper in the February number of the 

Alpine Journal.' I will only remind those who may have 
forgotten, that the way lies up the great southern buttress, 
which forms the eastern boundary, of the Br&che Glacier, 
merging into the general face of the mountain about one-third 
of the total height from the Glacier des Etanpns,  and 700 
feet below and a little to the west of f e Glacier Carr6, from 
whence the final peak is climbed. The chief difficulty is the 
ascent from M. Duhamel's cairn on the top of the buttress to 
the Glacier Carr6. 

W7e had exnected to s e t  on to the buttress bv the con- - 
spicuous snow couloir leading down from its creit near the 
cnirn, and were much surprised to find it cut off at its base 
by impracticable rocks, so we made for a gap about 800 yards 
to the south near the end of the buttrees. where some snow 
runs into the rocks. Nere we halted to rea&ange our burdens 
and look about us ; starting again at  11.30, Gardiner leading. 
After a few steps up the snow, we gained the crest of the but- 
tress by a short scramble. The crest iy narrow but very easy, 
and we went rapidly along, until we came to where a great 
break in the arete divides the buttrese into an upper and lower 

ar t ;  being no longer able to keep along the crest, we were 
forced to cross the rocks on our left to the couloir. Not quite 
liking the look of the snow, Gardiner asked us to hold tight. 
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whilst he tried it. Finding i t  all right, he kicked steps up, 
and at  five minutes past one we reach& the cairn, having 
taken one hour and thirty-five minutes from the glacier. The 
great wall rose straight above us, but the way up, which we 
had had no difficulty in making out with the telescope from 
below, was no longer to be seen. Our spirita, which had 
been rising during our ascent from the glacier, sunk once 
more, and our former uncertainty came back upon us ; for it is 
difficult to imagine anything more hopelm-looking than this 
face of the Meije. I t  has been said that, after finding all the 
most promising ways impossible, this seeming impossibility 
was tried as a last chance. W e  looked at i t  a long time, but 
a t  last gave up trying to make out the way as a bad job, de- 
termined to climb where we could, if we had luck enough to 
get so far another day ; so, leaving our spare ropes, a bottle 
of wine, a loaf of bread, and a tin of curried fowl carefully 
covered with stones, we made the best of our way back, reach- 
ing the glacier in one hour and twenty minutes, and our 
bivouac in an hour and a half more. There we spent the next 
night and following day, but at  last we had to give in to the 
bad weather and go sorrowfully down to L a  BQrarde. It was 
very ilisappointing. W e  had been lookin forward to the 
attempt for more than six months. 1 h a f  to leave in a few 
days for En land. It was not a mountain for two men to be 
on alone ; w $, a t  if we had spent all our time and trouble for 
nothing, and only carried our bed and provisions to the cairn 
for some one else to use. 

On the evening of the 24th we were again a t  our bivouac ; 
this time there was a cold north wind blowing, and the weather 
looked more settled than i t  had yet done since we came into 
the district. W e  watched the last glow of the setting sun fade 
on the crags of the Meije, and then crawled into our now 
well-known holes. A t  midnight exactly we were off, and, as 
we had much to carry, we took our porters with us as far as 
the bottom of the buttress, where we waited for da light. 
A t  last the T$te du Replat opposite to us caught the re d ection 
of the light, so, leaving a bottle of champagne for our re tun^, 

. zu a reward of victory or consolation for defeat, we started a t  
3.15, unfortunately with an omen, for in bidding good-bye to 
our porters we said ' adieu' instead of ' au revoir,' and, 
although we altered the word at once, they left us with grave 
faces, old Lagier mournfully shaking his head. Gardiner 
took the lead again, and at  4.45 we once more stood beside 
the stone-man, finding our ' d c h e  ' of provisions all safe. Here 
we rearranged our luggage. Both the others took heavy loads : 
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Gnrdiner the knapsack, Lawrence the 200 feet of spare rope 
and our wine tin, holding three quarts ; the sleeping bag only 
was given to me, as I wm told off to lead. 

W e  got under wei h a t  5.15, and soon clambered up the 
remaining part of the f uttress, and reached the bottom of the 
great wall, the Glacier Carre being about 700 feet above us, 
and some distance to our right. We knew that from here a 
level traverse had to be made until nearly under the glacier 
before it was possible to turn upwards. IVe had seen a ledge 
running in the riglit direction ; crossing some steep rocks and 
climbing over a projectin knob (which served us a nasty f trick on our dement), we et ourselves gently down on to the 
ledge, leaving a small piece of red rag to guide us in coming 
back. The ledge, although four or five feet broad, wrrs not all 
that could be wished. for it was more than half covered with 
snow, which, as the  ledge sloped outwards, was not to be 
trusted : the melting and refreezing of this had formed ice 

D 0 

below, nearly covering the rest of the available space, forcing 
us to walk on the edge. W e  cut a s t e ~  here and there. I t  

0 

improved as we went on, and 'when had-way across the fa& 
we were able to turn slinhtlv   in wards. and a t  6.30 were near 
the spot where later in &e bayl the icicles from the extreme 
western end of the Glacier Carr6 fidl. I t  is not necessary to 
go right into the line of fire, and in coming back we kept even 
further away than on the scent .  

So far the way had been fairly easy to find, but now came 
the great question of the climb ; how to get, up the 600 feet 
of rock wall above us. To our right i t  rose in one sheer face, 
the icicles from the Glacier Carre fringing the top ; to our 
left the rocks, though not so steep, were very smooth,-and at  
the top, especially to the right, near the glacier, they again 
became l~recipitous. Alittle above us a broad ledge led away 
to the left, slanting upwarde towards the lowest and most 
practicable part of the wall, obviously the way up. Climbing 
ta this ledge, we followed it nearly half-way back across the 

- face, then the holdingplacea got fewer and more filled with 
ice, the outward slope more and more until at lsst its insecure 
and slippery look warned us off it, and we turned up the 
stee er but rougher rocks on our right. I n  doing so I believe 
we !' orsook the route followed by all our predecessors, but we 
mere obliged to do so by the glazed state of the rocks. 

As the direction in which we were now going was taking 
us towards the glacier and the steep upper rocks, we soon 
turned again to our left to avoid them, the only way being up 
some smooth slabs, with very little hold, the sort of rocks 
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where one's waistcoat give8 a great deal of holding power; 
worming oureelvea up these, we reached a small shelf, where 
we were again in doubt. I t  was impossible to go straight up ;  
to the left the rocks, though easier, only led to the higher part 
of the ledge we had forsaken ; we spent some minutes examin- 
ing this way, but again did not like the look of the gla7Rd 
rocks ; so we took the only alternative and went to the right. 
Kee ing slightly upwards, we ained about 50 feet in actual 
heig R t by difficult climbing. #e were now getting on to the 
steep upper rocks near the glacier, which we had wanted to avoid. 

This last piece of the wall will always remain in our minds 
as the most desperate piece of work we have ever done; the 
rocks so far had been firm, but now, although far too steep for 
loose stones to lodge on, were so shattered that we dare not 
trust them ; a t  the same time we had to be very careful, lest in 
removing any we should bring others down upon us. 

One place I shall never forget. Gardiner wrre below, on a 
s~nall ledge, with no hand-hold to speak of, trying to look as 
if he could stand any pull, my brother on a knob rr little higher 
up, to help me if necessary. I was able to pull myself about 
8 feet higher, but the next rock was insecure, and the whole 
nearly perpendicular. A good many loose stones had been 
already pulled out ; this one would not come. It is hard work 
tugging a t  a loose stone with one hand, the other in a crack, 
and only one foot finding anything to rest on. I looked down, 
told them how i t  was, and then came down to rest. 

For  about a minute nothing was said ; all our faces turned 
towards tlie Glacier Carr6, now only about 60 feet above us. 
W e  all felt it would have been hard indeed to turn back, yet 
it wwno t  a pleasant place, and we could not see what was 
again above. W e  were on what may fairly be called a preci- 
pice. I n  removing the loose stones, the  lightest back-handed 
jerk, just enough to miss the heads of the men behind, sent 
them clear into the air ; they never touched anything for a 
long time after leaving the hand, and disappeared with a dis- 
:~grecable hum on to the Glacier des Etanpons, 1,800 feet 
below. W e  looked and tried on both sides, but it was nseless, 
so we went a t  it again. After the fourth or fifth attempt I 
managed to get up about 10 feet, to where there was some 
sort of' hold ; then my brother followed, giving me rope enough 
to get to a firm rock, where I remained till joined by the 
others. I t  was almost as bad above. but we crawled carefullv * 
up;  one place actually over-hung-fortunately there was 
plenty of hold, and we swung ourselves up it. From this 
point the rocks became rather casier, and a t  9.30 we reached 
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a small sloping shelf of rock, about 20 yards to the west of 
the Glacier Cm-6 and on the top of the great rock wall. 
Stopping here for a short time to get cool, and to let one of 
our party down to get the axes, which had been tied to e rope 
and had caught in a crevice in the rock, we chan ed leadere, 
and crossing some shelving rooks, climbed up a gu k y, or cleft, 
filled with icicles, and reached the platform of rock at the 
south-western end of the Glacier Carre at  10.15 A.M. 

I have tried to be exact in this description of the top of the 
wall, for I cannot make it agree with Mr. Coolidge's. I feel 
sure we climbed the rocks in different places, and I believe he 
is of the same opinion.* His party, although they found i t  the 
worst part of the mountain, not only did not leave their spare 
rope, but brought down one of M. de Caatelnau's. Now I 
thhk  that even Almer, having a spare rope with him for the 
purpose, would not have cared to descend that last 60 feet 
without fixing it to help him down. It was the only place 
where one was really necessary to us, and there was no part of 
the climb to compare with it. Some idea of its difficulty may 
be gathered from the fact that, out of the 44 hrs. taken from 
tlle cairn, 24 hrs. had been spent climbing tlie last 100 feet. 

Again, Coolidge climbed eo far to the west that he says, ' We 
were now on the spot whence a few steps over screes would 
have led us to the crest of the maiu western arete, whence La 
Grave can be seen -that is, the crest to the west of L e  Doigt, 
a secondary p a k  forming the north-western boundary of the 
Glacier Carre. We were never so much to the west as that, 
and on reaching the top of the wall were almost facing the 
centre of Le Doigt, and were never anywhere near the ar6te. 

A short time since I read the account of MM. Guillemin 
and Salvador's expedition, which confirms me in this opinion. 
They found M. de Castelnau's lower rope, and a bottle with Mr. 
Coolidge's name in it, near the top of the wall, far away to the 
left of where we climbed. 

The platform we had reached can only be called one by 
comparison ; it is rather smooth, and slopes too much to form a 
safe sleeping-place, hut we left our extra luggage there, think- 
ing it was the place where MM. Guillemin and Salvador spent 
the night after their ascent, although we could see no traces of 
the protecting wall they built, or stones of which to build one. 

At 11.10 we started up the glacier, Gardiner going ahead, 
kicking steps into the steep soft snow. 

Mr. Coolidge agrees with me, and pointed out his route. (See 
sketch on next page.) 

VOL. IX.-NO, LXVII. C; Q 
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We were much more cheerful now than we had been two 
houra before. My companione had got rid of their heavy loads, 
the day was still very fine, and Almer had told us that, could 
we but reach the glacier, we should have a good chance of 
euccess. Skirting along the hi her side of the snow, the ool 
between the final peak and the k ic du Glacier waa reached a t  
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11.65. There we stopped a few minutes to have our first look 
over the ridge towarde Mont Blanc, and then started, climbing 
the rocks close to the main ar6te of the peak, etting more on 
to the south-western face as we got higher. 8 here is no par- 
ticular difficulty ; at the same time it is nowhere very essy, and 
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there wns ice in the shady corners, which delayed us a little, 
but we made height rapidly, and shortly after 1 P.M. were un- 
derneath the well-known overhanging top, the rocks of which, 
cutting acrosa the face, form a triangular corner. I t  is the 
a t where Gaspard lost so much time looking for the way on 

firat aacent. W e  knew that the d t e  had here to be 
crossed, and the northern face on the other side taken to ; wo 
knew also that Coolidge had gained the crest of the ar4te b a 
very difficult icy gully, and i t  was for the deacent of this L a t  
we had brought our second e are rope. 

There were two gaps in t i' e ar6te and a gully coming down 
from each. Not knowing which was the right one, we chose 
that nearest the top.* Climbing well into the triangular 
corner, over ateep ice and snow, which waa so insecure near 
the top as to oblige us to cut steps right through to the rock 
underneeth, we turned sharply to our left, crowed the smooth 
rocks to the foot of the gully by a long convenient crack, only 
an inch wide in some places, and, much to our surprise, 
scrambled up the gully without difficulty. 

Almost before I got my head over the crest came the anxious 
question from below, ' Will i t  go on the other side ? ' I could 
not see, however; so when the others came u Gardiner fixed 
himself and let us down to the full extent o ! the rope. The 
whole northern face, as far ae we could see, looked terribly icy ; 
but ss there waa no other way of regaining the mete higher 
up without going on to it, we told him to come down after us. 

Turning to the tight as soon as possible, we had to traverse 
the steep smooth face for a short dietance. I t  took a long time, 
for the rocks were even worse than they had appeared; we 
often had to clear them of ice for a yard before we could find 
any hold at all, and sometimes only the left hand could be 
spared for cutting. After about H t y  yards of this work we 
were able to turn upwards, and with great difficulty wriggled 
up the sli pery rocks leading to the arbte; rather disgusted, 
after clim \ ing the gully so easily, to find the northern fsce so 
difficultowing, perhap, to the lateness of the season. 

I t  waa our last difficulty, for the arQte, though narrow, gives 
good hand and foot hold, and we pressed eagerly onwards. I n  
a few minutes i t  became more level, and there, sure enough, 
were the three stone-men, only separated from ue by some 
eaay rocks and snow, which we went at  with a rush, and a t  
2.25 we stood on the higheat point of the Meije. 

The top is a ridge about fifty yards long, running north-eat 

Mr. Coolidge's party c r d  by the other gap. 
o a 2  



@nd south-west, with a cairn at  either end and one in the middle. 
Thesouth-western end is cut steeply away, and forms the peculiar 
overhanging top, looking down on to the Glacier Csrrb The 
north-eastern end joinsthe main arhte of the mountain, the cairn 
being built near the junction, crowning the ridge leading down to 
the first depression between it and the central peak. The northern 
face of the summit ridge, after slopingdown to the western mete, 
with which i t  forms a V-ahaped hollow, falls steeply down in 
ice-covered rocks and precipices towards L a  Grave, whilst on 
the south a ehort snow-slope, probably not always there,leads to 
the top of the great southern precipices. 

Knowing that i t  would be useless for us to try and descend 
farther than the Glacier C a r d  that day, and as i t  was plen- 
santer on the top than there, we went in for a long halt. Un- 
tying the rope-for the top is broad enough to be safe-we 
examined the central cairn, where the tokens are kept. W e  
found a tin box, containing the names of all our predecessors ; 
a bottle, hanging by a string, the property of Mr. Coolidge; 
a tricoloured flag ; and a scented pockethandkerchief belonging 
to M. Guillemin, still retaining its former fragance, which it 
had not wasted on the desert air.' W e  tore a corner off each, 
leaving a red and yellow rag in exchange ; put our names in 
the tin, and an English penny with a hole bored through it, 
which .- - my brother hopes to have returned to him by the next 
climber. 

Then, after repairing the rather dilapidated southern cairn, we 
sat down to smoke and enjoy the view, which the fact of the 
mountain standing on the outside of the group, the tremendous 
depth to wllicll the eye plunges on each side, the expausive 
panorama of the Dauphin6 and neighbouring Alps, and the 
beautiful distant view of the Pennine chain from Mont Blanc to 
Monte Bosa, combine to make one of the finest in the Alps. 

A t  four o'clock, after an hour and a half on the top, we started 
downwards, soon arriving a t  the spot where i t  was necessary to 
leave the ar&te ; however, before doing so we went along i t  to 
where i t  was cut off, to see if we could let oureelvee straight 
down into the gap, and so avoid the detour by the northern face, 
but i t  was impracticable ; so, putting the middle of the spare 
rope round a projecting rock on the ar6te, we let ourselves 
down to where we had gone along on the level, pulling the 
rope down after us ; then regaining the gap by the morning's 
rsute, we crossed it, and leisurely descended the south-western 
face to the Glacier CarrB, filling our now empty wine tin .with 
water on the way down. R e  reached the glacier at 6.30, and 
stopped a short time on the col, admiring a wonderfully wild cop- 
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per-coloured sunset, looking at ' the green hills far away ' near 
L a  Grave, and wishin ourselves there. But it waa getting late, 
so we hurried down. (lo skirting the base of the Pic du Glacier 
we found a nice hollow in the snow, which looked a good place 
to sleep in. Gardiner wanted one of us to stop and build s 
snow wall, whilst the others fetched the bag and provisions 
from the bottom of the zlacier. Lawrence was neutral : I was 
rather against it, havilli slept on snow before. A t  last' we all 
went down to the rocky platform where our l u p  e had been 
left. W e  cleared a lace for the bag, but a a8 sloped so 
much, and the edge o the recipice was so near, that we dared F not lie down. W e  looked or a ood rock to tie ourselves to ; 
even that could not be found. f suggested crossing the rocks 
above where we had climbed in the morning, to try and find 
the scree8 spoken of by Mr. Coolidge, but it was voted against. 
Then some one thought we might scrape a hole in the steep 
snow above us, and get into it. That of course was quite out 
of the question. Nothing therefore remained for us but Gardi- 
ner's hollow nbove-the only level place we had seen above 
M. Duhamel's cairn large enough for us to lay our bao on. 
There waa no time to be lost; ~t was gettin dark ; a &arp f frost had already set in : so we a t  once shou dered our traps 
and trudged wearily up the glacier once more, wishing now 
that we had left some one to build a wall. 

On reaching the hollow we put the ropes, axes, hats, and 
knapsack on the snow as a sort of carpet, placed the bag on 
the top, then pullin off our boots for pillows and putting on B the cornfortahle woo len helmets given to us by Mrs. Hartley, 
got into the bag to have our supper. Fortunately there v a s  
not much wind; but i t  was rather difficult to open the meat 
tin. Mre did as well as we could, however, and after sup 

a failure ; so we looked at  the scene inetead. 
f? tried to smoke ; but tohe cold air got into the bag and made t at 

The moon was half full, and shone upon us aa we lay, making 
everything look very beautiful. W e  could see the snow just 
in front of us, and then, far away throu h ihe froety air, all 
the mountains on the other side of the f allon des Etanpons, 
with the silver-grey peak of the Ecrins behind, its icy ndges 
standing out sharply against the clear sky; and deep down in 
the dark valley below was the signal fire of our porters. As 
this could only be seen by sitting bolt upright, we got tired of 
lookin at it, and the last link connectin us with the lower % k world eing broken, we felt our utter lone meee. 

The moon soon going behind a rocky spur of the Pic du 
Glacier, we lay down and tried to get warm by pulling the 
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strin round the neck of the bag M tight ai possible and 
b reakng  inside ; but somehow the outside air got in also. So 
closing it as well as we could, with only our heads out, we 
went to sleep, but not for long. The side on which we lay soon 
got chilled. Now, aa the bag waa narrow, we all had to face one 
way on account of our knew ; so the one who happened to be 
soonest chilled through would give the word, and we all turned 
together. I suppose we must have changed sides every half- 
hour through the long night. W e  got some sleep, however, 
and felt all right when the first glimmering of dawn came over 
the mountains on our left. As soon as we could see we had 
breakfast ; but the curried fowl was frozen, and the bread could 
only be cut with difficulty, as a shivering seized one e v e v  
minute. W e  had the reatest trouble too m getting our boots 
on. They were presse$lout of aha e, and, in spite of having P been under our heads, were hard rozen. A t  last by burning 
paper inside, and using them as a lantern for our candle, we 
thawed them enough to get them on, and then spent a quarter 
of an hour stamping about to thaw ourselves. W e  rolled the 
bag up and tied i t  fast to a projecting rock, hangin the meat 
tin near i t  as a guide to anyone looking for it. 5 t is to be 
found on a tongue of rock jutting into the Glacier C a d ,  about 
the centre of the Pic du Glacier. 

A t  4.30 we set off, very thankful that we had a fine day 
before us. W e  soon went down the glacier, and down and 
across to the shelf of rock where the real descent of the wall 
was to begin. A few feet below was a jagged tooth of rock 
which we could not move; so to it we tied one end of the 100 
feet of rope, taking care to protect the rope where it pressed on 
the sharp edges with pieces of an old handkerchief; the other 
end we threw over the edge, and by leaning over we could just 
see the tail of it on some rocks below the bad part; so we knew 
it was long enough 

After a short discussion we arranged to go down one at  a 
time, as there were places where we expected to throw all our 
weight on the rope. Gardiner was to go first, as he was the 
heaviest; my brother next, carrying all the traps and the three 
axes, as he had the strongest pair of hands and arms in the 
party ; whilst I, as lightest, was to bring down the rear. So 
tying the climbin -rope round his waist as an extra help, Gar- !? diner started, wh' st we paid it out. H e  soon disappeared, but 
we knew how he was getting on, and when he was in the 
worst places, by the ' Lower,' A little lower,' ' Hold,' ' Hold 
hard,' which came up from below, ettin fainter as he got lower. 
Fifty feet of the rope passed t f roug % our hands before he 
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stopped going. ' Can you hold there? ' we asked. ' No. Hold 
me while I rest a little, and then give me ten feet more if you 
can.' So after a while we got notice to lower, and down he 
went again until nearly all our rope was gone ; then i t  slack- 
ened. H e  told us he wae fast, and that we could pull up the 
rope. 

Then Lawrence shouldered his burdens, the three axee 
being tied below him with a short piece of rope. The same 
thing happened again, only it was more exciting, for every 
now and then the axes caught and loosened with a jerk, which 
I felt on the rope I was paying out, although it was tied to 
him. A t  first I thought i t  was a slip, but soon got used to it. 
Lawrence did not go so far as Gardiner, but stopped to help 
me a t  the bottom of the worst piece. 

It was now my turn. Tying the other end of the loose 
rope round me, I crawled cautiously down to where the tight 
rope was fixed. The others told me afterwards they did not 
like it. I certainly did not. The upper part was all right ; 
but lower down the rocks were so steep that if I put much 
weight on the rope i t  pulled me off them, and gave a tendency 
to swing over towards the Glacier Carr6, which, as only one 
hand was left for climbing with, was rather difficult to resist. 
I remember very well sitting on a projecting rock, with nothing 
below it but air for at  least 100 feet. Leaving this, Lawrence 
half pulled me towards him with the loose rope. A few steps 
more and I was beside him, and we descended together to 
Gardiner, cutting off the fixed rope high up, so as to leave as 
little as possible, and in a few minutes more we all three 
reached the small shelf of rock above the smooth slabs by 
which we had ascended the day before. It was the place 
where we had spent some time tr ing to avoid the steep bit 
we had just descended, and whici had taken us nearly two 
hours. 

This ledge is about three feet broad. W e  had got down 
the only place on the mountain that had given us any anxiety. 
It was warm and pleasant ; all the day was before us ; so we 
took more than an hour to lunch and rest. 

On startin again we ought to have stuck to our old route 
and descende % by the slabs, ae we could eseily have done ; but 
after a brief discussion we arranged to take a short cut, by 
fixing a second rope and letting ourselves straight down the 
drop on to the lower slanting ledge, which I have spoken of as 
most probably Coolid e ' ~  route, at  a point a few feet higher f than where we had le t it on the mcent. 

W e  descended one a t  a time, ae before, and, what with tying 
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and untying, took much longer than we should have done had 
we gone the other way. On gaining the ledge we turned to 
our left and went down it, soon coming across one of our 
marks ; then striking down sooner than our old route would 
hare taken us, we gave a wider berth to the falling ice, and 
got into the traverse leading to the to of the buttress. Along E i t  we went ; but i t  looked different, ad less snow, and when 
we came near the end a steep rock, with a nasty drop below, 
blocked the way completely. I t  appeared so bad that I said 
we were wrong. As the others were not sure we retraced 
our s t ep ,  and by a very difficult descent gained a lower ledge. 
There was no snow on this, but the melting of the snow above 
made the rocks we had to take hold of so wet that we often 
got a stream of water down our rrrms and necks. 

A t  last, after nearly crossing, it becmne quite impossible, 
and we turned back, having gained nothing but a wetting. 

Below i t  was far too steep. Immediately above was the 
place we had tried just before. W e  could not make it out ; we 
had been so positive about the place above. 

W e  were just thinkin of trying it win more carefully, 
when Lawrence pinte! up at  something, and there, sure 
enough, was the bit of red rag left the day before to show the 
commencement of the traverse. 

W e  marked where it was, and then crawled back along the 
led e on which we were. Scrambling up the steep drop, we 
ma 8 e quickly upwards, and, turning tomarda our flag, found 
that the only way to it was along the very ledge where 
we had first tried, and which proved to be the traverse 
after all. 

W e  were very glad to get into i t  once more, as for the last 
three hours we had been on the look-out for falling ice. Some 
had already shot over our heads, sending showers of splinters 
on to us, and one piece as big as one's fist had come rather 
closer than was pleasant. On our left the Glacier Cam6 kept 
up a regular fire of it, the ice falling with tremendous noise 
on to the rocks below. Every time i t  gave us a start, as we 
could not always see at  once where the fall had taken place ; 
and although the danger was more imaginary than real, it is 
not pleasant to be constarltly on the look-out and flattening 
one's self against the rocks to avoid being hit. Fortuuately the 
Meije is free from falling stones, and we never saw one near us 
the whole time we were on the mountain. 

W e  soon crossed the snowy art of the traverse, and were 
again in front of the rock whic ! had turned us back before. 
It looked no better; but on going close up we found a small 
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crack near the top, just large enough to get our fingers into, 
giving excellent hold. By this we swung ourselves ap and 
across the worst part;  then a little Scrambling and a few 
awkward balancin steps placed us on the snow on the other 
side on the  to^ o f t  % e buttress. 

W e  though; we had only two hours' more easy descent, and 
our work would be done. But  we made a mistake. 

A t  first we went rapidly down, and were soon cheered by 
the si ht of M. Duhamel's cairn, looking about five minutea 
off. f was in front at  the time, and waa just getting on to a 
short snow-slope, by which we had ascended the day before, 
when, doubting its safety, I asked the others to hold fast 
whilst I tried it. The moment I put my foot on the snow, 
all the top went away, slowly at  first, then, taking to the left, 
went down the couloir with a rush. W e  tried again where 
the upper layer had gone away, but i t  was all unsafe ; so we 
had to spend half an hour getting down the rocks where we 
had ascended in ten minutes, and i t  was not until 2.30 that 
we reached the cairn. The sun, which had melted our steps 
on the traverse, had been equally active here, for the bottle 
we had buried in the snow was left high and dry, with the 
cork forced half out. The wine was fortunately all in, and 
the rest of the things safe ; so we made up for lost time by 
a heavy onslaught on the provisions. T h i  took us so long 
that it was 3.30 before we continued the descent. 

The couloir was not in good order and required care, 
Gardiner re-kicking all the steps and keeping close to the 
side ; but the rocks below took us much longer than before. 
Gardiner, who was in front, did not get on as well as usual. 
A t  last, thinking we might get impatient, he showed us his 
fingers, which were bleeding in several places and awfully 
raw and sore. H e  had pluckily kept i t  all to himself until 
the real dificulties were over; but the snow of the couloir 
had softened his hands, and these last rocks were weathered 
granite, and very sharp and cutting; 80 he had to go very 
gingerly. 

When about half-way down, we saw three men descending 
the snow from the Br&che du Rsteau, on the other side of the 
valley. They answered our shouts, and kept stopping to look. 
I t  was the first time in Dauphin6 that we had seen any other 
party actunlly out on an expedition. 

A t  the bottom of the buttress another surprise awaited us, 
for as we descended the last twenty feet the weather-beaten 
face of L ier, our porter, appeared above the rocks. The 
faithful 01 7 fellow said he had traccd our descent by the 
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occasional flashing of the wine tin in the sun, aad had come 
alone to meet us, bringing provisions, as he thought we might 
have run short. H e  had waited six hours for us, and had 
iced the bottle of champagne which had been left on the 
ascent. W e  opened it to see if the sun had affected i t  in 
any way, and then hurried down the glacier, taking off the 
rope at  the moraine, and ran all the rest of the way on the 
snow to our bivouac like a lot of colta turned loose in a field, 
feeling i t  a great relief to get on to somethin on which 
we could tumble about as we liked without fafining over a 
precipice. 

- 

On rcaching the refuge we were very glad to find M. Du- 
hamel there, who, with his two guides, the younger Gaspard 
and another. were the men we had seen on the snow. 

M. Duhamel congratulated us most warmly on our success. 
After a short chat, and showing Gaspard pieces of the flag, 
we left them in posseesion of our blankets and one of our 
portere, and went down to L a  BErarde, where we spent the 
next day (Sunday) in blissful rest, lounging about in the shade 
of the trees along the bank of the river, climbing in fancy 
the rock wall again and again, thinking, aa the pleasant 
breeze took the smoke away from our ipes, of the cold 
and anxious night spent on the Glacier 8 arr6, and knowing 
that no more in our dreams should we be haunted by three 
mournful figures coming back to L a  BBrarde, discomfited 
by failure, to drown their sorrows in Rodier's sympathy and 
vin ordinaire. 

For the benefit of thoee who may go to Dauphin6 next year 
I can say that the inns are now very different from thoee 
described by Mr. Whymper. The Society of Tourists has 
taken such wise and active steps that most of them are equal 
to the average small Swiss on& in out-of-the-way places, -the 
prices generally being moderate, and even at  L a  BBrarde there 
are six iron bedsteads for travellers and four for guides. More- 
over Rodier's business propensities are kept in check by a whole- 
some tariff, in which even one lump of sugar and one sardine 
find a place. But, if leaving early, see that he sends in the bill 
the night before; for if left to himself he will bring i t  in at the 
last moment, explaining that, aa he is tired and sleepy, it may 
not be made out with his usual accuracy. Amongst other 
mistakea to his advantage mind that he does not add in the 
day of the month, as he actually did with us. Such little 
danger signals as these, however, need not keep any moun- 
taineer from leaving the well-known lines of Zermatt and Grin- 
delwald ; and whoever goes to Dauphin6 will bring away with 
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him many a plearmnt remembrance of good climbs and splen- 
did mountain scenery, and, if' i t  has been his luck to meet 
them, of many a courtesy and many a kindly act received from 
members of the French Alpine Club. 

THE WEISSHORN FROM ZINAL. By G. A. PASSINOHAM. 
O V E R S  of the high Alps who hare conquered most of L the giants of rock and snow naturally cast about for 

something new; but such has been the zeal of the more 
active members of the Alpine Club that there is in Switzer- 
land nothing, or next to nothing, new to be done, unless one 
can call an unexplored side of an old mountain something 
new.' 

The first mountain ascent to attract my attention was 
the Weiscrhorn from Zinal. I accordingly suggested it to my 
guides, Franz Andermatten and Ferdinand Imseng, who both 
a t  once fell in with the idea. On Ju ly  17, 2878, we went to 
Zinal to try and make out a possible route up the mountain. 

Having done this to our entire satisfaction, we waited 
patiently at  Zinal eight days for fine weat,her. Being disap- 

inted, we quitted it, and gave up all hope of ascending the 
Feiashorn that year. 

On August 6, 1879, accompanied by Ferdinand Imsen and 
Ambrose Supersax, I crossed the Bies Joch to Zind, wit R the 
view of making a serious attack on the Weisshorn. On the 
followin day we left Zinal with a porter, who carried blan- 
kets an % all other necessaries for a night on rocks. W e  found 
very good quartere on some rocks between the Weisshorn and 
Morning Glaciers. Starting the next day at  3.15 A.M., we 
hurried across the glacier until we were stop ed by a large 

Schrund ' at  the foot of the Weisshorn itself. fmseog crossed 
the ' Schrund ' and attempted to scale the rocks. Not being able 
to do so at  that point, he returned, and made a fresh attack 
more to the left. Here the rocks were practicable, but very 
difficult and extremely loose. I t  took me half an hour to 
ascend the first thirty or forty feet. The rocks being loose, it 
required the utmost care not to kick stones down on those 
below. W e  continued our climb over loose rocks and small - patches of snow for four hours, when we were temporarily 
stopped by a very difficult rock. Imaeng, however, after rid- 
ding himself of the wine flasks, managed to scale it. I then 
followed, having to exert my whole stren th to accomplish f the feat, carrying my axe and a hundred eet of extra rope 
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a t  no little inconvenience. W e  then made rapid progresa until 
within three hours of the summit, when we saw thick black 
clouds rolling up behind us. W e  immediately turned and 
descended with all possible speed, but in halfan hour we were 
in the midst of one ofthe most terrible storms of thnnder, snow, 
and wind I have ever experienced in the Alps. 

The Rev. Mr. Watson wss crossing the Rothhorn a t  the 
same time with Peter Anderegg and a son of Melchior Ander- 

, a lad of only sixteen. They too experienced very 
ba eg!i weather. How we were to descend those difficult rocks 
we had but a short time before ascended, now covered by fresh 
snow, seemed a mystery to me. We, however, set to work 
in a desperate and determined way, clutching the rocks in a 
manner I had never clutched them before. Supersax led 
admirably. Imseng loomed up above me in the mist, a 
picture of strength and determination. W e  continued our 
downward course for about two hours, when we were tempo- 
rarily stopped by a more difficult rock than the rest. 1 
lowered Supersax down it. Imseng kept a tight rope on 
me, but when he came to i t  he said, 'Where did you get 
down, sir ? ' I said, ' There,' pointing to the place. Diable ! 
I shall slip,' waa the answer. He, however, managed, by 
passing first up, and then turning a little to the left, and after- 
wards fixing the rope over a rock, so that I might hold him in 
case of a slip, to descend it in fine style. From this point we 
encounkred no very serious difficulty, but always found the 
rocks stiff. W e  descended by a much better and easier route 
than we had ascended by. Had we not found an easier way 
I do not believe we should have got down a t  all in such a utate 
of the weather as we experienced. W e  finally left the moun- 
tain by a steep snow-slope, which we descended backwards, 
the fresh snow blowing up our sleeves and down our necks, 
and drifting down on us, sometimes mounting above our knees, 
until we quitted the couloir for the glacier below. W e  arrived 
a t  Zinal at  9.30 P.M. 

On Monday, August 1 1, accompanied by Ferdinand Imseng 
and Louis Zurbriicken, of Macugnaga, I left Zermatt once 
more, with the intention of again attacking the Weisshorn on 
the Zinal side. W e  slept under some rocks four hours from 
Zermatt, and on the following day crossed the Morning on to 
the Weisshorn. Ascending the snow couloir we descended 
the Wednesday before, we found what we considered very 
good quarters for the night, but they proved to be anything 
but comfortable. We had but one blauket for three of ua, 
and no wood to make a fire, and were in consequence very 
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cold. Our rope mas spread out on the rocks to form our bed. 
W e  then had supper and lay down in n row, I being in the 
centre. I did not, however, derive much benefit from my 
central position, as Ferdinand and Zurbriicken got up about 
every hulf-hour, to try, by stamping, to keep up the circnla- 
tion in their feet. Zurbriicken, thinking, I suppose, a pipe 
would impart a little warmth to his nose, took out his pipe, 
loaded it, and put i t  into his mouth ; but his teeth were chatter- 
ing to such an extent from the cold that he bit the amber 
in two. He, however, finished his pipe before lying down again. 
I seemed to feel the cold less than the guides. 

W e  left our blanket on the rocks where we slept, as we 
could not carry it with us. Our provisions were cut down as 
low as possible, as we knew we had hard work before us, and 
did not wish to encumber ourselves unnecessarily. I n  fact, we 
had not enough to eat or drink. I had the horror of carrying 
100 feet of extra rope. 

W e  made a start a t  3.45 A.M., but had not left more than 
half an hour before we were stopped by falling stones. Imseng 
a t  once unroped himself, and struck off to tlle left to look for a 
safer way. ILe,l~oweve~,canle back, after an absence of a quarter 
of an hour or twenty minutes, not having been able to find 
one. W e  once more returned to the snow couloir and the 
falling stones. Imsenp seemed to have n great &like to 
falling stones. TIe made us crouch under a rock for some ten 
minutes. I Ie  then made a rush for another rock farther on, 
Zurbriicken and I follow in^ Here we stopped until the rocks 
fi,r n time ceased firing. \i:e then ran for more shelter, and in 
this way, watching our opportunity and running from shelter 
to shelter, we ascended the snow couloir and got out of danger 
from falling stones. 

This kind of procedure was not, a very good beginning of a 
hard day's work. Running up a steep couloir on frozen mow is 
not the best of ways to prepare one's muscles and wind for a 
long continuous climb. Had 1 not been in first-rate condition 
I could not have kept pace with Imseng. I never saw stones 
come down a mountain with R U U ~  rapidity as they did here, 
although they were smdl  ones, the largest not appearing larger 
than one's fist, they hummed and howled through the air in a 
very tlisa reeable and spiteful manner. I, for one, have a 
great tlisli I e to that vicious whiz of a falling stone. Here we 
had time to have a ood look a t  the mountain. I was struck 
by the huge cliffs o f rock ; they are the p n d e s t  I have ever 
seen ; the a r h ,  too, on the left stands out ~n n very bold, inter- 
rupted line, with one enormous tooth, or rather to\\er, of rock, 
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which effectually bars the passage to the top by the northern 
ridge. Tbe summit from this point of view looks like a per- 
fectl square tower of rock covered by a cone of snow. 

6 e  now went steadily to work on the rocks, which we 
found more difficult than on the first attack, ice havin taken the 
place of snow ; we found ice, too, where we had foun % bare rock 
before. These patches of glazed rocks caueed us no small 
delay and trouble. Ferdinand did not consider the mountain 
in good condition. 

After climbing for four hours without any incident worth 
mentioning, we made a short halt to enlarge the stone-man we 
had built on our first attack. I availed myself of the oppor- 
tunity to eat a morsel of bread and cheese. W e  then cut our 
wa7 up a slo e of snow and ice, and again taking to the rocks, 
whlch seeme! to get more and more difficult as we went on, 
we had a stiff five houm' climb before we made another Ilalt. 
This was for the purpose of allowing Imseng to make another 
cast to the left, in order to find a way on to the ar&te, but 
without success. W e  were now above the great tooth on the 
northern arete. When Irnseng had agmn roped we had 
another look round us. Our prospect of success did not here 
appear a cheerful one ; the rocks on all sides, and especially 
above us, seemed perilously steep. I remember followin with 
my eye the mute we had taken, and thinking, with a %cavy 
heart, what a grind i t  would be to descend those long smooth 
slabs of rock in cwe we could not pet up. I thought we were 
beaten. Ferdinand seemed to hesitate for the f i r ~ t  time. I 
said to him, ' I s  it possible to climb up there ? ' pointing to 
some very steep and smooth rocks a little to our right. H e  
~iiuttered something about steep rocks and ice, and then went 
for the very place I had indicated. This proved to be the 
most difficult Dart of the whole ascent. W e  came to a ~ a t c h  
of ice-covered rocks, a t  which Imseng stopped, and ILsug- 
gested that I should climb up a little and put the rope round 
a rock whilst he cut steps in the ice, that I might hold him 
in case of a slip; he said I was right; so up I went, and 
passed the rope behind a small piece of rock. Ferdinand 
looked up and said, ' Are you quite safe ? ' H e  waited for the 
word ' Ja,' then went to work on the ice. W e  were delightted 
to see, upon ascending these ice-covered rocks, that we were 
on the summit of a ridge not far from the final peak of t.he 
Weisshorn. From this another arbte (only separated by a 
few yards of smooth rock) led to the snow arete a little to the 
left of the summit. 

We now built our second stone-man, ate of our scant,y pro- 
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visions, drank copiously from nature's tap, and then, with 
renewed vigour, climbed on to the final rock ar&te. W e  were 
then soon on the snow ar&te, and reached the summit of the 
MTeisshorn at 3.15 P.M. Zurbriicken thought it  impossible to 
gain this final rock arete ; to me it  looked impracticable ; but 
Ferdinand mid, ' Das ist nichts,' and he was light. 

W e  stayed but a short time on the summit, then made the 
b a t  of our way down to Randa, which place we reached a t  
10.30 P.M., after losing our way for an hour and a half on the 
grass slopes above it. W e  were going 18 hrs. 45 min. alto- 
gether. The snow in descending was in very bad order on 
account of the lateness of the hour ; the descent was, however, 
mere child's play compared with the ascent on the Zinal 
side. W e  were favoured by a magnificent day. 

The ascent was made straight up the Zinal face of the 
mountain. I f  future climbers make for our first stone-man, 
and thence right up to our second, they will have no digculty 
about the route. 

I can recommend the ascent ae an interesting and di6cult  
rock-climb, but one that must be taken in fine weather. 

I cannot speak too highly of Ferdinand Irnsen . His great 
endurance on digcult  rocks, his care in avoiding f alling stones, 
and his marvellous instinct in finding what I believe to be the 
only route up, coupled with his really splendid rock-climbin 
are qualities that go far to make him the first-rate guide whic f 
he is. It must be remembered Imseng ate nothing until after 
we had built our second stone-man, which we finished about 
2 P.M. 

MR. GOSSET'S SURVEY OF THE RHONE GLACIER. 
BY A. CUST. 

I happened to be sitting in the bureau of the Bnrca hotel one morn- 
ing last September, making arrangements for my departure, when a 
gentleman next whom I had been sitting, without exchanging a 
word, at table dhgte ,  requested me to n~ake room for him to paae. He 
was the Federal engineei emplo ed in surveying the Rhone Glacier. 
He spoke English, I found, an4  our roads coinciding .a h r  a.e the 
Glacier, we agreed to join company. By this fortunate incident I 
became acquainted with Mr. Ph. Goaset, of Bern, and, ensuing bad 
weather detaining me, had on two days an opportunity of observing 
the surveying proceedings, which, aa I was given to underatand, 
I was the first member of any Alpine Club, Swiss or foreign, to 
witnew 

The survey of the Rhone Glacier which Mr. Go~aet is conducting is 
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the f i i ~ t  systematic attempt of the kind. I t  hns now been carried on 
for six years, and no p i n s  have been  pared to work it  out with the 
utmost completeness and accuracy that circumstRnces permitted. The 
general deaign is comprehennive, and on the details the most wn- 
wientioun, and I niay say loving, care has been spent. I t  was sug~ested 
in the August No. of the Journal that 'each ice stream should be 
studied separately : ' i t  is enolgh to say that the preseut undertaking 
is a model for all similar surveys. 

On September 1, 187& the first stone was laid of a row extending in 
a nlathematically straight line across the glacier from bank to hank 
between two accurately determined stations of observation. The labour 
was enormous. The stones were placed touching each other along a 
line over 1,000 mktres long; they were painted on both aides, and 
hefore they could be painted they had to be cleaned. At every $0 
metres a comparatively large stone was placed, with a oonspicuous 
numher marked on it. Four such rows were made, two above and 
two below the main ice-fall, respectively distinguished in order from 
the top by the c o l o u r e r e d ,  yellow, green, and black. This  was part 
only ot' an exhaustive acheme of survey which Mr. Goaset had drawn 
out beforehand to serve as a pattern scheme fur a glacier survey, and 
which, embodied in a volume and illustrated by interesting pllotographs 
of the first season's operations, was subsequently awarded a medal at 
the Geogrnphical Congre~s in Paris. Mr. Gosset was not the  man to 
do a thing by halves, and, once entrusted with the order from the 
Federal Office, whose action was solicited in the first instance by the 
Glacier Commission, jointly appointed some years before by the  Swim 
Naturalist Society and the Swiss Alpine Club, he set on foot a work 
which ' far surpatses in  thoroughness and grandeur of execution (GnSnd- 
liclrkeit u. Grossartigkeit der Ausfihrung) all that has up to the preaent 
time been accomplished in thip. department of topography.' I t  is pro- 
vided by Swiss law that on an individual or society volunteering to pay 
half the expenses of a map surve on the regulation scales, the Govern- 
ment shall furnish the other la lf  and also the surveyors; aod the 
following year (1875) the important step was gained by Mr. Goaset 
of procuring the exceptional extension of the benefit of the provision 
to the Rhone Glacier survey, though on a different scale. T h e  survey 
was important to the Government, for the rise and fall of the Hhone 
being already carefully noted, the compliment might ae well be paid to 
its source. 

T h e  basis of the whole was a map of the glacier on the large scale 
of miaa, with horizontal parallels a t  every 5 mktres of vertical height. 
I t  was proposed to mark down on this not only the more stable 
phenomena, as the ice-worn rocks on the bank, but features, as of 
crevasee or moraine, that a t  first sight appear too shifting. Circumstances, 
however, unfortunately have not allowed the completion of this im- 
portant and laborious part of the undertaking. On this plan were set 

* Urber die phyaihluch-topographCch Aufnahnw der RhmiegbtacAera diirch 
Hcrrn I ngen iw  Boaact in dsR Jahrerc 1874-1876. Prof. E .  Hagenbach- 
Hischoff. Basel : 1877. S. Nat. Soc. 
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down the positions of the lines of stonea, and in p r t i cu la~  of every 
numbered stone, and of more than fitly fixed stetions on the banks, 
eecnred with all the permanence permitted by the difficult nature of 
the ground, which firmed the bask of the meeeuring. Tbe stones 
were further marked in detail on special plans on a d e  five times aa 
large. Every subsequent September, i.e., during six years, these four 
line8 of stonee have been carefully traced anew on the plane, the 
position and aatual height above the sea of every numbered stone 
being secerhined, where possible, by direct measurement. Some one 
space a h  hetween two large stones is selected in each row for an 
individual meaaurement (' di&rentiation ') of tile amall stonea Often 
the numbered cltonea have fallen into crevaeee~, and have to be fol- 
lowed down by man and instrument; hence, aa it canuot be known 
beforehand what difficultien will have to be encountered, the party art, 
provided with rope and ladder, and the survey hsu not been unattended 
with aerious risk and accident Mr. Gosr~et himself, in making an 
awkward leap against the aide of a crevaaae in order to rencue a porter 
who had fallen into it, sustained an injury which brought on a very 
mrioue illneae. Sometimes the stones dieappear altogether, or are lost 
one year and come out into sight another. 

By this means a searching scientific meaaurement of the movement 
of the Glacier and the actual height of ita surface from year to year on 
the linen of observation is obtained Jt is a curioue pl~enomenon that 
the large atones where the nurface is uneven move elightly more 
quickly than the small ones, slipping down declivities, or tabling and 
idling off their pedestals. The small etones aleo by dipping off ridges 
get much huddled together. The lines now sweep acrom in widely 
extended curves. As I watched the red line being picked up, and at 
firat starting was I d  on for h m d r e d ~  of yards parallel to the hk, I 
felt almost inclined to receive wit11 incredulit the statement that those 
very atonea had once lain at right angles to t i eir preaent c o w .  The 
miate which had at fimt obacud  the Glacier having cleared off, the 
day was now a particularly favourable one. It ie ill weather that suits 
nobody, and from the mountaineer's p i n t  of view a more wretched 
day could hardly be conceived, cold, cloudy, rainy. But the engineer's 
heart waa rejoiced, for there was no wird, and there was no heat. I t  
is f-fil work, he tells hie hivering viaitor, surveying for houra in a 
wind with the upright bar rocking about, and rendering the observa- 
tione protracted and uncertain ; and there is a wind down the Glacier 
on a fine day aa wgultrr as tlre --breeze a t  Nice. But for this, 
indeed, the Glacier could hardly exht between itt; sun-heated banks. 
,Again, the 11at makes it a labour to plant the three-legged table on 
the ice, when as is often the cacre--and a troubleeome part of the 
buninea it in-a temporary intermediate station haa to be adopted. It 
is then necessary to pierce down to the blue ice, otherwise in ten 
minutes one leg or another would eink in and the level be altered. 
The two stationa (Fixpncte)  for the line were at some little height on 
the bankg and, by menne of converging linea curefully drawn on the 
rocks, the dtes cod$ be recovered in the event of the cairns being 
swept away. This was i'requwtly the fate of the cairll on the west 
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bauk, which rested on a remarkabl convenient little plateau cow 
posed of a single glacier-polished r o d ,  jutting out horn a wildernas of 
dibri8, and the sole available spot in the neighbourhood. When the 
original mrvey for the Federal map was made, some twenty-five year6 
ago, this rock WM covered with ice about 110 feet thick. The mini- 
mum of fall eeems now to have bean reached in this part of the Glacier, 
and, as the riee that may be expected would again b u y  the rock, Mr. 
Gowet intended to engrave on its hard and beautifully smooth aide 
a deep inscription, to supply for another generation of ecientific ex- 
plorers a means of measuring the grinding power cf the Glacier. 

The foot of the Glacier in every year surrounded with a marginal 
rim of stones roughly secured in wall-like fashion and tarred over. 
Seen from above, these now deserted curves, like the anccesaive fringes 
of weed and litter left b j  the wares of an ebbing tide, afford striking 
ocular demonstration of the stages of glacier retreat. I t  is now a con- 
siderable walk (800 mbtres) from the border of 1856, when the glacier 
began to retreat, to the attenuated remains of the fomerly impoaiog 
' fan.' The ice-level hRB gone down 360 feet in this lower part of the 
glacier. Even stone tarring requires pnctice. The firat year, aa Mr. 
Gosset and his assistant surveyor, seeing that the porters aeemed not to 
fancy the black liquid, eet to slashing away opposite each other with 
tlie tar, the one with a large brueh, the other with a branch of juniper, 
they got some of it splashed up into their eyes, with diatrecrsing after 
renlltP, by which they were placed for the time irors de combat. 

I will now briefly describe the instruluenta employed. The Swim 
Gvve~.nlnent I understand is the only government which employs the 
plane-table wit11 distance meamrer (Nesstisch ,nit Di~tanmusser) in- 
lltcad td the theodolite, and it ir to this cause that the rapidity of their 
111op surveying is due. ' h e  table has a movable ~urfice capable of 
being adjusted to the level by powerful ecrewa, on which is stretched 
by rollere inserted in it the beet of the plan, the centre of the lawr 
being eo placed when the table has been ' oriented ' aa to correspond 
exactly with the true site of observation. A telescope for reading die 
hncm and taking vertical angles is moved freely about the surfice of 
the chart, having attached to ita flat b m  a movable parallel ruler, 
which is moved to the centre point when the observation hae been made. 
The line then drawn with the pencil along the latter indicates pictorially 
an it were the angle at  which the object liea with reference to the barie 
line; and ita horizontal dislance from the station being at the s ~ n ~ e  
time measured and reduoed to scale, the correction for the difference of 
height having been made on the spot and without any trouble by 
~~8 of a ' sliding ruler ' (Rechmschieber), ita position on the plan is 
there and then marked down. Lastly we have, most conspicuous of 
all, the umbrella protecting the statlon from euu and rain, whoat! 
dome-like top waa mmetimee the aole indication tu the rest of the 
~ r t y  of ite position. By this simple and convenient procm the 
01)sc.rvation of height tmd poeition of any single object is made 
with wonderfnl accuracy, and also recorded in the most ready form lor 
pr.tc,tical usr, in a space of little more than thirty m n d a  

Whi!e one diviion of the party wab: tllw employed, apother was 
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busy in hunting out the numbered stones, and planting and balancing 
on oach when found an upright bar of wood (Mcaalafte), conspicuously 
divided into metres and decimktres, which might easily be red off as 
included between the two horizontal wires of the telescope, and 
capable of teleecopic extension to a length of 4) mktres. It WM 

w r i e d  by a veteran guide, Peter Sulzer, large and squaw of face and 
lanky of limb, who held i t  with imperturbable composure on the edge 
of crevasses, o r  in  the bitterest cold, solidified in one attitude and with 
an expression of rigid patience which was each time a study. I only 
once errw him smile, and that wae when he was ahown a sketch of 
Irimeolf. Near and about this stolid centre there skipped, satellite-like, 
a juvenile porter, who wore on his back a box containing slides, which 
when displayed outnide denoted to the station party the number of the 
&one or other concerted signal. Hence during the momenta of 
observation there was the comic spectacle of the then motionlees pair, 
upright-holder and ' Signal-Jack,' as we may call him, the one with 
his face, the other with his back to the dktant group, waiting for the 
liberating sound of the observer's whistle. Mr. Gomet nieantime was 
rectifying the upright, taking general notes and observations, and 
sketching for future transference to the plans the positions of the inter- 
mediate small stonea 

W e  may view with at idact ion the fact that this the first complete 
glacier survey hae been devised and carried out by an Englishman 
and a member of our own club. I am not a t  libert to s p k  of re- 
sult.. except that some of a very interesting nature L v e  already bean 
obtained. 

The  two miet ies  which auggeated the survey early split, parting 
company before the first campaign was finished. The  S. A. C., aRer 
a t  fir& undertaking its sole support, finally requested Mr. Gomet to let 
them off. H e  did so a t  once. The Federal Government has not mffi- 
cient funds a t  its disposal for such an object, and the aurvey would 
have fallen through had not hb. Goeset, unwilling that it  should come 
to nothing, kept it  up  80 i r  a t  his own responsibility, himself advancing 
a considerable part of the expenditure. I t  may, however, be  doubtful 
whather he will continue to be able to do so, and it  is to be hoped an 
arrangement will be come to to prevent a project worked out with 
ability, with conscientious care and I may rvay enthusiasm, and with 
undoubted lruocese u p  to the present time, from coming to an untimely 
end. The letters in the August No. of the Journal tegtify that the 
subject is one to which attention is likely to be called. 

The following observations on Glaciers a d  Meteorology made to me 
by Mr. G m t  have reference to the above letters. 

All the governments take in hand meteorological observations. In  
Switzerland there are stations over the county,  and observations are 
constantly being made. T h e  rise and fall of every river in the country 
i n  daily measured. This department therefore should be l& to the 
government, and all the Alpine Clubs should ask is that stations 
should be made near the glaciers. The expenm should not be taken 
out of the hands of the govenment. What the clubs should take in 
h a d  what the goverment  does not attempt, viz., the connecting 
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link between the meteorological department and the glacier meraure- 
ment. All the clubs should combine to have the glaciem surveyed : 
i t  is too much for one club. I t  is of course for the benefit of the 
government, and no donbt the latter would bear a part of the expense. 
The actual measurement of the glaciem wonld be fitting work for 
Alpine Club mea. 

One part of meteorology they might concern themeelves with, and 
that is the measurement of the relation of condansation and evaporation 
in a glacier. If piecee of ice be weighed near the foot of a glacier, 
they will g e n d l y  (in eight c .  out of Wn) be found by the end of 
the day to have i t r c r d  in toeight on a fine &y. This is owing to 
the fact that in certain conditions of the atmonpl~ere, when heated by 
the aun and coming in contact with ice, it deposita on the sarfjrce of 
the latter part of the moisture which it contains. This freezea on the 
ice and ao increaaea ita weight. Thus the glacier constantly feeds 011 

the atmosphere in fine weather, and thereby prevents itself from 
evaporating away. And eo we have the noteworthy fact that the 
amount of water poured by the Rhone into the lake in one ycBar is 
greater than the amount of rainfall (i.e, inclusive of the mowfill on the 
mountainrr) during the year in the whole valley. 

'Talking of rendering glacier surveying popular amongst Alpine 
Club men,' Mr. Gowet writes, ' I fancy the only chance there is of such 
a thing ever coming to paea is this: if glaciers did not move, no 
mountaineer would care to know much about them, but as they do 
move there is eome charm in the uncertainty of finding out how to 
bring on paper, in other words, to map, a syetem of crevagsea such as 
we me on the glaciers of first order. I t  is eomething like shooting a 
bird on the wing. 

' There is another charm to wmr. If once a glacier, or say the 
surface of a glacier, were reduced, so to my, to a amdl d e  on a piece 
of paper, the next thing would naturally be a certain degree of 
curiosity about its depth. Of the two hundred or so measurements I 
niade of large crevaasea and moulins not one succeeded ; there was no 
getting below 80 feet; so I calculated what I could not measure. The 
re~u l t  was that the nkvk out of which the Bhone Glacier flows nlud be 
h u t  as deep as the Lake of Geneva There is most unqueationubly rr 
delightful sense of nncertain in such a calculation, so a " descent " 9 will eome day have to be ma e. The Dent du G h t  will no eooner 
have n cairn on ita tap, than the iceaxe, and perhaps something elm, 
recent1 used with effect on solid ice, will be at work in the moulins. 
1nstadof wllecting summit stona, a man will pull a piwe of granite 
from the glacier bottom out of hie pocket, amd wonder at the effect ten 
thousand yeara of poliehing haa had on it! 

ALPINE NOTES. 
GUIDES' STORIES IN ALPINE PERIODICALS.-A11 wlio are interested in 

mountaioecring ought to d d r e  to keep, ae far as possible, its a n d  
free from p e r w d  attackti or controversies. With tbie object it app4ur 
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expedient, hefore another Beason begins, to point out the aomce of 
many of the unfounded etories which havu from time to time gone a 
partid round of the press, and to warn tmvellera against the careless 
repetition, and editors against the hrrsty reception, of tslea coming 
from this source--the conversstion of guides. 

We should he very aorry to impute to Alpine guides, as a clam, any 
exceptional want of veracity in their graver momenta There are 
among them many men in whoee word, when given under a senm of 
responsibility and ae to facta within their own knowledge, we Bhould 
place thorough confidence. Exlrctness in memory and statement in 
ordinary conversation is, however, difficult even for those who feel itn 
iniportance. Where, as among Alpine peuaantg it in hardly regarded 
as a virtue or a duty it is not to be looked for. Frequentera of Alpine 
centree know that the guides-mom is frequently a eource of wild, 
foolish, and aometima malicious dories. There are few travellers of 
any experience but have diecovered that in their lighter momenta 
many very good guidee are inclined to romance, and that their romances 
are liable to be coloured not only b their own local prejudices and h jealousies, but a160 by those which t ey imagine to exist in their em- 
ployera. For example, to assume serious international jealouay be- 
tween climbers must to most men of education seem an absurdity. 
But guides do not alwa s underlltand thie, and frequently play with. 
truth in the hope of p L i n g .  Again, they are well aware of the 
p s i o n  for ' new expeditions ' which exista among climbera, and mme- 
times do not stick at a trifle in gratifying it. 

Alpine legends naturally grow up chiefly round the two mo& im- 
portant incidenta in the livea of thoee who invent them, first aacenta 
and accidenta 

Legends of the former clam are comparatively harmleas-they are 
simple miBstatementa of factu, capable, as a rule, when worth it, of 
speedy correction. If the miaclliefatopped here it would not be worthy 
of comment Mr. Cust some time ago * expressed in a few words all 
that need be aaid on this branch of the subject. ' Before accepting 
(for publication) a guide's version of an earlier s e n t  it is always 
desirable to consult those he hae accompanied.' 

But tho legends which grow up round accidenta are aometimea of a 
very offensive and mischievous charecter. Fucb are distorted or diare- 
garded ao as to caet imputations on guidea or travellers, which a more 
careful consideration of the case would have shown to be wholl or in 
part undeserved. Everyone knows the infamous itoriea nhicg were 
current in Zermatt aher the accident of 1865, and there Lave beeu 
more recent instaucea which we forbcar to cite, there and &where i~ 

In e early days of mountaineering stories of this aort, like a moun- the Mr 
tain echo, row and died away within the walls of the aame valley. 
But of late years, owing to the increaeed interest taken in climbing, 
and the consequent multiplication of specially Alpine periodicals, -me 
of them have found their way out into the world. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . -- 
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The practical question is : How can this nuisance be stopped? It 
is obvioudy impossible to change of a ~udden hun~an nature; to de- 
prive Alpine peasants of their powera of invention, their prejudicee, or 
their tonguee. But the real culprits are those who make themeelves 
responsible for such atoriea by repeating them in public prints, and 
tbem people ought to be within the reach of remonstrance. In our 
opinion the growing evil may and should be cut at the root by editors 
making it a rule to refuse to publish any statement affecting either s 
guide or traveller unleaa they we  able at the same time to place 
before the public the name of the writer and the precise grounda of his 
mrt ions .  If this rnle were established, an editor of moderate expe- 
rience would in most cases be able to judge whether the statement 
offered to him belonged to that limited c l w  in which the general 
interests of the Alpine public render it necessary to attack an indi- 
vidual; and correspondents would think twice before they made them- 
selves reaponaible for stories which, being formally authenticated, 
would be liable to a searching examination a t  the hands of the body 
to which the climber, whoae conduct was impugned, happened to 
belong. 

So far M the ' Alpine Journal ' is concerned, no attention will hence- 
forth be paid to any storiee sent to it, or published elsewhere, which 
are not thus authenticated. 

THE DEATH OF J. B ~ ~ ~ m m . - - S i n c e  the publication of our last 
number we have been informed by Mesars. C. E. Freeman, A. C., and 
the Rev. A. Sloman, A. C., that with J. A. Carrel of Val Tournanche 
and A. Supersax of Saas as guides they leR Breil early on the morning of 
August 13 to m e n d  the Matterhorn. Following the course m m -  
mended by Brantachen to his employere, they climbed ~traight to the 
top of the mountain, the rocks of which they found in very good con- 
dition. On their descent they elept a t  the Zermatt hut. 

This party must have passed the Breil hut where Brantechen was 
lying, eome six huurs after the Swim had left it. Unfortunately 
the hut lies a t  nome distance from the direct route to the top, and know- 
ing nothing of what had happened, Mr. Freeman and hia companions 
did not visit it. 

I t  is right to add that Meam. Schiem and LUscher had, on their 
~ ide ,  no knowledge that a few hours' waiting would have brought them 
aasietance. 

The evidence taken a t  the judicial inquiry on Brantschenls death 
has not been published. 

EXPEDITIONS IN THE BERNESE OBERLAND.-Mr. Cra~en  sends the 
following notea :- 

The late Dr. W. 0. Mowley and Mr. A E. Craven, with Peter 
Rubi and Chrintian Iniibnit, after ascending the Grosa Doldenhorn by 
the usual route on August 5, followed the mete to the aummit of the 
Klein Doldenhorn. 

Vie8che joch.-Dr. W .  0. Mowley with the same guides croased the 
Viewhe rjoch from the Concordia hut, descending to Grindelwdd. 

Lohner (July 30).-Mr. A. E. Craven with Gilgian Ogi (son) as 
guide made the third aacent of thia peiik, tlle first hy an Englishman. 



Zahhrshorn (August 3).-Tlie .same made the first ascent,. 
Blurnlisalpholn (September 16).  -The snme and Johann Ogi 

descended from this peak direct to the Bschinen See, leaving the 
Bechinen Rothhorn on their right. 

FIRST ASCENTOFTIIE SCHNEEHAUBE IN THE BERNINA ALPS (3,877 rnAtres, 
12,708 k).-Dr. Paul Giieafeldt sends the following note :- 

The Monte Scerscen, the centre of the Bernina Alps, forms an ar&te 
of 8,900 metres in length, in the middle of which the highest peak 
rises to 3,967 metres. The muth-west peak, which commands the 
Roseg-Sattel is formed of bare and steep rocks, covered on the top by 
a very regular and distinct mow pyramid of about 60 metres height ; 
I therefore propose for it the name of ' Schneehaube,' which means 
snow-turban or mow-cap. [See Jahrbuch S. A. C. XIII., 'Erste 
Ereteigung deu Monte Rosso di Scerscen]. This mountain, not l e t  
having been ascended, I set out for it on September 15, 1879. My 
only companion was the guide Hans Grass of Pontreaina. We wanted 
to try the Itolii aide, as the other one was known to us from the 
ascent of the highest peak in 1877. We left the Murtelhtitte, 2,390 
metree, a t  3.35 A.M., reached Sellapam, 3,304 metreg a t  6.10, and 
descending to the upper plateau of the Scerdcen glacier came to the 
rocks of the Schneehaube. They form a spur projecting into the 
Scerscen basin. The scenery is very grand. Piz Korieg, the Schnee- 
haube, the higheet top of M. Scemen, Crastagiizza, and Piz Agient  
form a semicircle, from which narrow ridges fall to the Scerscen 
glacier. At 7 o'clock we entered a m n d a r y  circus ; on our left we 
had the walls of Piz Roaeg, on our right those of the Schneehaube, in 
front the Roseg--Sattel ; turning immediately to the right we reached the 
bergschrund after half-an-hour's climb over a pretty ateep ice-field. 
The paesage of the bergachrund is as easy as it is dangerous, the only 
pogsible place is the mouth of a snow-couloir, which serves as a funnel 
to falling stones and avalanches. Thin couloir is the moat eaetern in tht, 
cirque. We managed to get out of its trough, ascended the icy 
slope of which it forms a part, then turned right to the rocks of the 
spur mentioned above. In following its ar&te we had a view of the 
cirque of the Crastagiizza-Sattel. At the height of 3,500 metree we had 
to leave the arete by turning to the left ; and crossing the couloir, we 
met with another one, followed it nearly to i h  end, and then had to do 
good genuine rock-climbing; some of the difficulty of which consisted 
in the uncertainty of success. At 10.40 A.M. we hit the crest of the 
Sceracen at a point 3,845 metres in height, distant about 350 metres 
fmm the highest summit of M. Sceracen, and 120 mbtrea from the top 
of the Sclineeliaube. The change in the landscape wan overpowering, 
the narrow view of the r o d s  close a t  hand changing all of a sudden 
into the vast prospect of the ice and mow fields of the Tschierva 
Glacier. We turned to the left in order tn try the mowy ridge which 
leads to the top of the Schneehaube. This overhangs terribly on the 
Italian side ; the other side presents a dope of pure mow too ateep to,  
be crossed. No choice was left; if we persisted, we had to truat our- 
selves to the overhanging snow-which is a very unpleasant feeling to 
experienced pcnple. The snow was found to be powdery, but not too loose. 



Gram cut 170 steps; we n~nde  the pwage in 25 minutes. W e  reached 
the top a t  11.5 A.M. I t  completely overhangs, but tliere is no danger, 
the dope allowing a safe footing. We stopped 38 min.. and then 
made the hd pamage in 9 min. The  descent to the Scerscen Glacier 
waa eff~cted in 2 h r a  56 min. T h e  whole expedition from Mnrtel- 
Iiiitte, 2,390 niktres, b the top, 3,879 mbtrea, and down to the Hoeeg- 
meburant, 2,000 rnbherr, took us 14 hra 50  nlin. 

This way to the Schneehaube opens a new route to the  higheat point 
of M. Scereceu, the portion of the nrete which leads to the latter being 
far less dangeroua than that which I d s  to the Scbneeb~ube. T o  crosw 
the Sceracen from the Swim aide, by hitting the arete on the highest 
point, then following it  in the direction of the Schneehaube, and 
descending tbe way just described, m-ould be a fine but arduous expe- 
dition. It took me 11 h m  55  min. from Alp Miaaun (nmr Kowg- 
restaurant) to the top of M. Scewen, and 6 h r a  38 n ~ i n .  from the 
Scemcn &te over &Ila pass tu the Roreg-restaurant ; allowing 1 hr. or 
Ijt h m  for the 350 mktrea of the mete, the croeaing of the Sceneen will 
require 20 hre. 

ALPINE MEETING IN THE LAKF..-A meeting and dinner of Memben 
of the Alpine Club haa been arranged to take place a t  the Portinsgale 
Hotel, Derwentwater, near Keawick, on Saturday, April 3, at 7.30 r.u. 
Morning dress. Intending diners are requeeted to aend their n a m q  
and the names of any friends they may wish to introduce, either to Mr. 
Frederick Gardiner, 48 South Caatle Street, Liverpool, or to Mr. E. 
Hulton, Union Club, Mancheater. The c o b t  of the dinner, including 
wine, will be one guinea a head. 

Some memherm of the club intend meeting a t  Wastdale Head on 
Friday, April 2, and walking to Portinsgale wid Buttemere next day, 
making the aecent of the Pillar rock en rotite. A s  the accommodation 
a t  Wastdale Ilead is vcry limited, special notice is requested from all 
who intend joining the Pillar Rock party. W d a l e  Head is bed 
reached by train from Carnforth Junction to Dripg, and thence by 
carriage. It in requeeted that all heavy luggage be sent direct to care 
of Mnr Bell, Portinsgale Hotel, near Keawick, by rail, aa only light 
luggage can be sent over the Sty Head Paw fiom Waatdale. 

REVIEWS. 
T H E  ASCENT O F  THE MATTERHORN.. 

I t  waa natural that Mr. Whymper should desire to describe the 
ascent of the blatterhorn m only nn incident, even if the ceutral inci- 
dent in an Alpine career full of many adventurea and many interests. 
hfountaineers followed with enthuairm his brilliant campaign ; but by 
the public his volume of ' ecrnmblea' w a ~  thought of aimply aa the story 
of the conqueat of the Matterhorn. The exciaions that have been made 

* Tht Asrrut e f t h e  ~'1Iuttrrhw11, by Edward Whympr. London : J. Muma?.. 
Ilbemarle Yt,reet. 108. 6d. 



in thia second and lighter edition will hardly be objected to by the most 
ardent studenta of Alpine literature. Others, perhaps, will urge in the 
interest of dramatic unity that the volume might have been brought 
even more close1 into accord with its present title. 

The .tory of i e  Matterhorn muat always be one of unique attnc- 
tion. L i e  a good play, it remmea and concentrates in itself the inci- 
dents of a prolonged struggle-the conquest of the Alpa T l ~ e  strange 
mountain stood forth as a Goliath in front of the Alpine host, and 
when it found ita conqueror there wan a general feeling that the subju- 
gation of the High A l p  by hnman efEort was decided, a feeling which 
has been amply justified by events. The content itself was an eventful 
one. I t  wan marked by a raca between eager rivals, and the final 
victory was marred by the most terrible of Alpine accidents. 

As a writer Mr. Whymper has proved himeelf equal to his auhject. 
His serious, emphatic style, his concantration on his object, take hold of 
hi* readen and make them follow his campaigns with as much interest 
as if some great eEahe depended on the reault. 

No one a n  tJ1 to remark the contraat between the many ansuccess- 
ful attacks which preceded the fall of the Matterhorn, and the fie- 
qnency with which it is now climbed by amateurg aome of whom it 
would be courtesy to call indifferent climbera. T h e  moral element hw, 
of c o w ,  mucb to do with thia But allowance muat also be made for 
the fact that the Breil ridge, which looks the &en$, is atill the moat 
difficult, and in its unbechained state waa far the most difficult. The 
terrible appearance of the Zsrmatt and Zmutt ridgen long deterred 
climbers, yet both have now yielded to the first serious attack. 

We do not wholly approve in principle of the list of aacenta added aa 
an appendix. Such a list, Illoreover, is of' little uae unlees it is complete 
and accurate, w d  both these qualities, as Mr. Whymper himself warns 
ug are wanting in that given. 

Full justice was done to Mr. Whymper'a woodcr~ta on the first ap- 
pearance of his work. The knowledge of the climber and the skill of 
the engraver are here inspired by the apirit of an artiet. The combi- 
nation, aa r e g a r l  the Ape, ia unique, and we feel thia the more when 
we contrast Mr. Whymper'a drawings with the cut now placed ae 
the frontispiece, in which Mona G. Do& has collaborated. There 
are several new illuetratione to this edition; among them a portrait of 
Chanoinc Carrel, a sketch of a herd of chamois, the view of the 
7 m t t  hut lately given to our readera, and one of the top of the 
hIatterhorn in 1874. 

ALPINE PLSNTS.. 

This charming volume contains 100 platen, coloured by chromolitho- 
graphy, of Alpine plants. I t  hrrs been brought out in A,ustria, under 
the anperviaion of Mecrsra Graf and Petrasoh, succeaeively directore of 
the Botanic Garden at Graz. The ~ n ~ l i s h  edition is edited by Mr. 

, t l p ' ~ i ~ ~  Plant8 p i n t a d f r o m  Nature, I)y J. Sehoth. Wired by Alfred 
W Bennett. Vol. i. London : S \ v m  9; Allen, 1879. 



Alfred Bennett. The  wientific deacriptionv of the plants depicted  re 
taken mainly from Neilrich's 'Flora of Lower Austria,' f t a u s r n a n ~ ~ ' ~  
' Flora of' Tyrol,' and Moritti's ' Flora of Switeerlrmd.' The  unbota- 
nical traveller will be attracted by the great beauty of the plaba. The  
drawing appears excellent, and the colouring is much in advance of 
anything we have yet seen attnined by a mechanical procem in works 
of this deecription. It is proposed to complete the work in subsequent 
tolumea 

GLACIER OSCILLATIONS.' 

Mons. V. Payot is one of t11oae atudenta of nature who do honour to 
their native place. His collections are well-known to viaitom tc~ Cha- 
monix, and he has published numerous worke, chiefly botanical, use- 
ful to travellers. The little volume now before us  is full of valuable 
information. W e  must remark, however, that tlie author's theory that in  
the twelfth century the A l p  were almoet wholly denuded of ice cannot 
be sustained in the face of historical documents, and that sonle of the 
htementa,  here repeated, as to the connection of Chamonix and Cour- 
mayeur, have been wncluaively disproved. 

W e  give, on hi. Tairraz's authority, the following important k c t s  
and figures as to the present retrogreeeion of the ice in his valley 

Measurements, November, 1868 to September 30, 1869. Glacier du 
Tour : Retreat, 700 inbtre~ (about). Glacier d'Argmtikre : Retrmt, 
480 mbtres. Glacier dur Bois: Retreat, 757 mbtree. Ghcier dus 
Bossom : Retreat, 81 metres W e  conclude with a statistic which will 
pertly coneole mountaineers for the rigours of our two laat winters. 
Cflaeicr dm Bassom : November 3, 1878 to June  19, 1879. Adoance, 
12 mbtrea; June  19 to Ju ly  2, further advance, 1 mbtre. 

NOTICES. 
'ANNUAIRE DU CLUB ALPIN FRAN~AIB,'  1878 (Paris, 1879).-The 

French ' Annuaire' is a volume of 700 pages, handsomely printed 
and profusely illustrated. This is in addition to the ' Bulletin,' which 
nearly equals our Journal. This startling contrast to our own literary 
activity is explained by a reference to the budget, which shows a n  
annual expenditure of 21,000 fianca (8401.) on the Club publications. 

DauphhB and the Pyrenees are the two regions to which most 
attention has been paid. MM. Guillemin's and Salvador de Quatre- 
fages' and M. Duhamel's accounta of their numerous bivouacs and 
ascents will interest those who have any knowledge of them districts. 
It is curious to notice how well the writers have taken to heart the 
advice given them by the founders of the ' Annuaire.' The  businem- 
like aobriety and concisenem of their style is worthy of a n  o6cial report. 
W e  hope our French comrades will not go too far in this direction. 

* Owillatio~u des q~atlrr  ,pnrrdr fflac(wx d6 In Pal&e a% Ckuil~oniz, kc., par 
Vena~lce Pxyot: QenPve : Sandoz, 1879. 



We by no means wish to see them abndon the traditional lightness, 
which makes good French books of travel more supportable perhapa 
than thoee of any other nation. 

From the French A l p  to the Pyrenees is a natural step. We are 
glad to aee the French Club taking up the work begun by Mr. Packe 
and Count H. Russell, but neglected of late y a w  by our own members. 
There is much still to be done, particularly on the Spanish eide, in 
the way of mapping nnd exploration. 

Among the miscellaneous papers are, an excellent article on ' Precau- 
tions for Health in the Monntainine,' by the late M. Violletle-Duc ; a 
long, but thin one, on Alpine Art; and some well-meant remarka on 
'Le R6le dea Femmea dans lea Clubs Alpha,' by a gentleman who is 
apparently anxious to climb in company with ' somebody e m s  aisterrr.' 

In the illustrations, as in the text, accuracy is the first characteristic. 
In place of the tremendous scenes of tho ' Tour du Rionde,' we have 
photographically exact and valuable views. Th6y are produced by a 
new procesa, but do not compare in finish and spirit with Mr. Whym- 
per's woodcub-a specimen of which is bound up with them. 

' JABRBUCH DES SCBWEIZER ALPENKLUB,' 1878-9.-The S w k  Jahr- 
buch is, as uaual, a varied and interesting volume. The mont spirited 
feat of mountaineering recorded in it i~ the aacent of Piz Bernina from 
the Techierva Glacier, by Dr. Gilapfeldt. 

The other articlea on the Bernina Group, the Excureions Gebiet for 
laat year, are good as far as they go, but add little to the Guide-books. 
Small has been made of the numerous notices in the ' Alpine Journal ' 
dealing with the outskirts of the group. The Editor in his preface baa, 
however, anticipated our criticism by reminding his readers of the 
claims of the lese-known mountains of Val Maaino and the Oberhalb- 
stein. An accurate map of the southern side of the range, in accordance 
with the new nomenclature, much altered from that of the 1.100000 
Dufour map, is still wanted. Beyond the limitsof the Federal Survey 
even ' Ziegler ' in fru from ~t idactory .  We trust, therefore, that hy 
this time, despite the reluctance of the Pontresina guides to go out of 
sight of their home, the Italian side of the chain has been well worked ; 
and that the ' Jahrbuch ' for this yenr will give ue full topographical 
details as to the rang- round Val Masino and Val Malenco. 

Professor Heim contributea a paper on eroeion in the Reuss basin. 
The result of measurements carried on during 1877 seems to s how that 
the surface is lowered on the average one millitnetre in years. The 
soundings taken in the Bay of Uri were remukable. Between a cliff 
S. of the Grtitli and another N. of Siaikon, beginning at 65 mktrea from 
the W. shore, the depth varied from 203 m. to 205 m. at 255 m. die- 
tance ; and to 204 m. at distsnca of 780 m. (halfway acmes). 160 m. 
from the E. shore the depth waa 197 m., and the only sudden variation 
was at 70 m. nearer the ahore, where a change occurred to 102 m. 
The banks at either end being vertical, the bottom presentsan even 
plain of fine aand, not shelvingto the base of the cliffs by geu~le elopes 
of dkbtis, but meeting then1 at a aharp angle. Reckoning the sur- 
fice of the Urner See at 4 square kilom&lrea, it would he filled 
up at the prexent rate of eroion in 20,000 years, and the end 
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of the Lake would then be at Brunnen. The anme author 
writee Ueber Nebelbilder.' This is a scientific pnpr, with illus- 
trations, on the illusions cauaed by distorted shadows thrown froin a 
party on a mou~~taiu top or r i d e  into a dense vaporous body below, 
a suhject on which the author writea with exceptional experien* 
One of the illusions the Professor deecribes provoked a don to hark at it. 
Mr. E. Whymper mentions remarkable e&mples of t h k  phenomenon 
in his ' Ascent of the Matterhorn,' a peak which seems to be peculiarly - - 
fivourable to ' cloud-pictura' 

We give a list of the remaining articles :-H. Fermnd : ' Vingt joura 
dans la Savoie MCridionale.' Dr. H. DUby : ' h Jungfraujocb.' 
E. von Fellenberg : ' Geologieche Wanderungen in h und Rhone 
gebiet.' S. 8. W i e s a ~ r :  ' Der Hohe Thurm.' G. Studer : Eine 
Hundtour von Tarasp-Schulhaus! Dekan Heim : ' Ins Salzkammergut' 
Prof. F. 0. Wolf: ' SailloneUmgebung und aeine Marmorbrilcke.' G. 
Meyer von Knonan : ' On Frederick 1:s paenage of the Brenner in 1154.' 
Dr. H. Duby : fhuxnen und Ungarn in den Alpen,' already alluded 
to in a previoue number. A. Wiiber : ' Die Sprachgrenzen inden Alpen.' 

Amongst smaller wmmunicatione in an account of an eruption of the 
Miirjelen See, which commend at 8 A.H., July 18, 1878. At 4 P.M. 
the level had fillen I mbtre. At  4 A H., July 19, it had fallen 4 
mbtrea, and at 2.30 P.M. on the eeme day the loweat level wasreached, 
43 mbtrea. The amonnta of water that ran off during these intervale 
wereestimated at 400,000, 1,130,000, 6,770,000 cubic mbtrea The 
enormous increase in the rate of outflow muat be accounted for by the 
enlargement of the pasrage. The Rhone at Brieg rose newly five feet, 
but as the water waa low it occasioned no damage. Three days later 
the case might have been different. This phenomenon in said to happen 
every wven yea- and i t  was expected in 1878. 

It will be eeen that the members of the Swim Club continue to make 
the moat of their mountains, not only by climbing them, but d m  by 
researches in the various branches of knowledge connected with them. 
THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE G~LBYAN CLUB.-The ' Deutacher-Oester- 

reichiacher ' Club, in p l m  of a large volume, gives ita me~nben, tuSo 
periodicalq the bi-monthly Mittheilungen,' and t l~e  more mlid ' 7~i t -  
schriit.' The l a d  number of the latter ie mostly devoted to the German 
Alp.  Herr Trautwein, the editor, contributes an instructing mono- 
graph on the Kaiwrgebirge, a fine limeutone group, north of the Inn 
valley. Herr Merzbacher writea pleasantly of hia ascenta in ttie Dolo- 
mites. Monte Pizzon di Sopra, Monte &iarra, and the Cima di Bosco 
Nero are chronicled aa new ascenta As a curious instance of the 
growth of a guides' legend, we note the etatelnent of Dr. Petereen in 
the Mittheilungen ' (p. 132), that Mr. Dent employed men for some 
months in hewing s tep  in the rocks of the Aiguille du Dru ! 

The different eections of the Club are busily occupied in building 
and repairing huts, improving mountain paths, and removing diffi- 
culties in mountain esoentu. A pamphlet lately published at Gratz 
allows that si~ice ite foundation this Club has spent 180,000 marks (or 
over 9,0001.) on such objwtn. 



Cuniparbns in this ~ a p e c t  are wmetimee inatitutd abroad between 
the Foreign Club4 and ournelves. We do not for our part question 
the judgment of thoae who have given the Foreign Clubs a develop- 
n~elit different from our own. These bodiea exid under different cir- 
culnstancee. As part owner of the Alps it is natural that each of them 
should improve its own property in its own way. The statistics 
quoted above amply prove that they require no &stance in the work 
for which their organications have been specialIy adapted. But in 
order to obtain the means to do so much, they have had to make a 
great eacrifice-practically to dispenee with qualifications of any kind. 
An aaaochtiou of which not one member in twenty climb can hardly 
be called ' Alpine ' in the etrictest sense of the word ; an m i a t i o n  of 
5,000 to 6,000 members ceasea to be, in a social aense, a Club. It i$ 
in truth, an Association for the Pro~notion of Alpine Knowledge, tile 
~nembern of which are no more reaponable to one another than thoee of 
our Society for Prolnoting Christian Knowledge. Far their own aakee 
~nembera of the Alpine Club will never give up those restrictions on 
election which have enabled it to maintain i b  position as a body of 
gentlemen and xuountainerm, and ite aocial character as a Clnb. Nor 
is such a poli to be haslily condemned as selfish. We believe 'z tllat, for the aa e of the world, it is well that one real Alpine Club 
should exist; though, let us repeat, for fear of misapprehension, we 
not only do not dispute, but cordially acknowledge, the wisdom of those 
who, under different condition3 adopted a different model for the 
Alpine Societies of the Continent. 
The accident on Monte Gvedale has resulted in the db l i shment  

of a Guides' Pund, a doubtful benefit, if it d i s c o u q p  thrift in guides. 
Could not some means be d e v i d  b which, wherever there ia a guidea' 
bureau, there might also be a gui d' ea' s ~ v i q a  bank, and a bonus from 
the Guides' Pund be given in proportion to each guide'a deposit on Lis 
death or retirement7 Exceptional cases could always be apecblly 
dealt with. 

The German Club is doing further good aervitx to travrllera l ~ y  
pul~lishing, in a pocket form, scientific treatises on uubjectn connected 
with the Alpa No. 1 contains treatiw on Orogrbphy, Hydrography, 
and Ghciers, by General biajor Karl von Sonklar, and on Geology, by 
Professor Gilmbel; No. 2, an Introduction to Alpine Meteorology, hy 
Dr. J. Hann. 
THE TRENTINE ANNUARIO.-T~~ volume for 1878-9 contains in- 

kreating articlee on Val Sugrrna and Val Fasm, a description of the 
n~ineral waters of the Trentino, of the ' ice-wells 'of Vezaano, and of an 
excursion in Val di Fum. When shall we hear of an inn on tile 
lovely Lake of Molvntio ? 

ARIA DI MONTI, BY G. CORONA (Roma, 1880 ).-Thin little volume is 
froin the pen of the Italian author, who in 'Picchi e Bnrroni,'* gave us 
a graphic account of his mountaineering exploits. The ppera hers 
collected have o more literary character. As to form, a foreign critic can 

A lyiac Juurnal, 101. viii. p 63. 



hardly be a fair judge. Their substance is in great part lively and in- 
teresting. 

The book commences with no lees than three dedication& When 
them have been duly honoured we come to a curions chapter on 
the legends of Val T o u r m c h a  The nl-t atriking legend is that 
of the ' Uomo aelvatico,' P mysterious but friendly personage, who 
wandere on the High Alps, talking a etrange tongue, picking flowers, 
and giving ueeful instruction as to their dairieu to the rimitive herds- 
men. Legends of a similar nature as to the ' slvan ' or =rage nmn 
exist in other parta of the Italian A l p  Here they may, perhapa, 
have got mixed up with the recollection of some Swisll herbalist of the 
Middle Ages, who crowd the chain in quest of rare medicinal plants. 
Some of the statements in this chapter, e.g. aa to the old name Pro- 
horno (&), ita derivation, the tunnel under the St. ThQdule, and the 
pass having been in historical times free from glacier, m u ~ t  not be 
taken too seriously. Zermatt wm called Pmto Bomo or Pnrborne, as 
St. Niklaus was Chauron, before the German element predominated in 
the W. Vispthal. The meaning of Pra is obvious 

We have not epaoe to follow Signor Corona in hia various dimrta- 
tions on Alpine flowers, smugglers, and kindred topica Nor can we 
return with him to the Matterhorn, except to uote what he tella us of 
Luc Meynet, the humpback of Breil, sympathetically pourtmyed by 
Mr. Whymper. Readera of ' Scrambles in the Alps will learn with 
plcclsure that, in company with Signor Corona, Meynet reached the 
' grand sommet ' of the Matterhorn. This is the account given of his 
behaviow. ' Et Luc qui disait qu'il entendait rire lea anpa, et Btait 
complktement fou de joie, et qui exclamait : " Oh, B present je peux 
nlourir content." E t  il voulait Qrire B M. Whymper qu'il etait arrivh, 
lui aussi, au grand wmmet.' 

If Meynet was made happy by visions of the heavenly host, Signor 
Corona, on the other hand, caets a cruel suspicion on the guardian 
ongel who, on Mr. Whymper's authority, we believed to sit up aloft to 
look after climbera The pinnacle distinguided as ' L'ange AnhB ' 
(' Scrambles,' p. 133 ; ' Matterhorn,' p. 90) must, we fear. be identified 
with the paasage known to Signor Corona's guides tm the Stride, ar 
' L'Enjanlbk I ' 

MONT BLANC: ITALIAN ODE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH VERSE 
(Florence, 1879).-Count Cambray Digny, an Italian ' Alpinist' has r e  
corded his ascent of Mont Blwc in an ode, and Signor S. Venzi has 
translated it into Englieh, and dedicated it to the Alpine Club. The 
ode is original and spirited, particularly in a peseage in which the 
ttruristv in the valleye are compared to the ' thousands of loathsome 
forms that wander and creep in the low depths of waters that sleep.' 
The tramlator has evidently done his beat. 

GUDA ALLE ALPI COZZE (Piuerolo, 1879).-The indefatigable -Mr. 
Hudden has translated the seotions of the ' Alpine Guide ' referring t.4~ 
the Monte Vim and Vaudois districts, and two local authom have 
added to then1 \ aluable notes, and an-appendix. A hir  map accom. 
parlies the volume. 
THE CARNIC ALPS.--Prof. G. Mxrinelli, President of the Tolmczzo 
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section of Qle Italian Alpine Club, has published n second series of his 
' Matcriali per 1'Altimetria Italians,' and also a pamphlet 'Le prime 
Alpiniete eulla vetta del Monte Canino.' He considers this summit, and 
not the Preatelenich, the highext of the group. The preaent writer 
hinreelf some ywrrs ago endeavoured to attract attention to thisgroup,* 
which has alm been well described in the ' Alpine Guide! I t  is now 
on a direct xailway from Vienna to Venice, and should therefore be 
niore visited. Travell'era halting a t  Udine, will find in the ' Institute 
Technico ' a reading-room sapplied with works of local interest, for the 
uae of members of Alpine C l u b  

SIJUVENIR DE ZERYATT (Zurich, 1859).-Under this title Messre. 
Wiirvter publish a aerien of views of the mountains that surround Zer- 
matt, and of Monk Seiler's hotels, past, present and fuhue. The pmol-n- 
nim are accurately drawn and well colonred. The final plate, however, is 
srlmewhrt bewildering, and we felt, at fimt, like the man with Turner's 
sketch, i n  solue doubt which way to hold it. I t  proved to be a repre 
sentation of the Zermatt mountains, se they would appear from a ba1- 
loon. Its accuracy may be accepted, since it ha8 been drawn from a 
very fine relief model of the whole district, on a wale of 1 : 25000, exe- 
cuted by Herr Imfeld, a Swiss engineer, and exhibited last summer in 
the HGtel de Zermatt. Copies of this fine work (which if not abvo 
lutely accurate on the Italian mde, is probably the best of ita kind yet 
executed), are on sale at the price of 401. 

PANORAMA OF THE RIGI (Zurich, 1879).-Mesers. Wlirster also send 
a panorama from the Rigi, over seven feet long, and adn~irnbly 
drawn and coloured. From its aize it is fit only for domestic use. 
But it will, doubtleaa, be valued aa a remembrance, by many tour- 
ists who have already seen the view ; and it may prove welcome pa s 
substitute for the reality to others, who, a h  the events of last 
summer, may fear to venture to a epot the inhabitante of which hare 
~hown then~selvea eminently hoetile to strangers. 

SWITZERLAND ILI .USTRATED.-U~~~~ this title &rr Berlepsch sends 
un a aeries of English handbooks to favourite tliatricta, published a t  
Zurich. As the publishers inform ue within the cover-'They are 
richly illuetrsted, written in an interesting way by well-known au- 
thors, and the prize (s ic)  of each volume ia certainly very cheap.' 

This modest announcement is fully borne out. Indeed, the 'well- 
known authors' were perhape ecarcely aware how interesting their style 
would be to Engliah readera We quote two examplea In the 
Engadine, we are told, town-like villages, elegant hotels and lovely 
lakea ' contrast strange.ly with the stiff majestic sublimity of the granite 
Coloeaes of the glaciers and the bare proud lofty pyrnmids.' This is 
how the ascent of the Rigi ia described. ' I t  ia a :ninguiar sort of drive, 
feeling, as it were, one's way up and down with such an engine always 
helow, i.e. at the end of the train, be~peaking a great deal more confi- 
dence than any express train in a plain country CUJ do, raging on with 
its Bacchantic fury. Its pace is not faster than that of a rtlbuat man, 
fully aware of his strength.' 

--- - 
rllpit~r Jourt~ul, vol. vi. p. 107. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

December 17, 1879. Mr. C. E. MATHEIRS, Prauident, in the chair. 
The  following gentlemen were elected members of the Club :-Rev. 

W. S. Green, Mr. F. Hardcastle. Baron Max von Thielmann, Messre. 
Heywood Smith, Howard Barrett, Rev. C. E. B. Watson, M e m .  W. 
G. Hutchinaon, W. Panteur, Rev. H. F. Tozer, and Mr. W. F. Dunkin. 
Memm. H. Seymour Hoare m d  E. Hutton were elected rnen~bera of 

the Committee in the place of Meawn. D. J. Abercrornby and T. hfid- 
dlemore who reti+ by rotation. The Preaident, Vice-Precridente, Hon. 

&"? , and the other membern of the Committee were re-electud. 
The resident announced that the following gentlemen had bee11 

nominated by the Committee Honorary hIernbera of the Club :-M. 
Charlea Durier, the author of ' L e  hlont Blanc ; ' Herr Ivan von Tacbutli, 
the editor of tho LSchweizerflihrer ; ' General Major Karl von Sonklar, 
Dr. Edrnund Mojeieovics von Mojsvar, both well known for their cull- 
tributions to the knowledge and chartography of the EHHtern Alps; 
Signor Quintino Sella, the dintinguiehed Itnlian mountaineer and ex- 
~niniater ; and Sigcor C. Martino Baretti, late editor of the ' Bollettino ' 
of the Italian Club, and the author of many valuable scientific works 
on the Graian Alpa. 

Dr. Mojaiaovica has preaented the Club with zt copy of his important 
work, 'Die Dolomit-Riffe ; ' Dr. h re t - t i  with a complete act of his 
Alpine  publication^ ; hfons. Durier with a copy of ' L e  Mont Blanc.' 

Mr. CUARLKS PILKINGMN read a paper on ' An Aacent of the Gm11d 
Pic de la Meije without Guidee.' 

Meaers. COOLIDGE, PREYAPIELD, and MATHEWS joined in the discus 
mon following the reading of the paper : on all aiden Mr. Pilkington 
and his con~panione, Mr. F. Gardiner and Mr. L. Pilkington, wc-re 
warmly congratulated on the success of their expedition. 

On Dee. 18, 1879, the Annual Winter Ilinner took place a t  Willia'a 
Rooms. An unu:rually large and interea~ing collection of Alpine 
Painti~lga was brou,%ht together. In  addition to the we!]-known Alpir~e 
artktq who were h r  the moat part stronply represented, two nrw 
exhibitors, Mr. Conlpton and Mr. Alfred Williamq ahowed important 
works. The  exhiljition was thrown open during the afternoon to 
mer~~bere and their friendta 

One hundred and forty-five member0 and pests sat down to dinner 
in tlie evening, the 'President, Mr. C. E. Mathews, in the chair. 

Among the guer ts present were the Hon. Mr. J u ~ t i c e  Stephen, Mr. 
J. A. Froude, Lieu!;-Col. Lovett, C.S.1, Dr. J. W. Ogle, &c. 

11. Lop+, in recc gnition of the assistance atiorded hini by the Club 
in the uae of its room$ has presented it  with three oil paintings, 
representing the M iirjelen See, the Aiguille d u  Dm,  and the Matter- 
horn from the Riffid. 

Mr. Alfred WiJjiama has presented to the Club a large and fine 
water-colour dm wing of the Gmnden Joraases. 

Mr. Donkin, a gie of the newly elected memherg has sent a cctllection 
of his Alpine 1. botographs, probably the b a t  as yet produced by an 
arnaleur I J ~ I V ! ~ E I  sti111ur. 
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THE MATTERIIORN FROM THE ZMUTT GLACIER. By W. 
PENHALL. Read before the Alpine Club, February 3, 
1880. 

IT was on reading, some three years ago, Mr. Whymper's 
account of the Matterhorn in ' Scrambles in the Alps,' 

that I first conceived the idea of findin a new way up the 
mountain. I waa surprised to learn t % at, notwithstanding 
their repeated failure on the Breil ridge, neither Mr. Whym- 
per nor Professor Tyndall had ever attempted the north-west- 
ern face ; all he says is, ' The ghastly precipices which face the 
Zmutt Glacier forbade any attempt in that direction.' 

Then I ascertained that in the first ascent from Breil the 
Italian guides actually got on to the upper part of this Zmutt 
face, though Mr. Grove gives a very unfavourable account of 
their route. Still his opinion was based on an inspectioil of 
the slope from above, and everybody knows what inaccurate 
impressions are got under such circumstances. 

The fact remained that no one had given the Zmutt face or 
ridge a single trial. A t  that time, however, I had never been 
even to the Stockje, and my plans were of the vaguest possible 
kind. Moreover, when a t  Zermatt, later in the year, none of 
the guides I spoke to seemed to jump, aa I had expected, a t  
my happy thought,' and I contented myself with going up by 
the ordinary route. Later, however, when descending from 
the Dent Blanche, I carefully examined the north-western 
rocks of the Matterhorn, and the impression I got mas that a 
way might be found. I consequently decided to make an at- 
tempt the following year. 

I n  the winter I found Mr. Conway was bent on the same 
expedition, and we accordingly engaged Ferdinand Imseug for 
the month of August, 1878. Our programme was a most am- 
bitious one, including, besides the Matterhorn, new routes for 
the Weieehorn, Rothhorn, and Dom. 
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Before trying the first of these we considered four or fire 
days of uninterrupted fine weather indispensable, and as they 
never came we left Zermatt, having again only looked at the 
Matterhorn. I was delighted, however, to find that Imseng 
was really very anxious to see what coulJ be done, though he 
would not vent'ure an oninion as to the nrobable result. 

Last year I was unable to get away so soon a s  I should 
have liked, and I anxiously read the letters I had from Imseng 
about once a week during the summer, each telling me in won- 
derful German t,hat the Matterhorn had not been done, though 
he generally hinted someone was on the point of starting, and 
that  I had better be quick. A t  last he wrote to say he had 
been up the Weisshorn, from Zinal, and that the gentleman 
he accompanied in that expedition was about to turn his atten- 
tion to the Stockje. 

I hurried a t  once to Zermatt, where I arrived on Friday, 
August 29, when I found Imseng was assisting a t  a fest,ive 
entertainment under the Riffelhorn. I saw him in the evening, 
and he was in most exuberant spirits, the cause of which was 
soon explained, he h d  just concluded a most enjoyable day 
by winning thirty francs at a sort of bottle-breaking pool, which 
formed the closing feature of the banquet. 

Then we discussed our plans, and decided that if the weather 
kept fine we would make an early start the following Monday 
morning so as to give time for examining the face, and then 
sleeping out as high as possible we would try and reach the 
summit on t.he Tuesday. 

Louis Znrbriicken, of Macupnaga, with whom Tmseng has 
done a mood deal of chamois hunting, was engaged as second 
guide. ?'he next day I went for a training walk 11p Castor, with 
Zurbriicken, and from what I could make out of his guiding 
qualities, I felt very glad I had secured him. 

On Monday, September 1, we got up at 2.30 to find the 
valley full of clouds, but not wishing to throw away the 
slightest chance, we set off half an hour later with a porter 
carrying blankets, and walked solnewhat despondently up 
through the pine forests, looking in vain for a single star to 
encourage us. Presently Imseng reminded me that the even- 
ing before I had said there was no need to tell the other 

where we were going, as our first attempt was so likely 
to come to nothing. ' MTell,' he said, ' we did as you told us, 
but nnfortunately we did not all say the same.' Than I 
found they had construed what I said into directions to 
deceive, so one had given out, we were going to Zinal, another 
that the Dent d'IICrens was our destination, while the porter 
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had still further drawn on his imagination and explained quite 
proudly that he had mentioncd to seceral of his friends that we 
were going chamois hunting, but where he did not knnw 
exactly. H e  seemed to think his fabrication very ingenious 
because i t  happened to be the 1st of September, and the 
absence of rifles or any offensive weapons a perfectly unim- 
portant detail. 

W e  agreed that after all this preamble something must he 
done, and we pushed on;  but when we came to the highest 
chklets the weather looked so very unpromising that wc de- 
voutly wished ourselves back in bed, and we all crawled into 
a hay barn and went to sleep. On looking out at 7.30 I found 
the Matterhorn was nearly free from clouds, though all the 
other mountains were still covered; we thought the wind had 
changed u little, and we started once more. Hitherto we had 
formed no plan as to our exact route, and when we got nearly 
opposite the Stockje we waited and consulted. I wanted to 
go much further up the glacier and try the middle of the face. 
Imseng's only objection to this was that if we went that way 
probably we s h o ~ ~ l d  find no suitable place to pass the night, 
while on the ar&ta we should. 

This seemed reasonable, so I gave in, and we turned up 
a rather steep slope of hard snow on our left;  after three- 
quarters of an hour we reached some rocks which brought us 
to the arbte, about 1,500 feet above the glacier. The rocks of 
the ar&te were climbed without difficulty, and above them after 
half an hour of snow we came to hard ice, 11p which we had to 
cut steps for 2 hrs., until in fact we reached the first of the 
rocky teeth visible from Zerm~tt .  

Here we left our knapsacks and the porter, and passed the 
first and second teeth without difficulty, the third was more 
troublesome, and then we saw we should have to leave the 
ar&te and go to the left or Zermatt side, over a very objection- 
able looking slope of loose rocks, with some ice and snow 
at intervals. I t  was a place of no extraordinary difficulty, but 
as the slightest slip would probably have landed the whole 
party somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Matterhorn 
Glacier, we thought it unwise to attempt to pass it so late in 
the day,when the sun had been on it for several hours. We de- 
cided, therefore, to go no further that day, and turned our at- 
tention to the rest of the route. So far a8 we could see i t  
would be necessary to leave the ar&te again, higher up, and 
then go to the right of it, and one thing we did not like was 
that a great many stoned fell from that region, and then swept 
down a curioi~s curved gully into the great couloir which 

I 1 2  
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descends from b l o w  the teeth where we mere standing, 
obliquely across the face to the head of the Tiefenmatten Gla- 
cier. The central part of the face seemed freer from falling - 
stones. 

However we reasoned that by keeping as far rrs possible on 
the art":te we should not long be exposed to falling stones, espe- 
cially as we should be up there In the early morning. R e  
could find no alab of rock large enough for us all to sit down 
upon, so we had reluctantly to retrace our steps down the ice 
slope to a patch of rocks where we could pass the night, and 
we calculated that having good steps ready made we should 
be able to reach the teeth again in little more than half an 
hour. 

The suuset was one of the most perfect I have ever seen in 
the Alps, not a single cloud was visible, not a breath of wind 
stirring. 

The panorama round the great glacier below us was magni- 
ficent, but all our attention was centred on one object in  it, and 
straining my eyes at thc gaunt slopes above, I fancied, as tohe 
light fiiled, I could makc out not one, but half-adozen possible 
routes. The guides were most confident, saying that, with 
such weather, i t  must succeed. So after an excellent repast 
we spread out the blankets and tried to compose ourselves for 
the night. 

The place was only prospectively a suitable one, t.he rock 
was far from flat, and rtfter the sun had set we found half an 
hour's rest quite as much as we could endure a t  a time, RO we 
got up and tramped backwards and forwards over a very 
limited excrcise ground, and then lay down to shiver again. 

About 10 P.M. we fklt distinctly there was a wind, and soon 
we agreed it was rather strong and more than rather cold. 
Imseng, always hopeful au to the weather, said the wind inva- 
riably rose about that time, and i t  would subside before sun- 
rise. I had never befbre heard that such was the case. but the 
sky was so clear I hoped he might be right, still, how we 
should have got through that night I don't know but that we 
had a small spirit lamp on the Russian principle which would 
just boil a soldier's mess tin. Zurbriicken and t.he porter held a 
blanket. to keep off' the wind, and Imscng and I cooked. First 
we made chocolate till that was all one, then we went in 
for mulled nine. The third brew o f t  f is exhausted the spirit, 
arid being once more unoccupied our attention returned to 
the weather. The 1noo11 first surrounded itself with a broad 
bright band, and shortly disappeared, then the stars over the 
Tiefenniatten Joch were obscured, and though the honr of 
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sunrise was approaching, the wind increased instead of abating. 
It seemed madness to think of going up, and stop still we 
could not. 

When i t  was light a few flakes of snow fell, and, expecting 
a storm, we began the descent a t  once. W e  did not take the 
same route trs in going up, but left the ar6te immediately, and 
traversed the rocks obliquely, so as to get a better view of the 
central part of the face. After we had examined i t  pretty care- 
fully for about ten minutes a mist formed and concealed it 
entirely, so we continued the descent, and left the  rock^ a t  a 
point which appears almost immediately under the summit 
when viewed from the Stockje. W e  skirted under the rocks, 
and finally reached the Znlutt Glacier by the same enow 
slo e up which we had gone the day before. 

b e  glancecl up froin time to time only to see the upper 
part of the mountnin entirely covered with watery clouds. 

As we went down we met Mr. hlummery coming up with 
Alexander Burgener. W e  thought for a moment of going 
to the Stockje and waiting for s time in the hope we inight 
be able to get up the next day. The weather had, how- 
ever, so thoroughly disgusted us, that we went on. Mum- 
mery was wiser and waited. Leaving the guides on the highest 
grass slopes I ran down to Zermatt; soon after I got there 
I began to think I had the best of it, for a few drops of 
rain fell and the wind came in gusts, hanging the shutters 
about and raising a cloud of duet. Yet the storm did not 
burst, but seemed to think better of it, and passed off. About 
6 o'clock Imseng came up to me and eaid very seriously 
that Zurbriicken had just been to conault the priest, and the 
opinion of that worthy was that i t  would be fine the follow- 
ing day, and-woiild I like to start again after tabled'hdte? 
I confess I should hardly have proposed i t  myself, but as he 
sugg.e;ested it I agreed, and after several delays, owing to the 
provisions, the guides' sup er, &c., we found ourselves at. P 10 o'clock once more tru ging up the too familiar path; 
we were all half asleep, and the events of the two previous 
days seemed like a dream. When we mere above the pine 
forests some rhododendron bushes looked very inviting, and 
we called a halt for 10 min. ; we lengthened i t  into 20, and 
then went on. After reaching the lacier we took exactly the 
same route as in descending the fay  before, and at 3.30 we 
were close to the place where we had to take to the rocks. 
Here we waited 1 hr., and had breakfast, the spirit lamp being 
again brought into rcquicrition. 

The first few steps after getting on to the rocks were diffi- 
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cult, and probably a better place might be found higher up ; 
afterwards we climbed on cautiously, as a t  places the rocks 
were loose ; we kept well to the right wlicre, although steeper, 
they became firm, and in 1 lir. and 5 niin. we were at the side 
of the couloir. We found the point where ive came upon i t  
unfavourable for crossing, and accordingly went up parallel to 
i t  for 20 min., to a place where i t  is very narrow, and then a 
dozen steps in the snow took us across in iess than 5 min. 
The character of the rocks changed a t  once, they were no 
longer loose, but smooth and much steeper, a t  the sanie time 
offering enough small cracks to make climbing quite safe and 
agreeable. \Ve kept in the middle of a wide ridge ending 
almost precipitously, and as we went on more care was neces- 
sary, owing to the increasing steepness. I had my axe 
attached round my wrist by a thick piece of cord, and had 
paid no attention to the fastening for some time, when suddenly 
i t  snapped, lcavinp the loop still on and in about six leaps the 
axe was in the couloir below. Though I regretted extremely 
the loss of an old friend closely connected with all my previous 
climbs. I believe I not on better wit,hout it. Thinliinp such 

U u 

would be the case, I~nseng suggested I might carry a little 
more. and while we were makinz a fresh dis~~osition of the 

0 1 

knapsacks, we not,iced Mummery on the ar6te just at the highest 
~ o i n t  we had reached two days before. 

About 12 hr,. from the G i u t  where we crossed the couloir 
we found ourselves standing on a narrow ledge of rock just 
below a small precipice which there was no possibility of 
ascending. Although we were conscious that every minute 
was of the utmost value, we were here compelled to call a halt 
in order to decide upon the direction of our further advance. 

This was the point we had observed carefully during our 
descent on the previous day. From the position we then 
occupied we were only able to conimand a view of the preci- 
pice itself, and of the rocks on it* left ; we had remarked the 
impossibility of ascendinu the former, and the latter had struck 
us as of an exceedingly %rbidding nature, both on account uf 
their seeming steepness and smoothness. W e  had determined 
that the best way would probably lie round t l ~ e  rocks on tho 
right, which I ~ : \ I V C  said we were unable to see. From the 
ledge where we now stood we were able to examine the latter 
with precision. Thc rocks were of a most unattractive nature. 
They co~i~bined in tlieiiiselves all the qualities which are most 
hateful in rocks: tlicy were very steep, they were very smooth, 
in texture they were hard, and they were of that dark colour 
which many of us associate with the most difficult bits of 
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cIimbing we have come across. We could not see to what 
they led, or what would be the nature of the climbing above 
them. W e  felt that certainty of success here would not be 
assured, and turned to examine the alternative route. 

Here we were met by long slopes of smooth rocks, rising one 
above another in apparently endless succesaion. Our choice 
then lay between this and the short piece of bad rock followed 
by-we knew not what. 

W e  could not afford to hesitate for long, and we a t  once 
commenced to tackle the latter, led on by the delusive hope of 
finding an easier way when the corner was turned. 

For  the first few yards the difficulties we had to surmount 
were of no great moment, but every step we took was the 
parent of more abominable offspring; the ledges and cracks 
which alone gave a trifling foothold, became every moment 
fewer and smaller, and as a natural consequence our rate of 
advance, slow enough at first, became scarcely perceptible. 
After 3 hr. of this kind of work we found ourselves a hun- 
dred feet from where we started, the precipice still unsur- 
mounted, the patch of snow which we knew lay above i t  still 
far out of reach, and further progress absolutely impossible. 
W e  descended a few feet to a perilously small ledge, where 
we waited, conversing rather with blank looks than audible 
words. 

Happily there was now no doubt as to what we had to do; 
the only course clearly was to descend once more to the foot 
of the precipice. I t  was easy enough to come to this decision, 
but to carry i t  into effect was a matter of no small diflkulty. 

Any attempt to describe the events of the hour which 
followed would be pure waste of time. Many of my readers 
must have been in similar positions, and their memories will 
assist them in picturin to themselves what language is un- 
able to convey. By t k ose who do not know what slopes of 
this kind are like, any endeavour to give an idea of our position 
would be a t  once dismissed as incredible. 

For  1 hr. and 5 min. we were forced to descend with the 
utmost care, each heing obliged to devote his whole attention 
to himself and give up  all idea of assisting his companions. 

A t  last we found ourselves once more on the ledge we had 
so ullfortunately abandoned, with considerable increase of 
fatigue, considerable diminution of flesh a t  the ends of our 
fingers, and two hours of valuable time lost. 

W e  again waited a few minutes before trying the way to 
the left. On etarting again we got on better than we had 
anticipated fbr the first half-hour, when suddenly we came upon 
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fresh and unexpected difficulty ; the rocks were no longer wet, 
but covered with a thin coating of ice. They would not have 
been particularly easy under the bent of circumstances, and 
with this additional complication they required the greatest 
caution. Fortunately this did not last long, and we were soon 
standing on a narrow strip of snow that we had not noticed 
before. The appearance of the upper part of the mountain 
changes constant,ly, and from this point we were amazed a t  
the size of the crags above us on our left, and I am still puzzled 
as to why they form no feature of the distant view. 

One thing made us quite happy : the rest of our way wrrs 
clear, there was nothinq to prevent us from getting to the 
part of the face at which we knew the Italians must have 
travel-sed i t  in their first ascent. So on we went over the 
Rame sort of smooth rocks, of which we had already had so 
much, then passing another patch of snow we bore to the 
left, and on nearing the broad couloir which separated us from 
the ar&te, again struck straight up the face. 

Presently Imseng pointed out a good place for crossing the 
couloir, where some rocks in the middle, almost overhanging, 
would give us protection if stones should fall. As luck would 
have it, some did fall just as we reached the spot mentioned, 
and we escaped them entirely ; but as we watched them down 
the couloir up which we knew the other party had come, but 
an hour before, the guides began to institute a comparison be- 
tween their way and our own. 

The fact was, the sun had just reached the rocks above. A 
few rapid steps took 11s to the ar&te, and 2 min. afterwards we 
saw a rope attached to the top of a steep gully in the couloir. 
W e  regarded i t  with great curiosity and interest, feeling sure 
i t  had been there for fifteen years, but the next day we learned 
that Mummery's party had been up a little higher, and then 
finding i t  impossible to get on to the ar&te, had attached the 
rope in descending to this place. 

Our work was practically over, so we proclaimed a halt, but 
though not sorry to sit down, we were reatless to get really to 
the top, particularly when a shout from the shoulder told us 
the other party were rapidly descending, so after a few minutes 
wc scrambled on, and in little more than hr., we were at 
the southern end of the final ridge- time 3 P.M. 

I t  was not unpleasantly cold, so having considerably 
lightened the knapsacks and wine tin, we enjoyed the view for 
u good half hour, and then moved on to the true summit. and 
p~*cparcd to descend. The top, though from all accounts it 
cha~iges its ap1)earance rapidly, looked just the tiame as i t  did 
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in 1877, but soon after leaving i t  I noticed the mountain had 
made great progress in one respect: the number of ropes above 
the shoulder had been largely increased. I n  one place there 
were three ropes and a rusty chain all together. Now I think 
one of the hardest thinna one tries to do on n mountain ie to u 

help oneself with a rope ; of course anybod can corne down l like a sailor, but my experience is that if I ta e the rop, = in ' one 
hand and try at the same time to hold on to the rocks, fit one 
moment the rope is slack and I get my fingers on to a small 
projection; the next it is made tight from below, my hand 
is wrenched from the rocks. and there is nothing for i t  but 

0 

to leave go altogether, or else trust to i t  entirely; another 
objection is that the permanent rope geta mixed up with the 
rope with which the party is attached. Now though I should 
like to see all such artificial aids removed from everv moun- 
tain in the Alps, I have on17 referred to this subject $ make 
one protest. 1 heard before leaving Zermatt that negotiations . 
had already been opened with the Swiss Alpine Club, with a 
view to building a hut on the Zmutt ridge. If this is done, 
ropes at the bad places are sure to follow, and the may will 
soon be marked out by tlie same scatter of broken glass and 
sardine boxe.3 which at  present disgraces the northern route. 

Let  us try and keep one side of the Matterhorn at any rate 
for those who really admire the most wonderful mountain in 
the Alps, and who like to climb it for its own sake, and then 
we can give up the other ar6tes to be decorated, if necessary, 
with chains and ladders from top to bottom, and so formed 
into the cockneys' high road from Breil to Zermatt I 

From the shoulder we went down at  a good pace so as 
to reach the glacier before it got dark ; this was just accom- 
pliahed, and then having finished up everything we had in the 
way of food, to excuse ourselves for not going on at  once, we 
said to one another we would wait till the liloon rose, after 
that we stumbled on over the glacier and down the most abo- 
ininable short cuts, finally reaching Zermatt at 9.45. 

Refiiuing to answer any questions till the following morning 
we went off to bed, and I confess for my own part I could 
scarcely keep awake while I undressed, This was hardly to be 
wondered at. W e  had had two hours' sleep on Sunday night ; 
none on the ar&teon Monday night; we had walked all Tues- 
day iiight, and Wednesday of itself would have been a tiring 
tlay even if one had started fresh. 

What a ni ht's rest in the Alps will do is wouderful, but I 
was disgnstc f wheu, on looliing out at 9 next morning, I saw 
my guides sitting on the wall as if they had been up hours. I 
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must now give them their due. Of Imseng i t  is almost 
superfluous to speak; he h a  beeu engaged in several of the 
most difficult expeditions that have been done of late pears, 
and the only charge I have ever heard brought against him is 
that of rashness. Even this is, in my opinion, unfounded, for 
I know no guide who is quicker in detecting real danger when 
i t  exists, or in taking the Lest means to avoid it. 

Zurbriicken is a younger man, and I had never before seen 
hini on a hard mountain, but I am sure his activity, sureness 
of foot, and weight-carrying capabilities will soon give him an 
acknowledged position among the best guides of his district. 
I f  I might be allowed to read a moral from the expedition 
I have just tried to describe, I should say it goes to prove what 
has been pointed out before, that a rock face ought never to be 
condemned from mere inspection. Any competent mountaineer 
migl~t, I believe, look a t  the Matterhorn from the Stockje and 
report the face perilously steep, and raked with falling stones; 
yet if he proceeded to climb it, he would find that up the 
middle of it there lies a way, quite as free from the danger of 
stones as many expeditions now frequently made. 

The time we took will be very little guide to those who 
follow. 

Let  a good walker sleep a t  the Stockje and cross the glacier 
so as to be on the rocks soon after daybreak; in less than 5 hrs. 
he may reach the summit, and I feel confident he will look 
back to the clirnb as one of the most interesting in the Zer- 
matt district. 

Two routes having now been made up the Zmutt side, the 
question naturally arises which is the better ? I will not 
attempt to answer this, but sirnply say, 60 far as my observa- 
tion goes, Mr. Mummery's way is the longer, and though easier 
for the first 3 hrs., is exposed to greater danger from stones in 
the upper part ; while the face affords more continuous difficulty 
and less real danger. 

THE FIRBT ASCENT O F  TIIE &~ATTERRORK U Y  THE 
ZMUTT ARBTE. B y  A. F. ~IUJIYERY. 

tember 2 Alexander Burgener and I left the Stockje 
about 5 P.M., and made for the outer or north-west corner 

of the great buttress on which rests the Matterhorn Glacier. 
\Ye so011 reaclied a small moraine, and, having ascended it for 
a short distauce, took to the rocks behind. These gave us an 
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easy passage on to a large, stone-covered plateau, on the north 
edge of which, overlooking the Zmutt Glacier, we found a 
suitable hollow for our bivouac. 

Soon after sunset my second man, Kentinetta, turned up. 
H e  had been sent back on our arrival that morning a t  the 
Stockje for an extra supply of provisions, and the best man he 
could find to help carry them, as, when me left Zermatt, our 
intention had been to match Penhall, who was then on the 
mountain, and in the afternoon to cross the Col Durand. 
However, on retching the glacier, we met him retunling, and 
we a t  once determined to carry out our first plan of attempting 
the Zmutt ar8te. 

Kentinetta brought Johann Petrus with him, a choice with 
which we had every reason to be satisfied. 

We left our gite a t  4.15 the next morning, having spent a 
bitterly cold night. The great masses of' clouds which, driven 
by a fierce south-west wind, had greatly discouraged us on the 
~~revious day, had all disappeared, and we had the promise of 
perfect weather. W e  crossed the plateau, keeping to the right, 
as the huge ice cliffs of the Blatterhonr Glacier,looming through 
the dim twilight of the morning, forbid all approach in their 
direction. At 4.45 we reached the line of cliffs which rises 
above the Tiefenliiatten Glacier, and at once began to climb 
them, bealing so much to the right that we did not top them till 
me gaii~ed the ledge of rocks just under the snow ridge. Here 
we made a short halt to put on the rope, and to hlde away 
the blankets, which, thinking it doubtful whether we should be 
able to finish our climb in one day, we had brought with us to 
this point. Starting again at 5.50 we mounted the snow ridge 
by the aid of the stel~s left by Mr. Penhall's party, and In 
about 40 minutes reached the first of the rocky teeth. Petrus, 
who was leading, tricd to turn it by a tempting ledge on the 
right, but was slluost immediately forced back, and we were 
obliged to climb over the locse and ticklish mass of fragments 
of which i t  is composed. As we proceeded, the ridge became 
sharper and more rotten till, beyond the tliird tooth, we were 
pulled up by a deep cleft. Burgener and Petrus succeeded in 
climbing down the face on the right, and in getting into it. 
Further direct progress wu, however, impossible, as the ridge 
rose sinooth and perpendicular for some distance above them, 
and a huge rib, which supporte this section of the arete, bulged 
out in front, and precluded all chance of traversing the t c e .  
Of itself this would not have stonoed so determined a climber 

A. 

3s Uurgcncr, for a narrow guliey between this rib and the 
fang8 of tooth Pio. 3 oifered a fair hope of being able to 
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descend far enough to turn the obstruction ; but further iu 
front and to the left rose a slope with that unpleasant look 
which tells of a basis of rotten rock, glazed 1vit.h ice, and 
masked with powdery snow ; higher up the slope steepened till 
it appeared absolutely perpeudiculnr. We knew we must climb 
this slope or give up the ascent, and, startled by its appearance, 
the men recoiled to the rocks on which Kentinetta and I were 
still msted. 

~ t ' i a ,  perhaps, hardly necessary to explain that the snowy 
part of the Znlutt ar&te does not, as at first glance from the 
Stockje it, appears to do, abut against the north-west corner of 
the mountain, but, becoming too steep for snow to lie on its 
slopes, runs right across and in front of the face of the peak 
till, from this point of view, directly under the summit. Be- 
tween this and the cliffs behind iu an enornlous chasm from 
150 to 20U yards wide, its walls plunging with appallingsteep 
]less on to the Matterhorn Glacier, some 1,500 feet below. The 
wall opposite towers some 800 f'eet higher still, and the whole 
of its trenlcndous face is without crack or scar, and from top 
to bottom absolutely perpendicular. This chasm, after run- 
ning into the heart of the mountain for some 400 yards beyond 
the first tooth, is ended by the cliff whose appearance was so 
objectionable. This cliff is formed by the wall-like ridge which 
to this point runs parallel to the cliffs behind, turning a t  riwht 
angles to the left, and abutting on to the face of the peak. R e  
knew the ar&te would become impassable before reaching this 

-bend, and our only hope of success lay in traversing and then 
ascending this wall, so as to gain the cross-ridge beyond this 
impracticable part. 

For three-quarters of an hour Burgener examined this slope 
without being able to see n way across it, and unpleasaut doubts 
were being expressed when a distant jodel attracted our atten- 
tion, and, far away down the mountain, we spied three dots, 
whom we at once and rightly guessed to be Penhall and his 
guides. W e  watched them for half an hour, when they dis- 
appeared behind a projection of the mountain. Our consulta- 
tion mas then renewed with great energy, and i t  was ultimately 
decided that we should pass the gap and examine the slope more 
nearly. UTe scrambled into the gap. Burgener and Petrus 
then descended the gully, and soon found a way on to the face. 
On reaching this point a few minutes later I found Burgener 
and Petrus already working upwards, and in a very short time 
we were itgain on the arbte. After following it a short distance 
we rcnewcd our discussion on thc doubtful slope, which was 
now cluse to US. Uurgener tvas son~ewl~at aversc to attempting 
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it, but, as there wns obviously no other way, Petrus went for- 
ward to explore. 

Our halts a t  this noint and on the third tooth had alreadv 
exceeded two hours, and we had no time to lose, so, as Petrus 
seemed to be getting on all right, Burgener began to traverse 
the slope, telling me to pay out the rope tilt he should be 
' ganz fest.' I paid out 100 feet, and, as there seemed to be no 
immediate prospect. of his being ' ganz fest,' and as, moreover, 
in the event of a s l i ~  it was tolerablv certain that it would not 
make much differeke whether hedwere or no, I cautiously 
followed his track. After havinrr traversed the slone for about 
6 0  yards, we turned straight u g  and soon reached firm rock, 
which, though extremely steep, offered good hold and plenty of 
it. Burgener dashed up a t  a furious pace. Suddenly a splinter 
of rock catches  hi^ coat, and an agonised yell tells us that liis 
pipe, his faithful companion in many a climb, and the gift of 
his most trusted Monsieur, has been jerked out of his pocket, 
and has plunged down on to the Matterhorn Glacier. 

Soon afterwards we gained the cross-ridge, and, without 
halting, rushed up i t  to the point where it abuts upon the face of 
the peak. The remainder of our route was before us, and, after 
a moment's anxious gaze, Burgener gripped my hand, and with 
victory in his face, eaid, ' The pipe is avenged : we are on the 
summit,' which I took to mean that we should be there some time. 

The men a t  once benan the construction of a fine cairn. 
mhi!st I made a, diligenr search in the knapsacks for one of 
Mons. Seiler's pocket editions of a chicken, and subsequently 
prepared a bottle for the due reception of our names. These 
duties being pel-formed, and Burgener having borrowed Ken- 
tinetta's pipe, which, by the by, he did not return till we got to 
Zermatt, we began to climb the west face, bearing well to the 
right to get out of the track of stones, which, as the sun had 
touched the rocks, fell quite frequently enough to prevent loiter- 
ing: After some steady climbing we reached a point from 
wh~ch i t  appeared possible to work on to the Zmutt arete, hut 
Burgener was somewhat doubtful, and on my telling hill1 that 
Carrel had traversed this slope by a ' corridor' higlier up, he 
preferred to take that course. 

W e  soon gained the ledge, and found no difficulty in follow- 
ing it to the fault which bars access to the ridge. Petrus was 
promptly swung over the gully, to see if the last man coulcl 
get down unaided. This being pronounced impossible, our 
second rope was got out. A good deal of time waa spent be- 
fore i t  could be fixed, the only available knob of rock being too 
round to admit of its being easily attached. Meanwhile I had 
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time to look along the ledge which winds like a pathwny round 
all the inequalities of the mountain to the southern arbte. It 
appeared to be quite free from snow and ice, and would not, I 
fancy, have offered any very serious obstacle to our traversing 
it. I also came upon a deeply-rusted hook driven into the 
rock, a relic, I suppose, of Mr. Grove's ascent in 1867. 

Having slid down the rope we soon found that the remainder 
of the ledge was very different from that above; instead of 
offering firm foothold on the rock, it wrrs now loaded with in. 
coherent snow, and the few knobs of rock which protruded 
through this were glazed with ice, and, for the most part, 
rotten. It was, however, of no great extent, and we were 
soon able to plunge through deep snow on to the ridge. 
Petrus, who had been more or leas erratic in his movements all 
day, had disappeared. W e  followed his traces, occasionally on 
the arhte, but more often on the steep slope to the north of it, 
and in 2 hr., or a t  1.45 P.M. found him on the summit. 

The day was perfectly calm and the view cloudless. Time 
fled swiftly, and when Burgener came up to me with the rope 
a t  2.30, I could hardly belleve we had been 3 hour on the 
summit. 

Then we descended the chain-clad north-east arete ; halted 
a few minutes on the elbow to watch Penhall's party, who had 
just come in sight on the Zmutt ar6te, and with a parting 
jodel plunged down the slopes to the cabane, great care, how- 
ever, bein required to avoid the broken glass and sardine 
boxes whic f 1 have here accumulated in large quantities. After 
a short halt we ran down to the glacier; took the glacier route 
and soon arrived nt the ' roches moutonnEes.' These, I believe, 
it is usual to turn by a reascent over loose stones to the left. 
Burgener, however, knowing my great dislike to loose stones, 
peered over the rocks, and soon found a practicable line a little 
to the right. IVe descended this, and, ofter s short glissade, 
reached the level Furgen Glacier. I t  was just 5.30 as we un- 
buckled our gaiters on the moraine iinder the HSrnli, and 1$ 
hr. later we tramped down the high street of Zermatt, and 
mere soon enjoying the rewards of the faithful. 

AN ASCENT OF MOUNT ~\RGAEUS. By the Rev. 
H. B. Toz~rc. 

R A L  years ago, in studying the south-eastern portion 
of the map of Asia Minor, I became interested in one of 8"'" 

tllose groups of fine wavy lines, gathered up to a dark head, 
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which signify a lofty solitary mouutnin. This was Mount 
Argaeus. I also made myself acquainted with its general 
appearance from the views that had been published of it, taken 
from different points, by Hamilton in his ' Researches in Asia 
Minor,' and Texier in his ' Asie Mineure.' On all grauncls it 
seemed a very attractive mountain, and I promised mjself 
that, if I ever made my way into that count.ry, I would 
attempt to ascend it. My design was long delayed, partly 
owing to the terrible famine which desolated that district in 
1874, and partly on account of the Russo-Turkish war, and 
other causes. A t  last, in the summer of 1879, the scvere 
quarantines which mere established in the West against the 

' 
Black Sea having been removed, there ~eemed to be a favonr- 
able opportunity of penetrating into Asia Minor and Armenia, 
and accordin ly I left England on Ju ly  3, bound in the first 
instance for 8 onstrmtinople, by way of Marseilles, in the com- 
pany of my friend, Mr. T. M. Crowder, with mllom it had 
been my good fortune to make foul previous journeys in the 
interior of Greece and European Turkey, and to aecend many 
of the peaks in the neighbo~~rhood of the Bgean .  JVe reached 
that place on July 11, and were thus able to complete our 
final preparations for our journey before the departure of the 
corresponding French steamer for the ports on the south coast 
of the Rlack Sea. On .July 16 we landed a t  Samsoun, the 
most important town between Sinope and Trebizond, and the 
next day started on horseback for Aniasia, which place lay 
three days' journey towards the south. Aftcr visiting the 
famous rock-hewn tombs of the Kings of Pontus in the neigh- 
bourhood of that city, we proceeded to the large and central 
town of Yeuzgatt, further in the interior, taking on our way 
the extraordinary semi- Aesyrian buildings and has-reliefs, the 
remains of which may be seen near the villages of Eliyr~k ~ lnd  
Boghaz-Keui, within the borders of what in ancient times w m  
the district of Galatia. A t  Yeuzgatt commenced the last stnge 
of our journey towards Argaeus, our immediate destination 
being the city of Kaiserieh, which lies a t  its foot on the north- 
eastern sitle. 

It was in the afternoon of the eleventh day from our leaving 
Samsoun that the mountain first came in view. W e  were 
riding along a tract of undulating ground, which haring been 
parched by the heat and drought of several successive months 
-for this summer, in contriist to the wet and cold which had 
prevailed in England, mas said everywhere in Asia Minor to 
have been the hottest that had been known within the memory 
of man-resembled almost a steppe in its bareness and mono- 



tony. Suddenly, in crossing some low hills, I caught sight of 
a very distant peak, which was appearing above the horizon 
almost due south of US, with a large mass of snow on one side. 
I pointed it out to my companion, and exclaimed-' Surely 
that can be nothing but Argaeus.' One of our Turkish guards, 
overhearing this, cried ' Erjaus 1 Erjaus! that is it !' So 
closely has the ancient form been retained a t  the present day ! 
W e  heard the name constantly afterwards in the mouths 
both of Turks and Armenians, and it always took this form. 
Gradually, as the mountain rose, a second and lower peak 
appeared to the right of the former one ; both were beautifully 
cut, and a large snow-bed lay in the hollow between them. 
When at l a ~ t  the whole was reveded, it reminded both of us 
of the peak of Mount Athos aa seen from its eastern side. W e  
knew i t  to be a volcano, and yet i t  had none of the rounded 
forms that such mountains usually have, but showed the sharp 
and pointed outline of an Alp. It mas here more than 
fifty miles distant in a direct line. 

A day later we were approaching the Halys, the largest 
river in Asia Minor, which rises near the north-eastern frontier 
of the country, then describes a vast arc towards the south, and 
afterwards bending northwards again, flows into the sea between 
Sinope and Samsoun. The road from Yeuzgatt to Kaiserieh 
cuts this arc about the middle of its course. As we descended 
from a low pass, our way led through a rough and stony defile, 
and when this ~pened  out, the rocks, from being of a clayey 
nature before, became basaltic, showing us that we were 
approaching a volcanic region. For some time we had seen 
before us a sort of deep cut in the nearer mountains with cliffs 
of basalt on the further side of it, and at last a turn of the road 
brought us in eight of the river, which runs through it. The 
stream is here spanned by a highly picturesque bridge of 
fifteen round arches of various sizes, rising irreg?llarly towards 
the middle, from which it obtains its name of Tchok Gheuz 
Kiuprisi, or the ' Bridge of the Numerous Eyes.' The width 
of the stream may be somewhat over 100 feet, but both the 
length of the bridge and the immense bed of shingle along its 
right bank give evidence of the size to which it is swollen in 
winter. After pitching our tent in the shingle we proceeded 
to bathe, and in doing so soon discovered why the Turks have 
given the Halys the name of the Red River (Iiizil Irrnak), for 
the water was filled with a thick red deposit, and the mud at 
the sides was of a most adhesive nature. This accounts for 
the formation of the great delta a t  its mouth, which we had 
seen from the sen between Sinope and Samsoun. 
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The next morning we cornmence(1 our last day's journey to 
Kaiserieh. Our road lay over dusty volcanic hills, where the 
heat appeared to us greater than on any previous day ; but 
this was no matter for surprise, for besides the cindery nature 
of the soil, and its being still the height of summer, we had 
journeyed far to the south, being now between half and two- 
thirds of the distance from the Hlack Sea to the Mediterranean. 
A t  length we began to ascend somewhat rapidly, and after a 
brief halt under some fruit trees near a hamlet in a sequestered 
upland valley, we reached the brow of a high hill from which 
Raiserieh wns visible. A t  our feet lay an extensive plain, 
perfectly level and light-hrown in colour, and a t  the further 
elid of this, nbout eight miles off, at the edge of the lowest 
spurs of Argaeus, appeared what looked like a dark carpet 
outspread upon it-for we could hardly believe i t  to be a cit,y, 
since neither minarets, nor trees, nor other individual objects 
could yet be distinguished. Argaeus itself, which we now saw 
for the first time in its full proportions from base to summit, 
was a most imposing object, with its successive peaks, the 
snow-fields beneath them, and the numerous volcanic cones 
about ita flanks and base. From the brow we descended by a 
steep path, having on our left the large Armenian village of 
Erkilet, the houses of which climb up an abrupt hillside, 
while its plantations and vineyards extend below in a long 
sweep of green. I t  took us &till 1) hr. to ride across the 
plain, which is covered with volcanic stones and powder, and 
exactly corresponds to what Strabo describes it to have been in 
his time ; he adds that it was unproductive and uncultivated.* 

I will not stop to describe the city of Raiserieh, the ancient 
Casareia, but will proceed a t  once to Argaeus. W e  started 
early in the morning of the last day of Ju ly  for the village 
of Everek on the southern side of the mountain, that being 
generally considered the most favourable point of attack. Our 
way lay over a shoulder of Argacus, but before we reached ita 
outliers it was necessary to ride for nearly an hour over the 
dusty plain, where we met numerous men of all classes mounted 
on donkeys, on their way to the bazaars ; for during the sum- 
mer the merchants of Kaiserieh, great and small, when the 
business of the day is over, retire from the city to their cottages, 
with which the hillsides are studded. W e  assed the double 
cone of the lofty Ali Dagh on our left, and t ! en commenced a 
steep ascent over lava and basalt, until we reached a plateau of 

* Straho, p. 538. 
VOL. IX.- NO. 1,XVIII. K K 
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no great width, covered with gardens, vineyards, and planta- 
tions. Among these lay some of the humble summer retreats. 
Again we mount, and again we find a similar level, bright like 
the former one with artificial vegetation. From this point, look- 
ing back, the eye ranges over a number of craters that stand 
about the base or on the flanks of the mountain, beyond which 
Raiseriel1 appears, outspread upon the level ground. Then 
 follow^ another long ascent overlooking a rocky valley, until 
after four houm an extensive stony upland appears, between 
6,000 and 7,000 feet above the sea, the dreariness of which is 
only relieved in places by a clear trout stream which humes  
through it. From this point the snow-fields on the eastern 
side of Argaeus are finely seen ; but as I looked a t  them, mis- 
givings. about our ascent began to creep into my mind, for 
whereas the mountain had been cloudless up to this time ever 
since we first saw it, now wreaths of vapour began to gather 
about the summits, and other clouds were drifting up  from 
the south, as if portending a change of weather. I could not 
help fearing a fate similar to that Hamilton experienced, who 
after a fortnight of clear sky saw similar clouds appear as he 
started for the ascent, and was enveloped in mist and drizzling 
rain before he reached the top. 

Here we found a yaila, or summer encnmpment of Turkish 
shepherda, whose flocks were croj,$ping the scanty herbage 
The covering of their tents u7as black. but the sides were corn- " 
posed of common brown cloth. They brought out carpets and 
bedding for us to rest on, and we found them clean ; the fact 
of their poasessing t.hem was a sufficient evidence that they were 
not poor. After a pleasant siesta at this spot we proceeded to 
the top of the pass, and as we descended on the other side 
caught sight of other craters still more definitely marked, which 
from their shape and number carried our tohoughts back to the 
volcanic region of Auvergne. Beyond these, as we looked 
through a fold in t.he nearer hills, appeared a lake that occupied 
the centre of a plain, and on the further side of i t  a ~uccession 
of mountain chains. The descent to Everek was long nnd 
wearisome. all the more so because we knew thnt the further 
we went the hotter our restiug-place would be, and the greater 
the distance that would separate us from the hi8her parts of 
Argaeus. W e  ultimately found that that place is only a few 
hundred feet hi her than Kniserieh, and being situated on the 
southern side o 8 the mountain would naturally be hotter, were 
i t  not for the abundant vegetation in the midst of which it lies. 
The source of a11 this freshness is found in a copious spring of 
limpid water-almost a small river at its birth-which wells 
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out into an extensive stone basin or reservoir at the entrance 
of the village. I n  this the boys of Everek are fond of bathing, 
ao that, as the water supply of the place comes from here, the 
nativw have the unusual arrangement of washing in the water 
first and drinking i t  afterwards. The stream, however, is 
divided into numerous channels, and consequently, as you look 
down from above, the plain in this part eeems to be inundated 
with a sea of verdure. 

Our first care on reaching Evereli was to inquire about a 
guide for Argaeus, and we found the general opinion to be 
that an Armenian named Stephan knew more about the 
mountain than anyone else; he was reputed to have made 
the ascent several times. When he bad been fetched, he 
proved to be an old man, and though he appeared still vigoroue, 
we felt eomewhat doubtful whether he would reach the summit. 
However, we engaged him, and he presented himself in 
readiness about noon on the following day, which was the time 
we had fixed for starting. Our compnny, who were all 
mounted, consisted of our two selves and this guide, our 
servant, one of the guards who had accompanied us from 
Kaiserieh, and two men to whom our homes belonged. A 
baggage horse carried our tent, our &mp beds, and some pro- 
visions. When me reached the open country the view of the 
mountain was very striking, for ite peaks look sharper from 
here than they do from the northern side, though there is leas 
snow upon'them. The clouds which had caused me misgivings 
the day before had now diclpersed, and all the summits were 
perfectly clear. Our course lay to\vnrds the north, and after 
retracing our steps along the plain by the same road by which 
we had approached Everek, we began to ascend between some 
of the lower craters, first gradually, and then more steeply, in 
the direction of the highest pwk. After two hours we arrived 
at  a copious spring which gushes out into a trough, and as this 
was the last water we should meet with on the mountain we 
gave our horses a 1ong.drink and took a supply for ourselves. 
We then continued to mount until the slopes became ao steep 
that we wondered how our baggage horse could manage to 
struggle up them, and after two hours from the spring halted 
on the mountain side at a heig111, of between eight and nine 
thousand feet above the sea. Here we determined to paw the 
night, for the rocks afforded shelter for our attendants, and the 
dry stems of the dwarf juniper, large patches of which covered 
the ground, provided fuel to make a fire. While I was 
wandering about amongat these I put up a fine hare. There 
ore no forest trecs now on Argaeua, though Strabo speaks of 

x x 2  
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extensive groves aa covering its sides in hie time, thus forming 
a contrast to the bareness of the rest of Cappadocia. 

W e  pitched our tent, and then put together the alpenstock 
and ice-axe, both of which we had brought from England in 
two pieces ; the alpenstock having been cut in two and arranged 
with brass ferules in the middle, and a screw within to hold 
the two parts together; the ice-axe having a moveable head, 
which was secured hy a steel screw passing through both i t  
and the metal-work a t  the top of the pole. This, no doubt, 
was not as strong as if it had been in one piece, but i t  would 
have required a very unusual strain to break it. The useful- 
ness-I might almost say necessity-of these contrivances will 
be obvious to anvone who is accustomed to Eastern travel. for 
a pole of any leigth, or a crooked object like an axe, is almost 
certain to be broken when packed on a baggage horse, either 
from a collision with another laden animal, or from striking 
against a rock by the roadside, or finally from one of those 
capsizes of the luggage which periodically happen. It mas 
only by constant watchfulness that even our short implements 
were preserved intact, for the postilions and muleteers, if left 
to themselves. would alwavs fasten them on the outside of the 
baggage, where a crash was only a question of time. A s  to 
provisions-we determined to take as little as possible, for our 
old guide could not be expected to carry anything. W e  
therefore contented ourselves with a niece of meat and some 
bread each, and a small flask of bra;dy ; this, together with 
the aneroid and a map and compass, formed the whole of our 
equipment. 

The next morning (August 2 )  we were off-that is, Mr. 
Crowder, Stephan, and myself-at 2 A.M., after a cup of hot 
coffee, wliich was welcome, for the thermometer hnd gone 
down to 25'. By good luck the moon was a t  the full, for 
without her brilliant light it would have been impossible 
to commence the ascent by night, owing to the extreme 
ronghness of the mountain sides. Thus illuminated, the wild 
solitudes in front of us, the lower craters and the indis- 
tinct expanse of plain and mountains beyond, formed a very 
impressive scene. I n  the plain the lake, which we had seen 
in descending the pass from Kaiserieh, was visible. Our guide 
set off at much too fast a pace, which we in vain endeavoured 
to check, and the natural result was that he had to rest fre- 
quently, and showed signs of fatigue when we reached the 
steeper ground. Our way lay up a gully, which cornes 
down from the higher peaks, and may st one time in its upper 
part have formed a portion of a crater. After two hours of 
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moderately rapid ascent we reached the first patch of snow, 
and here began a climb of 1,600 feet, which occupied two 
hours more, and was as hard a piece of work as either of us 
had ever experienced ; for the angle was extremely steep, and 
the face of the mountain was covered with loose stones, and 
masses of fallen rock equally untrustworthy to the foot. 
When we were in the middle of this climb the fimt rays of the 
sun fell on the porphyry rocks above us, and produced a 
splendid effect by turning them to a bright crimson. After a 
time we took to the rocks at  the side of this talus, thinking to 
find a firmer footins on them : but these were of such a friable 
nature that they g2ve way evkn when grasped with the hand, 
so that i t  was a choice of evils between thia and the screes we 
had left. I n  an ordinary season, so our guide afterwards told 
us, this gully would be half full of snow, but the great heat of 
last summer had caused i t  almoet entirely to disappear. I n  
this way we escaped the only real danger which attends this 
expedition-that, namely, arising from avalanches of stones 
caused by the melting of the snow in which they are embedded. ' 
Both Hamilton and Tchihatcheff, the two travellers who had 
ascended Argaeus before us, and whose visits took place at  the 
same time of year as our own-the one a t  the end of July, the 
other in the middle of A u g u s t s p e a k  of the risk arising from 
this cause. The latter of these two writers, whose account 
throughout is somewhat rhapsodical, speaks of daybreak being 
announced by detonations, followed by a hail of blocks of stone 
in all directions, and the more cautious Hamilton describes the 
stones a t  sunrise as 'rushing past a t  a rapid rate, and making 
the ascent in some places a work of toil and hazard." I n  
consequence of this, by the advice of his guides, he descended 
by a different route. Bs there was no snow here when we 
passed, we neither saw nor heard anything of these falling 
stonee. I t  is clear also that Hamilton was mistaken iu spenk- 
ing of glaciera as existing here; there are none, in fact, on 
either side of the mountain. 

A t  last,, about 6 o'clock, we reached the ridge, where there 
is a long ar6te of snow, joining two sets of summits, a t  the 
head of a vast snow-slope on the north side, which forms a 
conspicuous object when seen from Kaiserieh. Our guide was 
now an hour or more behind, and as the cliffs-on our left, away 
from the ar&te, were quite precipitous, we thought at  first that 
we had reached the highest attainable point. However, we 

* Tchihatcl~rff, ' Bsie Mineure,' i. 445, 446; lIurnilton, ( Rewrches 
i n  Asia hlinor,' ii. 278. 



discovered a way by which it was possible to scramble round 
the foot of these, cutting a few steps in the frozen snow, and 
thus reached a point some 200 feet higher, a t  the base of tlie 
final peak, which rises about 50 feet above, and seemed to 
us perpendicular and, from this side, wholly impracticable -if, 
indeed, at the present day anything can be pronounced imprac- 
ticable. The view was quite clear and very extensive, in- 
cluding the long line of the Anti-Taurus to the east, the Allah 
Dagh and other mountains that run down towards Lycaonia to 
the south-west, and to the north the vast undulating plains of 
the interior, which we had crossed in coming from Yeuzgatt. 
One or two small lakes were visible, both that which we had 
see11 a t  starting, and another towards the north-east, which we 
afterwards found to be covered with a salt incrustation ; this 
circumstance would account for its being so clearly seen. W e  
could also trace the depression in which the H d y s  runs, 
though the river itself was concealed. Kaiserieh lay below us, 
as it appeared when first we saw it, like a dark carpet spread 
upon the bare plain. But far the most remarkable feature was 
the mountain itaelf, for the l.)fty pinnacles of red porphyritic 
rock, rising from among the snows around and beneath us- 
veritable aiguilles-were as wonderful a sight as can well be 
conceived. The crater or cratera which once ocou~ied the 
summit are too much broken away to be easily traceable, the 
best marked being that which faces east ; but below, all around 
the base of the mountain, is a belt of volcanic conee. The 
belief that prevailed amon the ancients that on clear days 
both the Euxine and the M" editerranean were visible from the 
toy * is wholly ungrounded, on account of the distance, and 
the height of the intervening mountains. 

W e  remained 14 hr. on and about the summit, during which 
time we breakfasted and made Home observations. Before 
this time had expired our old guide had made his way 
up to us, much to the credit of his pluck. The aneroid gave 
the elevation as 9,100 feet above Kaiserieh, and if we take 
4,050 feet as our estimate of the height of that lace, this will 
give a totnl of 13,150 feet as the height of 1 rgaeus above 
the sea-an estimate which nearly corresponds with that of 
Hamilton, who puts i t  at about 13,000 fee t t  I was much 

Strabo, as above. 
t Hamilton, ii. 279. The estimate of the height of Kaiserieh bere 

giver1 i~ derived ffonl Col. JVilson, now British Cone111-General at 
Sivau, wlrp had ;tcclrtired great experience in the nleasur,ment of height.9 
on tllc Pirles~iuc survey. I lc  told rue that hc had Courld the neighbour- 
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disappointed at  the absence of flowers, but even a t  this altitude 
the great heat had left but few remaining, whereas Hamilton 
speaks of the ground as bein enamelled with them even lower 
down than the spot where we % ad encamped. The flora of a lofty 
mountain in this position, on the confines of Europe and Asia, 
ought to be highly interesting. Bs we were scrambling about 
the rocks close to the top, we found, to our great surprise, that 
in places they were perforated with ancient human habitations. 
One of these wound inwards to a cousiderable depth, with rude 
niches hollowed in the sides. W e  knew already that Csppa- 
docia was a land of rock-dwellings, but it seemed none the less 
strange that any should be met with here. Who was it that 
made for himself this aerial abode? Was it one of the 
primeval inhabitants? But  in those days, when stores of food 
were scanty, what was the inducement for anyone to occupy 
so inhospitable a spot? Waa i t  a goatherd who was accus- 
tomed to seek refuge here from stress of weather? But  where 
was the herbage on these barren rocks which shoilld tempt him 
to climb to such a height? And, besides, the labour required 
for such a work waa not likely to have been expended by a 
casual visitor. Or  was i t  a hermit? If so, he was a Stylite 
indeed, for he had elevated himself on the highest rocky column 
in the country. Anyhow, there was no question of their being 
art.ificia1 abodes, for, besides the niches, the marks of the chisel 
or some hard instrument were evident on the roof and sides. 

Our descent was uneventful. A t  first we took a somewhat 
more direct course than that by which we had ascended. but 
afterwards we struck into our former route, and thus reached 
our encampment in rather over two hours. There we reposed 
agreeably for some time, and in the course of the afternoon 
returned to Everek. 

It now remains to say a word about former ascents of this 
mountain. It seems to have been ascended even in ancient 
times, for Strabo mentions this, addin at the same time, that 

gi few attempted it. Possibly this may ave been connected, as 

ing village of Talas, where he stayed, by careful observation, both with 
the aneroid and the mercurial barometer, to be 4,355 feet, and this 
cannot be more than 300 feet above the city. Tchihatcheff makes the 
height of Argaeus 3,841 mbtrea, which would be aome 500 feet lower 
than our measurement. Three weeks after our visit the mountain was 
a p i n  ascended by Captain Cooper, the newly-appointed British Vice- 
Consul, and Dr. Farnsworth, an American missionary. Captain Cooper 
found the elevation by the boiling-point a little way below the place 
where our measurement waa taken to be 13,024 feet, and estimated the 
height of the summit at 13,100 feet. 



was the case on high mountains in Greece, with some act of 
worship, for another author tells us that the summit was 
believed to be the abode of a god.* The first ascent in 
modern times may fairly he considered mjthical. The story 
runs as follows :-' A traveller once came from Frangistan in  
search of a rare plant which grew only on the summit of 
Argaeus, having ten leaves round its stalk and a flower in the 
centre. Here i t  was said to be guarded by a watchful serpent, 
which only slept one hour out of the four-and-twenty. Tlie 
traveller iu vain tried to persuade some of tlie natives to 
accompany him and point out the way; none of them would 
venture, and at length he made the ascent alone. Failing, 
however, in his attempt to surprise the dragon, he was himself 
destroyed. The stor adds that he mas afterwards discovered, 
transformed into a b ook, which was taken to Caesareia, and 
thence found its way back into Frangistan.'? -Another 
utten~pt-if attempt i t  can be called-was historical, and, 
unfortunately, had a fatal ending. This was by an American 
missionary, who lies buried at  Kaiserieh, where there are 
various versions of his story. The following a c c o u ~ t  is given 
by the writer just quoted, though he says that even in his 
time i t  was difficult to ascertain the truth :--' The unfortunate 
traveller ascended the mountain from Hissarjik, on the north 
side, not intending or expecting to reach the top; but on 
rcaching the snow, which : ppewed hard and easy of ascent, he 
determined, notwithstanding the advice of his guide, who re- 
Iuied to accompany him any further, to make the attempt 
alone. After a t.ime, finding i t  impossible to get on, he sat 
clown, in an almost exhausted state, and rolled to the bottom, 
where he lay for half-an-hour, wet and shivering in the snow. 
On recoveliag a little, he drauk some cold water, rode home 
4 hrs. in a heavy rain, and ate a great quantity of fruit. I t  
was during the month of October, and be caught thc fever of 
the season, but still intended to attempt the ascent again from 
the other side when hc should recover. IIowevcr, lie got 
worse, and expired in a fortnight. One account says that he 
died in six days, anothcr in two ; while some assert that his 
death was occasioned by the wounds he received in his fall.$ 

IVc now come to the real ascents, those of Hamilton and 
Tchihatcheff. The former of thcse travellers, who was the 
11ioneer of all future explorers of the mountain, started from 
Evcrck on Ju ly  29, 1837, with several guides and a body 

* Solinus, xlv. 4. t llatuilton, ii. 275. 
$ lI:i~uilbn, ii. 266. 
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of guards, and rode a good distance farther up the mountain 
than we did on the first day. H e  was unlucky enough, how- 
ever, to be caught in drizzling rain, and having no tent, was 
fbrced to bivouac on a carpet under a large stone. The next 
inorning he took the same course as we did, except that he 
kept more to the left in ascending the side of the gully, and 
mounting for a considerable distance over the snow. which then 
covered ;he detritus and fallen rocks, made his way straight to 
the summit. or rather the rocks immediatelv below the sum- 
mit, withoui approaching the arCte. The sky here was clear 
above Iiim, but the view was almost entirely intercepted by a 
sea of clouds below. 31. de Tchihatcheff, the Xussian savant, 
also devoted two days to the ascent, and followed much the 
same route, but I am unable to discover from his account 
whether what he calls the highest attainable point is that which 
Hamilton and we ourselves reached, or whether i t  is only the 
arCte. What makes it probable that i t  was the latter is that he 
computes the height of the summit above this as 100 metres, an 
estimate which it seems hardly possible for anyone to arrive a t  
who had reached the higher point. His ascent was made on 
August 15 arid 16, 1848. 

The interest which attaches to  Argaeus arises partly from 
its being considerably the highest mountain in Asia Minor, 
and still more from its being the second in importance of the 
remarkable extiuct volcanoes which form a line t h r o u ~ h  that 

0 

country and Armenia. This commences in the Burnt Country, 
as i t  was called in ancient times ( K a r a ~ ~ ~ a v ~ d ~ ) ,  in the west 
of Phrygia, where the surface of the land over a wide area is 
covered with well-marked craters; then rises in Argaeus; 
afterwards reappears in the centre of Armenia, where the mas- 
sive Bingheul Dagh stands, two or three days' journey to the 
south of Erzeroum, and the loftier Sipan Dagh, above the lake 
of Van; until it reaches its final point and greatest elevation in 
Arhrat. No eruption of Argaeus hns occurred within the his- 
toric period, but Strabo says that in his time flaillea used 
to burst out of fissures around its base. As might be expected, 
the ueighbouring country is much exposed to earthquakes, and 
that of 1835, in particular, did much damage and destroyed 
~narly lives in Kaiserieh. I t  will Le seen from the account that 
1 have given that there is no real difficulty in thc asccnt. 
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E x c u ~ s ~ o x s  IN TEE SOUTH-WESTERN GRAIANS. 
By GEORGE YELD. 

HE perusal of Mr. Cowell's interesting account of his T aaeent of the Levanna in Vacation Touristsy aroused 
my interest in the South-Western Graians, and awakened a 
desire to go and see the district. I t  was therefore with no 
small satisfaction that on August 4, 1878, I found myself 
with Mr. James Heelis and Alphonse Payot, of Chamonix, 
a t  M. Jean Culet's, at  Bonneval. After dinner we invited 
M. Culet to take a glase of wine with us in the summer- 
house in his' garden, and proceeded to discuss our plans. He 
recommended to us J. J. Blanc, dit le Greffier, whom he 
described as an enthusiastic chamois hunter and mountaineer. 
After a pleasant talk we decided to engage the Greffier, whose 
appearance was promising, and who afterwards proved himself 
a good Inan on rocks, and to start for the Col de Ska on the 
morrow. 

On August 5 we left Bonneval at 5.12 A.M., and reached 
the Col de Ska a t  9.12. Here we spent a lazy hour, and then 
I started to make the first ascent of the Ciamarella 12,081 ft.*) 
from the Col, Heelis having good-naturedly agree h to wait for 
us. After reaching a second col, Signor Martelli's Col Tonini, 
nearer the Ciamarella than the Col de SQa, and crossing some 
steep snow-elopes with a patch of rocks in the middle, we struck 
the ardte of the Ciamarella,t which runs towards the Albaron, 
a little to the left of the conspicuous oint, which in the note 
sent to the Journal I called with the 6 reffier's sanction Pointe 
de Chalanson. The Albaron itself is called Pointe de Chnlaneon 
on the French map, and the name Albaron given to a lower 
point more to the west. With this explanation I retain the 
Greffier's nomenclature. By this ar&te we reached the summit 
in 3 h. 45 mb., including halts, from the Col de SBa The 
snow mas very soft, which partly accounts for the long time we 
took. The popularity of the Ciamarella amongst Italians was 
proved b~ the number of cards-thirty-four-which we found 
in the crurn. Clouds and miat robbed US of the distant view, 

The exact height of the Cia~narella is still doubtful. The  height 
given in the text is that given by Signor Tonini. Count Paul de Sainb 
Robert, however, makes the height 12,133 feet by cornparkon with 
Turin, and 12,143 feet by comparison with the Grwt St. Ber- 
n u r d . - - E ~ ~ ~ o e .  

t Probably a little to the right of Signor nIartelli's Col de la Cia- 
marella. ' A .  J.' vi i .  p. 317. 
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but as we looked back towards the Col de Ska the black preci- 
pice on our right, contrasted with the spotless snow, looked like 
the wall of the bottomless pit. W e  rejoined Heelis on the Col 
in 2 h. 5 min. Rain fell before we reached Bonneval, but 
afterwards the clouds passed away and rerealed a frosty and 
star-sown sky. 

Our only expedition on August 6, except to a pleasant 
slder-shaded resting-place amongst the rocks just across the 
bridge over the Arc, where oak and other ferns grew luxu- 
riantly, was to one of the torrents above Bonneval to bathe. 
A t  2 A.M. on the 7th i t  rained heavily, so that we did not 
start for the Albaron, as we had intended to do. But  aa the 
weather afterwards improved we left Bonneval about 9, accom- 
panied by Payot. On our way to the Glacier des Eivettes we 
fell in with several shepherds, one of whom took a great interest 
in the msrvel~  of my maps * and Heelis's glass. W e  pointed 
out to them the way by which we intended to pass from the 
Glacier des Eivettes to the Glacier du Mulinet, whereupon 
they told us that we could not possibly pass there, as no hlinter 
dared to cross. However, in 2 h. 5 min. from the Glacier des 
Eivettes we reached our Col (circa 10,650), which we propose 
to call Col du Grand MQan,t after crossing several onow-ridges 
of surpassing beauty. W e  went down to Bonneval by the 
Glacier du Mulinet and the Rkcula torrent. 

On August 8, with Payot and the Greffier, we started a t  
2.20 A.M. for the Albaron. W e  followed the usual route to 
the Glacier des Eivettes, and then, instead of crossing the ice 
and trying to force a way through the sQracs to tlie eouth-west,, 
kept a t  a considerable height above the glacier. Here I 
gathered ' le vrai g6ukpy des Alpea,' and we saw several ptar- 
migan. Our route then lay across the snow-slopes under the 
northern ardte of the Albaron, and walking very leisurely under 
a blazing sun and in very soft snow we struck the eastern 
arete of our mountain, at  a height of 11,600, at 10.10. The 
last part of the slope immediately below the ardte was of ice. 
W e  tohen kept along the ridge and reached the aummit (12,014), 
over snow and rocks, at  11.10. Much less time would probably 
suffice for future parties. 

While we were on the top, from which we enjoyed 110 distant 

* I wcrs indebted to the courtesy of Measra. Longman for an cxrrlt 
copy of Mr. Nichol's excellent map of the Southern Graians. 

t There in a curious mistake in the French Eht-Major map to the 
soutll of tile Glacier du Grand i\lCan, wliere the height of 3,858 nktres 
is iltbclled to a nanieles peak. 
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view owing to the clouda, a party of four Italians with a guide 
and porter arrived by the usual route. The whole party were 
tied together with a 'slender cord ' (I use Mr. Freshfield's 

'absolutely worthless for mountaineering purposes.' 
Our escent to the valley of the Arc below Bonneval was 
wearisome, though we had one fine view of the valley in a gleam 
of sunshine, with the zigzags of the Mont Cenis road well seen 
it1 the distance. The river Arc looked like molten silver, and 
the petty villages of Villaron and Beasens with their grey-red 
houaes were very picturesque. The monotony of the climb 
was varied in one place by Heelis making the Grefier leave 
the rotten rocks which had tried our tempers, and glissade 
down a very steep slope, on which we managed not to come to 
grief. 

At 2.25 A.M. on August 10 we started for the Pointe du 
Mulinet (circa 11,580), the highest of the Hochers du Mulinet, 
incited thereto by our host's assertion that i t  was still unclimbed. 
Our ascent was made by the couloir on the ricrht of the peak, 
which is well seen from M. Culet's garden. b e  reached the 
top without any hurry at 8.50 (halts included). A t  the foot 
of the peak we noticed a number of dragon-flies lying frozen 
on the snow. Our disappointment at  finding a newly-built 
cairn on the summit, with the name of its architect, Signor 
Barale, therein, was lessened by the magnificence of the view. 
Most of the great peaks of Dauphin6, the Cottians, the 
Graiaus, and the Pennines, stood up before us. The dark Viso, 
' towering in pride of place,' the cathedral spires of the Aiguilles 
d'Arve, the Grande Casae with its white cornice hanging over 
black walls of ' kingliest masonry,' and the Grand Combin were 
conspicuous in splendour; but blont Blanc with his mighty 
Aiguilles, spear after spear, set in array about him, under a 
heaven of faultless blue, was the most glorious sight I have 
ever seen in the Alps. 
' Spare me, 0 Great Recollection, for words to the task were unequal.' 

On our way back we were overtaken by heavy rain, the pre- 
lude to a thunderstorm, which, however, did not last long. 

On August 11 we said good-bye to onr host, and left Bonne- 
val in the afternoon (without the Greffier, but with the addition 
of Jean Martin, who had arrived on t,he previous evening) for 
one of M. Culet's chhlets at  Duis, on the banks of the Arc, 
about 2 h. above Bonneval. A t  6.25 we reached the chillet, 
from the river-lawn in fiont of which the Ciamarella and 
Albaro~l are well seen. The accommodation was good, acd the 
brawling of' the A1.c i~iviteil to slecl). 
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Our intention war; to climb the Central Levanna and descend 
to Ceresole. W e  had so much difficulty in making out which 
was t.he Levanna that I was led to send a note to the .Journal 
on the subject,, which will save me from further explanation 
here. W e  left Duis a t  3.45 A.M., and, mounting by an ascent 
which is so easy and so obvious to anyone on the spot that I 
need not describe it, reached the summit-ridge between the 
eastern and central points of the Central Levanna at  8.6 (halts 
included). Here we were unable to agree as to which was the 
real top, but after some hesitation decided on the central point, 
which we attained by a pleasant climb of perhaps 10 or 15 min. 
by a rock chimney. W e  were probably the first travellers who 
had reached this point, as we found no cards except that of the 
guide A. Castagneri. The view was most magnificent, almost 
a repetition of the glories seen from the Mulinet. In  our 
descent, having reached the Glacier de Girard,? we made for 
the gap$ between the Italian or Eastern Levanna and its 
western neighbour with the intention of descending to Ceresole, 
.but Martin, on inspection, pronounced against the slope at  our 
feet in its existing state, and then made for the Col de 
Girard (10,118) a t  a good pace. When we reached the Col 
and hegan to descend me were met by a thick mist, but the 
track of a previous party saved us much trouble, and we reached 
Forno a t  4.20 P.M., having loitered when some way down to 
nather bilberries. a 

We found Forno an agreeable change after Bonneval ; there 
mas a warmth and softneea even at  this height which rernindetl 
us that we had entered Italy. The guides, too, were pleased, 
for, as thcy said, ' B Bonaeval il 6tait bien triste-ici il y a du 
monde.' A t  Bonneval our ' world,' besides the members of 
M. Culet's household, consisted of a stonecutter who had been 
in America, whose English was confined to ' Good-night, 
Mistare, slip vel,' and a nefarious brute of a clog who every 
evening came to bark a t  us. The inhabitants were busy 
thrcshing rye with flails, which they wielded with great skill ; 
every sheaf ran the gauntlet of the flails of a whole family, 
sometimes as many as ten or twelve. The proprietor of the 
Porno inn was absent, but an elegantly-attired manager from 

' A. J.,' ix. p. 168. 
t The Glacier de Girard is called Glacier de la Sourcc de 1'Arc in 

the French Etat-Major map. 
$ The Colle Perduto (3,240 mbtres), of SS. Vaccarone and N i p ' s  

Gl~ida per le Valli dell 'Orco, di Soana, e di Chi~uella.' Turin, 1878. 
(P .  70.) The inferior peak on the west is called the Levannetta. 



Turin attended to us with much civility, and we really fared 
very well. A room was found for us a t  some diatance from 
the inn with two clean beds. While we were a t  dinner under 
a screen of birch boughs in front of the inn, where on our 
arrival the cur6 was enjoying a game of cards with some of his 
flock, we saw more of the ' monde ' of Foruo ; firet, several 
young officers in uniform, and presently, to our astcnishment, 
a party of oung ladies, on whose ' armies of lovely looks ' 1 
dilated to Ifeelis, who was sitting with his back to the road. 
W e  wondered whether these were a readingparty of 'sweet girl 
graduates' frcm a Piedmontese Girton, for a black-bearded 
professor was in attendance upon them. Before dinner waa 
over a rabble of children gathered in the road near us, who as 
soon as we rose from the table cleared off everything that 
had been left uneaten. W e  took an evening walk along the 
Lanzo road, which ran through irrigated meadows, whose 
bright green formed a striking contrast to the wild crags that 
showed against the sky. 

On the morning of the 13th the higher ridges were veiled 
in mist, so \re decided to cross the Col della Piccola to Cere- 
sole. Martin gave us a laughable account of how he and 
Payot spent the night in a hayloft which also served as a 
henroost. Some of the lusty birds mistook Martin's candle for 
$awn and were loud in greeting, neither did they leave off 
when the candle was put out. After a time Martin's pa- 
tience was exhausted, so he arose and with heart-cutting 
words pursued and ejected the supposed offenders. To do this 
he had, of course, relighted the candle, which soon awoke a 
fresh crowing chorus. This performance, which he several times 
repeated, served as the basis for many a joke. 

W e  passed through some charming scenes on our way to 
the pass. Many waterfalls dropped their white veils from 
ledge to ledge, and amongst the moist rock8 flourished count- 
less ferns. On tbe Ceresole side of the Col there was no mist, 
and me had a pleasant walk to the Stabilimento, which was 
reached in something over 8 hrs., very lazy walking, with 
many halts, including a long one on the Col.' 

Picture to yourself a wooden barn on the road to ruin, with 
a wooden balcony running along its front. Suppose a large 
sheet, fastened under the balcony and  upp ported by rude poles, 
spread out as an awning to keep off the sun. Wattle the 
-- 

* The ' Gnida per le Valli dell' Orco, di Soana, e di Chinselln,' p. .74? 
allo\v~ 6 hm. fi'om Ceresole to Forno ; Signor Clnvarino, in ' Le Val11 dl 
1-anzo' (Turin, 1874), p. 77, 43 hrs. from Forno to Ceremle. 
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space between the barn and the end of the awning with green 
fir branches ; add to this an air of general instability, such as 
to suggest that the first high wind will whirl i t  all away, and 
you have the Stabilimento. Bu t  the rooms are not uncom- 
fortable and the fare is excellent, and Heelis and I did justice 
to it. Trout in August argued crime hateful to the fisher- 
man's soul ; but was not a dinner a t  Ceresole to be the recom- 
pense for our long ellforced frugality, and could we wait to 
discuss morality when we had the chance of discuseing 6sh? 
Peaches, too, and penrs-may others find them as we did. 

I n  a green meadow in front of this strange hostelry, a shady 
sycamore offers a cool restin place of 'various view.' To t the left rise bold masses of roc y mountain. In  front the Orco 
foams over the stones in noisy haste to cast himself down the 
rocks a little lower. Across the river an old house with its 
air of quiet happiness, its green pasture gently sloping to the 
Orco, and a line of trees fr~nging the river's edge, recalls plea- 
santly the peacefulness of an English homestead. Behind it 
rise the pinnacles and spires of a striking ridge that juts out 
at right angles from the rocky rampart that bounds the 
southern side of the Val d'Orco, while noble pinewoods 
clothe the lower slopes and soften the naked wildness of the 
crngs above. The great mass of the Levanna, its dark rocks 
relieved by the snows of the little Glacier de Forno, and the 
white slope that falls steeply from the Girard, fitly closes in - - 
the view t o  the west. 

On the afternoon of the 14th we started for a chllet at  
Breuil, to ascend the Grand Paradis. W e  had engaged the 
snme local guide who, as porter, accompanied Mr. R. Pendle- 
bury's party in 1875. The chblet, height circa 8,000, was the 
most wretched ar.d filthy den we entered, but the herdsmen 
were very hospitable. I t  were long to tell how the rain poured 
down in streams, how an old umbrella did duty for a door, how 
an invalid dog yelped if you did but look at  him, how when- 
ever one got to sleep somebody lit a candle; how in fact we 
spent a most miserable night. We were roused at 1.30 A.M., 
and the weather allowed as to start a t  3.8. 

Soon after sunrise a sight was given to us of marvellous 
beauty; i t  is, indeed, impossible to convey an idea of the exqui- 
site tenderness and transpare'ncy of the colours. W e  saw to 
the south-west, beyond the plain of Italy, a range of dark-blue 
mountains, with a pale-blue sky above them; nearer us, though 
still far away, hung threatening clouds, torn from whose fringe 
floatel here and there an inky fragment; while over the plnin 
was spread an ocean of mist, seeming to be the floor of the 
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plain itself, of n palc oaten yellow, lovely beyond description. 
One seemed to be looking througl~ some- 

Magic msament opening on the foam 
Of perilous seas in faery lands jorloru. 

After passing a rocky col to the north-east, the Colle della 
Torre (10,233 feet), which we reached by a royal hunting- 
path, we made for the Col du Ifont CorvB; from that point 
our route was probably the same as that of Mr. R. Pendle- 
bury's party, and free from difficulty. But  alas, when we 
were about. 1& hr. from the top, the weather, which had been 
gradually getting worse, drove us back; so we t u n e d  and 
trudged sullenly down to Ceresole, which was reached a t  
3.20 P.M. 

On the lovely morning of the 17th, with Venus shining 
softly in a 'daffodil sky,' we left the Stabilimento a t  3.20 A.M., 
and having nearly reached the highest chllet a t  Cerra or Serue, 
halted for breakfast by a clear streamlet. TVe here engaged a 
shepherd to carry our baggage, who proved himself a good 
fellow. W e  now had in front of us a cirque of repulsive- 
looking rock, with a broken tower on either sitle ; above the 
left tower, nearcr to the Col de Galhe, there is a prominent 
snow- enk. W e  climbed up this left tower and were going to 
nseen P a sharp point of rock that sho~vs well from below ; but 
an easier way was descried, so me struck down a little to the 
left, kept a t  a level along the rock wall, and after passing 
through a natural arch of rock, and crossing several couloirs, 
still at  a level, mounted by rocks to the left, and reached the 
snow \vitliout difficulty. A t  10.28 we were on the Pointe du 
Bousson (10,935). 

The view was magnificent; in fact, on the whole, we thought 
i t  the finest we enjoyed ; even the guides were moved to admi- 
ration a t  the glories spread out before them. Mont Blanc and 
his Aiguilles were again cloudless, and all the great Pennine 
mountains of unspeakable splendour. The Grivola was very 
striking, and our friend the Levanna looked quite formidable. 
W e  saw, too, great part of the valleys of Ceresole, Laval, and 
Bheme, arid part of the plain of Italy. W e  thought that we 
even distinguished L a  Superga. We spent 14 hr. upon the 
top, and built a huge cairn, \vllieh was dterwards conspicuous 
from Lava1 and Suche. ! 

We went down across the snow towards the Col de Galcse, 
struck a ridge of rocks, descended a little i n  the direc- ! 
tion of the Ste. l16l?ne, and then dropping down a couloir 
reachetl the Glacier de Galhe, and joined the route of the 
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col of the same name. W e  reached Fornet at  3.5 P.M. The 
slopes below the glaaier mere rich in flowers, pansies, gentians, 
fbget-me-nota, and Alpine wall-flowers, as well as very fine 
edelw~jss, of which hitherto I had on1 seen one tuft at  Bon- 
neval, on the way to the Glacier dea ivettea, and one or two 
tufts near Serue. 

E 
This expedition can be strongly recommended. The view 

from the Bousson owing to ita position, as a glance a t  the map 
will show, is certainly one of the fineet in the Alps, and tlie 
time required is very little longer than would be necessary to 
cross the Galbe. 

After some delay and discussion a t  Fornet, me went on 
down the valley to Laval, where we found decent quarters, 
recently much altered for the better, chez Bonnevie. Our 
dinner was much im roved b some mushrooms, gathered 
above Fornet, which, t ! anks to Keelis~s superintendence, were 
~erved  up in first-rate style. 

On the frosty morning of the 18th me left Laval at  3.40 A.M., 
taking with us a local porter who, as we soon found out, though 
he walked well, knew nothing about his own mountains. Our 
object was to cross to the Glacier de RhGme, a i ~ d  attack, from 
the south side, the wall of rock which runs from the Grand 
Apparei towards the Ste. HBldne, then clinib the Grand 
Apparei, and descend to Suche by the Glacier de Bassac. l y e  
went up to Fornet, and then in a planting direction across the 
ridge that bounds the valley of the Isere on the north. As 
we drew near the top of the ridge we had a fine view of the 
Chardonnet from a small lake in which the sun flashed 
brightly. A little further on the ground was almost hidden 
by siurifiages, ' eyed with blooms, minute yet beautiful.' But 
we had turned to the left too soon after pasain ornet, and at  
last found ourselves on a shoulder of the Ste. SI" 612ne, whence 
i t  was difficult, if not dangerous to advance. \Ire then de- 
scended to the Glacier de Rema of Mr. Nichols' map, our mis- 
take having caused us to waste two hours and a half, and so 
made for tlie foot of the Grand Apparei, which we ascended by 
its southern ar&te, a moet enjoyable climb. The top was 
reached at  12.10, nnd from i t  the view mas mapificcnt. 

l y e  camc down by nearly the same routc, and the11 keeping 
for some distnncc along the top of the before-mentioned wall of 
rock (well fihown on tlie Alpine Club Map), which runs to- 
wards the Ste. IIClCne, effected s descent to the Glacier de 
Itlidme. Though tlie last part of our way waa down a couloir 
liable to falling etones, we did not see any stones fall, and I 
believe i t  mas perfectly safe when we traversed it, as the sun 

YOL. 1%-NO. LXVIII. L L 
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had ceased to strike i t  for some time. The glacier gave us no 
trouble, and led us paat the eastern face of the Apparei, which 
rising in defiance precipice after precipice, to the summit of 
the mountain, justifies the fitness of the name 'The  Great 
TtTall ' (Grants Parey). W e  reached the lower chblet a t  Suche 
at  4.56 p.nr. This chllet was new, clean, and commodious, for 
the builder had evidently kept in view the wants of travellers. 
The owner mas away in the Val d'Aosta, but a shepherd mas 
sent down to Rhi?me and returned with some white bread and 
a live fowl. 

On the 19th we left Suche at  7.22 A.H., and crossed over 
part of the Glacier de Fos to the chllets of Vaudet in 4 hrs. 
5 min. This col (circa 10,540 ft.) is of the easiest character 
possible. Before me got to Vaudet we were overtaken by 
drenching rain. The chblets were not inviting, but the herds- 
men were very hospitable. On an old moraine above the left 
bank of the Vaudet torrent me saw seventeen or eighteen 
chamois feeding together.. 

Our object in coming to Vaudet was to make the ascent of 
the Aiguille de la Grande Sassihre by the ' rock and ice-slope8 
on its eastern flank.' But  the morning of the 20th mas very 
unfavourable, so we mere obliged to give up our plan. The 
chblet mas not rain-proof, and Heelis's boots mere full of water 
in consequence, whereat Martin exclaimed loudly, and pro- 
ceeded promptly, thou h unintentionally, to pour half the 
water into mine, whichtad escaped all perils by faulty roofs. 

TJTe left a t  6.28 A.M., the mountains being all veiled in 
churlish mist, and crossed to the Val de Tignes by the Col de 
Vaudet. From the slopes on the western side the pass, when 
t.he mist had somewhat lifted, we enjoyed n glorious sight ; the 
summit of the superb Pourri, with a narrow arch of blue sky 
above it, the rest of the mountain being wrnpped in cloud, 
while here and there a sunbeam piercing the veil of mist 
flasl~ed on the glaciers below. As we descended t l ~ c  weather 
kept improving, and the Val dc Tignes in sunshine, with its 
firwoods and green pastures, seemed perhaps even morc beau- 
tiful than i t  really was after the desolation of the Val Gri- 
sanclie. Our halts were liberal, and when we got to the 
bottom of the vnllcy Heelis and I loitered to gather strawber- 
ries, which were just a t  their best. ?\'e struck the new road 
near Brcvihres, aud reached Tignes a t  1.17 P.M. Besides the 
noble glaciers of the P o ~ ~ r r i ,  the firwoods, cornfields, and grccn 
-- 

* It may be intcrcs~ing to add that we snw chnlnois on tlie Ciama- 
rr l l~ ,  ItIulinet, Cul dl, Cerra, Col de 18 Gailettn, ~ n d  Col dc Foa 
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meadows, there was much fine scenery on the new road itself, 
especially in places where it passes through savage gorges by 
the side of the roaring IsGre. 

W e  found the accommodation chez R6vial Florentin, better 
than we expected, a new house having lately been built, and 
the old one converted into stables, &c. No extortion was pmc- 
tised upon us; perhaps this was in part due to competition 
which has reached even Tignes, for as we entered the village 
me were assailed by two rival innkeepers, one of whom took 
our fancy, but our extra b gage had been sent to Blorentin 
RBvial's from Bonneval on ? t e recommendation of M. Culet. 

The morning of the 21st we spent in idleness and the 
Is2re; and in the afternoon went up to the chiilet dc la 
Cascndc, one of the Sassihre chiilets. The people were busy 
haymaking, but we were treated with great hospitality. Our 
cvening here was very enjoyable. Our host and his daughters 
not only did their best to entertain us, but talked with much 
intellieence; Martin's cooking was all that could be wished; 
the ctiilet was clean ; and we were happy in the prospect 
of a fine day for the morrow; even the dogs, though at  first 
fnin to attack, yjelded to the persuasion of chicken bones. 

The chklet is in a beautiful situation, hard by the torrent, 
and commands fine views of the Grande Casse and the Grande 
Motte. 

Next day wc left nt 3.42 A.M., and reached the Col de In 
Gailetta at  6.32. W e  had meant to try the routc by the 
eastern flank of the SassiZre mentioned above, but when we 
reached the Petit Mont Bassnc, the south-eastern nrcte seemed 
easy, so me followed it to the summit (12,323 ft.). Our route 
from the Petit Mont Bassnc is probably the same as Mr. 
Coolidge's.* Though at  first a bitter wind a9slliled us, it sub- 
sided before we reached the summit (nt 10.24, halts included). 

W e  there found disappointment in Mr. Coolidge's card, but 
the view did its best to compensate us. W e  saw once more 
most of thet  principal Dauphin6, Graian, and Pennine sum- 
mits, and though there were some clouds in the sky their tints 
wcre of so fairylike and tender a loveliness that they added to 
the glories of the morning. Tlre saw, too, the lower ranges far 
away to the west, to eat advantage, and the sunny bluo 
waters of thc Lnc de Kgnes set in green pastures, with the 
- - - -- --- 

* ' A. J.,' ix. 11. 101. 
t See ' Penka, Pi~sses, nnd Glaciers,' 2nd Series, vol. ii., pp. 363 full. 

for n list of' tho peaks visible ; a3 trcll as for an excellent description ol 
Tignes and its neighbomhood. 

1 1 2  
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little glen below, with its firtrees and tumbling stream, formed 
a charming picture-a pastoral day-dream-enhanced by con- 
trast with the black precipices and 'scornful crags' of the 
Grande Casse. 

The descent to the chklet was very eaey. On our may we 
met some of our friends haymaking, one of whom asked me if I 
was not delighted with the view from the summit, and took an 
intelligent interest in an account of our route. The chllet 
was reached in 1 hr. 40 min. Then followed copious draughts 
of fresh milk-to me a joy denied. After a hearty farewell to 
our hospitable entertainers we descended in the sunshine to 
Tignes, the glories of the Pourri beguiling our way. 

On the morrow we went up in drizzling rain to the Lac de 
Tignes, and there our party separated; Heelis and Martin, by 
the Col de la Ileisse to Pralopan,  for the Grande Casse, and 
Payot, with whom, both as guide and companion, I had cvery 
reason to be pleased, and I, by the Col du Palet, to Brides les 
Bains, which we reached in 8 hrs. 5 min. (including halts), 
from Tipes.  So ended a most enjoyable holiday. 

Anyone who visits this district cannot fail to be struck by 
the magnificence of the distant views, which cannot be snr- 
passed, and will probably be surprised, as me were, a t  the 
size of the snowfields. The view, for instance, from the ridge 
above the Glacier des Eivettes of that fine glacier, flanked on 
one side by the flowing curves of thc snowy Ciamarella, and 
on the other by a bold aiguille of bare rock, as well by what 
it suggests as by what it shows, is very impressive. The ac- 
commodation was, if not all that could be wished, much better 
than we expected; notably at  Forno, Laval, and Tignes, and 
the herdsmen invariably hospitable. I t  is pleasant, too, to be 
free from the si h t  of deformity, and the whine of the mendi- 
cant. I hope t I is account ia not too rose-coloured, for I am 
conscious that as I write bad weather and discomfort are alike 
forgotten, and everytl~ing seems bathed in sunlight, while ever 
brightest 

Across the wob of many n~cmoliea comas 

the glorious vision of Mont Blanc, free from all touch of 
cloud. 

NOTES ON OLD TRACKS BY THE EDITOR. 
1. f i e  0ber.lutd. 

WLile new and littlc visited districts obtain from time to time nmplo 
notice, t l ~ c  changes in old haunts naturally run a risk of being pgscd 
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over. Yet the yeare bring many changes, for better or for worze, which 
deserve record. 

I regret to have to begin by noting a change for the worse. The 
aasault on the Rigi-Kulm* was only an unuaually outrageous sign of a 
spirit too prevalent among Swim innkeepers. Good hotels and civil 
landlords are still happily the rule, and nome of the Swiee hotels are 
among the beet in Europe. But there are now not a few Alpine inn4 
generally such as lie in tourkkentree outside the great towns, where, 
on the least queetion arising, the landlord aeaumee a tone to which 
Englishulen are not accurrtomed at home, and which they ellcounter in 
no other part of Europe. Goethe's remark, ' He thinks to show himself 
my equal by being " grob," he only shows himself “grab," ' is frequently 
illustrated. The old innkeeper, with his hearty welcome and friendly 
care, has become, I will not say extinct, but comparatively a mrity. 

Swiss innkeepers may, perhaps, retort that they cut their cloth nc- 
cording to their customer, that the modern tourist is as different from 
the old traveller ns they aro from tho 11ost.a of former days. "Y/3pcr 
Gj3pv r i r ~ t r .  The argument would be more effective if they treated 
old travellers with mme respect when they saw them, and if they did 
not frequently reserve their wont behaviour for inoffensive and un- 
protected ladies. Their best excuse would be, that they know no 
better, that tlle foreigner accustomed to the good breeding and mutual 
courtesies of France or Italy mistakea for intentional rudeneee the 
result of a low standard of m i a l  mannera 

From another point of view the Swim innkeeper is nometimea an 
unsatisfactory phenomenon. I t  is strange, considering the democratic 
character of the nation, how complete1 eome valleys are subject to a 
single despot. He  is, of m u m ,  the d ie f  innkeeper. He h u  alorly 
concentrated into his own hands the whole businem of doing for tourists. 
Like Mr. Whi~eley, he is ' The Universal Provider.' Carriages, mules, 
and guides are all taken through hie Bureau. Sometimes, no doubt, 
the despot is a beneficent one. But the valley d o e  not seem to grow 
rich under his sway, however he may pmaper himeelf. 

One more grumble and I have done. Many of the large mountain 
inns are pervaded, or environed, by the moet abominable emella A half- 
and-half attempt, far worm than none at  all, has been made to follow 
modem sanitary fashions. The result is simply di&oua I t  speaks 
volumes for Alpine air that illneae eo seldom follows. But if innkeepere 
could realise how many families shorten their stay from thia came, they 
would be moro careful in their drain-making. 

I t  is not, I think, generally known that the m m i t  of the Fin- 
steraarhorn (as well as that of the Agasaizhoru to its right) is well men 
from the road at the lower end of the village of Grindelwald. To those 
who do not know the mountain, it may be useful to point out that on 
any clear evening the mn'a last rays gild it, like a golden dag, after all 
the other tops are cold. . - - - - - - - 

* Different versions may be piren of this affair, but it appears to be andis- 
puted thnt the proprietor of the Kulm hBtels earned exclusion laat year from the 
todublist of hb grwt patron, Mr. lr.k Clee Tlic ErotmioRU, 
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A most interesting excursion has been added to thoee easily made 
from Grindelwald. From the foot of the upper glacier a path zigzags 
np am,ong the pinea on i u  (true) lelt bank until i t  r~qches the cliffs 
which form the base of the Netknberg. Where these press in on the 
glacier advantage has been taken of a natural cleft or chimney (known 
ns the ' hlilchbiichloch ') to ~LK a long series of stout ladders. Arrived 
at the top, the traveller finds himself at the xuouth of a natural cave 
which pierces the cliff and gives l ~ i n ~  access to the liollow betmeen the 
ice and rocks. Steps, if not already made, can be speedily cut up the 
bank of ice which lznds on to the level glacier above the final fall. 
There is no more difiiculty tlun in crossing the Ner de Glace. A 
bteep grm dope leads up to the Enge path. Those who are not satisfied 
will turn right and go on to the Gleckstein, or the Wetterhorn. Those 
who only want a short excursion can turn to the lelt along the Enge 
nnd regain the Scheideck track. Botanists will find the avalunche beds 
under the Wetterhorn an excellent hnnting-ground for plants whose 
flowering season has passed elsewhere. 

The mow-mall of the Strahleck, one of the bugbears of early 
explorers, no longer exiate except in guide-books. From the top of the 
paas the descent on to the n&v& of the Aar glacier lies over very aisy 
rocks to a point only some few feet above the ' Bergschrund.' 

The scenery of the pass has been, I think, somewhnt overrated. To 
those who have seen the Schreckhorn from the Wetterhorn and the 
Finsteraarhorn from the Schreckhorn neither peak seems to do itaelf 
justice. The ice phenomena of the Anr Glacier, its tables, moulins, kc., 
are, however, on the grandest scale ; and ite surface is such good walking, 
that the lateral extension of the descent to the Gri~nsel is hardly felt. 

The paths to the Miinnliclien are chrming and easy. The ascent 
from Grindelwald (34 to 4 hours) is far more attractive than that te 
the Little Scheideck, and the track round from the Mdnnlichen to the 
Scheideck is an easy stroll of 1 hr. 15 min., with a superb view of the 
Jungfmu half-way. 

The comparative merit of the view from the Wengern Alp and that 
from the new inn on the hinnnliclien is a subject &ording great 
opportunity for argument. But it seems to me beyond argument that 
everyone ought to see both. 

The new inn on the Miinnliclien, sufficiently comfortable for a stay 
of a few days in fine weather, is perched on the brow of the flat-topped 
flowery down which forms the extremity of the promontory separating 
the valleys of the two Lutschinen. To the east, after a short sudden dip, 
green alps dope gently towards the basin of Grindelwald and its 
massive rock-peaks. TO the west, steep crags, carved like a sea-coast 
into bays and headlands, brenk down steeply upon the meadows of 
Wengen. Far below the eye penetrates the depth of the valley of 
Lauterbrunnen, and counts its llamlets and cascades to where the bold 
peaks of the Breithorn and Gspaltenhorn close the view. Between 
the spectator and the Miinch Eiger and Jungfrau rises the steep cone 
of the Tschuggen. But it is not high enough to spoil the view, serving 
rather as a scale by which to me isure the loftier summits. 

The Miin~licben view is certainly the more comprehensive. Bs a 
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panorama it is mperior. Thc Lautcrbrunnen Valley, the glimpse of 
t l ~ e  lowlands, the Lake of Thun, and a very picturesque aspect of the 
Titlis seen over the Great Scheideck, are all added to the Little Schei- 
deck view. Yet, almost to my o m  surprise, I find myself giving my vote 
for the latter. From the Scheideck the three great peaks combine 
in a more picturesque mass, are clo~er at hnnd. Afier all, it is the 
proximity of those three that givea their character to both wenee; 
their splendour is what we remember, and all the rest is secondary. 

The inn on the Little Scleideck is a good centre for hdies' walks, 
pnr~icularly for glacier walks. An easy path leads in half an hour from 
the inn to the Eiger Glacier, nnd once on it you may go up as far rn you 
please towarrls the Eiger Joch, pawing through glorious dracs, with 
views of the green and blue lowlands framed between the ice-blocks. 
The Guggi Glacier and its hut is a ehort two h o ~ m '  walk, and may be 
explored for some distance by those who know where to go. Such 
excursions give a far better idea of the ice-world than the conventional 
visit to tho Grindelwald Ghcier. 

Why was MUrren, not Wengen or the Wengern Alp, pitched on aa 
the place where judges and headmasters should take their 'Luft- 
Kur.' The two monster hotels are planted on the one spot from 
which the Jungfrau is nbsolutely hideous. The range round the head 
of the Lauterbrunnen Valley is grand, but far from picturesque. There 
are no grndntions of distance ip it ; it  is a flxt regular plieade. 

Trachsellauinen, on the other hand, is n really romantic spot, 
deserving a better furnished ion. The Breithorn and the Schmadribach 
form a picture, and the forest Emery is, for this part of the Alpa, 
extraordinarily rich. Nowhere else in the Oberland have I wen eo 
lavish a growth of ferns, fruit and flowera 

Rosenlaui Bad is  one of the quietest and best halting-places in the 
Oberland, just out of reach of the lowest class of travellers, the car- 
riage company from Interlaken, who spend their days out at Lauterbrun- 
nen and Grindelwald. The landscape has not the sublimity and larg- 
ness of Grindelwald, but the pinegirt lawns and wild limestone crags of 
tho Engelhiirner give it n Tyrolese charm. 

Everybody who haa been to Switzerland, or to a picture gallery, knows 
the meadow below the Baths. Comparatively few have turned aside to 
explore the sloping lawns concealed behind the screen of firwood which 
shelters the inn, where noble sycamoree climb in columns up the open, 
or the Eiger, warm with sunset, peers wickedly over the green ridge of 
the pass. From the Baths there is a very fine eaay excursion of 3 or 4 
hours not mentioned in the guidebooks. Paths have been made up 
both banks cf the glacier, and it is easy to cross the ice immediately 
under the finest crevasses. 

For those who object to a night in a hut the little used Rosenlaui 
route to the Wetterhiirner htre advantages. I t  is a pleasant and varied 
climb among the crevasses of the glacier, or, when those prove too 
many for one, up the rocks of the Townhorn, to the Wettereiameer. I 
have clinibed twice this way, once to the Wetterhorn, once to the 16 ft. 
higher hlittelhorn. This conlparatively neglected peak ia made for 
be@me, having a rock ridge and a mow crest wheve they may pmc- 
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tise their powers without r id .  The view from it  is superb. The 
outer peak projected againat the plain is a aingular object The basins 
of the two Grindelwald glaciem, with the peaks above them, Schreck- 
horn, Eiger and blcjnch, combine to form the most glorious mountain 
m u s  conceivable, falling in noble lines into the green baain of Grindel- 
wnld. I was fortunate in w i n g  this view last summer under most 
favourable conditions of light about 3 P.M. Those who deep in the 
llighest hut and hurry over their peaks, are hardly aware how much 
they lose. Of the most beautiful mountain views I have seen, half, at 
least, have been Reen late in the day. I might put it much more 
strongly-hom all the summita I Lave been on in fine weather in the 
afternoon, the views have been beautiful; many morning views are 
only extensive. On this occasion the colour~ in the atmosphere were 
8uch us Turner atrore to imitate. The effects of light and shadow on 
the snowfields during the descent, aa the shad= of a perfectly cloudless 
but vaporous evening deepened, until they were broken by the clear 
light of the moon, shot between the crags of the Engelhiirner, were too 
beautiful for m y  words or painting. 

I strongly recommend, therefore, mountaineera who have climbed 
the Wetterhorn by the ordinary route &om the Gleckstein, to daecend 
to Roeenlaui, instead of grinding down the same hot, wearisome rocks. 
In the descent they will do well to keep at firat c l ~ s e  to or on the r& 
of the Townhorn, and in the long mow gully, which turns the loweat 
icefall, to refuse to glissade. It is a vault orer a stream, and la& 
summer the arch waa broken in several placea I t  was in just such a 
spot, where no one but a mountaineer would mpect danger, that 
M. Cordier periehed in Dauphinb. 

This route is a curioua example of how difficulties have varied--or 
how differently they may be regarded. Mr. Spier-the Scotchman 
who, in 1845, first climbed the Mittelhorn-descended this way and 
gave a grand account of the perile. This was only natural, conaidering 
both the date, and the fact that the party were d e r c d i n g  an unknown 
glacier. Then the ' Alpine Guide ' got fmm somewhere quite a for- 
midable account of the difficulty of the route, and of the riek fmm 
falling stones. 

In 1866, however, a friend and I went up the glacier without obetaole 
of any sort, reaching the top of the Wetterhorn in 6 hre. from Bosenlaui. 

Next-in 1869-8 tmveller, with Jaun aa guide, fell in with an 
icewall, steeper than the laat slope of the Wettcrhorn, where stonee 
' whistled like cannon balls' paat his eara, n place which 'late in the 
day i~ impasable.' Then op the f ~ c e  of the Townhorn they found 
crags where there were 'really no inequalities of surface for holding 
by,' and where Jaun nearly hinted in consequence of his exertions 
(' Alp. J.,' vol. iv. p. 255). They were 74 hrs. in reaching the Wetter- 
eismeer from the Baths. 

This account I was d i s p o d  to look on as altogether highly. coloured, 
until so far aa the ftllling etonea and the hard ice are concerned, it wae 
repeated to me by no leas authorities than Mr. Leslie Stephen a ~ d  Mr. 
Coolidge. 

In 1879 . I . again asoe~ded and retuned by this route late in tihe day. 
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The rocb of the Toesenhorn, on to which we were forced by the cre- 
vasses, we found loose and tiring, but far from difficult. 

I a n  only s p k  of the route as I have found it. Having paseed three 
times at different hours of the day, without seeing a single stone fall, I 
cannot represent the danger from this source as serious ; nor, having 
gone up the last time with two ladies, unused to climbing, can I believe 
that any Clubman will find himself in difficulty, even should the crevaaaes 
force him on to the rockq provided, of courae, he hits on the best 
route. 

I have quoted these differing accounts partly to relieve myself from 
responsibility in case the route should go to the bad again, partly 
to show by n striking example how very dangerous it is for Alpine 
writers to charge their predeceesora with exaggeration. A slope 
changes from ice to mow, a right instead of a wrong mute ia taken on 
rocka, bouldm cease for a season their cannonade, and a ' aevere and 
hazardous climb ' becomes a ' lady's walk.' Both 1866 and 1879 were 
exceptionally mowy years, and in this probably lies the explanrrtiou of 
the discrepancy between my own experiences and those of better 
meun taineem. 

I may add that the local guide at Rosenlaui is capable and modeat in 
his demands, which k more than can be said of some of the men across 
the Scheideck. 

The scenery of the Rhone Glacier group vividly recalls to a Tyro- 
lese traveller the Oetzthaler Ferner. In both the glaciera are too big 
for the peaks. In few para of the Alps is a snowfield found so vaat, 
and so tiresome, aa that of the Rhone glacier. The Trift Glacier, on 
the other hand, is a most pictureaqne ice stream, with noble dracs, 
two fine and pure icehlla, and a singularly well-defined arrangement 
of dirtbands. Denpite the books 10 h r ~ .  are quite enough from the 
Grimsel to Mtihlestalden by the Triftlimmi 

ALPINE NOTES. 
ASCKNT OF CHIYBORAZO.-Mr. E. Whymper, with his two guides, 

the Carrels of Val Tournanche, reached (on Jan. 5) the higheat point 
of Chimbowo, according to Von Thielmann, 20,703 feet. The party 
started from a tent pitched at 17,150 feet. According to the accounta 
published, the difficulty of the ascent waa greater than had been antici- 
pated, owing to the high wind, cold, and the rarity of the air. The 
thermometer on the top marked 21' Fahrenheit; 5 hra, it is mid, were 
apent in climbing the lant 1,000 feet ; thia, if true, contrasts singularly 
with M. Wiener's ' timee ' given below. 
ASCENT OF ILLIMANI.-M. Wiener, in his important work, 'P6rou 

et Bolivie' (Paria, Hachette, 1880), givee an account of hie ascent 
on May 19, 1877, of the second summit of the Illimani Group, near 
La Paz, and not far from Lake Titicam, already alluded to ('A. J.,' 
vol. viii. p. 897.) Illimani has three peaks. The higheat, the Condor- 
Blanc! ia, according to the traveller, 6,386 mhtres, or 20,957 E. feet 
in hwght; the second, +t which he climbed, d & the Pio 
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.de Paris, 6,131 mktres, or 20,116 feet; and a third, 300 mktres lower 
than the highest point. The details of thc ascent given are sufficient, 
but bare. Leaving their mules at 9.20 A.M., at a p i n t  14,027 E. feet 
above the 8ea, the party climbed at the following rate: 10.48 A.N. 
14,902 E. feet; 11, 15,092 feet; 1.35 P.M. 16,862 feet; 2.44, 18,312 
feet; 3.20, 19,512 feet; 4.50, 20,112 feet; thus ascending the height 
of 6,085 feet in 73 hrs., or at a pace better even than Von Thielmann's 
on Cotopaxi, and little slower than tbat at which Mont Blanc is ordina- 
rily climbed from the Gmnds Mulets. At one point indeed the pacc 
beconlee almost incredihle for a time, but even if, as is probably the 
case, an error of the press accounts for the 1,200 feet in 36 mins. at an 
elevation of 19,000 feet, the facts are cheering for climbers who look 
forward to the Hima!ayas. The temperature on the top was 46' Fahren- 
heit. The height was estimated by aneroid and boiling-point obeerva- 
tione. The ascent presented no ~erious difficulties Low walls of 
rocks here and there proved temporary obstacles, but were overcome 
with the help of a rope. A deep ravine cut off direct access to the 
highest peak, and, time pressing, the party were forced to content 
themselves with the second summit. M. Wiener's companions were 
MM. de Grunkow and De Ocampo, and three Indian guides. 
ALPINE HUTS AND CIIAINS.-T~B following letter has been received:- 

IYPROVINQ THE ALPS ! ' 
'Sir,--In the last number of the ILAlpine Journal," you call atten- 

tion to the fact tbat large sums nre annually spent abroad in I L  building 
huts, improving pathe and removing difficulties in mountain ascents." 
But you do not-and I cannot but regret that you should have let d ip  
so good an opportunity-raise any energetic protest against the course 
of action indicated-a c o r n  in my opinion, and in that I believe of 
all true mountaineers, a t  once wrong, suicidal and unsportemanlike. 

Let me prove my epithets. Imagine n company of fox-hunters "re- 
moving difficulties " by levelling all the hedges and filling up all the 
ditches; sportsmen, maiming tlle game, so that it should not fly, beforo 
shooting at it  ; fishermen uniting to net instead of fish their streams. 
These are no more than fair parallels to what is being done in tlie Alps, 
and done-Heaven save us I --in the honoured name of mountaineering. 
The rernrlt of such action only be to remove all distinction between 
touriata and mountaineers, by depriving the latter of any field in which 
to exercise their craft. 

' Those who would Bowdleriee the High Alps down to the level ot 
their feeblest visitors can surely never have so much as known what 
mountaineering means I The esseuce of our sport, what gives it n 
charm unknown in ordinary travel, lies in its difficulties. The moun- 
taineer finds his enjoyment, not only in the beauti- of the mountains, 
but in his prolonged struggles with Nature, in the uncertainty of suc- 
cess, in the constant call made on phjsical and moral qualities, in the 
exchange of crowds for solitude, in the sudden and complete breaking 
away from all the co~nforta as well as all the cares of civilisation. 

'A  few years ago I should have been ashamed to repeat such a string 
of truime. Now, however, we hear of those who would remove all 
the old difliculties of the Alp; who ~ u l d  prpvide us with a new sot 
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of dangers, strewing with broken glass the crags of the Matterhorn-ss 
they have already done those of the Col du Ght-covering i b  shoul- 
ders with rotting m s, sending up scores of tourists to harass (and pos- 
sibly kill) one anot ge er with volleys of stones, launched by their own 
clumsy feet ; who seek to convert every rock, where their forerunners 
were alone with the stars, into eating houses such as t h t  on the 
Grands 31uleta. Verbum sapienti satie. 

'I admit, of couree, that here and there, as at the foot of the Schreck- 
horn, on the Aletsch Glacier, or at the Stockje, a hut may be a good 
thing. There are a dozen places, perhaps, in the Alp, where a rope is 
permisaible. But such aids ought to be the exception, not the rule. 
Let those who want to spend money improve mulepths, uubsidise inns, 
erect observntorics, perision guides. But I would implore them not to 
further this terrible mania for levelling the Alps, for destroying their 
very character and charm, for (I cannot improve on one of the foreign 
telms) la vulgariation des sommites." If it is neceasory that some sa- 
crifice should be made to touristdom, let one or two summits in every 
group be abandoned to that hateful ochlocracy. If the Matterhorn 
must be bound by the Philistines, let a t  least the Dent Bhche , the  
Wekhorn, and the Dom be spred.  

' Some such compromise mountaineers might accept. But the tourista 
and the tourist societies will do well to make peace while there ie yet time 
with the old school of mountaineers, whose name they mmetimes abuse. 
I have already heard rumours of the farnuttion of an Inner Alpine 
Club, membent of which, armed with sharp blades, files and gun- 
cotton, should proceed to the liberation of the mountains by the de- 
struction of all ropes, chains and hub. 

' The idea is no new one. So long ago as December, 1875, a former 
Secretary, followed by several me~nbers, gave vent at an annual gene- 
ral meeting to views, pithily eummarised as follows in the L' Journal " 
(vol. vii. p. 308), " Mr. A. W. bIoore expressed his regret that the greet 
peaks should be vulgarised by menm of mechanical appliances, and the 
multiplication of resting-places. He should like to see all huts de- 
stroyed, and all ropes and chains cut down!' 
' It would require but little to induce me to join a sect of Alpine 

Nihilists morn to carry out these objects.-I am, Sir, yours obediently, 
' A M0arra1NEm.' 

We print our correspondent's letter, knowing that it represents-even 
if it aamewhat exaggerates-a state of feeling prevalent among Alpine 
Clubmen. We do not, however, endorse all h i  statements, nor do we 
wish to express any opinion as to how far his protest against the ' vul- 
gnrieation ' of the Alpa is justified by anything that haa yet been done. 
Such a proteat may, however, be useful in s~iggesting that there 
are limits which every true mountaineer, or society of mouutaineere, 
would desire to see observed in the 'improvement' of the Alps by 
artificial means, and that theee limite have been, in some districts, 
reached. Mountaineering without its difficulties would ceaee to exist 
-and on this point our correspondent has our full Byrnpathy.-E~l~o~ 
WINTER ASCENTS.-A number of mountain ascents have bcen n~nde 

this winter. In  the Abruzzi, +aGran ,fhm.dtU~ (2,921 metres) !nu 
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climbed by Signori Corradino and Gaudenzio Sella on January 9,1880 
(a previou attempt on December 27 by Signori C. Sella, L. and F. 
Allievi, and E. Martinori having fhiled), and the Majella (2,729 mittres) 
on Februa ry 6 by Signori Francesco Allievi and Enrico Abbate. 

In the Ea~tern Alps a regular Alpine tour was mnde by two gentle- 
men from Graz with Johann Pin~gera, of Gomagoi, the well-known 
guide. On December 31 this party reached the Kiinigsjoch, hut were 
compelled by a storm to return to Sulden. On January 9, at 7.30 
A.M., they mched the Kiinigsspitze ; on January 7, at 9 A.X., in bril- 
liant weather, the Orteler Spitze (starting from the Payerl~litte), and on 
January 8 the Monte Cevedale at 11 A.M. 

In the Rngxdine two of our countrymen effected a more arduous 
expedition, the first winter ascent of the Piz Bernina. 

We ublish the account furnished by the Rev. C. E. B. Wataon, A.C., 
from w f'l ich it wonld appear that the travellers were lees impreseed by the 
difficultiea of the night descent than were thoee who furnislled the 
accounb of the expedition which have appeared in the N. Alpenpost of 
Zurich and other foreign papers. 

' On February 4 the ascent of Piz Bernina was sucoe~sfully made, 
and as I am told it is the first ascent in winter, I tend a brief record 
of the hta 

'Mr. H. Parnell, brother of the Irish member, was the author of the 
expedition, and took as guides A. Colani and Christian Grrree, eon of 
the older guide of that name. As Hans Graes was away, I mured the 
services of old Christian Graes and Valentine K d e r  ; and Ham, eon 
of old Christian Graw, and V. Kwler, who had been engaged as 
porters to the Boval hut, went at the request of the guidea with us, on 
a separate rope, on1 stopping short of the ar&te. 

Startiog at 1 . d A . M .  fiam tho hut, we ascended by the m. of the 
great Morteratech ice-fnll, and emerged from it  about 8 A.M. Mr. 
Parnell, who had had a cold on him for eome time, was unfortunately 
here overtaken with eickneaa, and obliged to abandon all idea of 
the arbte. This I reached with my guides about 11.15 A.M., and after 
4 hr. halt, we gained the summit at 8.20 P.M. 

'Returning by the Bellavista route, and profiting by the steps of Mr. 
Parnell's guides, who had decided to go back this way, we reached the 
plateau about 5.30 P.M., just as it was beginning to get dusk; and 
keeping along Mr. Parnell'e tracks, which young Christian Grass with 
praiseworthy forethought chipped in the spots where the mow was 
frozen, we reached the Festung about 10 P.M. 

Mr. Parnell, it seema, had had considerable d i c u l t y  in getting down 
the first part of the Festung in the dark, for his lantern mas broken 
and there was no moon, and we found him waiting here behind a low 
wall his guides had built, thinking it safer to wait for daylight. 
' Old Christian, however, after the aide of the second lantern had 

been made good with paper, pioneered a way with tlie two porters, and 
then we started down, and to make a long story short, returning by Ieola 
Pers, eventually reached the Boval hut at 4.45 A.M. on February 5. 
' The unanimous decision of the guides was, as f ir  as I could make 

out, for the route by the ice-fall, but experience showed the Bellaviatg 



route to be much the easiest, there having been eo little wow this 
winter, and the weather being so clear and settled. 

The thermometer on our arrival at  the Boval hut on February 3 
registered, according to a guide, about 19 Fahr., and judging from 
my experience of the temperature at  which the moustache freezes, at 
no time during the expedition did it, I think, fall much below 14 or 
13 Fahr. 
' As, having no moon, we depended much on our lanterns, and they 

failed ua agnin and again at  awkward times, I should like to ask if 
there is any special lantern recommended by the club, which is both 
easy to light and keep alight ; for there are timw when a g o d  lantern 
is a matter hardly second in importance to the rope and the ice-axe. 

' CECIL E. B. WATSON.' 
Throughout the upper Alpine region the winter has been extraor- 

dinarily sunny and mowlets At Davos perpetual sunshine reigned, 
while the lowlands of N. Switzerland were under s roof of frozen 
fog. At Zermatt, and ~ l a o  in Dauphin&, the cattle have been able to 
remain out on the meadows instead of being confined to their stablea 
h y  club hub, which I& eeason were ~cnrcely acces~ible till June, 
have been this year visited by guides in midwinter. The Simplon 
m open for wheel traffic on March 23 ! The first fatal accident 
to a traveller on n winter ascent took place on March 14 on the 
Schneeberg (2,059 mBtres=6,756 feet) a summit not far from Sem- 
mering, on the railway of that name between Vienna and Graz. 
Herr EIermann Beyer, a member of tlie Touristen Club of Vienna, 
while descending to Buchberg, attempted to gliesade, against the 
warnings of his companion, and losing his ' stock ' and his balance, fell 
over some rocks and was killed instantaneously. 

ASCENTS ROUND LEIJRERBAD.--The fouowing letter has been received 
from M. L. DBcle, A.C.-' I send you the list of several new expedi- 
tions I made laat summer in the Bernese Alps around Leukerbad. 
' Rinderhorn. First Ascent by the E. Ar6te.-M. Lionel Dkcle, 

with a porter, made this ascellt in a single day from Leukerbad. 
When the mow is in good order it is very easy. One should only 
take care not to walk too near the Leukerbad valley side, as a great mow 
cornice overhang& 

'Ferden Rothhorn. First Ascent.-M. Lionel DBcle, without guides, 
made this ascent. Starting fkom the Fluh Alp he followed at  first the 
way up the Mutteratein, then keeping to the left, reached the summit 
by easy rocks and tracks of snow. Thence a very beautiful view of the 
Balmhorn and of the surrounding valleys is obtuined. 

'Lu~nmerirhorrz. First Ascerrl.-Tlio Count of Cuklbanc and 31. 
Lionel Dkcle, with a porter, made this ascent. Starting fro111 tllo 
Gemmi they reached at  first the Liimmern Glacier, and from thence 
climbed quite easily to the summit of the Lammernhorn. They descended 
on the southern side by a  mall glacier, and passed on the Dauben 
Glacier. They climbed several little peaks overlooking the Leukerbad 
Valley und reached the top of the Daubenhorn, where they fou~i~i  
Mr. Fox's flag. The reached the Liim~nern Valley by the Daubcn 
Glacier, nnd crosscd t i e Gemmi to Leukerbad. 





We received 'the h.&rty p t i n g s  of' Herr Giber, the portly and 
jovial priest, on our return t9 Gurgl, at 3.50 P.M., after a most delightful 
excursion; the only drawback to which is the long distance to the foot 
of the peak proper; albeit the way lies up one of the noblest ice-streama 
in thin group. 

' Time, 5 hrs. 50 min. up, 50 min. rest; 4 hre. down, 50 min. rest, 
and 14 hr. enjoying the glorious scene on the summit. 

Three days later I ascended the Hintere Schwiirze Spitze, also a grand 
peak!-R. STARR. 
THE DACHSTEIN G~oup.-Herr Robert von Lendenfeld writes from 

Graz :-' Being on the Committee of the " Section Graz des Deutechen 
und (Esterreichischen Alpen-Vereines," I take the liberty of troubling 
yon with the follo~ving lines. 

' In the north-western corner of Styria there is a group of moun- 
tains, the Dachstein group, which is very rarely visited by English 
climbem Having spent some time in that group last year, it is in my 
power to recommend i t  fully to English mountaineem ; not only are 
thcre several untrodden paths to be found, but some of the first ascents 
which I have made (e.g. Bischofamlitze, Thorstein from Windleger- 
scharte) are worthy of your attention. The guides on the south side of the 
Dachstein can compete with the greater number in Zermatt-at least 
in rockwork-and are as enterprising as skilful. If any mountaineers 
should come into the neighbourhood of Schladming, Aussee, or Hall- 
etadt, they will certainly not repent spending some days of exercise in 
the Dachstein group. 

The beat guides in the neighbourhood of Schladming are Steiner, 
Anhnusler, Mauthner, end Fischer.' 

EXORCIZIN~ THE GLACIERS.-The following story, quoted by M. V. 
Payot in his work recently noticed (p. 442) from the ' Vie de Jean 
dlAranthon #Alex,' Bishop of Annecy from 1660 to 1695, published 
at Lyons, in 1767, will amuse our readers. 

' Les habitants d'une paroisse nppelbe Chamounix montrkrent d'nno 
manikre singulibre la confiance qu'ils avaient en la bkrbdiction de leur 
bveque. Chamounix est fmntibre du pays de Vallay et elle a de 
groases montagnes qui sont chargdes de glaces et de neiges, auesi bien 
en & qu'en hyver ; leur hauteur semble porter leurs pointes jusque 
dans les nu@$, ct ellea s'Clkvent preaqdautant que la veae peut porter; 
cea glaces et ces neges, qui viennont toujours en penchant depuis la 
cime juaqu'en bas, menacent eans cesse de ruiner les lieux circonvoi- 
sins, et autant de hiti que 1'6vklue allait faire ea v i d e  en ces quartiers- 
l i~ ,  les peuples le pribrent d'aller exorciser ct bdnir ces montapcs do 
glace. Environ cii~cl ans avant la mort de notre Cvesque, ces ~ C I ~ ~ J ~ C S  

lui firent unc dCpntation pour le prier de Icj allcr voir encore une tois, 
dans la crainte qu'ils avaient que, devenant plus vieux de jour en jour, 
.m vieillesse nc lea prirast de ce bonheur ; ils offiaient, avec leur bonne 
foy, de faire tous les frais du voyage, et ils assuraient que, depuis 
clcrni21.e visite, lea glacihres s'etoient r e t i r k  de plus dc quatre-vingts 
pas. Le prC.Int, charm6 de lenr foy, leur r+ndit: &y, mer bonlr 
wnys, j'rray.~, pand  ,je nl'y dcvrois fuire porter, pour joindre me3 pri21.eg 
aax voatl.e :. I l  y alla ct fust resn Savcc unc joye qui mrl-espondoit it 
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la foy de ces bonnen gens et B Ieur confiance B Ieur Qvqbe, qui y fit 
ca qu'ils dheiroient. J'ay une atteetation faicte avec le eerment dea 
plus notables de ces lieux, par un acte public, dans lequel ils jurent 
que depuis la WnPdiction donnb par Jean d'Aranthon, ces glacikres ee 
sont retirees, de telle sorte qu'elles sont B pdsent kloigndea d'un demy- 
quart de lieue du lieu oL elles ktoient avant la bbnddiction, et qu'elles 
ont c e d  de faire lea ravagea qu'ellee firisoient auperavanl' 

What would the Chanioniards of 1690 have thought, if they could 
have I~eard one of the prophets of the Ninet~enth Century attributing 
a r~ t r ea t  of the glaciers to the wrath of the Deity ! 

We have to correct two mistakes in the final paragraph of our notica 
of M. Payot's pamphlet. For ' Tairraz ' read Payot, and for ' September 
1869 ' read September 1878. 

A N  ATTEMPT TO ASCEND MONTE ROSA, BY THE ITALIAN SIDE, IN 
. m ~  EIQHTEENTH CENTURY.-&ions. C. R a h t  w r i t .  as follows : ' M o w  
me to drnw notice to an unknown attempt on Monte Roan, from the 
Italian side, made at the eud of the l a ~ t  century, certainly before 178.9, 
by Gount bIorozzo. At that time there wae at  Turin, at Geneva 
a little group of men of science, whom the passion for natural studies 
led to explore the Alps. 

Purposing to measure the height of the principal aumrnita belonging 
to the Kingdom of Sardinia, b u n t  Morozzo made two journey8 in the 
Alps of which the " btkmoiree de l'Acadkmie Royale dea Sciences de 
Turin" (Annkea 1788-1789, pp. 1-18), contain an accounL* In his 
first excursion he visited Val Formazza, much admired the falls of 
the Tosa, " peut-6h.e la plus belle qu'il y ait en Europe." Iie climbed 
the '' great glacier of Formazza " (Gries Gletscher), and turning to the 
right along the side of the mountain called Lee Cornea, descended in 
two hours (by the Val Corno), to the chief source of the Ticino, which 
forms the Bedretto valley. The Gries Pass wns frequented and upon 
the glacier the way was marked by stakes fixed at a distance of four to 
five toisea The second tour made by Morozzo was in Val Anzasca. 
" Rla seconde tournke fut dans la vallke Anzasoa, B l'extdmid de 
laquelle on trouve la p r o i w  de Macognaga au pied du Mont Rose, qui 
se prksente B l'ouest en tete de la vallee. J'ai mGme tent6 de le 
gravir, mais j'avoue que je ne croyois pas I'entreprise aueai difficile. 
J'ai cependant monk5 le premier glacier d'oh 1'Anza tire ea source, et 
d'apss une kvaluation approchank,. j'htois B 1500 t o i w  [=487& 
metres or 9426 feet] d'81kvation1 mala moe guides m'aasurnnt l'entre- 
prim impossible, il a fnllu y 'renoncer ; de lir a 7 ant regs* la p l w  
haute pointe de cette montagne, la l~auteur m a  paru bien grande 
eucore et je c ro i  m6111e qu'elle &gale celle du Mont Blanc!' He adds 
in a note :-'' J'ai communiqu6 B N. de Saueaure les remarquee que 
j'ai f a i t .  sur cette montagne, qu'il se propsoit de gravir cette a n n k "  

INN NEAR THE GLACIER D'ARGENTIERE.-TWO of the Tourniera of 
Chamonix propose to open, for the coming summer, a small ' Pavillon ' 
or inn by the aide of the Glacier d'Argenti&re, in a position corn- 

* A r  la m r c  de~yrinciyccuuyoints dar Wtatr ds Roi, et de L w  ctrKBbb 
6li.ratwt~ at(-deutce d% niceurb a2 la m a .  
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sponding to that of the Montenvers to the Mer de Glace. If fairly 
kept i t  will be useful to mountaineers crossing the Col dlArgenti&re, or 
attempting any of the numerous ascents in this part of the chain, 
while i t  may suggest to  a few of the less slleep1,jkc tourists that there 
are more than two glaciers near Chamonix, and that Mont Blanc is not 
the only ice expedition suited to poor climbers. 

Those who love the beauties of the snow world cannot do better than 
follow Mr. Reilly's advice and cross the A. des Grands Montets from 
the Montenvers to the new ' Pwillon.' I f  on the next day they go by  
the Fen&tre de Salkna to the Col de Balme, they willknow something ot' . 
one end a t  least of the chain of Mont Blanc. 

NOTES ON INNS IN THE COTTIAN AND MARITIME ALPS.-Mr. Coolidge 
writea :-With the hope of assisting members of the Club who n ~ a y  
propose exploring these parts of the Alps next summer, I have jotted 
down a few notes on inns which I vieited in 1879. The standard by 
which they are judged is that of a mountaineer able to rough it  in  
some degree, and willing to dispense with comforts and l~ururies, 
provided he can get n clean bed and tolerable food. As a rule, the 
lnns mentioned are distinctly better than most of those in Dauphin& 

Gii1lestre.-I stopped on two occasions last summer at  the HGtel 
Imbert. It is a very fair country inn, and the prices are moderate. 
The host io moet obliging, and can give mach usefl~l information. 

A1rih.-At the recommendation of my friend, Bfr. Paul Guillemin, 
I went to the inn kept by the sisters Richard, and was received most 
hospitably. The  accommodation is very fair and the prices extremely 
moderate, my bill for two nights and provisions for the ascent of 
Monte Vieo being under 21.1 Nothing could exceed the kindness of 
the hostesses on the occasion of a slight indisposition by which I was 
attacked. Abriks itself is rather f i ~ r  from the foot of Monte Viso, bu t  
a hut, known as the ' Refuge des Lyonnaie,' about 33 or 4 hrs. from 
Abriba, on the right bank of the Guil, h m  been fitted up  for nlountaineers 
by the French Alpine Club, pert of i t  being inlinbited during the 
summer by  a ahepherd who can pro\-ide polenta, milk, and brend. 

Escrein.9.-A lonely hamlet (not mentioned by hlr. Ball) 2f hrs. 
from Guillestre : there is no inn, but bLack bread and poor cheese can 
be obtained a t  one of the houses at  a nominal price. 

0ulx.-The spot where the road from Brianpon over the Mont 
Oenhvre joins the railway between Turin and nardonnbche. A new 
inn (Grande Albergo di Bologna) was opened last summer opposite the 
railway station, where fair Italian accommodation is to be had a t  
reaeonable priws. 

Maljasset.-The highest hamlet in the valley of the Ubaye, in the 
111idst of a little known but moet interesting group of mountains. W e  
stopped for a week a t  the auberge chez Martrbi, a t  the upper end of 
the village. The accommodation waa rather rough, but  the food, as  
far  as it went, tolerable. Prices not unreaeonable. When the district 
is more visited things will no doubt improve. 
S. Paul-sur-Ulayr.-A large village in the valley of the Ubnye, t l ~ c  

starting point for the Brec de Chambcyron, nnd for passes leading to 
Guillestre, En~hnul ,  Larchc, and the Vul Rltrin. I can most warmly 

TOL. lX.-SO. LXVIII. Al JI 
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recommend the H3tel Hellion aa an excellent county  inn. Prices 
reasonable. 

Barce1onwette.-A small town on the Ubaye, the starting point for 
the Col de I'Argentikrg or della Maddalena, now traversed, I believe, 
in ite whole length by a carriage road. The Hatel du Nord (chez 
Martel) on the ' Place ' is exccllmt, and prices moderate, despite the 
remote position of this little town, the 'little Barcelona.' There is a 
section of the Club Alpin Franqais here, by the members of which I 
was received most c3urteously. 

Caatel DeEfino or Chdteatc Dauphin. -At the head of Val 
Varaitn, the usual starting point for the ascent of Monte Vim. I was 
detained several days here by indisposition, at the Albergo di Francia, 
a thoroughly Italian inn, kept by Lorenzo Richard. The food was not 
remarkably good, and the prices not very low. The hostess is well- 
meaning, but fussy and rather flighty. 

Prazzo.-A picturesquely-situated village in the Val Maira. At  the 
Scudo di Fnmcia, we found tolerable accommodation for the night, 
combined with absurdly low prices. 

Prad1Zues.-Iu the beautiful Val Gmna. The Albergo dell'Angelo,' 
kept by the Fratelli Molineri, near the bridge at the lower end of the 
village, is the most charming little inn in the valleys round Monta 
Vim. Accommodation good (the trout especially commended), and 
prices not unreasonable. I am at a loss to understand how this inn 
Gin pay its way, as travellers (except Count Paul de Saint Robert) 
have entirely passed over this valley, and the devotees of the sanctuary 
of Snn Magno, higher up the volley, can acarcely be numerous enough 
to support it. The whole valle below Pradlhes is extremely pictu- 
resque and finely wooded, while d e  miniature gorge leading fmm Prad- 
leves to Castelmagno (a hamlet clinging to the steep hill side) is one 
of the loveliest sights I have ever seen. 

Dernonte.-At the entrance of the Val Stura. The ' Albergo Gari- 
balcli ' furnished tolerable quarters for the night a t  very reasonable 
prices. 

Va1diel.i.-A village halCway between Cuneo and the Bagni di 
Valdieri. The ' Corona Grossn ' is a typical Italian inn ; the mmm- 
n~odation might be much worse, and the prica are fair. 

Bagni di Valdieri.--A fnshionnble watering-place a t  the h o t  of 
the highest ranges of the AIaritime Alps. There is no village, but one 
great stone building (the Stnbilirnentr,), several ornamental chillets for 
hire, and the bath-houses. The Stnbilimento can take in 300 persona 
and is furnished with a very large dining-room, also a concert-room, 
bc. An arcade under which are the caf6 and various bureaux and 
shops runs along the entire front of 300 feet. The Stnbilimento is 
open from the end of June to September 1. The prices for rooms, 
dcjeuncr ir la fourchette (at 10 ~ . , r . ) ,  dinner (at 5 P.M.), lights and 
service, vary according to the floor-12 francs (1st floor); 10 frrrncs 
(2nd floor) ; 94 francs (3rd floor). Servants 6 francs a day. There 
are hot nnd cold mineral springs, and great use is made of a curiorls 
plnnt called ' Muffo,' which is applied in strips to the body, and is said 
to bc very efficacious in certain maladies, but many of tllo guests 
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(almost exclusively Italian) come to the Bagni simply as a ' Sommer- 
frisch.' I was a week a t  Valdieri, and was not altogether satisfied 
with the accommodation, for which the prices seemed to me rather 
high, while it  is impossible to atart for any mountain  cursio ion before 
5 A.X. I t  is, however, by  f i r  the best and most central head-quarters 
in  the Maritime Alps. 

Col di Ten&.-The ' refuge ' within 2 min. of the top of this pass 
offers rough quarters a t  moderate prices. The sunrise iiom the paEs is  
a most beautiful sight. 

Saa Dalmazzo di Tcnda.-An old monastery, now turned into a 
hydropthic  establishment, a little way beyond the French frontier, on 
the Italian side. T h e  cloistem, nionks' cells, and quadrangle, are all 
perfect and applied to modem purpopes; and there ia a ~pacious and 
well-shaded garden reaching down to the banks of the Roya torrent. 
The accommodation is good, but  the priccs (at least for passing trnvel- 
lers) rather high. T h e  neighbourliood is extremely picturesque, but 
the heat is great in summer. The inn is open from May 15 to October 
15, and would be very pleaamt in spring or in autumn.+ The  diligences 
to and from Nice and Cuneo pass the door daily. S. Dalmazzo is the 
best spot from whence to vikit the mysterious rock drawings near the 
h g h i  delle Meraviglie, a t  the head of the Val della Miniera, or Val- 
lauria. At the village of Tenda, 4 kilombtres higher up  (45 min. 
walk), there are several poor-fooking inns, and a mere frngment of the 
castle of the unhappy Beatrice di Tenda. 

La M a d d a l ~ ~ a . - - A  group of houses in the Valmasca, lvhicll opens 
out into the Roya valley a t  S. Dalmazzo. W e  merc hospitably taken 
in and entertained when overtaken by dnrknces, a t  a solitary cottage 
on the right bank of the torrent, near a wliitcwashed building a t  the 
lower end of a small plain (? ancient lake bed). Clli~let fare and no- 
minal pricea 

Jfurcrjon.-A eolitary chilet, nenr the hend of tlle Val di Mont 
Colomb, above Entraque, where we found shelter for the night, after 
the ascent of the Cima del Gelas. Tlle h e r d ~ m m  mere very inquisitive, 
but  very civil, and highly pleased with three francs. 

S. Martin Lanto8que.-A summer resort of the inllabitants of Nice, 
with which i t  is connected by n good carriage road. I stopped two 
days a t  the 'H6tel des Alpes' (chez Tardey), where I found good ac- 
commodation a t  not unreasonable prices. There i~ also a 'Pension 
Anglo-Americaine.' A t  the Cascade de la  Ceriegia, 14 Lr. off, there is 
a small inn now open, of which I heard favourable accounts. 

Madonna di Finestre.-A place of pilgrimage, 3 hrs. from S. Martin 
Lantoaque. Next to the church there is a fair little mountain inn for 
the pilgrinls and those coming over the Col d i  Finestre. Prices niodc- 
rate. Best starting point for the Cirnn dcl Gelas and ncighbouring ranges. 

1sola.-A village on the Tinfe, a t  the foot of Blont 3Iounier. I was 
well satisfied with o m  quarters a t  the ' H6tel dc Paris ' (chez Taxi]). 
Prices remarkably low. The wife of the host is a Gcrman-Swiss. 

- - - - - - - 
* A plcwznt tlescription of thc cn~irons is to bc found in an article in tho 

h i t v  Qttavtt ,~b ~Uagazitro for January 1878. 
x lr a 
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Roja.-A little hamlet, where we slept for the Mont Bfounier, up  a 
very picturesque side glen of the TinCe. The  ' auberge' (chez Marcel- 
lin Possini) could not offer more than cllillet fare, and a truss of straw 
in the barn, but the people were obliging, and the prices almost nominal. 

S. Etienne.-Near the head of the Tinee valley. Excellent little 
inn (chez Gauthier), and prices most reasonable; one of the best 
stopping places in  the Maritime Alps. An easy PM+S connects this vil- 
lage with Barcelonnette, and a good mule path leads down to Isola. 

Ecteng.-A hamlet near the source of the Var. A t  an isolated farm- 
house, near a small chapel, some way above the rest of the village, we 
mere well received. Unfortunately the food was not much, beds were 
replaced by a roomy barn, and the people only spoke Provenpl. 

Allos -A large village on a hill, quite a typical Gnulish hill fort, 
n w r  the head of the Verdon torrent. I t  is connected with Colmars and 
Crrstcallane by a good carriage road, and with Barcelonnette by  a good 
mule trnck, which ultimately expands into a carriage road. The  inn 
(chez Pascal) is benrable, but the prices asked exorbitant. 

IV. A. B. COOLIWE. 
Air. GOSSET's SUI:VEP OF THE RIIONE GLACIER.-T~~ Editor has re- 

ceived the following note :-'Dear Sirl-In Mr. Cust's paper on Mr. 
Golwet's '' Survey of the Rhone Glncier," + I find the following words : 
' I  The S. A. Club, after first undertaking its sole support, finally re- 
quested Mr. Goaset to let them off. H e  did BO a t  once." Aa thia 
statement does not agree with the facts of the case, and is adapted to 
place the conduct of the Swiss Alpine Club in an unfavourable light, I 
take the liberty of informing you of' what actrlally occurred. 

' I t  is correct that, in the early stnges of the Survey, difficulties and 
nlisunderstandings arose between Mr. Gosset and the Central Commit- 
tee of the S. A. C., in consequence cf which, after prolonged negotia- 
tiol~s, the Central Committee placed the sum of 13,500 franca a t  the 
dispos~l of Mr. Gosset, subject to certain conditions, bnsed on the 
rigreeri~ent concluded between the S. A. C. and the Federal Ordnance 
Office, which it would take too long to explain in this place. Wi th  
reference to tliis offer, Mr. Gosset declared, in a letter dated January 
17, 1877, that he wished to remain role owner of the results of his un- 
dertaking, and consequently declined the sum of 13,500 frnncs which. 
Herr Freundler, the then President of the Central Committee of the 
S. A. C., had proposed to hand over to him in order to cover the 
expenses to which he had I~ecn put. Rfay I ask you to have the 
kiudness to insert this correction in the next number of the "Alpine 
Journal l " I remain, dear Sir, yours obediently, R. LINDT, 

'President of the Central Committee of the S. A. C.' 
P r n ~  AT NAUDEI:S.--This important village, well known to Tyrolese 

travellers, was on the night of the 3rd-4th March almost totally dea- 
troyed by fire. Mr. 1'. 1'. Tuckett kindly took on himself the tmuble 
of raising n subscription in England for the sufferers, and has been 
nble to forward to Pfarrer Senn the sum of 681. l ls. ,  collected chiefly 
amongt  members of the Alpine Club. The subscription is now closed. -- 

* .i@itic Journal, ?To. 67, p. 435. ' 
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Some of our readers may recollect that in 1877 Mr. Barrington 
Brown, in  an interesting book of travel, made known to the world 
that there exista on the confines of British Guii~na a n~ysterious nloun- 
tain, by name 'Rornima,' which has a high reputation for inaccessi- 
bility. W e  have LOW to speak of the work of a gentlemnn, who, 
stimulated by the perusal of Mr. Brown's book, made in 18'78 n f ~ e -  
cia1 journey to South America for the purpose of scaling ltoraimn, nl- 
though we regret to say he is not a member of our Club. 

Mr. Boddam-Whetham, ~ ta r t ing  from New York, reached British 
Guiana by way of the Bermudas and West Indies, the beauties of whic11, 
yet unknown to touristdom, he describes with the utmost enthueiam. 
On his arrival a t  Georgetown, he luckily discovered that a Government 
expedition waa about to start for Roririma, with the intention of at- 
tempting its ascent. Mr. Boddam-Whetham obtained permission to 
form one of the party, and accordingly started on February 23, 1878, 
in  con~pany with hlr. McTurk, an experienced Government oficial, 
nnd fiiteen Indians. By means of two boats and a rtrong canoe they 
were able to convey provisions sufficient for several months. W e  must 
p s s  over the many incidents of the voyage u p  the great river hIaza- 
runi, merely remarking that the river Ecencry seems to be of the first 
order, and the vegetation of a thoroughly tropical kind. 

Mr. Boddam-Whetham thus describen the first glimpse of Roraima 
(which is pronounced Boreema: 6. page 219, note). ' The sun wns 
fiercely bright when, after an early start from our camp on the Marikn, 
our straggling party issued one by one from the dark shady forest on to an 
open eavanna. A glad shout from the foremost announced that our goal 
was in mght. Hastening up  an intercepting hill we looked down on an 
undulating savanna country, streaked here and thcre with forest belts. 
On our right towards the north, were the c ~ q g y  heights of RIarima ; 
on our left, beyond the terraced side of Wai.'tipu, the tablsland fi~ded 
away in the ~ilver-blue mountains of Brazil ; and in front of us, walled 
round with rocks, as an inland island, stood Roraima. A t  the foot of 
the mountnin, the hilly ground lay in patches of yellow stony savanna, 
and dark strips of woodland rising in elevation na they approached itR 
base. Then came a deep forest-clad ravine whose farther side sloped 
steeply up  to a distirnce of about 3,OCO feet, and, spriuging out of tllis 
eat of green roae a perpendic~rlar wall of red rock, 1,500 feet in height. 
Hardly a shrub broke the sheer descent of the shining cliff, scarcely 
a line of verdure marked where clinging graases had gained a footing 
on ita smooth face. The south-eastern comer wna slightly rounded, and its 
tower-like appearance increased ita genernl resemblance to a Titanic 
fortification, a few miles in length, rising from a forest glacis. The 
glancing rays of the sun struck the red sandstone lnyers, which shone 

-- - 

* h i m a  ard Britisi Briatca, by J. W. Bocldam-IVhetham. Hurst and 
Blwkett. 1879. 
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like glass and stood out in bold and bright relief above their green 
base. A fly could hardly have rested on the slippery slabs, and this 
was the mountain we had come ao far to scale ! The level summit- 
liue was backed by foreat trees, which to us appeared like bushes, and 
 fro:^^ their feet, like skeins of floss silk swaying in the wind, three 
watecfi~lls desc~nded, and \Vera lost in the woods below. But towards 
the northern end of the mountain, a magnificent cascade, whose lip seemed 
to be below the summit, sprang in a broad silvery arch right down 
into the green depths, barely touching the rocky wall in its descent.' 

The height of this splendid peak is about 8,000 feet above the sea, 
or 4,500 feet above the table-land from which it rises. The fron- 
tispiece gives a view of Roraima, which recalls one of the Nont 
Aiguille in Dauphin&, given in the ' Annuaire du Club Alpin Fran- 
pis, '  187G, p: 685. The Mont Aiguille, though first climbed in 1492, 
and several times since, had a high reputation for inaccessibility, until 
Mr. Edouard Rochat's ascent in 1877.. Itoraima, however, as we 
shall see, has not yet found its conqueror. As the northern aide, which, 
as seen from the direction &om which Mr. Boddam-Whetham and his 
party approached the peak, seemed hopeless, they resolved to cxplore 
the eastern side, but the prospect was not more cheerful. ' Nothing less 
than a Pegasus could expect to reach the summit of the bare red wall 
that raised itself for hundreds and hundreds of feet, unrelieved by 
aught save a few tangled bushes and tasselled bunches of some wild 
grasses. Carefully we scanned every ledge and crevice, seeking some 
practicable spot to which we might direct our steps on the morrow. At 
the southern extremity of the eastern side, which we were facing, a ravine 
near a rounded tower-like rock, draped with grass and lichens, which 
recalled to my mind the Metella Tomb of the Roman Carnpagna on a 
gigantic scale, gave a better promise of a foothold than anywhere else. 
But a closer exanlination showed that this fius~~re only separated the 
rounded mnss, at about two-thirds of its height, from the rest of the 
mountain, which then rose as perpendicularly as in other places. The 
following day when we resumed our explorations, the reeulta were si- 
milar. Near one of the falls an angle in the rock, and a fringe of 
shrubs running up for some distance along a deep crack, held out hopes 
of a practicable w e n t ,  but they vanished in a plumb-line of wall with- 
out ridge or chink.' An examination of the muthern side did not raise 
their hopes of success, this side being, if possible, even more precipi- 
tous than the eastern. They were prevented by want of provisions, &c., 
from undertaking a long journey through a virgin forest, to gain 
a view of the western side, and both the author and McTurk were in- 
clined to agree with the natives that the ascent waa impracticable, 
though Mr. Boddam-Whetham suggests that it might be effected in a 
balloon, adding that the novelty of such a tour would give f d  zest to 
the undertaking. They were therefore compelled to return to George- 
town after an absence of two montlis. 

It does not appear that any member of the party had had any 
previous experience in mountaineering, and their failure ought not 
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therefore to discourage others from trying their luck. W e  mould 
suggest to any adventurous member of our Club who sighs for 
fresh conquests, that here is the opportunity for which he bas been 
waiting, of distinguiehing himself, and securing fi,eeh laurels for his 
Club. Mr. Boddam-Whetham's book may be warmly recommended 
to all who wish to gain a n  idea of what the West Indian Islands are 
like, and his account of the little known state of Venezuela (or Little 
Venice) is extremely interesting. W. A. B. C. 

ALPINE BIBLIOQRAPIIY 1878-1870.-The follo~ving lists have hecn 
kindly furnished by Mr. W. A. B. Coolidge :- 

A&emPinr Dsutsche To~triatr~r-Stung. Appenrs fortnightly at  Frankfnrt- 
am-Mein under direction of the Taunus Clob. 1879. 

dQwn-3+earid, rip,. Bediglrt von Ecl. Amthor. xi. 1-6. 1878. (Extinct). 
Alpitto Jmt~nul ,  vol. ix., 1878-1880. London : Longmans. 
Appalocltia, organ of the Appnlachian Mountains Clob. Boston, U.S.A. 

No. I ,  Juno 1876. No, 2, Maroh 1877. No. 3, June 1877. No. 4, Febrnnry 
1878. 

. Cuclc.l~ithCa, 1878, 1879. Klagcnfurt. Twelve numbers a year. 
Clttb Alpirr h f a i a .  Annuaire iv. 1878 ; v. 1879. Paris. - Bulletln Trimatriel, 1878, 1879. Four numbers a year. 

Paris. 
Ptcblicntwna of 9ectiona of C A. F. 

Aaervgne. Bulletin 1, 1877; 2, 1878 ; 3, 1879. - &%it d'unr Ascerdoi~ au Pic G% Brlledrm~ta. Pnr J. Queymt. 
Barus-Alyer. Album photognrphiquede la vallbe de Barcelonnette. 1879. 
B r i a n ~ m .  Albtc71r du Bp.LanoonnaO. 102 vues photographiques. 1878-1880. 
C6te d'Or d X i a n .  Bullet. 1,1877. 
I a k a .  Bulletin 2, 1878. 
Jttra. Bullet. 4. Jan. 1877. 5. July 1877. 0. May 1878. 
Lyon. Bulletin 1. Jan. 1878. 2. July 1879. 
,Uav&nna. M@n, B. N. : Hcit d'unc arrrnsiu~r auz  li jocillcs $Awes, 

3,600 m., Ze 2 &ptentGre 1839. Vulliermet, S. Jenn dc Mnurienne. 
&41te rt ~ T P .  Bullet. 2. 1877. 3 Si 4. 1878. 
&rn-otterrt. R U I I C ~ .  1. J U I ~  1877. 2.  an. 1878. 3. ~ u l y  1878. 4. JW. 

1879. 6. 1870. 0. 1879. 
Cl~~b~ iZp ino  A Barfagnana. Bollettino 1. 1879. 
L7ub Alpino Italiuno. Bollettino Trimestrale. Nos. 33, 34, 36, 30 (1878). 

Nos. 37, 38, 39, 40 (1879). Turin. 

Os~.t .m'oni nteti~urolqiahc f&e m1b rSt(lliOlli Italians prc'uo gli. Alyi  
gli Apennid,  s p~tblicata ptv c u ~ a  did C. A. I. VII. 10. tjept. 1878. 11. 
Oct.&er 1878. - 

Agordo : Adzina~tza atrmdinaria dez 1 &tt. 1878, ne& ra& di  Jbn 
Lacuno. Belluno, 1878. 

Iliella : Quida yt7. gits ad ~ c l i ~ d ~ n i  9lel Bklbaa. Biella, Amosso, 1878. 
Florence : Scritti rarii di ~irgonirrito attenelitc d ~ ' r ~ ~ p i r i r n i o  &a&. Anno 

1, 1878. Anno 2, 1879. Florence. 
I1 A'saniao rd i l  Pizza d'L>celk, ( d l p i  Li~niclnr). Florence, 1876. 

Marchigiana : A 1 Vrttore, OenmaziurtQ c &adz. Ancona, 1879. 
Su.sa: Cmta a Taroh altintc-triche d r l h  ral& di h'ttw. 18i8. Per C. Balbo. 

Bollettino 1, 1879. 
Tolmezzo : Dal Pcralba a1 &ttinu. Udine, 1877, 
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Ycrbano : Bollettino, 1877-8, 1878-9. Intra. 
Virenza : Bollettino 3, 1878. 4, 1879. 
S;l~sari : Rita itur~rg~rral a1 Caatcllu d'O$ilo. Snssrrri, 1879. 
- Eae~rrsiorc a1 Cam?)o .lfi*&~, Saccargin, Akraghi, i\%&irllc, P h g h c ,  

1iilr.nt10, ,%a -llnttco. &wari, 1879. - 
('lsh Jtwnsfiet~. ?A 1latnra11 rlr Scrlritt. lS'nc annCe, 1878. 13Pme annee, 

18i!r. 12 nunlbcls a ymr. Ncuchitel. 
I)r*rrtxck 11. Oente~rrirhirrlto dll,r~~t.rrcl't~, oh. &<tuehrift. 1878. Hefte 1-3. 

IS:!), Hefte 1-3. Vienna. - .IliftIrcilrlt~!lo~ 1878, Hefte 1-6. 1879, Hefte l 6. Vienna. 
~ o t h  ~ 1 i t w I  by TI]. Trautwein. - Bcilngr zrrr aitrrhrift. iitdeitvng stc ~viarenacluftlichet~ Beobaeh- 

trot11~1,11 arf .llpcsti~rinrtt. 
Erste Abtheilnng: Orgraphic 11. Topogra11hi~; Bi/dl.ographi@, f fk taeher  

meae~r. Von C. von Sonklar. 
K u z r  A t th i t~~ng  :u geubyirchet8 Beobachi~tngetr ia den Alpen. Von C. W. 

Giimbel. 
Zwcite Abtheilung: Ei~yfihrtorg it& die iUetrmlogi8 der Alpen. Von J. 

Hann. 
Pichtrlqebirgr, Frrhtler d~rrcli r2aa. Be'ubeitet von dem Vorstande dm D. 

u. 0. Alpenvemins. Section Fichtelgebirge. Wunsidel, 1879 
Echo den Alpea : prblicntion rler Sertwna Roncu.ndea dlc CZtrb AZph Slii-P. 

KornBros 1-1,1878. NurnEros 1-4, 1879. Genhve. 
A-iicz ,ilpety)ost. E t l i t ~ l  by Binder and Grob. Ziirich, voLs. 7, 8, 1878 ; 

vok. 9, 10, 1870, Each volnrne contains 26 numbers. 
A'rrcr Deutaelre Alpenu<t~ocg. Edited by R. Lsler. 1878 (~019.6, 7) ; 1879 

(vob. 8, 9). 
Oeatrrreichische Alprueit7cng. ENtod by Julius Meurer. Vienna, 1879 

(vol. 1). 26 numbers. 
Oeaterrriclcisclrw Totrristenklnb. Jnhrbuch ix. (1878) ; x. (1879). Vienna. 
Paati&nik Tutcar:yd?ra Tntrxtcaltic!lo. (Tntry, or Polish Alpine Club.) 

FL Rok. 1877. 111. Hok. 1878. IV. Rok. 1879. Cracow. 
Sclrweizw Alprnr1,rb. Jahrboch xiii. (1877-8) ; xiv. (1878-9). Rern. 
&rid6 drgli JllpittiaCi Tri4Icnti1ti. Annnario, 1877. Nilnn, 1878. 1878-9. 

Borgo, 1879. 
&rii+d den Ybfrriatea drr Da~iphitlC. Annuairc iii. 1877 ; iv. 1878. Grenoble. 
Sotii t6 Iia?t1otrr1. Btrllriitc. Eq2twatiorrs Pyrc't15c.ttnc~a. 3°C sene, 1878. 

Nos. 1-4. 1870, Nos. 1-4. 
Wcin'nchrr Grbirgarrr~itts, Jahrhvch den. vi. 1878 ; vii. 1879. Gmz. 
3i11otaa-cl~cb. Jnhrbuch. or Zeitschrift. vii. 1879. Pmnkfurt-am-Mein. 
Lirgat6-clren ~arpatlretrrc~rina, Jahrbach doa, v. (1878); vi. (1879). 

KQsmitrk. 
Vqencvl-Khrb. 1877-8. 1879. Straasburg. 
Wii'Ide Bnnda. 1879. Vienna. 

11. Buoka, Pantpklcia, ctnd Articleo rehting to the Alpa. 

-1lbun~ d'trn dlptniata. Biella, Amosso. l o  quademo. A Gressoney per 
val d'Andorno. 1877. 2 O  quailerno. In Valsesin, 1878. 

r l?nrner~ ,  dsr, UP& nrine UltlIJ~b~~tg.  M i t  einer topographisch-kistorischen 
Kmte und Panorama dcs Gebirges von Dicssen am. Landsberg n. L. Verza, 
1 Q7R -. 

Amthor, Ed. : !l'iroLr Eiilirer. Rcinehandbtwh fiir Dndach- trnd If'iiboh- 
tirol, u~rter Blriiokrricht@a?~g rln. angrea=.n&ta C+c&.tdlcrp'b &a baynirchm 
Uoc~hlntlda, Vurn?lhergr, &bbwrga, Kaqatrtu, Ohrritnli~~~cs qtnd &r rgChn-n'z, und 
vrit C I I I ( T  krr~3~11 B~*~~~-lr~ribrrtrg -Uiit~rIwtts. N i t  Ktrtldbn'Iaqcn (23 Studtpliinc, 
h-i~;+rn, und P n m a n e , ~ ) .  4. Auflage. Gern, Amthor, 1878. - Bozea ut& Utngebatrg. hiit Urngebungskarte und Stncltplrw. 2. 
Ailflage. Gem, Amthor, 18i9. 

,It~kitr~~r!/ rtl wiaaetta-rhaftlichn Broharklrngcn arrf Alpenreiran, (See 
under pnblic.nt:ons of Deutscber u, Oestew, Alpenverein '). 



.Itta cletn Zebetr cirrr f f  MndterJiihrern. 
Bnhno, Cap. Aronne : I Club Alpini e Ir. fwrxte. St#& rronontici k g i a h -  

tin'. Torino, 1877. 
Backer ,  K. : Stritwlatrd nnd the djacewt Portiotta of Italy, Saroy, at& 

Tyrol. 8th ~ulit. I.eipnp, 1879. - -- Eaatrra Alp#, including the Barnrint~ Eghiatrdr. 4th 
edit. Lei])zip, 1879. 

Baretti, Martino: 4% rik-ra?~rm~ti gtaohyiri fatti ~ t a l b  ..i2l,r Picnrottte~e drc- 
rattte In eatttpupta 1877. 

Stttrli gcoLujci nil grt~ppu d8l (:rtttt Pud inn .  1877. 
-- - - StntEi g r c t k i i  n11k AQii (fi.aia 8rttentn'ot1uZi. 1879. 

(All three extracted from ' Mcmoric delln Classe di Scienze 
fisichc, mntematiche e nnturcrli dells It. Accademia dei 
Lincei in Romn.') 

Bnlbo, C. : Turok nltittret1.icirc d r l k  raUc di Stta.  Snsn, 1878. 
Rnyle, l'Abb6 : Gttirle dc l'Uinn)rn, ott Srpt J U I W ~  (i tracer8 lea 11lprn dd~ Dau- 

y h i ~ ~ E .  
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Rnilde, Dr. G. : Dia CVwr'aaren a td  ihr &and rortmtrcht itn Son~ncer 1876. 

Fiseher, C~ssel, 1878. (Cf. No. 7 of Bnnd 21 of Petcnnann's -1Iittkeilaagatc.) 
~ l l i ,  B. : Desm'ziuna geogrr~fia, atmica, ccuttoaica rklla ffarfug~ucna. 

Lnccn, 1879. 
Rsirsbsgleitm, kurrgefnuter u~ ld  paktischer, aqf  rErr RundfaltPt durch Obw- 

Gtmreich, aka &&Lrrnrqut  rond Saklntrger ffebirgalund, auf dir K r a y r i ~ u  
RrdoEf-, Gweh- ?snd Eliaabath- Wcat Bakn. Mit Kartc. Salzburg : Glomer, 
1878. 

Rochas, Albert de : Pvcetcirra amain d'ro~ gbssniva topqroph iqtce dea ,tq~aa. 
(In ' & 2 ~ e  do CXogmphie,' April, Jone, etc., 1870. I'ark.) (Sec also Cha- 
brand, Mlle.) 

Rohrncher, Joe. A. : Dm Anyazc~tknl.  ~Iundliicltlcin frtr Tutt~iste~r, Mit 
3 Ansichten in Lichtclrl~ck. Innsbruck, Wagner. -- nrla I8cltkn2 lrld wine -12 br~etkrrlct; Il?~tdiach-, .l/atrei, &OM 
T'enrdigrr. Totrrirtiarkc &.kilrlm-n~~y< 1,. Innsfruck, Wagner. 

h s i ,  J.: S r k i o - d w ~ t ~ t ,  ~Yoggr'o rli Nctirlrr nlla rcellttto rk.1 LJogrn, &l Tinion- 
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(Reprinted from ' Zcitsrhrift des Fcrclinandenmr;.') 

,Sch~cdz, die. Il/ttsfrirtr8 lin~edbrtclr fiir Reiscltdea. 9" Anflagc. Mit 
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O~oaterrcicJr, Stpin-nrnrk, Kii l .~ tc.11 ?otd Uberit~lien. IVcgn'Giarr fur RR'- 
srtrde. Mit Uebemichtsknrte u. 12 SpccinlkSrtchcn. G1* vermehrte Au0age. 
1878. Linrlauer Miinchen. 

Troger, Prof. : Ilnnnibiel's Zttg iibm dic il Q~ert. Mit Karte. (Programm des 
K. K. Ober-Gymnasiums zu Innsfruck). 

TschucSi, Iwan von : D w  Tortrid i ? ~  ,k.htcei:. 20" und 21" AuSagen. 1858, 
18i9. S. Gallen. 

- I4~crktisrltc R~l'mrgc.la totd n'atizm fur  Tmtristerb iw 
rEL7 Schrriz. 4'. Auflagc. S. Gdlcn, 1878. 

Vaccnrone, L., e S i p ,  L. : Gtridn itiirn.cr9io per le ralli &tZ'&ro, d i  Sonita 
e rli Chirtsalla. Con unn cwta coropfic%. Casqnova, Turin. 1878. 

Tallentin, F1. : Exrrrraiona nrrhlc~kyiq~rcs d a m  h a  AIpes dri DntrphittE. 
literland, Ci ta t r ,  ~ I L  1.l-mol.t urtd BiU.  Geschilclert von einem Verein der 1x- 

rleutmdsten Schriftsteller und Kiinstler Deutschlands und Oesterreichs. I. . 
Die 1)eutschen Alpen. Wandenlngcn clureh Tirol und Vonrlberg, das baie- 
rische Gebiige, Salrkammergut, Steiermnrk u~nd Kiimten. Mit nlustmtionen 
und Holzschnitten (21 Lieferungcn, Tirol u. Vorarlberg complet). Gtnttgart, 
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Viollet-le-Duc : ilfo~tt Ulirnr. Tmnslntd by Benjamin Buclinnll. London. 
T70rnrBm.q. Von G. L. Schindlcr : -lbti:e~t fur Purcristen. 4" Aufiage. Cre- 

genz, Teutsch. 
Walrlheim : Fiihn.?. mf dr~t  Oextr ~ ~ ~ i c h i a c l t r u  l po tboh~m.  Redigirt ron 

II. Jacobsen Urnl(Ulcirn, Vicnna, 1878. 
Wnltenberger, A. : Sttrbrci, Oetrtltnkr. sled Ortlngrrcppe, nebat &n nrpr1r:cn- 

drs Gcbirte~t. -1fit brnntrde~c~. Beriicbsic-ktigvng dcr Brannerbahn, der (4ege11d 
con M c r a ~ ~  ttnrl Uu:e~t (,~ceialfuJmrm drcml~ die Uetttaclten 11. Oeatewekhischen 
A l p e ~ ~ .  11. Theil.) Mit cincr UobenichtsLartc. Augsburg, Lam@ 9; Cie. 

Webcr, J. C. : Dic .Ilpciry~~r~r:r~c Drtttsrhlnitds lord dcr Srl~?reiz i ~ b  400 9rnch 
d tr  A3tnr coknl'?-tr~e Libbildrtt~gctt ill ncrtiirlic*h(?. Gro~ss. 1'' Auflage. Syhte- 
mntisch gcordnet n ~ i t  Text \on Dl. C. A.  I<rnnx. Licfcrungcn 1-23. Miin- 
chen, Kaiser. 

TVrgicriser, p~nMi8cltcr, dtrrck d i ~ ~  ,%h.ltnri:. Iiach der Auflage rlcs 
griiweren Rcihehnnrlbncli (Die Schveiz). Mit Knrten. I?crlin, Goltlschmidt. 

\Vh~?nper, Ed\\:inl : I l ' h  Anrott r!f the Lllatterltar~c. With Sotcs ant1 1111~s- 
tmtiom. Lonclon, hInmly. 1880. 

Ziihler, Jnliw : FAIt.211ithn : rlir A.ltiij,fn~~g r7t.s 2Uel1ccias. Kicte d ~ ~ c n n s i i h -  
ltrrry. In i (;cz;ingcn. Dlwtlcn, llciukolil u, Suhnc. 
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111. Mal~s and DiQgran~a. 

Abatiinh nnd Elcratio~wminkcl a h  bcdB~tte~ulnt~n A lpcnp'l~ /el iibrr bekaante 
,Ittnnicktnp~rnkte. Von W. Bicrmsnn. (Zeitsch. des D. a. k t .  Alpenvcrein. 
1879). 

Alucnkarta con Chv. .3tieL1, in 18 Seetio~wn. Miinchen, Finsterlin. 
1:406,000. 

Artaria : !lbu&en Karttn, gczeichnet n. gravirt v. Naschek. Blatt 6 : Zell 
am See, Qastein, Gross-Glockncr. 1: 120,000. Blatt Ga. : Innsbrnck, Achensee, 
Zillerthal, Vendgcr .  B h t t  10: Dolomite von Giid-Tirol, Bmneck. Ilozen, 
Ampezzo. 
- Atlar, Ibpograp7iisclr, dm &:hwei;. 1: 60,000. Lief. 10, 11, 12, 13, 16. 
Bern. 

B t q t w .  Madsifda, Par E. Wallon. (Annnairo dl1 Club Alpin Francab, 
1878). 

Clmntont Pm-and,  CurtG dc, ct l e  am Enrirona. 1: 60,000. (C. A. F. 
Hoction d'duvergne.) 

Etna, M a  t u ~ a ~ 7 ~ ~ m  dell', 1:100,000. (Bollettino clel Club Alpino 
Ituliano, 1879). 

Emrrsionskurtc (Zen &-h~rm';cr .ilyenclttb fiir 1876-7. I : 60,000. Bliitter. 
Tiili. Linththnl. Elm. nnd Laax. (Jahrbuch des S. A. C.. 1877-8. Beilwe.) 

~'ronti&e &a AZpes, Curtc rlk la, 1: 80,000. Paget Theniem, k n i i h ,  
Canna, Demonte, Frbji~s, Ura~se, Mont Vho, S. Etienne, S. Sztuvenr, So-pel, 
Tug*, Tende, Vintimille. 

ffottachm, Mhnographiache Xarte der Dottarhc~~ ,5irraclti1tsel, (Zeitschrift d. 
D. n. 6. Alpenvereins, 1878.) 

Hallkallkcttc, dw mestlic.ht, on' . A~fimhntc dea k. k. .Uilit. g w r .  ,I~ratnlt. 
1:25,000. (Zeitschrift des D. u. d Alpenvereins, 1870.) 

Iloohfeiler ?rnd H o c I l f a r ~ ~ ~ .  Knntn~t.n.la~tfski-re. \'on Seyerlen. (Zeitsch. 
des D. n. 6. Alpenvereins, 1879.) 

Bohen Tatra, Xarte dcr, mit &IL niichden I-oralpcc. 1 : 100,000. (Jahrbnch 
deu Ungarisch. Knrputhen-Vereins, 1877.) 

Aikwg~birge ,  Xarte ron8. 1:.60,000. A b e f c ~ ~ h t t t ~ .  L I O I  Th. Trurctrrcin. 
(Zeitsch. des D. u. d. Alpenvereins, 1870.) 

KtcrtcnLin&- ~ ( 1 1 6  Oednreich Ungas.n ant2 k n  a ~ t g r c ~ ~ e ~ u k n  Gcbidrt~ ron 
Krain, Steiurmark, rr~fd Krontic.n nach den zlrrf,la,'o~re~~ &.J- k.  k. Rtolog. Rcichs- 
nttatalt, m . 8  ~~crtwrcn riganen Bcobacktttnge~~ e ~ t t m m f ~ ~  aoa Dr. G'ttirEo Staehc. 
Wien, Hiilder. 

illccndrwn- ?end Lobln'a- Ql~.tecAer, d e ~ ,  in1 Jahre 1820 rind im  Jahve 1878, 
t-ot~ Si&. 1: 25,000. (Zeitsch. dcu D, u. 6. Alpenvereins, 1879). 

N d t i r n a  Alps, .1/fl1~ of m pttrt of. (.tlpi?ca J o ~ t ~ n a l ,  ix.) 
.VG+ d do la ffrirnrllr Ruino, I.Jdqrti.ue mcyrnphiqttc. d'uwa cartc dcs ntM' 

cds h. Par H. Dnhamel. (,1lpiw Jurrrnol, ix.) 
,Uoat PcZco~tr, Carte toyorlri~pl~iqctc d1t ntesmf d~r.  Raluction A 1'Cchelle cle 

1 : 80,000 dc In Carte c\u I'clvotu. A ~ c c  zu1dition.r et  wrrection~ p a  Paul 
Guillemin. Lyona, 1879. 

&ntc RQM, ~%hi;zo tiyogrnjco rErlltr puvte nrrrirliunnlc Je lh  cntera clel,  
1 : 50,000. (13ollettino rlel C. A. I., No. 34.) 

-1torts .llntritr, F~qaime topi~raphiqttmdca, P;v Comte H.  Rllfscll. (Annnsirc 
(111 C. A. E'., 1877.) 

,Wont Pottpd, &rtc giolinjqftr (la, 1 : 200,000. (.\nnnnirc tln C .\. F., 1877.) 
Ubcrbstrrrcirh 71. J%rlzb~rrg, ll'nnd- hitrfe TOIL. Von Kozcnn u. Ilnur. 6 Hliitt. 

Wien, Hiilzel. 
O$)wm, die Rrtq)pe drr, (Zcit.ch, tlr-s D. u. V. i2ljwnvcreins, 18i8.) 
Ontillj)rn, o\)J~cr'U/kflrtc dm. 1 : 60,000. S t~ t ion  Feuemtein. Section 

Hubicht. (Zgitwl~rift tic* D. 11. 8. d21pcn\crcins, 1SiS ) 
O~~atcrr.-a~~l/rtriaeh(*~~ -Uo~tarcItir, SjtcrialL'(lrt(' rm. Zone 18. Col. 9. Ghlund 

n. S11it:rI. Vik-nnn. 
P?ris&es rq)ngnolcn, G ~ r t e  d~ Irr r i~ f i i~n  cZoatitt;c plo' lc .lfu~d Pcr(211, irrec rtnc 

p r t7c  (lea Ila~ctca Pyrdnies E'ranyrt ism. I3ir Y. Schralcr. (Bnnu:rim du C. ti. F., 
1877 ) 
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3rkndea eapag~wla do l"1rqo11, B&a n~im'dionab &a, Va1li.e de 1'Aurin et  
cle la Theiia. Par E. Wallon. 1 : 200,000. (Annuaire du C. A. F., 18i8.)- 
RGgion comprise entre le Itio Arnct le Rio Arapn. Par E. Wallon. I : 232,000. 
(Annuaire du  C. A. F., 1877.) 

Rtc.,~aagebieter, Kartr d m  Tfrrnsartl ~ o t d  Thubtt~.few lies, 1 : 100,000. 
--- PrujiUofel strr Ero.tiotr den, (Both by A. Heim in Ueil.zgen to 

S. A. C. Jahrbuch, 1878-9). 
Rondi~tuio r P i z x  Rrp'/,a, Carta &I &typo drl, 1 : 100,000. (Bollet- 

tino del C. A. I., 1879.) 
&t~~~thalet . -Alpet~,  Kurto k r  cc~ctr-alrw TI tc i l c r r  dm, (Jahrbuch cles Oaterr. 

Touristcn Club in \frien, 1876). 
Sulzka~~rrtrrgirt, ~Sal:btcrg 11. Urvchtergdett. Von Mcjserer u. Minsingcr. 

1 : 500,000. Regensburg, Coppnrath. 
&-L7rm;., Phyakalisrhe A71rtc dm,  Von R. Leuzinger. 1 : 800,000. Ucm, 

Dalp. 
tb08yit;kantnt i ~ t  S t ~ r h i .  N .  0. Theil. Xach einer 6kizze. Von C. Gsallm 

1 : 66,250. (Zeitschrift deu D. u. 0. Alpenvercins, 1879.) 
Srirlbayevtc, con. 1 : 600,000. Von Chr. Michel. Miinchen. Finster- 

lin. 
~Siidrrd- Oeatrrrcicl, Spen'rtZ Kuicllc MII  1 : 20,000. Von Julius Albach. U q e -  

bung von Wien. Umgrbung von Linz. Unlgcbung ron S. P6lten. 1878-9. (TO 
be completed in 24 sheets.) 

T o d t ~ ~ t -  Gebirgm, h a d o  den, 1 : 76,000. (Jahrbuch des Ocsterr. Touristen- 
Club in Wien, 1877.) 

Tb'l;., !Zkgfrttsre $c. Von J. Hegbcrgrr. Miinchen, Finzterlin. 
Tyrol, kirrte rot,. 1 : 600,000. Von Chr. Michcl. Miinchen, Finsterlin. 
Thl E l r r ~ n a : ~ ,  Tha .Ufi~rntai~rs of. ('Alpine Jonmal,' rol. ix.) 
T?sa~tris, .1Ium7 do. Par L. Lom1ollocheblnve et I". Schrader. (Annnaire 

du C. A. F., 1878.) 
\iTiilxr, A. : Ai~raclkarte rZer -Ill,rt~. (Jahrbnch des 8. A. C., 1878-9.) 
Il'cstlicl,er Siid-Yirol, 6'eolo~soho Kurtr drs, 1 : 144,000. Von J. R. Lepsins. 

Berlin. 1876-6. 
Il'est-Oeatwreiel~, Specinlkarte uon, von J. A l b h .  1 : 200,000. Bliitt. 3, 4. 

Vienna. 
ItVtite No~t~ctains of Abtc IIflnyslrire. (Appalachia, 1877.) 
Tf'ullbachapitze. Kaat~~~rwlrrt,faki;,-c 7011, R. Segerlen. 1 : 78,000. (Zeit- 

whrift d e ~  D. u. 0. Alpenvereins, 1879.) 
~~lcrtlra&~-llu~~~ka~~tn~n, Srhe~antirrRc Skirrr, iotd dcr Bicldro~g ckl 7rarn1rn 

Lqfitntroms ror clsr h7atn*trophc ant 16-17. Airgrrst, 1878. Von J. Daimer. 
1 : 226,000. (Zeitschrift dcs D. u. u. Alpenvereins.) 

I:ASSEGN.~ DEL AI.PIX'IS?IIL) . ' -~~IC~~~ this title t hc  Biarcl~ese F. Carega 
d i  Jfuricce issues nt Florence a new Alpine fortnightly magazine. 
The form and  type a re  escellent,, and the  first numbers  a r e  well edited 
a n d  fu l l  of iuterestiug matter. T h e  subscription i s  G francs. T h e  
editor's address is  Piccrno (Bnsilicata), a town on the  new line from 
Naples to the  Gulf of Taranto,  and  we mny hope, therefore, fo r  in- 
teresting information on t h e  unknown mountains of t he  Basilicata a n d  
Crrlabria. 

P R O C E E D D I G S  OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

F e b r u a n ~  3, 1880. Jf r .  C. E. MAT~IEWS, President, in the Clrair. 
lieclsrs. T. T. Compton, W. Collier, R. Hughes, K. Lord, junr., H. 

G. JVillink, W. Cecil Slingsby, G. E. Maude, H. 'TIT. T. Bowvyenr, F. 
E. \\'il:on, and Cl;t~tdc \Vilson were elected iI1embe1.s of t h e  Club. 
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The accounts for the year 1870 were presented by the Hon. Secre- 
tary and passed. 

Mr. W. PEXHALL read a pnper on ' An Ascent of the Matterliorn 
from the Tiefenmatten Glacier.' 

Rfr. A. F. hfummery, n guest of the Club, read s3me rcmnrks on 
the first nscent of this mountain from the mme side, by the Zmutt 
ridge, made by him li~st year. 

Mr. J. Baumann expressed an opinion, founded on his experience of 
Mr. Blummery's route, that it would be frequently adopted. 

A collection of drnwings by Mr. GEORGE BARNARD was on view a t  
the meeting, one of \vhich, a fine view of the Aiguille Verte and 
Aiguille du1 Dru, llns been presented to the Club by the artist. 

lCfarch 2, Mr. C. E. ~IATHEWS, Preside~it, in the Chai?: 
Dr. Paul Giissfeldl and Mr. M. Carteighe were elected Members of 

the Club. 
The P ~ E S I ~ E N T  announced Mr. Donglnq Preahfield's intention of re- 

Riping the editorship of the 'Alpine Journal,' on the completion of 
the present volume, and stnted that, at the request of the Committee, 
>Ir. W. A. B. Coolidge, Fellow of hfagdden College, Oxford, had ac- 
cepted the post.' 

Mr. WILLIA~I SIJIPSON exhibited a ~er ies  of sketches of the ' Moun- 
tain Ranges round Jellalabad,' with other drawings of antiquarian in- 
terest, and mado some descriptive relllarks on them. 

A collection of water-colour drawings by Mr. ARTHUR &OFT was on 
view at the meeting. 

April 6th .  Mr. R. C. Nichols in the chuir. 
Mr. Henry C. Warren wus elected a hlember of the Club. 
Mr. E. T. COLEMAN read a paper entitled ' A Plea for the Alpen- 

stock,' and exhibited various forms of ice-axes and a novel form of 
Alpenstock. 

The CHAIRMAN showed some specimen-sheeb of the Alpine Club 
Map of Switzerland enlarged, of remarkable clearneas and good 
definition. 

It should have been stated in the last number that M. Lop@ had 
recently presented two pictures to the Club. The third new picture 
by M. now in the Club-rooms is the gift of the Honorary Secre 
trrry, Mr. C. T. Dent. 

pos~sc~irr.--hfr. E. Whymper mites from Quito on March 18  to 
Mr. F. F. Tuckett :-L I have ascended, besides Chimbornzo, Corazon, 
Sincholagna, and Antisana. Antisana is the most difficult of these, and 
few more difficult ascents have ever been made. We have also pijs& 
26 consecutive hours on the top of Cotopaxi. I am not amare that 
anyone has before encamped at so great an altitude-19,500 feet. . . . . 
We have grown out of being affected by the rarefiction of the air, and 
a n  be quite gay and lively at 19,000 feet. At first we all suffered 
aeverely from it.' 

+ Mr. D. Freshfield hss undertaken to see through the press the A W J ~  
Number, notices for which should be sent to him aa nsual. 
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438 

C- i m r I a L I o .  306 
C U I I I I ~ ,  138, I s 5  

C'np llonx, 141 
C:lrnic ~ \ l l r ~ .  446 
('zldcl 1)elflno. 4% 
C.\UCIL~~UII ( ; l ~ ~ ~ i e r * .  :;(P? 
C'nnca.cinu L i l c m t ~ ~ r e .  I!:? 
Cancnsu~, Viens of, 804 
( 'ircntinu. li? 
( 'cmolr .  47s 
!'c3ri:lun. 153 
( ' c r t c~n  di Pwio. 400 
( 'hni l l~~l  C311c. 358 
c'l~nmonix TlPplcme~~t, :;08 
('heiron, 147, 150 
Llhcyenne, 242 
C'himbornzo 489 
C i m m l l a  be 474 
Cima dei dele.:, 341, 410 
r imn  <lelln Pnlnttu, :Ill 
C'imn drlln Rovinn, a!Il-0 
('irnn ~ l i  Cknnli, 3 i l  
Cimn di J l w c ~ ~ n t o n m .  ;:)I, 408 
Cillln 11i Nnstrc. ti?, 401: 
~ ' ~ I I I C  (I t ,  ( ' I i n b ~ ~ ~ r u ~ ~ , ~ : ~ ,  :;SO 
('illlc (lu \'1111<111. 231 
c'opnc, 84; ~ ~ o b n i ~ ~ g ~  f rou~ .  i 
('01 Agnel. 3;,? 
C'o1 dc I:nswc Der6. 101 
Cc~1 tie Illi~ncieu, DCZ 
('01 tle C o m ~ ~ n u .  ?I:? 

Col dc Cern~ ,  100, 480 
Col rlc Cl~nlnnrr, !!I, 231 
Col ~ l e  Clnirc, 3(i2 
Cul do Corucilla, 1U4 

COL 

Col de Danvn Ulantx, 10i, 170 
('01 de Pa?, 101, 482 
('01 dc GCbroulnz, 109,103, l i 6  
Val dc G i r d ,  477 
Col (10 In Cnrolle 336 . . . . . - - - -  .. ---, - -  
Val de In Cltanrbru, 104 
Co1 de In ('inmnnlln, 474 
Ccrl ale la P w t e  ltoupe, W 
Col ~ l e  l a  Dent Blanche, IT2 
Col dc la  Gailetta. 101. 483 
CUI (le IU naesf, i 8 e i  
Col dc In GnndoliEre. 362 
(\,I de la  (iippiern, 352 
Ccl ~ l e  In Lavcy, M. 355 
Col dc In M ~ ~ .  99 
Col tlc Is Monbk du Fond, 103 
('01 ~ l c  lo  Yunnde, 91 
C'ol tie lo V a u m .  361 
Col dc Lnmsmr. 99 ..- -- 
c.ol ae ~ ~ ~ ~ n t ;  1 M  
Col (lc YEtret, 362 
Col ale YIIerbtet. 77 

Col ~ l c  6c.n. 00,4i4 
Col de Scporet Fornn. 94 

~ ' o l  dffi Rorufim, 365 
Co1 dcs .Wctte%. 231 
Col di Tdwcio. 76 

C'<d (lo Grnoil C<trnier, l?2 
Col ,In Ornnd >I<:RII, 100, 47; 
Cr,l du (;rnl~cl l'vtrct, i 6  
CUI (in Tnup, 3a9 
C'ol dl1 Pfllrt, 4S.1 
l'ol l)umn<l, l i 2  
('01 ilu finrs. 862 

CoUc di Silmlet, 316 
Ccl Toniui, 4i4 



Inaer. 

COL 

Col Tuckctt, 859 
Col Vieux, 862 
Cotop8xi 46 490 
0At.n kd, 3464.54. 448 ; Inns 

In 497 
~ o n b u l e s ,  152 
Mte do l a  M m n l e  91 220 
(Mte d n  Glecier 5&c: 359 
C'riner Furka Pss;, 63 
cnneo, 400 
Cyllenc, 160 

ACHSTEIN Group, 495 D Dnophlnb 141 175 206 412 
Danphinb ~ i s t h c t ,  b 9 i ,  85;-362 
Dauphiub, Jiountninwring iu, 

withont gui~Ic8. 213233 
Davos, 493 
Dcmontc. 8413.498 
n c u t  d'Hdrclla. 49, 382 
Dent rlu G b a t ,  48 
Dent ~ l u  Midi. 27 
Dent P a m c h b ,  104 
De S o u ~ n !  21 143 
Dcvdomk ~ i a c i L r ,  183 
Dinblcrcts, Accident on, 873 
n i rp l~c ,  167 
Dolomites, 114,807; in Winter, 382 
~ 0 0 1 , 1 1 0  
])om Joch. 200, 309 
Dumnus, 883 

CRINS, Pic  (les, l!27 E Elbnrz. 138 
Emhrun, 257 
Enile der Welt Ferner 370 
English Lakes, 66,440' 
E ~ r t r a q u a ,  402 
Entre  d m x  Eaux 288 
E r d o n  in  the R& W n ,  448 
Em& 384.490 
&reins, 407 
ISsteng, WI) 
Eaterele, 14W146 
Zcerelr, 467 

FE%c2P;en Rothhorn, 485 
Finatcnrerl~orn. 463 
Fldschhorn, 867 
Fonteinoblcau, Fbte a t ,  164-166 
Fornet, 481 
F o n ~ o  417 
~rax iAe tnm,  254, ? i 5  
Frcrnont's P e a ,  245 
M U I ~ ,  183 
Furggenhorn, 214 

ABELHORS. 107. l i 0  
h e r o .  Zli; C o n g r w  nt, 333 

Qqlnntsch Honsq 32 
Geyeer Bnain, 252 
Gigclcn, 59 
(4lnrier d 'Argc~~tikre,  Inr~a: ~rcnr, 

4!lt; 
Glncicr ~ l c  Fn?, 101, 482 
(:lncicr ~I'Ortly. 236 
(:lnc!m nn l J I e t a ~ r o l o ~ y ,  237, 3lll, 

43.1, 
Glaciers, Bxnrcising th r ,  413 : 

Legal n iph t s  t*~. 49 ; Y t s n r c -  
nlrllt of, :ID:I. 431 

~ o s s ~ t ,  MT., su r rey  by, 431. sna 
Grnhn  A l p ,  61, 99-lU?, 362-365, 

474484 
Grarr~l Al~pnrei, 100,481 
G n n d  Urn, J i6  

O M  Y UP 

Grana Combin, 28,106 Irs Dan& 03 
Grand Oomler 106 289 
(trand ~anuli4 5 i 2  363 473 
C i m d  F'ic (lo ln&ei&, 93: 121-136, 

293-297,411427 Levnuna, 168, 477 
Grand Itobren, 848 
Orand Tcton, 253 I Limpioponip, 45 
Cirnude ~Ioucherollc 1 i G  1 Linescio. 62 
Grnndc Ruinc, 293,i35 Little Schcidcck, 487 
Grnudc Serre, 363 ; I&hner, 438 
(;ran Sasm 11'Itnlio.i11 winter,4l)l Loppc', M., pictures by, 42, 303 
Urnsac, 148 , LxS JOch, 181, 309 
(iregz, Rxc~~ra io~rs  in, 157-161 Lysknrnn~, 103 
Odeagletschrrjoch, 68 
(;rim 496 
Gfi-thnl, 69 
Qrindelw~ld, 214,262,485 
G r i v o l ~  72, 74 
Grom Olockner, 238 I bIu11 Cuphard ,  A l p h  Club, 513 
f:rcavct~tro Mouutairrs, 2L8 i Maps, 409 
Guiann, Britlalr, 601-3 Maritime Alps, R? 136-la ,  336- 
Guide-books, 311 ; Pocket, 181 S46, 383, 38;-&ll'; Inlls in, 40 
(:nidcs. 70 ; I~lsulrrnec for, 43 
Ouirlw' Fund, 44.5 
(:ulelm' Stories, 436 
Guillffltrc: 437 

ALyS (64 H ~ i u ; u ~ n x m .  304, 381 
Ilohsnndl~orn, 64 

Miirjclrn Sec, 444 
M n k b c r  'I'llnl. 37 
Mattcrhon~,  3854,372-3,440,146, 

449-162 
lhuricune, origin of rlnuro 259 
Mnlnuriclrrle District, 105-10i 
Xcijc, 0a,121-13~, z 9 3 , z ~ i , 4 1 1 4 ~ 7  
.\lcirirlgeu, 215, Y34 

Hoch Wikkpitze. 431 I AIcrzeubachecheln 58 
Holron~ry JIe~ubcrs  of Alpinc 1 .\Ieteomloe~.. 297. h, 436 

Club, 418 AIirchnbel, 278,211 
Eu~~gorlnrls, 264 
Rut.% 10;. 140,224. ?32,233, 238 
E n t s  nntl Chniuq Alpine, ,190 
Hosley's, Profesor ,  I'hyaio- 

W P ~ Y .  1 jiorlt Lkiligulllc. 502 
LLIMAST, Ame~r t  of. 480 1 I n u k r r p n ,  SwLss, 485 

I I I I I ~ ,  40, 238 
Isoln, 499 

AKOB ANDEREGG, 120 J J ~ l k  Alpes, 287 
Jungfrnu. 1 I) 

AFFIRSTAN. 292 

KnIser Jwh ,  32 
KES~~II Joch, 368 
Klurl tschi~lo~~ Glncirr 181 
KBnIgmpitm. 167; iu ' r i l l ter ,  432 

LA BERARDE, 138,230, 412,426 
LRghi dello Meraviglie, 3.15, 

893 
Lago Aguel, 345 
-0 (lella Roviua. 402 
Lag0 di  6Pn Giullano, 304 
Lake of Pl~onln, 1 ~ 1  
Ln 3Iadtlnlens, 499, 
~ ~ l l l c r n h o n l ,  433 
L a  Motte, 238 
Lultcrns, .l!ILJ 
Lrultmn,  390 
l~ r lu i l lho rn ,  29 

Vnl ~ l e  Tigncq, 238, ,181 
1~ Bar. 14s 
L?blldlln Pas*. 303 
LC UeTccn11. 133 
Lr Boi*, 238 
IA Payc. 
Lo Plnrct, 330 
Lepoiltine Alps, 5;-GI, 112, $63 
Lcs AubwtJ 361 

\ I O I I ~ ~ I I C  do I'Our?;. 338 
J I o u t a g ~ ~ e  dm Afaures, 203, 251 
Afout & d e r ,  98, 169 
JInut Dlnnc. 48, 1W, 171, l i 3 ;  

Ode to, 446 
UOIIL L i u o  Uistrict, 104-106, 364 
Jl011t C l ~ ~ v c ,  163 
Moilt Chpicr, 343, 403 
M O I I ~  ~ o ~ p h i ,  167 
Xont  Lykcri. 138 
\lout Mnudit, I&, 170, 313-318 
Uout  31011nler, 337 
JIout Pelat, 336 
Yout  PourrI, 97 
Uont  Thabor 00 l i 6  
Uont  ~ h u f i a l  9 i  
11ont ~ini l r&.  337 
Uont  Vulnn, 27 
3Iout Vcntoux, 183 
Mont Vinnlgre, 145 
.Monte Biguonr, 153 
Uonte Gvedale, m i d e n t  on, 114, 

162 ; in whte r ,  402 
1f011te clells s t c l~n ,  340, 410 
'\lo~rtc JIoro, 980, 283, 2% 
.\lontc I l o . ~ ,  108, 496 
Uoute llosu. Distric* 10i-l1,3Iij--s 
.\louLe I t a u o  a i  Sccrsocn, l i B  
.\111nte Sccrscu, 439 
\Itlute Toilnle, 306 
Uotrte Yiw, 138, 410; Iron1 :11c 

north, 333-1 
3lorter;1taclr Ollbcicr, 119. 104 
\Ioeclcy, llr. IV. (I. ,  U<YL:II ur, G i Z  
3111unt Argm;~r, 38.1, 462-173 
3Iount Ziria, 160 
Jlurnjon, ,429 
UUrrvu, 457 



GrtCler Spitzc, 3i0 
Oulx, 256,. 

ALE. 65 P Pnlc di San Martino, 48, 
m7 

rii' dl ~ t ~ g i ~ i ,  300 
Pa&, Con- nt, 164 
I'nrlu1.~1;aq 158 
I'm dc In Carale, 361 
I'M ilu Oms Qrenlcr. 9% 
P m  llclln Lourousn, 403 
Prmo dl Lulcrn. 343 
I ' m  rli Munt Clnpler, 343 
1'8%~ di Fngnrl. 343 
I'nsu, dl Vajolct. 144 
I'clvonx, 2'27 
Fennine Alp. 100. 364 
l'ctrmlann. Ik.. ,lmtli of. 121 
I1i.tit Xont D n ~ n c ,  101-2.4J:I 
Frtrnrch. 183 
r i c  BOIIVOLSIO, 353 
I'ic de In Lune. 382 
Pic rim Agnmnx, 859 
l'ic dra Arcns, 00. 223 
I'ic rlci Oplllul~% 00, P?5 
I'lc ~ I I  FrCne, l i e  
I'ic 'lo Sap. 35.5 
Pic tlu Thnbor, 96 
I'ic du Vnllon. 91 
l'ic Jocclnlr, W, 220 : 357 
I'lc Olnn, 134. 361, 412 
Pic Tenlome, 360 
Pi l~zdo SO4 
Pi7. ~c&iiln.  IlP, 102, 1GS ; 

wintor, 492 
PIS Llnnrd. 113 
I'L I'nlU, 119.164 
Pla Roeg., 113,188,383 
1'0, source of, 64 
Polnte dc D3zel. 101 
Polntc de Cenaolr, 302 
Pohte  de Chnlnnson. 474 
Polnts de la Font Gnnctc, 3.17 
Pointe de la Ban& DO 
Folntc de Nary, 345 
Poh~te  dc W n t e  Anne, 349 
Po111tc des Etagm, 94 
Poultc dn Boussol~, 430 
Poil~tc 1111 MII~~IIC~. 100. 4 i O  
I'olnte Hnntc do Ilary, :ti0 
Pontresiun, 263, 287; auidc 

812 
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Pnulli.ve;, 498 
h t t .  Mr.. Dmth of, 119 
h u m ,  498 

- i l  : Prb de Urulame Carle, 91, 21L 
l ' ro~eapls.  387 I l'ontn Giordrclo, 4 
l'yrwem, 442 

AFI'ESTHIT3. GI R Rrm4Icd Air, Eflec's 0'. :C. 
GR. 48!l 

Ilmwglln tlel .\lpillismo. 312 
U t c n ~ ~ .  92. 235 
~ c c k i n k l l .  67 
Rchi Rothl~orn, 49-1 
R h h e  C;lnrler, 431-436, 499, 100 
n b i  PW, 111 
nigi, 447, 485 
Bimplas, 895 
Rinderhonl. 493 
Ilioburcnt. 848 
llocca dell' Argentern, 340,410 
Roocn del Mat, 889.41 1 
Roohe d'Alvnn. 92.282 
Itocher de 1'Encula. 303 
Rocky Mountains, Hl-R18,512 
Rojq 600 
now, 60 ; IUC or, I 15-0 
Roraima, 501 
k n p n r t e n  Oeblrp,  238 
Rwcnln111. 40, 487 
Rosslmdoda~l~onr, PO 
Rorlnn, \-a1 ~ l l d  1.ng0 delln, 402  

AAS, ¶Ol, !lM. 2iR.283 S Selnta Hi.lc\ne, 101 
ISnn Cnrlo, 61 
Gen l>nlu~ruzo dl Tcndn. 40% 498 
Wn Ynrtino dl I m i W ,  390,499 
Srul Gelvatore. 396 
Gerece~lq 402.2@Y-411,2N-2S8 
B d L ' r e .  101-4.481-3 
S a w  di Ynr, 114 
Saut du Loup. 147-149 
Bcl~bnlos group, 185 
Gchnceberg. nccideut on, 495 
Schneel~nobe, 489 
Schnrttenfcld 178 
~chreokhorn,i80 ; In winter, 18.4, 

213-10 
Begnret Forau Rmpc, 90,415 
Fin11 Iioh Range, 292 
Siknmrn, 188 
StlvreUn Ctmnp, 113 
Sirac. l l  
Sixt.8 
Sketching In the Alp .  79-80 
8. lUnrt111o del Vnr. 3Ui 
Suo\r blin&~rss, 175 
h u v m l r  de 7&rmntt, 417 
St. Clsnlre, lG2 
Ft. Ntirllne, OW 
r t .  >lojolns, 2714 
f;t. Pn~~laur-Ubeye, 351, 497 
Stml~lwk, 486 
St. Th(wl~~le,  31 
Sttrhr. 481 - - -  
Snffnid Koh R n n ~ e ,  288 
Switmlnnd l l l a r t m ~ ,  447 
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A. ", -111 
( W h h o r n ,  100, !ZOC-208 

T6te dc I'Etret. 35.5 
' 1'L't.a dm Fetoulcs, 3.2 

Tetou Xonatobl.;. YM , Tlefenmnttcn Gin-ier, 3 I ,  429 ; 
-joch, 49. 992 

I Tiruw, 438,482 
T111ea VnUey, 33i, 390 

/ Tuli District, 369 
T m  Fnlln, 69 
Tour de St. Pierre, 76 , Trrhsellaninen. U7,, 
h t l n o  Annunria, .w. 441 
M f t  QAtll, 20Y 
Trlftlimmi, 489 
Tarl~ingel, the dog, denth of, 310 
Tgml, 177 

AL BAVOYA, 61 V Vnl ch&polbn, %I  
1 Fnl Chiueella. 1 8  

Vnl d'Antabbln 60 

ALE!, Uoetlng in, 177 

Wehshorn from Zind, Sb6,19i-31 I Wehs Bugel, U, I13 
I meiamies, w ; j* ST 

W e h  Tbor in 1848,174 
Wetterhorn. 112,487-9 
muasplt4 83 1 "r","""L&?:i>~,, 491-3 1 Wyoming Range, 943 

7 AHI.EI18HORN. (39 
A Zermntt, 400 : In 1&9,li3 
Zinnl Rothhorn, 108 
Zmntt Oladm, Mattorhorn hz, 

449-468 

8puUiwwde & Co., I'rintrrr, rYm-r(rtd Spuarr, London. 



THE MEIRINGEN F I R E  FIJND. 

The following is a list of those subscriptions in aid of the diutresu 
at bfeiringen which actually made up the fund transmitted for  dis- 
tribution to Sir IIorace Rumbold by the Secretary of the Alpine 
Club, and also of the subscriptions, amounting to f 67. 2 ~ . ,  sent out 
separately through the Rev. 1'. W. Bull, A.C., now and for some years 
English Chaplain a t  Meiringen. It should, however, be stated that 
after it wa9 found that no furtber aid would be required, many sub- 
scriptions were returned or refused. The names of thc donors of 
t>hosc contributions do not, consequently, nppear in the published 
list, which only commemorates very imperfectly thc assistance which 
was tendered to the inhabitants of Bfeiringeo by their English 
friends :- 

Co~.r.xmv.~, BY TIIE SKCHETART. 

Mr. nnd MN. Henry Drnoe 
Jruncn &~nhnrn . . .  
Mrs. 1.:. P JHC~YIII . , 

C. H. A . 
 on. E W. B +ortGnn : 
QlthPrllle D n u e l ~ i  . . 
Rev. C. R. Bnrnwc.ll . 
John Wnlter, M.P. . .  
J. Cnnrncl Fchmrter. . 
E. 6. Tudor . . 
William winter' . . 
W. Q. Hutchinnon . . 
H . J . T o m e r  . . .  
J. W. Pietera . . .  
Hrv. F. Hopkinson . . 
J. C. . . . .  
J U ~ c c c ' h e r  . 
M~.'T.  IR Hunte W;ud ; 
.J.B.Lltultcrf~~ht . . 
H. W. Precrott . . . . 
G r r n ~ c ~  E. JIRU~IP . . 
Hon. Ym. A n l l e ~ l ~ y  (;om 
Mlu, A. E. Pntenwn . . 
Rev. J. R~~qwsll Stock . 
J o h n  Damaon . . .  
MI- F. Q ~ w l m .  . .  
>I. W. B. .  
Rev. Bentinrk j .  F, i ~ o y ~ k  . . .  D. Mnnncllng 
D. A. Rongemont . . 
Knthanlel 5licklern . . 
Henry Jonns . . .  
T. T. Whentley . . 
Mafor Ewing . . .  
Mr. and Urs. 1.pton. . 
Anonymous . . .  
W. W. Fowler . 
Rev. J. A. ~ ru lkahan l r  . . .  J. W. Brooks . . .  W. C.Clnyton 
Itw. P. R Robln . . 
ah. Roherts . 
Mary ~ t n a r t  . . 
Mkq O. E. ~ i c i o l q  . . 
;ohn Rirkert . . 

W . H n q ~ c r  . . .  
J. B. t1enl~- . . .  
Kolxrt B l l ~ s  . . 
Rev. R. ~ m J - t l i e ~ o ~ l k l n q .  
Rev. Fhier lck Hlldy~rrd . 
Tho~uoll Slreldo~~ . . 
Rev. R. V. Barker . . 
J. B. Pin,llny . . .  
llrfi. Bnthoe . . .  
J. T. TVnmer . . .  
I.'rnk f lrrner . . .  

Kcv. George Birch lleynardmn 
1:cv. Henry \Va t  . . .  
.\Ira. I l en r j  f cqt . . .  
r. I). n. s. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Misa Hc,pkinr . . . .  
The Nisw L)obou . . .  
Henry Lnn&pdorU . . .  
Blnsnl Hid~mth . . .  
Anonymouq, from 'I' ' 
John UIllnwny . . 
c'harles H Smith . 
Rev. Robert Barry . 
Mine Julie H o h n d e r  
Rev. A. Q. Wnldy 
Rev. E. C. Austan Lfigh 
J. Rand Capion . 
> l l m  C. IViltu~n . . fr. Prede~ lck~  Rohlnnon 

A Qenecesc . . 
G. H. 8 t ~ t t  . . 
'8event j-dx '  . . 
Hon. Mi*ees Plnnkett 
Dr. Eermann Weber 
F. M. Harman . . 
D. Wothernpoon . 
Anonymous . . 
E. 8. . . . 
n r . o n e n & .  . 

. 1 0 0  . 6 0 0  . e o n  



E . S TI nmpson . . . .  
\ViI;binl Thor* . . . .  
w. s. ~<. l l~ l , l l  . . . . .  

. . .  l r  John K ~ e m n  J n m y  Bc 
J . .i . C'o0p.r . . . . 
'I . E . Rumhold . . . .  
Ifis Rankr-n . . . . .  
rr C . Thornp~on . . . .  
'b: V . Liverpool' . . . .  

. . . . .  Frcd .Oor ry  
U-s dpeaccr . . . . .  
TI* \ I i ~ w  S ~ ~ R I ~ I H  . . .  
A ('onwrvntive . . . . .  
( . . ~ . l ~ n n c ~ ~ ~ n l w  . . . .  
Z.B. z . . . . .  
HI. n r r  \-1i11gba11 . . 
> l n I L m  . . . .  
Fir Cghtrerl Kny Shnttlewoi 

31 1'. . 
afr .. Yl~iiil) ~ i c i u t n ~ d  : 
13rv . 31 . I> . A r ~ l w  . . 

Car~hrtln . . .  
tilrnnnd . . 
Fisl~er . . .  

.2 . . . . .  H T g m l l  
. . .  . . J I) Hereford 

The Slisu* Pindcr . . 

rth . 

U'. Xoel Wonllxl* . . . . .  
Yrul Toppin . . 
%v . ('. w . n l n t h n ~ g t  (per BA . J: 

B7 . I31111 A l ' .)  . . . .  
I'cr Rev . F . T . \Vetherd:  - 

I l t  Aon . W . R . Smlth . 
5i.P. . .  I ?  0 0  

John  SoMa . . .  d 0 0 
I k v  . Y . T . \ V e t h a d  . 1 1 0 
A Frlrnd . . 1 0 0  
n r v  . s . Wilkinson . o In o 
l i e v  . .I . T . B r n w ~ ~  . 0 10 0  
I.!.bI.\V.,3r.:A.O.W. 
6- ; E . x . w .. 58 . . E . 
\V . . 5 r . . ? d . P . , & ~  . . 1 b 0  

Smnllrr slrm- . . 0 Ill 0 
Rev . J . d . Honlhy . U.D. 10 0  0  

Rev . Tho8 . Willinmson 
MA . \Villinll~aon 131111 
I I ~ J R  E . G . Stewwt . 
Mi- .ippl t.yanl . 
M:ulamr .\ lenllxrga . 
Hrv . T . Helmore . 
R.T.F i rehnur .  . 
R . \Vilson . . ( I I R ~ ~ P ~ . ,  rd B ~ I I  : 
h l n . S u p ~ ~ t  . . 
Xrp . Fljihhn . . 
F . 'I hornley King . 
A Frin~cl  . . .  
hlk* Evenrd . . 

Boll. A C . . . . .  

v1.4 . . A .  nri. I Y P ~  . . 
JOIIII  I. . 1'. ( ;~&IZUII . . 
W . !I Brnnfoot . . 
Rer . \f. . 8 . Wood . . 
l ' .St i rI i r~g . . .  
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